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. . paragraph 2 :

The Annual Report of the ulture shall hereafter be snbmi
and printed in two parts, as follows : Part one, which shall contain purely busi-

m<l executive matter which it is D y for the Secretary to submit to the

President and Congress; part two, which shall contain such reports from the

different bureaus and divisions, and such papers prepared by their special agents,

mpanied by suitable illustrations, as shall, in the opinion of the Secretary, be
specially suited to interest and instruct the farmers of the country, and to include

a general report of the operations of the Department for their information. There
shall be printed of part one, one thousand copies for the Senate, two thousand
copies for the House, and three thousand copies for the Department of Agriculture

:

and of part two, one hundred and ten thousand copies for the use of the Senate,

hundred and sixty thousand copies for the use of the House of Representa-

. and thirty thousand copies for the use of the Department of Agriculture,

the illustrations for the same to be executed under the supervision of the Public

Printer, in accordance with directions of the Joint Committee on Printing, said

illustrations to be subject to the approval of the Secretary of Agriculture ; and
the title of each of the said parts shall be such as to show that such part is com-
plete in itself.
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Under date July L4, L897, the Secretary of Agriculture, in calling

upon the chiefs of bureaus, divisions, and offices of the Department

of Agriculture for contributions to the Yearbook of the Department

for I s *

» 7 , used the following language

:

It is my earnest wish that the Yearbook shall ho of such a popular character

and of such value to practical agriculture as to justify the enormous edition

issued by ( Somgress. Every one contributing to it should be fully impressed with

the fact that every page contained in the Yearbook costs the country $500, and is

;iicd to be distributed to half a million persons. As the reputation of the

Department is assuredly a matter of xmde to every one of its officers and scientific

workers, I feel confident of the hearty cooperation of each one of you in making
this book the best book of its kind ever issued. As soon as the subjects upon
which you propose to submit papers are presented to me for consideration, I shall

indicate which of them will be acceptable, that the work of preparation may be

undertaken as promptly as possible.

The editing of the Yearbook for 189T will be confided, as in the case of the other

publications of the Department, to the Chief of the Division of Publications, under

the personal direction of the Secretary.

This expression by the head of the Department affords a clew to

the principles which have controlled the preparation of the Year-

book. .Moreover, from the titles of the articles submitted by the

several chiefs as available, the Secretary of Agriculture himself made
the selection. In addition to the miscellaneous articles thus selected,

the Secretary called upon each chief in charge of a special branch of

the Department work not purely administrative for an article setting

Forth the character of the work done by him for the farmer. The
precise nature of the article desired is indicated in the Secretary's call

as follows:

in addition to such other suitable articles as may be

necessary, the forthcoming Yearbook, 1897, should contain an article from each

chief of bureau, division, and office outside of those that are purely administra-

tive, which shall set forth in plain terms the relation of the work of his bureau,

division, or office to the farmer. The existence of the Department is justified

precisely so far as it aids the farmer to be a successful farmer, and my desire is

that the article called for should present clearly to the reader just how the

division of the work in your charge achieves that purpose. * *

Thus it will be seen that the Yearbook for 1807 lias been con-

structed on lines laid down by the present head of the Department.
The practical carrying out of the work as thus outlined has called

for a subdivision of the book into four main parts. The first, as

3
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iiuiual report of th( \ Iculturc

. and its publication tills the requirement of

tin- i.iu (see r aph on page 2) that tin ball "include

al rep the operations of the Department."

Th< !<l pari contains the papers setting forth the work of the

t ul bureaus and divisions and bears the general title "Work of

tin- I department for the Farmer."

In the papers in this second part considerable diversity is Bhown,

the - tl chiefs differing widely in the manner of presenting the

nature of the relation of their branch of the work to the farmer, i>nt

the majority incline to an historical account of the division itself.

By direction, considerable hit it ude was allowed to each chief in telling

hence the variety of forms referred to; bul those who are

interested in knowing what service the Department undertakes to

render to the farmers of this country. and the methods by which it

niplish it, will certainly find this information here.

The miscellaneous papers in the third part, eighteen in number,

, with a single exception, prepared by the chiefs of the bureaus

and divisions and their expert assistants. This part fairly illustrates

the extent and variety of the scientific work and, with the account

given in the second part of the character of the work undertaken,

should serve to remove the not infrequently incorrect impression con-

veyed as to the nature of the duties devolving upon the scientific

stall' of the Department, owing no doubt to the inappropriate title of

"Chief of Division" by which most of those composing it are officially

designated.

The fourth part, the "Appendix," contains information which

should be available to every farmer and which is of value to all who
are into I, even indirectly, in agriculture. Beginning witli an

extended presentation of the organization of the Department, a list

of the agricultural colleges and stations in the several States, and a

list of the Department publications for the year, it includes data on

feeding, fertilizers, fungicides, a list of one hundred of the most val-

uable trees in the United States, with their characteristics and uses

and their preferred environment; tables showing the number and
value of farm animals, the acreage and value of the principal crops,

the imports and exports of agricultural products, transportation

rates, and a record of the weather condition throughout the year.

The several bureaus, divisions, and offices of the Department have

been drawn upon to supply this collection of agricultural facts, and
it has not been found necessary or feasible to credit each particular

one with every item contributed by it, except in case of statistical

tables and meteorological information, the authority for which it has

been deemed best to indicate.

Geo. Wm. Hill,

Editor Yearbook.
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IEARBOOK

OF THE

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY.

To the President:

The Secretary of Agriculture 1 has the honor to submit his annual

reporl of the work of the Department for the fiscal year ending June

30, 1897.

OBJECTS OF THE DEPARTMENT.

The Department of Agriculture was organized to help farmers to a

better knowledge of production and its tendencies at home and abroad,

so as to enable them to intelligently meet the requirements of home
and foreign markets for material that may be profitably grown or

manufactured on American farms. It was also intended that the

Department should organize a comprehensive system of means by
which the sciences that relate to agriculture should become familiar

as household words among our farmers.

SCOPE OF THE DEPARTMENT WORK.

The endowment of agricultural colleges by Congress in 1802 and the

appropriations for experiment stations in 1887, for education in agri-

culture and for supplying correct information to farmers along the

lines of their life work, are probably the most effective and far-reaeh-

Lng ever devised by the government of any people. Cultivators are

becoming more familiar with the soils they manipulate and the cli-

mates of their respective localities, the plants adapted to their condi-

tions, and the live stock that those conditions will best develop. The
work done in each State along lines of agricultural investigation by
experiment stations is to some extent local in its character, while

much of it has general application. The Depart ment of Agriculture

designs giving wide circulation to everything of general interest, so

that the farmers of all the States and Territories may gel the benefit

Of good work done in each State
9
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ANIMAL PRODUCTS AND FOREIGN MARKETS.

1'h. of dairying is spreading from the agricultural coll

!.•!•-,, resulting in greatly inoi ind improved production. The

1 department of Agrioull are is Beeking markets in foreign countries by

making their people familiar with the superiority of our goods.

w e produce meats of superior quality more cheaply than any other

nation can pul them on the world's market, owing to the cheapness

of our grains and grasses. The State experiment station- are giving

ders information regarding tin- best methods of nutrition, which

will result in more economic practices. The Department of Agricul-

ture inspects live animals and dressed meats for export and certi

to their freedom from disease, supervises their condition through
N agents in foreign markets, and is the advocate of exporters where

s discriminations are laid upon the movement of livestock and meats

in foreign countries. The Department will in the future endeavor to

help producers to find markets for surplus productions, by getting

and spreading information concerning them and concerning what for-

eign markets require.

EXPERIMENTS WITH SUGAR BEETS.

The Government spends money freely in distributing seeds and

plants among the people. The policy of the Department of Agri-

culture in the future will be to encourage the introduction of what

will enable our people to diversify their crops and keep at home

money that is now sent abroad to buy what the United States should

produce.

Seven tons of imported sugar-beet seeds were distributed last spring

in 27 States, among 22,000 farmers, through the experiment stations of

those States, to ascertain where the sweetest beets can be produced.

Samples are now being analyzed at the experiment stations, and

where they are not prepared to do the work the beets are forwarded

to the laboratory of the Department at Washington. There is abun-

dant encouragement to lead us to conclude that our country will

within a few years produce what sugar it requires. The Department

will collect all the facts regarding the work of this season and publish

them for general distribution. The pioneer work will be pushed ener-

» getically during the next year.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR NEW INDUSTRIES.

The United States paid 8382,000,000 the last fiscal year for sugar,

hides, fruits, wines, animals, rice, flax, hemp, cheese, wheat, barley,

beans, eggs, tea, etc., $0,000,000 for chicory, castor beans, lavender,

licorice, opium poppy, sumac, etc., and 82,000,000 for bulbs, nearly

all of which could be grown and prepared for use at home. The

Department of Agriculture will encourage the growing of these arti-
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clea i>\ the Introduction of seeds and by sending oul Farmers' Bulle-

tins giving information concerning them.

An American Parmer can grow horses as cheaply as he can grow
cattle; we have a heavy and profitable export trade in cattle, and
may have an export trade equally heavy and profitable in hora

The Department is gathering fads regarding our horse Industry at

home ami the requirements of purchasers abroad, so that our farmers
may Learn what foreign buyers demand.

ADVANCE IN SEED DISTRIBUTION.

We are endeavoring to gel information from foreign countries with

which we compete in the markets of the world regarding crops and
prices. We are also taking steps to ascertain what crops are grown
on different thermal lines, so that seeds and plants maybe intelli-

gently brought to this country to assist in the diversification of our

crops and add to their variety. Agents are sent into foreign coun-

tries to make selections suitable to our various latitudes. All this

work is done at a disadvantage and at considerable expense, which
limits seed and plant importation. A scientist has been appointed in

the Department to have charge of seed and plant importation. He
will correspond with American representatives abroad, with scientific

associations, investigators, seed houses, and the like, so as to get

Information concerning plant life in different latitudes and along the

life zones thai control plant growth. The Department requires the

history as regards soil, climate, and antecedents of every seed or plant

it imports. This is very difficult to get in many cases. None of the

countries of the Eastern Hemisphere have a corps of scientists in every
locality as the United States has. Our country has profited by intro-

ducing new seeds and plants, but much of this work has been done
in the dark.

NEED OF aUALIFIED AGENTS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

There is a necessity in every foreign country to which we send repre-

sentatives for American agents who have been educated in the sciences

relating to agriculture. The agricultural colleges endowed by Con-
gress are educating men along these lines. Such men can now be had
who are competent to report intelligently on the productions of coun-

tries where man has lived by tilling the soil for thousands of years,

and they could keep the farmers of the United States informed

regarding crops, markets, and their tendencies much more accurately

than agents not scientifically educated.

GRASSES AND FORAGE PLANTS.

Much of our country Is comparatively new; few of our native

grasses or legumes thrive in connection with systems of rotation that

are necessary to maintain fertility. They are fast disappearing as
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cultivation are adopted. [1 is a task worthy a nation'!

them with
j

thai form sod and replenish the

I with humus or legumes that ti\ free nitrogen in the soil and that

provide the im^i valuable pari of animal food. Both considers

mand the attention of the I
>> partmenl of Agriculture, and efforts

n made dnring tin* past season to procure suitable gi

ami legumes from the semiarid countries of Asia, throu ntsof

tin- Department, for trial in tin- Western ami Southwestern sections of

our count ry.

THE DEPARTMENT SCIENTISTS AND THEIR WORK.

The Department has a thoroughly competent corps of scientists

occupying places in the front ranks of their specialties, conducting
• arch into all fields of inquiry where practical farmers need their

help. They cooperate with the scientists of the several experiment.

t igations of more than local interest , and keep in touch

with observers and experimenters throughout the United States and

in foreign countries. Reports of their work are distributed as the

ets of nature influencing- agricultural production are revealed.

THE WORLD'S MARKETS FOR FARMERS.

The markets of the world are now in close, sympathetic touch. Their
;" supply are affected by the weather, by insect depredations,

by military commotions, by transportation facilities, and by the intel-

ligence of producers. The Department of Agriculture intends, through

its bureaus, offices, and divisions, to carry information to the home
of every farmer, and thus enable him to direct his efforts intelligently

hanging conditions suggest.

EXPERIMENTAL EXPORTS OF BUTTER.

Early in the year it became apparent that a considerable surplus

of butter of the higher grades would appear in our domestic markets.

This had never before occurred, and it was plain that if such a condi-

tion prevailed for any length of time the price of fine butter would
decline; and should this happen with the best quality, values would

be depressed through all grades of this commodity. Before mid-

summer the best of creamery butter was offered in almost unlimited

quantities in our largest markets at a price lower than ever known
(14: and 15 cents), and no material change occurred for several weeks.

I therefore decided to make a series of experimental exports of fine

American butter, for the purpose of promoting an increased foreign

demand for this article, and in order to get more exact information as

to facts and conditions attending such exports than was otherwise

obtainable.
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GROWTH WD CONDITION OF OUB BUTTER TRADE ABROAD.

The export of butter from this country is nothing new, li began

even as early a^ the year 17-17, and exceeded 1,000,000 pounds annu-

ally a hundred yens ago. Then N increased to 35,000,000 pounds in

L863, and, dropping bo 2,000,000 In L870, rose to almost 40,000,000

in L880. sincr that time the quantity exported has been as low as

5,000,000 pounds a year (1894) and as high as 31,000,000, the latt

for the fiscal year ending June 30, L897. New York City reports, for

the commercial years ending with May, butter exports of 643,000

packages (aboul 60 pounds each) for L880, 292,000 for L890, 24,000

for L895, 1.99,000 for 1896, and 320,000 for L897. Since May 1,181)7,

th< 4 exports from New Fork have been about i_ percent greater than

for the same months in L896; but prior to the last year or two the

butter exported was Of low grade as a rule, and made not so much
with a view to establishing a regular trade as to take advantage of

special and transient conditions of the markets at home and abroad,

•and to make profits on these occasional business vent ares. The result

lias been to give foreign merchants, especially in Great Britain, the

impression that the butter of this country was poor in quality, and

that no regular supply could be depended upon.

TESTING THE LONDON BUTTER MARKET.

Shipments of butter were therefore begun early in the season, under

the supervision of the dairy division, and have since been continued

at intervals of three or four weeks. The butter has been obtained

from selected creameries in the leading dairy States, prepared with

special reference to the ascertained requirements of foreign buyers,

and thus far all has been consigned to a representative of the Depart-

ment at London. It has been disposed of under his supervision,

special efforts being made to test the demands of the London market
and obtain the opinions of wholesale dealers, tradesmen, and con-

sumers as to the merits of the butter thus sold and its relative posi-

tion, present and prospective, in that market.

IMPROVEMENTS IN TRANSPORTATION OF BUTTER.

Much attention has also been given to the matter of transportation,

with a view to shortening the time, improving the accommodations, and
avoiding detentions and exposures, so as to make the conditions as

nearly perfect as possible all along the line, from the producer, per-

haps in our far West, to the consumer in England or on the continent

of Europe. It was at first found that although satisfactory facilities

were provided by refrigerator cars and quick transit while on the rail,

and by cold compartments on tin 4 steamships while at sea, there were

points of necessary transfer where delays occurred, with the butter

often exposed to high temperatures and the packages marred and
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injured by careless hand! ousdeten t interior points

<

transfer and hours of oeedless exposure upon platforms and in tor

niinal sheds ai N«w \ oik and other points have been Located and

ents made for preventing them. The railroads of tl in-

try and the special transportation Lines operating over them appr<

.- the necessities of tin and arc prepared to perfect their

arrangements for receiving butter in all tin- large producing districts

and delivering it unimpaired to vessels at any suitable port to any

extenl demanded by the development <>r this traffic.

COLD STORAGE <>K BUTTER ON STEAMERS.

Suitable accommodations for cold storage of butter on ocean ateau

were very imperfect and uncertain prior to tin- present year, and am
not yet satisfactory at all [joints, lint refrigerators have been avail-

able at New York almost every week during this season, and i! Lfl now-

evident that the demands of t cade in this respect will he met sufficiently

at that point and promptly provided for at other ports on the Allan-

tie and also on the Gulf. (These important provisions will apply as

well toother perishable farm products, and encourage the extension of

markets in that direction also.) At English ports there has been much
complaint of detention and careless handling. An agent of the Depart-

ment has given particular attention to this subject at Southampton,

and reports the conditions there as much improved. A good deal

remains to be done, however, to secure satisfactory facilities for

transfer and prompt forwarding of butter and similar merchandise at

those ports and proper accommodations on the freight trains to the

interior markets of Great Britain. Refrigerator cars, such as are in

common use all over this country, are as yet practically unknown in

England.

BETTER REPUTATION FOR AMERICAN BUTTER.

The shipments made have served the double purpose of securing

useful information for those of our own people, whether producers or

dealers, who wish to sell abroad, and of aiding to establish a better

reputation for butter from the United States among prospective cus-

tomers. Leading English merchants have been thus convinced, as

never before, of the excellence of butter obtainable in this country

and the feasibility of delivering it fresh and unimpaired to British

buyers.

In the endeavor to have all the butter included in these trials

plainly marked and made known as the product of the United States,

and thus presented to the English consumer, extraordinary prejudice

has been met in London at every point. Merchants insisted that no
good butter could come from America, made various unjust and absurd

criticisms of the butter offered them, and even when convinced of its

merits, against their will, they offered to pay much less for it than
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they gave for butter of no better quality from other countries and

sources of supply. Once in the hands <>r the trade, our butter «ras,

repeatedly sold as English, Canadian, or Australian, and special effoi ts

were required to gel anj of ii Into the hands of consumers, under its!

true name, through the usual commercial channels. /

PACTS ABOUT AHERIC w Bl I I l.i:.

Ii is too early now to formulate .'ill the Lessons taughl by th

experimental exports, bul certain facts have been already determined.

Butter from the mosl remote creamery districts of the United States,

when properly made, can be so transported as to be delivered in prime

condition to consumers in England or on the continent of Europe

fifteen or twenty days after making. The quality of selected Amer-

ican butter is quite equal to the besl offered in London from any other

country, although our supply, as a whole, is no1 so uniform in char-

acter as thai from some other sources, notably Denmark. Despite

allegations to the contrary, the butter exported by the Department

lias been proved to contain less water and a greater proportion of

pure butter fat than any butter for sale in the London market.

The prod iids of the United States and of Denmark have been found

to be the only absolutely pure butter imported into England; all

others, including the product of British colonies, contain more or less

injurious Ingredients, used as preservatives. Notwithstanding the

prejudices of London merchants, and the maintenance of compara-

tively Low quotations for ''States" butter, the creamery product of

this country is now commonly retailed at the highest market price, on a

perfect equality with the best English, Danish, and French butt.

And English customers are so well pleased that, whether knowing it

to be American butter or not, they frequently make special efforts to

get more of that particular kind, and are disappointed on finding the

supply to be insufficient and uncertain. The retail price obtained for

butter exported by the Department during the summer has been from
24 to 28 cents per pound.

BUTTER PACKAGES FOR THE LONDON MARKET.

The London market objects to salted butter in small packages.

There are indications thai with some effort print butter and small pack-

ages for family trade might be successfully introduced, especially in

t he suburbs of the city. But consumers, as a rule, buy in small quan-
t ii ies, often daily, and prefer to see the quantity they want cut from a

large body, Like the contents of a box or tub, weighing 50 pounds or

more. For this reason mainly the retailers, and consequently the

larger merchants, demand large packages, and decidedly favor,

because of convenience, the cubical box of 50 pounds, or a half hun-
dredweight, known as the Australian package. Nevertheless, butter
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bed reputation Bells in London, as elsewhere, at tin-

niai with little ird to the form of package, ' 1 1 1
«

-

butter, which ^i i 1 1 holds ftral place in English markets, is

always found in kegs or firkins of different and irregular sizes. And
although when the Departmenl sent over early in the season exactly

tin- same butter in boxes and tubs, tin* former sold for a cent or two

more per pound than the latter, subsequently, upon recognition of

the quality of the article, tin* offerings made by the Department, in

boxes and tubs, sold at tin* same pri<

COLOR AM) FLAVOR OF Bl ITER.

English markets seem to differ as much as those in America in iho

matter i s t<> the degree of color and sail in butter. It is an

easy matter to provide for meeting the requirements of any locality or

market in these respects. At present London buyers want butter of

a light lemon or straw color, even less yellow than our natural June

grass butter,and Lightly salted, having, in the finished product, about

one-third of an ounce to the pound, or 2 per cent, of salt. A mild and

even flat flavor seems to be preferred to the quicker and more decided

flavors so highly esteemed in this country.

< ONDITIONS AFFECTING EXPORTS OF BUTTER.

From the present outlook, the whole matter of future foreign mar-

t'or American butter depends upon the question of price. Eng-

lish merchants are rapidly learning, and those of other countries can

milarly taught, that they can get all the butter they want from

the United States, and of a quality unsurpassed, if they will pay

enoughforit. But the supply of Hue butter in this country is irregular

in quantity and our home demand fluctuates, so that the highest

grades are at times obtainable at prices which offer a tempting margin

for export, and a few months later the same grade of butter sells for

about as much in Chicago and New York as it would in London.

While these uncertain conditions exist, no regular export trade of

importance is likely to be established. Neither merchants nor con-

sumers like change of kind in their supply of butter. A reliable

supply of uniform quality is an essential condition to a regular trade.

- 2 or '] cents a pound, and sometimes more, to carry butter

from an American creamery and sell it in Liverpool or London.

A comparison of market quotations in England and the LTnited
States month by month will show that at times there are strong

inducements for exporting butter and none at all at other times. Iu

July last the wholesale price of the best creamery butter in New York

was 15 cents, while at the same time butter of equal quality was worth

20 to 21 cents in London. From that time to the present writing but-

ter has advanced over 50 per cent in value in this country, while in

London the advance during the same period has been only 20 per cent.
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CONTRACTS LBROAD FOB ENTIRE BUTTER PRODUCTS.

A private dairyman often funis it bo his advantage to eontracl the

butter product of his farm to a good customer at a fixed price for the

year. Sometimes he gets l<
i >s than lie might obtain temporarily else-

where ami sometimes more, bnt the year's average is satisfactory.

others, including oreamerymen as well as dairymen, are quite con-

tented t<» follow the regular market price if their oustomer will take

the entire product, week by week. From the investigations already

made, it is evident that American creameries which do not find a suf-

ficiently regular and satisfactory market for their butter product

throughout the year, but are willing bo accept ruling market prices,

can arrange Tor disposing of their entire output to foreign merchants

on terms quite as advantageous as those obtainable in this country.

FURTHER EXPERIMENTAL EXPORTS OF BUTTER DESIRABLE.

As already stated, the trials made the present season have been

confined to the London market. The results obtained thus far seem
to make it desirable to continue these experimental exports of butter,

enlarging the field of operations to include other points in Great Britain

which present peculiar local features, as well as selected markets on

the continent of Europe.

It may become expedient to make similar efforts to extend the

markets for other perishable commodities, the products of American
farms, such as poultry, eggs, and fruit.

THE PROBLEM OF THE FARMER'S HOME.

Among the educational movements which in recent years have
engaged the attention of the public none has been received with

greater favor than the attempt to introduce into schools for girls and
women some systematic teaching of the arts which are practiced in the

home. Many of the colleges of agriculture and mechanic arts, together

with scientific, technical, and industrial schools, now maintain a

department of domestic science. Cooking and sewing are quite com-

monly taught in the public schools, and cooking schools for women
have been organized in numerous places. While useful instruction

in these lines is imparted, it is generally recognized that much remains

to be done before the teaching of domestic science can assume its.

most effective form.

NEED OF THOROUGH HOME TRAINING.

In this, as in other branches of instruction which have a vital rela-

tion to the arts and industries, the student should learn not only the

best methods of doing the things required by the daily needs of home
life, but also the reasons why certain things are to be done and others

avoided. In other words, this teaching needs a scientific basis if it is

to be thoroughly useful. In this respect domestic science is in the

1 A97 2
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,v with medicine, *ng »»d agricultur* ii

y
long a-» thai medicine and ei

•'>'

empirica] snd the schools of medi< nd engineering w€

pnne pall) ei I In teaching men th< thin

lllt M or engineers. To-daj no doctor or engineers

d Qtted to pursue in- profession until be baa drunk deep al

the fountains of science and knows well the principles on which -nr-

aful practice must be baaed, [n agriculture ii is coming to be

u ; v seen that teaching the boy how to plow or to perform any

other farm operation is no1 the mosi important service which the

school can render. There must be added to this, definite and careful

instruction in the principles on which agricultural practice is based.

The farmer musl be taught to think in the lines where science b

shed light upon his art if his practice is to be most thoroughly success-

ful Fortunately, science has already much to toll the farmer which

is most useful to him, ami every year sees an increase in the great

*e from which the agricultural student can safely draw.

THE TEACHING OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE.

Now what has been done for the boy in agriculture and engineer-

ing nerds to be done for the girl in domestic art and science. And

already the beginnings of a far-reaching effort in this direction have

been made. The teachers of domestic science are not content to fol-

low a dull routine of household drudgery in their teaching. '1 hey are

appealing to the scientist and specialist in lines which touch the home

life to explain the principles on which home practices should rest and

to show them how intelligent taste and skill can make the home a

pleasant place to live in, and how scientific knowledge can enable the

home keeper to maintain the health and generally promote the physi-

cal well being Of those committed to her charge. Some progress has

been made in formulating the replies which science is now able to give

to inquiries relating to domestic science and in undertaking investi-

gations with a view to greatly broadening our knowledge of these

matters in the days to come.

THE DEPARTMENT'S WORK FOR THE HOME.

Iii the great work of helping the women of our land, nearly half of

whom are toiling in the homes upon our farms, this Department, it is

believed, has a large duty to perform. For, whatever will be effective

in raising the grade of the home life on the farm, in securing the better

nourishment of the farmer's family, and in surrounding them with the

refinements and attractions of a well-ordered home, will powerfully

contribute alike to the material prosperity of the country and the

general welfare of the farmers. The invest igal ions which the Depart-

ment has undertaken on the food and nutrition of man have already

been of much service to the teachers and students of domestic sci-

ence, and it is hoped that these investigations will hereafter be still
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more helpful in establishing a scientific basis for the teaching and

practice of human nutrition. Through Its close relations with the

agricull ural colleges and other institutions for ind ust rial training of

the youth, the Department ma\ incidentally aid the movement to

educate women in the rational practice o£ the arts of the home.

PROPOSED SELF in THE TRAINING OF \v<>\n;\.

But beyond this, ii is much to be desired thai the Department may
be afforded an opportunity to undertake v <> definite enterprises

which will enable it to extend much more male rial assistance t o i hose

who are engaged in the noble task of giving practical training to the

future wives and mothers of our farmers and to that vast army of

faithful women who are bearing the heavy burdens of keeping the

farmers' homes pure and sweet and rearing the future masters of our

vast agricultural domain.

BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY.

MEAT INSPECTION.

The appropriation at the disposal of the bureau has not been suffi-

cient to enable it to inspect all the animals slaughtered in the United
States designed for interstate and foreign commerce. The force

engaged in this work has been enlarged from time to time, and the

number of animals inspected has increased each year. During the

past year all the beef exported to Europe, and a great part of the pork

and other meat products, have been inspected in accordance with the

law, but the bureau has found it impossible to inspect the large

\

amount of meat slaughtered for interstate trade. The force now used

in the inspection is competent and efficient, and it should be extended,

sufficiently to meet the intent of the law looking to the inspection of

all the meat entering into interstate and foreign trade. The persons

obtained by certification from the eligible list of the civil service, as

a rule, have been more competent and efficient than those obtained

before the force was brought within the classified service.

The work of inspection was in operation at 128 abattoirs and pack-

ing houses located in 33 cities.

The following table shows the number of ante-mortem inspections

made in the stock yards and at abattoirs, with the number condemned:

Ante-mortem infection.

Animals.

Cattle
Sheep

Hogs

Total

For official
abattoirs in
cities where
the inspec-
tion was
made.

For abat-
toirs in other
cities and
miscellane-
ous buyers.

I

demnecl Sflgg?
inspections, at abat- ,.',. •

.

toirs. } w as"

1,289,058
5,179,643

859,930
16,813,181

1,967

[,712
189,053

8.::.::

1,025
8,044.:».V)

148

1,744

196
757

24,951

:.'. 597
I 287

a, 812 1,107 13
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rii.- following table shows the number of post-mortem inspectio]

ing the aumber of animals rejected, with the anmber of e ef

and parte condemned as unfit t'<>r human food:

Post-mortem inspection.

Animals.

Cattle
Sheep

Total

N amber of inspections.

At aliat

t • .ii-.

4, 24

5,209, ltil

I, 124

16,80*

On ani
mals n-
jected
in stock

11. cat

47,417

Total.

5,21
I '.Ml

16,83

ondemned

At
abat-
toir8.

6,618
3,086

a41,562

51,504

Stock-
J a i-il

Lnspec
tioiis.

1,652
311

Total.

10 343

oon-
demned

111,21*)

1,213

a Inclnd mdemned on microscopic examination.
5Includes 10,082 condemned on microscopic examination

The meat-inspection tags or some other marl: of identification were

affixed to L4,510,66» quarters and 863,248 pieces of beef, 5,161,927 car-

casses of sheep, 231,879 of calves, 524,556 of hogs, ami to 314,947 sacks

and pieces of pork.

The following table shows the number of animals inspected before

slaughter, for abattoirs having inspection, from 1801 to 1897, inclusive:

Animals inspected for abattoirs having inspection, fiscal years 1891-18

Fiscal year.

1891

1894

L896

Cattle.

83, 891

8,167,009
: 171

8, 862, 1 1

1

..Mil
4, 050, 011
4,289,058

Calves.

59, 089
02, 947
96,331
109.941
21:5,575

259, 930

Sheep.

583,361
870,512

1,020,764
1,344,031
1,710,190
5, 179. 643

Hogs.

7,964,850
13,576,917
14,3ni,983
16,813,181

Total.

83,891
3,809, 159

1,885,633
12,944,056
18,783,000

r5,739

26,541,812

MICROSCOPIC INSPECTION OF PORK.

In the microscopic inspection for trichina?, 1,881,309 specimens were

examined. The number of samples found infected was 13,325, of

which 3,243 were from carcasses and 10,082 from pieces of pork.

The number of pounds exported was 43,572,355, of which only

1,001,783 pounds went to countries not requiring a certificate of

microscopic inspection.

Amount ofpork microscopically inspected, fiscal years 1892-1897.

Fiscal year.
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The OOSt Of I liis inspect ion was s
I I 1 ,()(;!). 30, an a\ erage |»<t specimen

examined of 5.94 cents, or an average of 0.256 cent tor each pound of

microscopically examined meat exported.

insi'Ki I ion OF VESSELS and EXPORT animals.

The Dumber of Inspect Long of domestic cattle for export was 845,116;

number bagged, 1 L0,379; number rejected, L,565; number of inspec-

tions of domestic sheep, 348,108; number rejected, L80. The number

of Canadian cattle inspected was L3,136; number rejected, L2; Cana-

dian slieej) inspected, 23,289; number rejected, 72.

The number <>t domestic animals exported under the supervision of

inspectors consisted of 390,554 cattle, 184,500 sheep, 22,623 horses, and

L00 mules.

The number of certificates issued for cattle was 1,563; the number

of clearances of vessels was 954.

The percentage of loss in export animals during the year 1894 was

0.37; in 1895 it was 0.62, and in 1896 it was 0.32.

The cost of inspection of export animals, the Texas fever work, and

the inspection of animals imported from Mexico was $102,555.10.

Cattle and sheep inspected for export.

Fiscal year.

w;
1896

1895
1894

Cattle.

Number
of inspec-

tions.

845,116
81"). S82
057. 756
725, 243
611,542

Number
rejected.

1,565
1,303
1,060

184
292

Number
tagged.

410, 379
377, 639
324,339
360,580
280. 570

Number
exported.

390,554
365, 345
324,299
363,535
289,240

Sheep.

Number Number Number
ofST"

!

348,108
733, 657

704,044
135, 780

189
893
179

184,596
422, 603
350,808
85,809

SOUTHERN CATTLE INSPECTION.

During the quarantine season of 1896 there were received and yarded

in the quarantine divisions of the various stock yards 42,869 cars,

containing 1,154,235 cattle; 43,529 cars were cleaned and disinfected.

The supervision and control of the movement of cattle from the dis-

trict infected with Southern, or splenetic, fever involves the placarding

of cars and the stamping of waybills, the proper yarding of Southern

cattle so that they will not come in contact with susceptible animals,

and, when reloaded at one station, the notification of the inspector

at the point of destination or at intermediate stations. In the nonin-

fected area in Texas 220,543 cattle were inspected and permitted to be

moved to other States by trail and railroad for grazing.

INSPECTION OF IMPORTED ANIMALS.

The number of animals Imported from Mexico and inspected at the

ports of entry along the boundary line was as follows: Two hundred
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and ninety-two thousand four hundred and se^ enty-nine eattl

sheep, 12 b ind 171 goats.

An experiment ismra In pro o Pa a County, Iowa, to deter-

mine to what extent and al u liai oosi bog cholera can be prevented or

ntrolled bj sanitary regulations. The Legislature at its last session

passed a special act giving authority to destroy animals and to enforce

accessary quarantine regulations. Tin- funds ai ailable tor I his exper-

iment are not sufficient, but it is hoped thai tin- work may be snffi-

nil\ thorough in a part of the county to indicate what nay be

(Omplished by the enforcement of such regulations. Experiments

are also being made to Learn what may be accomplished by killing

only tin' plainly diseased animals and treating those exposed with ho

cholera antitoxin. It is yet too early to form an idea of the results

that will l)*' obtained through these experiments further than to state

that the antitoxin evidently has a beneficial effect. The laboratory

and experiment station are now- engaged upon investigations Looking

to the production of an antitoxin of greater protective power and at

LOSS expense than has been possible heretofore.

PROPOSED EXTENSION OF MEAT INSPECTION.

The most pressing work of the Bureau of Animal Industry for the

coming year is the extension of meat inspection to abattoirs engaged

in the interstate business, which has not yet been included in the serv-

ice. Until allthe establishmentswhich kill for shipment to other States

have been included, the object of the law in preventing the sale of

diseased carcasses for human food will not be accomplished, and there

will be a discrimination in favor of those who have received the

inspection and against those who have not been able to obtain it.

There is also a demand for increased microscopic inspection, which is

necessary to permit the marketing of American pork products in the

principal countries of continental Europe. The exports of these

products fluctuate largely from year to year, according to the condi-

tion of the market, and consequently"it is impossible to foresee the

expenditure which will be necessary to properly provide for the trade.

There should either be an emergency fund which can be drawn upon
for this purpose or the Department should be authorized to charge

a reasonable sum—say 5 cents—for each specimen microscopically

inspected, and the sum so collected should become additional to the

appropriation, so that any demands made might be complied with.

PAYMENT FOR MICROSCOPIC INSPECTION.

While I believe the general inspection of meats for sanitary pur-

poses should be made by the Government, without charge to the

slaughterers, the microscopic inspection to a great extent is a com-

mercial inspection, and the cost of it could be more legitimately

assessed against the trade which it benefits. If the packers paid the
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cost of* the Inspection, there would be do Longer any reason for

declining to extend ii bo all who apply for it, and the inspection

could be applied to as many small pieces of port as might be deemed

necessary or advisable. Ai present inspection is demanded of pieo

weighing only from l' t«> ''> pounds, and <>n account of the cost of

inspecting such small pieces a Limit of weight has been set (> pounds),

which is more or less unsat isfactory i<> i lie i cade.

The inspection of export animals must be continued in order to

certify to their healthfulness and maintain the market which has

been secured for them in other countries. At present our live ani-

mals are shui out from most of the countries of continental Europe,

ami it is only by inspection and certifying to their healthfulness that

WQ can hope to have these markets reopened.

INSPECTION AND QUARANTINE OF IMPORTED ANIMALS.

The inspection and quarantine of imported animals must also be

continued in order to prevent the introduction of contagious diseases.

While much progress has been made in the control of contagious dis-

eases in European countries from which our stockmen import live ani-

mals, yet most of these countries are now affected with either pleuro-

pneumonia or foot-and-mouth disease, or both. The prospects are

that there will be more importations from Europe during the coming

year than for several j
rears past, and consequently the cost of this

inspection must be somewhat increased.

INSPECTION CERTIFICATE TO INCLUDE MILK PRODUCTS.

It is suggested that an extension of the Government system of

inspection and certification at present applied to meats and meat

products for export to include butter, cheese, and condensed milk

would be advisable and may perhaps be necessary in order to main-

tain the standing of our products in foreign markets. If a trade in

pure butter or pure cheese is built Up under existing conditions, it

may at any time be ruined through the shipment by unscrupulous

persons of adulterated products or those which have been preserved

with agents generally considered harmful* No doubt a certification

limited to products which would grade above a certain fixed and arbi-

trary standard would be a great benefit and aid in building up and

maintaining a greatly increased trade in such products.

CATTLE AFFECTED WITH TEXAS FEVER.

The inspection and quarantine of cattle from the Texas fever dist rid

is an extremely Important branch of the service, and it needs constant

'attention to prevent the infection of the central stock yards ami (she

widespread dissemination of the contagion. When we consider that

the quarantine line separating the infected from the uninfected dis-

trict of the country extends from the Atlantic const on the east to the
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Mir on the weal and Is ov< I mile* Id Length, the difficulty In

renting violations of the regulations and tin- unlawful movement
ui infected Btoek can be appreciated. Daring the present year there

have been more violations of the quarantine than for several >« mm

owing, qo doubt, to t h^ Increased demand for stock cattle. Ii will be

necessary to take Increased precautions during the aexl year top*

\ mi the movementof cattle contrary to the regulations, or greal damage

to the domestic and export trade and a heavy Loss of stock w ill result.

The force during the present year Is not sufficient to properly guard

this Line.

DESTRUCTION OF CATTLE TICKS.

Probably the most important work which the pathological division

has had iii charge Lias been t be experimental st ady of the effect of the

different Bubstanoes in destroying ticks which spread the infection of

Texas fever, it has been found recently that a petroleum product

known as paraffin oil will destroy the ticks without greatly irritating

the skin of the animals to which it is applied. It is thought by dip-

ping the animal twice in this oil, with an interval of a few days, all

the ticks will be destroyed, and the animals, even from the infected

district, may hereafter be shipped with safety to any part of the

country. If this hope is fulfilled, the dipping of cattle from the infected

district must soon become general and will save millions of dollars

to the Southern States and more thoroughly protect Northern cattle.

BLACK LEG.

An effort is being made to prevent the losses from the disease known

as black leg, or symptomatic anthrax, by distributing to the owners

of herds where such losses occur a vaccine that will produce immu-

nity. Some localities report losses from this disease ranging from 8

to 14 per cent. Heretofore the methods used in this country required

two vaccinations, with an interval of ten days or more. The trouble

and expense of a double vaccination, added to the cost of the vac-

cine, has deterred many stock owners from adopting this method of

prevention. The pathological division is experimenting with a vac-

cine prepared by a special method which produces sufficient immu-
nity to resist the disease with one vaccination.

RABIES.

Many investigations of reported outbreaks of this disease have been

made and a considerable number of tests made of animals supposed

to be infected with rabies. A great variety of opinions have been

expressed concerning the existence of rabies and the extent to which

it prevails in this country. There are few institutions which are pre-

pared to make scientific tests of animals supposed to be infected with

this disease, consequently the work of the pathological division in
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this direction is of .ureal importance. A considerable Dumber of

undoubted cases of the disease have been discovered, and it lias

been found llial some apparent I y nnaeeoii ntable out breaks of d isease

among cattle were really attributable i<> rabies.

ERADICATION OF SHJCEF SCAB.

The design <>f the Department Is to entirely eradicate sheep scab, and

every effort will bemad*' to bring this about. The work should be

done on the raneliand on the farm. In many instances sheep own-
ers have undertaken the complete eradication of tins disease and suc-

ceeded. There is always more or less opposition when outside inter-

ference is brought to bear upon private management, but the general

welfare of the sheep owners all over the United States requires that

this disease should be eradicated. Intimate relations now exist

between the sheep-breeding grounds and sheep-feeding grounds of the

Northwest. Sheep are moved in large numbers from west of tin?

Missouri to the grain fields east of it. The sheepmaster on the breed-

ing.grounds can obtain better prices for his stock by eradicating this

disease, and much loss will be prevented to the feeder when he can
buy healthy sheep.

HOG CHOLERA AND TUBERCULOSIS.

Experiments are also being made to determine the best methods of

treating and controlling hog cholera and tuberculosis. The losses

from these diseases are extremely serious, and every effort should be
made to reduce them. In order to accomplish this, it is plain that

the Department must exercise fuller control over the movement of

animals from one part of the country to another and prevent the

dissemination of contagion by stock cars in which diseased animals
have been transported. It is j)robable that more legislation should

be enacted, giving the Department greater power in the stock yards
that are used for interstate shipments, and that more positive author-

ity should be granted for compelling the disinfection of cars and
stock pens.

WORK OF THE BIOCHEMIC DIVISION.

This division has manufactured and distributed to State authorities

sufficient tuberculin to test 57,000 cattle for tuberculosis and suffi-

cient mallein to test 1,400 horses for glanders during the past year.

This division has also succeeded in manufacturing an ink which is of

great assistance in branding carcasses and pieces of inspected meats.

Such branding answers the purpose of identification in many cases
as well as seals and tags, and where used results in a great saving of

money, since it can be applied much more rapidly and costs for

material very nnieh less.
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w J li a \ it - w to determining the value of German m im-

ination of pork for trichinae, the various outbreaks of trichinosis in

thai country from 1881 to have been Btudied.

It is a remarkable Tact that with all thi of trichinosis which

laid at the door of German inspection and German pork, there \.

not a single case in Germany during the fifteen years referred t<> which

the German sanitary authorities have been able £o show was due to

American pork.

The zoological laboratory has prepared \'*>r the use of the bureau

inspectors a bulletin on certain animal parasites found in meats, with

Bpecial reference to their direct or indirect transmissibility to man.

b\>\ about two months the at tention of this laboratory w as occupied

with a study of the parasites of the Cur seal, undertaken al i he reqw
of the Treasury Department. An extensive report on this subject

has been submitted to the United States Seal Commission for publi-

cation.
NEED OF AX ANIMAL' EXPERIMENT STATION.

The work of this bureau requires the use of an experiment station

where a considerable number of experimental animals can be con-

stantly kept. This is needed partly for the diagnosis of <li>< lei

with in the inspection of meat and in the investigation of outbreaks

of disease in various parts of the country, and also in the investigation

of the nature of diseases and the best methods of treating- them. The
station which lias heretofore been occupied by the bureau has become

insufficient for the purpose, and a change has therefore been made to

a point farther from the city of Washington, and where more land

can be obtained. The importance of continuing such investigations

and of pressing them forward as rapidly as possible can not be over-

estimated, and no doubt the necessity for such work will continue for

many years to come. I would therefore recommend that suitable

grounds for such an experiment station be purchased, thus avoiding

the necessity of moving from place to place and abandoning the

improvements which must necessarily be made where this work is

being conducted.

GREATER LABORATORY FACILITIES NEEDED.

I also invite attention to the importance of providing -a fireproof

building for the scientific laboratory. The building now occupied is

unsuited for housing the valuable working material which has been

accumulated during the thirteen years that the bureau has been in

existence. In the study of animal parasites, for instance, there has

been intrusted to our zoologist the type specimens from the principal

collections of the world. If these specimens were destroyed, it would

be an irreparable loss to science and to practical agriculture. So, in

each division of the work there are specimens, literature, indexes,
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ami working material of ;ill kinds which represent years of tabor and
which could no1 possibly !>»• replaced.

This laboratory is ;t practica] workshop, which aims to make con-

stant and immediate returns to the fanners for the Pull amount
expended for the scientific work of tfye bureau. Ii is accomplish;

this by tlie distribution of tuberculin, mallein, and black-leg vaccine,

i»\ bringing out the best methods of treating diseases, by determining
and informing stock raisers as to the nature of diseases which affect

their stock, by perfecting methods for making cattle ins usee pi ible to

Texas fever, and for killing the ticks which are the means of spread-

ing the disease. These lines of work are worth millions of dollars tp

our farmers, and they should not only bo encouraged, but pm beyond

the danger of interruption and ruin by fires and other avoidable

accidents.

THE WEATHER BUREAU.

The extension of the scope of the Weather Bureau and its increase

in usefulness are well known to the American people. In 188'J weather
maps were not issued except at the central office in Washington, I). C.

During the last fiscal year 4,315,000 maps were issued at 81 stations

outside of Washington, D. C, and there has been an increase of 080,000

copies within the last two years to meet the constantly increasing

demands of the public. In 1883 forecasts and warnings were sent to

8,01H places by* mail, no other method of distribution, except through
the daily press and the railroad train service, being then in use. Dur-
ing the last fiscal year daily forecasts and warnings were sent to 51,694

places by mail, telegraph, and telephone, and there has been an
increase in the number of places receiving forecasts in the last two
years of nearly 30,000.

CLIMATE AND CROP BULLETINS.

In 1883 no information was collected respecting the weather as influ-

encing crops. Now climate and crop conditions are reported from
about 8,000 places, and the results are summarized in the weekly climate

and crop bulletins which are issued at each State center and repub-
lished by practically the entire press of the country, both rural and
urban. There were in that year less than 300 voluntary observers in

cooperation with the bureau, and no systematic publication of their

reports was made. Now there are about 3,000 voluntary observers
making daily readings of standard Government thermometers and
rain gauges, the daily readings being collected and neatly printed in

tabular form at 42 State centers.

STORM-SIGNAL STATIONS.

In the year mentioned (1883) there were 41 stations on our seacoasl
and the Great Lakes where storm signals were displayed for the bene-
fit of mariners. Now there are 253 stations where these signals are
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displayed, at each <>f which, in addition to display!) tele-

graphic bulletins giving the location, intensity, and probable m«>\«--

im-iii of i in- storms are distributed to vessel masters within <>m- hour

after the information Is dictated bj lie- forecast officials.

i EN8ION OF W i:a i hi.i: BBB1 i

the fiscal year ending June 30, 1884, the weather service e

'. The appropriation for the current year ie 772, which

is $109,748 less than in 1883, while the work performed and i h<- benefit

derived by the public are much greater. The appropriation for the

current fiscal year, however, is inadequate to meet the demands made
by the people, either directly to the bureau or through their Repre-

sentatives in Congress, i'<>r a material extension of the benefits of the

weather service. It is necessary to establish and equip new Btations

at important centers of population. The amount now appropriated

is barely sufficient for the actual working force at the meteorological

stations, leaving no opportunity for the extension of the present

tern or the establishment of new stations. It is only with the utmost

care, and by requiring from nine to twelve hours' work every day in

the year, including Sundays and holidays, at a majority of our sta-

tions, that the important duties of tht> service can be performed.

Every mail brings urgent requests from Representatives in Congress,

farmers, mariners, merchants, and professional men for extensions

which it is impossible to make.

.MONEY NEEDED FOR NEW WEATHER BUREAU STATIONS.

An increased appropriation of $160,348 in the estimates for the

Weather Bureau for the next fiscal year has therefore been asked for.

This increase contemplates the establishment of several stations in

the Southwest of our country, where an extensive area is not now
included in the domain covered by meteorological observations. This

unprotected region includes large portions of Nevada, Utah, Arizona,

New Mexico, and southeastern California. Four or five additional

stations should be established in this territory. The weather condi-

tions which cause frost in the orange and raisin sections of California

drift in a southerly direction from the north and northeast. The
giving of accurate frost warnings for the extensive fruit interests of

southern California requires the additional stations above referred to.

SHELTERS REQUIRED FOR INSTRUMENTS.

The est i mates include an item of $10,000, over and above the amount
allotted for the present fiscal year, for the purpose of purchasing

instrument shelters for issue to voluntary observers of the Weather

Bureau, who number about 3,000 at the present time. These shelters

will enable the bureau to obtain more accurate climatic observations,
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since the thermometers wiW be so exposed as to have free circulation

of air, and yel x\' ill be protected from sunlight, rainfall, and radiation

from surrounding structures. Many employees .'in* now engaged in

collating and publishing these reports for the purpose of establishing

the climatic features of every portion of each siai<- in the Union, it

is an unwise economy that does not provide for the taking of accurate

observations upon which s<> much subseuuenl time and Labor are

expended.
An item of $5,000 is included for the purpose of erecting a small

brick and stone building on the Government reservation between the

two canals al Saull sic Marie, Mich. The average number of ves-

sels passing through these canals in the season of navigation is 80 per

day. The Weather Bureau office al thai point is maintained chiefly

in the interests of shipping, and its location should be on this Gov-

ernment reservation, where it can be of the greatest service to vessel

masters.

LOCATION OF WEATHER BUREAU OFFICES.

It is of great importance that offices be located with a view of secur-

ing several advantageous conditions. Nearness to the press, the tele-

graph office, and, if at a lake port, proximity to the harbor are

important conditions in securing prompt and effective distribution of

storm warnings and weather information. Besides providing for

these, the proper exposure of meteorological instruments must not be
overlooked. It is apparent that economy in expenditure should not

induce the Government to locate its meteorological observatories in

other than the most advantageous surroundings. Under no circum-

stances should the accuracy of the meteorological readings be sub-

ordinated to the desire to secure quarters rent free.

NEW WEATHER BUREAU STATIONS FOR CITIES.

Additional stations are also needed to meet the demands of many
cities which, though not so situated geographically as to furnish the

bureau useful observations for its storm warnings, are still so impor-

tant in their manufacturing, marine, and other industries as to render
it advisable to establish complete meteorological stations in their

midst, to preserve a record of the prevailing atmospheric conditions.

Such a record would be exceedingly useful in the development of

their industries, and would make it possible to have a more complete

system of distribution of storm warnings than obtains at present.

There are to-day over fifty cities having a population of over 50,000

with no Weather Bureau station. The storm-warning service long

ago outgrew the experimental stage. It has*demonstrated its useful-

ness t<> such an extent.that only the most efficient appliances should
be usc<i for conveying its warnings to mariners.
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There was ad extensive flood lasl spring in the Lower M ippi

River region. Fifteen million dollars' worth of farm products and
Livestock were found by this Department to be within that region.

Successful forecasts were made weeks and days in advance, to the

great profil of the residents of the flooded area. The river service is

composed of 22 sections, each with a central office receiving reports

from a definite area and each making local forecasts for tin- river

district under observation. In the case of an impending disaster,

such as was imminent last spring, the central office at Washington
dictates important warnings for distribution by the section center.

During reoenl years a very thorough reorganization and systematiza-

tion of the river and flood service has been effected. Prom the local

observers who measure rainfall and gauge river heights to the trained

meteorologists who are in charge of the river center, from the latter

officials to the forecast officials at the central office, and from these to

the chief of the bureau the organization has been slowly st rengthened,

until it is believed that the bureau is able to serve the public efficiently

during an emergency.

EFFECTIVENESS OF STORM WARNINGS.

No one of the ten West India hurricanes which swept our Atlantic

and Gulf coasts during the past few years reached any harbor with-

out danger signals being displayed well in advance. The extensive

truck gardens of the South Atlantic States received full warnings of

frosts of marked severity, and all cold waves of aii}r considerable

extent were successfully forecast in the interests of shippers of per-

ishable produce and manufactures.

Gratifying success attended the warnings issued for the benefit of

the fruit industry of Florida, the sugar interests of Louisiana and

Texas, and the truck-growing districts of the Eastern seaboard.

The rain warnings issued from the San Francisco office for the bene-

fit of the raisin industry during the drying season, and on the accuracy

of which that industry is greatly dependent for success, were in every

instance verified. The official in charge of the San Francisco office

states, in reference to the work of the bureau in this particular, that

during t ho last three years not a single rain occurred in the raisin-

drying region without warning, and in only one instance was an

unnecessary warning issue* 1.

GROWTH IN VALUE OF THE WEATHER SERVICE.

These facts testify to the great value of the Weather Bureau. It

has far outgrown in accuracy and usefulness the largest anticipations

of its founders, and has fully demonstrated the wisdom of the Amer-

ican scientists whose investigations make such a service possible.
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Its warnings bavc many millions of dollars annually to the agricul-

tural and mn cine interests of the country, and the numerous demands
made by those interests for an extension 6f Che service should be

honored by a material increase in the appropriations for the supporl

df this valuable Government institution,

STANDARD DANGER SIGNALS DESIRABLE.

During the period mentioned (1883 to L897) the danger signals dis-

played at Lake and ocean ports have increased in number from II to

253. These danger signals, notwithstanding they are a great aid to

navigation and result in the saving of thousands of precious Lives

annually, are in many cases made by old and obsolete appliances.

The signals are of such value as to justify an appropriation of funds

that will equip these stations with the most improved appliances for

conveying danger warnings to mariners. While the saving of Life

should be our first consideration, I am informed that conservative

estimates made by those interested in shipping, indicate that one

hurricane sweeping the Atlantic Ocean unannounced by signals would
cause a damage to floating craft of two to four million dollars! There-

fore commercial interests would, be subserved try equipping in the

most efficient manner each station with such mechanical appliances

as have, by recent experiments, been adopted as standards.

EXTENSION OF METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE.

Twenty-seven years ago the meteorological stations of the Weather
Bureau were established. Since that time man}* cities have grown to

greater proportions than the cities in which the original stations were
located. I am informed that it will be necessary to discontinue some
si at ions at less important cities for the pui^ose of establishing observ-

atories in the more important places, unless provision is made for the

extension of the service. The fact that in no case has a city gi\ ren up
its local meteorological service without vigorous protest, is sufficient

evidence that such local service should be maintained and that like

service should be extended to cities of equal importance.

STUDY OF THE UPPER AIR WITH KITES.

The work of the preceding year in regard to obtaining observations

in the upper air by means of kites has been continued. The object

of these observations will be to furthei studies in regard to the

mechanics of storms, and to prepare synoptic charts from simulta-

neous readings taken in the free air at an altitude of not less than 1

mile, with a view to increasing the percentage of forecasting accu-

racy. Many improvements have been made in these kites during the

pasl fiscal year, and the results attained seem to justify a considera-

ble extension of the work during the ensuing year, the preparations

for which are now well under way.
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BIOLOGICAL SURVEY.
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Work along fch of these hues has been continue

During the past fiscal year fieldwork has been done in Wash
tou, i >reg n, California, Nevada, Utah. Wyoming, N
Indian Territory, West Virginia, Mexico, and western Canad

A special effort has been made to - n the boundaries of the

life zones of the various sp< ee f plants and animals in the north

corner of the United States, particularly in Oregon and Washington.

ZONKS FOB CORN, WHEAT. A.VD "AT-.

In - _ btions are being made with a vi< letermining results

of previous studies n ge graphic distribution and making them
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immediately ayailabie Cor practical agriculturist. The first investi-

gation 1 1
.- 1< I for its object the determination <>f th<- varieties of com,

wheat, and oats which shook] be tuosi profitably cultivated in <-;icli of

the natural life zones of the United States. This work is being done
in conjunction with Prof. C. S. Plumb, of tin* Indiana Experiment

Station. Cnformation regarding the differenl varieties pf cereals lias

been -collected from more than L>O0Q grain growers^ Located in different

parts of the United States and the Canadian Provinces.

The work of fche Biological Survey is ;i j > i i i » i

<

- aecessity, in order

thai the Department may have a correct knowledge regarding the

Localities to which imported seeds and plants should !><- senl

ECONOMIC RELATIONS <>!•' MAMMALS AND IIIKhS.

Studies of the•economic relations of the various main ma is and birds

haye been continned during tjie year, ami special effort lias been

made to obtain a sufficient number of birds' slomachs to complete

investigations already begun on the food of certain species. .More

than 3,000 birds' stomachs have been added to the collection, and 2,342

have been examined. This work will result in giving correct infor-

mal ion to Ihe agriculturist as to which birds are his friends and which

are his enemies.

The main object of the work of this division is the collection and
dissemination of information regarding the geographic distribution of

birds and mammals, particularly those of economic importance.

FIBER INVESTIGATIONS.

A ton of flax straw grown in the Puget Sound region of Washington,
under the direction of the Office of Fiber Investigations, was sent to a

firm of famous flax manufacturers in Lisburn, Ireland, to be scutched

and retted in order to determine the grade of the flax so produced.

A very superior quality of straw was produced, resembling the straw

of the famous Courtrai region of Belgium. With the Irish report was
received a large assortment of flax samples, the best scutched fiber

of which is valued therein at $350 per ton; but out of the lot sent

from Washington, fiber was hackled worth $500 per ton. This experi-

ment also demonstrated conclusively thai it is possible to obtain good
fiber and good seeds from the same plant. The success of the experi-

ment has stimulated experiments in other parts of the Pacific Coast,

and in Oregon, particularly, considerable fiber flax is being grown this

season.

Interesting experiments are being conducted in the ginning of

Egypt ian cotton.

HEM I' AND RAM IK MACHINES.

Large quantities of hemp are grown in Nebraska. It is intended to

arrange for an official trial of hemp machines next season in connec-

tion with the forthcoming Omaha Exposition. The interest in new
1 a! 1

7

:)
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for best. A trial of these machines was to have been held

tliiv fall, but a proper growth of ramie could not be assured, owing

to ti M . converting toother use thi^ Benson of the ram4e tract at the

at where the Grovernmenl trial- are held. A new French machine

now t u tns out raw fiber approaching in quality the china of

commerce, though tin- capacity of tin- machine has yel to be tested

before the Department an make any authorital ive statements regard-

ing its ability to turn ou1 fiber in paying quantity.

All our figures of the relal ive yield of ramie fiber dot acre are based

on foreign tests or oh mere estimates put forth by those Interested in

machines. It is the purpose to secure, if possible, a ton or more of

Southern-mow n ramie ribbons, which will be b1 ripped and dried under

tin- direction of the Department, and afterwards treated for the spin-

ning fiber by Department chemists, and, at the same time, by spinners

in the United States who are contemplating manufacture, and who

control commercial d'egumming processes. It is important to settle

the question of absolute yield.

DIVISION OF CHEMISTRY.

The character of the work carried on in the Division of Chemistry

is shown in the following summary:

STUDY OF TYPICAL SOIL-.

The value of the study of the typical soils of the United States has

been enhanced by securing from the celebrated experiment station at

Rothamsted, England, samples of a few of the soils whose history has

been carefully noted at that station during the past fifty years. Th<

samples were kindly furnished by Sir J. Henry Gilbert, who, in con-

junction with Sir John Bennet Lawes, has had charge of ti: ri-

mental work at that station for the past sixty years.

A direct comparison has been instituted between these soils, whose

history has been known for so long a period, and the typical soils

which have been secured from various parts Of this country.

The character of the work lias not varied greatly from that of pre-

vious years, but some important changes in the details have been

instituted. During the previous years the amount of moisture in the

soil at any given time was determined chietly by an inspection of the

surface, with occasional weighing of the pot containing the sample of

soil being tested; This method, under constant supervision of an

expert, is capable of securing the best results. Often, however, it

happens that this supervision of the work, which has been under the

immediate direction of the chief of the division, is interrupted by rea-

son of his absence. In such a case it has been deemed advantageous

to have a more rigid control of the quantity of moisture present. To
this end weekly weighings of the pots have been made, so that the
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quantity of moisture which has been evaporated during the seven

days is direotlj determined. Knowing the quantity necessary to pro-

duce complete saturati >t the soil, a simple calculation will show

the amount to be added in order that the amount of moisture in the

soil Bhall be between 60 and 70 per cent of the total quantity

ueoessary \'nv its complete saturation.

l.Ml'i:o\ KD SlETHODfi OF EXPERIMENT with soils.

The method of weighing bus been improved by an ingenious me-

chanical device which renders it possible for one person, without

assistance and witjioul undue physical exer^jon in thje way of Lifting

the pots, to yreigh the whole auin.ber, viz, 17,6, in aboul four hours,

Important improvements in the method of applying the moisture

have also been inaugurated, which have been the result of the expe-

rience of the past few years. The use of glass measuring vessels has

been discarded, and a large number of tin vessels of conical shape,

holding - pounds of distilled water, have been employed. V>\ these

improved means it is quite possible to add one portion of water to each

of the pots in the course of two hours.

The general control of the crops growing on these soils has been
continued as in previous years. Oats and beans are grown durinig I he

first half of the season in duplicate samjries of typical soils. After

the harvest of these crops the soil in the pots is again prepared for

planting and a crop of buckwheat grown thereon. By this method
two crops are secured during each season, thus increasing the value

of the experimental work by duplicating the data obtained.

PROPOSED PRELIMINARY REPORT ON SOIL CONSTITUENTS.

A careful study is made of the total amount of dry matter produced
in eaeli pot, and the quantity of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash

removed from the soil by each crop is determined. The data of four

seasons are now at hand, and while it is not claimed that these data
are sufficient to establish all the points in question, they are at least

sufficiently extended to warrant the preparation of a preliminary

report, whieh is now under way. This report will contain statements
in regard to the composition of the soils, their physical character, their

r-holding capacity, their content of humus, and the percentages
of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash contained therein, both as

regards total content and in respect to the quantities removed bydif-

ferent solvents*

These data will be illustrated not only by analytical t a 1 »1« •-. Mil also

graphically in such a way as to show in the most evident manner the

relation Which exists between the physical and chemical composit Lon

pt ihe s.tii, its content of moisture, and the quantity <>t* dry organic

matter produced.
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real products ha,ve been studied during the past fiscal year.

'liu- oouiposition of the different varieties of Hum-, mciil, and the

by-products of milling has been carefully established by elaborate

chemical investigations \ aluab}e data in regard i<» the beat giving

properties of foods have thus been secured, and it has been ascertained

thai ili«- combustion is a valuable check <m the accuracy of the chem-

ical aiial)->- The work of investigating these food products has

been particularly complicated. It has covered the whole range of

Hours, meals, and milling by-products of every description carried on

since L883. The report will soon be ready for publication.

(OOI'KKATK'N OF THE ASm k lAll«»\ OF I I
I'I'K LAL A(iliK I 1.1 I \i\L

en i:\iim\s.

The excellent results which have been obtained bythe active coop-

eration of this Department with the Association of Official Agricul-

tural Chemists have been recognized and acknowledged in all quarters

of the world. Especially in the IJnited States have these results been

of inestimable value in unifying and coordinating the methods of

analyses employed in the various experimenl stations and other labo-

ratories of the country. A comparison of the methods of procedure

at the present time with those which were in vogue fifteen years ago

would serve as an unanswerable argument in favor of the continua-

tion of the cooperation which has been so harmoniously established

and maintained.

In the active work incident to this cooperation the Division of

Chemistry has taken a prominent part. All of the subjects which are

assigned for investigation by the Association of Official Agricultural

Chemists are fully and patiently studied bythe chemists of the Depart-

ment. The contributions which have been made in this way from the

Division of Chemistry have done much to secure the high standard of

analytical work which now obtains in the United States among our

agricultural chemists. So firmly has this standard been established

and so excellent have been its merits, that it has commanded the

approval and support of commercial chemists and those engaged in

original invest igat ions.

PROPOSED CHEMICAL INVESTIGATIONS.

By reason of the restricted appropriations afforded the Division of

Chemistry for the fiscal year ending Jnne 30. 1898, it will not be possi-

ble to extend the scope of investigations much beyond the plan fol-

lowed in the previous fiscal year. The investigation of foods will be

continued, the special subject under consideration being the compo-

sition and character of infants' and invalids' foods. This subject is
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of such a wide scope that it will be all the work which it will be pos-

sible bo d<> in iliis line during the year.

The work in the typical soils of the United States will be continued
along the lines already followed fortiie purpose, either of ascertaining
new Facts iii regard to the relation of soil to crop, of confirming the

results of Investigations already blade, or of correcting them in order

to make them confornj to the new discoveries which may be made.

SUX3AB-BteBT I \ v ksth .ath >\.

The work in the [investigation of sugar-producing plants contem-

plates the analysis of samples grown by farmers in differeni parts of

the country from seeds furnfsned by the Department. Prom arrange-

ments which have already been made by these farmers, it is indicated

i hai 5,000 or 6,000 samples of beets will be sent to t he Depart ment for

analysis during the months of September, October, and November.
Preparations have been made for the accomplish men 1 of a largo amount
of chemical work, and it is hoped that valuable information maybe
secured thereby in regard to the quality of soil and climate in different

Localities where beets can be produced with a high content of sugar.

A study of the composition of beets grown from high-grade seeds,

under the direction of the Division of Chemistry, will also be con-

ducted. These beets have been grown at six of the experiment sta-

tions of the country, so distributed as to represent a wide range of

climatic conditions.

In the miscellaneous work of the division it is also proposed to con-

tinue the investigations which have been undertaken, and not con-

cluded, regarding methods of determining starch in cereals and other

starch-containing plants. This is one of the most difficult operations

in analytical agricultural chemistry, and lias been the.subject of wide
discussion in all parts of the world.

INQUIRY AS TO USE OF STREET SWEEPINGS.

An investigation of the disposition which is made of street sweep-
ings and other refuse of cities lias been undertaken by this division,

and will be prosecuted vigorously during the coming year. The divi-

sion has placed itself in communication with all the cities of the

United States having a population of 10,000 and over. It has also

perfected arrangements for obtaining informal ion in regard to dispo-

sition of street sweepings and sewage in the largest cities of Europe.
The importance of this work is twofold— first, from a hygienic and
economic point of view, in regard to the best method of disposing of

this refuse; and, second, from a manorial point of view, in regard to

the value of these materials for fertilizing purposes. In eases where
garbage and street sweepings are burned, a study of the resulting

aahes will be made for the purpose of determining their fertilizing

value. It is hoped that a material advantage will accrue from this
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nse, and t<» 1 1 1 * - farmers, in ferti-

lizing material at a low pri

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY.

Th.- work of the Division of Entomology ma\ !»•• classified under

the !'<»ll<»w lug hea

lm ttions apoB L§bc injurious in» of insec

teriments with insecticides and insecticide machinery, determina-

tion of sp Bent in by the entomologists of the State experiment

stations and by other worke J investigations of the lifeh

tories of injurious insects, bibliographic work, and the work of prep-

aration of circulars and publications.

SPREAD OF THK BAN JOSE SCALE.

Tip * ions have been made supplementing the report made in

regarding the spread of the San Jose scale. While the 3

incut stations have shown great in in this work and ha

undertaken the invesl »ns with energy,it a proper, never-

theless, that the records should be kept in the offiee of the Depart-

ment, so that at anytime a supplementary bulletin maybe published.

Many entomological experts, as well as fruit growers, find great diffi-

culty in distinguishing between the San J< de and several closely

aimed species which occur on fruit tree-.

The office of the Entomologist in the Department is kept busy by

the requests from persons for the examination of scale insects in order

to decide their identity. A bulletin has been prepared covering th

points.

BTTJDY. OF THE MEXICAN COTTON-BOLL WEEVIL.

An agent was sent to Mexico in the spring of 1897 to study the

Mexican cotton-boll weevil in its original home, for the purp s

ascertaining whether parasites exist there which could be imported

into Texas with benefit, and the occurrences and spread of ti lies

during the present year in Texas have been studied with car.-.

FOREIGN INSECT PESTS.

The division lias devoted some time during the year to the consid-

eration of the dangers of the importation of new insect pests from

abroad. The Entomologist prepared and delivered an address before

a convention of horticulturists, nurserymen, and entomologists held

in Washington, D. C, in March, 1 897, on the subject of the desirability

of an inspection system against foreign insects, and an article in the

Yearbook of the Department for 1897 will give further information

on the same important subject.
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During the pasl year the Division of Entomology }ias been conduct-

ing experiments with new and old insecticides with regard to their

effects on the foliage, of different plants under varying conditions.

General investigations of the life histories of injurious insects are

carried on in the " insert a r\ " building ami adjoining garden plat.

During the fiscal year uotes were recorded upon B02 species which

had never before been studied in the insectary:

Investigations in the general subject of insects injurious to Shade
trees in cities and toWnS ha\ e been eont inned ; also invest iv;a1 ion- of

Uisectfl affect ing stored foods.

ENTOMOLOGICAL PUBLICATIONS.

A greal demand exists for some of tlie bulletins of this division,

especially for those treating of insects in the household and insects

affect ing domesl ic animals. Owing to legal limitat ions, the edit ions of

some of the bulletins most frequently called for are small, and many
applicants have to go unsatisfied. A bulletin treating of the degree

of temperature at which certain insects affecting household goods

and foods remain inactive affords information especially valuable to

cold-storage companies, and may result in a reduction in the charges

of cold-storage companies during the summer months.

Publications have been issued by the division relative to i'nse

affecting stored vegetable products; also a Farmers' Bulletin on

insects injurious to stored grains.

ENTOMOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN CONTEMPLATION.

By special direction of Congress this Department was authorized

to conduct, during the fiscal year 1898, an investigation of the rav-

ages of the gipsy moth. Accordingly the work was laid out for the

beginning of this fiscal year, so that a report on the subject might be
prepared as early as possible.

The work along certain general lines indicated in the foregoing

sections will be prosecuted. The Mexican cotton-boll weevil will be

carefully watched, and further efforts will be made to obtain Mexican
parasites. The investigation of insects injurious to shade trees,

insects affecting stored foods, insects affecting citrus fruits, geo-

graphical distribution of injurious insects in this country, biblio-

graphical work, and experimental work with insecticide machinery
will all be continued. Another investigation will be made upon
the injurious grasshoppers of the far West. It is obviously impossi-

ble to anticipate the special subjects for investigation which it

may at any time become nejCe&S&ry to undertake. The beginning
of nearly eyeiy season brings some injurious species prominently to

the front, and when this species has not already been investigated,
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lu-u work iniivi be begun. There has Long been need <>f a complete

practical bulletin on the subject of the Hessian fly. li is planned t<>

prepare such a bulletin. A similar work relating to the chinch bug

will also be prepared during the coming'year, Experimental \s<»rk In

apiculture comes properly under the head of ** Entomological in

tigations." and will be resumed under capable supervision. The
honey-producing industry is a Large and growing one, and deserves

some slighl encouragement at the bands of the Government.

SEED DISTRIBUTION.

The appropriation of 1150^000 for the distribution of seeds for the

I year ending June 80, isi>7, provided that 1130,000 must be

expended far the purchase of seeds, Leaving 120,000 for putting up

and mailing the same. The seeds were purchased already put up in

packages and mailed from the different cities where the contracts

were held. The appropriation for the present fiscal year is 1130,000,

of which amount II 10,000 must be expended in the purchase of seeds.

The conditions of the law will requite contracting with the smallest

possible number Of seed houses. The purchase of bulbs, plants, cut-

tings, etc., must be paid from the remaining 120,000.

The spirit of the law requires that the seeds, plants, bulbs, etc., be

rare and valuable. Efforts are being made by the present Secretary

of Agriculture bo spend the appropriation* for seeds, plants, etc, by

purchases through agents and representative's abroad, through seed

houses and scientific associations. The Old World contains many
things that would be valuable to the New World. All this work, how-

ever, must be paid for out of t be $20,000 appropriated and not required

to be expended tor the purchase of seeds. The distribution of imported

seeds and plants to the several experiment stations throughout t he

country and otherwise must be paid For out of t ho $20,000 fund. This

will necessarily circumscribe efforts in this direction. It is desirable

that more of the appropriation given for seeds should be available for

the introduction of what is new and rare.

SECTION OF FOREIGN MARKETS.

The Section of Foreign Markets was instituted March 30, 1894, under

a clause in the act of appropriations for the Department of Agricul-

ture setting aside $10,000 for the purpose of making ** investigations

concerning the feasibility of extending the demands of foreign mar-

kets for the agricultural products of the United States."

This appropriation has been expended chiefly in the preparation of

a series of bulletins and circulars designed to convey information

regarding such opportunities as exist for the extension of our export

trade in American farm products. During the period beginning with

the organization of the section in 1894 and ending June 30, 1897, eight

bulletins, relating to as many different countries, and 17 circulars,

devoted to special topics, were given to the public.
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PUBUCAJTION8 RELATING TO ckwtain ( < >rvn;i i:s.

The countries treated of in the bulletins already issued are Ci) the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, (2) the German Km-
pire

3
(•"») France, (I) Canada, (5) Netherlands, (6) Belgium, (7) Nor-

way, and (8) Sweden. Bach country is considered with a view to Ms

possibilities as a customer for the products of American agriculture.

To ascertain what these possibilities. are, it Is important, first of all,

to be informed as to the agricultural resources of the country under
consideration. A full account, tnerefore, is ui \ <-n of the extent and
character of the principal eropa. grown, and also of the number and
variet ies of stock raised. Tliis is followed by a careful review of 1 he

country's foreign commerce., and more particularly of ils import trade

in agricultural produce, the purpose being to show how far the

national requirements exceed the home supply, making it necessary

to import from other countries. Official statistics are presented as

to the quantity of the various products annually imported and the

different sources from which they are received; and these facts are

accompanied l\v such information regarding customs duties and regu-

lations, equivalents of foreign moneys, weights and measures, rates

of exchange, etc., as may be of service to American producers in

quest: of a foreign market.

Kach bulletin is supplemented by a series of reports received through
the medium of the State Department from our consular representa-

tives stationed in the particular country concerned. The object of

these reports is to set forth such facts regarding the several consular

districts as are likely to assist in creating there a larger demand for

our products. With this end in view, the}7 frequently give important
information as to the nature and quality of the goods preferred,

methods of sale, prices paid, means of transportation, etc., enhancing
thereby the practical value of the bulletins.

OFFICE OF ROAD INQUIRY.

During the past fiscal year many important meetings have been
held in the several States and considerable information has been col-

lected for distribution. The literal lire of the office now,numbers 20

bulletins and 15 circulars of information, which have been in much
demand. Enuring the present spring and summer experiments have
been made, in conjunction with several of our experiment stations;

under the direction of the Director of the Office of Road Inquiry,

with such materials as were found in the localities where the experi-
ment were conducted, .Many localities in the United States have not
tli'- materials lit for making permanent roads, and for this reason
the office has.endeavored:to promote experiments in steel roadbeds.
Two sections of roads were built at 1 he Agricult ural College experi-

ment station in New Jersey during the month of June. A piece of
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experiment station with tin- <-iiy.

In response to oircularg sent to the principal steel manufacture

in the United States, various plans of construction have been offered.

It lias been well demonstrated that a well-designed steel trackway
fully built and profitably maintained, especially in

localities \\ here other materials are Bcaroe. The considerable expen

involved in preparing special shapes of rails has prevented mtich

periment in this direction heretofore; one company, however, is

disposed to aid in the matter whenever a definite Order Cor l mile

of read shall be received. The cost of material for a mile of road

will be 13,500. Heretofore the Directorof the Office of Koad Enquiry

has succeeded, by the expenditure of a minimum amount of Govern-

ment money, in inducing local representatives to contribute consid-

erable amounts to these road-building experimel

DIVISION OF AGROSTOLOGY.

The work of this division, as authorized by Congress, is the in

tigation of grasses and forage plants, embracing all points relating to

their natural history, geographical distribution, uses, and adaptability

to special soils and climates. The law also authorizes the establish-

ment and maintenance of experimental grass stations and the employ-

ment of necessary labor and purchase of supplies for carrying on the

work. Thereare two grass gardens maintained by the division. One
is located on the grounds of the Department of Agriculture and the

other at Knoxville, Tenn. During the past fiseal year between 400

and 500 varieties of forage and grass plants were sown on the grounds

of the Department, furnishing an interesting object lesson to the people

and an opportunity for study by scientists. The seeds were procured

through the collections of field agents and by exchanges with foreign

countries.

The grass garden at Knoxville embraces about 7 acres of ground,

and cultures there are conducted upon a more extensive scale. More

than £00[varieties were grown in this garden during the past year.

The design of the Knoxville garden is to obtain information which

will be useful to the Southern States relative to grasses for pastures

and meadows.

FORAGE PROBLEMS IN THE CATTLE RANGES.

• There is especial necessity for the study of forage problems

throughout the southwest portion of the United States, including the

States of Texas and Kansas, and the Territories of New Mexico and

Arizona, giving special attention to the native grasses and forage

plants, their abundance and value, their preservation and the possible

methods to be employed in restoring the grazing value of those

regions which have become valueless through overstocking or other

causes.
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The Division of Agrostology has placed itself in communication
wii li such parties as are interested in improving the forage conditions

of the Southwest Cor the purpose of gaining, .first, ;i more definite: idea

of iiif present conditions, and second)thow best to improve these con-

ditions. There is a deep interest among the people of the Southwest

in this work. More.than 1,000; answers have- beero received from cir-

culars Beni out, seeking information regarding actual conditions.

The division has also giyen.attenfcion bo similar conditions in the Dako-

tas, Wyoming, Colorado, and adjoining States, Cordial cooperation

is had in the States mentioned with the scientists of the experiment

slat ions.

GRASSES FROM DRY REGIONS OF THE OLD WOULD.

The demand for new and improved forage plants which will grow
and thrive on the farms of the Southwest and \o:-thwest is continual ly

on the increase. The Secretary of Agriculture is nowmaking efforts,

through agents in the Old World, to introduce grasses from regions

which are semiarid and that grow under other conditions that may
make them suitable for these localities. A system of exchange is

being carried on with scientists in Australia, Algeria; north

India, and with the botanical gardens of several of the count i-i-

the Old World.

Careful study is given to the adaptability of certain plants to special

soils and climates throughout all the States. Propagation of sand and
soil binding grasses, those best suited for the formation of turf in

numerous places along our seaboard and Great Lakes, which will

prevent the movement of drifting sands, is a subject that has received

the attention of the division.

GARDENS AND GROUNDS.

The collection of plants in the conservatory proper is mostly of

those having economic value, and serves as a nucleus from which
selections are made of such as appear to merit propagation for experi-

mental purposes and introduction as industrial plants, if a suitable

climate can be found for their growth.

Attention is given to the growth and propagation of the pineapple,

the citrus family, olive trees for the production of cuttings, and for

other similar purposes. About 20,000 various ornamental plants are

propagated annually to supply the flower garden and flower beds on

the Dej)artment grounds.

DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTS.

The distributions during the last fiscal year consisted mainly of

36,500 strawberries, 7,000 native and foreign grapes, 3,Q00 olive plants,
1 camphor trees, 4,000 fig cuttings, and a large number of plants

such as guavas, cinnamon, pepper, citrus, vanilla, coffee, etc.
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The United States imports large quantities of plants and plant prod

acts thai might be produced in our own count U man} of tl

as possible will i»<- propagated under the direction of the Superintend-

ent of Gardens and Grounds and distributed, In order to contribute

to our independence in thi> regard.

I A.ui'imi; and I »u\ i FEW < ROP8.

The camphor plant may be taken as an example of the introduction

of a new crop. For more than twenty years the Department has been

distributing this plant in the extreme Southern states, first as a shade

tree and as a shelter to orange groves, and more recently as of vet$

promising industrial value. After all these yean planters are now
taking a special interest in its culture, trees are in great demand, and

their value as economic plants will be properly tested.

With regard t<> future work exclusive of ordinary care of the

grounds and glass houses, the propagation of such economic plants as

may seem advisable will be continued. At present the olive is the

Leading factor in propagation, as it is considered desirable to fully

introduce and encourage olive culture in such of the Southern States

as seem suited to its profitable growth.

DIVISION OF SOILS.

The most important lines of work carried on during the past year

have been an investigation of the soils of Florida; a continuation of

the investigations of the principal tobacco soils of the United states;

the perfection of the electrical methods of determining the moisture,

temperature, and salt content of soils; the study of the moisture con-

tent of a number of the important soil formations of the country; a

continuation of the investigations of the physical properties of soils;

and the devising of methods for the practical st mly of soil conditions.

REPORT ON FLORIDA SOILS.

A bulletin is in course of preparation on the preliminary study of

the soils of Florida, particularly those adapted to tobacco, truck, and

pineapples. A large amount of fieldwork was done in Florida in the

early spring and a great many soil samples were collected there that

have since been examined to determine their physical texture; a few

chemical analyses have been made by the Division of Chemistry to

throw light upon some of the problems presented. Records have also

been kept of the amount and daily fluctuation of the moisture in

typical hammock, high pine, and scrub land in the State during the

season, and the results throw an important light upon the agricultural

value of the different soil formations of the State and the local dis-

tribution of the native vegetation.
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THE BOILS i <>u.k< ri<).\.

The soils collection of the Department amounts now to over 3,000

samples, from various parts of the I " 1 1 i i
«

* < I States and several foreign

countries, representing many of fche most important ftojl areas of the

world. Al)out one-half of these have been care fully examined. .Many

of the results have been published, while others awail the collection

and examination of more* material, In order to develop special lines

of Investigation or to write up the soils of special agricultural areas

Or indust l'ies.

w ATKlt CONTENT OF soils.

Much time lias been given, as heretofore, fco the study of the water

content of various soils, to determine the normal quantity in soils of

different format ions and of different agricultural areas as well as the

normal variation which may occur in the water content without del

riment to the planls. The importance and bearingof this work can

only he really appreciated by seeing the relation of the soil moisture

to the general economy of plant growth.

ruder ordinary circumstances the temperature of the air is a prime

cause of the evaporat ion or loss of water by plants; the relative humid-
ity of the air, together with the general atmospheric movements, con-

trols the evaporation, while the moisture of the soil supplies loss due
to evaporation. For a steady and continuous growth of plants there

must be a certain relation therefore between temperature, which is

the cause of evaporation, relative humidity, which is a controlling

factor, and soil moisture, which supplies the loss. It lias been
possible to determine from the field records what may be called the

line of drought for a number of the important soils of the country.

This is the minimum amount of water which the soil must contain

under ordinaiy conditions of temperature and humidity in order that

the crop shall not suffer. This line of drought depends, of course,

upon the texture of the soil as well as upon the temperature of the

air, the kind of plant, and the stage of development. The texture

of the soil has an influence on this, because in a soil of fine texture,

made up mainly of clay and tine sand, the movement of water is quite

slow, and there must be a large quant it v of water in the soil to insure

an adequate supply moving up to the roots of the plant to replace

thai lost by evaporation. This explains the well-known fact that a

plant may thrive in one soil with 5 per cent of water, while it would
perish in another soil containing 15 per cent.

•

RECORDS TO ESTABLISH DROUGHT CONDITIONS.

The temporal lire and relal ive humidity of the air affect this line of

drought, because with a low temperat ure and a higb relative humidity

there is comparatively little loss of water and a smaller supply in the

soil may be ample, while with a high temperature, unless this is bal-
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anoed \>\ a \«i\ high humidity, there will be a greater evaporation

from tli.- plant and a larger amount of waiter will I dec! in the

soil to insure an adequate supplj '" ,n '' plant. The kind of crop and

the i r development will obviously affect the location of the line

of drought for any soil, as different plants require different amounts

of water, ami this differs again according to the Btage of the develop-

ment. The water su^plyof the soil is, therefore, a very Important

factor in elimatological studies, it is clearlj possible to establish

approximately for any soil and tot any crop tin- relation which must

at all times exist between the temperature, the relative humidil

the air, and the amount Of moisture that must be present m the soil

to maintain the balance. To this end records have been kepi of the

amount of moisture in a number of the principal soil format ions of

the country, some of the records extending Over three or f >ur seasons,

accompanied with careful notes of the daily condition of the soil and

of the plants.

MEASUREMENT OF soil, MOISTURE,

The electrical method of moisture determination already described

in a bulletin issued by the division lias been still further perfected.

Sixteen stations have been equipped with these electrical instruments

in various parts of the country and in several important types of soil.

Records have been kept at these stations for periods varying from two

to four months, and it has been found that the method can be used by

anyone with ordinary care. As a result of these field records. I feel

perfectly satisfied with the operation of the method, and equally sat-

isfied that it will prove of great value in soil investigations, as well as

of practical aud commercial value. One great value of the method

is that the electrodes, are permanently buried in the field at any depth

desired and the field can be cultivated or cropped as usual. The elec-

tric;;! resistance between the electrodes is read off from a scale, and

this resistance varies according to the square of the water content.

By once thoroughly standardizing the electrodes, therefore, and by

the use of tables which are furnished by the division, the moisture

content of the soil can be determined at any time from the electrical

resistance of the soil.

INFLUENCE OF CULTIVATION ON WATER CONTENT OF SOILS.

Having perfected this method of moisture determination, in which

the moisture can be rapidly and readily determined successively at

the same point without any disturbance of the soil, it is possible to

study in a very satisfactory way the influence of different methods of

cultivation, of fertilization, and of irrigation upon the water content

of soils. This is a line of very practical work, made possible only by

the perfection of such a method as this. Plans are now under con-

sideration for an exhaustive study of the influence of methods of
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culi ivat inn. fertilisation, and cropping upon the wateroontent of the

icdl in differenl parts of "the country.

physical i'i:< »ri;i:iii;s OF soils.

Investigations are also being vigorously pushed on the physical

properties of soils andon practical methods of determining these in

the Held. Sonic very Important results have jusi been attained,

explaining more fully than ever before the peal cause of the capillary

movement of water iu soils. It has beep found that i his is due to the

curvatureof the water surface between the grains of soil, in fine-

grained clay soils and in dry soils generally 1 he <*u rval u re of the sur-

face of the water itei ween i he grains is very great. On account of the

great curvat ure.of the surface there is a, pressure outward, and a tend-

ency i'or water i<> be drawn into the spaces between the grains from

any other pari of Ihe soil where there is more water and where ihe

eurvatureof the surface of the water between the grains is less. This

is the practical cause of I he capillary movement of water in soils, upon
which plants depend for their current supply. Methods of cultiva-

tion and of fertilization have an influence on this, and investigations

will be continued along these lines to see the extent of the influence

of tillage upon the movement of the moisture in the soil.

DIVISION OF FORESTRY.

There is one economic question closely related to the general wel-

fare of our future rather than our present, which, I fear, has n<>t

received adequate attention by our people or by Congress—the for-

estry question.

It lias become apparent that sooner or later a large line of manu-
facturing industries employing at present capital to the amount of

more than one billion of dollars, emploj'ing labor of more than one
million workers, and producing nearly $2,000,000,000 of value annu-
ally, will be more or less hampered for lack of suitable supplies because
of the absence of rational use and systematic reproduction of our

forest resources. In addition, our agricultural interests in the hill

country and mountain districts are bound to suffer, indeed are begin-

ning to suffer from the same cause, just as they have suffered in

other countries.

NEED FOR EXTENSION OF FORESTRY INVESTIGATIONS.

The Department of Agriculture, through the Division of Forest ry,

has with scanty appropriations endeavored to secure and disseminaie

technical information needful in ral ional forest management. It has

also experimented On methods of tree planting with a view to an

extension of forest areas into the forestless regions which need the

shelter and protection of forest growth, and has increased our knowl-

edge of the properties of mir timbers Which might lead to desirable

economies in the future,
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\ more liberal con bion of this line of wort by tb< m-
in •ni would M-.'in justified by t In- magnit ude of the interest* invol

especially since with the establishment of fo • rvatsons from the

public domain tin- need of technical knowl< n their management
become a necessity,

li is well known thai the agriculture of tin- far West i> directly

dependent updo irrigation; the water of which i^> >c<-nre<i from the

»vered mountains. One of the chief purposes which the reser-

cations were designed t<» Berve is I he protection <•!'
i his water supply.

OFFICE OF EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

The agricultural experiment stations, now in operation in every

state and Territory except Alaska, continue to carry on a large

amount of scientific ami practical work giving results oi great value

to American agriculture. They enjoy more largely than ever the sup-

poit ami confidence of farmers and horticulturists. A Dumber of t ho

states have liberally supplemented the funds appropriated byCon>
-ivs> tor the maintenance of the experiment stations. During the

past year the revenues of the stations aggregated more than a million

dollars, of which 1720,000 was received under the act of Congress oi

March 2, L887.

UBGENT DEMANDS ft'oN EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

No country initials the United states in the liberality with winch it

maintains institutions for agricultural research and in the thorough-

ness with which the results of their work are disseminated among the

people in whose interests they were established. So great has been

the success of our stations and so urgent have been the demands for

the information which they are able to give, that the calls upon station

officers for the preparation of popular bulletins and the delivery of

addresses at farmers' meetings have in many cases been more than

it was possible for them to meet without endangering the succee

the original investigations which it was their first business to Conduct,

DIFFICULTIES IN STATE STATION WORK.

While the farmers of the count ry may well congratulate themselves

on having such numerous and important agencies for the discovery of

new truths and the dissemination of useful information regarding the

practice of their art, they should not relax their efforts to aid the sta-

tions in advancing the efficiency of their work and securing the greatest

benefits to agriculture which can be obtained with the resources at

their command. Many of our experiment stations are doing all that

could reasonably be expected of them with the means and facilities

at their command, but in some cases, as the investigations made by

this Department have shown, the stations are hindered in their work

by causes which might easily be removed. Some of the difficulties

which the stations encounter grow out of the fact that the people are
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n<»t Bufficienl ly alive to their interests in this matter to in si si thai the

station work shall be performed in accordance with a consistent and

permanent policy. Ii is obvious thai thorough agricultural investi-

gations ran noi be made if the plans ami personnel of the station arc

being constantly shifted. This fundamental facl lias been too fre-

quently overlooked by appointing officers and boards of control. Fit-

aess and ability to carry on successful investigations should be the

fundamental qualifications for station officers, and when competent

men are once obtained, they should be made secure in their positions

and supported in their efforts t<> plan and carry oul thorough experi-

ments.
PROPER USE OF EXPERIMENT STATION FUNDS.

The funds appropriated by Congress forthe_£xperimen1 stations are

intended solely for the carrying on of agricultural investigations and

the publication of the results. The stations are by law made depart-

ments of the Land-grant colleges, but it was not intended that any
part of the station funds should be used for the payment of the sala-

ries of the teaching force or for any other general college purposes, nor

that the expenses attendant upon the management of farms or dairies

for other than experimental purposes should devolve upon the stations.

It is evident that in some cases the college has encroached upon the

station, and there is still need of greater care in this matter. It is

the duty of all institutions receiving the benefits of the land-grant

and .Morrill acts to make ample provision for the maintenance of the

courses in agriculture without in any way diminishing or diverting

the funds which should be devoted to the experiment stations.

The stations should confine their operations to such lands and herds

as are actually required for the carrying on of experimental inquiries

in a few lines determined upon as best adapted to promote the inter-

ests of agriculture in their respective States

EXPERIMENTS FOR ALASKA.

Recent events have greatly augmented the importance of active

measures to develop the agriculture of Alaska. The information

recently received from unofficial sources, as well as that previously

gathered by officers of the Government, seems to make it clear that it

will be practicable to develop the agriculture of that region so that it

may furnish food supplies and beasts of burden for a considerable

population. The development of agriculture in this region, as else-

where, can undoubtedly be greatly promoted by experimental inquiries

conducted systematically under the supervision of expert officers. I

would therefore urge that the appropriation for investigating the

agricultural resources and capabilities of Alaska be continued and
thai provision be made for carrying on experiments in that region

in case the official inquiries now in progress there seem to make this

desirable.

1 A'.»7 -1
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WORK OF THB ALASKA < >N.

In obedienoe to an acl of Congress, a commission consisting of Mr.

Benton Killin, a member of the board of regents of the i

I

rl-

oultural College, and a man thoroughly familiar with the agricull ural

tditions on the Pacific Coast, and Dr. W. II. Evans, botanical

expert of the Office of Experiment Stations, was dispatched to visit

the coast and island region of Alaska from its southern boundary

north as [Jnalaska. They were instructed to observe the agricul-

tural conditions existing in p visited, the possibilities of further

extensions of arable land, and the native plants used for food and

forage; to make collections of soils, and of food and forage plants,

and to determine as far as practicable what Localities are suitable

for experiments in agriculture and what kind of experiments seem

immediately feasible and desirable.

This commission started for Alaska about the Lsi of June and brief

preliminary reports thus far received indicate thai it is successfully

prosecuting its work. It is definitely expected that a report of its

findings can be prepared bo as to be transmitted to Congress during

its Coming session. Through the courtesy of the honorable Secretary

of the Interior and the Commissioner of Education, the services of

I )r. Sheldon Jackson, superintendent of (iovernment schools in Alaska,

were secured to Investigate the agricultural capabilities of the Yukon

Valley. Dr. Jackson is to perforin this service in connection with the

annual inspection of the Alaska schools, in which he is now engaged,

and his report may be expected at the same time as that of the com-

mission.
BOTANICAL INVESTIGATIONS.

At least |6, 000,000 is paid annually to foreign countries for miscel-

laneous agricultural plant products which are grown in a temperate

climate. A systematic attempt has been begun to give our farmers

full information how to grow such products and where to sell them.

Many of these small crops should prove valuable additions to the

resources of our farming people, especially in sections where there is

an overproduction of staple crops, or where farm labor is cheap. The

success of similar enterprises in the past demonstrates that they may

be made into profitable local industries, and a rational prosecution of

this line of investigation is expected to show that in a country of such

varied climatic conditions we can match the requirements of almost

any cultivated plant of the temperate zone.

INQUIRIES FOR NEW CROPS.

Judging from the large number of letters received by the Depart-

ment asking for information about the cultivation of new or little

known crops, the farmers of the country are ready, in view of the

generally lessened profits on staple farm products, to follow any

promising suggestions made by the Department in this direction. As
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the beginning of an effort to meet this demand, an investigation lias

been undertaken of I he subject <>f chicory cultivation. This country

Imports aboul $250,000 \\<>rili of chicory cool per annum, w 1 1 i
<-

1 1 is

used as a coffee subsl it m<> and adulterant . There is now every pros-

pect thai chicory will be made a profitable farm product in the United

States and thai this amount of money will go Lnto the pockets <>r

American Instead <>f European farmers.

In connection with seed distribution two importanl series of experi-

ments arc in progress. First, a practical test of scientific purity and

vitality by which the high quality of all the seeds senl out is assured,

and second, a field test of the new varieties offered to the Depart-

ment by which their value and standing as now and importanl intro-

ductions into agriculture may bo definitely ascertained before Lai

purchases are made.

DIVISION OF POMOLOGY.

The correspondence which devolves upon this division in relation

to the adaptability of varieties for planting, methods of propagation,

planling, pruning, and cultivating fruit trees and plants and market-

ing their product consumes a large portion of the time of the Pomolo-
gis! or his assistant and prevents much work of original investigation

in relation to the fruit industry which is highly important. A large

pari of this correspondence grows out of the receipt of specimen fruits

Bent by growers for examination or identification, and its value to the

fruit growers of the country is recognized. Provision should there-

fore be made for its continuance without encroachment upon work
which is more strictly scientific and progressive.

Descriptions of more than 550 fruits have been added to the files of

the division during the year and 175 water-color paintings, 100 photo-

graphic negatives, and about 200 wax models of fruits have been made.

EXPERIMENTS WITH FIGS.

Large sets of fig cuttings from the collection furnished to this De-

partment in 1894 by the Royal Horticultural Society of England have
been placed in 10 of the Southern States for testing. Small trees of

"Corsican" citron have been placed with more than 100 fruit growers

In California and Florida, and 350 seedling trees of Chinese persim-

mon, grown from seeds obtained from Peking, were distributed to grow-

ers who gave them a careful test. Scions of 18 varieties of apples of

New Zealand and Australian origin, received through the kindness

of the Pomologist of New Zealand, were distributed in June, 1897, to

a number of growers. for testing. Seeds of the "rough lemon" of

Jamaica, valued in that island as a stock for orange trees, were also

(list ributed.

Work on the Descriptive Card Catalogue of Fruits lias been eon-

tinued during the year, and the usefulness of the catalogue as a work
of reference has been fully demonstrated.
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The Qurserj period of a oomparativ< of methods of root graft

the apple was completed during tin- year. The tre< ilting from
ii unv distributed i<» experiment stations and private planters in

eral States, where bhej can (>«• kept under observation during the

orchard period, t<» determine tin- effect of tin- methods of propagation

upon vigor, productiveness, and Longevity.

In addition t«> work already underway, it Is important thai

tematio effort in tin- preparing of maps which will show the areas

where tin* principal fruits grown in tin- country are capable of being

commercially produced shall he begun, and that certain fruit-producing

species, which are believed to he adapted to cultivation here, either

as stocks or Tor their fruit, shall i»e introduced from foreign count]

PUBLICATIONS.

By the organic law creating the Department of Agriculture <me of

the chief duties of the Department was defined to be to "diffuse among
the people of the United States useful information on subjects con-

nected with agriculture in the most general ami comprehensive sense

of the word." It is evident that to realize to the fullest extent the

benefit of the continued and diligent research and investigation of

the scientific questions affecting agriculture, which occupy the time

of a large portion of the officers and employees, the information thus

obtained must be promptly and widely diffused, and it is my earnest

desire to fully comply with the law in this regard.

INADEQUACY OF PUBLICATIONS FOR GROWING DEMAND.

The publication work of the Department has attained extraordinary

proportions. The number of publications issued during the past fis-

cal year is 424, aggregating over G, 500,000 copies. This is over 100

per cent more publications and over 1<»<» per cent more copies than

were issued in 1894, and yet, notwithstanding great improvements in

the method of distribution by avoiding duplication and by placing the
various publications, as far as possible, in the hands of those only by

whom they are chiefly needed, the increased supply is found quite

inadequate to meet the increased demand. Thousands upon thou-

sands of persons earnestly desirous of procuring the information these

publications are designed to convey have to remain ungratified. The

growing demand for the publications of this Department is strikingly

manifested in two important particulars—on the one hand by the large

sale of the Department publications by the Superintendent of Docu-

ments, under the provisions of the law providing for the printing and

binding, approved January 12, 1895, the number of publications of

this Department so sold amounting to 13,000, an increase over the

year previous of more than 10,000; on the other hand by the increased

demand by Members of Congress for publications of this Department

to distribute to their constituents.
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GROWTH l\ NXTMBKB OF PUBLICATIONS DISTRIBUTED.

Of the total n H in ber of copies of all publications issued by ili< 4

Department during the Ave years ending June 30, L897, and amount-
ing to over 23,000,000, over 6,600,000 have been turned over to Sena-

tors, Representatives, and Delegates in Congress for distribution i>y

them; and of this vast number, 5,500,000 were so turned over in the

past three years and nearly 2,500,000 <>f that number, or about 45 per

oent, during the last fiscal year.

Nuplbi r of publications issued during Jive years ending June .;>>, /.

Year.

1894

1896
1896
L897

Total

Publica-
tions.

210
206
:.'.-.!

876
424

1,469

Farmers1

bulletins.

Distrlb-
TotaJ uted to
copies Members
issued. ! of Con-

gress.

278, 500
1,667,000
l,891.oi)0

2,387,000

2, 689. mm
8, 169,810
1,100,660
6,561,700
6,541,210

6,123,500 ! 23,061,!Mi4

989,468

L, 885, 770
1,816,695
2, 46'

6, 659, 170

CALL FOR AN INCREASE OF APPROPRIATION.

With the exception of the sum allowed for the printing and distri-

bution of Farmers' Bulletins, there has not only been no increase in

the total appropriations for the Division of Publications during the

period of five years covered in the foregoing table, but the amount
available is actually less now than then, notwithstanding the fact that

between the first and last years of that period the number of publi-

ca lions issued was more than double and the total number of copies

issued had increased by nearly 4,000,000. A large amount of extra

work—that is, work performed outside of the usual office hours—has
therefore devolved upon the division force; while, in order promptly to

distribute the enormously increased number of publications without
any adequate provision for an increase in the force, it has been nec-

essary to constantly draw upon the force of other divisions. While
this may be justified on the ground that all divisions are interested in

this work of the distribution of documents and are served by its effi-

cient performance, it interferes seriously with a systematic arrange-

ment of the clerical force and tends to interrupt the regular work
of other divisions. A large increase has therefore been asked for in

the appropriation for the work of publication, both of the regular

printing fund and also for Farmers' Bulletins and for the distribution

of bulletins, reports, and other documents for the ensuing year.

CONGRESSMEN'S QUOTAS OF BULLETINS REDUCED.

The want of adequate appropriations for the current fiscal year lias

compelled me regretfully to reduce the number of Farmers' Bulletins

available Cor Members of Congress, notwithstanding the continued
demands made upon the Department tor an increase in this direction.

The figures above given, showing the large proportion of publications
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bributed through Membei I tnd the rapid Inc • in

ih«- Dumber distributed through thig channel in the past thr<

afford ample evidence that itiaonl) by greatly enla ourfaciliti

In thia respect thai ( u w\H enable m supply the argent

demand of its o* d Memtx

DISPOSITION OF FUNDS DERIVED PROW SALE OF DOCUM1 :

Th< increase in the sale of the publications of this Depart-

ment by tlic Superintendent of Documents, and the frequent calls

made by thai officer for additional copies of publications of which his

sales have exhausted the supply, suggest thai the moneys received by

him for the Bale of our publications should be made available for the

reprinting of such as are thus exhausted, and for which the demand
still continues. So far as possible, the Superintendent of Documei

has been supplied in such cases with a limited number taken from the

small reserve for official use at the Department, authorized under the

law of January 12, 1895, and whenever a reprint has become oec<

y for our own use a certain number of the reprinted copies have

been placed at his disposal, but it does not seem right that from a

printing fund barely adequate to supply our wants money should be

taken to pay for additional copies to be sold by the Superintendent of

Documents, and the proceeds handed over to the Treasury. I there-

fore earnestly recommend that the law of January 12, 1895, providing

for the public printing and binding be so amended as to provide for

the setting aside of the moneys so received for Department publica-

tions, subject to the joint order of the Secretary and the Superin-

tendent of Documents for the reprint of Department publications

for sale.

Hl'RTFUL RESTRICTIONS REGARDING PUBLICATIONS.

( >ther amendments to the law of January 12, 1895, are very urgently

needed. The provision under section 89, by which the discretion of

the Secretary of Agriculture as to the number of copies of the reports

and bulletins he desires to print is restricted to "reports and bulle-

tins containing not to exceed 100 octavo pages," and which limits the

editions of all publications exceeding that size to 1,000 copies in any

one fiscal year, should be promptly abrogated. This limitation con-

flicts directly with the organic law creating the Department, providing

for the diffusion of the information it acquires for the benefit of agri-

culture. In that respect this Department differs materially from other

Departments of the Government whose publications are issued largely

for official use. When it is remembered that this Department is com-

pelled to maintain an exchange list with many hundred scientific and
educational institutions in foreign countries, to distribute its publica-

tions freely to all agricultural colleges and experiment stations, and to

the specialists engaged in these institutions, and that every division,

other than those engaged in purely administrative work, is obliged to
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maintain a corps of scientific and experi correspondents, moel valu-

able coadjutors in carrying <>n our work, but receiving n<> pay and
getting no acknowledgment except in the distribution to them, free

of charge, of the publications in which they are specially interested,

ii will be readily understood that there is not a single publication of

this Department of which we do cot need more than U><") copies,

even when the circulation thereof is not extended beyond what may
be termed official use. Cases have occurred where the number of

persons supplying valuable information and responding at the cost of

no Little time and trouble to circulars of Inquiry addressed to them
by the Department has largely exceeded L,000, and these have,

therefore, been deprived of the simple courtesy of a copy of ihe

publication to which they had 1 hemsel ves so cheerfully and largely

contributed. In. nearly every ease where this Limitation lias been

imposed upon us the value of the work lias occasioned a considerable

call upon the Superintendent of Documents from parties perfectly

willing to pay for the book, but whom it has, of course, under this

embarrassing limitation, been impossible to gratify.

REPRINTS FOR PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS.

One other restriction now imposed under the law of January 12,

1895, should also be withdrawn. This is the limitation prescribed in

seel ion 42 of the act in question, which limits the number of copies

of any bulletin which the Public Printer may furnish to applicants

giving notice before the matter is put to press to "250 to any one

applicant." It has frequently happened that the work of the Depart-

in en t in promulgating useful information would have been widely sup-

plemented by various organizations interested and without expense to

the Government had this limitation not existed. In other cases a

little deception has defeated the purpose of the law, as it is only

necessary for a party desiring 1,000 copies to send in four orders

under different names for 250 each. It is earnestly to be desired that

this limitation should be withdrawn, and that it should be left to the

discretion of the Public Printer to decide what number of copies he
can supply under certain circumstances, providing the request of the

applicant be indorsed by the head of the Department from which the

desired publication is issued.

INCREASE DESIRED IN DEPARTMENT QUOTA OF YEARBOOKS.

As far back as 1888, when there were but one bureau and eleven

divisions reporting to the head of the Department, then Commissioner
of Agriculture, and when only 100,000 copies of the Annual Report
were printed, 30,000 copies were set aside for the use of the Depart-

ment. In 1880 the Department quota was reduced from 30,000 to

25,000, and remained at the latter figure until 1892, when the total

number of copies of the Annual Report was increased from 100,000 to

500,000, and the Department quota was restored to the former figure
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Binoe thai time these figures have remained anchan

In the meantime the Par more popular form of annual report, via,

the present \ i ii adopted, and ih<- correspondents and

coworkers of the Department I reatlj Increased, i ricultu-

ral experiment stations have been established throughout thecountry

with a special officer representing their inh in the Department,

whose requisition for Yearbooks to supply the colleges and stat

and the specialists engaged therein and corresponding institutions

abroad, covers 01 copies of this publication. In place of one

bureau we now have two, the added (»n<- the Weather Bureau—call-

ing for over 3,000Yearbooks to supply its voluntary weatherobsen era

alone, and both bureaus having largely increased their sphere of work

and the number of their correspondents. In place of eleven divisions

reporting directly to the head of the Department there are now eight-

ecu, and one of these alone, namely, the Division of Statistics, has

quadrupled the number of its correspondents. The foreign exchange

list of the Depart ment has also more than doubled since L888. I fader

these circumstances, I am compelled to recommend most urgently that

the Department quota of the Yearbook be increased to 50,000 copies,

at least.

DIVISION OF STATISTICS.

The preparation of monthly reports concerning the condition, acre-

age, and production of certain products of the soil and the number
and value of farm animals has been the principal work of this divi-

sion during the year. These reports have been based on returns

received from a corps of 50,700 regular correspondents, reporting

monthly, and 140,500 special correspondents, reporting at particular

seasons of the year.

In addition to the monthly crop reports, the number of copies of

which ranged (hiring the year from 172,500 to 200,000 per month,

special reports to the number of 325,000 copies were also published.

IMPROVEMENT IN CROP REPORTING.

1 am impressed with the extreme cumbrousness of the system of

crop reporting that has been in use in this division during the last

few years. Instead of conducing to completeness and accuracy, it

would appear from the report of the Statistician to in some measure

defeat its own object by its unwieldiness and by the fact that the

indefinite multiplication of crop reporters weakens the sense of indi-

vidual responsibility. I strongly favor the making of some slight

pecuniary acknowledgment of the services of a carefully selected

corns of correspondents located mainly in the principal agricultural

States, and that reliance be placed upon the State statistical agents

for information regarding the States of minor agricultural importance.

So marked is the geographical concentration of agricultural pro-

duction in the United States that twenty-five States, or just half the
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total number, produce 98 percent of the cotton, 95 per cenl of tin*

corn, D5 per cent of the barley, 93 per cent of the oats, and from

eight-tenths t<> nine-tenths of the wneat, rye, buckwheat, tobacco,

potatoes, and bay produced in the entire country.

NEED OF QUALIFIED AGENTS IN EVERT? STATE.

[t is clear, therefore, thai tlie making of satisfactory provision for

crop reporting in twenty-five States would Leave only a very small

pari of the total production of the principal crops t<> be reported upon

exclusively by State agents.

Thai the Department should have a principal statistical agenl in

each Slate in place of the present unsatisfactory plan of State group-

ings is, it seems to me, an obvious requirement. 11 lias been the rule

of the Department until within the last two or three years to have a

separate statistical agent in each State, in order that it might have
the advantage of his superior local knowledge. The Department's
increased dependence upon these officers renders it doubly important

that they should possess all the qualifications necessary to the proper

performance of the duties required of them, and unless the best men
are selected, the Department's crop-reporting system will be weakened
instead of strengthened by their appointment.

DISTRIBUTION OF CROP REPORTS.

In this, as in every other branch of the work of the Department,
the question how the farmer may be made to receive greater benefit

than heretofore from the collection of information designed primarily

for his use is being carefully considered. The printing and distribu-

tion of the monthly crop reports have been considerably expedited

within the last three months, and it is hoped that within a short time

they will reach the farmer still more promptly.*

As a further means of placing him in possession of important infor-

mation at the earliest possible moment, it is suggested that brief

reports as to the general condition of crops and the state of the mar-
kets at home and abroad may be displayed in rural post-offices. It

has been ascertained that this can be done at a very small exp<

and such an arrangement is in contemplation.

ACCOUNTS AND DISBURSEMENTS.

Including the sum of $720,000 for agricultural experiment stations,

( longress appropriated to the Department of Agriculture for the fiscal

year ending Jnne 30, 1897, $3,168,532.

While the appropriation for the agricultural experiment stations is

included in the act making appropriations for the Department, the

money is paid quarterly directly to I he 18 experiment stal ions, as pro-

vided by the act approved .March 2,1887. The expenditures from
tins fund arc therefore, not considered in the following statement of

I depart menl expenses.
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Of ili«- amount appropriated for the fiscal y< !l»;,'»i;

was disbursed prior to July l, L897, There remained on thai date

unpaid lulls [,<><'<». When th< all have been paid,

tin- total expenditures from the appropriations for tin* year 1897 will

be, In round auinb< >,000, Leai ing a final balance to re1 urn

the Treasury of about 1118,000. The total amount paid out during the

6, Including 11,488.10 for supple mental accounts

of L895 and I
." for those of 1896.

CONCLUSION.

This brief summary of the work of the Department will give p

ducers an outline of the comprehensive scope of its efforts to help

observers and investigators where ways and means for prosecuting

Search into nature's unknown secrets are beyond their reach. It

is in sympathy with the colleges and experiment stations endowed by
C'on-tess, endeavoring to help and encourage, while avoiding all

appearance of dictation or meddling. The Department is now the

most comprehensive repository of scientific facts regarding agricul-

ture in all its relations to mankind, and a publisher of this kind of

information more extensive than is found anywhere else. The work

of the Department grows with the diversification of production and

manufacturing on the farm; as the extension of commerce by improved

and cheapened transportation brings our people into competition with

new countries and new conditions; as the magnitude of our crops,

king new markets, increases and our flocks and herds multiply

and enter into home and foreign commerce. It advocates the interests

of the American farmers when their exports are discriminated against

in foreign countries, and endeavors to serve them from a national

standpoint whenever occasion requires or opportunity presents.

The time is auspicious for pushing the work of the Department of

Agriculture. The people's President, now executing the laws of the

Republic and guiding its policies, sympathizes with those who toil in

the held, the factory, the forest, and the mine. He is solicitous that

the Department become useful to all sections of our country, to the

end that the greatest possible assistance may be given rural home
makers.

1 am glad to testify thai the spirit of improvement and progress is

more general among American farmers than ever before; that the

necessity of education along lines pertaining to economic production

is more fully recognized, and that the farmer's home is becoming more
and more the seat of comfort, the center of intelligence, virtue, and
happiness, the source of strong men for all vocations, and the sure

safeguard of the Republic.
James Wilson,

"Washington, D. C, October 28, 1897.
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WORK OF THE DEPARTMENT FOR THE FARMER.

The papers in this section of the Yearbook were prepared by spe-

cial direction of 1 lie Secretary of Agriculture in accordance with the

instructions contained in the following letter, a copy of which was

addressed to the chiefs of the various bureaus, divisions, and offices

"outside of those that are purely administrative:"

U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Office of the Secretary,

Washington, D. C, September IS, 1897.

BlE: It is my desire that, in addition to such other suitable articles as may be

necessary, the forthcoming Yearbook, 1897, should contain an article from each

chief of bureau, division, and office outside of those that are purely administra-

tive, which shall set forth in plain terms the relation of the work of his bureau,

division, or office to the farmer. The existence of the Department is justified

precisely so far as it aids the farmer to be a successful farmer, and my desire is

that the article called for should present clearly to the reader just how the division

of the work in your charge achieves that purpose. Let it be such a paper as you
would prepare to present to a body of farmers of average intelligence, or before a
committee of Congress inquiring into the purpose, character, and practical utility

of your work.
* *• -X- * * * *

Very respectfully,

James Wilson, Secretary.

THE WEATHER BUREAU.

By Willis L. Moore, Chief.

INTRODUCTION.

The work of the Weather Bureau of the Department of Agricul-

ture in its relation to practical agriculture maybe divided, for the

purpose of description, into the following classes:

(1) The forecast service for predicting storms, cold waves, and frosts.

(2) The river and flood service for predicting floods.

(3) The climate and crop service for recording and presenting the

details of climate and the weekly and monthly conditions of crops.

In his first and second annual reports (1802 and 1863) tin 4 first

Commissioner of Agriculture, Hon. Isaac Newton, dwelt on the vital

importance of the weather and climate to the community at large
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and especially to th< oulturist But 11 waanol iintl] Pebruai

that Congress waa Induced to Inaugurate a tentative

service, For twenty i after that date the work was carried on

\n the Chief Signal Officer of the Arm} as the meteorological <li\
I

of bis office. Finally, bj the acl of October i, 1890, the Weather
Bureau, as such, was officially recognized and was transferred to the

Department of Agriculture, tin- general details of its organization

being defined in that act.

The w eather Bureau now has 150 full} equipped meteorological

stations, with Prom one to ten employ eee each ;
253 stal ions especially

equipped for the display of danger warnings to mariners; 261 stat ions

for the making of daily telegraphic reports of temperature and rain-

fall in the cotton, corn, and wheal regions; over 3,000 stations where
volunteer observers make daily records of temperature and rainfall

with standard instruments, and about 10,000 crop correspondents who
report weekly to State centers

To give notice of t ho approach and force of storms seems to have

been especially iii mind by those who in 1870 framed the acl of Con-

gress defining the work. All the other details have been added \ ear

after year, until now the weather service has probably five times as

many employees as during the first year of its establishment, and

does twenty times as much work annually as was done then.

THE STORM-W \ I:\1NG AND FORECAST SERVICE.

PROGRESS OF PRACTICAL METEOROLOGICAL SCIENCE.

While the practical application of meteorological science to the

making of weather forecasts can never reach the degree of accuracy

attained by theoretical astronomy in predicting the date of an eclipse

or the return of a comet, yet such substantial progress has been made
during the last century as to seriously engage the attention of thought-

ful man and cause him to make special effort to use the knowledge
already gained for the benefit of agriculture, commerce, and the

general industries of the world.

Practical meteorology is to some extent a tentative work. It may
be placed upon a plane with the theory and practice of medicine and
surgery. The forecaster is in a great degree guided in his calculations

by symptoms, and he is able to diagnose, by means of the daily mete-

orological chart, the atmospheric conditions with about the same
degree of accuracy that the physician is able to determine the bodily

condition of the patient. He is able to forecast changes in the Aveather

with rather more certainty than the skilled physician can predict the

course of a well-defined disease.

THE SYSTEM OF COLLECTING OBSERVATIONS AND MAKING FORECASTS.

The system by which the Weather Bureau collects meteorological

obser\ ations and makes weather forecasts may be briefly described as
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follows: A look in the morning, Washington time (which, by the

way, is about 7 o'clock a1 Chicago, 6 o'clock at Denver, ami .'.o'clock

at s.-in Francisco), the observers al aboul L50 meteorological stations,

scattered throughout the United States, all thoroughly o(|ui|>j)c<i with

standard instruments, take an observation of all of the elementary
conditions of the air at tin* bottom of the great aerial ocean in which
wo Live, which, by its variations of heat and cold, sunshine, cloud, and

tempest, affects not only the health and happiness of man, bill also

his commercial and industrial welfare.

By 8.25 a.m. the necessary mathematical corrections have been

made, the observations have been reduced to cipher, and each has

been tiled at the local telegraph office. During the next thirty or

forty minutes these observations, having the right of way over all

telegraph lines, are transmitted to their destination, each station

contributing its own report and receiving in return, by an ingenious

system of telegraphic circuits, such data from other stations as it

may require. The observations from all stations are received at

AYashington, Chicago, New York, and other large cities; and nearly all

cities having a Weather Bureau station receive a sufficient number of

re poits from other places to justify the issue of a daily weather map.
When the observations have been received at the central office in

Washington and their results charted, showing the location of the

storm centers, the high-pressure or cold-wave areas, the regions of

rainfall during the past twelve hours, the areas of high and low tem-

perature, the fluctuations in pressure and the changes in temperature,

and the direction and motion of upper and lower clouds, the forecast

official gets a bird's-eye view, not only of the exact conditions of the

air over the whole country at the moment of taking the observations

one hour before, but of the changes which have occurred in those

conditions during the preceding twelve hours. A discussion of the

general principles which guide the forecaster in arriving at his con-

clusions, however, is reserved for the concluding part of this paper.

UTILITY OF FORECASTS TO THE FARMER.

A knowledge of the weather on the morrow is of undoubted advan-

e to all persons engaged in outdoor pursuits.

The farmer, by familiarity with all kinds of weather, naturally

>mes somewhat expert in foretelling, by a few hours at least, the

approach of rainy weather. Left to his own resources, he is by no

means a bad weather prophet.

The local rains ofsummer frequent Ly surprise him with his hay down,
w here possibly a litl Le extra exertion would have housed the crop. The
information that local rains for his Slate or district are probable,

her with the indications that every intelligent farmer can read

From the appearance of the sky, should serve to put him on his guard
list loss by rain.
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The genera] farmer probably baa less occasion to consult th<

easts than the truck grower or those nrho ma> be engaged in tin- pro-

duction of a single crop, such, for examp] >tton, tobaeco

can.-, etO.

The region devoted to the production of fruits and vegetal

embraces a large portion of tin' Middle and South Atlantic s<-al>

and the Gulf States. In this Large territory accurate warnings of kill-

ing frost in the late fall and early spring are of vory greal value It

is also important to know, especially after February l, when t
;

is likelihood of the temperature of nighttime falling to 40 F. The
Weather Bureau performs a valuable service in distributing informa-

tion ill this respect.

The cranberry districts, though comparatively small, also receive

valuable aid from the Weather Bureau in times of frost and cold

weather.

Sugar cane is often killed or severely injured by frosts in October

and November. Warnings of expected frosts enable planters to cut

the canes and pile them in rows, so that the Leaves of one tier cover the

butts of another, in which condition the canes will keep for sev<

R eeks without injury.

In the tobacco-growing districts warnings of heavy rains and high

winds are valuable after transplanting. So also, warnings of frost

during September and October will frequently enable planters to save

themselves from financial loss.

METHODS OF PREVENTING OR MINIMIZING INJURY FROM FROSTS.

Mr. W. II. Hammon, forecast official, has made an intelligent study

of the methods of preventing or minimizing injury from frost. In

his report, from which several ideas are copied in this paper, it is

stated, among other things, that "radiation takes place more rapidly

when there is nothing to obscure the sky. Clouds or any other obstruc-

tion act as a screen to retard it. It takes place more rapidly from the

surfaces of plants, etc., than it does from the air above them, so that

on still nights these surfaces are frequently cooled several degrees

below the temperature of the surrounding air, and frost may form on

vegetation although the air a foot above be several degrees above the

freezing point.

" One important principle to be considered in the study of the con-

ditions under which frost forms is the increased density of the air as

its temperature is lowered. Owing to this principle the air, on calm

nights, arranges itself in accordance with its density. The heavier

cold air rests on the surface and surrounds the plants and trees, thus

increasing their liability to injury. Frequently a thermometer close

to the ground will read 5 or 10 degrees lower than one 8 or 10 feet

higher. This principle causes the air on slopes, as it becomes chilled

by radiation, to flow down into the valleys, where it accumulates,
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thus frequently causing severe frosts in the Lowland while the hill-

Bides remain aninjured. II is for litis reason thai frost does not so

readily occur on windy nights, since the wind mixes the air to a more

an iform temperature throughout and causes thai near the ground to

be warmer than ii otherwise would be.

"In selecting locations for orchards or gardens, avoid so far as pos-

sible placing iln 1 tenderesl plants on low ground, especially in the

bottoms of narrow valleys with 1 1 i i_c
1 1 hills on either side, in addition

to the loss of their own heat by radiation, these valleys will become
filled on frosty nights With the air that lias been cooled on the slopes

and hasthen Bowed downward into the bottoms. Bottom lands oppo-

site the mouths of canyons should be especially avoided foe (he same
reason. The converse of this is true, that plants on gentle slopes are

I liable to injury than those on bottom lands.

" Slopes facing the south are preferable to northern slopes, because

they receive t ho rays of the sun more directly and for a longer period.

Slopes facing the west are to bo preferred to those with an eastern

exposure, since they receive heat longer in the afternoon; and being

shaded Tor a time in the morning from the direct rays of the sun, the

frost disappears more slowly and seems to be less injurious. The fact

that frosted plants are more seriously injured by being suddenly

warmed in the dry air than when the frost disappears more slowly

seems well established.

"Moist soil, or localities that can be easily flooded for the purp<

of protection, are to be preferred to dry sections of otherwise similar

local ion, for the evaporation of the moisture from the soil on dry cold

nights will tend to raise the dew-point of the air and thus diminish

the probability of frost."

Mr. Ilammon believes that "one of the most effective means of pro-

tection against frost is to diminish radiation by obscuring the sky
with the smoke of smudge fires, but that this method is not so success-

ful in the narrow valleys of a hilly country, for, while it retards the

radiation of heat in the valley, the smoke bank is usually of low
elevation, and radiation proceeds uninterruptedly from the hillsides,

whence 1 he cool air flows down into the valley, beneath the smoke, and
chills the plants." Damp straw, tar, turpentine, old hay, or anything
that will produce the greatest amount of smoke will serve as fuel

for these fires. The fuel should be on the ground in advance, and
the hies started while the temperature is several degrees above the

danger point. It is believed that decidedly better results will bo

obtained if damp find is used or if the fire be sprayed with water, for

this will add vapor to the air, which, in condensing, will assist in

checking radiation by obscuring the sky with fog or cloud, and at

the same time the dew-point will be raised.

In 1 he case of smudges, the fire warms and expands the air near it,

causing it to rise. This establishes an upward current of warm air
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.11 the fire, and a spa< i warmed beyond thai n< otection,

and cool air flows In from the sides to take its place. Thus, the Inat

of the lilt- li.i^ I* ut Little effecl in diminishing the intensity of the fro

almost the entire protection being gained by the blanket of smoke
produced. Bj spraying the Are, on theother hand, much heat is con-

sumed or lost in converting the water into vapor, which on rising is

quickly condensed as it comes in (••intact with the surrounding air.

The heal of condensation thus becomes manifest in the lower air,

and is in a measure distributed along the lower stratum of the air, and

greatly aids in protecting the plant-. Everj quart of water thus

iporated and again condensed in the surrounding air contains

heal sufficient to raise the air temperature l
!'. throughout a space

about 50 feet square and 60 feet deep.

\ modified form of water protection, which is valuable In orchards,

is to spray the trees with water. This plan is probably more vain-

able in protecting citrus fruits and other plants which are not injured

until the temperature has fallen several degrees below i lie freezing

point. In places where irrigation can be practiced it will be found of

great value in giving protection. Anything that will seriously inter-

fere with the rapid loss of heat after nightfall will tend to prevent the

formation of frost. If the soil be well charged with moisture, it par-

takes greatly of the stable temperature of water, and cools but little, if

any, below the temperature of the superincumbent air, and no frost

will occur even though all other conditions of clearness, gentle winds,

and cool air obtain. Even a small amount of moisture, say one-half

inch rainfall, will often give protection if well distributed and pre-

cipitated within twenty-four hours previous to the coming cool con-

ditions.

When severe drought conditions prevail, injurious frosts may occur

when the general air temperature 10 feet above the earth is above 40

degrees. Under such conditions, in order to avoid a deposit of frost,

it is necessary that the temperature of the top soil and that of vege-

tation be reduced to the freezing point. This is accomplished by

conduction and radiation of heat, which will take place more rapidly

from the soil and vegetation than from the lower st rat urn of air. The
degree of heat to which vegetation has been subjected immediately

before the frost condition, and the temperature under which it has

made its growth, will in a great measure determine the extent of

damage by frost. If the spring be uniformly cold, fruit buds will

remain undeveloped; winter cereals and all other vegetation will

develop slowly, and their fiber will be tough and wiry. Such vege-

tation will pass uninjured through a late spring frost which may be

sufficiently heavy to be considered "killing;" but when the growth

has been rapid under abnormally high temperatures the blade and

stalk are tender, and serious damage may result from a very light

frost.
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1 1 in; iv hi' said iliat tin-most effective means of securing immunity
From damage by frost is to

j
>l;i<*< ' yourself in telegraphic connection

with the official charged with the distribution of Weather Bureau

frost warnings, and then be prepared to Hood, spray, or cover with

Bcreens, straw, or other material, or else (<> start smudge ares. Of
course, these means are only effective for the protection of Limited

areas.

Frost warnings are succeeded in the lnie fail by warnings of severe

cold waves. The latter are valuable <<> the farmer in case be Ls a
shipper of Ids own produce.

COLD-W A V E WARNINGS.

Cold-wave warnings would be of great practical utility if i hey eon Id

be distributed to stock raisers, whether on the farm or ranch. The
ideal dist ribution of warnings is, of course, l>y telegraph or lelephone.

If, therefore, the stock grower is within reasonable distance of a tele-

graph or telephone station, it would be well to make inquiry of the

nearest Weather Bureau official in regard to obtaining notice of

severe cold waves.

GENERAL DISTRIBUTION OF WEATHER FORECASTS.

In the general distribution of weather forecasts, 1,821 places are

served daily at the expense of the Government by telegraph or tele-

phone, while occasional warnings of unusual character, such as cold

waves, frost, and hurricanes, and in California special rain warnings.

are also telegraphed at Government expense to over 4,000 points. In

addition to this paid service, more than 31,000 addresses are served

daily with the weather forecast by telegraph, telephone, mail, and
railway train service, without cost to the Government except for

stationery, etc.

FORECASTS OF RAIN IN CALIFORNIA.

Forecasts of rain in California are of signal service in preventing:

injury to raisins exposed to the air in the drying process. In October,.

1897, a general and rather unseasonable rain occurred in the great

interior raisin district of California. First reports indicated that

several million dollars worth of raisins had been destroyed, but when
the later returns were gathered it was found that the damage was
but slight, owing to the rain warnings extensively distributed through.

the telephonic sj7stems connecting the principal vineyards. On

account of the peculiar topography of California, such warnings can

be made with a high degree of accuracy.

THE RIVER AND FLOOD SERVICE.

Willi OUT many thousands of miles of navigable rivers, flowing

through one of the most extensive and fruitful regions of the world,

1 A<>7 .*>
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millions of dolla nn\ i-

and to agriculturist movable propertj on lo inds

(•.hi! \i> the uoh earnings ai n hen i he

oipital ion be 1 he gal hering, d a

or three days, of flood volumes In the main streams. The t

bility of i; tl i as to the height of water

days in advance at any station is no Longer questioned. The fore-

er at each of the twenty-two river centers he rainfall,

the temperature, the meltii ow, if there be any, the area and
of the watershed, and tin- permeability of 1 1 1 * * soil. From a

study of floods in former years he knows the time necessary for the

ilow of the water from the tributaries to the main stream and the

time required Tor the passage of the flood crests from one place to

another.

The principal streams included in the river system are the Alle-

gheny, Monongahela, Ohio, Kanawha, Wabash, Illinois, Tennee

Cumberland, Mississippi, Missouri, Arkansas, and Red rivers of the

central valleys; the Columbia, Sacramento, and San Joaquin, of t ho

fie ('oast; and the Hudson, Susquehanna, Potomac, Savannah,

Chattahoochee, and Alabama rivers of the Atlantic and east Gulf

coasts.

Each forecaster in charge of a river center has a definite section of

the river system assigned to him. He receives the necessary tele-

graphic reports of rainfall over the watersheds tributary to his river

rict, and also the necessary telegraphic data as to gauge readings

nearer the source of the main river than his own station, and the

gauge readings of many of the tributary streams.

S >me idea of the vast destruction of property due to floods may be

gathered from the statement that the floods of 1881 and 1882 caused a

of not less than $15,000,000 to the property interests of the Ohio
and Mississippi valleys. There was also a loss of 130 lives. In 1884

the region about Cincinnati alone Buffered a loss of over £10,000,000

in property.

It would be impossible to estimate the value of live stock and
movable property saved by flood warnings during the great flood of

the spring of 1807 in the lower Mississippi, but certainly the saving

amounted to many millions of dollars. Many days before the river

overflowed its banks the areas threatened were warned of the coming
flood. The report of the Statistician of the Department indicates that

there was in this flooded district 815,000,000 worth of stock and mov-
able property, the greater part of which was carried to places of safety

mainly as the result of the thorough dissemination of information

relative to the coming flood. When the Mississippi River at New
Orleans was at the highest stage ever known, warnings were sent to

that city that within live days the gauge reading would show an

increase in the height of the water of over one foot. The water
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reached the height predicted exactly od the day, l>m the Levees had
been strengthened and raised to meet the Impending danger.

THE CLIMATE AND CROP SERVICE.

During the crop season this service collects weekly returns from

several hundred voluntary crop correspondents, The returns thus

received are carefully studied l>y the director having charge of the

seei ion or district, at whose headquarters educated and practically

trained meteorologists, crop writers, printers, and messengers are on
duly, fully equipped with I lie most improved Instruments and mechan-
ical appliances for performing their various functions. Bach seei ion

director Issues on Tuesday morning during the crop^growing season

several thousand copies of a neatly printed bulletin, 9 by L2 Inches in

size, giving detailed inform at ion concerning climate i\\\<\ crops in <>y<ty

eon nty in his State. The State bulletins are published by nearly the

entire rural press of their respective States. The section director in

each State telegraphs to Washington each Tuesday morning, in a mes-

sage of sixt}- words or less, the pith of his weekly bulletin, and this

message forms a part of the national climate and crop bulletin. The
latter is prepared from the telegraphic reports from section directors

and the meteorological records of about one hundred and fifty stations.

It contains, in addition to the foregoing, charts showing the actual

rainfall, the departures from normal temperature and rainfall, and
the temperature extremes of the week.

At the end of each month the section directors also collect by mail
and publish in eight or twelve page quarto reports tables of daily

rainfall and temperature from about one hundred sets of Government
instruments in the hands of intelligent voluntary observers in each
State, thus presenting the complete climatological and crop data of

the month in convenient form for reference or study. Some idea of

the magnitude of the crop work done by the climate and crop service

of the AVeather Bureau may be gleaned from the simple statement
that in one month of four weeks there are printed 1G8 different

State crop bulletins, 4 national crop bulletins, and 42 monthly climate
and crop bulletins. It may also be well to mention that about three

hundred observers in the wheat, the corn, and the cotton belts

measure the rainfall and temperature and telegraph their reports to

certain section centers, whence the reports are placed upon tele-

graphic circuits and thus distributed to the produce, commission, and
commercial exchanges of the country. These 300 reports are in

addition to the usual meteorological observations telegraphed from
150 regular Weather Bureau stations for the purpose of forecasting.

Even these latter reports, on account of their value in showing crop
conditions, are promptly charted on large blackboard maps before

every important board of trade in the country before they are used
in the making of forecasts.
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g the winter months there is published at the centra] office on

Tuesday of each week a sno^i and Ice chart, showing the portions of

tin- country covered with sno^i and the thickness of the ie<- at the

ilar Weather Bureau and selected voluntary stations.

The w eather Bureau of the Department of Agriculture, wit li its .

ramifications extending into everj pari of the country, is, in fact, the

mosl extensive and most efficiently equipped machine anywhere in

the world for tin- accurate collection and rapid dissemination of oli-

mate and crop informal ion.

The great fund of elimatological information collected by climate

and crop ser\ Ices serves not only to show the effect of untoward weal her

conditions upon growing crops, but also to determine the agricultural

possibilites of each state, the weather conditions under which insect

pests thrive, and other problems of interest in connection with the

general science of meteorology.

WORK OF THE VOLUNTARY OBSERVER.

In this connection, there is introduced here an account of a most

important part of the extensive machinery of the Weather Bureau, the

work of the voluntary observer, by means of which this great fund of

elimatological information and permanent weather record is obtained.

Mr, James Berry, the chief of the climate and crop division, has,

under instruction from the writer, prepared that portion of this paper

relating to the work of the voluntary observers in determining the

detailed climatic features of each State.

THE PAID METEOROLOGICAL STATIONS.

The paid meteorological stations of the Weather Bureau, 150 in

number, distributed over the LTnited States—exceeding in area

3,600,000 square miles—afford an average of but 1 station for each

24,000 square miles of territory, and while telegraphic reports from a

larger number of stations would supply more complete data upon
which to base the weather predictions of the Weather Bureau, and

thereby tend to increase their accuracy, the data furnished from

these 150 stations have, in past years, afforded information sufficient

for successfully foretelling the occurrence of violent storms, cold

waves, etc., and announcing the daily current weather changes from

twenty-four to forty-eight hours in advance of their occurrence.

While it has been possible for the Weather Bureau to satisfactorily

conduct its most important work of forecasting weather changes with

this comparatively small number of stations, it is obvious, when con-

sidering that there are as many as eight States with areas of less than

24,000 square miles, that the records of the 150 telegraphic stations

afford very meager information upon which to determine the local cli-

matic features of many sections of the country.
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The voluntary observer, therefore, must be Looked to for data to

ascertain the detailed characteristics of i he climate of the various sec-

tions of tli*- country. Under the liberal policy of the Governmenl

weather service in recenl years it has been possible to vastly augmenl

the Dumber of oooperal in.u' voluntary stations. In L880the number of

voluntary observers was Less than 225; in L885, about 275; in L890,

nearly L,500; in L895, nearly 2,500, and since L895 the number has been
further increased until at present there are no less than 3,000 voluntary

observers in the United States taking daily observations of 1 Lie extremes

of temperature and recording measurements of precipitation, includ-

ing rain, snow, hail, sleet, etc., much the Larger number of these

observers being provided wit h standard insi fuments. With this num-
ber of voluntary stations, together with the regular paid stations of

the Weather Bureau, we have an average of 1 station to each 1,200

square miles of territory.

VALUE OF THE DATA SUPPLIED BY THE VOLUNTARY OBSERVER.

The value of the data supplied by the records of the voluntary

observer, both to the locality in which the observations are made and
to the national weather service, can not easily be overestimated.

These records are valuable not alone to the meteorological student

and investigator, but they afford the farmer a valuable means of

studying the effects of meteorological conditions upon crops, and

enable him to determine the conditions under which certain crops

may be successfully grown, as well as to ascertain just what the

meteorological conditions were under which abundant or deficient

crop yields were produced, while the observations of a series of years

afford data upon which to compute normals for a basis of comparison

with current conditions. The direct bearing of weather conditions

upon the production of crops renders argument unnecessary to show
the practical value of a careful study of these subjects, and that

intelligent conclusions may be easily drawn by comparison of yields

of crops with the meteorological conditions under which they are pro-

duced. A diary showing the time of planting and the progress of

crops from seedtime to harvest, with the acreage and yield of the

several crops, would prove of the greatest interest in the study of this

subject.

The voluntary observer's record, besides being valuable in deter-

mining the adaptability of the climate of a section to the cultivation

of crops, supplies information of incalculable worth to engineers in

1 he const rucl ion of aqueducts, reservoirs, bridges, culverts, etc. Mil-

lions of dollars are annually expended in such work, and without

foreknowledge of the frequency, duration, and amount of rainfall in

th<- several sections of the country to enable those in charge of these
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enterp determine the capacity of sewers, culverts, etc., th

will p dequate to carry off the amount of rainfall, disastrous

mistakes are liable to occur. The medical profession also ntili;

the data in ascertaining localitii imatic conditions besl

suited for their patients, and tin- records often ha\ i\ bearing in

in which it may be important to prove the existence of

tain meteorological conditions at a given tim<

puBucrrc or rai observations or the voluntary

By the present system of cooperation between the Weather Bui

and its voluntary observers the records of observations are mad*- in

triplicate, one copy being retained by the voluntary observer, the

other two going, respectively, to the central station of the climate and

crop section, iii which the observer is located, and to the << ntral oflB

of the Weather Bureau at Washington City. The observations are

published in detail in the monthly reports of the climate and crop

lions, and a summary, showing the extremes and averages of tem-

peratures and total rainfall, are published in the National Weat!

Review. Many observers also supply local newspapers with copi

of their records for publication. It will thus be seen that the observa-

tions are given wide publicity through the local press and official

publications of the Weather Bureau, the latter having extensive

circulation in all parts of the United States as well as in foreign

countries.

REFORM IX METHOD OF PUBLISHIXG OBSERVATIONS OF VOLUNTARY OBSERVERS.

Early in the administration of the present Chief of the Weather
Bureau he undertook to institute a much-needed reform in the method

of publishing the detailed observations of voluntary observers in the

monthly reports of the various climate and crop sections. While the

great desirability of publishing these observations in detail and

arranging the data in convenient form for future reference had long

been recognized, there seemed no adequate means by which such an

end could be accomplished. The difficulties which lay in the way of

publishing the data in a uniform manner and after an approved

method, however, have been largely overcome. At the present time

34 of the 42 sections into which the climate and crop service of the

bureau is subdivided are issuing quarto-monthly reports in practi-

cally uniform style. Theso publications give the extremes of tem-

perature for each day of the month, daily rainfalls, climatological

tables showing how the current temperature and rainfall compare

with normals for the corresponding period, and charts graphically

illustrating the distribution of temperature, prevailing wind direc-

tions, and total precipitation. The several meteorological elements

are summarized, comparison made with normal conditions, and abnor-

mal conditions discussed.
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of the climate and crop section, it is possible, with the Large number of

reports, to trace isothermal lints for cad) degree of mean tempera-

ture, while <>n thai accompanying the National Weather Review this

is not practicable, the mean isotherms being 5 degrees apart. The
same may be said of the precipitation charts of the publications

mentioned. Those of the climate and crop sections illustrate the

distribution of rainfall much more in detail than is possible with the

chart issued with (lie National Weather Review, the base map for

which is of a scale much smaller than that of the section publicat ion.

These climate and crop service publications, therefore, contain suffi-

cient material to admit of determining in detail the meteorological con-

ditions prevailing throughout the year in all sections of the country.

BENEFIT OF RECORDS OF VOLUNTARY OBSERVERS TO THE COMMUNITY.

Voluntary observers' records increase in value as the period they

cover is lengthened, and they never cease to be of interest in the

community where the observations are taken. They afford effective

means of frustrating aims of those given to extravagant statements

with regard to present or past weather conditions. By careful perusal

of the instructions the voluntary observer receives from Weather
Bureau officials, he becomes acquainted with the best methods of

exposure of instruments, and his observations being taken with

standard instruments, tested by Government experts before their

issue, are accepted as authoritative.

FACILITIES OF THE VOLUNTARY OBSERVER.

It is the opinion of the writer that the voluntary observer has facili-

ties for the exposure of meteorological instruments, more particularly

thermometers, rain gauges, and wind instruments superior to those

found in the larger cities, in which most Weather Bureau stations are

located. It is evident that the interior of the larger cities do not

afford an exposure representing the true air temperature of the sur-

rounding country. The combustion of enormous quantities of fuel in

cities and the storage of the sun's heat in Avails and pavements neces-

sarily must affect very sensibly the thermometer, and cause its

readings to be materially higher than if given an exposure free from
Mich influences. As an illustration of this may be cited the records

of the weather bureau in Philadelphia and those of the voluntary
si at ion in the immediate vicinity in the suburbs of Camden, X. J.

The instruments at the latter place have an excellent exposure, and
the observations are taken by a most competent and painstaking

observer. A comparison of the records at these places, covering a

period of four years, from 1893 to 1890, inclusive, shows an average
daily difference of 1.2° F. the year round, while in some months the

difference is not less than -2.o° F., being greatesl in calm weather.
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Undoubtedly many of the old records of voluntary station >me

which antedate the establishment of the national weather sen
l>\ half a century or more, valuable as thej are, were made from

instruments of doubtful accuracy . The liberal policy <>f the national

service in recent years in providing voluntary observers with

reliable instruments, carefully tested before issue, insures records of

far greater accuracy than il has hitherto been possible to procure

with the cheap and unreliable thermometers which many faithful

observers from necessity used. A correction card, showing the error

<>f the thermometers at various temperatures, now accompanies each

instrument issued by the Weather Bureau. This enables the obsen

to ascertain t ho true temperature at any degree of heat or cold and

to make his records absolutely correct. It therefore may be confi-

dently stated thai never before the present time has such careful and

genera] attention been bestowed upon the matter of instrumental

equipment and exposure. The records now being kept will afford

the future investigator more trustworthy and accurate information

with respect to climate than it has been possible to obtain in the past.

LOANS OF INSTRUMENTS TO VOLUNTARY OBSBBVEBS.

The Weather Bureau loans to voluntary observers when eligibly

located, upon condition that observations betaken and records fur-

nished, a set of meteorological instruments, consisting of self-regis-

tering maximum and minimum thermometers and standard rain

gauges, and provideshimwith appropriate blanks for keeping records.

The limited supply of instruments renders it necessary to use caution

in the selection of stations, in order to guard against a practical dupli-

cation of records and to secure observations that will prove of value.

Many applications for instruments from competent and trustworthy

persons are declined on account of the proximity of their location to

existing stations. The gradual increase in the number of stations

has materially reduced the distance limit, formerly fixed at 50 miles,

in determining eligibility of a proposed station, so that the bureau is

now enabled to equip stations much nearer to those already estab-

lished than heretofore. Except under unusual conditions, however,

it is the policy not to issue instruments to stations within 20 miles of

one already established.

PRINCIPLES OF WEATHER FORECASTING.

In the section following of this paper brief reference is made to

some of the general principles of weather forecasting from synoptic

charts.
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nil STUM OF THE 0HABT8 Bl THE FORECAST OFFICIAL.

A synoptic chart is one thai shows the weather conditions existing

at the same instant of time over a wide eztenl of territory.

In addition to the synoptic charts, the forecast official has before

him other charts showing the changes in temperature, pressure, etc.,

thai have occurred during the preceding twelve hours. Here, for

example, throughout a great expanse < f territory all the barometers

are rising, that Is to say, the air has cooled, contracted, become denser,

and now presses with greater force upon the surface of the mercury
in the cisterns of I he instruments, thereby sustaining the mercury col-

umns at a greater height. Over another considerable a tea the barom-

eters are falling, as increasing temperature rarefies and expands the

volume of aii'. causing ii to press upon the instruments with Less

force. The winds, loo, blow in general conformity to the system of

pressure gradients, as will be subsequently explained. Occasionally

the reports from a station show high cirrus clouds composed of minute
iee spicules moving from one direction, lower cumulo-stratus clouds

composed of condensed water vapor moving from another direction,

ami the wind at the surface of the earth blowing from still a third

point of the compass. When such erratic movements of the air strata

are observed it is almost a sure premonition of rain and high winds
wit Inn two or four hours; sometimes sooner. The readings of all

barometers shown on the forecast official's charts are reduced to sea

level, so that the variations in pressure due to local altitudes may not

mask and obscure those due to storm formation.

EXPLANATION OF THE CHARTS.

On the weather charts used for the forecast official's study, and also

on t hose published for general distribution, the word "high " is written

at the center of the region of greatest air pressure and the word " low"
at the center of the region of least pressure. Under the influence of

gravity the air presses downward and outward in all directions, thus

causing it to flow from a region of great pressure toward one of less.

The velocity with which the wind moves from the "high" toward the

"low" depends largely on the difference in air pressure. To better

illustrate: If the barometer reads 20.5 inches at Chicago and 30.5

inches at Bismarck, N. Dak., the difference of 1 inch in pressure would
cause the air to move from Bismarck toward Chicago so rapidly that,

after allowing for the resistance of the ground, there would remain a

wind at the surface of the earth of about 50 miles per hour, and
Lake Michigan would experience a severe " northwester."

The arrows shown on the charts fly with the wind, and almost with-

out exception move toward the "low," or storm center; the wind moves
from the regions marked "high," where the air is abnormally heavy,
toward the

kk
low," where the air is lighter. As t lie velocity of waterflow-

ing down an inclined plane depends both on the slope of the plane and
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on tie- roughness of lis surfa the velocity of i he wind as N blows

along the surface of the earth toward tin- storm center depends upon

the amount of the depression of the barometer at tin- center and on

stance afforded bj surl if varying degrees of roughm
.\

, picture in tin* mind the facl thai as the air moves inward it.

rotates about the storm center In a direction contrary to the i

ment of the hands of a watch, and you have a very fair conception of

an immense atmospheric eddy.

Anyone having watched the placid watersof a deep-running bn

must have observed that where it encounters a projecting crag little

eddies form and whirl along downstream. Atmospheric storms are

simply great eddies in the air which are carried along by the general

easterly movement of the atmosphere in the middle Latitudes of the

Northern Hemisphere. But they are not deep eddies, as was once

supposed. The word "low " on the weather map marks the oentet

an atmospheric eddy of vast horizontal extent as compared with its

thickness or extension in a vertical direction; thus, a storm Condition

may extend from Washington, I). 0., to Denver in a horizontal direc-

tion and yet extend upward but 4 or 5 miles. The whole disk of

whirling air, 4 or 5 miles thick and perhaps 1,500 or 2,000 miles in

diameter, is called a low-pressure area, or storm area. It is important

that a proper conception of this fundamental idea be had, si nee the

weather sequences experienced from day to day depend almost wholly

on the movement of these traveling eddies, cyclones, or, as they are

more commonly called, low-pressure areas.

FACTS USED BY THE FORECASTER IN HIS DEDUCTION^.

The forecaster knows that high and low pressure areas drift across

the country from the west toward the east at the rate of about 600

miles daily, or about 37 miles per hour in winter and '22 miles per

hour in summer; that the "highs" are attended by dry, clear, and

cooler weather, and that they are drawing down, by a vortical action

of their centers, the cold air from great altitudes above the clouds and

causing it to flow away laterally along the surface of the earth in all

directions from the center, and that the high-pressure areas as they

move eastward sometimes become so intense in their vortical motion

as to draw down such vast volumes of cold air that we call them cold

waves.

In the downward movement of the air in cold waves we must con-

cede that the loss of heat by radiation through a cloudless atmosphere

is much greater than that dynamically gained by compression, or else

we must assume that the air possesses such intense cold at the eleva-

tion from which it is drawn that notwithstanding the heat gained by
compression in its descent it is still far below the normal temperature

of the air near the surface of the earth.

The forecaster knows, too, that although these intense high-pressure
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areas firsl appear in the extreme northwest territory, they do nol

depend on the Land of their birth for the oold they bring to us, and

thai oold waves are nol simply immense rivers <>f air which have been

chilled by flowing over the great snow and ice fields of i h <

- Arctic

regions, as was once thought. He is also familiar with the facl that

in the low-pressure areas the conditions of the air and Its various

movements are exactly the reverse of whal they are in the high; that

the air is much warmer and nioisler, and thai i! is drawn spirally

inward from all directions instead of being forced outward, as in the

high; thai it ascends as it approaches the center of. the depression,

some! hues causing rain or snow as it cools by expansion during its

.!- nt , or as it encounters and mixes wit b air si rata of Lower tempor-

al ure than its own.

We know thai while our atmosphere extends upward to an altitude

probably of 60 miles it is so elastic and its expansion is SO rapid as it

recedes from the earth that half of its mass lies below the 3-mile Level,

and that our storms and cold waves are simply great swirls or eddies

in the lower stratum of probably not more than 5 miles in thickness;

that the air above the 6-mile level probably flows serenely eastward

in these latitudes without being disturbed by our most severe storms.

The forecaster is further aware of the fact that our high-pressure

areas, with their clear, cool weather, and our low-pressure areas, with
their warmer and often rainy weather, alternately drift eastward in

periods that average about three days each; that they are not in any
sense 1 he product of chance, but are part of that great divine economy
which provides for seedtime and harvest, for by the action of the
4 'lows" the warm, vapor-bearing currents are sucked inland from the

Gulf and the ocean and carried far over the continent, so that their

moisture is condensed and scattered over the plains, rendering them
tillable and suitable for the habitation of man; that the high-pressure
areas, in drawing down the cool, pure air from above, scatter and dif-

fuse the carbonic-acid gas exhaled by animal life and the fetid gases

emanat ing from decaying organic matter; that the cold waves created

by these high-pressure areas are among the most beneficent gifts of

nature, for their clear, dense air not only gives us more oxygen with
each inspiration of the lungs, but the abnormally high electrification

thai always accompanies such air invigorates man and all other ani-

mal life; that the cold north wind, if it be dry, as it usually is, brings
physical energy and mental buoyancy in its mighty breath; thai four-

sevenths of all our storms come from the north plateau region of the

Rocky Mountains and pass from this arid or subarid region easterly
over 1 he Lakes and New England, producing but scanty rainfall; that

the greater part of the remaining three-sevenths of the number of

storms have their inception in the arid region of our Southwestern
States, and thai as they move northeastward they can nearly always

be depended on to give bountiful rainfall, and that many of them
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oross the Atlantic and affect the continent of Europe, and that a few,

and bj far fche most severe, wind and rain storms that touch ai

portion of our countrj originate lu the Weal Indies and travel in a

northwesterly direction until they touch our Gulf or South Atlantic

Coast, w lit-n they recurve to the northeast and sweep along our

Atlantic Seaboard with hurricane intensity.

During the prevalence of droughts in the great centra] valleys all

the low-pressure or storm conditions form in the middle or north

plateau region of the Rooky Mountains. When such droughts are

broken, it is usually accomplished by "lows" that form in Arizona,

New Mexico, or Texas.

From many years spent in daily watching the formation, progi

sion, and dissipation of storms the forecaster well knows that at

times, by an accretion of force not shown by observations taken at the

bottom of the ocean air, storms suddenly develop dangerous and unex-

pected energy or pursue courses not anticipated in his forecast, or

that the barometer at the center of t lie storm rises without any premo-

nition and gradually dissipates the energy of the cyclonic whirl.

These are a few of the generalizations of which the forecaster takes

cognizance and which guide him in Ids deductions. In brief, he care-

fully notes the developments and movements in the air conditions

during the preceding twenty-four hours, and from the knowledge

thus gained makes an empirical estimate of what the weather will be

in the different sections of the country the following day.

HOW TO I5ECOME A FORECASTER.

By preserving the weather charts each day and noting the move-

ments of the "highs" and "lows" any intelligent person can make
an accurate forecast for himself, always remembering that the "lows"

as they drift toward him from the west bring warm weather and some-

times rain or snow, and that as they pass his place of observation

the "highs" following in the tracks of the "lows" will bring cooler

and probably fair weather.

DIVISION OF CHEMISTRY.

By H. W. Wiley, Chemist.

FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTER OF CHEMICAL RESEARCH.

The foundation of scientific agriculture rests upon agricultural chem-

ist ry. Before the time of Liebig, agriculture was only an empirical

science. No exact information was at hand concerning the composi-

tion of crops, the nature of the soil, or the functions of fertilizers.

Certain facts which had been learned by long experience were made
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age of in practical agriculture, but Ln a Mind sori of way, without defi-

nite knowledge of the processes w hioh took place, ;i n<l necessarily with-

out economical application of labor ami materials.

PRIMARY RELATIONS OF CHEMISTRY TO AORIOTJTLTTJRE.

The first work of agricultural chemistry lias been to determine the

nature of the crops produced and the relations which they bear to the

soil in which they grow. The first great fad established by this

invest Lgat ion was I hat almost I he whole weight <>r a crop is formed by

direct combination or synthesis from elements preexisting in the air

;iikI soil, or in parts <»(' the soil; in other words, the greater part of

i he weight of every crop is the product, of the synthesis which takes

place between carbonic acid and water. The soil and t he at mosphere

in nst he regarded, then, as the environ men t most favorable to the pro-

duction of organic matter, and the crowning practical work of agri-

cultural chemistry is the si ndy of those conditions which favor the

Largest production of organic matter in any given instance. These

conditions are evidently those of temperature, moisture, and mineral

plant food.

The most direct contact which the work of this division lias with

practical agriculture is in the study of the composition of soils and of

the crops which grow in them. Heretofore this study lias been chiefly

accomplished in field experiments, where the conditions have been

hard to control. In order to check, so far as possible, all the results

which have been obtained in such a study of the relations of the plant

to the composition of the soil in which it occurs, this division has for

the past four years conducted a series of studies in which an abso-

lutely perfect control of the conditions has been possible. To this end,

typical soils from different parts of the United States and from the

celebrated agricultural experiment station at Rothamsted, in Eng-

land, have been collected and placed in pots where all the conditions

ail ending the growth of the plants can be supervised.

CHIEF OBJECT OF SOIL STUDIES.

The primary object in the study of these typical soils, from the prac-

tical agricultural point of view, is to determine by cultures of various

crops the maximum amount of organic matter which can be produced

under given circumstances. This is done in connection with a most

minute study of the chemical and physical properties of the soil, so

that definite information can be secured respecting the relations which
exist bet ween chemical and physical composition and crop production.

All soil st ndies, to be of value to the farmer, must in this way be con-

nected with the actual experiments Ln determining the producing value
of the s<»il. When these studies are made without such an adjunct

they have great theoretical ami scientific value, but lack that practi-

cal quality which permits of their use directly in the advancement of
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first problem which the praol consider. Other thin

being equal, In t he puroha >il it is found thai 1 1. 41a which

have 1 hest available fertility are the ones thai bringthehi
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To preserve and increase this fertility should be one of the cl

objects of the practical farmer, because it* be allow the fertility of the

soil to decrease he will place himself on the road to financial fairni

.,1 farming is not only evidenced in the fact that the farmer is a 1

to pay his bills, to live comfortably, and to accumulate a mod
amount in the savings bank, but it is also shown, with an equal

degree of certainty, by the improvement in the fertility of his farm.

One of the chief characteristics of the work of the Division of Chem-
istry therefore is the investigation of those problems respecting soil

fertility which bear directly on this great economic work of the practi-

cal farmer. To this end the Division of Chemistry studies the orL

of soils, the composition of the rocks from which they an- derived,

the transportation to which they are subjected by the action of water,

toe, and wind, the methods in which they are deposited and held in

position, and the character of the crops which are best suited to soils

of different origins and compositions.

QUANTITY OF PLANT FOOD.

The Division of Chemistry studies also the amounts of plant foods

removed in different crops and searches for the most economic.il

means of replacing the waste. It is through such chemical studies

that the farmer has learned the causes of the impoverishment of his

soil and the sources from which it can be recuperated.

CHEMISTRY AND FERTILIZER DEPOSITS.

Chemical studies have made it possible to open the potash mines

of Stassfurt, and have led to the discovery and operation of the quar-

ries of mineral phosphates which exist in many parts of the world,

especially in the United States. It was through chemical studies

that the farmer was led to import the deposits of guano which had

been stored for many thousand years in the arid islands of the Pacific.

Through chemical studies the opening of the nitrate beds of Peru

and Chile was made possible, and the mining and importation of vast

quantities of nitrate of soda secured.

NITRIFICATION.

Through chemical studies of the soils and the operations which go

on therein, there has been revealed to the practical farmer the nature

of those minute processes which go on in the soil through the action of
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microorganisms by means of which inerl nitrogen is made available

for plant food. The nature of the processes of the decay of nitrog-

enous bodies placed in the soil has thus been clearly revealed, and
in addition i<> iliis it has been shown thai certain classes of crops, in

conjunction with bacteria] activity, are able fco oxidize are! make
available fche free nitrogen of fche atmosphere. In this way the most

costly of all fertilizing materials has been thoroughly studied, and
the practical farmer has been instructed in regard to the means of

BUpplying it at tlit 1 least possible outlay of money. It is Ihus due

directly to chemical studies that the growing of Leguminous crops,

such as clover, peas, and beans, has been so widely practiced. In

like manner the best methods of preserving the nitrogenous manures
of the stable and barnyard have been developed, so that t he maximum
fertilizing influence of such manures is secured.

ECONOMY IN THE USE OF FERTILIZERS.

While chemistry does not claim the faculty of making the Parmer

entirely independent of the nitrogenous fertilizers which have been

stored for his use, it has already accomplished much in diminishing

the expense to which he has been subjected in purchasing the whole

of such fertilizers employed in his agricultural work. The chemical

studies of the Division of Chemistry have also indicated the most eco-

nomical manner in which the principal fertilizing materials, such as

phosphoric acid, nitrogen, and potash, can be applied, and the partic-

ular combinations of fertilizing ingredients which are calculated to

produce the maximum result in any given locality. In view of this

fact, the great practical utility of the study of the chemical composi-

tion of the soil is at once apparent. It leads not only to a more inti-

mate knowledge on the part of the farmer of the environment in which
his crops grow, but also points out the steps necessary to secure the

maximum result from the action of fertilizing materials with a mini-

mum expenditure of money. Abstruse science and practical agricul-

ture are thus intimately linked together, and the methods in which

they most harmoniously work are developed from year to year by the

studies which are carried on by the Division of Chemistry of this

Department and similar laboratories in other parts of the country and

of the world.

DEVELOPMENT OF NEW AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES.

Many of the agricultural industries are largely dependent upon
chemical studies for their proper development and expansion. This

is particularly true of the sugar industry, to which the Division of

Chemistry lias devoted a large part of its time during the past fif-

teen years, and to which it is still giving the most earnest attention.

The development of sugar-producing plants, such as cane and the

beet, is only possible under rigid chemical control. The work of the
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division has been highly fruitful in this particular. For e earn

mduoted a station for the growth of sorghum as b sugar-producing

plant, during which time the percentage of sugar in the ti«-ld crop

tln>, |>laiit was raised from 9 t<> I i per cent. Similar stations for the

improvement of tin- sugar beel have been established and are still in

operation. One of the chief functions of the Division of Chemistry

at tin- present time is the study of tin- practical conditions on which

the successful introduction <»t" the sugar-beet industry into tin- coon

try must depend. To this end, beets grown in all parts of the United

States under the most \arie<l Conditions of eliniate and soil are Sent

to the division for analysis, and from the analytical data thus obtained

it will l>e possible, sooner or later, to determine the localities in this

country best suited to beet eultun-.

I M PORTANCE OF PROPER LOCALITIES.

When the vigorous competition in sugar product ion is considered, it

Lb easy to Bee how it is necessary that those localities where soil and

climatic conditions are most favorable should be defined as soon as

possible, so that the development of the industry in this country may
goon uninterruptedly under the most favorable conditions. Without

the cooperation of the Division of Chemistry and other agricultural

laboratories in the United States it would not be possible to locate

these areas, except by long and costly experience. The direct saving

of capital and energy which these studies make possible can only be

measured by Large sums of money. The work of the division, there-

fore, not only points out with unerring certainty the proper course for

capital to pursue, but what is equally important, utters a word of

caution in regard to investments in unfavorable localities. It is

quite certain that if intending investors in this industry study care-

fully the data which are collected, they will not make the mistake of

investing their funds in regions where failure is almost certain to

occur.

PRODUCTION OF HIGH-GRADE BEETS.

Among the most valuable means of securing the establishment of

the sugar industry are those which relate to the production of beets

of high sugar content. This is only possible under such control as

the work of the Division of Chemistry has inaugurated and still con-

ducts. The beets which are preserved for seed production are selected,

not only from their shape and size, but especially from their content

of sugar. In the scientific production of seed, each beet which is

originally reserved for the production of seed is subjected to analysis,

and only those which reach a certain standard are propagated. In

cooperation with some of the agricultural experiment stations, and

independently also, the Division of Chemistry is conducting work of
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this kind in various quarters of the United States, for the purpose

of indicating the best varieties of beets of the highest percentage of

sugar and illustrating the way in which the methods whereby the

Improvement of the sugar beel can best be secured can be practically

followed <>n ;t large scale. It is only when such a course is followed

thai we can hope to compete with Europe and the Tropics in the pro-

duct ion of sugar.

BENEFITS TO GENERAL \<.i;i< CTLTURE.

The practical benefits to American agriculture which will accrue

from the application of the results obtained in the Division of Chem-
istry in this particular can only be properly comprehended when the

vast imports of sugar into this country are considered. The object of

the work is to giveto American agricu It ure t he activity, the industry,

and the profits which are now found in Europe and tropical sugar-

producing countries. If scientific means be followed under careful

technical and business control, the establishment of an indigenous

BUgar industry is certain, and the benefit which will accrue to Ameri-
* can agriculture in the near future can only be measured by hundreds

of millions of dollars.

COMPOSITION AND ADULTERATION OF HUMAN FOODS.

Of almost equal importance with the character of the w^ork outlined

above, from a practical point of view, are the researches which are being

conducted in the Division of Chemistry in respect to the composition

and adulteration of human foods. It is most important that the

actual composition or nature of human foods be carefully ascertained

and that the adulteration thereof be prevented. The work of the

division is therefore directed to the study of the composition of foods

of all classes and to the investigation of the nature of the adulter-

ations which are practiced whereby the farmer is deprived of a por-

tion of his justly earned profits. It requires no argument to show that

if cheap and inferior foods, or if substitutes for foods, be sold under

the guise of pure and wholesome articles the farmer is the first who
must suffer, from a financial point of view. In addition to this, the

danger to public health must not be forgotten when impure or debased

foods are offered for sale and pass into general consumption. A large

pari of the work of the Division of Chemistry is therefore devoted to

a study of the composition of human foods from a purely scientific

point of view. The character and extent of the adulterations which

arc practiced with our common foods are also made the subjects of

research, and numerous reports have already been published, both

upon the composition of human foods and their adulterations. This

work is still vigorously pushed forward, and it is a matter of pleas-

ure to know that the farming public of Ihe United States has fully

appreciated the efforts of this division to secure tor honest foods

1 A97 G
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an honest market. The whole of human will finally

l i>\ these investigations, and the results which will ensue

therefrom can not tail to be of the utmost practical benefit to the

[cultural publie. Not only is the farmer protected by th< id-

les in the market which is open for his wares, but he also receivi

urther protection in the guaranty of the good quality of the pur-

chases which he makes. For instance, the coffees, sugars, and t>

which are mostly used by our agricultural population arc purchased

at the groceries, and not produced upon the farm. The frauds which

«an thus be practiced upon the agricultural public in the sale of adul-

terated, debased, or impure foods of the character named are pi

ated by the control which is exercised over these foods, based upon

the data obtained by the work of the Division of Chemistry. The

pure-food laws which are enacted in many of the States are based

upon these data, and it is hoped that through the efforts of the friends

of pure foods, aided by the efforts of this division, a national pure-

food law will soon be enacted, governing the sale of foods in the Dis-

trict of Columbia and the Territories and interstate commerce in all
•

food prod ue

i

MISCELLANEOUS WORK.

The miscellaneous work of the division is also of the highest prac-

tical value to agriculture. This may be illustrated by citing some of

the subjects of a miscellaneous nature which are now under investi-

gation. The study of the composition of the sunflower was undertaken

two or three years ago, and is now almost completed. The economical

aspects of this study are of the greatest interest. Not only has it

been shown that a most delicious salad oil can be made from the seeds

of the sunflower, but that the resulting cake is of the highest nutritive

value for cattle feeding. The character of the pith has also been

investigated, and the nature of the stalk— in fact, the whole plant—has

been subjected to careful chemical examinations, and it is hoped that,

based upon the data which will be contained in the bulletin to be

Issued, this industry may obtain a foothold in the United States and

expand to a much greater extent than ever before. Heretofore the sun-

flowers have been grown for their seeds alone, which have been used

for feeding birds and sometimes for cattle and horses. The data

which have been obtained in the studies, now almost completed, show

a wide possibility of development in this industry alone.

TSE OF BASIC PHOSPHATIC SLAGS.

The character of the miscellaneous work may be further illustrated

by another example of an investigation which is now in progress and

near completion. This example also shows the intimate relation

which may exist between agricultural and manufacturing interests.

In the manufacture of iron the presence of phosphorus has always
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been regarded as a serious drawback. The presence of a very small

quantity of phosphorus in Iron renders ii brittle and until for most

purposes. In this country, as in Europe, there are vast bodies of iron

ore which contain suofa Large quantities of phosphorus thai it is Lmpos

sible to use them under any of the old processes. A few years ago a

process was invented by means of which practically all the phosphorus
can be extracted from the pig iron by a simple chemical operation.

In this operation the phosphorus Is made to combine with lime, and

Large quantities of slags containing greal quantities of phosphorus

are produced. For many years these slags were regarded simply as

refuse and of no value. WTien studied by chemical means, however,

ii is found that (ho phosphorus contained in these slags has a far

higher availability for plant food than the natural phosphates—in

fact, an availability which is almost equal to that of dissolved phos-

phates or ordinary acid phosphates. Under the stimulus of this

chemical discovery, these slags have been used for fertilizing purposes

with the greatest success. In this country one factory has already

commenced the manufacture of iron from ores rich in phosphorus.

The Division of Chemistry has therefore undertaken a thorough

study of the relations of basic slags to the crops which are produced
in the United States. In the prosecution of this study the localities

in Europe where basic slags are manufactured were visited by the

Chemist for the purpose of obtaining all the available information

on the subject. The factory in this country was also thoroughly

studied and samples of the phosphate slags made in the United States

secured and compared with those made in Europe. These data are

now almost ready for publication, and the collection of them and the

research necessary to securing the information desired illustrate in a

striking manner the practical relations of chemical work not only to

agriculture, but to metallurgy.

COOPERATION OF SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATORS.

It is not necessary to adduce further illustrations of the intimate

practical bonds which unite chemical studies to the operations in the

field. It is, of course, understood, without further reference, that

the Division of Chemistry of the Department of Agriculture makes
no claim to be the sole representative of investigators of this nature.

The illustrations which have been given above serve only to show,

citing the Division of Chemistry as an example, the intimate rela-

tion which scientific research bears to agriculture everywhere. Hun-
dreds of chemists in the United States are engaged in similar

researches, as well as equal numbers in Europe. It is important,

however, that the farmer should from time to time be reminded of

ili< d<d>t which agriculture owes to chemistry. We are apt to forget

tie- ^i<.j,s of the ladder by which we rise, and the chemist is often held
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in l..w esteem l>\ practical men prho owe th<- whole <»r bheii

the in\ - tions which In- has made \ striking Musi rat Ion <>f thii

has lately oome t»» the notice of the writer in the proapectu

a 1 1,

,

bory, nrl\ere the manager is pnt down I

a year and tlit- engineer for 0, while tin* chemist* are

modestl) pnl <»tr with salaries of from 1700 t<> 11,000 per annum.

While agricultural ohemistrj Laid the foundations which have made
scientific agriculture possible, it does nol arrogate to itself by any

means the wrhole field of scientific research in regard to agriculture.

The agricultural ohemisl welcomes mosl heartily his brother scien-

tists \\ li»» with equal seal and equal su< pursue those Lnvesti

tions which, although abstract and scientific in their nature, have in

their final results the greatest practical value for the improvement

and development of agricultural interests. While the agricultural

ohemisl was first in the field, he realizes thai the vast number of sub-

jects which are open to research requires the collaboration of every

branch of science, and all are entitled to equal rights and equal

privileges in the investigation.

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY.

By L. O. Howard, Entomologist.

Summed up in the fewest possible words, the work of the Division

of Entomology is entirely directed toward answering the question,

How may the farmer and fruit grower avoid damage to their crops

by insects?

The work which the division is doing toward answering this ques-

tion is both direct and indirect. Its direct functions may be summed
up as follows: It is a correspondence bureau; it is an investigating

bureau; it is a publishing bureau.

CORRESPONDENCE OF THE DIVISION.

It is in the exercise of the first of these functions—correspondence

—

that the office comes perhaps into closest contact with the farmer and

fruit grower. The division holds itself ready to answer, so far as

possible, all questions as to the nature of any insect which may dam-

age crops and as to the best remedies to be used. Ten years ago

this division was almost the only place in the United States where

such inquiries could be satisfactorily answered. The offices of the

State entomologists in Illinois and New York were the only other

public offices of similar nature, although there were entomologists con-

nected with a few of the leading agricultural colleges, such as Cornell,
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Bdiohigan, and Iowa. With the recent establishment of one or more

agricultural experiment stations in almost everj State in the tJnion,

ii would seem that this correspondence would be, to a barge extent,

diverted from tin 1 national department. Thishasnot been the case.

The correspondence of the division has steadily increased. The exper-

iment si a ( ions have stimulated farmers to take<advantage of the oppor-

tunities offered by public Institutions, and more than twice as many
inquiries are now received at the division as before the establishment

of experiment stations. At this date (October 1, L897), for example,

over 5,000 Letters of inquiry requiring written answers have been

received since January l (nine months), and many others have been

answered by printed circular. Moreover, many farmers who live in

the \ ieinii\ of Washington, I). C, or who are in the habit, of visiting

the city, have been given desired information by word of mouth.

The work entailed in answering one of these requests for informa-

tion varies greatly. In the great majority of cases Ihe inquiry relates

to some well-known insect, and full information can readily be given

either in circular or letter. form. Frequently, however, something new
or rare presents itself or some difficult question is received requiring

hours of investigation before a satisfactory reply can bo returned.

*Some insect not before known as especially injurious may come in

any day with an account of serious damage from its work, and such

cases frequently mean an investigation, not of hours, but of months.

So that, when we say that something over 5,000 letters of inquiry have
been answered in nine months, it must be understood that it means
far more in the way of work than it does to a business man, for exam-
ple. In fact, a considerable part of the time of the Entomologist, four

assistants, and two clerks is occupied in this correspondence work.

There can be no doubt that it is a most important branch of the work,

and that it is productive of very considerable good to those agricultur-

ists who avail themselves of it. Appreciative letters are frequently

received from farmers and fruit growers who have gained information

of much positive value through this correspondence.

INVESTIGATIONS OF THE DIVISION.

As an investigating medium the Division of Entomology is, as it

must be, very active. It is a cardinal principle in remedial work
against insects that the more one knows about the habits and life his-

tory of a given species the better are the chances of ascertaining a

cheapand efficient remedy. Manyinsects can be successfullyattacked
only in the active feeding condition; with others the eggs are the

easiest destroyed, and with others the insect in the quiescent over-

wintering stage. We must know not onl}' how to recognize it in its

different Btages bul must know just how long it remains in each stage

and jnsl how it comports itself in each. Specific insects might be
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mentioned to illustrate these point*, bnt ii frill probably not l"- n<

in this papei i -..u-li new insect which becomes prominenl

musl be studied throughout its life round before ire can saj ih.it ire

know best how to fight it. Moreover, even at this late date, careful

in

\

fcion Is constantly bringing to light new tacts about old and

supposedly well-known Injurious Insects.

For ordinary purposes, manj of these Btudies of life bistorj are

made in 1 1 1 * - greenhouse attached to one of the buildinge occupied l>y

the division, and which, since it was built especially for insect study,

is known as the kw
Insectarj ." By oarefuJ observation In confinement

the main facts of the insect's life can be discovered. The accuracy

of these observations as related to the normal development must, of

course, be tested, where possible, by outdoor observations. The farm-

ing country around the city of Washington, therefore, is utilized for

such observations, and studies arc constantly being made in the large

park in Which the buildings Of the Department arc situated.

In the case of insects which will not flourish in the climate of the

District of Columbia, careful held studies in the locality of injury un-

necessary. Formerly the division had held agents in different sec-

tions of the United States. With the establishment of the State

experiment stations, however, the continuance of these field agentfe

was considered unnecessary, since almost every State now has its

official economic entomologist. Some States, however, are still unsup-

plied, and members of the office force of the division are frequently

sent out into these States to investigate insect outbreaks which seem

to need urgent investigation.

As illustrative of these two forms of investigation we may mention

the San Jose scale and the Mexican cotton-boll weevil. The presence

of the San Jose scale in the East was first recognized by the present

chief of the division in 1893. During the following year a careful

study of its life history was made in the "Insectary" at Washington,

D. C, and for the first time its complete life round was carefully

investigated. The history of the insect was so fully displayed that

there has been no necessity for State entomologists to spend any time

on this part of the extermination problem. This work was all doiw

in the immediate vicinity of Washington, D. C.

The Mexican cotton- boll weevil, however, is known only in the

State of Texas. Texas, although it has an agricultural experiment

ation, has no official entomologist. It became necessary to investi-

gate this insect on the spot, and during the past three years four

experts connected with the division have at different times studied

the species in portions of Texas.

The number of insects requiring especial study of this kind is some-

what surprising. During the past sixteen years about 8,000 species

have been studied with regard to their life history in this way. This

means a total of 500 species new to the notebooks each year, addi-
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tional notes being made each year upon species which have already

tved some study, so as to bring the total of species studied annu-

ally to an average of aboul i
,

(|1
1
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As will be inferred, the object in view In .-ill of this study is to see

how the iiiscci can best be handled and the injury which ii docs pre-

vented, s<>, together with this study of the Life history, or, rather,

supplementary to if, there is carried on experimentation Prom a reme-

dial standpoint. Remedies are constantly being tested, and new
insect-destroying substances are being experimented with. Such

substances are tested not only as to their effects under varying condi-

tions upon the insects themselves, but also as to their effect upon the

plants upon which the insects feed, and as this effect frequently

varies in warm weather and in cold weather, in wet weather and in

dry weather, and even at different times of the day, a large amount

of experimentation is involved in this branch of the work. Appara-

tus for the distribution of insect-destroying substances are also being

tested. In former years much experimental work in the devising and
construction of such apparatus was done and at least one result of

lasting value was reached, viz, the invention of the cyclone or eddy-

chamber system of nozzles, which has since come into general use in

all parts of the world for the distribution of insecticide and fungicide

mixtures. Of late years, however, the rapid increase in the use of

spraying machines among farmers and fruit growers has attracted

private enterprise to this field, and many business firms are engaged
in 1 lie building and perfecting and sale of such apparatus. Within
the past year, however, the division has had a gasoline motor spray-

ing apparatus constructed for experimental work, which seems admira-

bly adapted for community spraying of orchards and for work against

shade-tree insects in cities and towns.

MORE GENERAL, INVESTIGATIONS.

This investigating work is not entirely haphazard emergency work;

that is to say, the division does not confine itself to investigating the

specific insects which are brought to its attention as prominently

injurious in this or that locality. Time is frequently saved by inves-

tigating groups of insects, or by investigating the whole subject of

the insects which aifect a certain agricultural product. Thus, studies

have been made of the group of insects which in their larval slate

are known as cutworms, no matter what crop they may affect; so,

also, with the scale insects. Then again, the entire subject of the

insects affecting the orange has received investigation; also insects

affecting cotton, insects affecting live stock, insects affecting cab-

bage, etc.
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\ a publishing bureau, the division issues a series of bulletins of

t ! interest to farm* >me of tli<*in confined to one fie

topic, such as fche manual of apiculture, the bulletin on the San Jo

i!r, tin' bulletin on household Insects or the bulletin on inse<

ecting li\ »' stock, and others containing a variety of shorter miscel-

laneous articles. It has also kSSUCd from time to time large reports

dealing with some topic of greater scope, and other such reports are

in process of preparation. Further, with the view of reducing the

labor of correspondence, a series of circulars was undertaken, of

which 86 numbers have been published. Each of these circulars gii

an illustrated, condensed, practical account of some <>m- prominent

injurious insect. With the gradual growth of this series of circulars

the Department will eventually have in print what will amount prac-

tically to a compendium of practical entomology for the United Stat

The publications of the division are circulated as extensively and

;i*> freely as the terms of the law governing the printing and binding

of Government publications and the funds at the disposal of the

Department for that purpose will permit.

"indirect" work of the division.

The work of the divisionwhich maybe termed " indirect," asopposed

to these perfectly obvious efforts to answer the question proposed in

the opening paragraph of this paper, is, perhaps, quite as important as

that which has already been discussed. This work is mainly con-

nected with assisting the farmer, not directly, but through the eco-

nomic entomologists of the United States, and, to a lesser extent, of

foreign countries. It consists mainly in the preparation of bibliogra-

phies and of technical bulletins, in naming specimens sent in by tin

entomologists, and in giving them information about the literature.

Thus, there has recently been printed a bibliography which gives the

titles of all articles on American economic entomology published down
to the year 1888. Together with the titles is given a short abstract of

the contents of each article, and the work is cross indexed in such a

way that any person by its use can learn in a moment's time exactly

what has been published upon any given injurious insect. There is

now completed in manuscript a supplementary bibliography, bringing

our published writings on American economic entomology down to

the close of the year 18!'*;, and it is proposed hereafter to publish

annual supplements.

The work in the naming of insects, for experiment station entomol-

ogists principally, is greatly facilitated in Washington by the presence

of the great collection of insects in the U. S. National Museum, which

was built up largely through the Department of Agriculture, and of

which the Entomologist of the Department has charge, aud forms
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another extensive braneb of this indirect work. Many thousands of

species a*re thus named each year for outside workers. The posses-

sion of a t'.iiil\ extensive library also enabled the division to give

references to Literature and to look up for outside workers matters

published in books inaccessible to them.

There is, further, a class of work which, while direct in its ultimate

bearings, is still indirect us regards Immediate results, and concerns

the entomologists of the different states. This work is connected wit h

investigations covering a wide extent of territory. Such work, for

example, is the study of the geographical distribution of injurious

insects, the ascertaining of the boundary lines of such species, ihe

study of the spread of imported pests, the bringing together of all

facts relating to differences in life history and habits w Inch depend
upon differences in geographic situation, cTImate, precipitation, etc.

In such work the division is assisted by the entomologists of the dif-

ferent States and the results are of reciprocal benefit. It is hoped
eventually, for example, that the study of localities of injurious

abundance of the principal injurious species will be carried to such a

point as to enable the economic entomologist to determine with accu-

racy of any given locality that such and such an injurious insect

will or will not affect such and such a crop in that locality.

Thus, the Division of Entomology occupies to a certain extent the

position of a central consulting office for the numerous State offices

and for other entomologists interested in the practical application of

the study.

The correspondence of the division with the economic entomologists

of foreign countries is very extensive and is of reciprocal benefit.

The principal crop pests in foreign parts, which are at all times liable

to be introduced into the United States, become thus known to the

division, new methods in the way of remedial work are thus ascer-

tained, and there is an occasional interchange of beneficial insects. It

was by such foreign correspondence that the former chief of the

division learned of the probable existence of some efficient natural

enemy of the white, or fluted, scale in Australia, and was induced

to send an assistant in search of it, an act which saved the orange

and lemon industries of California from probable extinction, and at

this time the present chief is sending, by the aid of the California

State Board of Horticulture, natural enemies of the same destructive

insect to Egypt and Portugal. Activity in America in the study of

injurious insects has been so great of recent years, and legislative

encouragement has been so steady, that the United States has achieved

a very prominent position in investigations in economic entomol-
ogy. The officers of the division are therefore constantly appealed

to Tor advice by the .officials of other countries, and at the same
time returns are made in the wr«y of information along the lines just

indicated.
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iinti. thai a I)i\i>i Botany wi tally oi '1. In the

since the division w; > men have
held the position s \ I>. ( I Parrj . who occn]

the position for I . and whose principal a imenl was the

formation < National Herbarium; second, l>i who
botanist of the Departmenl from Wi* to ml whose lasting

works were the building
N

lional Herbarium and the dif-

fusing of information relative to the agricultui

and, third, the
;

l1 incumbent, under whom a dive

botanical work, to be described in detail hen ion developed,

The history Division of Botany has been the h - the

application of a technical knowledge •any to the plant problems

of agriculture. At first th< . id of

cable or slight utility; Inn little by little the real problems

have come t<» be moi kriy apparent and the manner and mean
attacking them belter und< - I, The American botanist of a

eration ago was supposedly a man fully informed on every branch of

botanh ice, and from whom was exp iordingly, a ready

and authoritative - m upon every new plant problem. The Amer-
ican botanif - a man who appi . difficult, and

important problem in the attitud student, his first duty being to

grasp every detail of the problem, his & >nd to

solution, and his third to lay it clearly before the public

Formerly botanical science wai lething apart from p
tical affairs, sn studied for its inherent interest only; now
it is oised that the public is the court of final appeal, and that

investigations productive of real and fundamental know,

intima: 1 with human those chiefly to be

pro -

It is not to | d that the fa the Division of Botany

will show an unbroken of problems
|

. and

dism 38 The earlier conditions did not rend.

rible. Much of the energy expended was doubtless unproduc-

tive. But the fact remains that a large proportion of the successful

investigations in American agricultural botany were initiated in

this division, some of theni being carried to ^completion within it,

others developing such importance as to have been deemed worthy

of separation into distinct divisions. It is not possible in a brief
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sketch to give a detailed account of all the work < 1<»i >
<

' by the Division

of Botany, bn1 ii is possible to cite sufficient number of examples

to give ;tn idea of I he w hole.

THE NATIONAL HERBARIUM.

When the Division <>f Botany was established, in 1869, the Smith-

sonian Institution already had in Its possession the botanical collec-

tions of several Government expeditions, and the Commissioner of

Agriculture, Eon. Horace Capron, recognizing thai a herbarium was

a necessary pari of the equipment of the new division, made an ar-

rangement with the Smithsonian institution, through its secretary,

Joseph Henry, by which these collect ions were placed in I In' safe-keep-

ing of the Division of Botany, though si ill remaining the property of

the Institution. The result of this arrangement was thai the Depart-

ment of Agriculture had from the start a large reference herbarium,

to which additions were made constantly both by the Department
itself and by the Smithsonian Institution until the herbarium finally

reached such dimensions that its maintenance became a financial

burden to the Department. In 1896 the Smithsonian Institution

again assumed its custody. At the time of this retransfer the herba-

rium was estimated to have a value of 8150,000 to $250,000. It should

always be remembered that to the Department of Agriculture, and
specifically to the Division of Botany, is due chiefly the credit for

the building up of this great series of collections. The herbarium is

still in daily use by the Department in its various botanical inves-

tigations, ami as indispensable apart of its equipment as a library

or experimental grounds. Under the present arrangement the De-
partment has the use of the herbarium without the expense of its

maintenance.

FORAGE PLANTS.

As early as 1874, Dr. George Vasey, the Botanist of the Department,
; ii his work on the improvement of the forage supply of the United

States. At that time the ha}* product of the country amounted to

about 25,000,000 tons per annum. In the Northeastern Slates the

forage problem was already, in the main, solved, but in the South and
in the West there was a deplorable lack of suitable forage plants.

England and New York had brought their grasses and clovers

from Great Britain, and owing to a general similarity of climate had
found them satisfactory. Their use had extended also to the middle

West with equal success. With the increase of stock raising in the

>n country of the South, however, it was found that the old ami
well-known forage plants must be replaced by others better suited to

the warmer climate. During the next decade, following the rapid

depletion of the wild forage supply of the far We-: and the establish-

ment of homesteads throughout that region, the similardiscovery was
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-Miii the common forage plants of th< I ild not withstand

th<- dry climate there prevailing. For man) years the Botanist by

correspondence bronghl together everj particle of Information avail-

able along these two Lines, and In L884 put it together in th<- form of

a book entitled "The agricultural grasses of the United states." It

was this repori that the late Representative Batch, <>f Missouri, Long

chairman of the Committee on Agriculture of tin- House of Repre-

sentatives, declared to be, in his opinion, the most valuable repori op
to that time issued by any of the scientific divisions of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture. This report was \ eiy widely dist ribut e<l, and

a second and ie\ ised edition was i88Ued five years later.

[n the year L888 the Lump-sum appropriation for botanical inve

gations and experiments was increased from 12,000 to $20,000, and

the establishment of forage experiment stations was authorized. The
principal station established under this act was at Garden city, in

western Kansas, a situation typical of the subarid area known as the

Great Plains. A large number of grasses, both native and foreign

species, were cultivated at the station without irrigation. At the end

of the live years' lease, in IS!);;, after the various species clearly not

adapted to the region had been thrown out year by year, the experi-

ment resulted in the demonstration that two forage plants, Hungarian
brome and red Kafir coin, and one grain, Jerusalem corn, were the

crops best suited to cultivation in those portions of the southern Great

Plains where irrigation was impracticable. A few other plants, nota-

bly Colorado bluestem, gave promise of suceess, and their cultivation

has since been followed up in other portions of the plains. The most

important of the contributions of this Garden City station to the

progress of agriculture, however, was to demonstrate that the grain-

producing varieties of Kafir corn, particularly the variety known as

Jerusalem corn, was of all known grains the best adapted to the

region. Both maize and wheat were in most years a failure, on

account of the scant rainfall, and had not this new grain been intro-

duced the nonirrigable lands of the region would have lapsed into

their original uncultivated condition. The station was an object

lesson to thousands of despairing farmers. It showed them that Kafir

corn could produce a good crop when everything else was killed by
the drought; that Kafir corn was the equal of maize for fattening

hogs and feeding farm stock, and that it could be made into good

bread. Thousands of bushels were distributed among the farmers,

and they found the grain as successful on their own farms as at the

station. At the end of the five years' life of the station Kafir corn

was very generally cultivated, the shipment of fat hogs had shown

a marked increase, and the farmers were making a far more com-

fortable living than before. Since that time Kafir corn has become

the leading grain crop in western Kansas and western Oklahoma,

and its cultivation is now thoroughly established.
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In the Southern States, also, the betterment of the forage product

was undertaken by means of the same appropriation thai made the

Garden City experiments possible. Collaboration with the experi-

ment stations was effected In the States of Louisiana, Mississippi,

Florida, Georgia, and North Carolina. Grasses and other forage

plants to the Dumber of 508 wen- tried, experimentally, and about 3fi

were found successful. About 1 2 of these till the practical require-

ments of the South, covering the different soils and the different

seasons of the year. To show the enormous benefit resulting from

these experiments it is only accessary to cite statistics relative to the

yield of hay in the five states in which the experiments were con-

ducted. According to 1 ho census returns for L880 this yield (per acre

of hay in these States) averaged 0.80 ion, the average for the whole

United States being 1.14 tons. The report of the Division of Statist ics

for November, 1893, the year in which the experiments were completed,

so far as t lie Department of Agriculture was concerned, shows that

in that season these five States had increased their yield to 1.66 tons

per acre, while the average for the entire country had increased to

only 1.32 tons. At the beginning of the fiscal year 1895-90 a new
division, the Division of Agrostology, was established, which assumed
the work of forage investigations. To this division that portion of 1 he

corps of the Division of Botany previously engaged in such investi-

gations was transferred.

FUNGOUS DISEASES OF PLANTS.

In his annual report for the year 1872, the Botanist touched upon
the subject of the fungous diseases of plants, quoting an account of a

valuable piece of work that had been done on the plum and cherry

disease known as black knot. No reference to investigations in this

line are found in the annual reports thereafter until 1885, in which
year the report of the Botanist contained a preliminary notice of sev-

eral diseases under examination. The investigations in this direction

were pushed for several j^ears. In the case of two diseases, the downy
mildew and black rot, both of the grape, effective remedies were

announced and means for their economical application were devised.

As a result, an industry which was before liable to enormous losses

in unfavorable years was transformed into one that could be regularly

depended upon to produce substantial results. There are no statis-

tics which show the amount in dollars thus saved to our fruit growers,

but unquestionably losses which would have aggregated hundreds of

thousands of dollars have been prevented in the few years since these

discoveries were made and published. At the present time an appli-

cation of Ihese remedies when the diseases threaten to break out is as

niueh a pari of the raising of good grapes as the use of a hoc or cul-

tivator is a pari <>f the tilling of ordinary farm crops. In course of
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) this branch of the work was confided to an Independent

division, now known as the Diviaion of Vegetable Physiology and

Pat nolo

KD.

One of ili-- ftrsl measures taken in L893 toward a reorganization of

the Division of Botany was to establish and equip a Laboratory for

testing i lu- quality of commercial seeds, In the spring of L895, after

the Beed intended for distribution by the Department had already

been purchased, it was decided for purposes of general informal ion to

The tests showed thai some of the seed was of very poor

quality, and that in a few oases deliberate fraud had been perpet rated.

I or the first time in the history of the Department did its authoriti

know the leal quality of the seeds they had distributed. The follow-

ing \ear there was a revision of the seed-purchasing methods of the

Department, and year bj year these methods have been improved,

until now the Department not only knows exactly the quality of the

ids it distributes but pays only for the good seed. The five firms

furnishing seed for the distribution of 1897 were under contract, in

case any seed fell below a specified standard of purity ami germina-

tion, to pay back to the Department a proportional amount of the

contract price. The total drawback collected by the Department

under its contract and based on the tests made by the Division of

Botany amounted in this one season to $3,397.86.

Reputable seed dealers handle good seed, but a great deal of trash

is placed on the market by irresponsible firms. The Division of Bot-

any in order to point out more forcibly the existence of such poor seed

has tested a large number of samples purchased in the open market

or sent in by correspondents. It has examined seed sent out as

"extra-cleaned Kentucky blue grass'
1

that contained only 20 percent

of Kentucky blue grass seed. It lias examined samples named Rhode
Island bent grass that contained only 2 per cent of the seed of that

grass. Such seed may cause the almost total failure of a crop, but

seed of a considerably higher percentage of purity often does harm of

a different character. A sample of timothy seed of the 1897 crop

offered for sale at the Chicago board of tradeand rejected was sent to

the Department to be tested. It contained 29.8 per cent of impuriti

consisting chiefly of the seeds of two weeds, one at the rate of 288,000

seeds per pound, the other at the rate of 450,000 per pound. Recently

the division received from a Maryland farmer a sample of clover seed

about which he wanted an opinion. It was found that, though it

looked like high-grade seed, in reality 30.7 per cent consisted of the

seed of yellow trefoil, a weed the seed of which so closely resembles

that of clover as to be readily distinguished only by an expert. There

is every reason to believe that this was not an impuritj^ of the ordinary

sort, but a deliberate adulteration. A similar case occurred in a lot
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ed purchased by the Department two years ago for general

distribution. A. sample of supposed yellow oat grass which cosl

per hundred pounds was Pound upon critical examination to contain

7 1.1 per cent of impurities, mostly consisting of the seed of wood hair

grass, worth about $1() per hundred. H was ascertained that this

adulteration lm< i originated in Europe, and thai the American im-

porters had themselves been deceived.

The importance of good seed bo successful farming has become

generally appreciated within ili< v past few years among agriculturists

that the Association of Agricull oral Colleges and Experiment Stations

recently appointed a committee to devise a uniform system of

testing. The Division of Botany was represented on this committee,

and a report, following In the main the system the division had

already tried and found successful, was adopted. Thus, the results of

the work are becoming widely disseminated throughout the United

States, and can not fail to be productive of the highest good.

WEEDS.

The subject of weeds is one that has always been prominent in the

correspondence of the Division of Botany. The questions received

are often difficult to handle, but the Department has nevertheless

investigated many of them, and has published information which
would enable an intelligent and industrious farmer so to deal with

particular weeds as to destroy the greatest number with the least

expenditure of labor. The Russian thistle, which came prominently
before the public on account of the widespread damage caused by it

in the Northwest, furnishes an illustration of Department work in

this line. An assistant botanist was sent to the Dakotas in 1892 and
again in 1893, and the whole life history of the plant was worked out.

It was found that by cutting the weed at a certain season, August 1

to 20, the formation of seed could be prevented. On the basis of this

knowledge the method of dealing with the weed in the Northwest was
chiefly established. Exactly how much actual gain these enlightened

methods of handling the weed have brought to the farmers of the

Northwest it is impossible to estimate, but there can be no doubt
that they constituted a vast improvement over earlier ineffectual

methods of procedure. Various other weeds have been taken up in a

similar manner, and descriptions of their vulnerable points published.

One direction in which the Division of Botany has been in many
cases conspicuously successful in the handling of weeds is in pre-

venting their introduction into uninfested portions of the country.

Through a large number of correspondents in all parts of the United
Stales the division is kept informed as to the distribution of OUT
worst weeds, and maps showing at a glance their present range are

constructed and kepi on file. When information is received that
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one of these weeds has been found far beyond Iti Known limits the

local authorities are advised of the facl and the Importance of

promptly destroying it su ether with meane by which this

destruction can be accomplished, in the case of the Russian thistle

this plan has been pursued with success. The authorities in Cali-

fornia, for example, were notified bj the Department of Agriculture

that the Russian thistle was growing at a certain railway station in

that state ami were advised to pool it out. The State authorities

thereupon employed an agenl to traverse the railroad lines and wher-

ever tin- Russian thistle was found to exterminate it. This lias been

done successfully, and, while it is quite possible that the Russian

thistle may ultimately become established in California, such estab-

lishment will be postponed tor many years, and the enormous damaj

to the wlu-at crops warded oil* for just that period. It was estimated

that in L893, a season favorable to its growth, the Russian thistle

damaged the wheat crop of the West to the extent of $3,000,000

tot 000.

The woolly mullein, a European weed, was discovered a few years

ago by one of the correspondents of the Division of Botany at a cer-

tain point in the State of Kentucky. An assistant was senl to exam-

ine into the case. It appeared that the weed was likely to prove

a bad one, but that only a small area had been infested up to that

time. The authorities at the State experiment station were notified,

and in due time the division was informed by them that the infested

area had been carefully cleaned and that it was believed the weed

had been exterminated. Had the same thing been done with the

Russian thistle ten years ago an amount would have been saved

the wheat growers of the Northwest sufficient to pay the cost of main-

taining the whole Department of Agriculture for many years to come.

A study of the means of dispersion of weed seeds has been made,

and it appears that most weeds are introduced first in impure seed

from abroad, that when once introduced they are rapidly carried from

point to point and from State to State through the various channels

of trade, particularly in commercial seed, in grain, and in the litter

of eat tie cars, the most important lines of dispersion being the rail-

roads of the country. The railroad companies have been very quick

to respond to suggestions that their right of way be kept clear of weeds.

The State legislation relative to the destruction of weeds has been

examined into by the Division of Botany, and it is found that almost

all the State weed laws are inoperative, either because they are not

explicit or because their execution is too cumbersome and too expen-

sive. A compilation of all the State w^eed laws has been made, and a

model weed law based on the investigations of the Department has

been prepared and published. Recent legislation by some of the

Western States has followed closely this model law proposed by the

Department.
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POISONOUS PLANTS.

In the year L894, on account of numerous inquiries received rela-

tive to poisonous and medicinal plants, an assistant with I he necessary

botanical and chemical education was secured and set at work upon

the study of those plants which were the most common sources of

poisoning in animals and man. The original investigations np to the

present lime have been confined principally to laurel and related

plants which contain t he principle known as andromedotoxin, a poison

often fatal to sheep, cows, and sometimes to other farm stock. A
widespread demand for information about, those poisonous plants

which are a menace to children has temporarily taken the place,

however, of special chemical and physiological researches, and a

Farmers1 Bulletin and other publications of a similar nature on our

common poisonous plants have been prepared. While, therefore, the

investigations of poisonous plants have not as yet reached the point

at which their value to the farmer in telling him how to prevent the

death of his animals from eating poisonous plants can be expressed

in dollars and cents, nevertheless a large amount of valuable general

information has been published which the public is very glad to get

and could not get in any other way.

NATIVE PLANT RESOURCES.

The early transcontinental expeditions and surveys carried on by the

Governmentwere usually accompanied by a naturalist, a part of whose
dui ies was to do botanical work. The report written by this officer or

based upon his collections customarily consisted of a systematic enu-

meration, sometimes with descriptions, of the plants collected on the

expedition, but it was seldom that any real economic deductions were
drawn from these researches. Most of them constituted what may be
called pure scientific work. For many years there has been a demand,
particularly in the far Western States, for fuller information regarding

on ]• flora. The Division of Botany, therefore, several years ago under-

took a systematic exploration of the least-known parts of our country,

cataloguing the plants collected, discussing the natural agricultural

areas as outlined by the extent of particular plant formations, enu-

merating all the known local uses of plants, especially among the

aborigines, and drawing various economic conclusions. Among these

reports the one entitled '

' Botany of the Death Valley exped ition " enun-
ciated the principles of plant distribution, particularly as illustrated

in the Southwestern United States. The " Flora of the sand hills of Ne-
braska" pointed out the peculiar conditions under whichthe vegetation
of the region has been differentiated, and drew therefrom some perti-

nent conclusions. A third paper ofthe same classwasentitled "General
report on a botanical survey of the Coeurd'Alene Mountains in Idaho.

1 '

Another report entitled "Notes on the plants used by the Klamath
Indians of Oregon" is an account of the aboriginal uses of plants by

1 A97 7
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one of our native tri li contains a number of facts \\ hi<-li ry

itive iu t lie direction of taking up in our own agricultural econ-

omy, for food or other purpo >me of t h<- plants used for centuries

by the native tribes of tin- United States. One of the plants men-

tioned al years ago In the annual report of the Botanist as in u

among the aborigines and as gi\ Lng promise of importance as an agri-

cultural product iscanaigre. This was employed bj the Southwestern

Indians as a native dye and tan. Its cultivation has proved in recent

\ ears to be thoroughly practicable and a marked commercial bu<

1. is undoubtedly true that other plants used by the American ab

rigines will till places in civilized agriculture in the same manner
maize, the potato, the tomato, canaigre, and others have already doi

and it LS to make a record of all the Tacts that are Likely to b
tive in this direction that the Division of Botany is conducting th<

investigations. The sum total of miscellaneous Investigations brought

together by this method after a period of several years forms a valua-

ble record.
w A-GMCUI/TURAL CROPS.

Within the past year the Division of Botany has devoted its al

tion to the investigation of certain agricultural crops which are BOW
imported in large amounts and which could probably be grown in the

Onited States with profit. The value of these miscellaneous imports

amounts to |8, 000,000 or $10,000,000 annually. The first one taken

up for investigation was chicory, the dried rootof which is imported for

manufacture into a coffee substitute, the total imports for this purpose

amounting to $250,000 per annum. Investigation has shown that this

crop can be grown successfully, and there is no doubt that it can be

grown with profit. It is believed that experience will show that within

ten years practically all the chicory used in this country will be grown

within the United States, should the present trade relations continue

As illustrating what can be done in the direction of miscellaneous

crops, may be cited the ease of pyrethrum, the plant from which

insect powder is manufactured. The following statement shows how
the imports of the powder manufactured from pyrethrum and similar

plants have decreased during the past ten yearsfrom $129. 78 I bo $2,134:

Value of imports ofinsect powder.

1887.. $1.29,

7

1888-.. .- -..- 127,918

1889 89,429

1890 46, 298

1891 23, 698

1892 17, 691

1893 15,765

1894 16, 027

1895 786

1896 2.134

Total 469,524
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This means thai the experimental cultivation of pyrethrum in

California about fifteen years ago baa proved a success, and that we

are now able to grow all of the product we Deed. Our Investiga-

tions relative to new agricultural crops have practically only .just

begun, and it is impossible t<> point out actual results in dollars and

ccnis. Such results will not be evident to their full extent until the

in! induct ions favored by our reports have been attempted by farmers

and their practicability substantiated or otherwi

DIVISION OF VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY.

By B. T. Galloway, Chief.

INTRODUCTION".

It is written in nature that all living things must die, and plants

grown by man for food and raiment are no exception to this law.

Long before plants were cultivated they were subject to diseases,

which at times carried off many forms, and these, in the constant

struggle in which all nature takes part, gave place to others better

adapted to Ihe surrounding conditions. As time progressed man
found LI necessary to increase his food supply, and to do this certain

plants were brought together and made to grow out of nature's usual

way. Thus was born the art of agriculture, and from the few simple

practices followed at first there have developed the infinite complica-

tions and variations in the methods known to-day. But man in his

desire to make all nature subservient to his will was not to escape

the penalty of changing the usual course of nature, so it followed that

when he began to grow plants and to introduce new forms from time

to time he also introduced the diseases which have prevailed among
Mich forms in their wild state.

The introduction of diseases, however, was not the only problem

brought forward by the efforts of man to keep pace with his own
wants. By the removal of forests, the tilling of the fields, and the

causing of crops to grow in widely extended and often compact groups
the equilibrium in nature, which in a wild state is at least approxi-

mately attained, was severely disturbed, and tlius in many cases better

opportunities lor development were afforded the foes of cultivated

plants, for they had more material to work upon and the resistance

to their attacks was naturally 1<^<.

Ii is not strange, therefore, that references to the diseases of plains

arc found in the earliest literature. The destructiveness of blights

and mildews was known and appreciated in ancient times, and cere-

monies were offered to the gods and other practices followed for the

purpose of keeping these pesis in check. As knowledge increased
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and experience opened 1 1 * - w li.-lds of thought, a better understand-

of fche nature of many of fche i Acquired. Even at the

enl time, however, the matter is often bewildering to the husband-

man, owing partly to 1 1 1 * - obscure nature of many of the di and

the difficulty of understanding questions which only Long and bjx

study can make entirely plain. The perplexities connected with

the Bubjeol are often made greater by the verj fact thai the disturb-

ances \\ liieh brought various diseases into activity in t In- past are still

at work in a more Intensified form than was the case even a compara-

tively few years ago. Man himself is the prime factor In bringing

about this state of affairs, and so long a i he continues to change the

habits of his plants (to strive to improve them, in Other words) just

bo Long will he, by this very action, keep them in a state of unbalanced

equilibrium, and very Little disturbance in any direction will often

completely upset them, and in the end cause them to succumb to their

fees in one way or another.

Thus, it appears that diseases have been in existence as Long as

plants, that they will continue their destructive work in various ways

and under varying conditions, and thai they are likely to be particu-

larly bad so Long as man continues his work as a disturbing element.

That the scope of the work about to be described may be more clearly

understood, it may now be well to consider briefly what is actually

meant by disease.

DISEASE AND ITS VARIOUS FORMS.

It may seem easy at first thought to define disease, but when we
come to consider the various questions involved we find the matter

complicated in a number of ways. Strictly speaking, a plant or other

organism may be considered diseased when from any cause its func-

tions become abnormal. If this definition is accepted, however, it

will be seen that there are numerous eases where plants ordinarily

considered healthy are in reality diseased. Thus, .many plants are

incapable of propagating themselves, and but for the care of man
would disappear. In such cases certain functions are deranged, and

in this sense the plant is in reality diseased. From the standpoint of

the grower of such plants, however, they are not looked upon as dis-

eased, unless in some way their value to him is lessened or entirely

curtailed. The term, in other words, is a relative one.

FACTORS CAUSING DISEASE.

Disease, then, as the farmer, gardener, and fruit grower understand

it, may be brought on by a great many causes, and it will be under-

stood that these causes are often exceedingly complicated and diffi-

cult to unravel. In so far as we are at present concerned it may be

said that diseases of plants are due to two sets of factors: (1) The

influences of the inanimate work1
, -such as unfavorable soil, too much
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or too little moisture, excessive beat or cold, too much <>r too Little

Food, <'!<•., and (2) tin 1 action of Living organisms, principally insects

.-Hid minute plants known as fungi. With insects wears not con-

cerned, as they properly belong to another branch of I he Department.

The Fungi ares great group of plants, which for the most part are so

minute Hint they oar be Been and studied only with the aid of tin'

microscope. Thousands of Forms arc known, and there is scarcely a

crop that is not subject to attach from one or more. It is not, neces-

sary at this point to go into detail as to how these minute organisms

Live, grow, and reproduce bhemselves. Suffice it to say that, in the

main they can not obtain their food From the air and soil, hence they

must look elsewhere for it, and in the crops we grow they find it

already prepared. Upon these crops they fasten themselves and pro-

ceed lo rob them of their nourishment, and the plants thus attacked

gradually become weak and die unless by some means the power of

the Fungus to do its work is checked. It must l>e remembered, how-

ever, that no sharp line can be drawn between the diseases due to

unfavorable conditions and those in which fungi take part. In every

ease where the matter is carefully studied, it is found diflicult to say

where the effects of one factor or set of factors begin and those of

another leave off. An example or two will make this matter plain

and at the same time indicate the general lines followed in making
invest igations.

EXAMPLES OF DISEASES.

From the examples following a fair idea may be formed of some of

the diseases with which the grower of plants has to deal. Only a bare

outline of the simplest facts are given, however, as it is neither neces-

sary nor desirable to go into details in the present paper.

Root diseases.—It is not uncommon to find fruit trees and other

plants gradually losing vitality, the leaves becoming small and yellow,

and the entire growth more or less stunted. A study of such plants

and their surroundings may reveal the fact that the roots have been
slowly killed, and the plants being unable to get proper food and
water have died of starvation, complicated, it is true, with other

troubles which necessarily accompany the destruction of the roots.

The death of the roots may have been due to lack of air in the soil,

tli is being the direct result of the size and arrangement of the soil

grains. Soils of this kind, and they are not uncommon, are quickly

made wet, and as soon as the water between the grains exceeds a cer-

tain amount circulation of the air is stopped, the activity of organ-

isms necessary to the life of the soil is checked, the roots are slow ly

Suffocated, and a long train of other changes follow, and as a final

result the plant dies. Of COUrse, it must be understood that the mere

yellowing of the leaves of a plant, accompanied by a dwarfing of

growth, is not always brought on by the conditions described. Other
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produce similar results, and ii is on | count

thai the questions involved are often bo perplexing. In the case juai

described neither fungi nor insects have played anj importanl part,

although it i> not uncommon to And certain forms present in advanced

the <li These, however, are to be looked upon more

in iii,- nature of scai - thej play no important pari in tin-

real death of tin- plant.

Changes brought about in plants by man.—We may now consider a

»ond example, in irhieh changes in the functions an- inadvertently

brought on by man, and as a result of these changes a fungus, whieh

under normal conditions could not obtain a foothold upon the plant,

comes in and carries destruction and death with it. It is malty

the practice in orchard work and in eases where trees are grown for

ade and ornament to severely prune them. Sometimes this is done

to top graft with other varieties and sometimes merely to remove

what is considered an excessive growth of wood. Frequently the cut-

ting away of large branches throws the functions of the tree entirely

out of balance. The plant has grown with a certain relation between

the development of its roots and branches, and if a considerable num-
ber of the latter are removed a corresponding portion of the roots, if

left, must eventually die, for the top of the tree will not be able to

support them in health. In the various destructive changes which

take place at such a time the whole tree may become involved. The

partly decaying roots bring about changes in the food supply, and this

in time causes an imperfect development of all the tissues above

ground, the leaves, branches, and trunk becoming more or less weak-

ened and consequently less able to resist the attacks of outside organ-

isms. Under such conditions the tree is often attacked by a fungus

which slowly kills the living wood of the trunk and larger branches.

Eventually the trunk may be entirely girdled by this organism, and

the tree will in consequence die. As long as the tree performs its func-

tions normally the fungus is unable to gain a foothold, although

perhaps present at all times. Were it not for the action of the fungus

the tree would doubtless have eventually adapted itself to the changed

conditions, and with proper care would have recovered.

Fungous diseases.—Xow, turning our attention to an example where

the fungus itself takes the aggressive part from the start, we may cite

the case of the well-known potato blight, or downy mildew, which in

past years has been the cause of a loss of millions of dollars in this

and other countries. Potato fields which throughout the season have

been green and vigorous, when attacked by this disease suddenly turn

brown in July and August, and within a few days the plants become

a rotten, foul-smelling mass. An examination of the foliage of the

diseased plants soon after they commence to turn brown reveals little

to the eye. Here and there tufts of a whitish, downy growth may be

seen scattered over the surface of the leaves, but without the aid of
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n microscope ii is impossible to make anything out of them. When
thai instrument is brought into use, however, it is seen that the downy,

frost like growth consists of a miniature forest of delicate, whitish

threads, branched and rebranched like the limbs of a tree. CJpon

the ends of the delicate branches minute, egg-shaped, colorless bodies

are seen, and they break ofl easily if slightly disturbed. Byproper
manipulation of the microscope it will be seen that the Little tree-like

growths send their delicate threads down into the tissues of the leaf,

and that wherever they come in contact with the tissues they rob them

of their nourishment and use ii in building up their own structur<

The small, egg-shaped bodies described are for the purpose of repro-

duction, fulfilling the same office as the seed of higher plants. Rain

or dew or slight currents of air cause these bodies to break from i heir

delicate supports. Many arc lost or.deStroyed, but many others reach

healthy potato leaves, and t here, in the presence of t he proper amount
of moisture and heat, they germinate and produce the same kind of

delicate threads as those from which they originated. In this way
the disease is rapidly spread, only a few days being necessary for each

successive crop of reproductive bodies to develop, and as millions are

produced on each leaf, it will be seen that the fungus may, under
proper conditions, be quickly disseminated.

LOSSES CAUSED BY DISEASE.

1 1 would be difficult to give a fair idea as to the number of plant

diseases and the damage they cause in the aggregate. So many lac-

tors come into play and so many complications are involved that only

approximate statements can be made. It is probable that the loss in

the United States from the diseases affecting cereals, such as smuts
and rusts, will alone amount to $25,000,000 or $30,000,000 annually.

Cotton, tobacco, potatoes, and other staple crops are correspond-

ingly damaged, and the same is true of many similar crops. While
the losses are sorely felt by farmers as a whole in such cases as

have been mentioned, they are particularly noticeable and are felt

with striking severity where intensive lines of work are followed ami

certain crops grown as specialties. In such cases it is the individual

who has tangible evidence as to the actual amount he is out of pocket
as a result of the attacks of certain diseases. A case in point is found
in the growing of oranges, lemons, and other citrus fruits in Florida,

where, judging from carefully collected data, it appears that the loss

in one year from diseases which have been studied was more than
•t). This loss, falling as it did upon a comparatively few indi-

\ [duals, was of course felt all the more severely. When other fruits,

vegetables, and the many plants grown for ornament and for flowers

are considered, the injuries become more and more striking. Proba-

bly it would net be overestimating the loss from plant diseases as a
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Whole in this country to place it at 1150,000,000 to 10 annu-

all\ . We will no* Bee In whal waj the Department is endeavoring

to help the husbandman In this matter, and will point out as clearly

aa possible a few of the results.

\ii.i HODS OF CONDI I riNG [NVESTIGATIONS.

NECESSITY OF \ THOROUGH KNOWLEDGE OI PLANTS.

From what lias been said, it will be understood that, generally

speaking, to anise at any definite conclusions in regard to the treat-

ment of a disease a knowledge of the cause or causes must first of

all be obtained. Empiricism in such matters can not long avail,

although it may be and is sometimes followed with more or less bene-

ficial results, and moreover no rational understanding of a disea

can be obtained without first knowing how the plant behaves in

health. The very foundation of all work on the diseases of plants, or

vegetable pathology, therefore, should bo a study of the normal I

processes, or vegetable physiology; in other words, to fully appreciate

the changes which are taking- place in a diseased plant and the con-

ditions surrounding it, a thorough knowledge must be had as to how

the healthy plant behaves and its relations to soil, air, heat, moisture,

and other environmental conditions. As will be seen, the compli-

cations involved lead off into numerous difficult and perplexing

questions, and the aid of many branches of science must be called in

before definite conclusions can be reached. The men, however, who

grow plants for the money there is in them are not concerned with

these details, as the main point of interest to them is how the knowl-

edge obtained by such work enables them to grow better crops and to

realize from them greater profits.

OBJECT OF THE INVESTIGATIONS.

Briefly, then, the plant pathological work of the Department is

planned to obtain, first of all, as thorough a knowledge as possible of

the behavior of plants in response to disturbing influences. It is in

such cases that careful laboratory, greenhouse, and field experiments

must be made and investigations requiring great care and patience

carried on. Let us take an example that will appeal to thousands of

fruit growers, namely, the fire blight, or, as it is sometimes called,

twig blight, of the pear. Following the line of investigation that has

been carried on in the case of this disease, it will be seen in a general

way how the Department's work is conducted and how it is all made
with a view of practical application in the end.

STUDY OF BLIGHT.

In the laboratory it has been found that blight is invariably accom-

panied by a minute organism, a bacillus, allied to those which cause

such dangerous diseases as tuberculosis and typhoid fever in man.
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These minute germs have been found In countless millions in the del-

icate cells of the plant, l>ut to prove that they were the actual cause

of the disease it was necessary to separate them from the pear tissues

and .-til other organisms present, to grow them wholly apari and In an

absolutely pure state, and finally to bring them again into contact

with healthy pear trees and produce the disease. This 1ms been done.

The germs of pear blight, free from all other organisms, have been mafic

i<> gro\* on potato, on various kinds of gelatin, and on other media,

just ;is the farmer grows a crop of corn <m a soil ['we from all other

plants. The germs gnrw n in this way, when pricked into the delicate

i issues of a young pear shoot, mult Lply rapidly, and in a few days I here

is a well-developed case of the disease. The cause of the disease

being thus definitely determined, it remained to find out how it was

Bpread from tree to tree, and how, after seemingly disappearing in Late

summer, it would break out again the following spring.
r

Jlie work

was now- transferred from the laboratory to the orchard iiself. Here
it was found that insects, particularly bees, play an important part

in disseminating the disease. One very destructive form of blight

occurs in the blossoms, and the bees in visiting these for honey carry

the germs to healthy flowers. Thus, from one center a whole orchard

may soon become infected, and with what results will he easily under-

stood by those familiar with the way the blight works.

While bees were found to be a really serious factor so far as the

spread of blight was concerned, the work brought out a fact hereto-

fore unknown, but of vast importance to fruit growers, namely, that

many varieties of pears will not fruit at all unless bees have access

to them— in other words, their own pollen is not potent, and they re-

quire the pollen from some other variety in order to set fruit. This
fact explains why large blocks of certain varieties are unfruitful, and
suggests a way of overcoming the difficulty.

Coining back to blight, the studies in the orchard further revealed

the very important fact that while the branches killed during the

summer usually contain no living germs after a few weeks, in a cer-

tain small proportion of them, at the point where the diseased part

merges into the healthy, they do remain alive, and also that these

germs pass the winter in a partly dormant condition. As soon as

spring opens, the germs in these feAv "hold-over" cases again start into

active life and in a short time become so numerous that they ooze from
the wood in gummy masses. Insects are attracted to this more or less

sweetish gum. and by visiting il and then going to other trees, espe-

cially to the blossoms, they redistribute the organism. So much, there-

fore, for what has been developed by a long and careful study of this

disease. It now remained to apply the knowledge in a practical way,

which was done by what has come to be known as the winter method
Of combating blight. This consists simply in a careful inspection of

the orchard in the fall or early winter and a cuttingont of every branch
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u of the h«»M over blight. Not onlj is it
i to

out out these branches, but it is Important thai ihej be completely

\,.i by fire. Following thi .. fully, it ban been found

practicable to eradicate blighl aol only from the orchard, hut also from

tin- nursery, where the conditions for spreading are much better, owi]

to khe way the trees ate planted.

ii naii [D]

Other dis of course, musl be Btudied and treated in an entirely

different manner. For instance, in many eases it has been found

practicable to prevent serious injury to crops by the application of

preparations known as fungicides. The efficacy of these fungicides

in particular eases and their effects on the plant and on man himself

must all be considered. Then, too, there are important questions in

mechanics that demand attention; for instance, a fungicide may be

cheap and effective, and yet unless it can be applied in actual field-:

work in an economical way it will have to be discarded. All this

w.»rk involves the art of spraying plants, which has been developed

practically within the past ten years, but which has now reached a

point where it is regarded to be as necessary as pruning or the culti-

vation and fertilization of the soil.

PLANT BREEDING.

There is a phase of the work which is fully as important, if not

more so, than any thus far enumerated, namely, a study of plants

and plant life" for the purpose otestablishing the conditions accessary

for that development which will make them most profitable to the

grower. Every plant must be regarded as capable of attaining a

certain ideal development, and if it does not do this something is

wrong either with it or the surroundings in which it is forced to grow.

It will be seen, therefore, that there is an important held in studying

the conditions under which our crops attain their highest develop-

ment and in pointing out the principles which will enable the grower

to not only modify his conditions to suit the plants, but to modify the

plants to suit the conditions. This involves the important work of

plant breeding, a subject which can not well be considered apart from

plant physiology and pathology.

The importance of such work is shown by some recent invest]

tions carried on by the division in California on the raisin grape.

Owing to an inherent weakness in the vine the flowers "blast" at

blooming time, and as a result it is not uncommon for the whole crop

to be lost. Some seasons this loss exceeds a million dollars or more,

and it is therefore of the utmost importance to find a means of pre-

venting it.

While blighting is influenced by climatic conditions, it is unques-

tionably due to a constitutional weakness of the vine, in which insects
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ami fungi take no part. Certain varieties do nol have this weakness,

but they are nol suited bo the purpose for which the other varieties

are grown. Ii is here thai breeding has come into play, with every

prospect of success. The choice varieties uoted for their tendency to

drop iii«' flowers have been crossed with other Less desirable ones

known to be free from this trouble. Thousands of seedlings hav<

been produced by these crosses, and some give promise of having all

the hardiness of one parent and the desirable qualities, so Car as

fruit is concerned, of the other. Thus, by crossing, by selection, and

in oilier ways the value and usefulness of plants to man may be

increased, from tin 1 fact that they are made uot only to more properly

Hi certain conditions, but that by being adapted to those conditions

their health is maintained and a better development reached in every

way,

SOME PRACTICAL RESULTS OF THE WORK.

GROWTH OF THE SCIENTIFIC TREATMENT OF PLANT DISEASES.

In t he whole history of agricultural practice no phase of it, probably,

lias made such rapid strides in so short a time as the investigation

and treatment of plant diseases. Less than fifteen years ago this

subject was rarely referred to in print, and it was seldom that there

was any discussion bearing on the matter at agricultural, horticul-

tural, and other meetings. There were but few experiment stations

then in the country, and such work as those in existence were doing

\7as along the lines of chemistry, feeding, etc.

WOR*K FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE ORAPE OKOWER.

Twelve years ago the Department began the work on plant diseases

in a small way, its efforts at first being devoted to a few of the more

important diseases of fruits. In the beginning the investigations

were confined to the laboratory, it being recognized that before any
practical results could be secured in the field, knowledge must be
obtained as to the nature of the diseases it was intended to combat.
A special effort was put forth to discover the cause and best means
of preventing the serious loss to grape growers through the ravages of

several Avidespread diseases. At the time this work was undertaken
the growing of grapes for market was being abandoned in many sec-

tions it being no longer possible to obtain a crop on account of one
di>e;;.v,. in particular—namely, black rot. The work of the Depart-

ment showed t licit this disease was due to a fungus. Furthermore, it

showed how the fungus lives from year to year, and how pari of the

time its growth i
;
s confined to the living berries on the vine and part

of the time to the old. dried, and shriveled fruits which fall to the

ground. The latter, it was found, furnish the means of again start-

ing the pesl another season, and thus the more the rotten berries
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cumulate on the ground the more danger th< Infections the

next year. Possessing these facte ami many others, the details

which need not be mentioned here, 11 remained to dii some

means of protecting the grape from the parasite in a way thai would

be sufficiently cheap and practical to warrant Its adoption by gra

growers themselves. The only waj to accomplish this object or t.>

determine whether i1 could be accomplished was bj work in the vine

yards, conducted so as to l«a\ e no doubt as to the results. This work

was inaugurated, and eventually it was proved thai by the proper

of various solutions Bprayed upon the vines the latter would not be

injured in the least, but the attacks of the fungus would in large pan

prevented. To reduce the operation to a practical basis, many
difficulties had to be overcome. The question of suitable apparatus

was a difficult one, as few manufacturers were willing to put a

machine on the market without some assurance that there would

a demand for it. That these obstacles were overcome however, and

that the work was a success is shown by the widespread application

of the results obtained. For the first few years, despite the widely

published statements concerning the work, it was difficult to gel grow-

ers to undertake it. Men were actually paid to spray their vines in

order that the results might be utilized as an object lesson for others.

Five years after the first successful treatment of black rot, however,

carefully collected data showed that there were over fifty thousand

grape growers treating their vines in accordance with the directions

issued by the Department. The industry, which for years had lan-

guished or been abandoned in many sections, was revived, and, as was

stated by the viticultural expert connected with the Eleventh Census,

the work of the Department of Agriculture has practically revolution-

ized grape culture in many sections.

Figures showing the actual money value of such work are always

difficult to obtain, yet they serve as convincing argument, and hence

the desirability of having them. For the purpose of getting such

figures in reference to the effects of treatment on grape diseases,

arrangements wore made at one time with about three hundred grape

growers to so plan their work as to obtain as definite facts as pos-

sible in regard to the actual money value of the operations carried

out under the directions of the 'Department. It was found that the

treated vines yielded on an average 80 per cent more fruit than the

untreated, and that the actual gain as a result of the work ranged all

the way from $20 to $150 per acre. The aggregate gain, as estimated 1 >y

the entire three hundred growers, was something over $20,000, while the

expense, including labor and cost of all materials used, did not exceed

$2,000. In other words, this experiment and many others made after-

wards showed beyond question that at an expenditure of, approxi-

mately, l.-J cents per bearing vine seven or eight years old or more

from 10 to 25 cents gain followed in the fruit production alone.
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since the facts here given were obtained the practice of spraying

grapes has extended throughout thisand many foreign countries, and

ii would probably be difficult to find ;i grape grower al this time in

the United States who has not In some way profited by the work.

w i >RE FOB in i BENEFIT OF THE Nl B EE1 M

Another line of work in which important practical results have been

obtained is the treatment of nursery stock for the various diseases to

which it is subject. Millions of apple, pear, cherry, plum, quince,

and other trees are grown in this country, the industry being one of

the most important of all horticultural pursuits. Pears, cherries,

plums, ,-rnd quinces are particularly subject to a disease .:,
r

< me rally

known as leaf blight, which causes the leaves to fall early in the sea-

son, thereby shortening the period of growth, and thus not only

Stunting the tree, hut. in the case of seedlings preventing the inser-

tion of buds—an operation necessary in order to obtain the desired

varieties. Several years ago the Department began an investigation

of the diseases of nursery stock, inaugurating experiments which

extended through several seasons. The work was intended primarily

to determine the possibility of preventing the diseases, the cost

involved, and the actual gain in the growth of the tree, if any, as

measured by dollars and cents. Over a hundred thousand trees were

used in the experiment, and it was shown that the cost of the work
was 25 cents per thousand the first season and the same the second

year. The third year it was 40 cents, making the total cost for three

seasons' work 00 cents per thousand trees. The net profit, as deter-

mined by the nurseryman who dug the trees and sold them, ranged

from 81 to $40 per thousand, the average being $13, or about 1,400

per cent on the actual money expended.

WORK FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE ORCHARDIST.

The same diseases which cause serious loss in the nursery also

attack pear, cherry, plum, and quince in the orchard. Here also

important practical results have been obtained. At an expenditure

rarely exceeding 15 cents per tree it has been shown conclusively that

the marketable product can be increased from 25 to 50 per cent.

Reference has already been made to the work of the Department in

California, Florida, and other sections. It has been proved that to

make such work thoroughly practical and of the greatest value to the

farmers and fruit growers of any region, invest Lgations must be carried

on in such a way that all local conditions of climate, soil, etc., can be

carefully watched. To do this the men engaged in the work must
be on the ground, where the various phases in the development of a
disease can he closely waiehed and the effects of treatment carefully

noted. It may be well to give an example of the work of the Depart-

ment carried on under the conditions mentioned by an assistant on
the Pacific Coast.
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For the paal tss«> yeai perimenta have been carried on with a
w to finding a means of preventing peach-leaf curl, a verj aerioni

tl i> which iu <>nr orchard alone, containing a hundred acn
i a loss iji two years of abonl 125,000. In L895 in this orcha

1 with a view of preventing curl. '. a control,

or in other words, as a means of determining the effect of the treat-

ment, 229 i ires in the same orchard were lefl ansprayed. Thel reated

trees gave an average yield of ;517 pounds <»r fruit each, while the

untreated yielded only 97 pounds. There was therefore a gain of 220

pounds of fruit on each treated tree, or a total gain of 75,900 pounds
on all the trees Bprayed. This frail sold by the car Load for l ' cents

per pound, so that the total value of the frail saved in this ca&

L38.30. The not profit from 345 trees was $1,104, it having 0O6i L0

cents per tree for treatment. As a result of this work the whole

Orchard was sprayed the present year, and at least 2,000 acres of

bearing trees in other parts of the State wore also treated. In this

one orchard the owners estimate that the saving to them through the

work will be $20,000, that is, there was a clear gain of 450 pounds of

fruit per tree on those treated. Figuring on this basis, ami taking

all the work done in the state, there was a gain of, approximately,

-0,000 to the growers of California avIio adopted the treatment rec-

ommended by the Department. The work was also carried on exten-

sively in Michigan, New York, and other States, and from the facts

at hand in regard to the results, it is believed that a safe estimate of

the total value of this work would be three-fourths of a million dollars.

INVESTIGATIONS EN PROGRESS BY THE DIVISION.

Cases of the kind mentioned might be multiplied, but it is belie

enough has been said to show the value of the*work from the stand-

point of dollars and cents. It must be remembered, however, that

the value of a large share of the investigations can never be deter-

mined on such a basis. The discovery of a principle and' the ability

to get it applied may often require years of patient work, and yet in

the end the actual money value in such a case can be only approxi-

mately estimated.

A I tetter knowledge of the laws that govern plant 'growth is neces-

sary before we can control any particular phase of it with the greatest

economy and profit. The primary aim of the work of the division in

this line is to obtain this knowledge and bring about its practical

application to agriculture. Tlte work now under way includes a st udy

of the principal orchard fruits (apples, pears, quinces, peaches, and

plums) and of the various citrus and other subtropical fruits (oranges,

limes, lemons, pineapples, gnavas, etc.). A study of the diseases of

trees, especially those used for shade and ornament, is being pushed

as rapidly as possible. Winterkilling, especially of evergreens, in

certain parts of the West; the injuries which oc.cur during winter
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where irrigation is practiced; asphyxiation of roots in certain s<

and the dissemination <>r the germs of certain parasitic diseases by

irrigation are .'ill being investigated. Among the small fruits, grapes

are receiving special attention. Much time is being devoted to a

study of the problems connected with wheat culture, with a special

view to securing varieties not onlj rust resistant, but also besl suited

bo the various conditions of soil and climate in the wheat-growing

regions.

The diseases of truck and garden crops are receivings .ureal deal

of attention. The growing of crops under glass, an industry which

represents many millions of dollars in the United Siab-s, is receiving

careful consideration. Until recently little was done in the way
of careful, scientific study of the difficulties and diseases to be con-

tended with in the growth of these crops, but such studies are now
being pushed rigorously.

Our knowledge of the relation of nutrition to growth, productive-

ness, and health of plants, being as yet quite meager, a, thorough

study of the fundamental principles of plant nutrition is planned.

Extensive experiments in the selection and breeding of oranges, pine-

apples, grapes, wheat, oats, and the various crops grown under glass

are being conducted with a view to obtaining varieties more resistant

to disease, better suited to the various conditions under which they

are grown, and of greater commercial value. This work is based on

the principle that where the conditions of a region in which it is

desirable to grow a. certain crop are not naturally or can not easily bo

made favorable, the crop must be changed by breeding and selection

within certain limits, to meet the conditions.

All phases of this work are being pushed as rapidly as time, funds,

and thoroughness will permit.

DIVISION OF POMOLOGY.

By G. B. Brackett, Pomoloyisf.

INTRODUCTION.

In the not very remote past the time was when fruits were regarded

as delicacies and luxuries which only a few households could afford

to place on their tables daily in fresh condition just from the orch-

ard and garden, ami when canned fruits were hardly known. Theold
style of curing fruits in the sun's heat was in vogue, and around
dwellings in rural districts might be seen Long boards and portions of

the roof of the house and sheds covered with sliced apples, peaches,

pears, etc., exposed to the sun's rays; and oftentimes the walls of the

kitchen were festooned with long strings of prepared fruits curing
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amily uses during the winter and spring months, and sometimes

for market.
UP common in all neighborhoods where orchard

fruits a own, and at these the young folks had their tasks t<>

perform, and righl gleefullj did they participate in the enjoyments

and festivities which such occasions afforded.

The pioneer on frontier settlements bad to be content with nal

wild fruits, and his frugal housewife prepared for dessert purposes

the native crab apple, plum, grape, and berries, all of which wen- pre-

served or made into jams, jellies, etc. Fruits were then considered

as luxuries, and not as necessary articles of food. Meats, cereals,

and vegetables constituted the main diet of the people of town and

country.

In those days the farmer planted but few orchard trees, and the

vine and small fruits were seldom grown. A man who would have

ventured to plant a commercial orchard of any considerable size

would have been regarded as wasteful of his time and money. Fruit

plantations were considered and treated as secondary in importance

farm crop, and when planted were generally left to take care of

themselves.

Seedling trees and sprouts which had sprung up around older trees

constituted mainly the stock that was planted for orchard purposes.

Grafting and budding were but little praet iced, and it is n6t surprising

that the product was generally of poor quality.

INCREASE IN THE SUPPLY AND USE OF FRUIT.

The above gives a fair idea of the condition of the pomological

industry in the United States a little over fifty years ago. What
is its present condition? The products of orchards, vineyards, and

small fruit plantations are so abundant that all the markets are full

and often so glutted that all effort in trade channels, together with

heavy foreign shipments, does not entirely dispose of the abundant

supply. Fruit is so cheap that people of the poorer classes are able

to provide an abundance for daily family use, and a menu without it

in some form would be regarded as notably lacking in completeness.

It is no longer considered a luxury, but a necessary health-giving food,

supplying in a measure the chemical elements absolutely essential to

a hygienic diet.

The canning of fruits of all kinds has become an extensive industry,

which places the product in every household at very little cost to the

consumer, as well as in a most attractive and wholesome form.

Fruits evaporated by artificial heat, aided by highly improved ma-

chinery, have taken the place of fruits formerly cured "Uy the sun's

rays. The magnitude of this industry as carried on in the United

States is immense; it employs both millions of dollars of capital and

large forces of laborers. The cost of the canned product has been
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reduced t<> a minimum, and all classes can now provide this product

for their families. Jellies, jams, butters, etc., are manufactured in

such Large quantities ;in<l are so cheap, thai they also come within t h<^

reach of the masses Cor daily use.

In \ icw of the radical changes which have occurred in thepomologi-

oal conditions of this country in Mm* cultural as well as the dietetical

views of the people under the influences of ;i higher civilization, it

ina\ be truly said Americans have become fruit eaters in the fullest

sense of the word; the old regime has passed away, and no articles of

food seem so Inviting and are so much craved by the child, the adult,

or the aged, as those which the pomological industry offers.

Encouraged by such changes and the demands of trade, millions of

dollars are invested, the industry has grown to be one of great com-

mercial interest, so that single orchards, vineyards, and small-fruit

plantations of hundreds of acres arc common in the land.

The interesting question arises, What agencies have been instru-

mental in bringing about a change so radical and beneficial? In

reply, the following statements are presented:

The constant and increased agitation through hygienic and horti-

cultural journals, aided by the public press, the strong arm of

National, State, and local pomological and horticultural organiza-

tions, assisted by private efforts, have led the people into a greater

appreciation of the intrinsic value of fruits. Through these constant

and intelligent efforts, also, have been given to the people fruits of

such high character and excellence as are now found in abundance
and at a low price in the markets and upon the tables of millions of

householders.

ORGANIZATION OF A DIVISION OF POMOLOGY A NECESSITY.

In 1884: the pomological industry of the United States had devel-

oped to such magnitude as to demand the recognition and support of

the General Government for its further advancement and success, it

having outgrown the ability of private organized effort. It had
assumed such national importance that its necessities commanded
the efforts of pomologists and statesmen in its behalf, and Congress

came to its relief bjr organizing the Division of Pomology as a part

of the newly established Department of Agriculture. Passing from
the important event of its organization to the present status of the

division, the question, How does the division benefit the farmer?

is often presented for attention. In considering any attempt to answer
this question, the public must bear in mind that the field of the divi-

sion's operations covers a wide area of country, extending from the

Atlantic to the Pacific and from the Gulf of Mexico to the Great

Lakes, having a climate varying from temperate to tropical, and with

a soil and environment equally variable. The general benefits only

1 A97 8
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will i, (1, though th< ve details connected with its work
hl> important; but much valuable material, owing to

lack of funds, remains unpublished in the office of the division.

BRANCHES OF WORK OF THE DIV1 10 POMOLOGY.

(l) The division's equipments and facilities, though these arc not

urate with its requirements, reach out into everj State in

the Union and into foreign countries, searching for information and

material of a pomological character which gives promise of substanl ial

aid tt> the oulturist.

(li) Tin' division publishes in pamphlet form a catalogue of fruits

adapted to tlie various fruit districts of the country, which Is revised

asion may require in cooperation with the American Pomologi-

cal Societj

.

(:>)
rrhc division endeavors to add by collection or recommendation

in the already valuable list adopted by the American Pomological

riety other valuable sorts of fruit, found at home or in foreign

nntries, for trial in the United State-.

(4) Every means at the command of the division is tised to correct

the frequently erroneous names of varieties of fruits submitted, and

to establish a correct and uniform nomenclature throughout the

country.

(5) A large correspondence receives prompt and careful attention.

The division is frequently called upon to impart such information as

it is prepared to give in all lines of pomological interest to corre-

spondents from all sections of the country.

(t;) Specimens of new fruits of merit are constantly submitted to the

division for examination and for determining their valuable qualities,

and the conclusion reached is promptly forwarded to the sender. To

facilitate ami encourage this important line of work, the division

furnishes boxes and franks on application for mailing such specimens

without cost to the parties sending them.

(7) Bullet ins are issued as occasion requires, which contain practical

and scientific information that results from the careful and thorough

investigations of important questions pertaining to the highest inter-

ests of American pomology.

An annual report is compiled from each year's work of the division.

It contains a summary of the most valuable matter of the period cov-

ered, and this, as well as the bulletins, is freely distributed to all

parties interested in fruit culture, as far as the law governing the

public printing and the funds available for this purpose will permit.

CONCLUSION.

The Division of Pomology was organized for the benefit of all citi-

zens of the United States directly or indirectly interested in fruit

growing, and, so far as the provision by Congress will permit, its
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©very effort will be given to promote the material prosperity and

advancement of tin* pomologica] Industry throughout the United

si .lies. The fact should be borne in mind that H must have the cooper-

ation, confidence, and the aid of nomologists generally to enable it to

reach the highest point of usefulness and to render valuable service

to i be American fruit gnw er.

BIOLOGICAL SURVEY.

By C. Hart Merriam, Chief.

INTRODUCTION.

The Biological Survey aims to define and map the natural agricul-

tural bolts of the United States, to ascertain Avhat products of the

soil can ami what can not be grown successfully in each, to guide the

farmer m the intelligent introduction of foreign crops, and to point

out his friends and his enemies among the native birds and mammals,
thereby helping him to utilize the beneficial and ward off the harmful
kinds.

No fact is better recognized by thoughtful students of our resources

than the need of diversifying our agricultural products, with a view

not only to remedying the present unequal apportionment of stand-

ard crops throughout the United States, but also with a view to the

introduction of new kinds. This is the more important because of

the varying market values of standard crops from year to year,

prices frequently falling so low as barely to cover cost of production,

bringing hardship if not financial ruin to the producer. In order to

obviate so far as possible the disastrous effects of such years it would

seem the part of wisdom to be prepared with two or more crops, so

that if one fails hy reason of unsuitable seasonal conditions or low
price the other can be depended on for sufficient revenue to bridge

over the period of loss from failure of the first.

Farms so favorably situated that absolute reliance can be placed

on a single crop, or so little diversified that all parts are equally fitted

for this crop, are few and far between ; and even in such cases there

is danger of overproduction. As a rule, if the major part is well

adapted for corn, wheat, cotton, sugar, or tobacco, the crop chosen is

subject to material fluctuations in yield and value, and minor areas

arc better lilted for some other use.

NEED OF DIVERSIFICATION OF CROPS.

The Statistician of the Department, in his last report to the Secre-

tary, calls attention to the marked geographic concentration of agri-

cultural productions, and points out that "twenty-live States, or just

half the total number, produce 08 per cent of the cotton. '.»."> per cent
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mi of the hail- il of thi and from

ght-tenths to Hint* -tent h> of the irheat, r\e. buckwheat, tobacco,

potatoes, and haj produeed in the en tin* country." This certain]

an anfortunate Btate of affairs, and one which, in the light of
j

knowledge of crop adaptations, seems unnecessary. At the same time

it is well to keep in mind the distinction between crops raised for home
nsumption and those raised for export. If, for instance, the twenty-

five States ami Territories now producing collectively Less than 5 per

nt of tin- total output of cereals can, by selecting proper varieti

w enough for their own use, thej may be able to raise for export

fruits or other crops far more valuable to them than an excess of

reals.

For several years prior to L897 the price of wheat in tin- North and
\\ sac low as hardly to c«»\ it the cost of harvesting, while in 1 he

iitht'i-n states not enough was raised for local consumption, and the

price was correspondingly high. Thus, in L894 tin' price of wheat on

the farm in the Dakotas, Oregon, and Washington ranged from 39 to

cents per bushel, while in South Carolina, Alabama, and Georgia

it brought from 7»'. to ^7 cents, and in Arizona 11. If a wheat can he

found which may be depended upon to mature a good yield on suit-

able soils in the Southern States meat benefit to the people should

accrue therefrom. Recent investigations carried on in the Biological

Survey by Prof. C. S. Plumb show that Fultz wheat and the spring or

May wheats (including red .May. early May, late May, big May, and

Others) may be grown successfully, except in the lowlands, in what

is known as the Austroriparian zone, a belt which covers the greater

part of South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama. Mississippi, Louisiana,

and central Texas; and that Sonoran and Australian wheat do well iu

the Lower Sonoran belt in Arizona and southern California. Similarly,

oats, hi the main a Northern crop, have been found to do well in

the Austroriparian belt of the Southern States if proper varieties are

chosen; and these varieties are the Burt and Red Rust Proof. In the

case of corn, Moseby's Prolific, Golden Dent, and AVhite Gourd Seed

seem well adapted to the same belt. So there appears to be no reason

why cereals can not be grown in the Southern States in quantities

more than sufficient for local consumption.

Cotton is the staple crop of the South, far exceeding all others in

money value. But during 18i»7 the price of cotton was so low as to

yield no profit, while at the same time wheat was so high that if a

fair division of acreage had been made between the two, the Southern

planters would have realized handsome profits instead of suffering

• financial distress. Attention must be called also to the fact that in

the face of the very large crop and extreme low price of cotton in 1897,

when our export amounted to ^iHi\G4O.700 (and similarly in 189-1, when

, we exported $210,000,000 worth), enormous quantities were imported

^ from Egypt. This, Avhile inferior to our Sea Island cotton, is of

V
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higher grade than our ordinary product and is used "for goods

requiring smooth finish and high luster, It gives to fabrics a soft

finish ><>mc\\ha( like silk." During the fiscal year L896 the value of

the Egyptian cotton imported into this country was more than
s;»,< )(K),(n hi. This I>rhig8up the Important question whether we can

Dot, with tin- aid of irrigation, raise these high-grade varieties in

certain parts of the arid Southwest—-in southern Arizona and the

I
desert region of southern California.

SEA D9LAND \M> EGYPTIAN COTTON FOB s\:\\ skctIONS.

The history of Sea Island cotton is interesting, as showing how the

intelligent introduction and cultivation of choice crops in suitable

climatic areas may yield rich returns. Dr. Walter IE. Evans states

that the Sea Island cotton, whose fiber is so highly prized, "is indige-

nous to the Lesser Antilles, and probably to San Salvador, the Baha-

mas, Barbados, Guadaloupe, and other islands between 12° and 20°

north latitude. By cultivation it lias been extended throughout t lie

West Indies, the marit ime coast of the Southern States, Central Amer-
ica, Puerto Rico, Jamaica, etc., southern Spain, Algeria, the islands

and coast of western tropical Africa, Egypt, Island of Bourbon, East

Indies, Queensland, New South Wales, etc. It may be cultivated in

any region adapted to the olive and near the sea, the principal requi-

site being a hot and humid atmosphere; but the results of acclimati-

zation indicate that the humid atmosphere is not entirely necessary

if irrigation be employed, as this species is undoubtedly grown
extensively in Egypt."

Although the area in which Sea Island cotton is produced in the

United States is very small, and although a large quantity is manu-
fact ared in our country, still the value of the crop exported amounted
in 1S9-4 to nearly 83,000,000 and in 189G to $3,816,216. It is quite

probable that both Sea Island and Egyptian cotton could be cultivated

with profit in parts of southern California and southwestern Arizona.

PROFITABLE CROPS FOR DIFFERENT CLIMATES.

But wheat and cotton are not the only crops to be grown with

advantage in the South, for the list of fruits, fiber plants, and other

agricultural products fit for the climatic conditions of the Austroripa-

rian belt is a long one, and a wise selection with reference to home
consumption and convenient markets is bound to place agriculture

iu the Southern States on a very different plane from that it now
occupies.

In northern New York and Wisconsin 1 the dairying industry is one

1 In 1890 New York produced 48.3 per cent and "Wisconsin 21.3 per cent of the

total output <>f cheese for the country. The New York output in that year was
124,086,684 pounds.
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of tin- ohi< of i«-\ enue, and oh id [n

a like tin- p when oh< ells at the facto or 9

cfiii i Btill worse a fe^i years ago, when it sold for i the farmer
is left at the end of the season without return for his labor. \<t,

i li»- lands ii<» w devoted all tclusively to dairying are situ-

I in the Bugar-beel belt, and an* also adapted to several excellent

eties of wheal and other crops to which little or do attention is

now -i\ en.

what THE FARMER NEEDS TO KNOW.

The farmers of the United States spend v&si sums of money each

year in trying to find oul whether a particular fruit, vegetable, or

cereal will or will not thrive In localities where it has not been tested.

Most of these experiments result in disappointment and pecuniary

It makes little difference whether the crop experimented with

conies from the remotest parts of the earth or from a neighboring

State, the result is essentially the same, for the main cost is the labor

of cultivation and use of the land. If the crop happens to he one

that requires a period of years for the test, the loss from its failn;

proportionately great.

The cause of failure in the great majority of cases is climatic unfit-

ness. The quantity, distribution, or interrelation of heal and moisture

may he at fault.
r

l iins, while the total quantity of heat may be ade-

quate, the moisture may be inadequate, or the moisture may be

adequate and the heat inadequate, or the quantities of heat and mois-

tnre may be too great or too small with respect to one another or to

the time of year, and so on. What the farmer wants to know is how
to U 11 in advance whether the climatic conditions on his own farm are

lit or unfit for the particular crop he has in view, and what crops he

can raise with reasonable certainty. It requires no argument to show
that the answers to these questions would be worth in the aggregate

hundreds of thousands of dollars yearly to the American farmer.

The Biological Survey aims to furnish these answers.

MAPPING AGRICULTURAL REGIONS.

From a study of the geographic distribution of our native animals

and plants* it has been learned that the United States may be divided

into seven transcontinental belts and a number of minor areas, each of

which is adapted to particular associations of animal and vegetable life.

It has been found also that each of these belts and minor areas, except

the coldest, is adapted to the needs of particular agricultural products,

and that the distribution of native animals and plants may be coordi-

nated with the successful distribution of cultivated crops. In other

words, the study of the geographic distribution of our native or indig-

enous fauna and flora has resulted in the establishment of a number
of agricultural belts, each of which comprises several minor divisions

fit for particular varieties of fruits, cereals, and breeds of live stock.
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Through the Intelligent efforts of man the slow pr< c of nature
have been hastened, so that most fruits and cereals have been made
to yield varieties adapted to a diversity of climatic conditions.

The happy outcome of this artificial selection Is that, while certain

varieties of wheal, oats, corn, apples, pears, grapes, and so on thrive

on!\ in certain Limited areas, different varieties thrive in other areas,

a very large proportion of crops haying varieties flt for each of the

natural agricultural belts of the country. The same is true, though
perhaps in Less degree, of poultry and Live slock.

The Biological Survey is engaged in tracing with as much precision

as possible the actual boundaries of these belts and areas, in prepar-

ing Lists of the native or indigenous species, and of the fruits, grains,

vegetables, and other agricultural products that are adapted to each.

Tn this undertaking it aims to point out such exotic agricultural and
horticultural products as, from their importance in other lands, are

likely to prove of value if introduced on fit soils and under proper
climatic conditions. In view of the fact that all of the climatic life

zones of the world, except the humid tropical, are represented in our
own country, there can be little doubt that an intelligent study of the

agricultural products and adaptations of distant lands will result in

the discovery of fruits, vegetables, fibers, farm crops, and breeds of

stock which may be introduced into the United States not only with
profit, but which by diversifying our products and leading to the

development of new industries will render our agricultural resources

more stable and certain.

The colored maps prepared by the Biological Survey furnish the

first rat ional basis the American farmer and fruit grower has ever had
tor the intelligent distribution of seeds, and the only reliable guide
he can find in ascertaining beforehand what crops and fruits are likely

to prove successful on his own farm, wherever it may be located.

These maps, in connection with the work of the Entomologist, show
also the belts along which noxious insects are likely to spread, fore-

warning the husbandman of impending danger.

In studying crops with relation to the zones or areas in which they
may be most profitably cultivated considerable progress has been
made. An investigation of the zone adaptations of several hundred
varieties of fruits and nuts is far advanced, and by cooperation with
Prof. C. S. Plumb, director of the agricultural experiment station at

Lafayette, Ind., a similar study of the varieties of corn, wheat, and
oats has been completed and will soon be published.

DEVELOPMENT OF AGRICULTURE IN CALIFORNIA.

Th<- history of the development of agriculture in California affords

an excellent example of the changes in staple products that come
wiili increased knowledge as to the fitness of particular areas for par-

ticular crops. In the early days California was distinctly a -razing
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State, and hides and wool were the ohief exports. Then wheal c

to th»- f roii i an<l soon formed t In- staple product. Later it was leai

that Large areas were particularly well suited to the needs of l'r

and the fruit Industry rapidlj gre^i until at the present time it

even the wheat crop in monej value. But the fruits from

which so large a revenue is both derived are only In part those first

introduced. Fifteen years ago wine grapes were perhaps tin- most

important fruit; now they are of secondary consequence. For a time

deciduous fruits were the principal ones deemed worthy of atten-

tion; now t-it rus fruits arc of even greater \ alue, the out put of oranges

and Lemons Ln L896 being 3,780,000 boxes. Almonds, walnuts, oli

and raisins have also come to be important crops. Twenty-five years

all our raisins were imported; now California produces annually

from 90,000,000 to 100,000,000 pounds.

The dc\ elopment of the prune industry is instructive as an illust ra-

tion of a common class of cases where products worth hundreds of

thousands of dollars annually to a single State ha\ e been introduced

bychance rather than as a result of scientific study. The first prune

cuttings are said to have been brought from France, along with cut-

tings of grapes and other fruits, by a Frenchman who settled at San

Jose about the end of 1850. For some years little was thought of this

introduction, and it was not until 1880 and 1881 that serious attention

was given the cultivation of prunes. But from 1893 until the present

year the annual output in dry fruit has ranged from 44,780,000 to

64,500,000 pounds. 1

It is hard to resist the temptation to dwell on the marvelous expan-

sion of the fruit industry that has taken place in California since the

climatic adaptations of her various agricultural belts began to be

understood; but for present purposes a statement of the exports of a

few of her many products for the year 1805 will suffice to give a fair

idea of the magnitude this industry has attained. In 1895 California

shipped 6,625 car loads of fresh deciduous fruits; dried fruits, 6,132

car loads; raisins, 4,638 car loads; canned fruits, 3,129 car loads;

citrus fruits (mainly oranges), 11,582 car loads; 2 nuts, 1,333 car loads;

wine and brandy, 8,056 car loads. 3

THE ARID REGIONS.

While considerable progress has been made in ascertaining what

agricultural products are adapted to the climatic conditions of south-

ern California and southern Arizona, this has been done at great cost,

and nothing like a complete knowledge of the subject has been

attained. Before this will be possible the life zones and their subcli-

1 Statistics from California Fruit Grower.

Figures from Fifth Biennial Rept. California State Board of Agriculture, 1896.

3 From California State Board of Trade.
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visions must be accurately mapped and corresponding arid areas in

Ai'iica, Arabia, Persia, [ndia, Chile, and Australia must be studied

with reference*to agricultural productions which might be introduced

with profit in proper zones in our arid Southwest. Nature lias notbeen

over generous is the distribution of water in this part of our country,

bin she has been Lavish in her gifts of soils and climates. The fruit

growers of California were Long in finding out that their State com-
prises all <>f the agricultural bells of America except Hie tropical,

and that its different areas are naturally adapted to a great diversity

of agricultural and horticultural products. Even at the present day
few realize that in ihe southern half of the State hundreds, of farms

might be so Laid out with reference to the mountain slopes that each
would embrace sections of all the agricultural belts, enabling the

fortunate husbandman to produce not only early and late crops of

small fruits and garden vegetables, but also an astounding diversity

of crops, from the apples, cherries, potatoes, and hardy cereals of the

upper Transition and lower edge of the Boreal belts to the oranges,

lemons, almonds, oljves, and cotton of the Lower Sonoran zone, and
in certain localities the pineapple, date, and citron of the arid Trop-

ical zone. It is probably not too much to say that an accurate map
of the agricultural belts of California in the early days would have
saved the State in the aggregate millions of dollars that have been
expended in finding out what crops are best adapted to particular

areas, and although much has now been learned by persistent and
costly experiments, such a map would still be of very great value.

So far as this phase of practical agriculture is concerned, the work
of the Biological Survey ends with mapping the natural life zones and
their subdivisions and pointing out the products best fitted for the

climatic conditions of each.

STUDIES OF FOOD HABITS OF BIRDS AND MAMMALS.

The bulletins on birds and mammals published by the Biological

Survey correct widely prevalent errors as to the economic status of

species that affect agricultural interests, and demonstrate the ineffi-

ciency and wastefulness of bounty laws, under which millions of

dollars have been expended by the various States and Territories

without accomplishing the object for which they were intended.

Birds are the farmers' most valuable aids in his life-long battle with
the insects that prey on his crops. How important, therefore, that he
should not destroy those that do him greatest service. In the case of

hawks and owls the division has shown, by the examination of the

stomach contents of about 3,000 of these universally hated and perse-

cuted birds, that only six out of the seventy-three kinds inhabiting

the United Slates are injurious, and three of these are so rare they
need hardly lie considered, leaving only three to be taken into account
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i
pi. \ upon mice, insects, and

other remain, and rank among the farmei friend

bablishment In 1885, the diviaion ha nined the

atomaeh contents of nearly 15,000 birds belonging to 200 i

.

and

anbapecies, and has published information on the food habits of 1 L0

kinds, mainly ha* ks, o* is, crows, jays, blackbirds, sparrows, thrushes,

flycatchers, swallow b, shrikes, w reus, woodpeckers, horned larks, and

larbirds.

DIVISION OF SOILS.

By Milton Whitney, Chiqf.

INTRODUCTION.

The Division of Soils was established in the Weather Bureau, by

order of the Secretary of Agriculture, on February 15, 1804, under a

clause of the act making appropriations for the Department of Agri-

culture for 1894 providing for the investigation of the relation of

climate to organic life. In the appropriation act taking effect July

1, 1895, the division was recognized as an independent division in the

Department of Agriculture, charged with the investigation of certain

broad, general subjects.

OBJECT OF THE.WORK OF THE DIVISION.

The primary object in the organization of the work of the division

was to study the relation of the climatic conditions of moisture and

temperature under the surface of the ground to the local distribution

of crops. This was to supplement the work of the Weather Bureau.

The fact was recognized that the rainfall does the crops little or no

direct good until it enters the soil. The soil then offers a resistance

to the descent of the water and holds a portion of it back for the use

of crops during the period between rains. This water supply varies

according to the texture of the soil, and thus arises the need of classi-

fying the soils according to their water-holding capacity as shown

in their natural condition in the field.

RELATION or SOIL MOISTUKE TO TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY.

The water supply of the soil is thus shown to be an important factor

in climatology, and to bear a distinct and obvious relation to the tem-

perature and relative humidity of the atmosphere, and to form an

important element of the climate of any locality.

Tersely stated, an increase in the temperature of the air tends to

increase evaporation from plants. The relative humidity of the

atmosphere, together with the velocity of the wind, controls this evap-

oration, while the moisture in the soil supplies the loss of water due
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to it. For a continuous growth of vegetation there musl be a certain

definite relation, constant within fixed Limits, between the tempera-

ture of the air, the relative humidity, and the soil moisture. Willi

any great departure Prom the normal in any one of these conditions

there must be a corresponding change in one or 1><>1 li of the other con-

ditions or the crop is liable to suffer, [f, for example, the temporal are

rises above the normal, there must either be a proportional rise in

the relative humidity, in order that there shall not be an excessive

evaporation from the plant, or there must be an increase in the water

supply of the soil to moot the Increased demands made upon it by the

plant, [f the soil is moderately dry,little harm may occur to the

plant, provided the temperature is Low or the relative humidity is

very high.

There is, of course, no sharp line determining the exact relations

of these factors, for there are many gradations of conditions from In-

most favorable for plant growth to such as render it impossible for

plant life to be sustained. The decisive factor may be either temper-

ature, relative humidity, or soil moisture.

SOIL MOISTURE AND LOCAL DISTRIBUTION OF VEGETATION.

Under the conditions prevailing over most of our country it is

believed that the moisture supply of the soil has more to do with the

local distribution of vegetation than either of the other factors. It

is important, therefore, to determine what water content of the dif-

ferent types of soil gives the most favorable conditions for plant

growth under the normal conditions of temperature and relative

humidity, and then to determine the variation which may occur in

this water content without serious injury to the crop. This has been
done in a number of cases. When the facts in this connection are

once established they will furnish a reliable basis for the intelligent

application of water through methods of irrigation or for improved
methods of cultivation in order properly to conserve and regulate the

water supply in the soil.

KNOWLEDGE OF INTENSIVE FARMING NECESSARY FOR THE EASTERN FARMER.

Different classes of crops require different climatic conditions for

their best development. The relation between temperature, humid ity

,

and soil moisture most favorable for one kind of crop will not neces-

sarily be favorable for another kind. As soils differ greatly in their

relation to water, we have here the basis for the classification of soils

in regard to their adaptation to crops—a classification necessary for

the intensive farming which is being forced upon the Eastern section

of the country.

A broad and comprehensive study of the country as a whole shows

thai the interest in soil investigations is not the same in all sections.

Our Eastern farmers have been forced, through competition from the
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i I from other parts of tin- world, to specialize in agricultu

ami horticulture, and tin \ are fas1 adopting an Intensive system of

cultivation. The i for this depends upon certain economic and

social principles which aeednol be considered here. Eastern farme
i no lt.i ow wheat as a staple crop on all farms, as was formerly

done. Thej musl selecl * » i » l \ the mosl favorable locations of soli and

climate in order to produce tin- crop economically , and tin- areas upon
which tliis can in- done grow smaller each year. This is only one of

many instances in which the old staph- oops arc being abandoned
fur more profitable specialization along rather narrow line-.

As before stated, the has is for this specialization and intensive culti-

vation musl l>e a thorough knowledge Of t he soils and soil condition-.

This can only be obtained through a careful study and classification

of the soils, the final result of which should be the preparation of soil

maps showing the location and area of different 1vp<'s of soils adapted

to certain classes of plants. The Eastern farmer is therefore now
ready to use intelligently reliable soil maps of his locality.

GENERAL FARMING STILL POSSIBLE IN THE WEST.

In the West this necessity for specialization and intensive cultiva-

tion has hardly arrived. On the broad level or rolling prairies and
in the fertile valleys of the West the rocks themselves are more uni-

form and there are vast areas of uniform soil conditions. Further-

more, owing- to the comparatively dry climate of the West, the soils

derived from the different rocks are more uniform as the decomposi-

tion of the rock has not, apparently, gone so far as in the more humid
climate of the East. Many of the rocks in the West have disintegrated

and fallen apart, leaving the minute grains of sand still composed of

the several minerals constituting the rock, and making not only very

uniform conditions over large areas, but very uniform conditions to

very great depths. As a rule, there is little or no difference between

soil and subsoil down to a depth of many feet. In the more humid
climate of the East the rocks, on the contrary, have gone beyond disin-

tegration and have decomposed so that many of the minerals have

been entirely changed in their chemical composition and have been

broken down in their physical texture; hence the greater uniformity

in the soils of the West. There is not so great a variety of distinct

types, and they can be cultivated much more cheaply. Over much of

the Western area there is only a small and variable rainfall, but with

18 or 20 inches of well-distributed rainfall crops can be successfully

grown. This is only equal to about half of the rainfall in the East,

and there is but a narrow margin to work on. In the semiarid region

the rainfall is so uncertain that a good crop can only be expected

about two years out of five. The staple crops can be economically

produced if the season is favorable, and the most important question

is proper methods of cultivation which will conserve for the use of
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crops the small anion ill of water w hi Hi actually falls. This is a vital

problem oxer a large pari of our country to-day, and the study of the

movement of water in soils and methods of cultivation and treatment

to conserve this moisture are matters of vital interest to the farmer.

PROBLEMS OF Tin; \i;n> REGION OF Tin: i \\i WEST.

In the arid region of I h< v far West, with a rainfall not exceeding 8 or

9 inches per year, and on the soils generally which require Irrigation

for the production^of crops, methods of applying water to the land,

t he proper quant it y to supply for the several classes of crops, methods

Of cull i vat ion to conserve 1 his water, and the 1 real ment of the alkali

problem, are the most important and really vital problems to be con-

sidered. Large areas of land in the West are being injured by the

excessive application of water through improper methods of irrigation,

and lands are being abandoned on account both of the excessive

amounts of water they contain and of the alkali which accumulates
near the surface, when too much water is used and improper or insuffi-

cient methods of cultivation are adopted.

THE CLASSIFICATION OF SOILS.

The preceding remarks outline the broad general interests involved

in soil investigations in this country at the present time, and a brief

statement of what has been done and what there is to do along these

lines will now be given.

The classification of soils should be based, where possible, upon the

geology of the region. Soils are derived from the disintegration of

rocks. These rocks have been formed under peculiar conditions which
determine to a very large extent their physical characteristics. They
may be sandstone, limestone, shale, granite, or basalt, each of which
usually covers large and well-defined areas. The soils derived from
their decay will have certain physical characteristics, which will serve

as a basis for their classification. There will be more or less sand,

silt, or clay, according to the physical nature and chemical composi-

tion of the rock. A variation in the relative amounts of these con-

st ituents will have an important bearing upon one feature of the

climatic conditions, namely, the water supply; for, as already pointed

out, the available water supply for plants is only dependent upon the

rainfall in so far as the water is held back by the soil.

TEXTURE OF SOILS.

The soil in its natural state appears very compact and continuous;

but, as a matter of fact, on an average only 50 per cent by volume of

the space is occupied by the solid grains, leaving an equal volume to

be occupied by air and water. The rain descends through the soil in
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er the if fewer of these ^pacc-, there iril] be; each

will l). ndinglj I ad there will be comparatively

but little resistance to tin- downward movement of water, On the

other hand, in a fine-grained soil the space is <li\ ided ap Into an Infi-

nitely greater nnmber of \ eiy much smaller spaces, and as tin- rainfall

moves down through such a soil much more resistance is offered i«>

iiv movement ami a larger quantity is held hack lor the use of cro]

is for this reason, together with tin- difference in the capillary

power, that under the normal rainfall of our Eastern Stales a light

sandy soil will maintain on an average only about 7 percent of water,

while a heavy clay soil will maintain on an average 20 per eent of

water.

STRUCTURE OF soils.

It is not alone the texture of the soil which determines its relation

to the rainfall. This depends likewise upon the struct lire of the soil,

or the arrangement of the soil grains. A soil haying a given texture

may bo rendered xevy impervious to water by improper methods of

cultivation, especially when the soil is wet. It becomes important,

therefore, to study not only the texture but the structure, and as

there arc no suitable methods of determining the relative arrangement

of the soil grains, it is necessary to make actual moisture determina-

tions and so determine directly the relation of the soil to moisture in

its natural condition in the field.

WHAT THE CLASSIFICATION OF SOILS DEPENDS UPON.

The classification of soils depends, therefore, first upon the geolog-

ical formation to which the soil belongs; then upon the texture of the

soil, as determined by separating the grains into different groups

according to their size; then upon the relative moisture contents which

in connection with the texture will indicate the relative arrangement

of these soil grains; and lastly upon the character of the vegetation

furnishing a key, or rather a final measure, of the value of the soil

condition-

VARIETY OF SOILS IN THE EASTERN STATE?

Iii Bulletin Xo. 4 of this division the method of collecting the

samples, of making the mechanical analysis, as well as the determi-

nation of the moisture content of the soils in the field is described.

Since then an electrical method of moisture determination has been

perfected which has given very satisfactory results. In Bulletin No.

5 a classification of certain soils is described and the texture of a

large number of distinct types of soil is illustrated by a number of

plates. It is shown in this bulletin that the texture of the early truck

soils along the Atlantic coast from Maine to Florida is very uniform.
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The wheat and grass soils of the Atlantic Coast States have also

marked characters, l>ni the most striking example of the inflnenc

the physical properties of soils upon distribution of crops is

in the study of the soils of i be tobacco districts of the United States.

The texture of the soils adapted to the bright yellow tobacco of the

South is quite uniform whererer ii is grown successfully. The

Northern cigar tobacco soils are also distinct in their physical prop-

er! ies. The characterise Lc soil for a cigar wrapper from t he Oonnecl i-

ciii Valley is a Light, sandy loam similar in texture to the trues soils

of tli<^ Atlantic Coast. The soil of Pennsylvania and Ohio, adapted

to ili«' finest grade of filler, is a strong limestone clay soil similar to

the wheat and grass lands of Pennsylvania, Virginia, Ohio, and Ken-

tucky. These two types are as opposite as can be. The wrapper

soil has, on the average, less than 5 per cent of clay and maintains

throughout the season about 7 per cent of moisture. The filler soil,

on the other hand, lias from 25 to 40 per cent of clay and maintains

on the average about 20 per cent of moisture.

The export tobacco soils of Kentucky and Tennessee arc very uni-

form in their physical characters, and their product is unsuited to

our domestic needs, but adapted to the uses of different foreign coun-

tries. Each of these countries requires slightly different characteris-

tics, and these arc determined by differences in the character of the

soil conditions of different districts, together with the climatic condi-

tions and proper methods of cultivation and treatment of the crop.

Large areas of land which were formerly used for tobacco have been

abandoned on account of the specialization of the industry and the

necessity of supplying the market with tobacco of peculiar properties

adapted to special needs.

A very satisfactory system of classiheation of soils has thus been

worked out by the division, and it is quite possible to determine the

a real distribution of soils adapted to certain classes of crops. It

would be perfectly feasible at this time to map the areas devoted to

the early truck crops and to the different classes and types of tobacco.

From what has already been stated it is very evident that there is a

great variety of very different soil formations in the Eastern States,

and that the farmers are ready for the specialization of their indus-

tries, and are in a condition to appreciate and use such soil maps as

a basis for their specialization and intensive farming.

RELATION OF SOILS TO WATER.

Probably one of the most important functions of the Division of

Soils is the study of the relation of soils to water. This has impor-

tance from two points of view. The statistical value of the records

is very great. The amount of moisture in the soil is one of the impor-

tant factors in the clinial ie condil ions of any locality, and a siat istical

record of the fluctuations in the water content is quite as important
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the record of the fluctuations of the temperature and relative

humiditj of the air. Ii is more Important than the I of th<- due

tuations in the rainfall. Good Localities should, therefore, be selected

in the regions of the important types of soils in tin- United Stat

l continuous records should i><- kept of the actual moisture condi-

tions in the soil, in connection with tin- records <>f temperature, rela-

tive humidity, rainfall, and all other meteorological records of the

Weather Bureau. These statistical records mighl not perhaps be of

great use fco individual farmers, but they would !>*• of great value in

the estimation of the crop yield, as well as in furnishing a basis for

the introduction of new cmps and the modification of existing condi-

tions for the improvement of the crops already grown.

NORMAL CONDITIONS A.ND NORMAL VARIATIONS OF MOISTURE OF SOILS.

In the work already carried on by tin- Division of Soils it has been

possible to find out and record normal conditions of moisture for

some of our soil formations, and to determine the maximum and

minimum quantities, or the normal variation, in the moisture content

wl ich can occur without marked injury to the crop. It has been

found as a general rale that the fluctuation may amount to one-fourth

of the normal. For example, if the normal or average water content

of the soil is 20 per cent by weight of the dry soil, the water content

may rise to 25 per cent, for a limited period at any rate, without

injury to the crop, and may fall to 15 per cent, but this will reach

the line of drought, and with less water than this in such a soil crops

will suffer in proportion as the percentage of water is less. These

limits may be called, therefore, the line of drought and the line of

excess of water.

Such records will give an important basis for the introduction of

improved methods of cultivation; for the water supply in the soil

should never be allowed to fall belowr the line of drought if it can be

prevented. And by a proper system of cultivation it is probable that

the rainfall can be so conserved that the danger from drought in

most soils can be reduced to a minimum, thus giving a very satisfac-

tory assurance of a crop.

MODIFICATION OF METHODS OF CULTIVATION FOR IMPROVING SOILS.

There is reason to hope and believe that it will be possible to work

out a scientific basis for the practical modification of the methods of

cultivation, for changing and improving the conditions maintained by

the soil; in other words, that we shall understand the causes which

determine the difference in the relation of soils to water, and shall be

able to control these to a certain extent by recognized methods of

cultivation. If this is accomplished it will be possible, if the actual

conditions in the soil are known, to prescribe certain methods for

their control, instead of blindly trying all methods, as must be done

at present.
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Thai soils differ greatly in their relation to water can aol be

doubted, and the variation found in nature is so great as to warrant

the belief that, If the underlying principles are understood and can

be con! rolled, ii will be possible to \ <'i\ materially influence crop

production through new methods of cultivation.

COM r.\ i: I - 'N OF Tin BOILS OP THE i:\sti i:\ \\i> WESTERN UNITED STATES.

In the Eastern stales we have on an average about 40 inches of

rainfall a year. Half of this leaches down through the soil and runs

off into Hi*' streams, and so is lost to vegetation. There is thus left

.•lU.iii L8 or 20 indies (-f rainfall available for crops. There are Large

areas in the West where 18 or 20 inches of rainfall is ample. Not
only so, but if this rain all falls in the winter months and the ground

becomes well moistened, it is possible to mature crops without any
lain during their period of growth if the soil is carefully cultivated

so as to prevent an (excessive loss of water through evaporation. On
certain kinds of soil, particularly on some of the alkali soils and in cer-

tain artesian basins, a rainfall of only 8 or 9 inches per year, falling

dining the winter months, is sufficient to produce crops of wheat,

corn, tobacco, and fruit without irrigation. In the far West only

about 2 per cent of the entire rainfall is recovered in the streams,

and much of this is from surface run-off. As a rule, therefore, the

rainfall does not extend down to the underground water and the whole

of it is available to the crop, since it must all evaporate from the sur-

face of the ground or be transpired by the growing plants. When
the soil has once been supplied, therefore, with the annual rainfall the

water is held at the disposal of crops and is continuously supplied at

the surface according to the ability of the soil to draw it up. The
surface of the ground becomes quite dry and often dusty, and a com-
plete mulch is thus provided, which protects against evaporation.

In the Eastern States the character of the soil is different. There
is nearly always a layer of heavier subsoil immediately under the

surface, through which the movement of water is slower than in the

top soil. Evaporation goes on constantly at the surface of the ground,

and on account of the difference in texture, when there is any sudden
demand upon the plant, the movement of water through and out of

the soil is relatively much faster than the movement in the subsoil.

There is furthermore a continuous loss of water from below, due to

percolation—a loss about equal to the amount lost from the surface

of the ground by evaporation. Under these conditions of difference

of texture and of double loss of water from the soil, the crop begins

to Buffer in two or three weeks unless the moisture supply is replen-

ished by rain. Rain is needed on an average about every three or

four days, or for two or three successive days followed by an interval

of ten days of fail- weather. The latter is the more usual condition.

If the period of fair weather is prolonged to three weeks, crops

1 AH7
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Mil .1 rule, and if the drought continue* for four or five week

no matter ho* much rain had fallen up to the beginning of th

period, it means usually a disastrous drought and failure of the crop.

this with tin- ability <>f the soil of some of our far Western

support vegetation in an active condition for ii i\

months without rain, and one will Bee that soils have tin- power <>f

oonsen ing the water and holding it at tin- disposal of crops for a very

long period; so thai, it' we can only understand and control the con-

ditions, instead of fearing drought the excessive wetness would be

the only condition to be feared, and this could be OOnt rolled by under-

drainage.
I vi BE OF THE MOVEMENT OF WATER IN Till". BOUJB.

Considerable work has been done in the division in the study of

the underlying principles of the relation of soils to water. Much
of this is really technical work and must continue to be BO. The most

Important result lias been the determination of the actual cause of

tlie movement of water in the soils, a subject which had never before

11 thoroughly understood. It had been known that it was due to

surface tension, or capillarity, as it is usually called, which depends

upon the tendency of a surface of water to contract. It was, there-

fore, understood that it was the contractile power of the film of water

around the soil grains thai caused the movement of water to the plant.

It appears now, from a minute study of this problem, that the move-

ment is dependent upon the curvature of this film rather than upon

the total area of its surface. In a moderately dry soil the curvature

of the film will be very great, as the water is held in the minute spaces

between the grains. In a fine-grained clay soil, where the spaces are

small, the curvature of the films of water around the grains will

always be very great, greater than in a sandy soil. With a surface

of such great curvature there is a pressure outward, the surface

tends to straighten itself, and there is a tendency for water to be

drawn into the space between the grains, so that the surface of the

film may approach more closely the form of a catenoid, which is a

surface of no pressure. An account of this work has been published

in Bulletin No. 10 of this division. Investigations are being con-

tinued along this line to see what control can be exercised over the

curvature of the films in the soil, as well as to determine their mean
thickness in soils of different textures and of different water content,

and the way in which water is transported through them from place

to place in the soil. It is absolutely necessary that the mechanics

of the soil moisture be worked out and thoroughly understood before

the most intelligent methods of cultivation and fertilization can be

devised for the control of the soil moisture. Other lines of investiga-

tion into the physical properties of soils are being carried on. These

are second in importance only to the investigation of the mechanics

of the iilm of water just mentioned.
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DETERMINATION OF MOISTURE r.Y THE ELECTRICAL METHOD.

The electrical method of moisture determination, described in Bul-

letin No. 6, has given vevy great satisfaction during the past season.

Fourteen sets of instruments, with an aggregate of fifty-eight sets of

electrodes, were placed in tin' hands of farmers in different sections

of the country for use in very different types of soil.

In this method a set of electrodes is buried at any depth in the soil,

and .-in alternating electric current is sent through the soil from one

electrode to the other. A temperature cell is mounted between the

electrodes and so connected as to compensate for the effect <>t* tem-

perature upon the electrical resistance of the soil. Each electrode

lias to be standardized by determining accurately the amount of

moisture in the soil at any particular time and taking the resistance

carefully. The resistance will subsequently vary according to the

square of the water content, and a very simple calculation will give

the water content for any particular resistance of that electrode. As
this same relation holds throughout the season, a card can easily be

constructed showing exactly the amount of moisture for any resist-

ance ot the electrode.

This form of instrument can be very conveniently used in the field.

Where the electrodes are to be buried at a considerable depth the}'

are inserted in auger holes in order that the subsoil shall not be dis-

turbed from its original condition. The auger hole is subsequently

filled with melted pitch. Lead-covered cables are attached to these

electrodes and are carried underground as far as necessary and
brought up into a measuring box. The cable is buried at a sufficient

depth so that the ordinary operations of plowing and cultivation can

be carried on without any disturbance of the apparatus.

In the case of electrodes at a depth of less than 6 inches they are

buried in the same way that a plant is set out, the cables connecting

them running underground, as in the case of deeply buried elec-

trodes. With these shallow electrodes a little stick must indicate

their position, and cultivation around them must be carefully done,

as in 1 lie case of handling a tender plant. They can conveniently be
put in the row with plants, or near an individual plant, if the field is

set out in hills. This. apparatus as at present used is rather compli-

cated and expensive for the individual farmer to use in his field.

However, a much simpler form of instrument is being devised, which
will cost but little and which can be easily installed.

As before stated, continuous records of the moisture conditions In

the most important soil formations should be kept throughout the

growing season for their statistical value. Further than litis, the

method is capable of being used to great advantage in studying the

relation of soils to water as a basis for improved methods of cultiva-

tion and of cropping. If the modified and cheaper instrument is per-

fected ii should be capable of being used to great advantage by the
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intlis idual Parmer in the cultivation of qui crops where Intensive

farming is being done. The condition of his soil a-> regards moisture

Bhould >arefully observed a> the temperature in a greenhouse,

it is frequently possible, through met hods of cultivation or of

ition, to check the too rapid transpiration of tin- moisture from

the soil.

38IVE i SE OF WATER i:\ [RRIGATION [KJURIOl

The lines of drought and excessive water content of several \\

of soil have been established as a result of the moisture determina-

tions of the past three years. Where these lines are established for

any soil and for any crop a farmer should use all possible means at his

disposal to prevent a change in the moisture conditions of his soil

greater than is shown to be safe by the record of normal variation.

Where irrigation is possible, either in the West or in the East, the

application of water should be so made as to prevent the water con-

tent from approaching, or from falling below, the line of drought.

This method of moisture determination is particularly applicable

where irrigation is practiced. If the normal water content of a soil

is known and the variation which may occur without injury to the

plant, it will give a basis for the intelligent application of water. In

the present empirical method of irrigation there is a tendency to use

entirely too much water, and great damage is being done in many
parts of the extreme West by the excessive use of water. Indeed, in

many parts of the irrigated districts of the West there is as great a

necessity now for underdrainage as there formerly was for irrigation.

In several of the older regions of California irrigation is no longer

necessary, and with only 8 or 9 inches of annual rainfall, occurring

during the winter months, such quantities of water have been added

to the soil that wells can be dug throughout the district and standing

water found at depths of from 2 to G feet. No irrigation is necessary,

except that the main canals be allowed to run throughout the season.

If these canals are even a mile apart, they are believed to furnish the

water needed for the entire section, and it is the general opinion that

if they are not allowed to run the crop would suffer. It seems incredi-

ble that the lateral movement of water in these soils should be suffi-

cient to maintain the supply for a distance of half a mile on either

side <>f tin- canal, but such appears to be the fact.

In some of these older irrigated districts in California and in Utah

considerable areas of land have been abandoned or have been greatly

reduced in value on account of the excessive wetness of the soil and

the impossibility of producing any of the staple crops under such

unfavorable conditions.

Another objection to the excessive use of water in the irrigation of

soils of the arid regions is the danger from alkali. Excessive quan-

tities of seepage water in moving through the soil carry along the
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soluble salts which have accumulated through the disintegration and
decomposition of rocks. The water Anally comes to the surface, first,

in the lower valleys and *' draws," and then creeps up onto the higher

lands. As the standing water approaches the surface of the ground,

it is Btrongly impregnated with the salts, and as if evaporates in

large volume from the surface of the soil it Leaves the soils often with

an incrustation of alkali on the surface. Such an accumulation of

sails is fatal to most if not all of our agricultural plants, and many
line fields have been abandoned on account of this "rise of alkali."

Not Only does this affect crops of the person who applies the water,

hut the main trouble being from seepage water the injudicious

methods used by one person may damage a neighbor some distance

away who is on a lower level and in the path of the flow of the seep-

age water. The remedy for this is thorough nnderdrainage and thor-

ough cultivation, but the prevention is through the judicious and
economic use of water. It is safe to say that two or three times the

area of land now being irrigated could be thoroughly watered with

the quantity of water at present being used, without any detriment

whatever to the existing fields. On the contrary, decidedly better and
surer crops could be grown through the smaller application and more
judicious use of the water. A convenient method of moisture deter-

mination, such as the electrical method described, if used as a basis

for the application of water to the soil, would be the means not only

of conserving the water so that larger areas could be irrigated, but

where it was used irrigation could be carried on much more intelli-

gently, to the great benefit of the crop and the conservation of the

fert ility of the soil.

This investigation of the control of the soil moisture and the con-

servation of the rainfall, together with the application of water

through the method of irrigation, is of vital interest to the farmer in

the West; and as competition is growing stronger he feels the need
of all the light that can be thrown upon the subject, and is ready to

use any means which may be placed at his disposal for the control of

soil conditions.

SALT DETERMINATION IN THE SOILS.

The electrical method, upon which the moisture determination is

based, can also be used under proper conditions for the determination

of the relative salt content of soils. This is a matter of compara-
tively slight importance to the farmers in the East, but of the greatest

importance in the arid regions of the West.

The salt determination consists of taking a sample of the soil at the

proper depth, mixing it with a known quantity of water, packing it

in a cell with parallel metal electrodes separated by insulating walls

of hard rubber, sending an alternating electric current through the

soil and measuring its resistance, at the same time observing the tem-
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An equal quantity of the soil is then d with a similar

volume of liquid containing a known quantitj of pun- sail. The
effect of tli** salt added will l><* to tower the resistance. From the

quantity tit added and the effect it lias in lowering the ance

the amount of salt originally presenl in the soil can !»<• estimated in

i' the kind of salt thus ased. This determination can be \ ery

ly and quickly made.

The method is exceedingly sensitive, and where salts of the same

kind are presenl it is edingly accurate. Wnere mixtures of salts

occur, it is not so accurate, and especially where I he salts have not t he

same value, weight tor w eight. Where, how e\ er, the salts an* reason-

ably constant, or where the mixture does not change in its relative

composition, the method can be used to great advantage in making
rapid salt determinations. Several plats have been made of fields

showing the amount of salt at different places and at different depths

under the surface, and it will be quite feasible to make underground

surveys of the soil of any locality showing the relative amount and

distribution of the salt at different levels below the surface. This is

a matter of very .urea t importance where the alkali problem is pres-

ent, for it is especially valuable to know the relative quantity of salt

at different depths, whether it be before or after damage has
|

done by its appearance at the surface.

RELATION OF SOIL CONDITIONS TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF PLANTS.

It will be well to refer briefly to a line of work which is being

developed to round out the series of soil investigations. It is a well-

known fact, upon which these investigations are based, that differ-

ences in soils and soil conditions affect the physiology of plants,

so that different types and grades of the same variety may be main-

tained on adjacent soils. The investigation of the soil conditions is

merely a study of the causes which produce these differences in the

development of plants. The actual growth and character of the plant

itself, however, is the measure of the practical value of the soil con-

ditions, and soil investigations are incomplete without using this as

a measure to interpret the results of the investigations.

A tobacco plant grown upon a certain soil will produce a cigar-

wrapper leaf. If grown upon another soil, perhaps adjacent to it, a

different type of tobacco is produced, suitable only for some of the

foreign markets. If grown upon a third soil, the tobacco may be

unlit for any use, or of such a common type that it is not worth the

cos1 of production. We may investigate and explain the conditions

in the soils which determine the character of the crop, but if it is

desired to change the conditions in any of these soils, in order to

improve the quality of the tobacco, it is necessary to understand the

influence of slight changes in the soil conditions upon the character

of the leaf.
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What is the oharacter of a tobacco leaf which adapts it for ase as

a eigar wrapper? W 1

hat is the difference between such ;l Leaf and

one adapted only i<> pipe Bmoking or Cor the export markei ? Dealers

recognize these differences readily by handling the Leaf, bat the

physiological differences have never been worked out. It is neces-

sary in the first place to understand the physiological characters

which determine the commercial value of the leaf. Ef these standards

are established as a basis for the comparison of the crop grown on

any particular soil and the influence of changing soil conditions on

iln 1 physiology of the plant is worked out, more intelligent methods

ol* improving the character of the crop can be reached than can pos-

sibly be used at the present time. Therefore, soil investigations

should always be interpreted by the physiological condition of the

plant grown upon the laud, and the value of any change in the soil

conditions by methods of cultivation, fertilization, or irrigation

should be measured by the effect upon the quality and other com-

mercial properties of the class of crops adapted to that kind of

soil. It is difficult work, and it is essentially a new line of work; for

while the influence of environment on plants has been studied in a

general way, very little attention has been given in the case of com-

mercial crops to the physiological characters which determine their

market value.

OFFICE OF EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

By A. C. True, Director.

INTRODUCTION.

The Office of Experiment Stations represents the Secretary of Agri-

culture in his relations with the agricultural colleges and experiment

stations. How this came about is thus explained: Thirty-five years

ago Congress granted large tracts of public lands to the States to

enable them to establish colleges for the especial benefit of people

engaged in the industrial arts. Agriculture, along with many other

subjects, was to be taught in these land-grant colleges. The organ-

ization of these institutions, already begun before the passage of the

act of Congress, proceeded rapidly in the years immediately there-

all er. Now many of the colleges are strong institutions with large

faculties and hundreds of students.

About fifteen years later agricultural experiment stations began
to be established under State authority and were so successful that

in 1887 Congress passed what is commonly called the Hatch act, giv-

ing £15,000 a year to each State and Territory for the maintenance

of experiment stations, which must, as a rule, be departments of the

land- -rant colleges.
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in i provided for the further endowment of the land-

til oolleges i»> the of the Morrill act, which granted

115,000 a year to each State and Territorj for the benefit of these

colleges. This regular stipend was to be Increased by H,0i

year until it reached 125,000. The law requires thai the land grant

callages shall annually report to tin tarj of Agriculture and to

the Secretary of the Interior their receipts and expenditures on

account of the .Morrill fund. Moreover, u an annual report by the

president of each of said colleges shall be made to the Secretary

of Agriculture, as well as to the Secretary of the Interior, regarding

the condition and progress of each college, including statistical

information in relation to its receipts and expenditures, it- library,

the number of its st intents and professors, and also as to any inip]"\ e-

nients and experiments made under the direction of any experiment

stations attached to said colleges, with their costs and results, and

such other industrial and economical statistics as may be regarded as

useful."

While the experiment stations established under the Hatch act are

managed by the local authorities, the law provides for their being

united to form a national system of agricultural research by making

it the duty of the Secretary of Agriculture "to furnish such advice

and assistance as will best promote the purpose of this act," "in order

cure, as far as practicable, uniformity of methods and results" in

their work. Some years afterward Congress further made it the duty

of the Secretary of Agriculture to prescribe schedules for the financial

reports of the stations, and to ascertain whether their expenditures

of the Hatch fund are in accordance with the law.

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to discharge his duties rela-

tive to the experiment stations, the Office of Experiment Stations was

established as a branch of the Department of Agriculture in 1888.

And after the passage of the Morrill act this office was made the

representative of the Secretary in his relations with the land-grant

colleges.

LAND-GRANT COLLEGES AND EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

A better understanding of the nature and scope of the work of this

office may perhaps be quickly reached if a few statistics regarding

the land-grant colleges and agricultural experiment stations are next

considered. In 1897 there were 64 colleges receiving the benefits of

the Morrill act. These institutions had permanent fnnds, lands, farms

and grounds, buildings, apparatus, machinery, libraries, and other

equipment valued at $51,274,546, and their total revenues for the year

amounted to £5,178,580, of which $1,G19,090 was derived from the

United States through the land-grant and Morrill acts. Their facul-

ties contained 2,290 professors and other teachers, and the students in

attendance numbered 28,200, of whom 3,928 were in the agricultural
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courses. Connected with these colleges, or in a r< • w cases maintained

separately under stale authority, were 54 agricultural experiment

stations, having a total income of $1,129,833, of which $720,000 was
received from the United stales under the Hatch act. These stations

employed 628 persons in the work of administration and research

ami issued 378 build ins and reports, which were distributed to more
than half a million addresses. Their operations covered invest igal ions

in i he sciences of chemistry, physics, meteorology, geology, botany.

biology, zoology, and entomology, as related to agriculture, besides

numerous inquiries involving both scientific and practical work in

such subjects as soils, fertilizers, field crops, horticulture, breeding and

feeding of animals, dairying, diseases of plants and animals, drainage

and irrigation, seed testing, and beekeeping.

WORK OF THE OFFICE.

The business of the Office of Experiment Stations maybe classified

in a general way as follows: (1) Examination of the work and expend-

iture's of the agricultural experiment stations, and the preparation

of a report thereon for transmission to Congress; (2) the preparation of

technical and popular bulletins based upon the published reports of

the agricultural experiment stations and kindred institutions through-

out the world; (3) examination of the expenditures and work of insti-

tutions having courses in agriculture as the basis for reports regarding

the progress of agricultural education; (4) miscellaneous duties,

such as giving advice to the experiment stations regarding their

expenditures or lines of work, arranging for cooperative experiments
bet ween this Department and the stations, answering inquiries regard-

ing the work of the colleges and stations. The office may also, by
direction of the Secretary, undertake the supervision of special

investigations ordered by Congress. As a basis for all its work, the

office carefully collects, catalogues, and indexes the published reports

of the agricultural colleges and experiment stations in the United
States and other countries.

In its examination of the work and expenditures of the agricultural

experiment stations established under the Hatch act, the office first

considers the published reports and bulletins of the stations. The
financial reports received from the stations on the schedules prescribed

by the Secretary of Agriculture are examined with reference to their

recommendation for approval by the Secretary. The director or other

representative of the office personally visits each station at intervals

of about a year to inspect the accounts, examine the work in progress,

and confer with the station officers. At least one representative of

the office annually attends the convention of the Association of

American Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations, which
includes delegates from the agricultural colleges and experiment sta-

tions throughout the count ry. This affords an excellent opportunity
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for conl lion officers and the gathering of much useful

information regarding their work. From the information gath<

from the publications and financial reports of the stations and theoffi-

nmmarv reporl on the work and expenditures of <

st a i ion, together with a general resume of i heir operations, revenues,

and expenditures, is made to the Secretary for transmission to Con-

[nasmuoh as the management of the stations is vested in the

! authorities and not in the Department of AgricuU are, it is n<

i hat much pains should be taken to secure such relations with the

managers and workers of the stations as will best promote that rea-

sonable degree of uniformity in general principles and policy which

should govern tin* work of the stations as contemplated by the Hatch

act.

In the countries of Europe and in many other parts of the world

numerous institutions for agricultural education and research have

been established, and it lias been made the duty of the Ofjice of

Experiment Stations to collect their published reports and other

information regarding their work and prepare such summaries of this

material as will be of advantage to our investigators, students, and
farmers.

PUBLICATIONS OF THI-: OFFICE.

The publications of the office are divided into six elasses: (1) Offi-

cial reports; (2) Experiment Station Record; (3) Card Index of

Experiment Station Publications; (4) technical bulletins; (5) pop-

alar bulletins and articles; (li) circulars. During the past year the

office issued 39 different documents, aggregating 2, GOO pages. From
this it is obvious that a very Large part of the routine business of the

office consists in the preparation of publications.

THE OFFICIAL REPORTS.

The official reports of the office include the annual report of the

operations of the office, made to the Secretary of Agriculture, and an

annual report on the work and expenditures of the agricultural

experiment stations, made to the Secretary of Agriculture for trans-

mission to Congress.

TllK EXPERIMENT STATION RECORD.

The Experiment Station Record is a periodical publication contain-

ing concise summaries of accounts of agricultural investigations

made by the Department, the experiment stations, and kindred

institutions throughout the world. It is prepared under the editor-

ship of the director of the office by a corps of several specialists,

among whom are divided the various subjects with which agricul-

tural science deals. In the work on the Record the office also has

the cooperation of the scientific divisions of the Department and the
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abstract committee of the Associatioi ol official Agricultural Chem-
ists. Besides the abstracts of reports of agricnltural investigations,

the Record contains Leading articles by eminent foreign and Ameri-

can expi rts in agricnltural science and editorials <>n topics of special

interest to agricultural investigators. These articles and editorials

often contain suggestions of Lines <>f work which may be carried on

by our experiment stations. As our stations have developed and

work of a similar character in other countries has increased, the task

of preparing anyt hing Like a complete summary of agricult crral ixives-

tigations lias become a very Large one, as will be indicated by the

following brief statement regarding the contents of Vol. VIII of the

Experiment Station Record

:

The eighth volume of the Experiment Station Record eompri

1,210 pages, and contains abstracts of 340 bulletins and 62 annua]

reports of 53 experiment stations in the United States, 92 publications

of the Department of Agriculture, and 702 reports of foreign investi-

gations. The total number of pages in these publications is 38,552.

The total number of articles abstracted is 1,565, classified as follows:

Chemistry, 157; botany, G9; fermentation and bacteriology, 5; zool-

ogy, 10; meteorology, 54; air, water, and soils, 55; fertilizers, 103;

field crops, 228; horticulture, 154; forestry, 11; seeds and weeds, 29;

diseases of plants, 79; entomolog}', 126; foods and animal production,

177; veterinary science, 51; dairying, 139; technology, 4; agricultural

engineering, 22; statistics, 92, Classified lists of articles, in some
cases with brief abstracts, are also given in eacfi number. The aggre-

gate number of titles thus reported is 2,200. An author index and a

detailed subject index is published with each volume of the Record.

It is believed that the Record now covers the field of agricultural

science quite fully, and that with its aid our investigators can readily

acquaint themselves with whatever is done in agricultural research

throughout the world. As the Record is intended primarily for

investigators, its style is made severely technical, and its gratuitous

distribution is strictly limited to officers of agricultural colleges and
experiment stations and the libraries of scientific institutions. It

may, however, be purchased from the Superintendent of Documents,
like other similar publications of the Government.

THE CARD INDEX.

The Card Index of Experiment Station Publications is intended to

supply a means of ready reference to the publications of the stations,

ami gives a brief account of the contents of each publication. It is

based od a topical S}*nopsis of the subjects included in agricultural

science and practice, which has been more carefully and extensively

elaborated than any previous scheme for indexing agricultural litera-

ture. Each card bears the title of an art ide, the name of the author,

references to the station publication in which the article appeared
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and to the
'

iment Station Record, and a con immaryofthe
contents of the article. The index is furnished gratuitously to the

libraries oi the agricultural colleges and experiment stations and is

sold to a limited number of subscribers. The preparation, print

sorting, and distributing of these cards involves a large amount of

k, The number of printed cards has now reached L5,000.

THE TECHNICAL Bl LLETINS.

The technical bulletins of the office include digests of agricultural

investigations and publications relating to the organization and work
of the experimenl stations. After investigations on a given subject

have proceeded for a considerable period, a large amount of data

accumulates which in many cases is distributed anion-- many dif-

nt reports and journals. It then becomes difficult for the inves-

tigator or student to obtain a clear notion of what lias been done in

this line, unless the scattered literature is brought together and a

concise statement of the methods and results of the work is prepared;

This task this office has undertaken as far as its other duties have
permitted. Examples of its work in this direction are a compilation

of analyses of American feeding stuffs and a bulletin on the history,

botany, chemistry, culture, enemies, and uses of the cotton plant.

A condensed digest of the reports of all the experiment stations has

also been made in the Handbook of Experiment Station Work. Each
year the office issues a bulletin containing lists of the officers of the

agricultural colleges and experiment stations, a catalogue of the sta-

tion publications received during the year, the federal legislation

relating to the colleges and stations, and the rulings of the Federal

Departments on this legislation. The proceedings of the annual con-

ventions of the Association of American Agricultural Colleges and
Experiment Stations are edited by the director of the office and the

chairman of the executive committee of the association and published

by the Department.
THE POPULAR BULLETINS.

The popular bulletins of the office are issued as a part of the gen-

eral series of Farmers' Bulletins of the Department. The first two

Farmers' Bulletins were issued as publications of this office, after

which this designation was adopted by the Department for its general

series of popular bulletins intended for wide distribution. Popular
articles are also prepared in this office for the Yearbook of the Depart-

ment. Lately the office has begun the preparation of a series of

popular resumes of experiment station investigations for the purpose

of acquainting the farmers throughout the country with the results

obtained at the stations in the several States and in general with the

progress of agricultural research on its practical side. These resumes
will be published as Farmers' Bulletins, but will be designated by the

general title of "Experiment station work."
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THE OIRCUL \i:
,

The circulars of the office include miscellaneous brief papers con-

taining information <>u some subject of experiment station work,

addresses delivered «'ii conventions, committee reports, statistics of

colleges and stat ions, etc.

RELATIONS OF THE OFFICE Willi THE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES.

In connection with its work regarding the experiment stations, the

office is brought into close relations with the agricultural colleges.

Since the stations areas a rule, located on the same grounds with

these 4 colleges, representatives of the office have numerous oppor-

tunities for examining the educational work of the colleges and con-

ferring with the college managers and faculties. As stated above,

the reports of the colleges are deposited in this office. In recent

years the office lias paid considerable attention to studying systems

of agricultural education in foreign countries as well as in the United

States. The statistics of our agricultural colleges have been collated

in the office, and articles and reports on agricultural education have

been issued. Naturally the Secretary of Agriculture is often called

upon to give advice regarding agricultural education and to promote
the perfection of plans for its extension in this country. In a general

way the office is endeavoring to obtain such information as will

enable the Department to perform its legitimate functions in this

important matter.

MISCELLANEOUS DUTIES OF THE OFFICE.

Under the head of miscellaneous duties, this office is often called

upon to advise the stations regarding their expenditures and work,

to aid them in arranging cooperative experiments with the Depart-

ment, or to facilitate their business with different branches of the

Government or with foreign institutions for agricultural research.

Inasmuch as the office is regularly traversing the literature of agri-

cultural science, it is in a position to give more or less definite replies

to inquiries addressed to the Department on a wide range of subjects

and to furnish memoranda on many topics which are useful in the

general business of the Department.

SPECIAL. INVESTIGATIONS.

The special investigations at present in charge of this office are:

(1) Investigations on the nutrition of man, and (2) investigations

regarding the agricultural possibilities of Alaska and the desirability

ami feasibility of establishing experiment stations in that Territory.

NUTRITION INVESTIGATIONS.

Three years ago Congress for the first time made an appropriation

for investigations regarding the food habits of the people with a view
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i in improving their diet, [n a word, thi

1 1 £ > l to Btud} the mi! iil ion of man in much the Same (ray ;h the

feeding of domestic animals has been studied by 1 1 1 * - experiment

tions. If ii is a good thing to find out what are the besl rations for

these animals when used for different purposes, surely it must be a

better thing, though obviously a much more difficult undertaking, to

rtain tin- principles which should govern the selection ami n*

food by men and women when engaged in various occupations. Con-

siderable work in this line had been done in Europe, where, for example,

the great German armies are fed in accordance with scientific advice,

and some similar inv< tions had been made in this country. The
law provided that this investigation .should be carried on by the De-

partment in cooperation with tin riment stations. The general

supervision of this work was, therefore, intrusted by th >tary to

this office. Special expert agents have been employed and Investiga-

tions have l>een undertaken in different parts of the country. The
first work was to collate and publish the methods and results of pre-

vious investigations. This was done in both popular and technical

bulletins. Then investigations in various lines were begun. The
food habits of people ^{' various occupat ions have been closely observed

and recorded, questions relating to the relative expensiveness of dif-

ferent foods and dietaries have been considered, experiments have
been made to determine the digestibility of different articles and com-

binations of food, and investigations have been conducted to discover

th j effects of cooking on the composition, digestibility, and nutritive

value of foods. At the same time efforts have been made to improve

the methods and apparatus for investigation. About 20 bulletins

and articles have been published. Necessarily most of the work

has thus far been in making experiments and recording the results.

So little accurate scientific work has been done in this line that on

many points it is impracticable to give useful advice until many
investigations have been completed. However, a considerable amount
of popular information on subjects relating to the food and nutrition

of man has been given out in different forms. A special effort has

been made to come into close relations with teachers and physicians.

The charts and popular bulletins of the Department on these subjects

have already been used in hundreds of schools and colleges throughout

the country, and have largely supplemented the very meager informa-

tion on these subjects furnished by the text-books on physiology and
hygiene.

THE AOKKTLTl KAL EH wsi 1UL1 TIES OF ALASKA.

On the recommendation of the Secretary of Agriculture indorsing a

suggestion made by the director of this office, Congress provided in

the appropriation bill for this Department for the current fiscal year

for an investigation into the agricultural possibilities of Alaska, with
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special reference fcd the desirability and feasibility of establishing

agricultural experiment stations In that Territory. The genera]

supervision of this Investigation was intrusted to this office, and

commissioners were appointed to visit the Coast and Yukon River

regions for Mi is purpose. A brief account of the results of this work is

given elsewhere in this volume by one of the officers engaged in this

investigation, and a more complete report will be made toCongn

DIVISION OF FORESTRY.

By B. E. Fbrnow, ( 7//V/.

INTRODUCTION.

Forestry is the art of managing forests or wood crops, using the

same rationally, and reproducing them so as to secure continuous

supplies. As long as there are extensive virgin forests from which

to draw for our enormous requirements of wood material, it appears

to many people unnecessary to bestow any care upon the methods of

using them. They are cut wastefully, and their reproduction is left

to chance and nature's beneficent but slow processes, nature having

endless lime and infinite space at her disposal and no economic objects

to subserve. So it is that, with virgin supplies nearing exhaustion

and the forest area becoming more and more limited by the extension

of the agricultural area, it becomes apparent that wood crops are not

only as necessary as food crops, but that, like food crops, they require

some knowledge and care to produce the best results from limited

areas, and the need of forestry appears.

Another aspect also becomes apparent with the reckless denudation

of mountains and hillsides, namely, the influence of the forest cover

upon the soil and water conditions of the agricultural lands below.

A new interest in forest conditions arises, and again the need of

forestry appears.

RELATION OF FORESTRY TO ALL CLASSES OF FARMERS.

Forestry was not practiced in this country when the first attempt

was made to have it represented in the Department; the Division of

Forestry was created in advance of a well-developed interest, and

even now the work of the division is still more or less of a missionary

character, trying to bring about a reform in our method, or rather in

our absence of method, in the use of forest resources. When the

work of the division was begun, only tree planting in the Western
prairies and plains, as a means of anielioral Lng the climate, for shade,

wind-breaking effects, and for ornament, was practiced; but forestry

as applied to existing forests was practically unknown. Here and

there a farmer may have cut his wood lot with more or less care,

but the majority did not know that their wood lot was capable of
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^produced in superior quality merely by an intelligent u

the a\.

To be sure, the larger portion <>f our ton turces is not in the

els of th.- fa mere, ami hence the Larger direct interest in the sub-

ject of forestrj lies with another class of men, namely, those who

control our forest area and the production of our Lumber and wood

manufactures industries which rely upon forest growth to the extent

Of a round half billion dollars for raw material— who employ readily

a million workers and produce material worth nearly two billion

dollars annually.

This t remendous business of harvesting and t ransforming our virgin

forest crop far out ranks all other industries in employment of capital

and labor and in value of products except agriculture itself.

While the business of harvesting and using the forest crop in which

these industries are engaged is, to be sure, only a part of forestry, yet,

it is the most important part, for, as stated above, the difference

between crude forest exploitation and rational forestry lies in the

manner in which the harvesting is performed. Forestry teaches how

to cut and utilize the forest crop so as to secure the largest money
returns and yet maintain natural reproduction.

It may be argued that the farming community of the plains and

prairies, which produces thebulk of our agricultural produce, has com-

paratively little concern in the question except so far as shelter-belt

planting may be considered a branch of forestry. Yet, even if there

existed no direct relation of farming to forestry, such as will pres-

ently be shown to exist, the indirect relation must not be underesti-

mated. In these times of close interrelation between all portions of

our country and between all pursuits and industries, it would be dif-

ficult to find any pursuit or industry or development or condition that

does not have a more or less direct bearing upon the farming indust ry,

and hence such a large and far-reaching industry as that which is con-

cerned with the exploitation of our forest resources must have a potent

interest for the farmer.

Paradoxical as it may appear, for instance, the farmer in the forest-

less region is in one direction more concerned in the fate of our forests

than his brethren in the forested States. For these have stone, iron,

and coal ready at hand as substitutes for the wood material, while the

development of the plains and prairies has been possible only by
means of cheap and easily transported building material. When
prices for wood material rise, owing to the rapid decimation of our

virgin supplies, which is now appreciable, the first one to feel the dif-

ference will be the farmer on the prairie.

FORESTRY KNOWLEDGE NECESSARY FOR THE FARMER.

But the forestry business has a much more direct and intimate rela-

tion to the farming industry in the forested than in the forestless

regions. Having to deal with crops of the soil, the farmer in these
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regions must divide the Boil xn i 1
1 the forester, [f he be the owner of

land not all lit for the plow he musl know venal portions to Leave to

wood crops and which t<> devoir to farm crops. He mnsl then Learn

to manage his wood crop as well as his food crops, and thus a direct

need for forestry knowledge by the farmer arises.

In deciding upon the allotment of lands for forest and farm pnrposes

the Taci (hat wood ina\ be grown successfully in .soils and situations

which are not adapted for farming forms the primary basis; yet, other

considerations mnsl also enter into this determination. The farmer

not only manages the soil, bul he must also manage the water resources

and climatic conditions so tar as he is able, although he has hitherto

hut imperfectly realized the possibility, importance, and methods of

such management.
FOREST INFLUENCE

There is a well-substantiated belief that a forest cover exercises

certain influences not only upon the soil on which it stands and on

the waterflow and climatic conditions within its own boundaries,

but beyond these; hence the existence or absence of a forest cover,

its presence in situations where a beneficial influence upon surround-

ing conditions may be exercised, its treatment so as most effectually

to secure its protective influences—all these considerations are of

direct concern to successful farming.

This question of forest influences has been again and again dis-

cussed in annual reports, but most exhaustively in Bulletin No. 7 of

the division, " Forest influences," published in 1893. This publica-

tion enables the farmer to form his own opinion as to the character

and degree of influence which a forest cover exercises upon the

wastage of his water resources, upon the erosion and silting of his

fields, and upon the loss in his crops from winds and other causes

which may be affected by the forest cover; and thus he may be
enabled to decide judiciously as to what portion of the farm to leave

in woodland.
WATER MANAGEMENT.

To bring the application of this knowledge more fully to the

farmer's conception, the loss which our farming lands suffer annually

by erosion, amounting to millions of dollars of soil capital, is graph-
ically depicted in a colored chart, designed to be exhibited as an
object lesson in schools, post-offices, and other public places. It

shows how the denuding of the hilltops and the compacting of the

soil by the rains and by the trampling of cattle induce rapid surface

drainage. The compacted soil is gullied and washed away, the valley

lidds silted, and the farm is lost. The chart also shows how by keep-

ing hilltops and steep slopes under forest, by filling gullies witli

brush and stonework, and providing for underground drainage,,etc.,

the farm is regained, and how by judicious distribution and manage-
1 A97 io
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in, nt ,,: cover and proper assignment of soil to various pur-

p >g the farm is retained in beal producing capacity. This relation

ol forest to farms has also been discussed and Illustrated in Farmers'

Bulletin No. 30, "Washed soils: How to prevent and reclaim them,"

and in the yearbook for 1895. Water management (meaning thereby

nut onlj the nst- of water for Irrigation in the arid and subarid

ins, i>nt the rational distribution and use in the humid regioi

available water supplies) is the greal problem of tin- future, upon

the solution of which mure productive agriculture depends; and with

the solution of this problem the forestry problem is must intimately

connected, fur without forest management do rational water manage-

ment is possible.

RELATION OF FORESTS TO SURROUNDING CONDITIONS.

Afi this is perhaps the must important direct relation of the farmer

to forestry and there are still erroneous notions as to the philosophy,

character, and degree of this relation abroad, wo may he allowed to

briefly state what our present knowledge regarding it seems to be,

referring the reader for a fuller discussion to the publications cited

above.

There are two questions involved, namely, the effect of a forest

cover on the conditions within its own boundaries and on the condi-

tions of adjoining territory. That the degree of influence depends

largely on the kind and condition of the forest growth itself must be

self-evident; it must differ according to the composition (hardwoods

oi- conifers), the density (open or close stand), the height or age of the

trees, and many other conditions.

The influence upon the conditions under its own cover are mainly

due to the mechanical barrier which the canopy of foliage interposes

between the sun, the rain, the winds, and the air of the interior and

the soil. The exclusion of sun and wind reduces the evaporation,

and hence both the air and soil under the shade of a forest cover

should, as a rule, be not only cooler, but moister than in an open or

barren held. Trees, lo be sure, require water for their growth, but it

seems that they require less than a growing field or grass crop or

weeds, and, since they bring up the waiter from greater depths and

transpire the greater part into the air, they increase the humidity of

the aii- in their neighborhood.

Yet, it is still- an open question whether forests contribute to

an increased rainfall in their neighborhood. Other conditions pro-

ducing rainfall are so much more powerful that it is doubtful whether

this forest effect, if it exists, would be appreciable even within a re-

stricted area. On the other hand, it is well knowm that a timber belt

or even a few rows of trees in a wind-break or shelter belt have not

only a beneficial effect on orchards and cattle, especially in the open

prairies and plains, but also on crops in adjoining fields; because, by
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breaking the force and velocity of droughty winds, the evaporation is

reduced, and hence more moisture remains for the use of the crop.

The most patent ami most potent effect of forest cover upon water

and soil conditions is to be found in a hilly or mountainous country.

Again, this effect is a mechanical one. Crops depend Less on rainfall

than on water supplied to their roots, however obtained, whether it

be furnished by rain directly, by artificial surface irrigation) or by

Datura] underground irrigation. Rain is not the most desirable form

in which our water supply comes to us, as the districts relying on irri-

gation testify. The ideal form of supply is by natural underground

drainage.

Now i his is precisely what a forest cover, on I he higher Levels as well

as in the valleys, aids in securing, namely, the changing of surface

drainage into subdrainage and the conservation of moisture against

dissipation by the evaporative influence of sun and wind. A forest

growth keeps the soil porous, and with its deep-reaching root systems

assists the percolation of the falling waters or melting snows, and per-

mits subdrainage of these waters, which prevents their wastage by

surface evaporation; while on a bared slope and even in a cultivated

field the pattering raindrops compact the soil, thus finally by their

own action impeding percolation. As a consequence, less water pene-

trates and more is finally evaporated by capillary action, and hence

Less remains available for the crops at lower levels. The waters fall-

ing on a well-forested slope find the lower levels underground and

furnish the desirable constant supplies to the lowland fields. This

explains the constancy and even flow of springs and brooks in a well-

wooded country, where uneven flow, floods, and droughts become
frequent after denudation.

Between the extreme conditions of an absolutely bare slope and a

well-wooded one there may be many gradations, and the condition of

the forest cover will necessarily determine the amount of influence it

exerts. Besides, geologic formation and topographic contour must be
considered. There may be loose rocks and gravels which, without a
protecting forest cover, remain readily permeable, and again there

may be such precipitous slopes that even a forest cover can not much
impede the surface drainage.

In addition, the rapid surface drainage on a thinly forested or bare

slope induces the gullying and eroding process, and the destruction

and Wastage of the fertile soils at lower levels is the consequence.

The character and degree of this erosion, to be sure, varies according

to the character of the soil and the slope. There may be conditions

where no dangers need be feared from this source, but over large areas

in our country there are just such conditions as in France, where
whole communities have been impoverished and large areas depopu-
lated by erosions and floods. Induced by forest devastation on the

B]ppes. In such localities, at least, it is essential that the farmer
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aient in fche location of his fields as we\\ as In the n

ttent of his woodlands

The loss o£ >«»il capital In tin- United States, due to this cause baa

been roughlj estimated at 200 square miles of soil per annum. The
great floods of the Ifississippi and the hardships to agriculture result-

bherefrom are Intimately bound up with tin- condition at the h

era of Btreama and along Btream hanks, and may, in time, be

avoided or at least reduced in frequency and danger by a judicious

management of t lit* drainage conditions which furnish the Hood

waters. Forestry, as Captain Kads himself foresaw, will have to

come to t he aid of the engineer.

From these statements it will appear that not merel citizen

interested in the general welfare of the country is the farmer under

obligation to take interest in the subject of forest ry— if not in its tech-

nical aspects, then at least in its importance with reference to Other

economic conditions—but as one whose own industry and capital are

directly influenced by forest conditions.

SYLVICULTURE.

For those who desire to get a general conception of the objects as

wtdl as the methods of forestry as practiced abroad, there is, besides

the annual reports which discuss various phases of the subject, a

brief yet comprehensive discussion to be found in Bulletin No. 5,

entitled "What is forestry," of which a large edition has been pub-

lished and distributed.

For those who desire more technical information and wish to aprny

some of the forestry principles to the treatment of their wood lot, the

Yearbook for 1894 in the paper "Forestry for farmers" gives con-

cise instructions, elucidating first the manner in which trees and
forests develop and then giving hints as to how the wood lot should

be cut systematically to secure a young growth of desirable species.

Tuder the caption of "Tree planting in waste places on the farm,"

the Yearbook of 1896 gives, at least, valuable hints as to how the

untillable ground, the rocky and unsightly spots of a farm, may be

made useful by devoting them to tree growth.

It is only possible in such brief papers to give general principles,

since the flora, the climate, and other conditions vary to such an

extent over our large country that specific rules could be formulated

only for a definite locality. When it comes to the practice, the farmer

will have to study his own conditions and apply the principles accord-

ing to his own judgment and experience, just as in other agricultural

problems. Furthermore, much of the specific knowledge which would

entitle us to give authoritative advice is still lacking.

FOREST BIOLOGY.

In order to manage a forest growth intelligently we must know first

of all the biology, or life history, of all the kinds of trees wdiich com*-
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pose ii, w li.it conditions they require for their best development, how
their growth progresses Prom tin* seed to maturity, especially their

relative height growl hand their light requirement or shade endurance,

for i his knowledge alone will enable us to judge whether and how we
can maintain the desired composition and scenic its best development
and reproduct i<>n.

The European forester needs this knowledge only for six or eight

species, \\ hile the American forester in almost any part of the count ry

must be familiar with the requirements of at Least adozenortwo; and
lie who would want to give specific advice for all parts of oui country

must know the life history of at least 100 tree species out of the 450

which are found Dative in the United Slates. He must, in the first

place, know to which of the host of tree forms to direct his at tent ion
;

he must determine which are to be considered economically valuable

species, which have only subordinate sylvicultural value, and which
in nst be considered simply as weeds (for there are weeds among trees

as well as among other plants). But weeds, we must not forget, are

only plants, the use of which is not yet known. lie must, therefore,

classify the trees as to their relative value, and for such classification

he must have sylvicultural, biological, and technological knowledge
of them.

NOMENCLATURE.

It may be well to remind the reader that in the development of any
science or art there is much work necessary to be done that has

apparently no direct practical value. Yet, to insure the satisfactory

progress of such development it has to be done, and sometimes the
practical value will show when least expected. Of such a class of

work is the revision of the nomenclature of the arborescent flora,

which was published in Bulletin No. 14—an attempt to bring about
uniformity in the use of the botanical as well as of the vernacular
names. It was a very practical question which suggested the urgent
need of this work, namely, the loss of money by a firm of nursery-
men, who, in ignorance of the different use of names by the customer,
supplied the wrong plants. Again and again has the confusion of

names led to similar troubles.

BIOLOGICAL WORK OF THE DIVISION.

The work of the Division of Forestry in a biological direction has
been progressing very slowly, partly because of a lack of men fitted

to pursue this particular line of work, which requires a certain amount
of forestry education and close observation in the field, and partly
because of scant appropriations.

A fust attempt at a tentative classification of our forest flora was
made in the annual report for L886, in which a list of 97 species then
conceived as of economic importance was given, classified according
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to their relative value, with notes regarding their sylvicultural requir

ments. A revised list of this kind will be found in the Appendix to

this \ olnn

re comprehensive studies were made regarding the most impor-

tant timbers of tin* Eastern United states, the conifers (sprnees, pine

hemlock, cedars, eypress), wliicli, although perhaps of less direct

interest to the farmer than the broad-leafed trees that usually com-

pose his wood lot, at least in the Northeastern section of the country,

furnish from two-thirds to three-fourths of our enormous lumber

isnmption, and their reproduction is, therefore, of the greatest

interest to the people at targe and to the forester of the future.

- far, the division has been able to make a thorough study of live

icies only with sufficient completeness to warrant the publication

of results, namely, the white pine, the monograph on wdiich is to be

published shortly, and the four Southern lumber pines, which were

discussed in Bulletin No. 13, "The timber pines of the Southern

United States," published in 1896.

Although these studies are designed more particularly to meet the

needs of that elass of men who control the pine forests, and t<. assist

them in a better management of the same, every farmer who wishes

to widen his conception of the drift and importance of the subject

should read this Bulletin No. 13. It is the first attempt in the United

States of a comprehensive statement, from a forestry point of view, of

the economic, technical, and sylvicultural conditions and require-

ments of four species of forest trees.

A knowledge of the life history of the species composing the

forest and of their sylvicultural requirements is all that is necessary

to manage the crop for best development and reproduction. This

part of forestry—the growing of the crop— is designated as sylvicul-

ture. Bui the forester whose business it is not only to grow the crop,

but to market it and produce a money result, must have knowledge

in three other directions, namely, he must know how fast his crop

develops, he must know for what purpose the different parts of his

crop can be most profitably employed, and lastly he must have some

knowledge of market conditions and market requirements.

FOREST MEASUREMENT AND FINANCE.

The forest crop differs from all other crops and forestry differs

from all other industries of production in two ways. There is no

definite period when the crop can be said to be mature, as in the case

of agricultural products; it consists, first, of annual accumulations

which are allowed to continue until the individual trees attain either

a useful or a profitable size, and, secondly, to attain such size a long

time, and, with different species and conditions, a variable time, is

needed ; thus, for firewood production a growth of fifteen to twenty-

five years might suffice, while for good lumber production not less
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than seventy-five to one hundred years and more are needed. Tins

[ndefiniteness of the time of maturity and the unusually Ion- period

of production during which the crop has to grow predicate peculiar

business arrangements, entirely different from those prevailing in

oilier industries, if forest growing is fco be carried on as a financial

business, and so necessitate to a greater extent than will) any other a

full knowledge of the forest Industry.

Tree measurements, especially measurements of the rate of growth

of single trees and of whole stands of trees, furnish the basis for

determining the first question, namely, when under given conditions

the useful or the profitable sizes may be expected to be attained.

The division has, therefore, for some time, as opportunity has been

afforded, carried on measurements of the rate of growth of certain

species, especially of the important conifers. It is now in position to

make a comprehensive statement of the growth of white pine, having
analyzed nearly 700 trees from many localities, the results of which

will permit, an estimate of the possible yields that can be expected

from this species at different periods of its life. This is a much more
complicated matter than most people would suspect, especially since

our measurements canonly be made on trees and stands of trees which

have grown in nature's unattended forests, while with the application

of knowledge and skill in the management of the crop quite different

results maybe secured. Bulletins of this division will shortlybepub-
lished on the measurement of standing trees and forests and on the

measurement of the rate of growth of trees and forests.

There have been many misconceptions abroad as to the rapidity of

tree growth and the amounts that may be harvested from an acre in

a given time. If wood alone were to be produced, the matter would
be much more simple. AVe could, from the experience which has
been gathered in other countries and in our own, soon arrive at a
statement as to the amount of wood which an acre of a full grown
dense forest crop could produce, just as we know the productive
capacity of an acre of wheat or barley.

In an average of a hundred years the yearly growth, according to

species, soil, and climatic conditions, would vary between 30 and 180

cubic feet of wood per acre each year. But, unless firewood is the object

of forest cropping, it is not quantity of wood merely, but wood of given
size and of given quality, wood fit for the arts, that is to be grown.
Such wood alone it will pa}r to raise. Hence, it is necessary not only
to know what sizes can be grown in given periods of the life of the
crop and what sizes can be profitably handled at the mill or in the

market, but also what qualities are desired and under what conditions
they can be produced. Trees develop very differently at different

periods of their life. Thus, while a white-pine tree may in the first

fifty y.ars have grown on an average one-third of a cubic foot of wood
per year, if we had waited till the hundredth year the average rate per
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1 1 would appeal as more than 1 oubio foot, and the total rolumefour

live times n hat it was at flftj although the diameter hae only

out doubled. Again, while at flftj hardly more than Lfi per

it of the total wood volume would have furnished saw timber, p
haps making BO feel l>. M., at one hundred years the proportion of

the more valuable milling material would have risen to 40 per oent

and more of the whole tree, and tin- output of timber has reached 6

feet 15. M. On the other hand, an acre of pine fully stocked which

one hundred years may have produced at the fate of 140 cubic feet per

ar could under the same conditions have produced i'<>r the first fifty

years at the rate of 180 cubic feet per year, or nearly one-third more.

Set, the \ alue of the wood on that same acre at one hundred j e 1

very considerably more than the lift v-\ car old wood, on account of the

increased proportion of highly useful material that can begot from it.

Similarly, we find that not more than I to '2 per cent of the wood pro-

duced in the coppice woods of twenty to twenty-live years' growth, in

which New England abounds, is serviceable in the arts, while 50 to

per cent and more may be thus profitably utilized from the same

acre if allowed to grow one hundred years.

It will be readily seen from these few glimpses into the subject that

this knowledge of the rate of development and yield of our timber

trees is indispensable for the discussion of the profits of forest crop-

ping, and also furnishes hints for rational methods of sylviculture.

This same white-pine tree, for instance, could have made much more

wood if it had been allowed to grow without interfering neighbors,

but it would not only have assumed less useful, conical shape, but

would have put much of its energy into branches, which not only do

not furnish serviceable wood, but produce knotty lumber, an inferior

or unsalable article. .Moreover, the wood of most or many of our

trees changes in quality with age, so that with size, form, and freedom

from knots, not only the technical value, but the money value also,

grows disproportionately.

CONSUMPTION AND WASTE OF WOOD.

Regarding the technical value of our woods the ignorance of onr

people, even of those whose business it is to use wood in structures

and otherwise, is so great that an enormous waste of good material is

the result. Our nation lias used and is now using more wood mate-

rials than any nation ever did, our wood consumption per capita

outside of firewood being eight to ten times that of Germany and

eighteen to twenty times that of Great Britain. Not only do we rely

more on wooden structures, but we are more wasteful in their con-

struction. This waste is induced by two causes—ignorance regarding

our supplies, which we seem to believe inexhaustible, and ignorance

regarding the })roperties of onr timber and of wood in general, which

results in wasteful lavishness.
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In the opinion of the writer, change in our methods of using wood

lias become an absolute necessity, for If we persist, in the wasteful

squandering of our virgin supplies of timber we must inevitably

exhaust them before a now crop is ready to supply eves our more

limited necessities. The farmer should i>e as much interested in this

question as any other class of citizens, and perhaps more, for li<- relies

upon wood more than any other class, not only in his buildings bu1 in

his implements.

STATISTICS.

The division lias never been placed in position to ascertain with

any degree of accuracy the question of supplies, but has gathered at

least such information as was accessible from other sources, and has

endeavored to present them in such a manner as to attract attention

to the gravity of the situation.

In Circular No. 11, " Facts and figures regarding our forest resources

briefly stated," it was estimated that at the very best there were to

meet our annual consumption of a round 40 billion feet B. M., in bolt

and log size, not more than 2,300 billion feet of timber standing, or

less than sixty years' supply. This is probably a very sanguine posi-

tion, and does not take into account that much of this timber is

certain to be cut into firewood or burned in our annual conflagrations.

The situation is still less assuring when we confine the inquiry to

the coniferous growth, which, as we have stated, furnishes at present

nearly three-quarters of our lumber consumption. This was discussed

in a report in answer to a resolution of the United States Senate of

April 14, 1897 (Senate Doc. No. 40, Fifty-fifth Congress, first session).

In this report it was shown that there was probably not sixteen years'

supply standing in the Eastern States if we continue to cut and waste

it as hitherto, and that the supply of the Pacific Coast would not suf-

fice to lengthen this period of plenty beyond thirty years, even if this

supply were not largely destroyed by fire.

The lesson to be learned from these statistical inquiries is that the

time when supply is in excess of demand has passed, considering that to

grow a really serviceable mill log of pine requires not less than one

hundred years—the trees that have hitherto been considered service-

able for such purposes being much older. Farmers who own really

good saw timber will do well not to fritter it away, but carefully cut

it, when salable at good price, in such a manner as to reproduce the

crop.

FOREST TECHNOLOGY AND TIMBER PHYSICS.

The other element of ignorance which leads to waste, namely, the

properties of wood in general and of our timbers in particular, acts

detrimentally in two ways: First, by not knowing or appreciating the

value of many of OUT woods, we fail to use them, and waste t lie supply

in logging operations; and, second, by not knowing more exactly
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the properties of those we ase, we applj them in wrong pi md
waatefully. Everybody knows li« w the black walnut has been squan«

ed in fence rails and been burned without the knowledge that it

oould have been kepi for a oenturj (in Logs, ii' nol standing), with

Increase in value and without danger of decay. Who does not remem-

ber how millions of feel of hemlock, from which the bark was taken,

were lying rotting in the woods, because the value of tin- wood i

unappreciated! And even to-day millions of feel of most valuable

ohestnul and oak are left in the woods unused after (he hark has

been taken by the tanner. While tins may be in part due to economic

conditions, the transport of the wood being too difficult and too expen-

sive, there is no such reason for leaving the excellent hemlock of the

Pacific Coast uncut in the woods.

In some portions of Washington ami Oregon about one half the

forest growth consists of hemlock trees :5<»i> feet and more in height

and :> to I feet in diameter, furnishing a magnificent material for many
purposes. Vet, such is the ignorance regarding its value-that it can

not be marketed, and it is left standing. This would at first sight

appear an advantage for the future; but it is not, for the trees, sud-

denly placed in different conditions, even if the fires that follow the

logger should spare them, die as the consequence of the exposure by

removal of their neighbors, and thus one-half the value of the foresl

growth is lost. Examples of this kind could be multiplied from all

lions of the country. The other kind of ignorance, namely, regard-

ing the properties of the woods which we do use, exhibits itself in

their wrong and wasteful application.

There has been so little systematic and reliable investigation on

our timbers that until a short while ago the sizes which architects,

builders, and engineers prescribed for use in structures were formu-

lated upon the (lata furnished by European investigators on European
timbers, which are by no means of the same quality as ours. The use

of unsuitable woods in places where liable to decay, and the absence

of proper handling of woods used for such purposes, occasion a large

wastage, due to the necessity of replacing them; and many a disaster,

from the break of a wagon pole to the collapse of a building in which

large amounts of property and even life are destroyed, may be traced

to ignorance in the use of woods.

The first statement as to the wasteful use of our timbers we can

substantiate by the investigations of the division, which have showTn

that the strength of our longleaf pine is from 20 to 25 per cent greater

than had hitherto been supposed; by this knowledge an annual saving

of at least ^0,000,000 worth of this material alone could be effected.

The demonstration by the division that the bleeding of this same spe-

cies for turpentine does not deteriorate the timber value of the trees

has added at least *2, 000, 000 annually to the product of the pineries

of the South.
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A few years ago the division i aangural eel a most comprehensive

investigation, such as bad never been attempted elsewhere, in order

to remove, once for all, ignorance bo fatal to a eonserval i\ «• use of our

forest resources. Tlie plan elicited the commendation of both Euro-

pean ami American engineers and wood consumers in general, who
realized most readily how little we know of wood and how important

such knowledge is, and bow dangerous in iis consequences is the

absence «. f reliable information. The results, being capable of imme

diate application in practice, promised more immediate effects in the

direction of more conservative use of our forest resources than any

other line of work. Vet, through lack of appreciation of its direct

influence upon the forestry problems of the country and deficient

appropriations, the plan was curtailed in its scope, and lias finally

been abandoned.

This work ami the publications 1 hat have resulted therefrom so far

may noi be of direct and special interest to the farmer, as they are

necessarily in the first place designed for use of architects, engineers,

and others using wood on a large scale. Yet, even though the farmer"-

interest in the subject is seemingly limited, it may be well worth his

while to become familiar with two of the publications emanating

from these investigations, namely, Bulletin No. 10, "An elementary

discussion of the characteristics and properties of wood," which

attempts t<> give in concise form what general knowledge we have

regarding wood, with such examples of our own timbers as were

available, and the paper in the Yearbook for 1896 on "The use of

wood." in which the principles are discussed which should guide in

the choice of our woods for various purposes. From the final results

of these investigations, if they should be continued, the farmer would

indirectly benefit as much as every other citizen who builds a house

or uses a spade.

Those engaged in growing wood for profit will recall what has been

said regarding the profitableness of forest culture as depending on

our knowledge of the qualities of our product and its serviceable^

for different purposes, and will readily form an opinion as to the

paramount need of these investigations, which can in a comparatively

short time be brought to conclusion.

We repeat, that as far as the enormous business of harvesting and

marketing forest products and of wood manufactures is concerned,

the forestry interests lie in the hands of other men than the farmers,

who own only a limited portion of the great forest areas.

TREE PLANTING IN FORESTLESS REGION B.

Forests grow in humid regions; and as forestry has to do with

forests rather than trees merely, as the etymology of the word indi-

cates, i he work of the division has had most concern with the interests

of these regions instead of making tin' tree planting in the Wester*
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States its most prominent oonoern. Nevertheless, the benefloiaJ influ-

enee which tree growth maj exercise on surroundings being first real-

lied when ih.- absence of it suggested 11 to the settler on the open

prairies ami plains, tree planting became earlj a practice among
tin- settlers in those regions,

This tree planting had in \iew protection from cold and hot \simls,

shade, and Shelter rather than wood supplies, and we may as well

>gnize at once the fact that while undoubtedly this beneficial influ-

ence of timber belts may be seemed in most parts of the arid and

Bubarid belts, and incidentally the supplying of firewood and other

timber of small dimensions for domestic use, it is entirely out of the

question to expect thai these plantings will ever furnish supplies for

our great lumber market. These supplies will always, the writer

believes, be grown in the regions in which forests now grow and

which are by nature best adapted to wood crops. Nevertheless, the

division has given attention to the needs of the tree planter in the

prairies and plains, who is concerned in the artificial creation of forest

growth to ameliorate his climatic conditions.

In these arid and subarid regions, where nature has denied tree

growth, the climatic conditions are so different from those of the

humid parts that not only different methods of cultivation are nec-

essary, but the plant material must be imported and selected with a

view to a rigorous climate, characterized by extreme ranges of tem-

perature. A range of 40° below zerotol20° F. above must be endured

by the trees, their moisture requirements must be of the smallest, and

they must be capable of responding to the enormous demands of

evaporation. At first, whatever trees will grow successfully from the

start under such untoward conditions would have to be chosen, no

matter what their usefulness otherwise might be.

The first settlers have ascertained by trials some of the species that

will succeed under such conditions, but unfortunately most of these

are of but small economic value and some of them are only short

lived under the conditions in which they have to grow. The methods

of planting were naturally suggested by the experience of orchardists

and nurserymen, since forest planting had never been practiced in

this country, but unquestionably many failures can be avoided by

application of forestry principles in these plantings. Whether more

useful kinds can be found that may be grown to advantage, and

whether methods of planting can be devised by which a greater

efficiency of the plantation may be gained, are problems which the

division has taken up within the last few years. Such problems can,

of course, only be solved by actual fieldwork, experiment, or trial,

and hence the cooperation of the State agricultural experiment sta-

tions has been secured to carry on such experiments. The station

authorities have placed some land at the disposal of the Department,

and the professor of horticulture or some other officer of the station
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superintends, free of charge, the Labor of planting, cultivating, He,
. while the Division <>f Forestry furnishes the plans, plant material,

and all expenses.

So far, the stations of Montana, Utah, Colorado, Texas, Oklahoma,
Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota, and Minnesota are engaged in this

cooperative work. In addition, there are I wo planting stations located

in the forested regions, namely, one in Minnesota and one in Penn-

sylvania, to experiment on practical methods of reforesting cut-over

waste brush lands.

Some few years ago the writer came to the conclusion thai the coni-

fers, especially the pines, would furnish more useful and otherwise

serviceable plant material for the arid regions. Not only are they of

greater economic value than most of the diciduous trees that have
been planted, but, requiring less moisture for their existence, they

would, if once established, persist more readily through droughty
seasons and. be longer lived; besides, their persistent foliage would

give more shelter all the year round.

A small trial plantation on the sandhills of Nebraska, described in

tin 4 annual reports of the division for 1890 and 1801, lent countenance

to this theory. To be sure, the difficulty of establishing the young
plants in the first place is infinitely greater than would be experi-

enced, with most deciduous trees. A large amount of attention was,

therefore, devoted to finding practicable methods of growing the seed-

lings cheaply for extensive use and of protecting them for the first

years in the plantations, for the transplanting of conifers is attended

with considerable difficulties, especially in a dry climate, and they

require in the first 3
Tears protection from the sun and winds. They

must, therefore, be planted in mixture with "nurse" trees which
furnish not too much and yet enough shade. It can not be said that

the success in using these species has so far been very encouraging;

nevertheless, the failures may be charged rather to our lack of knowl-

edge and to causes which can be overcome than to any inherent inca-

pacity of the species. The experimentations should, therefore, be
persistently continued.

Mixed planting and close planting are undoubtedly the proper

methods of establishing quickly forest conditions, when without fur-

ther attention the plantation will take care of itself. But it is essen-

tial to know what species should be planted together and how close

in order to secure the best results, and this knowledge can only come
from experience and actual trial, since the behavior of trees in regions

in which they are no*t indigenous can not be predicted by anyone.

SEED EXCHANGE.

There is one other cause of failure which has rarely been suspected,

and which il is most difficult with the present practices of nurserymen
and seed dealers i<> overcome.
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I generally been known thai tin- hardiness of a plant, its

tpacity for withstanding cold and drought, la dependent on what it

baa been bomed to endure in Its native habitat. The seed and
the plant originating from thai seed

|
no more hardiness than

the parent plant. It is, therefore, essential, * hen attempting to in1

(luce plants into climates in which they arc not indigenous, to sec

them from climates as nearlj as possible Like the one into which they
arc to be introduced. With annuals, this is perhaps I <-ntial

than with trees which are expected to persisl all the year for many
years. Vet, no care has been taken in this respect. We transplant

acorns, or oak seedlings, from the warm, moist climate of Pennsylvania
into the dry, cold climate of the Dakotas, or we USC the seed of the

Douglas Spruce from the moist, even-tempered Pacific Coast instead

of from the dry, rigorous climate of Colorado, and no wonder
I

planting is a failure.

To demonstrate that this is so, and at the same time in ascertain

how far this adaptation to climatic conditions extends, a seed-

exchange experiment has been instituted, in which a large number
of the agricultural experiment stations have kindly consented to par-

ticipate. Seeds of the same species are collected at the various sta-

tions and are exchanged between the stations, so that at each station

the same species from all localities is grown simultaneously. No
more striking illustration could be had of the truth of the law as

stated than the rows of box elder and ash at the station at Grand
Rapids, Minn. ; those from seed gathered in Ontario, fully germinated,
30 inches high the first year, vigorous and entirely unaffected by
the fust September frost; by their side are the rows grown from seed
gathered in Oklahoma, a thin stand, half the height of their neighbors,
poorly developed, and the foliage completely collapsed by the slight

fall frost

.

The conclusion is, that unless we control the collection of the seed
from most northern and driest points, where the species grows, we
have neglected a most essential element of success in the effort of

acclimatization.

PLANT INTRODUCTION.
'

This work of introducing and bringing to trial new and untried

species has been lately extended to exotic species in addition to our
native ones. It is proposed to systematically collect all the trees and
shrubs which exist in the arid and subarid regions of the world into

arboreta, or trial grounds, located in different parts of our owTn arid

belts, where they can be studied and observed, and where finally

those can be selected which promise the best results for planting under
those untoward conditions. Such systematic effort, carried on with
persistency and circumspection, must, it would seem, lead to the
discovery of new and valuable additions to our economic flora.
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It Btands to reason, thai if this is desirable Cor the regions which

are poorly endowed with native forms, it is not Less desirable for

more favored Localities, and if the systematic procedure is preferable

to the haphazard sporadic attempts, with regard to the introduction

of tree growth, it is equally preferable in the introduction of other

economic plants'. It is, therefore, to be hoped that this work of

plant acclimatization will be extended to all kinds of plants with

Liberal appropriations from Congress, when the Division of Forestry

will have the satisfaction of having assisted the Parmer by having

taken the Lead in this work, though in a direction not exclusively iis

own.

PROPAGANDA.

Besides attention to technical work, a Large amount of time and
ctTort has been spent by the members of the division in and out of

oflice hours in forwarding the movement for a more rational treat-

ment of our forest areas. Many lectures before farmers' institutes

and elsewhere, articles in newspapers and technical journals, and

official circulars of information have been the result.

Thus, in Circular No. 1, addressed to teachers in public schools, it

was 1 ricd to enlist them in the movement. Circular No. 10 gives sug-

gestions to lumbermen how to secure their property against fire; Cir-

cular Xo. 11 attempts by a succinct statement of facts and figures

regarding our forest resource and wood consumption to arouse interest

in the subject; Circular No. 13 gives a synopsis of the more recent laws

against forest fires, most of which were, in part at least, formulated in

tin- division, and Circular No. 17 gives a synopsis of other legislation on

behalf of forestry in the States, also largely formulated in consultation

with the division.

FOREST RESERVATIONS.

The condition of the public timber lands naturally occupied the

attention of the division from an early time. A full report on the

condition of the forests in the Rocky Mountain States was presented

in Bulletin No. 2, published in 1887, and in the same j^ear the writer

formulated a comprehensive bill, with report, providing for a rational

and profitable administration of the same. This bill, introduced in

Congress, afterward known as the Paddock bill, did not become a

law. but its educational effect and its frequent discussion before tin-

Com in it tees on Public Lands, led finally to the passage of a law

empowering the President to set aside forest reservations from the

public domain. After some 18,000,000 acres had under this law been

so reserved, the necessity for their protection ami administration

was persistently Urged, and finally this year, besides an Increase in

irvations, Legislation attempting to provide for such adminisl ration

has been secured.
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The reservations being Located In tin* mountain districts of the

tern States, where farming Is largely dependent upon Irrigation

by means of the waters collected In the mountains, then Rurally

a very dose though Indireci relation of the farming Interests to the

idition of these fore is.

The destruction by tiro, ax, and Indiscriminate pasturing of ti

mountain forests without reproduction or reforesting must ultimately

lead to even worse damage to agricultural interests than has been

experienced in France from similar maltreatment of the mountain

forests. Where the farmer relies upon irrigation he will suffer from

uneven distribution, exOCSS, and deficiency of water supplies, and,

with the mountain slopes bared, (loods and droughts will he aggra-

vated and the fertile lands below gullied, washed, and silted.

While at present these public reservations are under the Depart-

ment of the Interior, in the General Land Office, such close and

important relation between agricultural interests and forest condi-

tions suggests as a logical proposition the ultimate transfer of these

rations and their administration to the Department of Agricul-

ture, which is charged with the cultural interests of the country, and

to which the technical problems involved in such administration have

already been referred by the creation of the Division of Forestry.

When such transfer is effected, not only will the Department of Agri-

culture, and with it the farming community, gain in prestige, but the

farming and forestry interests by being under the same adminis-

trative head will lind increased relation to each other.

DIVISION OF AGROSTOLOGY.

By F. Lamson-Scribner, Agrostologist.

INTRODUCTION.

There is no line of work more intimately connected with the agricul-

tural interests of the country than that pertaining to investigations

of grasses and forage plants.

Let us consider for a moment the actual cash value of grasses.

( xrasses are so common, growing everywhere in meadows and waste

places, upon hillsides and plains, covering the bare places of the

earth with their myriad hosts of individual plants, that we are apt to

forget their vast significance in the economy of nature, and that they

constitute the greatest of our agricultural resources and form the

very foundation upon which rests all our agricultural wealth and

prosx)erity. According to estimates of the Division of Statistics the

hay crop of 1896 alone amounted to 00,000,000 tons, valued at nearly

8400,000,000, exceeding by a third the total value of the wheat crop.

In addition to this vast quantity of hay, which would barely suffice to
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carry through the year the 1.6,000,000 milch cows owned in the United

stairs, enough pasturage, fodder, and green forage were supplied to

feed 37,000,000 sheep, 30,000,000 cattle, 1 4,000,000 horses, and 2,000,000

mules. A conservative estimate places the total annual value of the

grass ;l|1( l forage crops of tliis country at more than $1,000,000,000.

Among the great nations of the world, ours has been the first to

give official recognition to the Importance of these crops by estab-

lishing in the Department of Agriculture a Division of Agrostology,

especially devoted to working out grass problems. The law estab-

lishing this division authorizes investigations in the natural history,

geographical distribution, and uses of the various grasses and forage

plants, their adaptability to special soils and climate, and the prepara-

tion of bulletins and monographs upon this group of plants. The
work has been laid out on broad lines, embracing the practical and

scientific sides, making the work of interest botli to the farmer and
the botanist. It thus becomes the duty of this division to afford the

people information as to the habits and uses of all these plants and
to introduce into cultivation, through carefully conducted experi-

ments, promising native and foreign kinds. During the past year

(3,000 trial packages of seeds from collections made by the division

have been distributed, more than 3,000 grasses have been identified

for correspondents, and replies to more than 600 inquirers, relative

to the methods of cultivation, uses, and feeding value of grasses,

have been prepared.

ABUNDANCE OF NATIVE GRASSES.

No other country has so large a number of useful grasses and
forage plants as our own. We have 60 native species of clover,

70 blue grasses, 25 gramas and curly mesquite grasses, which have
produced more beef and mutton than all the cultivated hay grasses

pnt together, 90 lupines, 20 wild beans, 40 vetches and an equal

number of beggar weeds, 20 kinds of wild rye, 30 kinds of brome
grasses, one nearly identical with that recently imported from Russia,

and meadow, pasture, woodland, and swamp grasses without num-
ber, each kind adapted to a particular soil or climate and to some
special use. There is a wild millet on the South Atlantic Coast which
giows from 6 to 10 feet high. There are wild perennial beans in the

Southwestern mountains growing luxuriantly with only 20 inches

annual rainfall, and many of them far surpass in productiveness and
value for forage those which have come to us from foreign lands

through importation by seedsmen. There are free-seeding wheat
grasses in the Northwest, in many species, which equal the best of

our hay grasses, and in the mountain parks we find green turf which
rivals in fineness and beauty the best artificial lawns. In all this

wealth of varieties, unequaled in any foreign land, there is abun-
dant opportunity for selection of good kinds adapted to every soil and

1 A.97 11
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elim I >s ;uk1 forage plat re aln

and In !• >il an«l climatic conditions favor Iheir growth;

onr work chiefly Lies in determining which are the beal kinds, and

to which condition or purpose th<- I kinds arc besl adapted,

ought to foster and extend the propagation of 1 1 j
< ttive

sources of wealth— these forage plants which, because of their abun-

dance, landowners have been thoughtlessly^ destroying for tin- pas!

hundred \ ears or more.

There arc other lines in which the grasses are of commercial

importance. Thej arc used as fiber in the manufacture of binding

twine or paper; they are used in making hats and many other arti-

cles of woven work. They are planted to subdue or bind the drifting

sands of the seashore, to hold the soil of railway embankments, to

prevent the washing out of dikes and levees, and to aid in reclaiming

fields denuded of their soil by torrential rain. Through the agency

of their growth and decay the fertile prairie loams have been formed;

they are the forerunners which nature sends to cover the bare sur-

faces and to lessm the sterilizing effect of heat and drought. Not all

grasses have value as forage, but we can not doubt that all serve

some humble purpose in the economy of nature

The work of this division is, then, of direct value to every farmer

who is interested in the production of better forage and more of it.

If forage crops can be discovered which by their superior feeding

value or productiveness will lessen the cost of growing meats and
animal products, by ever so little, the aggregate gain to the agricul-

tural wealth of tin 1 nation would many times repay the sum now
appropriated to carry on this work in the national Department of

Agriculture.

DEPARTMENTAL TESTS FOR VARIETIES.

Te its of forage plants can best be carried on by the Department of

Agriculture. It can better afford to make the initial distribution

of seeds and continue doing so until the particular grass or forage

plant is sufficiently well known to be supplied by private growers.

The buffalo grass, or curly mesquite, is a grass that deserves more
attention than it has received. Its habit of growth is similar to Ber-

muda, but it is suited to cultivation on a greater range of soils from

the Gulf to the Canadian border. There is no turf-forming pasture

grass that excels it in palatability and digestibility.

Tlu i seeds of native grasses and forage plants collected during the

season of 189G included* some 135 different kinds, which were distrib-

uted to agricultural experiment stations, chiefly those west of the

Mississippi, to correspondents of the division interested in the work,

and to numerous botanical gardens in this and foreign countries. The
distribution to foreign countries has resulted in bringing into the

hands of the division a number of interesting forage plants which have
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been experimentally cultivated here, and this Dumber will be Largely

Increased In the course of time.

GRASS GARDENS.

In addition to the distribution of seeds for trial at various points in

lliis and other countries, the division lias undertaken the cultivation

of these plants in grass gardens under Its own management. One of

these gardens is Located upon grounds of the Department (see frontis-

piece), and, although covering a very Limited area, lias afforded during

the season an object lesson in grass culture of unusual interest.

.More than 500 varieties of grasses and forage plants from all parts of

the world have been grown here, the varieties included representing

not only (hose which may be purchased from seedsmen, but also those

which have been gathered by the field agents of the division, and

many that have come from Europe, from northern Africa, from Asia,

and from Australia. Those from Australia are of special interest, as,

for the most part, they represent forage plants from warm, arid

regions where conditions prevail like those in our Southwestern Ter-

ritories. A large assortment of leguminous plants, including clovers,

vetches, oowpeas, soybeans, and alfalfa, have been cultivated with

success in this garden, also numerous varieties of sorghum, Kafir corn,

thai wonderfully productive plant teosinte from Chiapas, Mexico,

which is a peculiarly valuable plant for the Southern States, and curly

juitc and the buffalo grasses, unrivaled pasture grasses of the great

cattle ranges of the West and Southwest. In addition to this, a num-
ber of grasses have been grown with a view of exhibiting their quali-

fications as lawn grasses, and some of these have been marked sub-

jects of interest. Anyone who has seen these plats will not hesitate

to assert that most satisfactory lawns are to be obtained by pure

cultures of single varieties of grass. The most pleasing, and appar-

ently the best suited for lawn making, are Kentucky blue grass, the

fine-leafed forms of creeping bent, Rhode Island bent, and some of

the line-leafed fescues.

A walk through the garden at Washington, D. C, will prove instruc-

tive. Here is a little square of saltbush from the Queensland Downs;
beside it a pure culture of an alpine fescue from Switzerland; there

some curly mesquite grass from Texas; a bit of lawn grass from Korea

;

"ankee" grass from southern California, roasted seeds of which are

used as food by the Indians; marram, or beach grass, from Cape Cod,

where many acres of this grass have been successfully planted to pre-

\«nt the drifting of the sands; giant-seeded cuzco corn from Peru; a

LO-foot-high millet from the islands at the mouth of Chesapeake liny;

broom from Scotland; millets from India; soybeans from Japan; a

dozen little plats of turf that represent as many lawn grasses, each

showing what it can do when grown by itself, and over two hundred
grasses from the Western plainsand prairies. This colled ion of forage
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plants and grasses presents an objecl Lesson of peculiar interest and

value. Here Is a living collection of the important forage plants of all

countries; their Individual characters and habits can be studied better

than in the finest illustrated or best written hooks, and here also may
be noted their adaptability to local conditions, [n this garden, small

as it is, are oombined tin- elements of a turf garden, a hay garden, a

clover garden, and, to a certain extent, a botanical garden of grasses,

for it contains many species <>f only botanical Interest, each forming,

as it were, an interesting chapter In a book thus made complete.

Another grass garden under the supervision of the division is Locat-

ed at Knoxville, Term. This garden covers an area of several acres,

and experiments are I here conducted upon a larger and more pract ical

scale than can be earned on within the small area allotted to this

work upon the Department grounds.

VALUABLE RESTLTS OF EXPERIMENTS.

It has already been settled by experiments carried on by the divi-

sion that a number of species winch many have asserted would not

submit to cultivation may be easily propagated under the same con-

ditions which favor the growth of tame varieties. This is markedly

true of such grasses as the curly mesquite, and true buffalo grass, and

the grama grass of the Southwestern plains, grasses especially adapt ed

to the semiarid regions of the West, which in former times afforded

nutritious grazing to vast herds of cattle, and which still in some sec-

tions afford the chief and most nutritious forage of the now somewhat
limited ranges.

PUBLICATIONS AND CORRESPONDENCE.

Information has been disseminated by correspondence in answer

to letters of inquiry requesting information upon a great variety of

topics relative to grasses and grass culture. The naming of speci-

mens sent in for identification forms no inconsiderable feature in the

work of the division, requiring the use of a herbarium which con-

tains 30,000 specimens. The publication of bulletins upon the sub-

jects under investigation serves to disseminate and popularize a

knowledge of the grasses and forage plants of our country. A num-
ber of technical bulletins have been published, and among those of a

practical nature may be mentioned Bulletins Xos. 2 and 3 of the

division, describing nearly all known economic species of grasses and

forage plants; Farmers' Bulletins on alfalfa, on sorghum as a forage

plant, on soy bean, on the formation of meadows and pastures in the

middle Eastern States, and numerous papers published in the Year-

books of the Department, among which may be mentioned " Grasses

as sand and soil binders," "Cowpea," "Grass gardens," and "The
cultivation of timothy in the prairie regions." One of the bulletins
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which lias l mm- 11 in greatesl demand is "American grasses," containing

Illustrations of 802 different kinds of grasses. Engravings for illus-

trating 300 additional species have been prepared and will soon be

published.

FIELDWOBK.

In order to supply oorreol information as fco the best forage crops

for meeting the needs of the various sections and climatic divisions

of the Onited stales, the soils, temperature, and rainfall must; be

studied, and the character, habits, and probable value of the grasses

and forage plants native to the several regions must bo investigated

by direct, observation. With the view of meeting these requirements

the Secretary of Agriculture lias undertaken the thorough field inves-

tigation of the grasses and forage plants of several grand divisions of

our territory, where stock raising is of primary importance, through

details from the division force or by the employment of local or spe-

cial agents. All field observers have been instructed to collect not

only illustrative specimens of the grasses and forage plants coming

under their observation for preservation and future study, but also

to gather liberal supplies of seeds of the more promising kinds for

further propagation or experimental cultivation. A large collection

of seeds of some of the native forage plants of New Mexico and Wyo-
ming have been acquired during the season of 1897 and are being

prepared for distribution. It is hoped by this means to find some
kinds which can be used to advantage in the arid districts to reclaim

the worn-out ranges and to grow as crops to be used when the pas-

turage is short.

The demand for new and improved forage plants which will grow
and thrive on "Western farms and ranches is constantly increasing,

and it is of the first importance that the valuable grasses that are

disappearing from the prairies and cattle ranches as a result of over-

stocking should be preserved and the possibilities of their cultivation

and restoration determined.

The field agents in the West have been directed to secure all pos-

sible information in regard to the cattle and sheep ranges, both by
direct observation and by consultation with prominent stock owners;

to study the effects of drought and overstocking and the methods to be
employed in restoring the ranges to their former or normal condition,

and to note, so far as circumstances permitted, the nature and habits

of those grasses and forage plants best suited for hay or pasturage.

FORAGE PLANT INVESTIGATIONS IN THE NORTHWEST.

For the past three years the division has been engaged in a sys-

tematic study of the various forage problems of the eastern Rocky
.Mountain region, including more especially the States of Colorado,

Wyoming, and Montana. During the summer of L895 t wo field agents
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made b preliminary survey of the region, visiting various points In

I lorado, Wyoming, Utah, Idaho, and Montana, making collect!©]

of Beeda and herbarium specimens of ad forage plants and

gatl information regarding the forage conditions and needc

the different parts of the region.

\. ing upon the information thus gained, more detailed investiga-

tions were planned for the season of L896. One agent was sent to

central Montana for making a careful study of the conditions pre-

vailing in that district, two were senl to central and southern Colo-

rado for a similar purpose, and a member of the division force was

sent out on a tour of inspection, to advise with the field agents, and

to obtain a personal knowledge of the region, in order to be able to

carry on the investigations in the most intelligent and practical

manner possible.

During the summer of L897 three field agents have been employed,

working chiefly in western South Dakota, Wyoming, and southwestern

Colorado, and one member of the division force spent nearly three

months in the field, principally in Wyoming, southeastern Idaho, and

northeastern Utah. Tn addition to visiting localities easily accessible

from the railroad, our held agents and assistants have made extensive

wagon trips into newly-settled and little-known localities, covering

several thousand miles of territory and obtaining much valuable infor-

mation regarding the conditions, needs, and future possibilities of the

places visited. This information consists of data concerning soil and

climatic conditions as related to forage problems, present condition

of the ranges and means of improving them, best methods of growing

grasses and forage crops both native and introduced, distribution

and value of native grasses and forage plants, and other questions

pertaining to forage production.

In these investigations every effort is being made to get into the

closest possible touch with the farmers, stock raisers, and dairymen,

and, through correspondence and personal conference, to secure their

cooperation in the work. The results thus far have been gratifying.

One of the first things made apparent in the course of the work

was the fact that under the conditions prevailing at present over a

large part of the Northwest as much good can be done by preserving

and improving many of the native grasses and forage plants as by
the introduction of foreign sorts. The results already obtained cer-

tainly favor increased efforts in this direction.

NATIVE GRASSES FOR ARID LANDS.

Among* the most promising native grasses for the Northwest are

several kinds of wheat grasses, three of which are worthy of extended

trial, namely, Western wheat grass {Agropyron spicatum), Western

quack grass {Agropyron pscudorepens), and slender wheat grass

{Agropyron tenerum). In a number of instances these have been
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used bo reclaim worn-out native pastures with good results, and all

seem i<> Improve rapidly under cultivation. Throughout d Large por-

tion of this region these grasses form a good meadow sod in a very

sliori time after the unbroken land has been brought under irrigation.

Wheat grass, or
-v
blue-stem " hay, is the most highly valued of all the

native sorts. Many farmers break up the sod and Let the grass conic

back again, claiming that they get ;i cleaner, more even, and i

permanent sod, well worth the extra labor given to it. Among other

grasses that may be mentioned as deserving extended trial on the

range are bunch grass (Poa bucteL yana), prairie June grass (KoeL ria

crishtfu), upland blue grass ( Poaarida)9
gra,ma,(Bouiel(ma oligosfachya),

and sheep fescue (Festuca ovina). Prairie June grass and upland

blue grass arc both valuable for earl}' pasturage, which is greatly

needed over a large part of this region. The prairie Juno grass is

short lived, bui it thrives on a great variety of soils, starts well from

the seed, fruits abundantly, and the seod is easily saved. II can often

be used to advantage on native pastures for early grazing, allowing

the later, more slowly developing, but more permanent grasses to get

started before being eaten down by the stock. There are also a

number of native grasses that could undoubtedly be successfully cul-

tivated in meadows and pastures at comparatively high altitudes.

Some of the most promising of these arc mountain foxtail (Alopecurus

oceidentalis), mountain timothy (PMewm alpinum), Western brome
grass (Bromus pumpeUiamts), short-awned brome grass (Bromus
bn viaristaius), and several kinds of mountain blue grass (Poa spp.),

buffalo bunch grass (Festuca scabreUa), and rough-leafed bent grass

(Agi 'osi is asperifolu i )

.

VALUE AS FORAGE OF SO-CALLED WEEDS.

Iii certain parts of the eastern RockjT Mountain region there are

many plants usually classed as weeds, but which are really of great

value for forage. These plants are sufficiently hardy to endure the

extremes of drought that prevent the development of the valuable 1

grasses, and many of them thrive on soil so strongly impregnated

with alkali as to entirely preclude the growth of the latter. As a con-

sequence, there are thousands of acres of range on which the forage

is composed very largely, often nearly exclusively, of white sage

(Artemisia spp.), green sage (Bigelovia spp.), sweet sage, or winter

fat ( En rotialanata), salt sage (Afriplex spp.), and grease wood (Sar-

cdbatus vermiculatus). Several of these, particularly sweet sage and
three of the salt sages (Afriplex canescens, A. conferiifolio, and A.

argentea), could without doubt be profitably grown under cultivation

and with a Iii tie care be made to produce a much larger amount of

forage than is now obtained. There are several of the Leguminous
forage plants native to this region that deserve the an cut ion of the

agriculturist, notably the Montana bush pea (Thermopsis montana)^
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the \n i I* L vetohe Ihyrus spp., Lotus americana, and Vicia spp.),

an«t several wild clovers (Trifoliwm beckwtthii, T. megacephalum, and
/' longip*

Of tin- introduced grasses, smooth, or Hungarian, brome gras

giving the best results on thedrj prairies of the Northwest, and the

ed of this grass has been senl on1 to a large Dumber of farmers and

stockmen in this region for trial. Reports from those who have

experimented with it are quite encouraging. It is hoped thai it will

prove valuable to use in connection with the native grasses in reclaim-

ing worn-out pastures and rang<

CHANGING CONDITIONS in GRAZING LANDS.

With but iVw exceptions, the ranges of the Northwest have been

overstocked, and this, together with drought and other unfavorable

conditions that have generally prevailed during recent years, lias

resulted in a great decrease in their stock-carrying capacity. At the

present time the ranges air improving considerably through a more

abundant supply of moisture and the limited supply of cattle; but

this improvement will only be temporary unless some system of con-

trol is adopted for the grazing lands which will insure a more rational

treatment at the hands of the ranchers and stockmen. Another point

of vital importance on the ranges is the water supply for the stock.

In many instances ranges well supplied with forage have been ruined

through the grasses being destroyed by the trampling of the stock

going back and forth in search of water. In some localities, at least,

this trouble could undoubtedly be largely overcome by the construc-

tion of reservoirs for holding the water from melting snows and
spring rains that under present conditions mostly runs off and is lost.

Over a large portion of this region the conditions of stock raising

have changed very materially during the last five years. The number
of large ranchers controlling immense numbers of cattle is rapidly

1

decreasing and the land along the streams and water courses is being

taken up by settlers and turned into farms and small stock ranges.

A considerable portion of the land is at once put under irrigation and

its forage-producing capacity increased many fold. Thus, in many
places in the Big Horn Basin in Wyoming, as along No Wood Creek

and Grey Bull River, land that five years ago produced little else

than sagebrush, now, under irrigation, gives excellent yields of oats,

wheat, rye, timothy, red top, alfalfa, and clover, and the ranchers

have no difficulty in raising plenty of winter forage for their stock.

However, in these same localities there are thousands of acres that

will probably never be used for anything but grazing, and here some
rational system of control of such lands seems imperative. Under the

present system each rancher tries to get all the grazing he can from

the public lands ; continual overstocking is the result, and the ranges

are given no opportunity to recuperate, whereas with a little care
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their stock-carrying oapaoity could be materially increased instead of

being continually diminished.

THE RED DESERT REGION OF WYOMING.

There are certain regions which, because of their peculiar geologi-

cal origin and the prevailing meteorological conditions, al the presenl

time seem destined to be of Little value to man except as a pasture

for slock during a portion of* the year. For this purpose, however,

some of these regions are of considerable importance, and in such

instances arc worthy of investigation as to their present resources

and future possibilities. Such a region is the " Red Desert of Wyo-
ming," covering an area much larger than that of the State of Massa-

chusetts, in which salt sages predominate, and which, on account of

the absence of potable water, can only be used for winter range. It

is, topographically, a high, undulating plain, having an average eleva-

tion of 7,000 feet. The soil is poor in humus, and everywhere more or

less impregnated with various salts. The water of the region is charged

with minerals, sulphur, iron, and the alkalis predominating. The rain-

fall is scanty and irregular.

In spite of these disadvantages and the almost desert-like character

of the country, the Red Desert region is distinctively a stock region,

and supports through the winter and early spring months many
thousands of head of stock. The total number of sheep in the desert

during five months of the winter is estimated at from 300,000 to 500,000.

Native plants support these herds, and it is interesting to know what
they are. They must, upon the whole, be plants suited to arid regions

and strongly alkaline or sandy soils.

In view of the peculiar soil and climatic conditions of the region

and its stock-supporting capacity, an agent was commissioned by the

Secretary of Agriculture to investigate its forage supplies. His col-

lections of plants and seeds are of much value, and doubtless his

report will contain much interesting information relative to forage

plants, which may be utilized in similar arid and desert-like regions.

It is reported that the ranges are improving by use, which may result

in some degree from enrichment of the soil by the accumulation of

manure, but is more probably due to the fact that the plants chiefly

depended upon for forage are small shrubs of many kinds, which,

being grazed from winter to winter close to the ground, annually pro-

duce an increasing number of tender shoots. This result is depend-
<-ni upon the fact that the region is used for winter pasture only,

giving time for growth and recovery each summer. Something can
doubtless be done in the way of improving these ranges b}T seeding

with salt sages or other alkali-enduring vegetation, and several of the

native grasses are worthy of trial. Wonderful results arc reported

from seeding the ground to some of these grasses, especially to wheat
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[gropi and this, too, where the water was far from the

and the soil strong with alkali.

riGATIONS IN IOUTH

While the Investigations above referred to are being carried on in

the Northwest similar investigations are in progress in the Southwest.

Under date of April 10, L897, the Secretary of Agriculture directed

the division to " begin an investigation of the forage problems and

aditions thai exist throughout the grazing regions of the Southwest,

including the states and Territories of Kansas, Arkansas, Arizona,

\ i \s Mexico, and Texas, giving particular attention to the native

grasses and forage plants, their abundance and value, their preserva-

tion, and the possible methods to be employed in restoring those

ranges which have become nearly valueless through overstocking or

other causes." Asa preliminary step in the prosecution of this work,

it seemed desirable to gel into communication with and secure the

cooperation of those interested in improving the forage conditions of

the region under consideration, and with this end in view 2,000 cir-

culars asking for information along certain lines were sent to ranch

owners, cattlemen, and stock breeders in the States and Territories

above named. The principal subjects of inquiry were: (1) What is

the chief forage problem in your section, thai is, at what time is the

forage supply shortest? Is there greater need for more and better

hay grasses, or for past are grasses, or can t he supply of green feed be

advantageously increased at certain periods, as during annual recur-

rent summer droughts, in early spring before the range grasses com-

mence to grow, or to lengthen out the supply of green forage in

autumn? (2) Are the ranges in better or worse condition than they

were twenty or thirty years ago? Are the good grasses and forage

plants becoming more abundant, or has the stock-carrying capacity

diminished because of the decrease in the number of good grasses

and the increase of those weedy ones not relished by sheep and cat-

tle? (3) In such cases, where the range grasses are poorer and less

abundant and the stock-carrying capacity of the ranges has mate-

rially diminished, what method of treatment is to be used to bring

back former prosperous conditions, renewing the grasses and restor-

ing the fertility of the land ? Is it possible, in other words, to improve

the natural range, whether woodland or prairie, without too great cost

in time, money, and labor?

The replies to these circulars, of which more than 1,000 have been

received, are very gratifying, and the fund of information thus

acquired from practical stock raisers and breeders will be not only

of extreme importance to those engaged in the ranching business

throughout the region under consideration, but will be of great assist-

ance to the Department in carrying on experiments to improve the

quality and increase the number of forage plants grown in that

section.
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[INVESTIGATIONS IN TEXAS.

A<i u.ii field invest Lga1 tons in the region of I h<> Soul awesl was begun

earl} in May l>y detailing I In- assistant chief of I be division to conduct

the work, H<' was instructed t<> scenic the fullest possible informa-

tion regarding the existing forage conditions <>r the cattle ranges

by direct observation and by consultations with the Leading stock

raisers throughoul the section, as well as t<> prosecute lines common
lo the duties of our held agents. .Most of the line' while in the field

was spent in visiting various points in Texas where the cattle inter-

ests are <>f firsl importance, and it is pleasant to nolo hero that the

agent from the division everywhere met Avith a cordial reception, and

was aided to tlie fullest extent possible by the citizens of the State in

gaining the desired information.

A comprehensive report on "The grasses and forage plants and Die

range conditions of central Texas" has been prepared under special

authorization by Mr. II. L. Bentley, of Abilene, Tex. This report

discusses a ureal variety of topics connected with the cattle ranges

and their improvement, and will be of interest not only to the

cattlemen of central Texas, but to all stock raisers throughout the

Southwest.

EXCELLENCE OF SOUTHWESTERN GRASSES.

The excellence of the Southwestern ranges as breeding grounds

and the superior quality of "feeders" produced there is undoubtedly

due in large measure to the great variety and high nutritive value of

the wild grasses. There are over 350 kinds of grasses recorded from

the State of Texas alone, a third of the entire number found in the

United States. Among these the two kinds of turf-forming "curly

mesquiles" and a dozen or more "gramas," which are not surpassed

by the turf-forming grasses of any other country for summer pastur-

age or in their quality of curing into excellent hay on the ground,

thus furnishing the best of autumn and winter feed. These are pre-

eminently the pasture grasses of the semiarid regions of the South-

west. Experiments have been made with one of the two "curly mes-

quite" grasses on a limited scale at Washington, D. C, and a small

amount of seed of the other was collected in Texas and New Mexico
this summer. Trials of other promising kinds will be made as soon as

enough seed can be secured. Besides the grasses, there are in Texas

over 150 distinct kinds of sedges and 20 of rushes, plants so much like

the true grasses in appearance that they are generally classed with

them by untrained observers. These sedges and rushes mostly inhabit

low and marshy lands, the borders of ponds ami streams, and in such

places supply a much larger portion of the grazing than do the true

grasses. .Many of them approach the clovers in the amount of muscle-

making protein contents, as shown by chemical analysis, although
they do not equal in feeding value the gramas and mesquite gras
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of the higher and drier lands. They lack strength, and, as stockmen

wash} " foods, ye1 are of a certain value on wei soils, where

thej naturally grow. Then there arc a greal manj representativ<

of the beau and olover tribe in Texas. A quantity of seed has been

collected of a wild vetch (Stolley's vetch, Vicia leavenworthii) thai

grows among the granite hills of Burnet County, Tex., where it is

sorted to be a magnificent winter and early spring forage plant; so

good, in fact, that cattle and sheep have almost exterminated it in

their eager search for it on the ranges. It commences to grow in

autumn, and l>y early spring covers the ground with a mat of green.

It has been tried on a limited scale in cultivation, and enough seed

ought to be collected so that it may be widely disseminated and

preserved.
FORACiK PLANTS NEEDED.

Forage plants that will supply pasturage in the late winter and

early spring months are greatly needed. Ordinarily range feed is

irceal this time. The vetches, wild beans, and clovers come just

at the right season to supply this want, and there is need of some

experimentation with them. "Tallow weed," familiar to every sheep

raiser in all the stock counties of Texas, and so named because of its

remarkable fattening qualities, is especially valuable for this purpose,

but stockmen say that even this formerly abundant plant is disap-

pearing. Enough seed ought to be collected to try it on a large scale.

There are other forage plants native to the Southwest which are

exceedingly valuable but whose individual characteristics and merits

arc practically unknown. Among the little known sorts are Texas

pea, buffalo clover (Lvpinus), 5 wild true clovers, t) true kidney beans,

»'- beggar weeds, C milk peas, 4 vetches other than Stolley's, ground

nuts, wild bladder pods of great variety, and last, but not least, the

mesquite bean with its one to three crops of nutritious pods every

year. The saying in regard to the latter is that "the drier the year

the more beans/' Then there are 52 sorts of mallows in Texas, most

of which are of some forage value especially to sheep and goats.

There are 18 true wild sages, 70 kinds of so-called saltbushes of the

same class as the Australian saltbush. These all enter into the diet

of the Southwestern steer and wether, and the excellence of these

latter is undoubtedly in great measure due to the immense variety of

foods thus produced by nature. It is a part of the work of this divis-

ion to attempt the cultivation and preservation of the most valuable

of the forage plants and grasses that grow naturally upon the

Southwestern plains and prairies.

INVESTIGATIONS IN THE SOUTH.

The grazing and forage problems in the South are hardly less

important than in the West. Keen competition is compelling the

adoption of a more diversified system of agriculture than has existed
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in the past. Fine cattle ;in<l good milk and butter are more profit-

able t ban cotton, and there is an Increasing demand for good bay and
pasture grasses and other forage crops. The climate is excellenl for

the growth of many kinds of grasses, and the soil is for I Ik* ni<»si pari

good or readily susceptible to care and cultivation. One observer

alone lias found more than L60 species of grasses in the State of

Louisiana, while 255 are known to OCCUT in Alabama. In Ihe

National Herbarium there are more than 350 species from the five

Gulf States east <>f Texas, ami doubtless there are many noi repre-

sented in the collect ion. A Large proportion of these grasses are

unknown in the Northern and Western Stales, being peculiar to the

Gulf Coast region. There is besides, in the South as in the West,, an
abundant variety of native forage plants which do not belong to the

grass family.

The value and adaptability of these many kinds, and foreign sorts

as well, to special purposes or local conditions ought to be system-

atically investigated. The work of determining the most practical

methods of introducing and cultivating those grasses and forage

plants which are most likely to succeed, and which will at the same
time be best suited to meet the needs of the stock raisers and dairy-

men, has been inaugurated by the present Secretary of Agriculture,

who has instructed "this division to begin an investigation of the

grasses and forage plants and forage problems of the Gulf States,

including Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana.

Particular attention will be given to noting the abundance and value

of the native forage plants and the possible methods to be employed
in maintaining or improving the existing conditions of pasturage and
forage supplies." A circular letter, requesting information relative

to the points involved in the investigation, was sent to many parties

thought to be most interested in the work proposed, and replies con-

taining much interesting and valuable information bearing on the

subject were received from a large number who expressed great

interest in the work.

In furtherance of this investigation, Prof. S. M. Tracy, formerly

of the agricultural college of Mississippi, has been authorized to pre-

pare a report on "The forage plants and forage resources of the Gulf

States east of Texas." During the past season Professor Tracy has,

under the direction of the Agrostologist, traveled over much of the

territory to be covered by the report.

SAND-BINDING GRASSES.

The Agrostologist has received inanj7 inquiries as to the best grasses
tor binding drifting sands or holding soils subject to wash, and in the

Yearbook for 1804 he presented an article on " Grasses as sand and
soil binders," in which marram, or beach grass, was described and
reference made to its use at Provincetown, Mass., for holding the
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ctent. Nowhere is it more abundant nor Lte growth finer than on

the greal sand dunes of Cape Cod. Here many yeai the United

Stat eminent attempted to propagate the grass or transplanl it

to points requiring its protective influences. The work appears

not to have been performed with an)' system and Little or no evidence

remains of w hat was then done >>r attempted.

BEACH GRASS IN MASSACHUSETTS.

In the spring of L895 the State of Massachusetts began the planting

of beach grass on the Province Lands near Provincetown. The work

was undertaken systematically in accordance with well-matured

plans, by Mr. James A. Small, superintendent of Province Lands,

and has been continued under Mr. Small's direction up to the present

time. The writer has inspected the work being done at Provincetown

each season since its commencement, and can testify to the complete

success of the operations Tor accomplishing the ends in view.

Aboul 70 acres have now been set out to this grass. The transplant-

ing is done either in the spring or fall, the latter season being preferred

owing to the better condition of the roots at that season. The dis-

tance apart to which the plants are set varies with the slope. If near

the base of the sand dune where it is nearly level, 24 to 30 inches

apart may be allowed, but if near the top where the surface is quite

steep, 15 to is inches apart is required. The amount of exposure to

winds is also considered in determining the space between the plants.

The cost per acre in planting beach grass will vary, of course, with

the price of labor and the distance the plants have to be transported.

At Provincetown, where the plants are transported one-half mile to 1

mile, and labor costs $2 per day, the cost per acre the past season has

been about $43.22.

The plantations of beach grass at Provincetown art' made entirely

by transplanting from points where the grass has made a natural

growth to places requiring protection. Seeding has not been resorted

to in any case, but the abundant natural seeding of the grass was

especially noted during the past season, and it was evident that the

germination and subsequent growth of the seed was favored by
the placing of brush and sticks on the naked areas in the vicinity of

seeding plants. Beach grass spreads naturally by seed and by
extensively creeping rootstocks. The course of the latter may be

traced from the parent plant by a succession of young plants which

spring up at intervals, those farthest from the parent stock (often

many feet distant) being smallest. The leaves of beach grass will

resist the wind and sand storms to which it is subjected, and the habit
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of growth of the plant enables it to rise above and hold about Its base

i he sands drift ing upon ii

.

After the establishment of plantations of beach grass, I ree seeds of

suitable varieties may be successfully planted, as demonstrated by

Mr. Small on the plantations at Provincetown. Here were seen in

September, L897, thousands of young pines with well-formed roots

and stems grown from seeds planted in the spaces between the

bunches of beach grass the year previous. This growth of beach

grass and young pines is upon huge sand dunes Iiills of drifting

sands containing no evidence of soil.

GRASS FOR TIDE LANDS.

In conclusion, it may be said that beach grass is only suitable for

holding shifting sands; it will not resist 1 lie action of tides and

waves. Under the action of the latter it is soon destroyed. There

is a urass native to both the Atlantic and Pacific coasts which may
be used in reclaiming lands subject to the action of tidal waters.

This grass is referred to on page 436 of the Yearbook for 1894 under

Spartina glabra. On the Atlantic. coast it is generally known as

"thatch." This grass is an excellent colonizer and land former, and

is of great service in fixing and solidifying the sand flats that accumu-

late about the months of rivers and low coasts.

On the north shore of the Bay of San Pablo, California, is the town

of Reclamation, so named from the valuable effect of the growth of

this grass. In several places it has modified the coast line and

increased the acreage of farms around the bay (San Francisco).

OFFICE OF ROAD INQUIRY.

By Roy Stone, Director.

INTRODUCTION.

Iii the convention of the National League for Good Roads at Wash-
ington, D. C, which led to the establishment of the Office of Road
Inquiry in the Department of Agriculture, Secretary Rusk asked,

"What shall the farmer do with his surplus product, and why raise

tli is surplus if its way to the outside world is barred by impassable

highways?"
The various divisions of the Department teach the farmer how to

increase his product and how to care for it to the best advantage, but

the question which finally interests him most is how to dispose of

this product. It is useless for him to raise anything beyond supply-

ing the mere necessities of his family unless he can be sure of finding

a market and of reaching it at the proper time. Taking the country

ai large, the Chamber of Commerce of the state of New Fork declares

this country is handicapped in all the markets of the world by an
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eilOrmOUfi ua>tc of labor ill the primary transportation "1' Olir prod-

ncts, and 1 1 1 * - National Board of Trade thai the country is

"poverty stricken in the midst of Its riches bj reason of the badness

of its roadf

\i \i\ LINB8 OF [NVB8TIGATH

Tlir invest igat ions of tin- ( Office of Road [nquirj are mainly directed:

(1) i\. ascertaining, as nearly as practicable, the actual oosl of

l»ad roads and the benefit of good roads.

(2) To demonstrating tin- interest of cities and towns, and the

owners of property of all kinds wherever situated, in the improve-

ment of country roads.

(:>) Todeveloping the methods by which all of these interests may
cooperate with the farmers in the work of road improvement.

(4) To discovering what actual and systematic road improvement

is being carried on in any part of the United States, and how the

same or modified methods may be applied to other sections.

(5) To discovering road materials in the various sections of the

country.

(6) To discussing new plans* for road construction and encour-

aging experiment in this direction.

(7) To actually constructing sample roads at some of the agricul-

tural colleges and experiment stations.

Incidentally, the office devotes much attention to the subject of

wide tires; to the use of convict labor in road construction; the organ-

ization of State and local road associations, and the assistance of road

conventions. It has also made important experiments to test the

power required in hauling over various kinds of roads.

The publications of the office number '20 bulletins and 17 circulars

of information.

LOSSES BY REASON OF BAD ROADS.

As to losses by bad roads, the office has learned, by consultation

with many thousands of the most intelligent farmers of the country,

that the expense of moving farm products and supplies averages,

on all our country roads, 25 cents per ton per mile; whereas in the

good-road districts of this and other countries the cost is only about

one-third of this amount. This extra expense amounts in the aggre-

gate to more than the entire expenditures of the National Govern-

ment, and taking into account all of the hauling done on the public

roads the loss is equal to one-fourth of the home value of all the farm

products of the United States. The increase in cost of hauling actu-

ally done is by no means the only loss resulting from bad roads. The
loss of perishable products for want of access to market, the failure

to reach market when prices are good, and the failure to cultivate

products which would be marketable if markets were always access-

ible, add many millions to the actual tax of bad roads. Moreover
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the enforced idleness <>r millions of men and draft animals during

large portions of the year is an item nol always taken intoaccounl in

estimating the cosl of work actually done. The tax of bad roads will

become constantly harder in bear as the people of the United States

are brought into keener competition with the cheap productions of

oilier agricull mal eonni ries. The e<m i in nous improvement in trans-

portation facilities, both by rail and water, is steadily opening our

markets to count l'ies where Labor is cheaper and in many cases where

roads are better, and the agriculture of this country will not Ion*,'

stand a needless tax equal to one-fourth the value of its products.

THE INTKREST OF TOWNS AND CITIES IN <.<»OI) ROADS.

The interest of towns and cities in good roads is easily demon-

strated, and in many cases is already well understood by these

communities. The whole people have equal rights on the country

roads, and those living in cities and towns have often greater need of

them than the farmer, who at a pinch could live upon what he

raises, while the cities raise nothing and could not live a day without

the country roads.

The farms of the United States comprise less than one-fourth of the

total property of the country, yet that small fraction pays the whole

cost of building roads. The injustice of this sj^stem, which we have
inherited from the old countries, but which wTas abolished there many
generations ago, is not yet fully appreciated by the farmers of this

country, and the greatest difficulty now experienced in road improve-

ment is in getting the farmers' consent to have this injustice wiped

out, and in inducing them to accept the aid which the cities and towns

are willing and anxious to give to the general improvement of the

highways.
PROGRESS IN COOPERATIVE ROAD CONSTRUCTION.

The cooperation of cities and towns with the farmers in good-road

building has been in some cases freely volunteered, but it is much
more effective wiien regulated by State law. The Yearbook for 1895

discusses, under the head of "Cooperative road construction," the

various methods of contrfbutive action. Since the date of that writ-

ing the progress of New Jersey, Massachusetts, California, Connec-

ticut, and Rhode Island in this direction has been constant and
satisfactory, and the same general principle of State aid given to

localities which volunteer to contribute on their own part is being

Strongly advocated: in many other States. It is probably the only

method in which the aid of cities and towns can be generally and
practically applied. The effort of the Office of Road Inquiry has,

therefore, been constantly directed to this end, and in most of the

States which are generally aroused to the need of road improvement,

slation U^v stale aid is very actively urged. Several States are

1 A97 12
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Actual road improvemenl Is being carried on in bo many parte of

the United states, and bo Little publicity La generallygiven to the work,

that great oare and effort are necessary to discover the location and

learn the details of these improvements. The farmers al Canandaigua,

\ . , for instance, have been actively building stone roads for several

irs, and have now nearly all of the principal roads of the township

improved in a most BUbstantial manner, and with great satisfaction

to themselves; but there was no public knowledge of this fact until

this office discovered and spread it broadcast. Since that time it has

had a great influence in promoting road improvement elsewhere. The

Canandaigua methods of road building and of paying the cost are

equally simple. The roads are made entirely from the held stone of

the farms alongside, and are paid for by direct taxation. The village

of Canandaigua has joined willingly in voting for the increased tax,

and the farmers have carefully expended the money, so that these

roads have cost less than $1,000 per mile. Many other instances could

be given showing that the people in many localities of the United

States, widely separated and variously conditioned, are actually solving

the road quest ion to their own satisfaction.

CHEAP TRANSPORTATION FOR ROAD MATERIALS.

Road materials are found to be more abundant and better distrib-

uted than has generally been supposed. The office has communicated

with all of the railroad companies in the country, and through their

engineering departments has received a mass of information on this

subject, showing that either quarry rock, surface stones, or gravel are

accessible in nearly all districts of the country.

The office has also sounded the disposition of the railroad compa-

nies as to the cheap transportation of road materials, and finds a very

general willingness to carry such materials at an extremely low price

whenever the States take up the subject of road improvement in good

earnest.

NEW PLANS FOR GOOD ROADS.

New plans for road construction are being developed, especially in

localities where good road stone is not immediately available. Cir-

cular No. 25 of the Office of Road Inquiry details various plans for

building good roads of vitrified brick, some of which have reached

the stage of actual experiment, and others are only proposed for con-

sideration. Numerous plans for steel trackways have been offered,

and a careful investigation has been made in this direction, both as

to actual experiments and plans yet untried. The prospect in this
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regard is extremely encouraging, and M is almosl certain thai a very

thorough trial of steel road will be made nexl season at Scranton, Pa*

A turnpike company a1 that place has a large traffic, bui no material

available that frill Btand the wear of heavy vehicles. Ii desires, there-

Pore, to Lay its road with steel tracks to diminish the cosi of repairs as

well as to Increase its I raffle. If tins wni are is successful greal num-
bers of turnpike companies may ftnd thai their charters, which are now
almosl worthless, will become valuable, and if this Is the case, new

charters will be soughl for in many localities. The Office of Road
Inquiry has arranged with one of the Leading steel mills in 1 he count ry

lo roll special .shapes of rail as soon as definite orders amounting to

1 mile of road are received.

Construction of sample roads is fully treated in another paper

elsewhere in this volume.

THE PROBLEM OF WIDE TIRES FOR FARM WAGONS.

The subject of wide tires is one of great interest and importance,

and it is being thoroughly discussed by this office in connection with

various road associations and others interested. Important investi-

gations of the University of Missouri will soon be given to the public,

and will show very clearly the advantages of wide tires on the farm

as well as on the road. The Office of Road Inquiry, being asked to

recommend legislation upon the subject, has proposed that the width

of tire be based upon the size of the axle rather than upon the esti-

mated weight to be carried; for instance, making the width of the

1 ire equal to the square of the diameter of the iron or steel axle at the

shoulder and exactly the same width for the wooden axle of the same
strength. As one method of enforcing the change, it is suggested

that after a certain date all sales of new wagons whose tires fall

below tin 1 standard established shall be taxed, and that a rebate of

taxation be allowed for old wagons altered to this standard. This

would bring no additional tax upon the farmers, but would place the

burden ux^on the wagon builders. Under this plan, they would
promptly build up to the standard, and their agents would become
advocates of wide tires. There is already very general progress

throughout the countiy in this direction.

CONVICT LABOR IN ROAD BUILDING.

The proper use of convict labor is a matter of the utmost impor-
tance from many points of view, and one upon which there is much
difference of opinion. Bulletin No. 10 of the office gives the infor-

mation obtainable regarding the use of convict labor upon roads up
in its date (January, 1898), together with the conclusion of the Director
of the Office of Road* Inquiry as to the best of the various methods of

convictemployment in connection with roads. Further experience has

confirmed the view then expressed that long-term convicts should not
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laoed upon tin- public roads, bul should be employed in qnai

w here they may Ik- guarded and secluded as readily as in i be prisons,

an<l \n bere their physical and moral condition will 1 ktly improved.

This plan of disposing of snob convicts meets every objection which

is made to their migratory use for this purpose, and lias many advan-

Ii dors not compete \\ i 1 1 1 free labor, but by furnishing cheap

materials stimulates the employment of free labor in the actual con-

struction of roads. The use of short-time prisoners <>u the road

practiced in North Carolina, according to Bulletin No. 16 of the office,

bas been thoroughly successful and is being gradually extended,

especially in the Southern States, and the provision of such employ-

ment for vagrants and tramps also meets with much approval.

EXPERIMENTAL GARDENS AND GROUNDS.

By William Saunders, Superintendent.

INTRODUCTION.

In order to comply with the direction of the Secretary and to give

a comprehensive view of the relations of the Experimental Gardens

and Grounds to the farmer, it has seemed best to furnish in this

paper a retrospect of the work from the time the writer entered office.

T his may be best accomplished by first reprinting a paper prepared

for Commissioner Newton and published under date of October 15,

L862. The suggestions then made have formed the basis of work,

and efforts have been directed mainly to their development.

OBJECTS AND AIMS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GARDENS AND GROUNDS.
»

(i) To procure and encourage the transmission of seeds, cuttings, bulbs, and plants

from all sources, both foreign and domestic, for the purpose of testing their

merits and adaptation in general, or for particular loccditics of this country.

The collecting of seeds and plants is one of the most important matters. No
doubt there are in various countries numerous useful vegetable productions not

yet introduced that are capable of reaching their highest state of development in

some one or other of the various climates of this country. It is worthy of con-

sideration whether future efforts would not be rendered more directly useful by

issuing letters of instruction to foreign representatives and correspondents, enu-

merating such seeds and plants in their respective localities as may, in the opinion

of the Department, be most worthy of experiment. With such advice it is reason-

able to hope that much of the disappointment consequent upon indiscriminate

collection may be avoided, and only such products introduced as present at

least plausible expectations of utility.

The efforts of the Department would be greatly strengthened in this respect

and its area of usefulness vastly extended if all who were possessed of new or

rare seeds and plants would cooperate by transmitting samples for investigation.

Many persons throughout the country occasionally receive plants and seeds from

distant correspondents, and not having facilities for their proper cultivation they
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are consequently lost. It would be highly advantageous for the Department to

encourage the reception of snob Payors, have then carefully noted, their merits

properly Investigated by coxnpetenl cultivators, the result made known to the

donors, and such disposition made of them as would be considered mosi advan-

tageous.

( | To procure, by hybridi Hngand special culture, products ofa superiorcharacter

to any now existing.

The Improvemenl of vegetable races by hybridizing and crossbreeding is at

once the most direct and important moans which wo possess in modifying and
adapting them to special purposes. Tho field of experiment here is boundless,

and some sections of it- have, so far, scarcely been trod upon. The improve-

menl of various fruits, and their better adaptation to domestic purposes, present

enticing inducements to the experimentalist. It may safely ho assumed that none

of our most valuable and oldest varieties of fruits have attained that decree of

excellence to which they may be brought; neither do they afford the variety nor
continue their season of productiveness to the extent which is evidently possible.

We have fruits that individually possess desirable qualities, but associated with

qualities that equally tend to depreciate their merits; and, from the experience

derived from former efforts, there is abundant evidence for encouragement in our

efforts to produce a variety invested with a combination of excellencies not indi-

vidually attained. Let us take, for example, that universally admired fruit, the

strawberry, and originate a kind combining the wonderfully hardy and produc-
tive powers of the "Albany," the stately growth of the " Fillmore," and the exqui-

site delicacy of flavor found in the " Vicomptesse Hericourt de Thury," and we
might gratify ourselves with the possession of a plant approaching closely to per-

fection in this fruit. The grape, of all other fruits, offers great promise to the

hybridizer. A good wine grape is yet a desideratum, and every attention should

be directed to the production of a grape that will possess the necessary peculiar

characteristics for this purpose.

There is scarcely a limit to the objects presented to the hybridizer for experi-

ment. To increase the size and color of flowers; to improve the flavor of fruits

by changing austerity and acidity into sugary matter; to increase the hardiness

of tender plants and make barren races productive ; to extend the season of pro-

ductiveness by hastening the maturity of some and retarding that of others, are

only a few of the many improvements awaiting the systematic efforts of the
hybridizer.

It is true that in many cases the operation is somewhat difficult to perform, and
in all a delicacy of manipulation is required, which tends to prevent experiment
of the kind from being general; but carefully conducted operations will certainly

be followed by valuable results.

( To ascertain, by experiment, the influences of varied culture on products, and
the modifications effected by the operations of pruning and other manipulation
on trees and fruits.

To establish definite systems of culture; to ascertain how far certain desir-

able results can be influenced by pruning, how and when it is beneficial and
when injurious; to institute carefully concerted experiments with a view of dis-

covering to what extent the mere physical or mechanical condition of a soil affects

parity of production, and how much is dependent upon its chemical consti-

tution for the highest development of the cereals and fruits, opens up a line of

inquiry by which valuable truths may be reached. Tho exact specific relation

that exists between the soil and its vegetable productions, and the special appli-
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am- r plant food solubli ondition available to the purposes of

station, are subjects apon which many opposite and seemingly conflicts

In this connection also the application of mannres, the kinds to be emplc

me and manner of their use, whether ;t • bj an

intimate mixture with the soil, present a veil known to be of

:. importance, and of which much vol remains in obscurity.

To investigate more thoroughly the various maladies and of plants

and the insects Had destroy them.

The diseases of plants are now attracting much attention. It is notorious that

much of the difficulty now experienced in the production of fruits is, in a great

degree, due to the prevalence of various maladies in trees. Thus, wo have to con-

tend with the yellows of the peach and nectarine, as well as the so-called blister

of their leaves in spring; tho cracking and spotting of the fruit of the pear and

apple, and the blighting of their branches, and the mildew and rot of grape

and gi >os -berry. How far these affections may be induced by deficiencies or reple-

tions in the soil, or how much of their virulence is due to local position in connec-

tion with atmospheric currents, has yet in the majority of cases to be determined.

Insects also beset tho cultivator on every side. These are insidious and powerful

opponents, requiring close study, minute and patient observation, in order to

learn their habits and adopt effectual means for their extermination. Experi-

ments tending to elucidation of these subjects are now in progress and their further

investigation will receive attention as soon as means will allow.

(5) To provide ample means for thoroughly testing samples of all seeds and other

contributions that may be received.

The necessity for testing seeds and plants is one of the most obviously useful, as

it has been one of the most assiduously and successfully conducted operations of

the garden. Increased facilities for extending these tests have become necessary,

especially with reference to agricultural seeds, roots, and tubers. Comparative

results can only become definite and reliable when attained under similar circum-

stances. To ascertain whether one variety of plant is earlier, hardier, or more
productive than another, it is necessary that they should be cultivated under the

same conditions of climate and soil. When it is impracticable to procure other

than small packages of new and choice articles, the purposes of distribution will

be greatly enhanced by their previous increase. By this means a knowledge

would be gained of their value, which might prove of much moment. The neces-

sary requirements for testing the products of hybridization further point to the

paramount necessity of the Department having at its disposal greater facilities

than the j)resent garden affords, and where the more extended and economical

operations of field culture may be introduced.

(6) To cultivate specimens of various hedge plants and exhibit their availability

for that purpose.

The subject of live fences is one of vast import alike to the agriculturist, horti-

culturist, and pomologist. The heavy investments annually incurred in the

erection and repairs of fencing has long been a matter of serious consideration,

and the introduction and culture of hedges has in some quarters occupied much
attention and been extensively adopted. Orchardists and gardeners are gradu-

ally awakening to the conviction that shelter is one of the most necessary appli-

ances conducive to the health and earliness of their crops. The dry, frosty breezes

of early spring are especially pernicious, and their effects lay the foundation for
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manyplanl diseases. On the Western prairies, particularly, if may Id bioned

whether successful fruit culture will be realized in the absence of shelter from

ezhansting winds.

Then, again, for the purpose of forming neat boundary and dividing lines in

pleasure grounds and gardens no fence is so beautiful, and when proper plants

are elected for it do barrier so effective and permanent. As examples of what

may be done and how b b1 todo It, specimen hedgi b should be established, showing

the relative merits of various plants for the pnrpo e, both deciduous and ever-

green. This would afford demonstrative evidence far more satisfactory and

conclusive than can be conveyed by any amount of mere descriptive advice.

(7) To cultivate a collection of the best fruit trees and plants, such as grapes, apples,

pears, peaches, strawberries, raspberries, currants, etc., so as to compare their

respective merits.

It is known that our lists of fruit trees have reached an extent that renders it

a matter of much perplexity to select those best suited for particular purposes.

Tastes vary widely in this respect, and, happily, nature has provided so ample a

variety that all may be gratified. With a view to assist in the selection of sorts,

specimen orchards should be established, consisting of a discriminate collection

of the acknowledged best fruits, as far as they arc known, in each class. In order

to make this result more immediately effective, advantage should be taken of the

valuable labors of the American Pomological Society in making a selection of sorts.

There is every reason to believe that plantations of this description will be of

great service to all who contemplate planting fruit trees. The relative merits of

sorts, both as regards the intrinsic qualities of the fruit and the productiveness

of the plant, as well as the general appearance and habit of growth, hardihood,

and freedom from disease, would here be exhibited. The modifying influences

of culture, in training and pruning, already alluded to, should here receive

prominent attention. From such a source facts of the highest value would be

demonstrated.

plant a collection of choice shrubs adapted for decorating gardens and
landscape scenery.

Everyone will admit that the embellishment of dwellings and their surround-

ings has an ameliorating effect upon the habits of the occupants. It is also well

known that many persons are deterred from undertaking this kind of improvement
owing to their inability to decide upon the kind of plants and shrubs that would
prove most satisfactory. A choice collection of hardy shrubs should therefore

be cultivated, and if arranged so as to produce landscape effect, those who con-

templated landscape improvements, and, indeed, all who felt desirous of studying

the various forms and peculiarities of this family of plants, with a view of

becoming familiar with their adaptabilities, either as isolated plants for particular

positions or the general effect produced by combined masses, would here find

instructive examples.

(9) To erect glass structuresfor the twofold purpose of affording the necessaryfaeUir

I,', sfor cultivating exoticfruits and plants and to furnish examples of the best

and most economical modes of constructing, heating, and managing such

buildings.

The opinion is by far too prevalent that glasshouses for the accommodation of

plants or the culture of fruits are expensive luxuries within the reach of a com-
parative few. Nothing can be further from the truth; the pleasures as well as

the profits to be derived from an exotic grapery are so great, the expense of erec-

tion b i moderate, and, withal, the general management so simple and so easily
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acquired that it should form an adjunct to< Even In the

limit. :

nana]]? allotted to city dwelling! a mall grapery can i<»- established

where little else can be cultivated, it would !><• a duty worthy the attention of

the Department to show how to build such structures cheaply, and lystematize

and popularize a mode of management within the capacity of all to onderstand.

The trouble connected with raising hardy fruits, such as the plum, apricol .
and

nine, in some districts has led to the culture of these fruits under th

Hon of glasshouses, where a family supply is as certain as a orop of corn, The

amount of fruit thus grown in a limited space is truly surprising. Successful

examples of this and other projects can not fail in conveying instruction and

effecting an economy of time, Labor, and money.

There is much yet to be demonstrated in the form, materials employed, ventilat-

ing, heating, and general arrangement of glass structures.

A brief review of the operations and results suggested in the fore-

going paper will best illustrate what has been attained, and how far

the suggestions have been useful to the fruit-growing and farming

communities.

PEAR TREES.

In the fall of 1802 a collection of pear trees numbering 120 plants

wore set out. These were in 60 varieties, one of each variety on

quince roots, and one of each on pear roots; the purpose being mainly

tain what merit, so far as relates to early fruiting, the dwarf

tree had as compared with the standard. After the lapse of a number
of years it was found that some varieties proved to bear as early on

pear roots as their respective duplicates on the quince. Of these, the

most precocious on the pear were the Howell, Buffum, Beurre Giffard,

Bartlett, Beurre Clairgeau, Belle Lucrative, and Dearborn's Seedling.

The trees were all of the same age when planted, soil and locality

alike, and all made a healthy and even luxuriant growth.

In 1870 a collection of pears, all on pear stock, were set out in order

to illustrate results of nonpruning. These when planted were pruned

close, so that they appeared like walking canes; no further pruning

was permitted. In after years some limbs were entirely removed

where branches became too thick and crowded. But no "shortening

in," as it is termed, was performed on the points of branches; even

when the yearly leading growths acquired a length of 3 feet or more

they were not disturbed, and in the course of two years these shoots

were covered with fruiting spurs, and ultimately with fruit from bot-

tom to top. On the contrary, the cutting back, or shortening in, of

these young growths simply induces a thicket of young shoots instead

of forming fruiting spurs; in fact such treatment destroys the buds

from which the fruit-bearing short-branch processes are formed.

These trees were productive of fine fruits. In the fall of 1871 a

collection from the dwarf trees was exhibited at the meeting of the

Pomological Society. Placed alongside a collection of similar vari-

eties from California, they were pronounced to be equal in size and

superior in flavor to the California fruit.
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Those OD
J
»( ';ii' slock, and un pruned, also produced line fruits, w hicli

received commendations from fruil growers, and which had the effect,

in some known Instances, of changing former methods of pruning.

i i;i;\ iMi.vr OF it. ai: DISEASES.

With regard to the blight <>n the Leaves and branches of I he pear

and the occasional cracking of the fruits, experiments continued Tor

many years proved thai the blight was reduced bo a minimum when
the main and secondary and minor branches were annually 1 rested to

a covering of lime wash in which a portion Of Sulphur was incorpo-

rated, and no blight has been'perceived on any pari of a tree thai has

been protected by a coating of this mixture.

The sulphur ingredient is of much importance. This is well known
as an effectual remedy for the destruction of fungi and bacteria, and
when this mixture is applied as indicated, and acted upon by sun heat,

sulphurous gases are evolved so that the sulphury smell is perceptible

to those who walk through an orchard on a sunny day where the

application has been made.

The fruit of the pear is often greatly injured by splitting or crack-

ing when about half grown, and several of the best varieties are so

subject to this disease that their extension and planting are greatly

restricted on that account. The cause and prevention of this injury

are therefore matters that induced a study of conditions. The conclu-

sions reached indicate that the cause is climatic, and is not affected

in any perceptible degree by the nature of the soil, or by any system
of culture, or any special application to the soil. The cracking is the

consequence of the fungous growth upon the skin of the fruit, which
apparently destroys its vitality, as it becomes hard and unyielding,

and as the fruit expands, the injured skin, being too hard for expan-
sion, cracks open. It was pointed out that the only known remedy
is -shelter and protection, and this was proved by many examples,
which were considered as ample proof of this conclusion.

GRAPES.

A complete collection of native grapes was obtained and planted
during the spring of 1863. This collection was increased from time
to time as new varieties were introduced. As they fruited their

merits or otherwise were noted and published in reports. Much
attention was given to the cause and effect of mildew and other fun-

goid diseases. From information thus gained, it was shown how to

choose the best localities for grape culture, where diseases would be
measurably avoided. It was shown also that by covering the grape
trellis with a comparatively narrow wooden coping the vines were com-
pletely exempted from Leaf mildew and largely protected from rot of

the fruit. To prove that these diseases were of atmospheric origin,

a rude glass structure was erected by placing a few glazed sashes
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unst a common board fence. A collection of native grapes wi

planted In a line 1 feel from and parallel with this inclosure. In doe

time t w t > Leading steins v cured from each plant, one of winch

was trained ander the glass roof, and the other to the outside trellis

where the plants were set. This arrangemenl was continued f<

\ u*s, with tlic same resull each year, a fine crop of ftnelj ripened

fruil under the glass, and the usual failures From leaf mildew and rof

on the outside branches. The fruit of the [ona under the roof was

pronounced superior to some of the foreign kinds ander glass, while

the other half of the plant never ripened a bunch, and finally its

badly ripened wood was completely destroyed.

LISTS OP NATIVE GRAPES.

The study of this extensive collection of native grapes enabled the

superintendent to furnish a contribution toward the preparation of a

classified list, showing the relation of each variety to the particular

native species from which it had been produced, also those which had

originated from hybridization with the foreign species. This was

published in the annual report for 1869, and was accompanied by a

description of the relative values of varieties for wine or for table

use, or for both; also the districts and climatic conditions most suit-

able for their successful cultivation. Previous to the publication of

this list no particular attention had been given to the subject by

grape growers. It was, however, recognized as being valuable and

attracted attention to important facts connected with the culture of

the grape.

This classification was recognized b}T some of our best grape grow-

ers, and in the commercial lists of nurserymen it afterward became
usual to indicate their origin, whether from Vitis labrusca, Vitis cesti-

valis, or other native species, whether hybrids with foreign species, or

crosses of native kinds.

In the spring of L870 a collection numbering over 90 varieties of the

foreign species (Vitis vinifera) were planted in a glass structure spe-

cially erected for them. The object of this collection was mainly for

purposes of propagation. From time to time the less valuable have

been removed and new varieties introduced. Plants from these vines

have been distributed on the Pacific Coast, also in western Texas,

and more recently somewhat numerously in parts of Florida.

REMEDY FOR GRAPE THRIPS.

For several years, beginning in 187G, the vines of this grapery were

severely injured by the insect known as the grape thrips; applications

of tobacco water, quassia water, etc., on the foliage, as also fumiga-

tions of tobacco stems, had the effect of keeping these insects in

check, but having to be abandoned when the fruit was ripening, as it

would thus be rendered unfit for use, the insects would then increase
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rapidly and destroy the foliage; so the atter destruction of the plants

seemed inevitable, unless some more effect ual means could be adopted

to annihilate the insects. This means was adopted. It consisted

simply in covering (ln v floor of the house with tobacco stems, the

refuse of cigar manufactories; this was repeated for three seasons,

when it was discontinued, no thrips having b< >eu since.

Many articles have been prepared by the Horticulturist, which h,

been published from time to time in the reports of the Department,

on the propagation, cultivation, and treatment of grapes. Among
these appeared a iengthy article in the report of L866 on the pruning

and training of the grape vine, with quotations and illustrations from

various authors.

JAPAN PERSIMMONS.

Persons familiar with the cultivated fruits of Japan unanimously

agree in the praise of the persimmon of that country. In order to

introduce them here an order for seeds was placed in the office of the

United States legation in Japan. Consequent^7
, early in the summer

of 18G3 a package of these seeds was received and planted at once.

This was the first effort, so far as known, to introduce this fruit into

the United States for the purpose of testing its adaptability for general

or special culture and use.

Several importations of seeds were made from time to time, from

which plants were raised and distributed in different States. The
report from these, as well as tests made here, indicated the climatic

conditions necessary for their successful culture. About ten years

after the receipt of the first seeds it Avas ascertained that a nursery

had been established at Tokio, Japan, and that special attention was
directed to grafting the best varieties of persimmons by name.
Yearly importations of these were made, and the plants distributed

in selected localities. In 1878 a large consignment was widely dis-

tributed in California by agents of the Department in that State.

They are now growing largely in several of the Southern States. The
Japan persimmon may be said to be about as hardy as the Magnolia

grandiflora. Some varieties are hardier than others, but all are per-

fect ly safe where the thermometer does not fall below 12° F. above zero.

The demand for plants is now well supplied byT nurserymen, especially

those in the South, so that their distribution by the Department
has greatly fallen off. The names of imported varieties have given

mneh confusion, as the same name would be found on different kinds,

but this is gradually being corrected by those who grow the fruit and
by nurserymen who propagate the plants.

This is in accordance with a rule followed by the Department in all

it> ini rodnet ions, viz, thai when any of these become sufficient ly pop-

ular to attract the attention of nurserymen to its propagation and
disseminal ion, the Department ceases its propagation and disl ribution.
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In Ld( olleotion of named oranges was began by the pure!

of three varieties—a Maltese oval, a St. Michael, and a Mandarin.
Vw\ ions fco that an Importation of plants from .Japan Included plants

of the Kum-quat, both of the oval-fruited and the round-fro

varieties. This is t in* Citrus ja/ponica of botanists. Its fruits are

about the size of a large gooseberry, and arc held in high esteem for

preserving in sugar.

In 1871 an extensive collection of the citrus family was received

from Europe. These were collected specially for the Department by
mis employed for the purpose, and was pronounced to be as good

a collection as had ever been gotten together. Especially was this

said in regard to the selection of commercial citrons, as the agentfl

received special instructions in regard to these fruits, as they were
intended to establish the manufacture of commercial citron in this

country. These citrons were propagated from and the plants dis-

tributed in the citrus regions, but they seemed to be neglected at that

time, as attention was given more to planting oranges twenty-five

years ago than to any other kind of citrus fruits. More lately, how-
ever, requests arc frequent for citrons, and some interest is now
apparent in preserving this fruit for market.

REMEDY FOR- SCALE INSECTS ON CITRUS FRUITS.

This European collection was found to be badly infested with a

scale insect, which had to be destroyed before the plants could be used
for propagation. After many fruitless attempts with various washes,

coal oil was tried, and after many trials it was found that 1 gill of oil

thrown into 5 gallons of water, agitated with a syringe, and sprayed

over the trees, destroyed the insects without injury to the plants.

The method of making an oil emulsion before mixing with water is

a great improvement upon the primitive system described above,

although that probably was the first successful attempt to use coal

oil for killing scale insects.

ORIGIN OF NAVEL ORANUES.

During 18G8 it was learned, through a correspondent then in Bahia,

that the oranges there were of a superior character to any seen in the

United States. An order was sent for a small shipment of plants,

which, after considerable delay and minute advice as to budding,

packing, and shipping, were received here in fairly good condition.

In due time buds from these were inserted in orange stocks, and the

young plants so produced were distributed in Florida and California.

They were sent out under the name Bahia, which name, without action

by the Department, has been changed, first, to Riverside Navel and
subsequently to Washington Xavel. As is well known, this orange
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le conceded t<» be t li<> best flavored and otherwise the besl table fruit

of its kind. It is brisk flavored, solid, seedless, and of large size.

A drawback to Its genera] cultare in some parts, especially in Flor-

ida, is its lack of fruit. The trees may flower abundantly and no

fruit follow. As the flowers of this variety are nearly always desti-

tute of pollen, the writer has hitherto attributed its nnfruitfulness to

this cause, !>nt he now feels convinced thai the absence of pollen is

its normal condition. This might have been surmised from the

absence of seeds in the fruits, and when an occasional seed is found

in them, it is evidently the resull of transported pollen. Physiolo-

gists state that the genuS Cirrus is very subject to a monstrous

separation of the carpels, producing what are called horned oranges,

or lo a multiplication of the normal number of carpels, in which case

orange is formed within orange, such fruits being called navel oranges.

The Washington Navel orange is highly esteemed in California,

where it is being largely cultivated, and proves a remunerative crop.

It is slated that from 800 to 1,000 car loads of this orange are sent to

market yearly.

Early in 1878 a glass structure, 100 feet by 26 feet, was erected for

t lie special purpose of growing orange trees ; this was constructed with

a movable roof, which is taken off about the end of May and replaced

about the end of September. The culture has been successful. Since

its erection all new additions are planted in a prepared border and
allowed to fruit, so that their merits may be known and their value

determined before being propagated for distribution.

APPLES.

In the year 1871 the Department received from Russia a collection

of apple trees. The efforts to secure these trees were undertaken sev-

eral years previous, but some time elapsed before they could be secured
from any source which seemed reliable. Something over 200 varieties

were ultimately secured through Dr. Regel, of the Imperial Botanic

Garden, St. Petersburg ; they were mostly in duplicate, and were
planted on the grounds of the Department. When the first year's

growth was completed, all the young wood was cut off and the scions

distributed to nurserymen and ethers who could utilize them.

The principal object of this importation was the hope that a greater

variety of hardy apples might be secured for the rigorous regions in

the Northern States, and especially with a view of extending the sea-

son of Late varieties. The few hardy Russian apples which were then
in cultivation in this country were early ripening kinds.

For ten years following their introduction the crop of scions was
distributed, and.as the trees increased in size the distribution became
heavy. The greatest number sent out in one year was 1)5,000 eight-

inch Lengf hs.

The trees were than removed. It- was considered that the purpose
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of their Lnl reduction had been accomplished bo far as the Department

could be of anj service, and the thej occupied was needed for

other uses.

From this Importation a few desirable apples have been added to

the lisl <>t* those worthy of cultivation; bu1 it has possibly been of

greater value in directing attention to northern Europe as a region

where hardy fruits of various kinds maj be found, and which may
prove to be the means of introducing fruit cult nre in the more rigorous

.sections of this country, where fruit culture is Init little known.

AlM'l.K.s in SOUTHERN STATES.

Thirty years ago the opinion was prevalent that the climates south

of .Maryland were not suited to the apple; at all events, it was stated

that winter, or long-keeping, apples could not he produced in the

Southern States.

This statement was true as far as it referred to the winter apples 6t

the Northern States, such as the Baldwin, Rhode Island Greening,

etc. These varieties when planted in Southern States ripened during

the fall and could not be kept as winter fruits.

Sonic of the most prominent nurserymen and fruit growers in Vir-

ginia, North Carolina, Georgia, and other States had long been

aware of the futility of planting Northern winter-keeping apples in

their sections, and had been for some time industriously engaged in

collecting winter varieties from among the many seedlings picked up

in old fields and fence rows in these States, many of them having

great local reputation for their excellence and good keeping qualities.

For the purpose of greater acquaintance with the apples of North

Carolina (a State where this fruit attains its greatest perfection), a

visit was made in the fall of 1869, which enabled us to collect samples

of many varieties of repute in that and adjoining States.

An article descriptive of this collection, with sectional drawings and

woodcuts from photographs, appeared in the report of the Department

for 1869. About 40 varieties were described, 30 of which proved to be

of Southern origin, most of them unknown to Northern orchardists,

and to that time never noticed in pomological works.

The publication of this list not only effected its main object, which

was to draw the attention of Southern planters to the fruits of their

regions, but it had the effect of attracting the attention of some North-

ern nurserymen, who procured collections from the South, which,

after testing, added several excellent fruits to those cultivated in the

North.

FIGS.

The introduction of varieties of figs and their propagation and dis-

tribution was a matter of early as it has been one of constant consid-

eration. Ever since the establishment of the Department it has been
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importuned bo procure the true Smyrna fig, and although collections

have been procured from various European sources, embracing all the

popular ftgs of commerce, only in one importation were found plants

tamed White Smyrna, and these on fruiting proved to be the same as

the White Marseilles. Smyrna ftgs are probably of mvltipli variety,

as are Malaga grapes, and derive their tames from places of export.

It is well known thai numerous varieties of ftgs are dried and enter

into commerce under the name of Smyrna ftgs.

The fig can be grown over a Large pari of the CJnited states, and

will withstand a temperature of 20° F. below the freezing point when

the young growths are thoroughly matured; this, however, seldom

occurs north of Georgia, unless in some favored spots. Even in

Georgia early winter frosts will kill the unripened wood.

In more northern localities the plants can be protected during the

winter by bending the branches close to the ground and covering

them with a foot of soil.

If the young shoots have ripened properly, this covering will pro-

tect them safely during the winter; if the wood is immature, cover-

ing Avill be of little avail.

The ripening of the wood, can be assisted by planting in a gravelly

or sandy soil; if the soil is rich, growths will be made at the expense

of the fruit.

During the past twenty-five years many importations of figs have

been made, and numerous varieties have thus been introduced.

These have all been fruited, and the best of them selected for exten-

sive propagation. In the aggregate not less than 100,000 fig plants

have been distributed by the Depart niemt during the period men-

tioned above.

EUCALYPTUS.

In the year 1865 there appeared a notice of some experiments con-

ducted in German hospitals wherein it was made apparent that the

Blue-gum tree of Australia (Eucalyptus globulus) possessed anti-

periodic properties. Acting upon this information, a package of

seeds of this tree was procured through an Australian correspondent,

which were sown during the spring of 18G6. After three years, at

which time the plants had reached a height of 20 to 25 feet, a num-
ber of them were cut down and submitted to chemical tests for alka-

loids similar to the cinchona, but they failed to reveal any indications

of alkaloids of this character, and subsequent experiments afforded

additional proof that no part of the plant contained them. Never-

theless the febrifugal nature of the leaves appeal's to be well estab-

lished, and preparations from them constitute a popular remedy in

Australia and in other countries against fevers, and several prepara-

tions from various parts of the plant have the reputation of being

ttOCesafUlly Used in intermittent lexers. The leaves by distillation
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yield an essential oil which lias been found to
|

the properties

of eajupul oil; it is known in commerce as Eucalyptus oil; other

i of Eucalyptus furnish oils which are ^«>i« l under tliis name.

The Blue gum tree yields an asl ringenl substance which is applica-

ble, like catechu and kino, in medicine. The Leaves have ;i strong

camphorated scent, and have been used in tin- cure of gunshot and

other wounds. Their balsamic nature not only cures, but after a few

hours' application all unpleasant odor is entirely removed.

lint the great popularity Tor a time of the "Eucalyptus globulus

was owing to its reputed properties for preventing malarial fevers.

Unhealthy districts in Spain, Italy, and iii some parts of France

ire planted with the Blue-gum, now called the antifever tree. Its

antimalaria reputation soon reached the United States, and the

demand for young trees became so great that the Department pro-

cured Bupplies of seed and propagated and distributed many thou-

sands of the plants during several years from 1870. Their hardiness

had been well tested here; it was found that they were destroyed

when the temperature fell to 24° F. As reports came in its climatic

range could he more accurately located, which proved to be more
limited than was hoped for at the start. Tt was destroyed by cold at

Galveston, Tex., and in Florida as far as latitude 29°. In California

it is successfully grown, and is largely planted in certain parts of the

State.

With regard to the sanitary value of the tree, it has been strongly

stated that its value was owing to its rapid growth and the great

absorbent power of its roots in drying up wet and marsh lands, but it

is no longer doubted that Eucalyptus globukfe, along with other

species of Eucalyptus, evaporate with water a volatile oil and a vola-

tile acid, which permeate the atmosphere and contribute to its

invigorating and healthy nature and character.

The distribution of Eucalyptus plants has not been confined to

this species. More than 40 species have been propagated and sent

out, but no special merit, either in hardiness or in utilizable economic

products, has been noted from any of the species, so that their fur-

ther propagation was abandoned several years ago.

PINEAPPLES.

The climate in the United States suited to the pineapple is limited

to southern Florida, and perhaps some parts in southern California.

It can not be considered as a perfectly safe crop in Florida north of

the twenty-eighth degree of latitude, although with protection it is

profitably grown north of this limit. The climate of southeastern

Florida seems favorable, and there the industry is rapidly becoming

important. With a view of introducing good varieties the Depart-

ment during 1882 erected a glass structure for this purpose, and
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Imported a number <>f the I n-si varieties attainable, which were

planted for propagation. (Jnder a Limited glass surface their increase

proceeds slowly, Among other choice kinds the smooth-leafed Cay-

enne has been introduced and is in much demand.

CINCHONAS.

The cinchonas, which furnish quinine, have been raised and dis-

tributed to some extent for many years. The value and demand for

this drug were strong Incentives to efforts Looking toward its home
production. Seeds of several specieswere received in L864, and from

these several hundred plants were obtained, and were distributed

mainly in California and Florida. Since the first distribution many
others have been made, but the reports that have been received do
not indicate success at any point where they have been tried.

Cinchona hark is so largely furnished by plantations in the East

Indies, and so cheaply, that West India growers have abandoned the

culture of the trees.

OLIVES.

The introduction of the olive tree into this country dates back one

hundred and fifty years; first, it is stated, in California b}r the Jesuits,

and shortly afterwards in Florida, brought by a colony of Greeks and
Minorcans. Since then up to the present time various attempts have
been made to revive and extend its culture in the Southern States,

which have in turn been abandoned. On the Pacific Coast the revival

of olive culture, instituted some years ago, seems to be now on a

paying basis and is yearly extending.

The Department during the past twenty-five years or more has, at

intervals, imported olive trees of noted varieties, from which large

numbers of plants have been propagated and distributed, mainly in

the States south of the District of Columbia. It is not a tender plant;

it will usually withstand 20° F. of frost, and even more in favorable

localities.

Olive seeds are frequently called for, but this is an injudicious

mode of propagation so far as securing plants of valuable commercial
qnalil Les.

In selecting varieties the Department has, during the past few
years, paid more attention to those famed for the pickling qualities

of the fruits lhan to those more specially used for oil, as it is surmised
thai the prepared fruits will be in greater demand, owing to the oil

from olives being largely supplemented by oils from other sources.

ORCHARD HOUSE.

During the fall of 1863 a small orchard house was planted with

peach, nectarine, and other kinds of fruit trees for the purpose of

showing the arrangement and management of trees under glass pro-

lection. A bed of soil '.i inches in depth was laid over a drainage

1 A07 13
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foundation of broken brickbats and oysti lis, and trees planted

about apart Ample means for ventilation were provided, and

th.- purpose was not to force tin- trees i»\ beat for early fruit, but t<>

Illustrate tin- effects of a shallow bed of soil in preventing Luxuriant

growths ami hastening and advancing precocity in bearing. Consid-

ering the size of the trees and small space bhey occupied, the crops

were excellent and of the finest quality. When the fruits attained

the si/.o of marbles, a weekly drenching of guano water was applied to

the soil. This enabled the trees to mature a large crop of line fruit.

To show further the controlling Influence of restricting root growth

in the production of fruit, and for other pur] several wooden

troughs were constructed, in which peach trees were planted and set

in the open air. These were made of boards 1«» inches wide for sidefl

and bottom, tilled with soil, and the trees set about :> feet apart in the

troughs. The produce on these trees proved to be very satisfactory.

A trough 7 feet in length contained three trees, and the whole could

easily be carried by two men. The suggestion was made that in north-

ern latitudes where peaches and nectarines do not thrive in ordinary

orchard culture, or in city yards, where spaee is limited, an arrange-

ment of this kind would afford an agreeable recreation and some fruit

to the owner. In severe climates the whole could be kept in a cellar

or a protected shed during winter.

Forty years ago orchard houses were very much in vogue and many

of these structures were erected, and when properly managed were

quite satisfactory. But interest in them was not permanent, mainly,

it was surmised, on account of defective management; for, although

it seemed a simple matter, it required more skill and judgment to

make them successful than was required in the management of any

other culture under glass. These houses were first used by Mr.

Rivers, an English nurseryman, who published a small work on the

subject. An edition of this work was published in New York, edited

by the writer, with suggestions and illustrations adapting it to Ameri-

can climates.

The peach and nectarine are specially lifted for this system of cul-

ture, and are not liable to any of the maladies and diseases which are

apt to follow outdoor cultivation. The young yearly growths always

ripen thoroughly, so that the yellows, which occasionally follows the

freezing of the immature shoots in early winter, is not known, and

the protection from severe and sudden changes of temperature in

early summer, or when the leaves are young and tender, is a sure

guaranty against the curl leaf or blister, which at times severely injures

the trees in most of our peach-growing localities.

CHINESE TEA PLANT.

The tea plant of China was first introduced in large quantities in

1858 by the Commissioner of Patents, who made distributions of them
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ill ! lie Soul lie I'll SI .lies. 15 ill 1 ii I lc ;i 1 1 en I ion was gi\ en I o I lici r cu ll uro

at that time, except as a merely domestic product; the cost of labor

Mini in a n ipu la i inns of manufacture precluded the i < 1 < * «* i of competition

with l"\\ -priced Asini Lc Labor.

The successful progress of tea culture in India, where labor-saving

machinery was employed in Its manufacture, suggested the probability

ili.ii ii mighl be made profitable in some parts of this country, where

labor-saving appliances arc usually forthcoming as soon as their

necessity is made known.

r Mowing this idea, tea seeds were imported from Japan. Plants

were in due time raised in quantities to warrant Liberal distributions;

and when, about L867, ii was found that an abundance of tea seed

could ix 4 procured in some of the Southern States from plants that

had been distributed from 11k 4 importations of 18/58, it materially

increased the facilities for distributing tea plants in any desirable

quantity.

The supply of tea plants lias been constantly kept up, at first with

faint but increasing hopes that the production of tea would become
a profitable industry, mainly through the. introduction of machinery
for the d lying, roasting, twisting, and other manipulations supposed

to be necessary, but always with a view of introducing a domestic

commodity of which anyone could avail himself in climates where t ho

plant could live in the open air without protection.

TEMPERATURE AND MOISTURE FOR TEA.

As our knowledge of the tea industry widened it became evident

thai even more than the cost of the labor the controlling factor of

profitable production was rainfall. In British India tea plantations

are not considered profitable where the rainfall is less than 80 inches

yearly. In some parts 120 inches yearly rainfall is recorded, and t lie

production there is at its maximum. In gathering, the young points

of the growing shoots (having three or four small tender leaves) are

pinched off between the thumb and finger. This checks the growth
of the plant for a longer or shorter period, depending upon climate.

If the weather is warm and dry, it will be some time before a second

crop of shoots is produced; if warm and moist, onl}' a few weeks
will intervene between the pickings. With abundance of moisture
the plants furnish from twelve to eighteen crops during the season.

Thus pickings are continuous, and the manufacturing machinery is

constantly employed. In dry climates only a very few pickings

could be secured during the season. For long periods the machinery
<>f manufacture would be idle, while the product would be inferior;

the leaves would be hard and woody, as compared with the thin juicy

leaves produced in warm climates saturated with moisture. Irriga-

tion would be indispensable in any attempt to grow the article any-

where in the United States to commercial advantage, independent of
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isidering the ooal of manual lah<<r h< >. oompared with thai of

Asial ic oountrie

For tli Msons no efforl is made t»> encourage invest ments in I be

culture of tea, bul from 5,000 to 10,000 plants were distributed annu-

ally in dial riots \\ here a zero cold rarely, if ever, exists, and w here i he

article can be prepared for domestic use by simple methods of drying

and roasting tin- leaves.

i \!T.i;i\n:\
I
mmi:i:\ n.i.r. B. C.

During the past three or tour years a well-considered effort at tea

production has been inaugurated by Dr. Charles U. Shepard on his

Pinehursl estate, near Summerville, S. ('., where the suc< i bo far is

quite remarkable and encouraging, and where it is recognized that

the only method of making a profitable crop is to put on the market

a tea superior to any now found in the trade, and this he claims to be

doing at present, even while the whole business is but in its infancy.

When Dr. Shepard resolved to experiment in the culture and manu-

facture of tea he was quite familiar with the tea plant in South Caro-

lina, where it had been growing for nearly a century. He was also

conversant with all previous efforts in trying to grow tea with profit

and their results; but he felt assured that these results were not by

any means conclusive, as they were based upon practices prevalent

in countries where climatic conditions and other important factors to

success were greatly different from those existing here. lie recognized

that the problem of adaptation required the prosecution of a series of

studies which, so far as known, had never been taken up.

Among the problems to be solved was that of growing tea in a dis-

trict which had a yearly rainfall of 50 inches, while Asiatic authori-

ties claim that for tea-growing it should not be less than 80 to 100

inches per annum, and the more of this that falls during the early part

of the year the better. Some of the best tea districts have 120 inches

of yearly rainfall. Again, it is found that authorities agree in the

opinion that the temperature should never be lower than 40° F., for

although it is well known that the tea plant will exist in climates

where the thermometer may reach zero, yet the best production is

obtained from plants where frosts do not prevail. At Summerville

15° F. may be expected during winter.

In everything connected with this industry Dr. Shepard has had to

be guided almost solely by his own experiences and observations.

Literature relating to the subject is plentiful, but all of it relates to

countries where the climatic and other conditions leading to success

are so different from those in South Carolina that it proves to be of

but little general value, and of no specific value whatever.

During the past thirty years the Department has propagated and

distributed all of 150,000 tea plants, but has now practically aban-

doned their further propagation.
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COFFBB.

Man3 thousands of coffee plants have been raised from seed and

distributed in Florida and California and in some parts of Texas, but

its growth, .ms furnishing a product to enter into commerce, is rather

problematical. In southern Florida, below 27-}° north Latitude, coffee

plants withstand the climate in ordinary seasons and occasionally

produce ripe berries. Several years ago a quantity of ripe seed was

received from Manatee, the produce of plants growing at thai place.

These seeds vegetated freely and produced good plants. Since then

we have learned that the original plantshad been frozen to the ground,

but had sprouted ap again as vigorous as ever, Authorities on coffee

culture very generally coincide in the opinion that it can not be grown

I
noli I ably in any climate where the temperature falls as low as 50° F.

al any time of the year. This refers to the production of the fruit.

.Many plants will grow in climates too cold for perfecting their fruit

with any degree of regularity, if at all, and this is the case with the

coffee plant. A lowering of temperature occurs before the fruit is ripe,

and its progress toward maturity is retarded, if not completely checked,

and these climatic conditions may occur in any part of Florida.

Thus, it happens that when the fruit ripens it is in reality the crop

of the preceding year. The plant flowers, forms seed in the fall, but

not early enough to ripen before winter; then, if the winters are not

too severe, the fruits will remain and ripen up the following spring,

thus requiring the best part of two seasons to make one crop.

About twenty-five years ago a new species of coffee was introduced

from Liberia. The plant was described as being of more robust

growth, with larger berries than the Arabian. Hoping that it might
also prove to be more hardy, after several failures to procure fresh

seed from Liberia (coffee seeds of all kinds soon lose their vitality) a

few were ultimately secured, from which plants were raised, but it

was soon made evident that the Liberian species was more tender than
the Arabian.

THE CAMPHOR TREE.

The camphor tree has been distributed more or less since the estab-

lishment of the Department, and many of the earlier distributions

have now produced trees of considerable size and beauty, for it grows
into a symmetrical evergreen tree which always attracts attention.

It is a hardier tree than the orange, and was distributed in earlier

days as a shade tree, and as a shelter tree for the orange family. It

will stand the coast climate as far north as Charleston, in South Caro-

lina. Of late years it has been thought possible that a profitable

indusl ry might be inaugurated by extracting camphor for commercial
purposes, and many t honsands of plants ha\ e been propagated in the

greenhouses and dial ributed in <list ricts where the climate is suited to

growth. An average of G,000 plants has been the yearly output
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for Ave or Bis \ ears, w it U t In- hope that some of i be recipients would
tot tin- question of profit.

But tin- besl mode of procuring the gum has yet to be decided

—

whether from the leaves, twigs, wood, or roots, 'I'll.- b m <>j*

the >*ar for operating, the best methods of distillation, and other

matters which enter into the economics of the indusl ry are also points

t<> he determined.
< . I : \

In the spring of L867 upward of 50 species of grasses and foi

plants were sown. A plot of ground l" feet square was alloted to

each. About once in ten days measurements were taken of their

growth and other characteristics. Much information was gained from

these tesjN as to the rapidity of growth, resistance to droughts, and
endurance during summer. The rapidity of growth of the Italian

rye grass (Lolium itdlicum) was especially noted, and led to the sug-

gestion that it might prove valuable in the South when sown in the

fall, say in September, and as it grows in a low temperature, a crop

lit for cutting for hay would be produced in the following April, when
the sod could be turned under in time for a spring crop. To test this

matter of winter growth, sowings of Italian rye grass were made
about the middle of October, 1869. The weather proving dry for some
time afterwards, the young grass made slow progress, so that in

December it was not more than 1 inch in average height. The win-

ter was about the average in severity as experienced in the District

of Columbia. No covering or protection of any kind was afforded,

and on the 28th of the following- April it showed an average height of

18 inches. Common perennial rye grass sown at the same time aver-

1 ID inches in height on the above date. This was about the

beginning of experiments with grass gardens in the Department.

HEDGES.

Iii the spring of 1804 specimen hedges were established, with a view

mowing the relative merits of various plants for this purpose,

either as fences for farm or garden protection, or for forming neat

boundary and dividing lines in pleasure grounds and lawns, or for

shelter from cold and biting breezes. These specimens afforded much
interest to those seeking information in that line. An inspection of

them afforded more information than could be conveyed by the most

labored description. The following plants were used: Osage orange

(Madura aurantica), honey locust (Gleditscliia triranthos), buckthorn

(Bhamnus catharticus), berberry (Berber is vulgaris), Japan quince

(Cydonia japonica), beech (Fagus sylvaiica), European hornbeam
(Carpinus betidus), European field maple (Acer eampestre), Japan
privet (JLAgustrum japonicum), hemlock spruce (Abies canadensis),

Norway spruce (Abies excelsa), Chinese arbor-vita? (Biota orientalis),
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American arbor-vita {Thuja occidentalis), evergreen euonymus
{Euonymus japonicus), silver thorn {Eleagnus parvifolius), jujube

{Zizyphus vulgaris), and Later the Citrus trifoliata was added to the

list, and as a formidable hedge planl is superior to any of those

men! Loned.

These hedges were maintained in good condition for sis years, when
the ground they occupied was used for other purposes, but they were

good examples of hedge culture, and as such attracted a good deal of

attention by those interested in live fences.

MISCELLANEOUS PLANTS PROPAGATED AND DISTRIBUTED.

Much lias been done also with plants of which an extended notice

can not be given. Some of the more important are given here.

FOREIGN PLANTS OF IMPORTANCE IN THIS COUNTRY.

1 Jamie, or China grass (BoeJimeria nivea).—Seeds of this fiber

plant were procured earl}7 in the year 18G5 and sown in a glazed frame.

This precaution was taken because the seeds are very minute and

have to be sown on the surface of the soil and pressed in without

covering. Thousands of plants were produced and distributed

throughout the country the following year. The distribution of the

planl was abandoned when it became apparent that machinery was

wanting to prepare the fiber for market, and that consequently there

was no demand for it. The plant is easily cultivated, and could be

]> rod need in quantities should a demand arise. It is quite hardy
south of the District of Columbia.

New Zealand flax {Phormium tenax).—The fiber in the leaves

of this plant is reputed for its strength. On the supposition that it

might be utilized, seeds were procured from its native country, from
which several thousands of plants were produced and distributed.

The fiber is difficult of extraction and has been the subject of much
experiment by chemists and others. The latest results prove that the

fiber is held together by various kinds of gum, and when these are

removed the fibers are quite short and have no felting properties.

Sisal hemp (Agave sisalana).—This plant was introduced into

Florida fifty years ago, but its culture was abandoned during the

Indian war in that State. Some years ago a consignment of young
plants of this, or an equally utilizable species, was received from San

Domingo, and they were distributed.

Cabuya fiber (Fouvci oya <ulensc).—The leaves of this plant yield

a Dseful liber, somewhat similar to the above mentioned. Neither of

tin- plants is yet cultivated to any extent in the United Stales. Plants
of this fiber were received at the same time as the sisal hemp and senl

to i he Bame localities.

Guharabig {Acacia arabica).—This gum is also found in other

Lea of Acacia. Plants of these have been raised from 1 inie to time
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and sent out bo Southern climates, Quite a Dumber ol plants of I.

arabica have lately heen distributed.

• wt i palm (Cocoa nucifera).—About twenty years ago a c

ament of ooooanuts was received from Central America, and some

us Later a small quantity was procured Prom tin- West [ndi<

These were distributed In localities where it was supposed tie- plants

would flourish. At that time hut little was thought about the profit-

able culture of the plant, and it is presumed that no attention v.

given to the few sent out by the Department. Of late years, however,

more attention has been given to this fruit in southern Florida.

'I'm \ plant (ISrythroxylon coca).—This plant has been under

propagation for many years, but, like the cinchona, it lias not found a

suitable climate, so far, in this country. During the past few years

considerable interest has been attached to the plant, and it has been

in much request. Plants have been furnished to all applicants, and

many of them have been sent to t he Southern States and to California,

but so far no one has reported success in its growth.

The mango (Mangifera indica).—The mango, in some of its many
varieties, is esteemed as one of the most delicious of tropical fruits.

It is largely cultivated in the East Indies, where much attention is

given to the propagation of the best selected kinds. Seeds of mangoes

have been procured at times during many years past, both from the

East Indies and the West Indies, said to have been selected from

the finest varieties, but no guaranty can be given as to the value

of the fruit which they may produce. About ten years ago a case of

grafted plants of esteemed varieties was procured from a botanic

garden in Jamaica, West Indies, but owing to great delay in trans-

portation few of the plants were found to be alive.

Date palm (Pita nix dactyl ifera).—Like the mango, there are many
varieties of this species, some of them quite superior in the quality of

their fruits. Unlike most palms, the date palm throws out suckers

from its main stem, near the roots, so that it can be increased or

propagated in that manner, which is often done with choice varieties.

For many years the Department has distributed quantities of this

palm which have been raised from imported seeds. Some of these

importations consisted of seeds collected in southern Europe, where

the hardiest varieties are cultivated. In raising the date palm from

seed there is the same uncertainty about the value of the plants as

there is in the raising of seedling oranges or seedling peaches. Efforts

have been made to secure offsets or suckers from kinds of reputed

merit, and several importations have been received, but reports as to

their value have proved to be unsatisfactory.

Ginger (Zingiber officinale).—Rhizomes of this plant have been

distributed for a long time, but no reports of success have been

received. Although a tropical plant, its annual growth is completed
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in ;i few months, like cotton, and it is probable thai i1 could Decrown
wherever cotton will mature. The roots being lifted and kepi warm
and dry during winter will be in condition to plant the following

spring. The conserve known as "preserved ginger" is an article of

considerable commerce. It is prepared from immature roots, so that

they are soft and succulent and can readily absorb the sirup in which

they are presen

<

id.

FOREIGN PLANTS OF LESS IMPORTANCE i\ THIS COUNTRY.

The follow inn
- plants have been propagated and sent out, most of

them in quantities not exceeding a few hundred each:

Tamarind tree (Ta/ma/rindvs iu<li<-<t), vanilla ( Vanilla planifolia),

cork oak (Qua reus suber), black pepper (Piper nigrum), licorice (Oh/-

cyrrhiza glabra), basket willow (Salix viminalis), Japan varnish tree

(Rhus vernicifera), pistacio nut tree (Pistacia vera), allspice (Eugenia

pimento), theLee-chee (Nepheliumlitchi), gumarabic plant (Acacia ara-

bica), the Carob tree
(
Ceratonia siliqua), cinnamon

( Cinnamomum zey-

lanicum), mammea apple (Mammea americana), dwarf banana (Musa
cavendishii), Avocado pear (Persea gratissima), Japan medlar, or

Chinese Lo-quat (Photin iajaponica), pomegranate (Punicagranatum),

Mexican pepper tree (Schinus molle), and. Cattleya guava (Pisidum
cofth yanwm).

TESTING THE MERITS OF SPECIES AND VARIETIES OF PLANTS.

The above subject was one of early consideration in the operations

of the Depart inent. The waiter, in his report to the Commissioner of

Agriculture for 18G3, alluded to the necessity for a series of experi-

ments to test the comparative merits of cereals, vegetables, and fruits,

most of which had run into a vast number of varieties, many of them
being comparatively worthless. From the report of 18G3 the following

extract is taken:

CHOICE OF VARIETIES FOR CULTIVATION.

In a sale catalogue of agricultural and garden seeds now before me, there are

enumerated 52 varieties of peas, 32 varieties of beans, 34 varieties of lettuce, 18

varieties of onions, 48 varieties of turnips, 42 varieties of cabbages, and 10 varie-

ties of celery. No one desires, neither is it necessary, to cultivate all of these: it

is therefore of much importance to know which are best and most suitable for the

purpose required, whether early or late, large or small; whether productive, of

good keeping qualities, or otherwise. Possessed of such information the buyer
could make his purchases understanding^ and the seller would speedily drop
unsalable sorts from his list and both would be gainers. As a commencement
toward carrying out the above suggestions 40 varieties of potatoes were procured,
also many varieties of peas, turnips, and other plants, but owing to the limited

106 only a small quantity of each could be planted, not a sufficient basis upon
which v. found an opinion.

In lsr.i (lovcrninciil Rcscrval ion Xo. J, now the grounds of the

Department, was placed under the control of the Commissioner of
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\ !ioulturc for the purpose of an experimental farm. For §ome 3 earn

• experiments were attempted with cereal plants, and

garden fruits and ibles. in L865 there were produced on the

ervation L20 varieties of wheat, L6 varieties of rye, 17 varieties of

1 varieties of peas, 30 varieties of beans, I
s varieties of cabbage,

11 varieties of lettuce, L3 varieties of onions, \'-> varieties of potatoes,

and 30 kinds of melons, and, in addition, many forage plants, such

olovers and grasses, among them the crimson clover, now becom-

ing popular.

In 1866,32 kinds of sorghum wore cultivated, and many kinds of

turnips, beets, etc. It soon became evident thai as a farm the area

was altogether too limited for the requirements of satisfactory results

in this line, and, in L867, the Department building having been Located

upon the grounds, it became necessary to lay them out in a manner

more in keeping with surrounding improvements

[MPROVING THE DEPARTMENT GROUNDS.

During the fall of L867 ground was broken for the erection of the

Department building, which was completed and ready for occupancy

the following year.

The soil of the reservation was underlaid with a subsoil of tena-

cious clay, which rendered it necessary to drain the whole area. This

was thoroughly accomplished by tiling, the tiles being laid 30 inches

below the surface. Afterward it was deeply and carefully plowed

and subsoiled, then leveled, and most of it sown with grass seed in

the fall of 1808. liefore the final plowing, the ground was heavily

coated with manure, using upward of 300 cords of rotted stable

manure, which was furnished by the War Department from corrals

in various parts of the District of Columbia. The preparation of the

ground was so thorough thai the greater portion of the park has not

received any manurial application since.

Having prepared plans for laying out the grounds, the work of

planting was commenced in the fall of 1869 and virtually finished

in 1871.

As an experiment in road making, about 1,000 yards of concrete

was laid on the carriage road in front of the Department building,

the first that was laid in the city.

Immediately in front of the building a geometrical flower garden

was introduced, finished, and supported by a stone terrace wall, sur-

mounted with an ornamental iron balustrade, in order to produce an

effective example of this style of improvement as a fitting accom-

paniment to such a structure, the only connection in which architec-

tural terraces and similar features are admissible.

The most distinctive feature of the plan for planting the ground

was the arboretum, in which would be represented, so far as space

would admit, a specimen of every tree and shrub capable of existing
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in the climate, to be planted in stricl accordance with a botanical

system, and at the same time secure some degree of effective land-

scape gardening and pleasure ground scenery, a combination not

hitherto attempted on a similarly extended scale.

THE CONSERVATORY.

In L868 the writer submitted designs for a conservatory 320 feet in

Length and of an average width of 28 feet. The structure was com-
pleted and occupied in L871,

The conservatory was erected for the purpose of maintaining a col-

lection of economic plants. No plants were to be admitted because
of the beauty of their foliage, or the beauty of their flowers, or for

their historic interest; but only those which yielded, or furnished in

some measure, commodities of commercial importance of more or Less

value; also with a view to the propagation and distribution of such

as might be deemed worthy of trial in suitable climates in this

count ry.

This collection was so far advanced in 1872 that during the latter

part of the year the writer prepared a descriptive catalogue of these

exotie plants, in which about 500 species were briefly noted and their

uses explained.

This structure is heated by hot water circulating in iron pipes. In

arranging the pipes a notable exception was made to the methods
usually employed. The prevailing method was to incline the pipes

for some distance from the boiler or water heater. In other words,

the flow pipes were laid on an ascending grade and the return pipes

on a descending grade. No uniformity existed as to either the height

or distance of the ascending pipes. These conditions were regulated

by the length of the building; if 200 feet in length, the ascent would
be to that extent; if 20 feet in length, so would be the length of the

ascending pipes. From these distances the water is conducted in a

descending grade to the boiler. Observations having proved that the

ascending pipe retarded the circulation of water, and that, other

things being equal, the most rapid circulation is secured when the top

of the boiler is the highest point in the whole arrangement, and all

the pipes descending from that point until they reach the bottom of

the boiler, the piping was laid so as to secure as much as possible of

a descending grade. For instance, in a length of 160 feet from the
boiler to the end of the house, an upright pipe 3 feet in length is

attached to the boiler, from which the pipe descends the whole length

and returns back on a similar grade, making a uniform descent

through :!_)( » feet of pipe.

If the water absorbed and transmitted heat by conduction only,

then tie- position of the pipes would be of but little importance; but
as ii is by convection or actual movement of the water, then gravita-

tion and diminished friction are notably influential in the efficient

working of the apparatus.
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All the glasshouses are constructed upon the fixed-roof plan, con-

sisting of skeleton framework supporting a series of light Bash bars

for holding glass. This method is not onlj cheaper than the plan of

heav} rafters supporting framed sashes, bul by using Less woodwork
there is less .shade and more light to the plants, since the introduc-

tion of this method of building by the writer in 1850, together with

the mode of glazing adopted, do other kind <>( roofing is used. The
ordinary \\a\ of glazing window sashes is to set in the glass, fasten it

with triangular bits of tin, then till the outer surface of the sash bar

with putt

When this method is applied to greenhouse roofs it is almost impos-

sible to prevent Leakage. The frosts of winter and the hot suns of

summer cause the putty to crack and fall apart, requiring continual

repairs in the effort to maintain a water-tight roof, and which are

only partially successful at best.

To make a permanently tight roof, the glass should be bedded in

well-worked, rather soft putty. A layer of this having been uni-

formly spread on the sash bar, the pane of glass is gently pressed on

it until it reaches an equal bearing, and so working up a portion of

the putty that it will till all spaces between the edge of the glass and

the woodwork. After the surplus putty is neatly trimmed off, both

inside and out, it is allowed to dry and shrink; then a coat of paint is

applied which will iill up all crevices, and make a perfectly water-

tight finish. If any slight leak should appear, a coat of paint will

stop it.

After testing glasses of different sizes, panes 10 inches by 12 inches

are preferred. For this size glass the sash bars are placed 12^ inches

apart, measuring from their centers, allowing one-fourth inch rebate

on each side for the glass to rest upon. The pane is secured by brad

nails three-fourths of an inch in length, four to each pane, inserted

at the corners. The two upper nails form a support to the next pane

above, and their position determines the amount of lap, which should

not be more than one-sixteenth of an inch. Wide laps hold dust, which

in turn holds water, which may freeze in frosty weather and split the

glass. Ventilation is provided for by hinged or by small sashes on the

roof, which can be fixed so as to prevent leakage.

DIVISION OF PUBLICATIONS.

By Geo. Wm. Hill, Department Editor.

INTRODUCTION.

That the work of publication is an essential part of the work of the

Department of Agriculture calls for no argument. It goes without

saying that the acquisition of information of value to the people
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demands its publication, and so we And thai in ili<' net, creating ;i

Department of Agriculture Its chief duties arc thus defined :

"* * *

to acquire and diffuse among tin* people <>f the United stales useful

information on subjects connected with agriculture in the most iteu-

eral and comprehensive sense of thai word." * * *

kinds oh' PUBLICATIONS N<>W [SSUED.

In carrying out the provision above <* i i
<
-< 1 the Department issues

Beveral distinct classes of publications. It prepares a Yearbook

—

a book <>f nearly 7<»n pages and containing many illustrations. This

Yearbook (published annually as the name implies) consists of the

Annual Report oi' the Secretary, and of numerous—from twenty-five

to thirty—papers on agricultural topics prepared mainly by scientific

workers in the Department, but including occasionally papers pre-

pared by specialists not in the service of the Department. It includes

also, in the form of an appendix, statistics and other useful informa-

tion. This book is printed under an act of Congress, and from funds

specially provided, in an edition of 500,000 copies, of which, however,

only 30,000 are given to the Department for distribution, the remain-

der. 470,000 copies, being reserved for distribution by Senators, Rep-

resentatives, and Delegates in Congress. The Department, however,

frequently prints in the form of "separates," as they are called,

articles from the Yearbook to satisfy special urgent demand for

information on certain subjects covered by them.

The Department also issues large numbers of popular publications,

known as Farmers' Bulletins, on all sorts of agricultural topics and

adapted to the various sections of the country. These are paid for

from a special appropriation, which, however, forms a part of the

general appropriation for Department expenditures. By law, at least

two-thirds of the whole number printed are subject to the orders of

Senators, Representatives, and Delegates. As a matter of fact, this

proportion has generally been exceeded. Of this series also, some
are prepared by persons outside the Department service, specially

engaged for the purpose, but hy far the greater number are written

by persons regularly emplojred in the Department. A list of these

bulletins now available (December 31, 1897) is to be found in the

Appendix to this volume. Last year 2,387,000 copies of these bulle-

tins were printed and distributed.

Special reports and bulletins, scientific or technical in character,

are prepared in the several bureaus, divisions, and offices of the

Department, generally covering some special investigations and
reporting the results. These are usually printed in editions of 2,000

to I. moo copies, though it is sometimes found necessary to issue 10,000

or even 15,000 copies. In a few cases the cost of these is defrayed
from special appropriations made for the bureaus or divisions thai

issue them, but the expense of the greater number of them is paid
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m a printing fund appropriated to the Public Printer, I > u t. Bubjeci

to the order of the Secretary of Agriculture. This fund amount! for

tin- current \ ear to 185,000.

The Bureau of Animal Industry and the Weather Bureau each

prepares an annual report, which is printed by Congress -that of the

Bureau of Animal Industry in an edition of 30,000 copies, of which

the Department receives (

.>, !>»>(>, while of the reporl of the chief of the

Weather Bureau 4,000 copies are printed, of which 1,000 only are

reserved for the bureau.

Other publications of t ho Department consist of periodicals, being

compilations of matters relating to agriculture and of the work done

at the various agricultural experiment stations throughout the United

States and at analogous institutions abroad. Thus, the Division of

Statistics issuesa monthly report on the conditions of the crops and

including Other statistical matter; the Weather Bureau, in addition

to its series <A' weather maps and climate and crop reports, issues a

Monthly Weather Review, and the Office of Experiment Stations

issues monthly a record of work done at the experiment stations,

appropriately named Experiment Station Record.

Finally, the Department publishes numerous "Circulars of infor-

mation" prepared in the several bureaus and divisions. Sometimes

these are mere leaflets, containing two to four pages; sometimes they

extend to twelve or sixteen pages. They are specially designed to

furnish information on subjects concerning which special inquiries

have frequently been made, and are primarily designed to save cor-

respondence.

METHODS OF DISTRIBUTING PUBLICATIONS.

The above are the principal classes into which publications of the

Department are divided, and the following are the methods adopted

for their distribution:

Certain institutions receive all of the Department publications; such

are (1) a limited number of libraries, either free to the public or con-

nected with prominent educational institutions, but Avhich are not

Included among the public depositories supplied by the Public

Printer; 1
(~2) libraries of all State agricultural colleges, beneficiaries

under the Morrill acts of 1862 and 1890, and of the agricultural

experiment stations established under the Hatch act of 1887. Yvvy
nearly all the publications, that is, all except those whose editions are

limited by law, as will be explained hereafter, are also sent to the

1 Under the law regulating the public printing and binding, approved January

10. 1895, certain libraries, nearly 500 in all, are designated as public depositories

and receive all the Government publications through the Public Printer, an extra

number being printed by that official for the purpose. Through the courtesy of

the Superintendent of Documents this list is accessible to the Librarian of the

Department, by whom other libraries are supplied, so that duplication is effectu-

ally avoided.
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agricultural papers and others, such as daily papers issuing a regular

weekly agricultural edition, and to foreign Institutions of Learning,

scientific societies, and agricultural experiment station workers

specially interested. Furthermore, <
• .-

1
<

• 1 1 bureau, division, or office

maintains a "divisional" List, consisting of persons engaged in kin-

dred Lines of work and cooperating as correspondents or otherwise

With the bureau or division in question. To this List arc mailed all

the publications of the particular division or divisions with which

they cooperate. They are also sent to journals devoted to the same
lines of work. As far as the supply will permit, coworkers in any
line of Hie Department work and correspondents rendering any
special service to any bureau or division are favored with the Vear-

bookj while promiscuous applicants are referred to their Senator or

Representative, the Department's limited quota not permitting any
general distribution. The technical and scientific publications are

not sent free to all applicants, but a certain number of each is 1 nrned

over to the Superintendent of Documents, an officer created under
the law of January 12, 1895, by whom they are sold at a low price,

covering the cost of printing from the plates with 10 per cent added,

thus practically supplying applicants with these reports at the bare

cost of paper, presswork, binding, and handling. As the Superin-
tendent has the franking privilege, no charge is made for postage.

Farmers' Bulletins and circulars are mailed free to every applicant

while the supply lasts, and as the plates are always preserved for a

considerable time, reprints of those for which a demand continues

are frequent, being only limited by the funds available for the pur-

pose.

ANNOUNCEMENTS OF NEW PUBLICATIONS.

To enable persons interested, outside of the special classes above
mentioned, to procure such publications as they may desire to obtain,

two methods are adopted to publish as widely and as promptly as

possible information as to Avhat publications have been issued and
are available. In the first place, slightly in advance of the appear-

ance of every bulletin, except such as are not for general distribution,

a press notice is prepared presenting some details as to the character

and contents of the forthcoming publication. This is sent to all

papers on the general list, and, of course, how widely the informa-
tion is distributed depends entirely upon the extent to which these

papers use the notices so supplied. Secondly, a list is prepared and
issued on the first day of each month, containing all publications

issued by the Department during the previous month. This list, in

addition to title and number, gives in a very few words a resume of

tie- cunt cuts of each. It is mailed regularly to everyone applying
tor it, and the edition of this circular now exceeds 20,000 copies.

Although it has been found necessary in recent years to restrict

the free distribution of Department publications in many ways, and
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m»t withstanding means have bee d adopted to prevent duplication and

waste, ill*- demand has so Increased In all directions that tin- number
ot oopies "t" all publications has multiplied since 1804 more than fcwo

and a half times. The total number <>r copies of .-ill publications

issued during tin- past fiscal ynv, exclusive of fehe Yearbook, which

doI ready for delivery before June 30, was 6,541,210, and for the

first halt* of the current fiscal year -•">.

REVIEWING AND EDITING MANUSCRIPTS.

While the various branches of the Departmenl conduct their

se\ eral investigations within certain Limits Lndependenl ly, all of i hem
submit the results, when the information acquired is ready for pub-

lication, to the Secretary for review. This review takes place in the

Division of Publications, which was primarily created for this pur-

pose and no other. Incidentally the work of editing and preparing

manuscripts for the printer, of supervising illustrations, etc., has been

added to the duties of the chief. Thus, before any of the work of the

Department or any of the several divisions reaches the public it is

submitted to the Secretary through the Division of Publications, by
which all matters which seem to call for the Secretary's consideration

are referred to him, and only after this process does any of the infor-

mation acquired in the Department reach the public.

By his letter of transmittal, which accompanies every paper, the

chief of the division of its origin assumes responsibility for all the

statements it contains, and by authorizing the chief of the Division

of Publications to affix the seal of the Department, the Secretary

expresses his approval of them. It thus follows that in the fullest

sense no division can be said to publish. Only the Department
publishes, and this division supplies the machinery by which this

publishing is done, thus serving, as it were, as the mouthpiece of

the Department.

DEVELOPMENT OF PUBLICATION WORK.

It will not be uninteresting to trace the gradual development of

the present methods regulating the publication work of the Depart-

ment. The publication of agricultural matter for free distribution

long antedated the creation of a Department of Agriculture. Refer-

ences to agricultural matters in public documents were, no doubt,

frequent from the organization of the Government, but the first

reference bearing directly upon work done for agriculture under

Government auspices seems to be that occurring in the annual report

of Mr. Henry L. EllsAvorth, then Commissioner of Patents, for 1837.

In this report Mr. Ellsworth devoted something less than two pages

to the distribution and improvement of seeds of corn and wheat.
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Again, on January 22, L839, Mr. Ellsworth, replying loan inquiry of

Mr. Isaac Fletcher, chairman of the Committee on Agriculture of the

House of Representatives, for Information as to the collection and

distribution of seeds and plants and as to the collection of agricul-

tural statistics, devoted to tin' subject a couple <>r pages immediately

following Ids report. In this communication, as also in his report of

January l, L839, Mr. Ellsworth dwells upon the need of means to

dist ribute I in* material <>n hand.

EARL'S OFFICIAL AGRICULTURAL PUBLICATIONS.

Iii the report of the same officer for 1841 we have what may be
regarded as the first official publication of agricultural matter. This

report discusses new processes for making illuminating oil from corn

and of producing sugar from cornstalks. The statement is made that

three times as much sugar can be had from cornstalks as from beets,,

and the proposal of a company to furnish corn oil for light-houses

on the lakes is noted. The report also devotes 4 pages to agricul-

tural statistics, followed by 15 pages of comments, and is the first

publication separate from the Commissioner's signed statement. In
the Patent Office Report for 1842, out of 111 pages, 105 are devoted to

agricultural matters. The edition of the complete report for 1843,

embracing the list of patents and agricultural matter as usual, was
only 3,000 copies, but the agricultural portion, consisting of 232 pages*

was also printed separately in an edition of 15,000.

In the report for 1845 (1,184 pages) the agricultural portion con-

sisted of 1,082 pages, and, although the number of copies printed is not-

given, Commissioner Burke reports that of the $3,000 appropriated

for agricultural matters a great part was devoted to the "mere copy-

in-- of the report."

The agricultural portion of the Patent Office Report for 1846 was
omitted, because no appropriation was made for printing it. In 1847,.

577 out of 6G1 pages were given up to agricultural matters, and in

1848, 725 out of 816 pages related to agriculture. Of this report, 5,000

copies were printed entire and 40,000 without the list of patents. In
1849 the Patent Office Report appeared in two parts, Part II being
devoted entirely to agriculture and containing 574 pages and 7 plates.

Henceforth the agricultural portion was thus printed.

The main divisions of the contents of this report were as follows:

Agricultural statistics; general view of American agriculture; agri-

cultural meteorology; report of Prof. Lewis Beck on breadstuffs of

the United States; reports and letters relating to crops, etc. ; miscel-

laneous communications; analytical tables; statistical tables.

Dr. Daniel Lee was employed to prepare the report, but nothing
was paid (or investigation or collection of facts with the exception of

Statistics. Dr. Lee was obliged to condense and rewrite much that

l A :>7 14
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oluntarily furnished aim, not l» tin- matter <>r form i

unsatisfactory, but for lack of space. In the report appear the

names of 105 contributors whose contribution! wen- deferred for

subsequent a

Of the reports for 1851 (676 pages), L852 (448 j and

(448 pages), the number of copies printed was, respectively, 110,000,

Hi and l(H),oo(). Of the repori for L854, however, only

lies wore printed, but this number was increased the following year

to 200,000, and remained several years at thai figure, except that

of the report for 1858, 210,000 copies, and of the repori for 1859,

,000 copies, were printed.

COST OP EARLY ACK1CULTURAL PUBLICATIO

During these years 1 ho cost of the Annual Report on Agriculture

largely exceeded the total expenditures of the Division of Agricull are

in the Patent Office. \\\ 1856, when the number of copies printed

was 00 and could not have cost less than $80,000, Commissioner
.Mason reports that the expense of distribution was $17,487, while the

total disbursement of the section was $37,442. In 1862 the Depart-

ment of Agriculture was established, and the report for that year

contained 632 pages. The edition was 120,000 copies, costing at

leasl $50,000, and probably nearer $00,000, to produce, to say nothing

of the cost of distribution. The Commissioner, Mr. Newton, gives

the total expenses of the Department for this year, exclusive of the

report, as $34,342.

It will be seen, therefore, that in the early days the great bulk

of expenditures for agriculture was devoted to the second item in

the legally de lined duties of the Department, that is, the d illusion

of information concerning agriculture. This condition prevailed for

several years after the establishment of the Department. Gradually,

as means of acquiring information were enlarged and the investiga-

tions undertaken became more extensive and more scientific, the cost

of acquiring exceeded that of diffusing the information acquired, until

in 1870, for the first time, the total cost of the printing and distribu-

tion of the Department publications appears to have been slightly

less than half of the total expense. With the exception of such pub-

lications as may be occasionally reprinted by special resolution of

Congress, the present cost of the publication work, aggregating in

round numbers 8545,000, amounts to less than one-fourth of the total

expenditures for the Department, exclusive of experiment stations.

And yet the number of persons demanding information has increased

far more rapidly than the number of subjects calling for investigation.

CHARACTER OF THE EARLY DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS.

Up to the time when the Department of Agriculture was called into

being, the whole of the publication work of the Government on behalf

of agriculture seems to have consisted practically of the one yearly
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report. Tins book, beginning especially with the appearance of the

agricultural matter in ;i separate volume, more nearly resembled the

present Yearbook fchan the annual reports of a Pew yc-.w* ago, In so

far al leasl .-is ii seems to have bees made up largely of independent

contributions on agriculture and kindred topics, of certain agricul-

tural statistics, Including climate and crop, while one of the features

of interest was the Large number of pages devoted in these early

reports to citations from newspapers, both agricultural and other, in

various parts of the country. These extracts consisted mostly of

views as to the year's harvest, but contained also expressions of opin-

ion on various matters connected with agriculture.

After the organization of the Department was thoroughly effected

the important work of editing the reports was assigned to the Divi-

sion of Statistics, and in 18G3 a system of monthly reportswas under-

taken under the auspices of that division. What number of copies

of these reports was published and what was the cost of them has

not been ascertained. These reports were continued until 187G. In

L877 a new series was undertaken, prepared like the previous one

by the Statistician.

The ii rst series was in the nature of a monthly or bimonthly record of

agricultural matters, chiefly domestic, of course, but still giving* con-

siderable attention to such matters abroad. The only regular features

of the publication consisted of reports of the principal crops, extracts

from correspondence, reports on experiments in growing Department

seeds, and, for some years, the meteorological reports of the Smith-

sonian Institution. Most numbers contain many excerpts from con-

temporary journals and a variety of short notes and comments upon all

sorts of agricultural.topics, forming a very readable assortment of mat-

ter of general interest to all persons interested in agricultural affairs.

With the new service, beginning in 1877, the contents, while retain-

ing the monthly crop reports as one of the principal features (the

meteorological reports had been already abandoned), consisted of

a number of independent articles, most of them signed, although

many of them, doubtless contributed by the Statistician, Mr. J. R.

Dodge, were still unsigned. These independent articles were some-

times contributions from other divisions, and some of them, con-

tributed by persons outside the Department, treated of subjects

pertaining to the work of the various divisions. Many of these were

of considerable length, and there was a noticeable absence of the

special character of the former series, which made it a sort of newsy
record of current agricultural matters and events.

( HAUACTER OF MONTHLY REPORT.

The firsl indication of the changes llms Inaugurated is found in .Mr.

Swank's Interesting history of the Department of Agriculture, issued

in is7l\ On page 40, referring to the Monthly Report as then issued,

h" says: *'li may be remarked, however, that the presenl Commis-
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doner [Hon. Frederick Watts] favors the policj of Increasing the

value and extending the Influence of the Monthly Report. H<- has

already ordered that tin- bq\ era! beads of divisions in t h<- Depart ment

shall regularly contribute to its
;

and Ik- l>»di»-\<-> that its <-<>n-

tentfi should be yet more varied and comprehensive than thej have

been. He believes, also, that ii would be wise to publish the report at

least nno' in every month in the year, instead of only eight times

yearly, as is now the practice.*
5

The monthly reports were still edited, as were t he annual reports, by

the Statistician; and, in spite of the varied topics discussed and their

relation to the work of other divisions, they were numbered in regular

series. But for the regular appearance, as a principal feature of tin-

series, of the crop reports and other statistical matter, it would per-

haps have been more appropriately issued as a Departmental than a

divisional series.

The following list of subjects in the bound volume containing the

first fifteen numbers will serve to show the general character of these

publications: The cane-sugar industry; condition of crops, wheat

supply, etc.; Thea viridis (Chinese tea plant); cultivation of the fig;

condition of crops June, 1878; condition of crops July, 1878; condi-

tion of crops August, 1S78; condition of crops September, 1878; con-

dition of crops December, 1878; condition of crops January, 1S79;

silkworm: how to produce silk; diseases of swine, etc. ; condition of

crops, April, 1879; condition of crops June, 1879; condition of crops

July, 1879.

Until 1883 these monthly reports, with the annual report, consti-

tuted almost all the publication work of the Department. From time

to time, usually at very long intervals, there were issued some inde-

pendent miscellaneous publications, bulletins, or reports. Two of

these miscellaneous publications appeared in 1862. Both of them

appear to have been issued in October of that year, although one of

them was simply dated 1802. This one is entitled a "Circular from

the Commissioner of Agriculture of the United States on the present

agricultural, mineral, and manufacturing condition and resources of

the United States." It appears to have been addressed to a selected

list of names, and its purpose to have been to invite attention to the

new Department, and to solicit cooperation in its work from persons

interested in agriculture. The other, which may be regarded as the

first divisional, if not the first Departmental, publication, was entitled

"Catalogue of the plants, bulbs, tubers, etc., for distribution from

the United States Propagating Garden, with a report on the objects

and aims of the garden," by William Saunders, superintendent.

Until 1867 no other publication appeared save the Annual and

Monthly Reports. These miscellaneous publications constitute no

regular series, and were unnumbered. They have continued to appear

occasionally, even up to very recent times.
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i [BST DIVISIONAL PUBLICATIONS.

The regular Issue of divisional publical inns, each division adopting

a numbered scries of its own, may be said to nave begun in I

although in L882 the third report of the LTnited States Entomological

Commission, of which the then Entomologist, Dr, C. V. Riley, was

chairman, was issued from the Division of Entomology. The first

and second reports had previously appeared as publications of the

Department <>f the Interior, the Commission as originally constituted

being required to report to the Secretary of the Interior; but Later,

under an enactment of March 3, L881, it was directed to report to the

( iommissioner of Agriculture.

In L883 bulletins were issued by the Divisions of Entomology,

Chemistry, and Statistics. The monthly series, edited by the Statis-

tician, was discontinued to give place once more to a new series,

devoted exclusively, in this instance, to statistical matters, and becom-

ing strictly, in matter as well as in form and sequence, a divisional

publication. This series was also the first of the divisional period-

ical publications, though several of these followed in due course of

time.

Bulletin No. 1 of the Division of Entomology, submitted January

14, 1883, contained 62 pages, and was a report of "Experiments, chiefly

with kerosene, upon the insects injuriously affecting the orange tree

and cotton plant."

Bulletin No. 1 of the Division of Chemistry, issued, the same year,

contained 69 pages, and was a report by C. Richardson on an " Inves-

tigation of the composition of American wheat and corn."

The first bureau report, issued as an independent volume, was the

Report of tin' Bureau of Animal Industry, then recently established.

This was in 1884, and the report was issued as a Congressional report,

and paid for from a special appropriation. This report has been so

issued regularly, usually biennially. Beginning with 1883, publica-

tions have been issued from the several divisions and the Bureau of

Animal Industry with more or less frequency and a regrettable lack of

uniformity. The term "bulletin" has been the one most frequently

used in the nomenclature of these publications; others were called

reports, special reports, circulars, etc.

PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS.

In 1880 the periodical form hitherto in use only by the Division of

Statistics was adopted by the Division of Entomology, a periodical

monthly journal being established in that division under the title

Insecl Life. Seven volumes of this periodical were issued, and, as

an evidence of the popularity it enjoyed among entomologists and
of the ability with which it was edited, it may be stated that the com-
plete Bel now commands a price of |5 a volume. It was discontinued

in L893 for reasons which seemed suflicient to condemn the system of
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i... lical publications \'<>i- Departmental literature under very

optional conditions, Of such exceptional conditions, the monthly

Mistical Report and the Experimenl station Record furni un-

|)l<-s. The latter ttablished in the same year as [nsecl Life

- tin- name implies, a record of tin- work done at the

it*u 1 1

n

i-;lI experiment stations. While originally endeavoring to

satisfy the popular demand for information on iliis subject, it b

n found expedient, and, indeed, almost, unavoidable, to devote it

more and more to the use of professors and students of agricultural

science and others engaged in technical and scientific work. The

index to the yearly volume of.the Record, which is issued as No. L2 of

ch volume, serves as a comprehensive guide to the work of experi-

ment stations throughout this count py and abroad, the work of foivi

stations of late years being reviewed as extensively as thai of our own.

Other periodicals were established, if the term "periodical" can be

applied where periodicity was irregular, as per the following statement,

giving the name of the division, t he name of the publication, and the

date of first issue:

By the Division of Vegetable Physiology and Pathology (then a sec-

tion of the Division of Botany), the Journal of Mycology, 1889. 1

By the Division of Ornithology and Mammalogy (now the Biological

Survey), North American Fauna, October 25,' 1889.

By the Division of Botany, Contributions to the National Her-

barium, in 1890.

The Weather Bureau having been in 1891 transferred from the War
Department to the control of the Department of Agriculture, the

.Monthly Weather Review was that year established in that bureau.

farmers' bulletins.

The first Farmers' Bulletin was issued from the Office of Experiment

Stations in 1889 under the title of "The what and why of experiment

Stations." It was designed for widespread distribution and the edition

printed was 100,000 eopies. No. 2 of this series was issued from the

same office in 1890 under the title of "The work of the agricultural

experiment stations." It was the design of the then director of the

office, Dr. W. O. At water, that these Farmers' Bulletins should be

issued regularly from the Office of Experiment Stations, to be

devoted especially to popularizing the work of the stations among the

farmers. The publication notice attached to Farmers' Bulletin Xo. 2

states, after referring to the publications then issued by the stations,

that ''the work of the stations is also summarized in publications of

this office, " and adds: "The Office of Experiment Stations issues two

x The Journal of Mycology was adopted rather than established by the then Sec-

tion of Vegetable Pathology, it having been originally started in Kansas in 1885

by Mr. W. A. Kellcrnian, professor of botany in the Kansas Agricultural College.

This gentleman issued volumes 1, 2, 3, and 4, and with volume 5 the Journal was
transferred to the Section of Vegetable Pathology.
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classes of publications for general distribution: (I) Farmers' Bui

letins, which are brief ami popular in character and are senl on

application." * * •

The name "Farmers1 Bulletin'1 was, however, so general in its

character as to meet with the special approval of the then Secretary

of Agriculture, Hon. J. M. Rusk, for application to a Beries of brief,

clear, praci ical bulletins to be contributed by all the bureaus and divi-

sions and bo constitute a Departmental series. The name was, there

fore, adopted for a Departmental series, with No. 3, a bulletin by the

Chemist of the Department, Dr. IT. W. Wiley, on the "Cultivation of

the sugar beet," which was issued in March, 1891.

No 4, also issued in 1891, was by Prof. I>. T. Galloway, chief of 1 ho

Division of Vegetable Pathology, and was enl [tied "Fungous diseases

of the grape and their treatment/" No. 5, ontho "Treat ment of smuts

of oats and wheat," was contributed by the same division, and No. 6,

on "Tobacco," was prepared by Mr. John M. Estes, a special agent

of the Department in connection with the Department exhibit at the

Columbian Exposition. Up to the close of 1893,15 of these bulle-

tins had been issued, and the series had proved so popular and the

demand so extensive as to threaten serious inroads on the printing

fund of the Department.

APPROPRIATIONS FOR FARMERS' BULLETINS.

One of the first acts, therefore, of the new Secretary, Hon. J. Ster-

ling Morton, was to recommend to Congress a special appropriation
" for the preparation, printing, and publishing of Farmers' Bulletins,

which shall be adapted to the interests of the people of different sec-

lions of the country, an equal proportion of two-thirds of which shall

be supplied to Senators, Representatives, and Delegates in Congress

for distribution among their constituents as seeds are distributed."

For the fiscal year 1805, 830,000 was appropriated for this purpose.

This amount was increased the following year to $50,000, including

the cost of distribution. For the current year the appropriation for

the j)reparation and printing of Farmers' Bulletins, the distribution

being elsewhere provided for, is $35,000. The following table gives

the total number of Farmers' Bulletins printed from Nos. 1 to 57, and
covering the period from 1889 to 1897 (fiscal years), inclusive*

Number of Farmers' Bulletins, Nos. 1 to 57, printed.

Date.
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The total number of Farmers' Bulletins printed up to December

31, 1.897, w while three more numbers, to appear as Nos. 66, 67,

and 68, were still In the hands of 1 1 1 «
- Public Printer al thai date, it

Is customary to reprint these bulletins from time to time as the

demand continues, provided the subject-matter is still timely. The
usual editions are from 30,000 to 50,000 copies, in a few oases reach-

as high as 100,000; but In manj oases reprints have been required,

so that of the more popular of these bulletins as many as 200,000,

000, or even, in one case, 300,000 copies have been published.

ESTABLISHMENT of THE EDITORIAL division.

Up to L889 great confusion existed in the publication work of the

Department. As already remarked, there was a lack of uniformity

in form and sequence even in the publications of the same division;

No adequate index of the publications had been undertaken, and no

One pei-son was responsible for the proper administration of the

printing fund of the Department. The result was that this fund

was invariably exhausted before the end of the year, and frequently

a deficiency appropriation had to be obtained from Congress, pending

which useful publications were delayed for want of funds. The nerd

of an editor had been for some time apparent, and after the abandon-

ment of editorial supervision by the Statistician over the publications

of other divisions than his own, the imposition of such work upon

some one else became almost a necessity, which had been growing

more urgent with the increase in the number and variety of pub-

lications. Early in his administration, Secretary Rusk decided, after

consultation with the Assistant Secretary, Hon. Edwin Willits, and

others, that the publication work must be systematized and a regular

editor employed, who should be responsible to the Secretary for all

matter in the publications which was not strictly technical, in the

same manner that each chief makes himself responsible—by his

recommendation in his letter of transmittal—for the technical matter

in every publication issued from his bureau or division. There being

no special appropriation for such an officer, the Division of Statistics,

originally charged with the editorial work of the Department, was

drawn upon to supplement the deficiency. The writer was appointed

by Secretary Rusk as assistant to the Statistician, in charge of edi-

torial work, being, however, with the concurrence of the Statistician,

ordered to report directly to the Secretary, and being also charged

with the admiuistration of the printing fund. At the same time a

special appropriation was asked from Congress for the establishment

of a division to be known as the Division of Records and Editing.

This appropriation was duly made, and July 1, 1890, the editorial

division was regularly organized. At the same time a considerable

increase was obtained in the printing fund, which amounted for the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1891, to $47,000. This sum was found to
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be si ill Inadequate, Id view of the Increase In the number of divisions

and ili» i rapid growth of fche demand Cor publications. It was conse-

quently stUJ further increased the following year to *75,ooo, which,

however, included a special provision of $10,000 for the printing of

the Weather Bureau, recently transferred to the Department of

Agriculture, since thai time—that is, the fiscal year ending June 80,

[392—the printing fund has been increased by only 110,000,'excepl for

the special appropriation, available forthe first time June 30, L895,

for Farmers1 Bulletins.

CHANGES IN THE ANNUAL REPORT—THE YEARBOOK.

One of the first duties of the writer after his appointment was the

preparation of the forthcoming annual report, and some discussion

of the subject with the several chiefs revealed the fact that were each

chief given the number of pages he considered necessary to cover the

work of his division in that publication, it would result in a bulky

volume of over 1,400 pages, even though all outside contributions

should be excluded. It was quickly decided that this latter feature,

which had been growing gradually less with each succeeding annual

report for many years, should in the report for 1889 be entirely

abandoned, and in order to keep the volume within reasonable limits

as to size, somewhat arbitrary limitations had to be put upon the

reports of the several divisions. By this means it was restricted to

560 pages.

With the growth of the Department during the next few years I he

annual report grew in 1892 to 606 pages, and in 1803 the form and

character of the publication were again the subjects of considerable

discussion and review. It was generally conceded that in the form in

which for many years it had appeared, it failed signally to fill the

requirements of a book published in an edition of 500,000 copies for

popular distribution, and costing, including the expense of handling

and distributing, not less than 8400,000. The reports of the several

bureaus and divisions covered, in most cases, many details of scien-

tific work interesting only to scientific men, and at the same time

included necessarily a large amount of administrative detail, of

interest only to the official force and to the members of the Commit-

tees on Agriculture of the Senate and House. As a natural and inevi-

table consequence, it followed that the greater part of this large and
costly volume was made up of matter appealing to a comparatively

Limited circle of readers. The size of the edition was justly regarded

as an indication that Congress designed this annual report to be a

popular publication specially adapted to interest and benefit the

practical fanners of the country. As the result of the discussion

and of the conclusions ably presented by Assistant Secretary Charles
\v. Dabney, jr., to the committees of both Houses of < longress charged
with representing the Department in their respective bodies, a clause
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providing for the future publioatiou of the annual report of the

Department was inserted in the printing l>ill then pending, and

which subsequently (January L2, L895) became a law under the title

•An ael providing for the public printing and binding and the d

tribution of public *1< ><*

u

int*n t
-..

'"

ADOPTION OF NEW FORM FOB A.NNUAL BEPOET.

i Loii 7-'5, paragraph 2, of 1 1 1
<

* aol in question prescribes whal the

annual reporl shall consist of in the future, and the report for L894

was prepared and published in accordance therewith. This para-

graph reads as follows:

The Annual Report of the Secretary of Agriculture shall hereafter be submitted

and printed in two parts, as follows: Part one, which shall contain purely busi-

ness and executive matter which it is necessary for the Secretary to submit to the

President and Congress; part two, which shall contain such reports from the dif-

ferent bureaus and divisions, and such papers prepared by their special age:.

accompanied by suitable illustrations as shall, in the opinion of the Secretary,

be specially suited to interest and instruct the farmers of the country, and to

include a general report of the operations of the Department for their information.

There shall he printed of part one, one thousand copies for the Senate, t\yo thou-

1 copies for the House, and three thousand copies for the Department of Agri-

culture; and of part two, one hundred and ten thousand copies for the use of the

Senate, three hundred and sixty thousand copies for the use of the House of Rep-

resentatives, and thirty thousand copies for the use of the Department of Agricul-

ture, the illustrations for the same to be executed under the supervision of the

Public Printer, in accordance with directions of the Joint Committee on Printing,

said illustrations to be subject to the approval of the Secretary of Agriculture;

and the title of each of the said parts shall be such as to show that such part is

complete in itself.

To I 'art II of the report, the name of Yearbook of the Department

of Agriculture was given in conformity with the provision that "the

title of each of the said parts shall he such as to show that such part

is complete in itself ;" and the following from the preface to the first

Yearbook (1894) by Dr. (diaries W. Dabney, jr., Assistant Secretary of

Agriculture, indicates the lines upon which this book was prepared

—

lines practically followed with each succeeding book:

This volume is divided into three sections:

First. The Report of the Secretary of Agriculture for 1894, giving a general

account of the operations of the Department during the year.

Second. A series of papers, prepared for the most part by the chiefs of bureaus

and divisions and their assistants, discussing either the general work of their

bureaus or divisions or particular lines of work with special reference to interest-

ing and instructing the farmer.

Third. An Appendix made up of statistical tables and information useful for

reference, compiled in the various bureaus and divisions.

CHARACTER OF THE TWO PARTS OF THE ANNUAL REPORT.

Thus, as Ave trace back the evolution which has brought the publi-

cation work of the Department to its present development, we find

that the Yearbook of tp-day more closely resembles the reports of the

early sixties and even that portion of the Annual Report of the Com-
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missioner of Patents devoted to agriculture as In the fifties than it

does the annual reports of the eighties and earlj nineti<

The executive reports of the Department (Pail I) are published

separately under the title of Message and Documents, these reports

forming a pari of the documents accompanying the President's mes-

sage. II is, however, proposed to change thai title, beginning with

L897, to a form more intelligible to the average reader, ami to entitle

Pari I Reports <>f the Department <>f Agriculture, comprising (1)

report of the Secretary and (-2) miscellaneous reports.

The report of the Secretary appears in its entirety in both Pari r

and Part II. [ts appearance in the Yearbook fulfills the requirement

thai Tail II shall " include a general report <>f the operations of the

Department." * * *

PRESENT COST OF PUBLICATION WORK.

An estimate of the cost of the publication work of the Department
is essential to a proper appreciation of its usefulness and magnitude,

and must of course be an important factor in considering how best to

solve the problem of efficiently and promptly and fairly diffusing the

information acquired by the Department, so as to impart it on equal

terms 1<> all American citizens who are interested in it.

The cost of the Yearbook and other annual reports—that is, Pari

1 of the Annual Report of the Secretary of Agriculture, the Report of

the Chief of the Weather Bureau, and the Report of the Bureau of

Animal Industry—maybe fairly estimated at *o~>0,000, and it is a rare

year that t lie publication of special reports and reprints of other

bulletins of the Department by Congressional resolution will not

involve an additional cost of about £50,000. It is quite safe to say

that, altogether, the cost of what may be called the Congressional

publications of the Department during the past five or six years have
<\(<cded on an average £400,000 a year. During the same time the

regular printing appropriations of the Department have amounted to

185,000 annually, and the printing defrayed from bureau and divis-

ional funds to -s(j,800. The total appropriations may therefore be

summed np as follows:

Division of Publications $20, 260

Preparation and printing Farmers' Bulletins . 35, 000

Illustrations and labor and material in distribution .

.

30, 000

Weather Bureau (estimated) 25, 000

Congressional publications 400. 000

Regular printing fund 85, 000

Total 595. 2G0

This suni.it may be further remarked, is, under the present system,

totally inadequate, the estimates for the ensuing year being

—

For regular printing fund $100, <

Printing and preparation of Farmers' Bulletins 40,

1

Illustrations and labor and material in distribution 00,000
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additions would bring up the expense to 160. This

imate takes qo aooounl of the oosl of handling and transporting

from 6,000,000 to 7,000,000 publications through the mail, though it

das i mm- ii est imated bj the post-office authorities thai this oosl amounts

for the Yearbook to about 20 oents a volume, or 1100,000 a year, and

the remaining publications, aggregating about 6,500,000 copies, will

certainly involve no Less expense; bo that it may be conservatively

Btated that the cost to the Government of distributing to the people

the information acquired for the bendit of agriculture by the Depart-

ment can not be less than $840,000, and this with the exercise of all

care possible to prevent duplication or the printing of unnecessarily

large editions.

GROWING DEMAND FOR PUBLICATIONS.

The demand for publications of the Department continues to in-

crease steadily and rapidly, far more rapidly than the growth of the

population, and in spite of the fact that during the past ten years the

increase in the rural population has been far Less than the average

increase for the whole country. This increase seems likely to con-

tinue until every one of the 5,500,000 farms of the United States is

provided with all of such publications of this Department as may be

adapted to the needs of its owners. This fact at least can not be gain-

said, that in the five years, from L893 to 1807, inclusive, the increase

in the total numbers of all publications of the Department has been,

in round numbers, from 2,500,000 to 6,500,000, or 100 per cent., a rate

of increase which would give us for 1901 a total of 16,000,000 copies,

costing for printing and distribution considerably over ^2,000,000.

In the face of such figures it may be safely concluded that the

problem of an efficient and equitable distribution of the information

acquired by the Department has not yet been solved, and that its

earnest consideration is worthy of the best thought of the Secretary

and of our national legislators.

THE LIBRARY.

By W. P. Cutter, Librarian.

INTRODUCTION.

In 1868, the building for the then recently created Department of

Agriculture having been completed, the books on agricultural sub-

jects which had been collected by the Division of Agriculture when
part of the Patent Office were transferred to rooms set apart for them

in the new Department building. Since that time varying amounts

have been appropriated for the purchase of books and periodicals and

for the employment of a librarian and assistants. The Library has
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grown from the collection of less than L,000 volumes when 1 ransferred

to one <>f nearly 59,000 volumes, and from the few bookcases in the

o nice of the first Commissioner of Agriculture, has spread out to such

an extent as to require the largest room in the Department building

and a considerable amount of shelf room in every division of the

Department. There are books in aearly every modern Language, and
publications are received from every civilized nation.

AMKKK'AN AND FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL PUBLICATIONS.

Of American agricultural publications, tho Library lias complete

sets of those issued by State boards of agriculture and agricultural

societies and of tho bulletins and reports of the agricultural experi-

ment stations. There are sets of many of the American agricultural

.journals, and the current issues are preserved and bound for future

use. There are many volumes of the publications of local agricul-

tural societies and organizations of similar character. Of separate

books on agriculture, the Library has as complete a collection as may
be found anywhere. Especial care has been taken to add to this col-

lection at every opportunity, but it is seldom that an American book
on agriculture is offered for sale that is not already on the shelves of

the Library.

An attempt has been made to obtain the chief publications of for-

eign countries on agricultural subjects. The official publications of

these countries are regularly received and preserved, and numerous
agricultural papers and journals from all over the world are on file.

The total number of volumes on purely agricultural subjects in the

Library is about 12,500.

IMPORTANT COLLECTIONS ON AGRICULTURE.

Some special features of the agricultural section are of interest.

The Library has a very complete set of the registers (herd books) of

blooded stock published by the various live-stock societies in the

LTnited States and foreign countries. An especial effort has been
made to obtain a complete collection of publications relating to poul-

try. There are more than 100 separate volumes treating of the

history, culture, and commerce of tobacco, and special treatises on
uncommon agricultural crops are numerous. In every special branch
of agriculture an endeavor is made to add every work of importance
and to keep serial publications complete and up to date.

The collection of books on horticulture, forestry, and landscape

gardening comprises about 8,000 volumes, and is as varied and com-
plete in its composition as the agricultural section. Of especial inter-

est is the Von Baur library of forestry recently purchased. This is a
oolleci ion of about 1,700 volumes in the German language comprising

complete Bets of the various forestry periodicals and copies of every
important German work on forestry.
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The Library has a notable collection of works on agricultural and

neral statistics, including the official statistical reports of all the

prominent European countries, and a number of yearbooks, periodi-

cals, and separate works. These are supplemented by the official

publications of the various states of the Union, dealing with such
sul)j» •- population, economie resources, health, labor, and chari-

ties, and by an important collection of the laws of the various Sta1

as included in their compiled statutes and the subsequent session

laws. This portion of the Library numbers about 10,000 volumes.

BOOKS OF GENERAL REFERENCE AND NATURAL BCIENl

The Library contains a large number of works of general reference,

such as encyclopedias, directories, dictionaries of the various lan-

guages, atlases, gazetteers, and dictionaries of biography and history.

There are also a number of volumes of travel, especially those includ-

ing scientific or economical descriptions of the countries visited. A
lew standard historical works and about 250 volumes of general lit-

erature make up the total of 2,500 volumes in this section.

The remainder of the Library, some 20,000 volumes, may be classi-

fied as natural science, and includes working reference libraries in

chemistry, physics, zoology, and botany, with the works in general

science, including periodical publications. The science section is

especially noteworthy for its completeness in the line of periodical

literal are. There are sets of all the important journals used for refer-

ence by scientific workers, and the Library subscribes to more than

300 periodicals for their use.

There is in the Library a fairly complete set of the publications of

the United States Government, especial prominence being given to

such as contain matter of agricultural, statistical, or scientific interest.

ISEFULNESS OF THE LIBRARY.

The influence of the Library of the Department on the general wel-

fare of the farming community may at first glance seem very slight,

yet, on more careful investigation it will become evident that this

influence, although indirect, is greater than might be supposed.

The Library, being as it is in the foremost rank of the agricultural

libraries of the world, is a storehouse for printed knowledge on agri-

cultural subjects, and as such serves to preserve for the workers of

the future the literature of the present and the past. The value of

books to the farmer is becoming more and more evident. Of course, it

is impossible for many of the farmers of the country to come to Wash-
ington to consult the Library, but it is possible for the information

stored in the Library to reach the farmer in an indirect manner. In

the preparation of the publications of the Department, especially

those of direct interest to the farming community, the collection in
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the Library assists by giving the printed opinions ami the r< of

the experience of past LnTestigators all over the world, and thns serves

as a guide to the compiler <>r such publications. Through its rela-

tions with the agricultural experiment stations and colleges, the

Library is attempting to be of assistance to those workers in agricul-

tural science who are Located nearer the farmer and are thus familiar

with his interests.

But the Library is especially useful indirectly i«> the agricultural

community through the assistance rendered i<> the scientific workers

in the Department in connection with their researches. Little work
can bo accomplished in scientific investigation without access to the

literature of tln i subject investigated and a careful search after the

truth as discovered by previous investigators. On the organization

of a new line of research in the Department, the first demand is

almost invariably for books and periodical literature. Tin- prepara-

tion of statistical bulletins, especially those which relate to the crops

and markets of other countries, would be almost impossible without

access to the literature^ relating to these countries. The identifica-

tion of useful plants, of weeds and noxious insects, of plant and
animal diseases, depends largely on the examination and study of the

printed observations of other workers. The work of the Department
in the publication of the Experiment Station Record deals almost

entirely with the literature of agriculture and the allied scienc

Indeed, a careful examination of the work of any of the scientific and
technical work of the Department will reveal the large dependence
on the collections of the Library in the daily work.

DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLICATIONS TO LIBRARIES.

The Librarian has charge'of the distribution of the publications of

the Department to the college and public libraries of the United States,

and particular care has been taken to have a complete set of these

publications available for reference in the libraries of the country, so

that students of agriculture, wherever located, may be able to consult

them within a short distance of their homes. Arrangements are also

made to place the publications in numerous libraries throughout the

civilized world, in order that the inhabitants of foreign countries may
be able to follow the operations of the Department, and thus keep in

touch with the agricultural methods in vogue in this country.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO AGRICULTURAL LITERATURE.

As a contribution to the knowledge of the literature of agriculture,

accurate lists of the various sources of information on specific agri-

cultural subjects have been published, and others arc in course of

preparation. These lists are finding ready acceptance among workers

in agricultural investigation, and have called forth much favorable
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comment There to now In course of preparation a list of the beat

publications covering the irhole field of agriculture, and it is the

i ut mt inn iii the near future to prepare suitable printed Indexes to the

main authorities «>n agricultural subjects, to Berve as a partial guide

to students and teachers of agriculture. Questions as to tin- beat

books on certain branches of farm or garden pract ice arc often Bent to

the Library, and such information is always cheerfully furnished.

'ldic general catalogue of the Library will be completed in the card

form in the OOUrse Of the next few years, and will doubtless be

printed; it will be the mosl complete catalogue of agricultural litera-

ture ever issued, and will be of greal value to workers in agricultural

investigation.

OFFICE OF FIBER INVESTIGATIONS.

By Chas. Richards Dodge, Special Agent.

INTRODUCTION.

The present imports into the United States of raw fibers amount to

a total value of over $19,000,000. But this vast sum must not be

taken as representing the total money value of liber industries in

this country, as probably three or four times the amount above stated

annually goes out of the country for fibers imported in the form of

manufactures.

In very general terms the work of the Office of Fiber Investiga-

tions is to ascertain how new fiber industries may be introduced into

this country, and the best means by which those industries that are

already a part of our national economy may be extended, in order to

save to the country many of the millions of dollars now paid for

imported fibers or their manufactures.

Our raw and dressed (lax imports amount to perhaps $1,750,000,

while the imports of flax manufactures have reached $12,000,000.

Even Mexican manufactures from sisal grass, such as hammocks,

etc., are sold in the United States, and the imports of cordage and

yarns from various fibers is considerable. Where $20,000,000 worth

of fibers are now manufactured in this country it might be possible

to manufacture $40,000,000 worth, and thus double the home fiber

industries, and it might easily be possible to produce home-grown

fibers to the extent of half of the supply needed in the manufac-

tures that these industries represent. Considering the proposition as

stated, it would seem, at first glance, that the work of the office was

mainly in the line of inquiry and the dissemination of the informa-

tion thus secured. This would argue that the conditions of fiber

culture are similar the world over, while the fact remains that the

conditions between this and other countries are so greatly differ-

entiated that at the very outset of the necessary experimental work,

with almost any cultivated fiber, the new industry will be found
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besot willi <>i)si.icl<-s ami discouragements thai can only be overcome

by patient study and the most careful and scientific investigative

effort. And the end is no1 attained when He- fact has been demon-

strated that the fiber is susceptible of cultivation, for fche economical

harvesting of the crop and i lie preparing of* the raw product for mar-

ket are even more important questions. And when al] these obstacles

are overcome, there yet remains I lie introduction of the fiber commer-

cially, for .•
i manufacturer has no money to waste on philanthropy,

and he must know beyond <|n<'s(ion that the native fiber will answer

his purposes equally with the foreign.

This suggests a point which should bo fully understood, the diffi-

culty of introducing cultivation. The farmers know nothing con-

cerning the market for the new crop, and can not afford to run any
risks, while the manufacturers, as a rule, neither know nor care if

the farmers will be able to produce the kind of fiber they desire to

purchase, and they continue to buy abroad with the result that a per-

fectly practicable cultural industry is not developed. A part of the

effort of this office has been directed toward bringing the farmer and
the manufacturer together, so that the Government fiber work covers

a wide range of investigation, beginning with a study of the agricul-

tural conditions of an industry, both abroad and at home, and end-

ing with its exploitation as a national resource.

BEGINNING OF THE WORK.

'Idie initial work of fiber investigation was begun in Europe in 1889.

At that time the special agent in charge of what is now the Office of

Fiber Investigations was in Paris, where he was occupied as a techni-

cal expert of the American Commission to the Paris Exposition.

Being in Europe, he was authorized by the Department of Agricul-

ture, before returning to the United States, to study the flax and
hemp industries of France, Belgium, and Great Britain, and to pre-

pare a report for publication by the Department.

There was beginning to be considerable inquiry in the United
States regarding the flax, hemp, and ramie industries, and it was
considered of the greatest importance that the Department should, at

fche outset, be placed in possession of the latest and most reliable

European information, not only regarding culture, but in relation to

new processes for the preparation of these fibers for market, which
involved the study of all the new machinery that had been brought
to public notice. The flax interest was therefore studied in northern

Prance, Belgium, and Ireland, while some time was spent in the

Breton hemp region of France, resulting in the securing of much
valuable information relative to the best practices of European
culture in these specialties. At the same time the Exposition itself

furnished abundant material for study, particularly in regard to

ramie decorticating machinery and the manufacture of the fiber.

1 A.97 15
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burning to this country, the writer submitted his reports, but

before thej were senl to the printer it wbb deemed advisable to sup-

plemenl them \sith statements showing the status of prominent fiber

industries in tin- LTnited states; also a statement relating particularly

i,) the efforts for the reestablishment of flax culture. A section of

fiber investigations was therefore created in the Division of Statistics

and the work placed in the hands of the present special agent. The
investigations were continued through 1890 under the Division of

Statistics, but on January 1, L891, the section was given an independ-

ent existence under the title of Office of Fiber Investigations, where

the work lias been continued to the present time.

Wil.Y FIBER EXPERIMENTS UNDER GOVERNMENTAL DIRECTION.

Experiments for the development or extension of vegetable liber

industries under governmental auspices or direction have been insti-

tuted at different times in many, countries, and such experiments date

back nearly one hundred years. In some instances these experi-

ments have been confined to testing the strengths of native iibrous

substances for comparison with similar tests of commercial libers, as

the almost exhaustive experiments of Roxburgh in India early in the

present century. Another direction for Government experimentation

has been the testing of machines to supersede costly hand labor in

the preparation of the raw material for market, or in the develop-

ment of chemical processes for the further preparation of the fibers

for manufacture, or in microscopic and chemical investigation. The
broadest held of experiment, however, has been the cultivation of the

plants, either to introduce new industries as sources of national

wealth or to economically develop those which require to be fostered.

The introduction of ramie culture is an example of the first instance;

the fostering of the almost extinct flax industry of our grandfathers1

days is an illustration of the second.

INVESTIGATIVE WORK OF THE OFFICE OF FIBER INVESTIGATIONS.

The investigative work of the Office of Fiber Investigations is pros-

ecuted in three ways: (1) By circulars and correspondence; (2) by
personal inquiry and observation, either on the part of the special

agent or by a representative of the office specially commissioned; or,

(3) by actual experiments running over a few months or a season in

charge of a field special agent, or the officer of an experiment station,

or an intelligent agriculturist, who is directed from the office in the

city of Washington when the special agent in charge of the office

work is not personally in the field. Another source of information is

the published matter known to be reliable and authoritative which

appears in American or foreign official reports, the publications of
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scientific or technical experts, and any periodica] Literature known

to have been prepared by a competent authority. This latter class

of informal ion, however, is, as a role, snbstanl Lated by correspondence

before use is made <>f it.

The early fiber investigations referred particularly to flax, hemp,

and ramie, though the study of other fibers became a necessity In

order to meet a demand Cor general information on liber subjects.

The ftral circulars <>f inquiry were widely distributed, and created

much interest in 1 lie subject, which interest was further augmented

by the publication during the year L890of the first special and annual

reports, and the answering of letters for Information formed no small

pari of the correspondence of the office.

EQUIPMENT FOR PRACTICAL WORK.

While not over forty fibers are comprised in the list of the world's

commercial species, over a thousand different fiber plants have been

recorded, many of which could be employed as substitutes for the

commercial species. The fiber correspondent who desires particular

information may have slight knowledge of the comparative value of

the commercial and the mere "native" forms, and does not distin-

guish between them. To meet the demand for information made by

all classes of inquirers necessitates a general knowledge of the fiber

species of the world without regard to their utility, a familiarity with

the world's commercial species and with their uses, and, lastly, a

practical knowledge, based on experience, of those species which are

or may become sources of wealth in our country.

This is the broadest scope of usefulness of the office, though the

possession of such knowledge is, after all, only an equipment for

intelligent investigative effort, upon which the practical value of the

office depends. As previously stated, a knowledge of the conditions

surrounding an industry in one country is no criterion by which to

judge the conditions "in another country, though such knowledge may
afford a basis upon which to make beginnings. The real work of the

office, therefore, is to accumulate useful facts in the fiber interest

relating to our own country, either by experiment or through the

records of personal experience of others, which will enable those who
have no means to properly investigate the possibilities of a new
industry to take up the enterprise intelligently and with some assur-

ance of making it successful.

THE SCOPE OF THE WORK.

Among the lines of investigation which comprise, in part, the work

Bice, maybe mentioned a study of the botanical considera-

tions of the species under investigation; the proper >oils and climatic

conditions; the utility of the fiber and its value in com] n with
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othjer commercial species; th< (taction, which is affected by

various elements that musl be carefully itudied; the yield of the ape-

a under the ae^ conditions surrounding its growth, and t he quail

of tin- fiber; the means of extracting the fiber in order to give the crop

a monei valueor, in other words, to market it when produced, and

lastly a careful study of all the economic conditions which help or

hinder the Launching of the enterprise as a commercial venture.

5 ears of time might be given to the investigation of a single specie

the BUCOessful cultivation Of which would mean the saving of mil-

lions of dollars to the country annually; but the work of the office is

not confined to the investigation of a single species, but to the entire

range of fiber-plant growth and the economic utility of the varied

forms.
FIBERS THAT MIGHT BE PRODUCED.

Among the possible industries that have been the subject of experi-

ment and investigation by this office—though in some instances the

effort has gone no farther than mere inquiry—or that should be fully

investigated, the following may be mentioned:
• The cultivation of flax for home manufacture and export; the

extension of hemp culture and the production of grades of liber that

will compete with the best imported; the production of certain varie-

ties of cotton now imported; the production of ramie fiber, which

depends largely upon the availability of an economically successful

machine; the cultivation of jute in the South, which doubtless also

depends upon proper machinery for the extraction of the fiber; the

cultivation of sisal hemp; the growth of bowstring hemp, which is a

valuable new fiber of easy growth in the State of Florida; the utiliza-

tion of pineapple leaves, after the fruit harvest, pineapple fiber being

a superior textile, susceptible of manufacture into the most delicate

fabrics; the utilization of the palmettos, to compete with imported

crin vegetal, and other products; the growth of the vegetable sponge

now so largely imported from Japan; the utilization of the flax straw

produced on a million acres of flax grown for seed alone; a study of

new substances suitable for paper manufacture, for the time is surely

coining when new sources of supply of paper-pulp material must be

discovered. Besides these, there are scores of native fiber plants

which, while they may not be able to compete with the commercial

species, might find employment in some useful manufactures, and
thus form small local industries.

The office has already carried on series of experiments with several

of these native substitutes and demonstrated their exact position in

the fiber economy. Even when it is discovered by experiment that

the cultivation of one of these plants is impracticable, the knowledge

is of value to the public, because many of these fiber plants have been

repeatedly " discovered "in the past by rieople knowing nothing about

them, and money wasted on futile efforts at utilization.
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In the lirsi two years of the work of the office an extended scries of

lla\ experiments was conducted with three varieties of imported seed

in fifty Localities of the I ' n i

t

<-«
1 states, both by experiment stations,

working under the direction of the Department, and by experienced

tla\ growers who were asked to cooperate. The results of the two

years' work were most satisfactory, demonstrating the falsity of the

prevailing popular opinion that tla\ fiber and seed could not be pro-

duced in the same plant, and the matter began to be viewed in a new
light.

Thus, the first work of the new office in relation to (lax culture was

in the nature of a "tearing down" process, and a clearing away of

wrong ideas founded on prejudice on the one hand and on the oppo-

sition of the Importers and representatives of the foreign industries

on the other. At this time the Department was able only to demon-
strate that flax could be grown for both seed and fiber, without being

able to show how the culture could be taken up by a considerable

number of people so as to produce a new industry, or to state defi-

nitely the best sections of the country for its growth. The practical

work of encouraging and promoting the reestablishment of the

industry was just begun.

At a later stage of the flax investigations it was shown that a prac-

tice distinctively American was essential to success. Such a practice

was fully outlined, the importance of a cooperative system, with

divisions of labor, being demonstrated. It was also found to be the

mosl practicable, as it would relieve the farmer from any responsi-

bility beyond the cultivation and harvesting of the crop of straw.

During the past two or three years the flax investigations have been
more localized, being confined to special experiments in particular

localities. The investigation conducted two years ago in the Paget
Sound region of the State of Washington demonstrated that there is

in that State a flax region equaling the most famed in Europe. Straw
from this experiment, sent to Ireland to be treated by the skilled

labor of that country, produced scutched flax valued at $350 per ton,

and hackled flax worth $500 per ton, even with the use of only 1 1

bushels of seed to the acre.

A present important and practical line of effort in the flax-fiber

invest [gations is the encouragement of culture on a commercial basis.

Something more than distributing the exhaustive literature of the
subject issued by the Department is essential at this point of the work,
for. as lias been shown, nothing can be done without cooperation, and
tie- farmers, who will directly reap the benefits from the culture, do
nol know how to set about making a beginning. With all its connec-
tions, the office in Washington, I). C, is essentially a central bureau
ot information, and is thereby enabled to give direction to any new
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it in an \ particular section, to advi ling the pro]

methods of procedure in establishing the enterprise, and to gj

intelligent instruction that will guaranty the organization of the

operative industry on practical lines. And the Pact that the advice

the Department is sought from all sections of tin- country is proof

that its work is appreciated, and that it is practical.

SISAL HEMP [INVESTIGATION

This statement of what has been accomplished in flax culture will

serve to illustrate how similar investigative work has been pursued

with common hemp and other libers. At the outset little was known
regarding the growth of sisal hemp in Florida, though the high pric -

of the Yucatan cordage hemp had called attention to the possibility

of establishing the industry in southern Florida, where the descend-

ants of some of the plants set out in the 1'errine experiments, during

the thirties, had multiplied and covered small areas on several of the

Keys. Many inquiries were received by the Department regarding

value, yield, cost of production, etc., of the liber in Florida. In 1892,

the Office of Fiber Investigations established an experimental factory

on Biscayne Bay, sending down machinery to extract and clean the

fiber. A fast sailing vessel was chartered for exploration and for the

rapid transporting of the raw material from the place of growth to

the factory. During the two or three months that the factory was in

operation the fiber resources of southern Florida were fully investi-

gated, and the results were subsequently given to the public in two

special reports. In addition to the production of sisal hemp, the pos-

sibility of successfully exploiting bowstring hemp and pineapple

fiber was studied in an exhaustive manner, and a valuable series of

specimens and considerable quantities of the libers were brought

back. These important experiments were made at a total cost not

exceeding 81,000, and were widely noticed in this and foreign

countries.

RAMIE INVESTIGATIONS.

The work of the office in aid of the ramie industry has been in two

directions:

(1) By the collection of material giving the results of past and pres-

ent experiments with this wonderful fiber throughout the globe, in

which the Department has had the assistance and cooperation of the

experts of many countries, the final results of the investigation of

this material when brought together forming the basis of report No.

7, "The cultivation of ramie in the United States," etc., which gives

practically all necessary information regarding the present status of

the ramie industry.

(2) By the aiding of invention through the study of decorticating

machinery, and by testing officially, in the field, ramie machines of
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American and foreign Invention claiming to have solved the question

of the economic and practical extraction of the fiber from the stalks.

Records of private trials of American machines and of foreign

machines brought t<> this country have been forwarded to the Office

of Fiber Investigations of the Department from lime to time, bul the

results in a majority of cases have Dot given the Information desired

by the Department as to the capacity of the machines or their utility

in continuous operation. A point which can doI be overlooked is that

the records of private trials published by interested parties are liable

to be regarded as advert isements, * hile the records of an official i rial

are at once accepted as authoritat i ve, the trial being made under spe-

cific rules and by a board of wholly disinterested persons. The

advantage of Government trials in Europe and elsewhere lias been

recognized by all whom they interest, and it is only through these

t rials, as new machines are developed, that it has been possible to note

the progress in the construction of decorticating devices. In our own
country these trials have been productive of great good, first, by

demonstrating the impracticability of particular principles of con-

struction on the one hand, and, second, by forming bases of compari-

son on the other, thus stimulating invention in new directions, to the

end of developing the perfect machine.

Bu1 there is another way in which the Department aids the inventor.

It is no uncommon thing for inventors to go over their plans with the

special agent In charge of the office when ready to begin building

their machines, the matter of course being considered strictly confi-

dential. In some instances the inventor has been shown so clearly

the weak points or impracticability of his proposed construction that

the machine has been abandoned, and a money loss avoided. This

Lee tests machines that are offered to the public in order to officially

demonstrate what the machine is able to accomplish; and companies
have put forth claims for machines that an official trial has shown
could not be substantiated, resulting in the abandonment of manu-
facture. One of these machines, which was offered to farmers as a

practical device, was never taken away from the testing ground after

trial, the company going out of existence immediately after the test.

Valuable aid has been rendered to farmers of the country espe-

cially by acquainting them with the obstacles which have prevented

success in the ramie industry, thereby saving them loss of time and
money through undertaking culture while yet there are no machines
with which to utilize the crop when grown or to make the fiber a

marketable commodity.
In passing, attention should be called to one of the evils which

attend the establishment of all new liber industries and which has

added Largely to the correspondence of the office. Reference is made
to the promotion schemes pushed upon the public by those having
do interest in the welfare of the new industries thai they pretend
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to foster, but who are solely actuated bj motivef of personal gain*

Sometimes i he promoters are ignorant of I in- real obstacles t<> be over-

come in establishing the Industry, bul In somi the scheme Is

pushed with evident intention to misrepresent or conceal the truth In

icr to make monej out of that portion of the public which ie »-ver

willing to take large risks in "promising" speculative schemes. Such

schemes were more oommon eight years ago than now, for the publi-

cations of the Office of Fiber Investigations have been so widely dis-

tributed thai no <>nr Deed be in the dark as to the practicability or

honesty of any scheme or enterprise that may be seeking capital, or

the cooperation of the fanner. And the Office of Fiber Investigations,

through its connections In many parts of the world, is able to keep

abreast of the times regarding every phase of progress in the legiti-

mate industry, and to give reliable and up-to-date information to all

inquiring correspondents.

-OURCES OF FOREIGN INFORMATION RECEIVED BY THE OFFICE.

In the matter of securing information regarding foreign fiber indus-

tries, the progress of invention, or improved practice, the Office of

Fiber Investigations is well equipped, for, at the present time, it has

correspondents in the principal countries of Central America, South

America, Europe, Asia, Africa, and in the islands of the Pacific.

These correspondents are largely scientific men, government officials,

and economic experts, while some are high authorities in everything

relating to the fiber interest. The office is able, therefore, to keep in

touch with the work of foreign countries, and to speak authoritatively

regarding the latest phases of progress in fiber technology in coun-

tries other than our own.

CLASSES OF INFORMATION GIVEN TO THE PUBLIC BY THE OFFICE.

In replying to the large number of letters of inquiry received by
the office, two classes of information are to be considered. The first

may be termed positive information, or that relating to the best prac-

tices involved in cultivating such forms of fiber plants as maybe pro-

duced with profit, or which are possible agricultural resources. That
of the second class may be termed negative information, and is afforded

to a large body of correspondents of the office, chiefly farmers, in

relation to the value of certain plants yielding fiber found growing

wild in all sections of the country, and which have been the subject

of investigation. Letters with samples of such fibers are being con-

tinually received ; and while it has been known for years that some of

the plants are capable of producing a good quality of fiber, yet for

many reasons they can not be utilized. Still they are interesting.

The masses of their filaments, disintegrated and semibleached on the

parent stalk by the winter storms, attract attention, and often the
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observer, regarding his discovery as new, and seeing in it a valuable,

undeveloped Industry, writes i<> Learn the name and history of the

species, how far the plant is susceptible Of CUl1 i vat ion, and what price

the fiber will bring in the market. In considering such plants the

first question is not merely can we grow the species, but what will be

Its uses in manufacture; or, in other words, What commercial fiber

will ii Bupplanl or become a substitute for? In most, instances the

inquiry need n»>i i>e carried further than a mere examination, for the

present commercial fibers represent in a sense those thai have stood

the test of experience, and until these are crowded out by new condi-

tions, or through what might be termed evolution in the economic

arts, t ho new libers will have no chance. The only opportunity that

may be afforded these secondary forms is in the creation of special

uses to which they may be peculiarly adapted, for which the standard

forms are not so well fitted. As a rule, then, such fibers are of no

commercial value, but until the statement of the facts concerning

them has been received by the correspondent he is apt to regard his

discovery as of value, and frequently a source of future wealth. The
replies of the office to such inquiries are of practical benefit by pre-

venting loss of time and money through fruitless experiment. A great

deal of such negative information has been given to farmers anxious

to rush into ramie culture, who had been misled by unreliable accounts

of possible profits, and who were not aware that the question of the

economical stripping of the fiber from the stalks by machinery had
not been settled.

TECHNOLOGICAL WORK.

It has not been practicable for the office to pursue technological

invest Lgations, nor, indeed, are they essential in the line of work which
has been followed in past years. It is a legitimate field of effort, but
for the present the office can only give assistance to technological

st ndents by furnishing them samples of identified fibers for examina-

tion. The office also aids colleges and schools by sending out class-

room specimens when they can be spared from the duplicate series of

fibers preserved by the Department.

VALUABLE FIBER COLLECTIONS SECURED BY THE OFFICE.

The Office of Fiber Investigations has accumulated the nucleus of

a national collection of raw materials, and already possesses a good
working collection in spite of the fact that a large part of the valuable

series of world's fibers collected by the writer at Philadelphia in 1

and which formed a part of the old Agricultural Museum, has disap-

peared. Since L892, however, the office has brought together three

valuable collections of commercial and native fibers, the first being
the present .Museum collection of the Department of Agriculture, the

second the superb collection exhibited in Chicago, and which was
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en to the Field Columbian Museum, and the third a collection

il hundred specimens, exhibited at the Atlanta Exposition, and
at its close permanently placed in the I Cnited National .Museum.

IK PUBLICATIONS OF THE OFFI<

In this connection, it may be stated that the foreign distribution of

recently published " Descriptive catalogue of useful fiber plants

ofth world" promises to be productive of incalculable good to the

Department in the line of its fiber work, through the new material,

both information and specimens, that its publication is bringing

together from many parts of the world. As both the common and
botanical names of liber plants are employed in this descriptive cata-

logue, its use as a check list will enable comparison, country with

count ry, and supply material for working out the geographical distri-

bution of the world's species. The differentiation of the commercial
from t'le purely "native" forms can then be readily accomplished,

and the countries traced where these are found.

While this is the most comprehensive work which tho office has

prepared, the eight previous reports are still in large demand, though
complete series can no longer be supplied. The special reports issued

by the Office of Fiber Investigations to date are: (1) A Reporl on
Flax, Hemp, Ramie, and Jute, figs. 7, pp. 104, 1890; (2) Recent Facts

Regarding the Ramie Industry in America, fig. 1, pp. 16, 1891; (3) A
Report on Sisal Hemp Culture in the United States, plates 8, figs. 21,

pp. 59, 1891; (1) A Report on Flax Culture for Fiber in the United
Siates (and Europe), plates 2, tigs. 12, pp. 93, 1892; (5) A Report on
the Leaf Fibres of the United States, plates 10, figs. 12, pp. 73, 1893;

(0) A Report on the Uncultivated Bast Fibers of the United States,

plates 5, pp. 54, 1894; (7) A Report on the Cultivation of Ramie in tho

United States, plates 5, figs. 7, pp. 03, 1895; (8) A Report on the Cul-

ture of Hemp and Jute in the United States, plates 3, figs. 4, pp. 43,

L896; (9) A Descriptive Catalogue of Useful Fiber Plants of the

World, plates 13, figs. 103, pp. 301, 1897. Five annual reports have
been issued, which will be found in the "Annual Reports of the Sec-

retary of Agriculture, 1890 to 1895;" also Farmers' Bulletin No. 21,

"Flax for seed and liber in tho United States," pp. 1G, 1895.

DECLINE OF THE FOREIGN FIBER INDUSTRY.

The necessity of fostering fiber industries by official experiment
and direction is beginning to be appreciated in foreign fiber-growing

countries where, generally, the flax industry is steadily declining, and
the hemp culture both in France and Italy shows not only decline

but deterioration of quality. Already experimental stations have
been established in some sections to improve the methods of culture

in vogue by peasant farmers in order to revive interest in the culture

and restore lost ground!
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THE l KITED I AS A PIBER-PRODUOIW I RY.

Ii is significanl thai representatives of Irish spinning mills have
visited the Pacific Coast since the remarkable showing made by the
ll;i\ experiments of the office in the Puget Sound region of Washing-
ton, and thai they speak in the mosl encouraging terms of the fitness

of this region for the growth of fine flax, In view of the steady

decline in foreign production, causing foreign buyers to investigate

new sources of supply, and with the fact fully demonstrated thai flax

of the besl quality can be grown in the United stales, the work of the

Office of Fiber investigations is at this time of great value to the peo-

ple through the information it gives in reply to inquiring farmers and
indusl rialists, and in its direction of new enterprises on lines of prac-

tice that are essential to success.

Within two years California has come to the front as a hemp-
producing State, the product being of Superior quality, and in other

States experiments in water retting have been begun. The time

is propitious to extend the hemp industry, for the falling off of

Italian hemp production should stimulate this country to a better

practice in the curing and preparation of American hemp, and in the

use of labor-saving machinery in place of the hand brakes of a hun-
dred years ago. This most important question has been taken up by
the Office, and it is hoped by another year to bring together for the

first time the promising hemp-cleaning devices that have been brought
to public notice, for an official trial, to show on the one hand their

practicability and on the other any wrong principles of construction.

There are several such inventions, of which nothing is known beyond
the claims of their manufacturers, and an investigation into their

merits can but give valuable results.

CONCLUSION.

In conclusion, it will be seen that the efforts of the Office of Fiber
Investigations have largely been expended in pioneer work, looking
toward the establishment, in this country, of fiber interests that now
take out of the country $20,000,000 annually, representing the raw
materials imported for American manufacture; and when the value
of fiber in the form of foreign manufacture imported into this country
is taken into consideration the amount lost to the country will

approach -75,000,000 annually, which will give some idea of the

importance of the subject.

With 1 ho experience and added knowledge that has been gained
(lining the years of pioneer work, the office is now equipped to render
most efficient service in furthering the establishment on American

I of these important fiber industries, which mean so much to our
material resources. It is an interesting fact that the money expended
for these investigations does not In any year amount to l percent of

the value of the sisal hemp alone annually imported into this country
from Mexico.
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BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY.

By 1). B. BALMON, Chitf*
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The Department of Agriculture was impressed early in its history

with man} and difficult problems connected with tin* animal industry

of the country that needed solution, but in regard to which the mosl

enlightened agriculturists and the mosl expert scientific men were

profoundly ignorant. Most important among these problems were

tin- diseases which often caused disastrous losses. The second Com-
missioner of Agriculture had occasion to call attention, in his second

and third annual reports, to "the prevalence of fatal maladies among
all varieties of farm animals, resulting in the annual loss of not less

than fifty million dollars," and recommended the establishment in

the Department of a division of veterinary surgery. The ne\i year,

L870, Commissioner Capron renewed the subject, referring particu-

larly to a forthcoming report upon pleiiro-pneumonia and Texas fever,

diseases t hen prevalent and recently in vest igated under the super-

vision of the Department. He says in the annual report:

The value of stock lost annually from disease is enormous, and threatens not

only to decimate our animals, but to expose the human family to disease from the

consumption of unwholesome meats. Neglect of animals and their overcrowding

in transportation are prolific sources of disease, and its spread is permitted by the

ignorance of a majority of the present class of veterinarians. Another class of

disease arises from causes obscurely known, if known at all, and these fatal

maladies are as yet without any indicated effort of cure, rendering necessary the

barbarous plan of stamping out * * * as the only means of saving the agri-

culturist or stock raiser from total ruin.

While recognizing the danger and losses from animal diseases,

these observations emphasize the prevailing ignorance of the times.

Veterinarians at that period were few and widely scattered, and

how could they be expected to guard against the spread of contagion

when they were seldom consulted, and under any circumstances

were without authority to prevent the driving, the transportation, or

the sale of affected animals, and the consequent unlimited exposure of

other animals to the cause of these diseases

!

The method of eradicating disease by the slaughter of affected and

exposed animals, rather contemptously referred to as "the barbarous

plan of stamping out," must in many cases remain for all time the

proper course of procedure. It is sentiment and not science that

raises objections to it, in those special cases where its application is

clearly indicated. With pleuro-pneumonia, for instance, it is absurd

to allow animals affected with this important plague to remain alive

as breeding places of the contagion a single hour after the-y can be

properly killed. Until we can perform miracles and cure an animal
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in an instant, freeing it by the same Instantaneous process of fche
i

power to transmit the contagion with which it is saturated, itwill bo

foil\ bo preserve and treat animals affected with plagues thai are not

already generally disseminated. The failure to recognize this axiom-

atic principle delayed for a Long time the beginning of the work for

Btamping out pleuro-pneumonia, and threatened at times to arrest it

before a fair trial <>f tins method had been made.

Notwithstanding the attention given annually in the reports of the

Department to special manifestations <>f animal disease, no specific

appropriation of money was made for investigation until 1877, when
Congress granted §10,000 for such purpose, Impelled "by the preva-

lence of diseases among swine and cattle. Whatever the results

achieved through the subsequent reports, published by the Depart-

ment in 1878, in the way of educating stock raisers to avoid such
diseases, the writer will only mention his own effort at that time to

lay down some general principles for the investigation and successful

management of contagious animal diseases in general. This method
was developed more fully in the annual report for 1881-82, of which
Commissioner Le Due stated introductory:

The ultimate objects of Dr. Salmon's investigations have been, first, to discover

the exact form and nature of the germ causing the diseases under consideration;

second, to learn how it is distributed, and how this distribution can be prevented

;

third, the best methods of destroying the virus within as well as outside of the

animal body; fourth, methods of rendering animals insusceptible to the effects of

these germs; and, fifth, if it be possible, to establish breeds of animals that are

insusceptible to such diseases.

To properly apply these principles, based upon the recent bacteri-

ological discoveries, in order that the work might be of permanent
value, a veterinary division was established in the Department in

L883, which was replaced by the Bureau of Animal Industry, the

organization of which was directed by Congress in 1884. The effect

of the labors carried on under the direction of this bureau upon the

health and value of farm animals and their products is a matter of

world-wide knowledge; and it is at least possible now to modify the

official statement made by the head of the Department in 1868, that

onr domestic animals "have all suffered from the local prevalence of

malignant forms of disease, against which little veterinary skill is

opposed, and little more. than empiricism and superstitious folly is

praci iced."

NUMBER AND VALUE OF FARM ANIMALS IN 1884.

It is of interest , in connection with the above, to know both the num-
ber and value of the principal classes of our domesticated animals at

the time this large but sensitive source of wealth and convenience
became officially represented in the Department of Agriculture. The
following table, showing the number and value of these animals on
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January l, 1884, is, therefore, prepared from Miscellan Bulletin

N«>. 11 of the Division of Stal isl •

Numh r and value of principal farm animals on January

Animals.

Horai a

Mul
Mil'

Other cattle.

Sheep.

Swine

Grand total

Numbers

11,169,683

1,!U:

13,501,906

20,046,101

Total. Values.

} 13,083.800
|

,,,:,76

44,900,899

150,458,635

683, 89 } 1, 016, 71IS, 706

119,8

901,189

I

Five years later there were, according to the Eleventh Census

little over 49,000 asses and 285,000,440 domestic fowls, and th<

were also 500,000 goats, all of undetermined value. The Dumber of

these were not nineh less in 1884, and at a low valuation they were

jointly worth $57,000,000, making the aggregate value of our domestic

animals at that time not less than -s-,r>LV), 500,000. A striking faet is

that should this bureau be able to save to the owners of live stock by

the information which it distributes and by its executive work but

1 per cent per annum of that value, this saving would amount to

$25,255,000 of their capital, at the comparatively insignificant cost of

the annual appropriations which sustain the bureau, whatever tlieir

amount may bo. The real losses upon hogs, cattle, and sheep not

killed by dogs, which died during the last census year, reckoned at

*1<>, $15, and $2 per head, respectively, was $133,601,743, and over

$98, 000,000 of this was in hogs. In addition to the possible and prob-

able saving of 1 per cent per annum in live stock alone, there should

not be forgotten the benefits to human health and the maintenance

and increase of commerce in animals and tlieir products, at home and
abroad, through inspection, certification, and diminished insurance.

THE REASONS FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE BUREAU.

The immediate cause of the establishment of the Bureau of Animal
Industry was the urgent need by the Federal Government of official

information concerning the nature and prevalence of animal diseases

and of the means required to control and eradicate them, and also

the necessity of having an executive agency to put into effect the

measures necessary to stop the spread of disease and to prevent the

importation of contagion into the country, as well as to conduct the

original investigations through which further knowledge might be

obtained. Our exported cattle and sheep had recently been refused

admission into Great Britain and condemned to slaughter upon the

docks where landed because of alleged contagious diseases in this
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country dangerous to foreign Livestock. Our pork bad been prohib-

ited entrance into most of the countries of continental Europe because

ii was alleged to be infested with trichinae, and therefore dangerous

to the health and lives of the consumers. Twenty-five to thirty mil-

lion dollars' worth of hogs were dying each year from contagious dis-

ease. Cattle raisers were in a condition bordering upon a panic from

fear of Texas fever and contagious pleuro-pneumonia, and State

restrictions were seriously interfering with interstate traffic in bovine

animals. Sheep raising had become precarious in many sections be-

cause of scab and other parasitic diseases. The repeated demands
and agitation for governmental assistance culminated in 1884 in the

enactment of the organic act of this bureau.

THE PLEURO-PNEUMONIA PROBLEM.

The most pressing duty devolving upon the new bureau was to

airest the extension of pleuro-pneumonia and, if possible, eradicate

that disease from 1he country. In attempting to perform this duty,

it developed that notwithstanding the investigations and reports of

scien i i lie men, t lie Commissioner of Agriculture, under whom that work
was to be entered upon, doubted the existence of the disease in the

United States. The prevalence of some peculiar disease of cattle in

certain portions of the country was evident, and elaborate experiments
were made to demonstrate whether or not it was of a contagious

nature. After this demonstration had been made it was necessary to

secure further authority from Congress before effective work could

be undertaken. By the original legislation, only diseased animals
could be purchased for slaughter; but the contagion could not be
eradicated or appreciably diminished while exposed animals were left

in the stables to develop the disease and infect other animals. It was
not until 1887 that authority to use the appropriation for the pur-

chase and slaughter of exposed animals was received. From that

time forward there were no extensions of the disease into fresh terri-

tory, and the infected districts were rapidly freed from it. The work
was at first concentrated upon Illinois, Kentucky, and Maryland, and
tli** contagion eradicated from the two first and controlled in the last.

Then the remainder of the infected district, which was included in

the siates of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Xew York, was embraced
in the field of operations. In five years from the time the work of

eradication by slaughter of both diseased and exposed animals was
commenced the disease was officially declared to be eradicated. Since
early in 1892 ho ease of contagious pleuro-pneumonia of cattle has
been discovered in the United States, ami events have consequently
confirmed (he thoroughness ami reliability of the work.

H is almost impossible at this time to give an idea of the dan
with w hich the cattle indusi ry was menaced by the spread of that fatal
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and treacherous disease bo a point bo far in i be Interior as ( 'hioago, or

ol the difficulties under our form of government of promptly and

effectually meeting tin* emergency. Fortunately, although the cattle

owners In t he Infected districts wrere not friendly, the State authorities

cooperated in »*\ ery case and supplied I in- power which was lacking in

federal legislation. And although there were many who questioned

the existence of the European lung plague In this country, who did

nol believe In the success of the measures thai were adopted, who
were positive that the disease could not be eradicated, or who were

certain that untold millions of money would be squandered before

the end was reached, the result was accomplished with an expendi-

ture of less than five years of time and of $1,500,000—a sum which is

less than 5 per cent of the value of the beef exported in 1892.

When we consider that the Governments of Great Britain, France,

and Germany all undertook the work of eradicating pleuro-pneumonia

long before the establishment of our Bureau of Animal Industry, and

that none of them have yet succeeded in freeing their territory from

the plague, we can appreciate the fact that the completion of our task

in a comparatively short time was a notable achievement.

TEXAS FEVER.

A disease which was causing much heavier direct losses than pleuro-

pneumonia, and which was almost equally feared by cattle owners, was
known by the local name of Texas, or Spanish, fever. This disease,

which has numerous popular and local names, has more recently been

called by different writers splenetic fever, Southern fever, and tick

fever.

When investigations of this disease were first entered upon by the

Department of Agriculture, there were the most profound ignorance

and skepticism in regard to its nature and even its existence. Cattle

owners in the Southwest and Middlewest asserted that the herds from

the Gulf coast of Texas carried with them a poison that destroyed

nearly all the cattle with which they came in contact. So virulent

was this poison declared to be that cattle which were simply driven

acmss the trail of the Gulf Coast herds, thirty, sixty, or even ninety

days alter they had passed, would still contract the disease in the

same proportion and in as fatal a form as if they mingled directly

with the Southern animals. To these assertions were added others to

the effect that the Gulf Coast cattle were healthy, and that the sus-

ceptible cattle to which they conveyed a disease which they them-

selves did not have were, even when fatally affected, unable to

transmit the malady or disseminate the virus to any other cattle.

A few observations of a similar nature had been made in the East-

ern States. Cattle from North Carolina and South Carolina, though

apparently in good health, had caused outbreaks of disease among
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the cattle of Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania, which had min-

gled with them or grazed along the roads overwhich the Carolina

animals had been driven.

The general features of this disease, as described by the various

observers, ^ere so unusual, so entirely different from what was seen

in any other known communicable malady, that the correctness of the

observations was Qot generally accepted by scientific men, and per-

haps the majority of stockmen were of the opinion that the malady

was t he result of some local conditions, and was incorrectly attributed

to poison disseminated by the Southern cattle. Tho cattle raisers of

Texas were indignant at the charge brought against their herds,

winch they asserted were as healthy as any in the world, and not

having a disease could not convey one.

Tho allegations and discussions in regard to this mysterious disease

were almost forgotten when, in 18G7 and 1868, the herds of the Gulf

Coast had recovered from the destructive effects of the war and
appeared upon the markets and feeding grounds of the Northern

States in great numbers. With the warm weather of summer there

appealed a remarkably acute and fatal disease among the native cat-

tle in the sections where the Southern animals had been grazed and
marketed, which threatened the utter destruction of the native herds,

and even of 1 lie milch cows kept in the vicinity of the stock yards of

the principal market cities.

These serious and widespread losses demonstrated conclusively the

reality of the disease, while careful observations and elaborate reports

made by Professor Gamgee for the Department of Agriculture, and
by the boards of health of New York and Illinois, served to collate

and record all that was then known of the symptoms, mode of trans-

mission, the general characteristics, and the changes found in the

several organs upon post-mortem examination.

The problem presented to the country was a most important one.

There were millions of cattle in Texas, Louisiana, and Mississippi

seeking a market, and other millions of cattle in the more northern.

States liable to destruction by this fatal infection which they carried.

The ranges of the West and Northwest needed these Southern animals

to consume their grass, and vast herds were driven through Kansas and
Colorado, Nebraska and Wyoming, to the most northern limits of our
territory. The owners of cattle along these trails were heavy losers-

from disease, and hence there was an effort to confine these infectious

herds to narrow t pa Lis, or even to close the trails entirely. This action

was resented by the Southern men, who still were not convinced that

their cattle caused disease, and who looked upon these restrictions as-

efforts to avoid competition and prevent the marketing of the herds

from the prolific ranges of the South. The time had come when it

was necessary for the Federal Government to assist both parties. It

was essential to protect the Northern herds from destruction and
1 a07 16
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laroely leas important to provide for the marl of the Southern

le.

Another danger threatened the cattle industry in connection with

this disease. Onr expoii trade in live cattle, which was giving an
Unportanl outlet for om- surplus stock, was Looked upon by foreign

wernments with suspicion. It was feared that Texas fever might

inl reduced among the catt leof Europe and added to the numerous
plagues that they had struggled with from time immemorial. The
limitation to the spread of the disease, due to the failure of the sick

animals to transmit the Infection, and the eradication of the disea

in newly infected districts by the frosts of winter, were characteristics

unusual thai they were not accepted as correct. As a great cattle-

producing nation, we could not afford to allow the foreign markets to

be closed against us. The Texas-fever question was, consequently,

one of the most momentous ones which confronted the bureau at the

time of its organization.

The first step toward the control of this disease was evidently to

ascertain the exact extent of the district from which cattle carried

infection. To determine this, three classes of facts were available:

First, the history of the eat tie which had caused outbreaks of disease

could be traced, and it could be Learned where they originated ; sec-

ond, by diligent inquiry many sections could be discovered where
cattle taken from the North were affected with the disease called

"acclimation fever," a disease which we had found was identical with

Texas fever; and, third, it could be determined by observation and
experiment whether the cattle of any particular section were suscep-

tible to the disease, and if they contracted Texas fever upon exposure

to cattle from the known infected district, that fact was evidence that

the district in which they were raised was not infected. By a dili-

gent collation and study of such facts the border line of the infected

district was traced from the Atlantic coast in Virginia to the Pacific

coast in the vicinity of San Francisco, a distance, allowing for the

departures from a direct course, of about 4,000 miles.

The scientific study of the disease had not been neglected, and it

was found that the infectious cattle could be shipped to market with-

out endangering other animals, provided separate pens were set apart

for them at the stock yards where they were unloaded, and provided

the cars in which they were shipped were properly cleaned and dis-

infected. The settling of the Western States and the construction

of railroads led to the marketing of cattle from the infected district

without much driving, and the trail was gradually abandoned except

during the winter months.

The regulations of the bureau hastened this solution of the diffi-

culty. The border line of the infected district Avas made a quarantine

line. No cattle were permitted to cross this line between February

15 and November 15, except for immediate slaughter. The cars carry-
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ing such cattle and the waybills accompanying them were marked

to show ili«' origin of the stock, and when the destination was reached

the animals were unloaded into quarantine pens and the cars were

disinfected under tin* supervision of an inspector. From November

L5 to February Lfi (changed to January L5 for L898) catl Le were allow* <l

to be shipped or driven without restriction. By these comparatively

simple measures the dissemination of the disease was almost entirely

prevented, and the cars and stock yards used for Northern and export

cattle were kepi free from the contagion.

In this manner the most urgent problems in connection with the

disease were solved, but others still remained of great economic im-

portance. Buyers took advantage of the fact that the Southern

cattle must be sold for immediate slaughter, and would not pay as

much for cattle in the quarantine pens as they would for the same

class of stock in the free pens. Hence, the regulations were more or

less of a hardship to those who produced cattle within the infect ed

district. Again, cattle taken from the Northern States to the in-

fected district for breeding purposes and to improve the native stock

were subject to the disease, and from 75 to 100 per cent would die

the first year. This was very discouraging to the breeders of that sec-

tion, who desired to produce the most improved varieties of cattle, but

who were prevented from doing so by the presence of this infection.

The peculiarities of Texas fever made it a most difficult disease to

invest igate, and it seemed at times as though its mysteries could never

be fat homed. By diligent and persevering observations the patholog-

ical division discovered in the blood of diseased animals a microscopic

animal parasite, which lives within and destroys the red blood corpus-

cles, and is evidently responsible for the causation of the malady.

11 was also discovered that the Southern cattle tick {Boopliilus

bouts) carried this microorganism from the infectious cattle of the

South to the Northern susceptible animals, and that when free from

the tick the Southern cattle were harmless.

It is impossible in this paper to enter into all of the interesting

details, but it maybe said, without attempting any demonstration of

the statements, that these discoveries made it possible to mark out

the lines of investigation by which alone any further progress could

be made. Investigators were put to work to discover a mixture in

which Southern cattle might be dipped to free them from the tick;

also to work out a method of inoculation or vaccination by which

Northern stock might be made immune to the disease before they

were shipped South for breeding or other purposes; and, finally, to

ascertain whether it was possible to eradicate the tick in the infected

disl rict, and by what means.

These great questions have boon patiently studied, and it is now
possible to state thai these si udies appear to be reaching a successful

uclusion. A cheap and comparatively efficient dip has hern made
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i>\ floating paraffin « > i l upon the surface of water. This has some

dvantages, i>ut these apparently are not serious, and improve-

ments will undoubtedly be made after the system of dipping is put

into practical operation. Again, it has been proved that it' young

Northern cattle are inoculated by injecting under the skin late In the

fall <>!• in tli<- winter from 5 to 10 cubic centimeters of blood from an

infectious Southern bovine animal thej obntracl a mild form of Texas
! and recover. Afterwards they may be taken to the infected

district without much danger from subsequenl attacks. The eradi-

cation of the tick, although a serious problem, is not so hopeless as a

first impression might lead one to suppose. Some farms have been

freed from this insect by picking all of the tieks off the cattle and

allowing none to mature. In a year or two they disappear entirely.

A number of counties in Virginia, which prohibit cattle from running

at Large, have apparently been freed from ticks by that measure. It

would appear that this tick can only mature and reproduce its kind

by passing a portion of its existence upon bovine animals, and that

the whole species will die out within a year or two if they can not

reach such animals. If this supposition is correct, then it is only

accessary to fence up a piece of ground so that no cattle can get upon

it tor the period of time mentioned, in order to rid it from infection.

From this brief statement of the case it is plain that cattle raisers

may congratulate themselves that the most difficult problems con-

nected with this disease are solved, and that it is only a matter of

detail to put into effect measures which will obviate the hardships

and losses that in the past have been so burdensome.

[NSPECTION, TAGGING, AND CERTIFICATION OF EXPORT CATTLE.

The fear expressed by foreign governments of the introduction of

pleuro-pneumonia and Texas fever with cattle from the United States

made it necessary to adopt some method by which the history of the

animals exported could be ascertained and the animals inspected,

numbered, and recorded, so that a certificate could be isstied showing

freedom from contagion. Occasionally it was alleged by the English

Inspectors that some of our cattle were suffering from pleuro-pneu-

monia when landed at the British ports. In two cases German
inspectors reported our cattle affected with Texas fever when they

reached Hamburg. The German reports plainly show that the two

lots of cattle were not affected with the same disease, and that the

diagnosis in one case at least must have been incorrect. Such occur-

rences, howrever, emphasize the importance of supervising the trade,

as our live cattle and fresh beef have been entirely excluded from

Germany since this alleged discovery of disease.

It was found to be by no means a simple matter, at first, to obtain

the history of the cattle purchased for export and to mark them for

identification with a numbered tag, Such tags had been put in the
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ears of oows in the pleuropneumonia inspection without anj serious

trouble, 1 >u t it was quite another kind of work bo go Into the stock

yards and put tags in the ears of the powerful and bellicose steers,

many of which had never recognized the sovereignty of man. Bj

perseverance, however, the details of a practical system were worked

out. Tagging chutes were constructed, through which the cattle

passed in single file and where the tag could be easily attached to

the ear with an ordinary hog ringer. The cattle were tagged at the

first stock yards to which they were shipped, their feeding places

were ascertained, a note was made of the cars in which they were for-

warded, and the bureau inspectors at the next unloading point, and
also at the port from which they were to be exported, were notified.

With tli is system in operation the inspector at the port could consci-

entiously give a certificate of freedom from contagious disease after

the animals had passed his inspection.

The number of inspected and tagged cattle which were exported

during the year ending June 30, 1897, was 300,554. Shee"p are also

inspected before exportation, but are not tagged ; and of these animals

184,59(3 were inspected. To properly examine and supervise the load-

ing of so many animals, to tag the cattle and see that they are shipped

from the interior to the seaboard without exposure to contagion either

in ears or pens, and to obtain and record the history of the cattle is

alone a very extensive work and one which requires constant vigilance

and attention. In every case where disease has been reported from

England we have been able to retrace the path of the animal to the

farm where it was raised; and in none of the alleged cases of pleuro-

pneumonia reported since March, 1892, could any trace of that dis-

ease be found either at such farms or anywhere in the vicinity

—

evidence which demonstrates that, whatever the disease may have
been, it was not contagious pleuro-pneumonia.

By such measures the British contention has been proved erro-

neous, and, although the regulation requiring the slaughter of our

animals at the foreign-animals wharves has not been removed, fur-

ther limitations have been prevented, and we have held the trade for

nearly 400,000 cattle and 200,000 sheep.

•

REGULATION OF SHIPS THAT CARRY EXPORT CATTLE.

Another danger that menaced our export cattle trade had its origin

in the improperly fitted ships and in the alleged cruel treatment of

the animals on shipboard. In the early years of the transatlantic

traffic, before the commodious cattle boats of the present day were
)

constructed, these animals were largely carried on "tramp" ships,

with temporary fittings and wit hout facilities for supplying the proper

(plain it ies of U-al and water. The attendants were often inexpe-

rienced and worthless. The space was overcrowded. The. ventilation

was Insufficient. The boats were occasionally unseaw orthy. ^
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.i result of these conditions, there were frequently report* of

ships arriving in the British ports, after an unusually Long iroya

wiilt the feed and water exhausted and the animals Buffering from

hunger and thirst. Sometimes during storms it was aecessarj to

batten down tin' hatches, and then on account of deficient ventilation

large numbers of animals would die asphyxiated. Again, it occasion-

ally happened that in heavj seas the weight of the cattle would be

thrown upon the halters with such force that tin fa teningS would

^ive way and the animals be mixed and jammed together in the great

-

onfusion. If the attendants were inexperience. I and unequal to

the occasion some of the animals would be crushed and trampled to

death, others would be bruised and maimed, and the general appear-

ance of those landed would make a most unfavorable impression. In

still other eases, a -feat wave would sweep the decks, tearing the

temporary fittings from their supports and carrying both fittings and

cattle together into the sea.

Such occurrences could not fail to attract the attention of humane
people abroad, particularly when the sentiment of humanity was

intensified by the desire to limit American competition. The bar-

barities of the transatlantic cattle traffic were depicted by the pen of

romance, the cruelties were exaggerated and magnified, atrocities

were described that never were committed, and illustrated pamphlets

were prepared and circulated in order that the full power of sensa-

V tionalism might be invoked. As a result of this agitation, a bill was
presented in the British Parliament to prohibit the importation of

live cattle from beyond the seas, and the Queen was strongly urged, in

the name of humanity, to use her influence to secure its passage.

This emergency was met by Congress through the passage of the

act of March 3, 1891, authorizing the Secretary of Agriculture to

enforce necessary regulations to secure the safe carriage and humane
treatment of cattle exported from the United States. Careful inves-

tigations were at once made by the bureau and regulations formu-

V^lated which were acceptable to the British Government. The rigid

enforcement of such regulations drove the poorer class of ships out of

% the trade. Magnificent iron ships wTere constructed for the cattle

traffic, with- every convenience, with permanent fittings built into the

vessels, and having all the comforts and safety for which human
ingenuity could provide. The losses were soon reduced to the mini-

mum of. about one-third of 1 per cent. The cattle were unloaded in

as good condition, as vigorous and active, as they were when they went

on board. As a result of the improved conditions and the greatly

-A*diminished losses, insurance rates were reduced from $8jmd upward
per head of exported cattle to less than iO-per head. This saving in

insurance alone, with an average exportation of 325,000 head, amounts
to si\ L>75

5
000 per year, nearly three times the entire cost of maintain-

ing the bureau.
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in ihis elaborate system for determining the healthfalness of its

exported animals and for guarding them from infection, injury, and

cruel treatment the United States stands alone among the nations of

the world, and its certificates should have great weight inany country

thai is fairly disposed inward our products.

MICROSCOPIC [NSPECTION OF PORE FOB EXPORT.

In L881 our pork was prohibited entrance into Germany, Prance,

and the principal countries of the continent of Europe, on the ground

that it was infested by trichinae and was injurious to human health.

Notwithstanding the fad that it could no! be shown that <>uv pork

had caused disease, and that it was manifestly more wholesome than

the European pork, and notwithstanding the most vigorous protests

were made by the American Government, the trade was crushed and

destroyed. The year before the prohibition went into effect we sold

to France 70,000,000 pounds and to Germany 43,000,000 pounds.

For ten years our pork was shut out of nearly every market of con-

tinental Europe, when in 1891 the bureau began the microscopic

inspection and certification of pork destined to the markets of the

prohibiting countries. This action led to the removal of the prohibi-

tions, but the restoration of the trade was a slow and difficult process.

Our brands of meat were no longer familiar to the people of those

countries, commercial connections had been severed, and require-

ments as to cuts and cures had materially changed. It was like

introducing an article into a country for the first time. Moreover,

the prohibition had engendered suspicion as to the wholesomeness of

our product, while the agitation had established prejudice and antipa-

thy. There were vexatious and burdensome restrictions by both the

genera] and municipal governments.

N< .: wit hstanding such adverse conditions, the trade with these coun-

tries has continued to grow until now it requires more meat than the

bureau is able to inspect with the available appropriation. The fol-

lowing table shows the pork which has been microscopically inspected

and the quantity which has been sold in the prohibiting .countries

since ihis inspection was inaugurated:

Shiprru nts ofpork microscopically inspected, fiscal years 189S-&

Year.
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rhe difficulties met with in the Inaugural ton of this system of Insp

tion unv \cr\ serious. There had been do microscopic inspection on

a large scale in America, and we had neither I he appliances nor trained

inspectors. Tin- glass compressors for preparing the specimen

meat and the mioroscopes used in the German inspection were oon-

sidered too clumsy and not adapted to accurate or rapid work. An
American type of microscope was, therefore, selected, tin- stage was

grooved so that an examination of* every pari of the specimen was

insured, and a special form of compressor was adopted which greatly

facilitated t lie work.

The cost of microscopic inspection was estimated before the work

was begun all the way from 15 to 50 cents per carcass. The actual

has been reduced to less than 6 cents per carcass. The packers

asserted that it would be impossible to microscopically examine any
considerable quantity of pork without delaying their business and

damaging the meat. These fears proved to be groundless. The work

of the abattoirs has neither been obstructed nor the meat injured. On
the contrary, there are now from all points the most urgent appeals

for more microscopic inspection.

THE GENERAL MEAT INSPECTION.

By the act of March 3, 1891, Congress directed the Secretary of

Agriculture to inspect previous to their slaughter all cattle, sheep,

and swine, the carcasses of which were to be disposed of through the

interstate or foreign trade, and authorized him in his discretion to

make a post-mortem inspection. This enormous undertaking was
added to the many other duties of the bureau.

The general meat inspection was designed to protect our domestic

consumers from the meat of diseased animals and at the same time

to enable the Government to certify to the wholesomeness of exported

meats. It was specially provided that no beef should be allowed to

go abroad unless it had been inspected and was certified as free from

disease.

The magnitude of this work was probably not appreciated by Con-

gress at the time the legislation was enacted, although the desirability

of such an inspection is incontestable. Owing to the great extent of

our territory and the enormous number of animals slaughtered, it

was impossible to at once cover the whole country. It was necessary

to* instruct inspectors and to devise a system of administration with

proper safeguards. Beginning at a comparatively few abattoirs, the

service has been gradually extended until it is now established in 33

cities and covers the product of 128 abattoirs.

The animals are first examined while in the stock yards, either at

the time they are unloaded from the cars or when they are driven

upon the scales to be weighed. Another examination is made of the
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carcasses i m med ial <'ly a fl er sla ashler and when 1 In- viscera are being

removed. Carcasses are condemned If found affected with any serious

disease, or If the animals are emaciated, too far advanced in preg-

oancy, or have recently gives birth bo young. They are also con-

demned when boo young bo produce wholesome meat.

The condemned meal is put ini<> bhe banks with bhe offal, cooked

willi steam, and made Into fertilizer. The sound me.il goes forward

wiih a meat-inspection stamp upon eases and boxes, and with a bag

or brand upon carcasses and pieces. It has been a very troublesome

mallei- io obtain a satisfactory method of marking inspected meat for

identification that would not be at the same time boo expensive. A
bag attached with a wire and lead car seal has been generally used

upon carcasses, but is quite expensive, costing from $1.40 to $2.25

per thousand, according to the kind, and the eheaper forms are liable

to be tampered with. Such a seal, to be satisfactory, should be so

constructed that it can not be removed from one piece of meat and

attached to another without plainly showing that it has not been

properly applied.

The expense of seals, and the difficulty of securing those that could

be depended upon, early led to experiments in branding. A hot iron

was discarded lor this purpose because of inconvenience and danger

of fire. Branding ink has been used in some European countries,

bnl samples imported gave marks which were too easily blurred and

removed by friction or moisture to be of any use under the conditions

which obtain in this country. The biochemic division has, however,

after much experimenting, produced an ink which is a great improve-

ment on any we have found elsewhere, and which jn'omises to largely

supplant the more expensive and laborious methods of marking that

have been heretofore in use. Many gallons of this ink have been

satisfactorily used in the work of the bureau during the past two

yea re.

It is impossible in this brief account of the work of the bureau to

give more than the merest outline of the meat-inspection service. It

was intended by Congress that all meat shipped from one State to

another should be previously inspected, but the appropriation up

to the present has not been sufficient for this purpose. The inspec-

tion force, however, is being enlarged as rapidly as the appropriation

will permit. The inspection is, therefore, having a healthy growth,

which, if it is continued for a few years longer, will cover all of the

meat prepared for the interstate trade, and then it can no longer be

said, as it has been said occasionally in the past, that we are more

particular in protecting the people of Europe from unwholesome meat
than our own citizens.

Tin- following table shows the number of animals Inspected before

slaughter from ls'.n to 1807, thus giving an intelligent idea of bhe

growl 1
1 of bhe inspection service and the enormous number of animals
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THE [NSPECTION WD QUARANTINE OF IMPORTED ANIMALS.

Oncol' the first steps taken for the control of contagious disea

among animals was the establishment of quarantine stations at the

principal Atlantic ports, where imported animals might be detained

until there was no longer any danger of the development of disease

from exposure to contagion in other countries. These stations were

at first under the direction of the Treasury Department, but soon

after t ho organization of the Bureau of Animal Industry they were

transferred to its control.

There are a number of destructive diseases in other parts of the

world which it was necessary to guard against. Pleuro-pneumonia

had already been imported and had caused us an endless amount of

anxiety, trouble, and expense. Foot-and-mouth disease had several

times readied onr shores, and it was rather by good luck than good

management that we had escaped a visitation reaching to every State

of the Union and to every part of the American Continent. Rinder-

pest existed in European and Asiatic countries, and there was always

danger of its importation to America.

We had taken the risk of these plagues for years without giving

them much thought. Our people, always buoyant and optimistic, and

never willing to seriously consider danger or admit the possibility of

trouble until it is upon them, could never be brought to realize the

danger to which they were exposed until restrictions upon our export

trade convinced them that something should be done at once. The
establishment of quarantine stations furnished the necessary means
to exclude further importations of contagion, and permitted us to

undertake the eradication of pleuro-pneuinonia with confidence that

when the existing centers of the disease had been discovered and

stamped out Ave should not be troubled by new outbreaks caused by

imported cattle.

The wisdom of maintaining the quarantine of animals from coun-

tries in which contagious diseases exist is shown hy the terrible
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epizootic of rinderpest which for two years has been spreading over

South Africa, almosl annihilating the stock of bovine animals. The

contagion was doubtless introduced from Asia, and neither L1

ence nor the perils from it were sufficient to arouse the people to that

prompt and vigorousaction by which alone L1 could have been arrested.

And now wr see ii sweeping across the country Like a wall of fire,

irresistible, seizing upon i'\rvy herd, and claiming from 90 to LOO per

i M of I he animals ;is vict inis.

Science lias n i last been able to do something to mitigate these losses.

A method of vaccination has been adopted which will possibly save

60 per cent of the animals to which it Ls applied, but even with this in

operal ion, the disease is a great calamity. Such a visitat ion of disease

in the United states would cost us hundreds of millions of dollars

directly, and many years of labor to recover from it.

Three stat ions are maintained on the Atlantic Coast, one at the port

of Boston, one at New York, and one at Baltimore. In the early

years of these stations, several importations of animals affected with

foot-and-mouth disease were detected, and one importation of pleuro-

pneumonia was discovered in the Canadian quarantine. During
recent years certificates of healthfulness and freedom from exposure

have been required to accompany imported animals, and permits for

importation are refused for animals from countries in which danger-

ous contagious diseases are prevalent.

The inspection system has been extended so as to include the fron-

tiers bordering upon both Canada and Mexico. For a number of

s all cattle from the United Stales were quarantined three months
by Canada, and all cattle from Canada were quarantined three

months by the United States. By mutual arrangement these quaran-

tines have been removed, and at present animals accompanied by
proper certificates of health are permitted to cross the frontier in

either direction without detention. Cattle from Canada for breeding

or daiiy purposes must have been tested with tuberculin and found
\'vc<> from tuberculosis, otherwise the}' are quarantined one week and
tested by the inspectors. This regulation is required for protection

against tuberculosis, and is oj: special importance to those States

which are trying to control the disease.

Along the Mexican frontier the principal problems are to prevent

the Importation of animals carrying the contagion of Texas fever and
ah ep scab. Mexico has her Texas-fever districts as well as the

United States, and sheep scab there is a most common and virulent

disease. It was necessary, therefore, to carefully inspect all of the

nearly 300,000 head of cattle and of the 43,000 sheep imported last

year from that country. If cattle from the tick districts of Mexico
are , d entrance into the noninfected region of the United stales,

thej heavy mortality among our native stock; and if cattle

from the elevated section of Mexico, free from infection, are forced to
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oross the boundary where thej wrill enter our Te ever district,

then fche i 1 1
1

1 »< >
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1
*
*< l cattle contract tin- di and die In large num-

bers. Hfonoe, the necessity <>f experi Inspection and greal oare In

oarrying oul tin- regulations.

Notwithstanding the numerous sources of disease In other countries

from which the animals must be imported and the \ asl numbers of

animals which are annually brought t»> our country from abroad, tin*

bureau has successfully protected our animal Industry from exotic

contagion. The quarantine stations and the inspection of imported

animals have therefore fulfilled their purpose

THE HOG-CHOLERA QUESTION.

The great Losses from the contagious diseases of swine early at-

tracted the attention of the Department and of Congress, ami an

appropriation for the purposes of investigation was made in L878, with

annual provisions for continuing this investigation until the present

time. Two diseases, closely resembling each other, yet caused by
distinct germs, and frequently both affecting an animal at the same
time, have been recognized. The question of formulating practical

measures for cont rolling these diseases has been as difficult as it is

important. While most prevalent in the great corn-producing States,

the diseases have been carried to all parts of the country, and, there-

fore, any regulations to be effective must be enforced over a wide

extent of territory, and would be correspondingly expensive. The
losses have, however, been tremendous, being placed by some as high

as $100,000,000 a year, an estimate which does not appear exaggerated

in the light of the careful inquiries in the State of Iowa, from which it

was concluded that this one State lost from $12,000,000 to 815,000,000

worth of swine in a single year.

The scientific investigations relating to this subject have been per-

sistent, careful, and comprehensive, and the problems that are to be

met have been very clearly defined. Passing over the details of these

investigations for the sake of brevity, the efforts now being made
will alone be discussed. There are but two methods of control which,

from our present knowledge of the -contagious diseases of swine,

appear to promise adequate results. One is the old stamping-out

method, the slaughter of diseased and exposed animals, the quaran-
tine of infected farms, the regulation of transportation, and the dis-

infection of stock ears, stock pens, infected farms, and all other

places harboring the contagion. The other is the treatment of dis-

eased and exposed animals with antitoxic serum. Both of these

-methods have been tried to a limited extent during the past year.

The stamping-out method is attended by many difficulties and lim-

itations. Farmers often object to the slaughter of exposed animals

which are still healthy, unless paid more than the animals are worth,

and they are unwilling to have their breeding stock killed as long as
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there is a chance of saving a pari of it. <>n the other hand, it, is

embarrassing, If not Impossible, Cor Government officials to utilize in

any way the carcasses of exposed animals which have no1 yet devel-

oped symptoms of disease, and to destroy these adds largely to the

expense. Again, It is next to Impossible to control transportation

and the disinfection of cars s<> as to prevent constant reinfection.

The disinfection of farms is also a troublesome matter, as the germ of

hog cholera lias great vitality and is able to maintain its existence

and virulence in the soil, in moist organic matter, and even in water,

for several months. Finally, the wide distribution of the disease,

the rase with which the contagion is carried, the numerous agencies

which contribute to its spread, are all elements which increase the

gravity of the problem and militate against the success of the stamp-

ing-out method.

The use of antitoxic serum appears at present to be a much more
promising method of diminishing the losses, and it is possible that it

may be combined with sanitary regulations, such as quarantine of

infected herds, disinfection of premises, and sui^ervision of trans-

portation, so as to give the advantages of the stamping-out method
while avoiding many of its embarrassments. The serum is prepared

by inoculating horses or cattle with cultures of the disease germs and
repeat ing those inoculations with gradually increasing doses until the

animals have attained a high degree of immunity. The blood of such

animals injected under the skin possesses the power of curing sick

hogs and of preventing well ones from becoming infected. Unless

the blood is to be used immediately after it is drawn, which is not

often the case, it is allowed to coagulate or clot, and the liquid portion

or serum is separated and preserved for future use.

The bureau has been diligentty working for several years to bring

the serum treatment of hog cholera to the highest degree of efficiency.

The most important point is, of course, to secure a serum with a high

protective and curative power. This is by no means an easy task.

The products of the hog-cholera germ are very irritating, and when
injected into the tissues their tendency is to cause paralysis and
death of the part with the formation of large abscesses. The intense

local action hinders the absorption of the cultures into the general

circulation and prevents the animal from acquiring immunity. It is

doubtless for this reason that the inoculation of swine has generally

failed to give the necessary degree of protection, and that inoculated

swine are found to contract cholera when they are afterwards exposed.

The serum produced in 1897, when used in affected herds, saved
over 80 per cent of the animals. During the past few months the

methods have been considerably improved, and it appears probable

that a serum of higher efficiency will be the result. There is no
danger connected with the use of this serum, as it is absolutely free

from the germs of the disease. It is easily applied, and the good
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i in sick i 11 almost immediately. The

reason fco believe, therefore, thai we have In this Berum a practicable

method of preventing the greater pari of tin- Lo >m hog cholera,

i»ut it must hi- tested upon a la oale befon ilute b suran

ran be given. It is hoped that all doubts may be cleared up bj the

experiments planned Tor 1898.

i i BER4 I LOSIS.

Althongh the bureau has not attempted to enforce regulations for

eradicating tuberculosis in any section of the country, it has, in many
cases, cooperated with state and municipal authorities which were

working with this object. The biochemic division manufactures

tuberculin, which is furnished to local authorities for official use.

During the past year sufficient tuberculin to test 50,000 cattle was

thus distributed.

Cattle for breeding and dairy purposes which are imported from

Canada are required to be accompanied by a certificate that they

have been tested for t uborculosis, and lacking this they are held in

quarantine and tested by the inspectors of the bureau. A number of

States also have regulations requiring similar tests for these classes

of cattle, and the bureau inspectors at the various stock yards cooper-

ate with the State authorities by inspecting the animals and giving

notices of shipment.

BLACKLEG.

The disease known as blackleg, quarter evil, or symptomatic

anthrax, is one which has long been dreaded by the producers of beef

cattle, because it appears suddenly among the young stock, affects

the best and most promising animals, and is almost invariably fatal.

It has a great tendency to discourage stockmen in their efforts to

improve their cattle, because the best bred animals are the ones most

certainly affected. Many plans of prevention have been adopted,

such as bleeding, setoning, feeding upon diuretics and alteratives, all

with the object of keeping down the condition, and thus making the

animals less susceptible.

Such methods of prevention, while only partially successful, are

opposed to the principles of successful husbandly. The stock raiser

should have the best breeds for his purpose, and he should keep them
thriving and growing rapidly, without check or hindrance. Methods

of preventing disease which tend to arrest the development of his

young stock are distasteful to him, and more or less unprofitable.

Vaccination was proposed as a preventive fifteen years ago, and has

been adopted to some extent, but was never very popular on account

of two vaccines being used with an interval of ten days or two weeks.

The efficiency of these vaccines has also been questioned. Experi-

ments made by the pathological division have demonstrated that
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cattle may be vaccinated with much less trouble and expense and with

greater efficiency by the use of a single properly prepared vaccine.

A few months ago a circular Letter was distributed, offering to sup-

ply vaccine prepared in the bureau Cor experimental purposes upon

application by the owners of cattle, providing a report were made as

to the losses from this disease and the effects of the vaccination. The

information thus received has been very surprising. It appears that

blackleg causes greater Losses in some of the Southern and Western

States than all other diseases combined. These losses are placed at

from LO to 20 per cent of the young slock.

A.bou1 L00,000 doses of the vaccine have been distributed, and

reports show that it can be wifely used by the owners of cattle and

ili.it the deaths from blackleg soon stop after the herd lias been vac-

cinated.

SHEEP SCAB.

Scabies of sheep should not be allowed to exist in any sheep-

raising country. It is caused by a parasite which is easily killed and

eradicated, and if this parasite is exterminated the disease will no

longer develop. The continued existence of such a disease is a reflec-

tion upon the intelligence and humanity of a people.

Notwithstanding these facts, sheep scab has for many years been

one of our most common, widespread, and destructive diseases. The

time has come when the disease should be controlled and eradicated.

In order to assist in this, the zoological laboratory of the bureau has

been making experiments with various remedies in order to determine

which are most effective in curing the disease, and which cause the

least damage to the wool and to the general condition of the animals.

The information obtained in this manner will soon be collated and

published, in order that sheep growers may avail themselves of it

before sending their animals to market. The shipper of diseased

sheep must always expect to lose money upon them. They may be

quarantined, they may be condemned as unfit for the production of

human food, they may be subjected to charges for dipping before

being forwarded from one State to another, and under any circum-

stances the purchaser is unwilling to allow the full price of healthy

animals. It is, therefore, greatly to the advantage of the sheep

raiser to eradicate the disease from his flock before any are marketed.

This the bureau proposes to assist him in doing by furnishing infor-

mation as to how to make and apply the best remedies.

ANIMAL PARASITES AND PARASITIC DISEASES.

The study of animal parasites and the diseases which they cause

has until recently been greatly neglected in this country, and yet the

subject is a most important one. A brief mention has jusl been made
of scabies in sheep, but this species of animal is subject to many
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other >»*ii(»u> parasitic dia There are Lung worms, stomach

worms, and Intestinal worms of various species, each variety of

u hioh iua\ cause outbreaks of diseases debilitating ami stopping the

• will of tin- animals and causing the death <>f many of them.

Other species of ourdomesticated animals are often seriously affected

by animal parasites, ami man) mysterious oases of disease are due to

their effects. Some of these parasites are even dangerous i<> the

health ami Lives <>f tin* people who consume the meat of affected ani-

mals. Everyone has heard of the trichina which is so common in the

flesh of hogs and which has brought s<> many restrictions upon our

foreign trade in pork products. It goes without saying that para-

sites which not only menace the health and lives of our domesl icated

animals, which threaten the health of the consumer of meats, and
which endanger the commercial relations of great nations are worthy

of careful and thorough study. Such a study is being made in the

zoological Laboratory of this bureau, where there is now the best col-

led ion of such parasites that is to be found in the world.

Investigations are being made to learn the exact nature of each

parasite, how animals become infected, how and where the parasites

multiply, and how they- are to be treated.

THE DAIRY WORK.

The importance of the dairy industry has long deserved the recog-

nition of the Department, but it is only recentty that a dairy division

has been organized in this bureau. Its efforts have been largely con-

fined to the collection of information, the publication and distribution

of bulletins upon daily topics, and the encouragement of dairy organ-

izations by attending their meetings and giving legitimate assistance.

The milk supply and service of large cities has been made a special

subject of investigation, with the object of assisting in the improve-

ment of the quality of the milk and its condition upon delivery to the

consumers.

The depressed condition of the exports of dairy products for a num-
ber of years emphasizes the desirability of active measures to assist

and encourage this branch of the foreign trade. With a view to this,

- a number of experimental shipments of carefully selected butter from

creameries in the great butter-producing sections of the country were

made during the last year. These have furnished much information

concerning the difficulties that are encountered by the trade and as

to the requirements of foreign markets. They have also convinced

English merchants of reputation and influence of the high quality of

butter obtainable in this country, and of the practicability of placing

it in British markets without appreciable deterioration. It is pro-

posed during 1898 to repeat these trial shipments and to extend them
to a wider field.
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PRESENT ORGANIZATION OF THE BUREAU.

Tn 1891 it was round that the growth and extension of the work of

the bureau made 11 desirable that it should be reorganized Into a

number of distinct divisions, in order thai 11 might be better system-

atized and directed. There have been (Wined up to the present time

the following divisions:

(1) The inspection division, to which is assigned work of an

executive nature, including the eradication of contagious diseases,

the inspection of exporl and import animals, meal inspection, vessel

inspection, and the regulation of the movement of Southern cattle (to

prevent the spread of Texas fever).

(2) The pathological division, which is principally engaged in

investigating the diseases among domesticated animals to determine

their nature, cause, and treatment, together with the most practical

method of prevention.

(3) The biochemic division, to which is assigned the chemical prob-

lems arising during the investigation of disease and the preparation

of tuberculin, mallein, and the various serums for the prevention and

cure of disease.

(4) The zoological laboratory, to which is assigned the study of

the parasites affecting our domesticated animals and the diseases

which they induce.

(5) The dairy division, which collects and disseminates informa-

tion relating to the dairy industry in the United States.

(6) The miscellaneous division, which has supervision over the

accounts and expenditures, conducts the general correspondence in

regard to diseases and the animal industry of the country, and directs

the field investigations.

(7) The experimental station, where the animals used in the ex-

periments are kept, where small animals for these purposes are bred,

and where antitoxic serums for animal diseases are prepared.

All of this machinery of the bureau is working in one way or

another to stop the losses and to increase the receipts of the stock

raisers of the United States. To understand the different lines of

this work, the objects in view, and what is being accomplished, it is

desirable to take up one problem at a time.

THE BENEFITS DERIVED FROM THE BUREAU WORK.

In what has preceded an effort has been made to give a general

idea of the work of the Bureau of Animal Industry, the objects in

view, and some of the more important results. Many minor points

have been omitted, and much valuable service that is being rendered

has not been mentioned. It may be stated in a general way that the

policy of the bureau has always been to render direct returns to

the country of a value greater than the appropriations which it

1 A97 17
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consumes, li baa never been willing to spend money without !>•

able t«» >ht»u ooramensural its.

The eradication of pleuro-pneumonia stopped the rai of that

tse and saved jnsl that much to the cattle industry. The regula-

tion of vessels reduced the Losses at sea and saves from $2,000,000 to

13,000,000 annually in insurance of expori cattle. The Texas-f<

regulations yearly prevent at Least $500,000 in Losses from that dis-

ease. The manufacture of tuberculin saves state authorities no1

than $15,000 a year and gives them a more reliable article than they

formerly obtained by importation from abroad. The distribution of

blackleg vaccine Ls already saving £100,000 worth of cattle a year,

according to the reports of the owners.

In other words, the executive work for the eradication and control

f disease - and the supervision of export animals has yielded, and

will continue to yield, direct results that save our farmers many
times the cost of the bureau work. The scientific laboratory and

experiment station are furnishing tuberculin, mallein, blackleg vac-

cine, and hog-cholera serum worth much more than the cost of the

scientific work. And, finally, the dairy division, by extending the

markets for American butter, will bring returns that will fully justify

its existence and the expenditures which it is making.

Although these few lines of work have yielded such satisfactory

returns, the benefit of the meat inspection and that of the inspection

of expori and import cattle has been even greater in maintaining our

export trade and establishing the reputation of our meats. The
money value of this work is incalculable, as is that of the scientific

investigation of diseases. The serum treatment for hog cholera, for

example, will make it possible to save many millions of dollars annu-

ally. The object at present is to show, how ever, that the bureau is

yielding direct and definite returns far beyond its cost.

These statements are made because the appropriations to the

bureau have been comparatively large and there lias not always been

a clear understanding of the nature and results of its work. It is

incontestable that this is one bureau of the Government which has

yielded to the country a constant profit and which still has oppor-

tunities before it that warrant a further extension of its field of work.

DIVISION OF STATISTICS.

By John Hyde, Statistician.

INTRODUCTION.

By the employment of the statistical method in the aggregation of

individual facts, conditions are determined and the operations of

various natural laws are defined. The aggregations performed by
this method are usually too large to be perceptible to the senses.
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.Men know by sight a bushel of wheal or potatoes, bul practically

they can know millions of bushels only by representative figures.

It would, therefore, appear that statistics are as necessary to our

larger comprehension as are vision, touch, and other senses to our

so called personal knowledge of things. Their uses are various, bul

always of an importance com spondingto the oecessil iesof our larger

comprehension of the affairs to which they apply, and, as this com-

prehension is of the first Importance in the conducl of all business

that must concern itself with questions of demand and supply, SO

statistics are of first importance as the best means to ihe attainment

of this complete knowledge of conditions.

Such being the character and importance of statistics in general,

tffeir particular relation to agriculture, the greatest and most widely

distributed business of the world, employing the .ureal est capital

and the largest amount of labor, is worthy of more than ordinary

attention; and the more so because a business so vast, of such wide

geographic distribution and so varied a character, can not be known

in the extent and value of even its more important particulars or in

their material effects on human relations except through the one

means of the statistical method.

NECESSITY OF STATISTICS TO AGRICULTURE.

While the necessity of statistics to agriculture is unquestionable,

there are far greater difficulties encountered in this application of

them than in any other great department of the world's business.

These difficulties spring in part from the character of tin' business

itself, and in part from its minute subdivision of operations and its

wide distribution. That it is far easier to ascertain the output of a

group of mines or mills than of a group of farms representing the

same value of investment or of product, is obvious.

These difficulties are such as can not be overcome by individual

effort. It is not easy— it is rarely even practicable—for private initi-

ative to conduct a statistical inquiry in a held so extensive as tin'

United States. The volume of our agriculture, as well as its distri-

bution, is so vast that the most interested private parties can never

wholly measure it statistically.

It was perhaps the greater facility with winch a complete and fairly

accurate knowledge of the operations of large branches of business

other than agriculture is obtained that gained for them their far

earlier and more adequate recognition in legislation, the collection of

agricultural statistics being lor many years the work of an obscure

section of one branch of a bureau in the Department of the Interior.

NKED OF A STATISTICAL OFFICE.

It will readily be inferred from the nature and distribution of the

natters necessary to be ascertained in relation to agriculture as well
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in.ru tiif Impossibility <>r obtaining definite knowledge of them,

either as to their extent or value, bj any means qo1 of eontinuoui

operation and of public direction, t li.it a statistical bureau early

became a necessity bo thai large portion of the Industrial community
represented by the Department of Agriculture. Such a branch of

the Depart menl has therefore been In continuous operation since L863,

and ( is no disparagement to any other branch of the Department's

operations bo asserl that some of the most general, the most diver-

sified, and in the aggregate the greatest benefits which have accrued

to the industries combined under the name of agriculture, through its

representative department, have been the result of the knowledge
obtained and disseminated through this statistical office.

If these benefits are not so direct and apparent as those derived

from the investigations of the scientific men who tell the farmer how
to suppress the insect enemies that infest his fields and orchards, how
to eradicate the various diseases that atfect his crops, what are the

conditions under which the growth of particular products is most suc-

c. ssfully promoted, what fertilizers to use and how to apply them,

how the quality of his butter and cheese may be improved, and many
other things of high practical value, still they are no less vital and
far- reaching, and inevitably tend to increase the rewards of industry

by the augmentation of production through the analysis of compara-

tive results, by the maintenance of a reasonable equilibrium between

supply and demand, and by contributing to stability of value through

the reduction to a minimum of the risks involved in trading.

KNOWLEDGE OF MARKET CONDITIONS REQUIRED.

The American farmer is one of some five million persons who are

cultivating our soil, in areas of from 3 acres to well up in the tens of

thousands, for subsistence and other profit. Some products he con-

sumes quite largely at home, in the maintenance of his family and

hired help, and the keeping and fattening of farm animals. One or

more products, however, he annually raises to sell. In some States

cotton is the principal or the only money crop, in others wheat, while

in not a few extensive regions of the country a wisely diversified sys-

tem of farming yields varying quantities of many important products

for which a market is available. But all that is raised in one place,

whether for farm consumption or for local or distant market, has

some relation to all that is raised elsewhere, and it is finally the

amount of the supply relative to the extent of the demand which

wholly or partially fixes the price and determines the profit or loss.

The all-important matter is how to secure a market, for, in spite of

the suppression of pests, of the eradication of the diseases of plants,

of a knowledge of the most favorable conditions of culture, of the most

suitable and wisely applied fertilizers, and of a high standard of

excellence in the product, without a market surplus production above
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farm consumption is not simply valueless, but positive loss, to fche

extent <>f Its cost In fche use of laud, implements, stdok, fertilizers,

seed, Labor, and other expenses.

BEBVICE OF DIVISION OF STATISTICS.

Without being specific as to details In a biatter where details arc

Inevitably to a Large extenl elusive, ii Ls certain thai statistical infor-

mation widely and carefully gathered and properly presented and

disseminated, relative to fche condition and prospects and in due time

to the actual measure of the principal products of agriculture, has

the strongest influence in maintaining a reasonable equilibrium

ltd ween production and demand, and the consequent assurance of

profit to the producer.

In so far as statistics give timely information to producers of

specific conditions affecting the marketing of products, such statistics

do all that can be done, and what can not be done in any other way,

to secure to agriculture a profit on its productions. It is too much to

expect that this result will ever be attained with such sufficiency as

to leave absolutely nothing to be desired ; but so far as it is complete,

the benefit secured is due to the statistical method, and will always
require its service. What honest producers and interested consumers
desire is relations which shall be of mutual benefit, and in the pro-

motion of these relations the Division of Statistics of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture has not only directly benefited agriculture to an
incalculable extent, but, in doing this, has incidentally benefited all

legitimate occupations and all consumers.

MAGNITUDE OF AGRICULTURAL INTERESTS.

It may be useful to examine into the extent and value of the inter-

ests to which agricultural statistics particularly relate, as further

showing their utility, and to consider the numerical and business

importance of our agricultural population, whose most vital interests

are frequently affected by matters that can be definitely known only

through statistics. The following table from the census of 1890

shows the number and classification of the agricultural population

ten years of age and over:

Number and classification of tlie agricultural population ten years of age and over.

Occupation. Male. Female. Total.

Farmers and planters

Agricultural laborers

Qardenera, florists, nurserymen, etc.

Dairymen and dairywomen
r agricultural pursuits

al

5,055,130

2,556,957

70,186

16, 161

19.058

7.717,492

226,427

447,104

2,415

1,734

462

5,281,557

3,004,001

7a,m
17,895

19,520

678, 142 »8,395.i«t

'This is 36.9 per cent of all persons having gainful occupations.
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This population, comprising only a<-t ual worker* . constitutes abi

,t of bhe entire population of the United States at the lad

census, and represents in families probably more than a third of the

total number of Inhabitants. Numerically, at Least, its needs in

the prosecution and protection «>(* its endeavors an especially worthy
• tent ion. Its invest men Is in land, implements, and live Stock arc

enormous, the value of farm lands, fences, and buildings being

#13,279,252,649; that of implements and maehim 94,247,467,

and that ot* live stock (on farms only) #2,208,767,573, a total of

1 . (82,267,689, or nearly 25 per rent of the total estimated wealth

of the country. Thus, interests represented in a third of our popula-

tion and a fourth of our national wealth are the direct interests oi

agriculture.

The value of the products of agriculture in L889 is stated in the

census of 1890 to he #2,460,107,454, and the estimate is acknowledged
to be considerably below the actual facts. Of many elements of these

enormous values, the agricultural statistics of the Department of

Agriculture take annual, monthly, or other account, as required by

the frequent changes in their status. .Many matters of information

that are of vital interest to agriculture, which the census gives once

in ten years, as an indication of our progress as a nation, together

with much that the census necessarily omits, are given to the public

monthly, or as occasion requires, through this division, as freshly col-

lected news of current importance, and thus the national record of

progress as regards the business that is in greater or less degree the

foundation of all other human industry becomes an annual one.

The first statistics of agriculture published by this Department
those of a census taken three years before, and under a date

that was itself a year old. At that time there was no agency for the

annual gathering of farm statistics and no organization for the publi-

cation of facts relative to agricultural production or distribution,

while those facts were alive with meaning and influence. Now,
periodic conditions of growth and quality, and finally the amount of

production, are recorded by the farmers themselves in all parts of the

Union, and are tabulated and published from their returns by this

division. The. advantage to the farmer is just as certain as it is

incalculable, and it is sure to increase with the perfection of the

statistical methods employed.

ILLUSTRATIOX OF THE VALUE OF STATISTICS.

The fluctuation in the values of live stock, as well as of other farm
property, during the last five years strikingly demonstrates the utility

of reliable periodic statistics.

For many years this division has annually published, as of the first

of January, a carefully prepared statement of the number and value of

the principal farm animals, as horses, mules, cattle, sheep, and swine.
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It is well known that the year L893 witnessed the beginning of ;i

period of almost unexampled depression throughout fche United stales

in all branches of business, and thai recovery from it did not begin

to appear mil il L897. While statistics Covering the lull extent and

results of t his depression are, in the nature of the case, unobtainable,

statistics gathered periodically for other purposes, bu1 yet furnishing

a measure of the value-destroying influence of such depression in

definite instances and t<> a definite <
- x

t

<-n t , must be of value.

'Thus, a comparison Of the numbers and values "I* farm animals, as

contained in the published statistics of this division For 1893, L896,

and 1897, the years in which the depression began, culminated, and

seemingly-began to disappear, will show the estimated losses of value

(out of all proportion, in most eases, to the actual numerical decrease)

indicated by the scores of thousands of reports received by the

Department iu January of each year from its State, county, and
township correspondents in all parts of the country.

Unless there were a statistical organization to collect and publish

these facts annually nothing definite could be known of the extent or

progress of this great interest, except to speculators interested in it

in a large way, nothing of its relative value as property, nothing of

the effects upon it of economic changes, and consequently no clear

deductions could be drawn as to the influences of public policy on

private business. The following table shows the number and value

of farm animals in the United States, with particular reference to

II net nations in value and numbers:

Number and value of farm animals in the United States, 1898 to 1898, showing
particularly Jluctuations in value and numbers.

January 1—

1893

1894

1806

18M

1897

Decrease, 1893

to M87' ....

Per cent of in-

crease or de-

-•-. 1898 t"

<>f in-

i-;o or de-

'.-'.'7 to

Total
value of

live stock.

$2, 483, 506,081

2,170,810,754

1,819,440,300

1,727,920,084

1 . 655, 414, 012

828, 092, 009

-33.3

1,891,577,471

+14.

3

Horses.

Number.

10,200,802

10,081,139

15,893,318

15,121,057

14,304,007

. 1,842,135

—11.4

13,900,911

8.8

Value.

$992,225,185

709, 224, 79!

»

570, 730, 580

500, 140, 180

452,049,390

539,575,789

—54.4

478, 302, 407

+5.

Mules.

Number. Value

8, 331, 128 $164, 763, 751

2,352,231 14(5.232,811

2,333,108 110,927,834

2,278,940 103,204,457

8,215,664 92,302,090

115,474 72,461,001

—5.0

2,257,005

+1.9

^44.0

99,032,002

+7.3

Sheep.

Number. Value

47,273,553«125,909,264

45,048,017 89,186,110

42,294,064

38,298,783

30, 818, 043

10, 154,910

22.

1

87,666,980

+2.3

66,68!

05, lti7. 7:;.')

67,020,942

58,888.322

—40.8

82,721,188

+38.3

1 Intervening years show gradation of <•!
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Xuiulxr and calue of farm animats in th> United States, '
' /" /,,,><,,,,/

particularly fluctuations in nihiraud numbert Contfol I
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of the merchant ;in<l trader, the l<
iss will be the Inducement to speeu-

l ; 1 1 ion, and the more stable will i><' tii<' value of the commodity. In

every sphere of human thought uncertainty is the mother of specula-

tion; in every field of human activity great risks call for large profits.

Herein lies the current value of agricultural statistics—that they

reveal true conditions in ascertained measure and furnish in large

mailers t he only basis for comparisons. Prom such conditions and

comparisons Logical deductions can be made for individual guidance.
h is in this view that these and related statistics are continually

being gathered, arranged, and published by this division, and the

information thus regularly made public is in constant demand.

UTILITY OF FOREIGN STATISTICS.

What lias so far been stated has particular reference to domestic
statistics, furnished through this division. To much of it, however,
may be given a wider application. Our insufficient production of

certain agricultural commodities and our surplus production of cer-

tain others have a relation to foreign markets, if these commodities
are imported or exported, and the collection and study of facts relat-

ing to production, consumption, and market prices in other countries

becomes an important part of our duty toward our own agriculture.

This consideration of foreign production and consumption enables

us to determine with reasonable accuracy the demand that will be
made upon our surplus, if any, in the current or ensuing year, or the

supply that can be furnished us to meet our own requirements.
m
This

kind of information relates principally, of course, to agricultural

commodities subject to competition, and which are the products of

our own and other countries in constantly varying amounts and pro-

portions; and as demand and supply regulate prices, such information

is of manifest importance both to producers and consumers. These
supplemental statistics of foreign production, correlated with our own,
often foretell approximately the measure of our own profit or loss.

An illustration of the benefit to our agriculturists which may be
derived from foreign statistics is furnished by certain ascertained facts

relative to the production of wheat in Argentina. The statistics of

wheat production in that country for a series of years are as follows:
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These figures Bhoi • of production in seven years from

00 bushels In L896 97 from an estimated area ol 5,200,000

aciv 000,000 bushels in 1898-94 from about 4,600,000 acres, and
an annual yield per acre ranging Prom about 5. 1 bushels to apparent ly

f bushels. 1 The area in wheal in L884 55 was 1,000,000 acres; in

mm), »MH) acres, and In 1896-97, 5,200,000 acres, accordir, o

the report of an expert correspondent of the Northwestern .Miller.

The acreage and yield in 1888-89, according to Argentine official

statistics, were, respectively, 2,036,254 acres and 19,690,575 bushels,

91 percent being in four provinces. The yield that year avera

not quite 9.7 bushels per acre.

In 1888 Pennsylvania, upon 31.6 per cent less land than this, raised

only 4.5 per cent less wheat, at an average rate of 1-5' bushels per

acre; one of our own States, in which wheat is not the principal farm

product, thus producing nearly as much as the whole of Argentina i.i

a year in which its own production fell below the average.

i ast year ( l s :
» 7 ) the wheat production of the single State of Km

was almost equal to the average Argentine crop of the last s<

years, while that of Minnesota exceeded it by 23 percent.

These are some of the principal statistical data relative to wheat

production in Argentina, with a few facts concerning one or two of

our own States by way of comparison. Such statist ics would be of no

particular -importance but for the widespread fear of Argentine

wheat as a competitor of our own product in the markets of the world,

destined, we have been assured, to finally drive it from the held.

Such a threat, handled by skillful speculators, and combined with

similar terrors as to Russian surplusage, has not been without influ-

ence on our markets, and the statistics of Argentine production are

therefore especially worthy of consideration.

QUALIFYING FACTS REGARDING FOREIGN STATISTU IS.

It is just here that an element not necessarily statistical must enter

into the consideration of foreign statistics of competitive products,

such as the leading cereals, if we would arrive at correct conclusions

—

an element which generally enters easily and naturally into the con-

sideration of domestic statistics. This is an element of qualifying

conditions, sometimes capable of statistical proof, as in the case of

climate, but not infrequently insusceptible of statistical expression.

We know in a broad sense, at least, and of personal or hand to hand
knowledge, the conditions of wheat culture at home, and we can

judge of statistics of its production, consumption, surplus, price, etc.,

without, perhaps, deliberately referring to such knowledge in arriving

at our conclusions. It will not, however, do to omit this in consider-

1 Crop statistics for Argentina can scarcely bo regarded as furnishing conclusive

evidence that so high an average yield as 18.2 bushels of wheat per acre was ever

actually attained in that country. All the probabilities are against it.
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ing corresponding foreign statistics, bul the value of statistical facts,

at Leasl their value in relation to similar domestic tacts, must be

carefully weighed by taking into account all Important related facts

and circumstances. It will be seen, if this be true, and admitting

the importance to us of foreign agricultural statistics, how necessary

ii often becomes thai qualifying facts be carefully and intelligent

weighed by the statistician. The performance of this duty to our

own people can nol be delegated to ignorance and inexperience, or to

those pecuniarily interested.

Briefly, then, the statistical showing relative to Argentine wheal is

qualified as to the future by the following facts, not statistical, but of

official authority and from Argentine sources:

(1) Wheat raising was unknown as a regular branch of farming

until the introduction of subsidized immigration in 1882, and produc-

tion has greatly decreased with the emigration of foreigners since

1893, the business being principally one of their institution.

(-2) It is mostly confined to four provinces—Santa Fe, Buenos Ayres,

Entre Rios, and Cordoba—which, with over three-fourths of the cul-

tivated land in the country, produce over 90 per cent of the wheat,

and which alone among the provinces are suited to its extended

cultivation.

(3) Santa Fe and Entre Rios are inland and alluvial, possessing the

best conditions of location and soil in the country for cont in nous suc-

cessful culture. Buenos Ayres is littoral and subject to destructive

pamperos, equivalent to northeast storms in the United Slates.

Both this province and Cordoba have a poor, thin soil, the fertility of

which rapidly diminishes under grain-cropping, in the absence of

artificial fertilization.

(4) One year out of three (or even two out of five) is practically a

year of failure in cereal production here or there in the provinces,

as <•! result of pamperos, droughts, or locusts.

(5) The United States has more than once increased its wheat
acreage in two years by an area greater than the largest total area

er devoted to that crop in Argentina.

The statistics alone in this case show the yield of the Argentine

wheal fields year by year for a series of seven years, and the amounts
annually consumed and exported; also the averages of these for the

entire period. Incidentally they show an extreme variation in yield

of 50,000,000 bushels, or 7,400,000 bushels more than the average

yield; also that the average annual production is about 2,400,

1

bushels more than double the home consumption, and about

_. 100,000 bushels less than double the average amount of the exports,

Further, they show a steady decrease in production from L893-94 to

l" .
. i criminal ing in a decrease of 5G, 000,000 bushels, and an export

of only t,000,000 against an export of 56, 000, 000 bushels three yei

before, and an annual average tor the preceding six years of
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1,666 bushels. These statistics, taken in conjunction with the

of acn how that the decrease in production has accompanied an

increase in son and thai the lowesl a t-te production lias

been from the largest acr<

PROOF OF THE S u.i B OF STATIST!*

Of the nonstatistical facts in the preceding paragraphs L, 2, 8,

and 4, each throws its particular light upon the Argentine wheat

question, as set forth statistically in the table, and helps to determine

its importance as regards competition in the markets of the world.

The conclusions to be drawn from the total sum of statistical and

nonstatistical facts need not be dwelt upon further than to state that,

in view of the sudden rise of a considerable wheal industry in a

comparatively new and very extensive country and of the claims

and expectations based thereon, it is of particular interest to the

farmers of the United States to ascertain the exact status of that

industry, and, as far as maybe, the limits of its possible extension;

that such knowledge must at least have a statistical ba>is; and
that to be entirely assuring, this statistical basis should be accom-

panied by certain nonstatistical information not within the general

knowledge.

If the apparent result of this primarily statistical statement is an
assurance that Argentine wheat can never become a really serious

competitor of our own, that product is effectually eliminated from

future consideration as a serious disturber of prices, and the knowl-

edge of this fact is only of less value to our wheat raisers than is the

fact that speculators are thus deprived of one of the greatest advan-

tages they have enjoyed in their manipulations of the markets.

This illustration of the use and value of foreign statistics goes

necessarily into some detail, and is somewhat out of proportion to

the article of which it forms a part. It is given for the purpose of

showing, first, the ad vantage accruing to our farmers from a clear

understanding as to competitive, or possibly competitive, foreign pro-

duction; and second, that they may see that the task is not an

entirely simple one which devolves upon the statistician who honestly

and vigilantly seeks to protect their interests.

That the making of estimates and the free discussion of anything

in the way of a numerical statement are very dear to the heart of the

American people, we have innumerable evidences entirely outside of

the domain of agriculture. Almost anyone, however, can make some
sort of an estimate and obtain the true arithmetical aggregates of

tabulations. But, while in the working out of statistical results

everything in the nature of necromancy or even of mystery should

be carefully avoided, a broader knowledge of the matters to which

statistical data relate than comes of their mere handling is not

infrequently of vital importance.
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The benefits conferred upon agriculture by statistics, great as fcney

are, have no more attained their full limits than has agriculture

attained its full development. In any consideration of the subject,

therefore, tliis Important fact must be taken into account. In addi-

tion to the enormous ach antages already accruing, it is not too much
to expect, that through the gradual utilization of whatever knowledge

of physical conditions and of human needs, susceptible of numerical

expression, may be available, and the careful setting forth of its

precise relation to the great business of agriculture, the statistician

of the fut are will be able to promote I he agricull aral Interests of the

country in directions that as yet are hardly dreamed of.

Even if we consider, however, only the present scope and impor-

tance of statistical investigation as applied to the vast, the highly

diversified, and the ever-changing agricultural conditions of a coun-

try like the United States, and keep in mind the fact that the experi-

ence of the present and the past will enormously influence the

judgments and labors of the future, it will surely be evident to every

thinking man that there is no true economy in the curtailment of

this work by depriving it of the means by which alone it can

accomplish its important purpose.

PROMPT AND WIDE DISTRIBUTION OF STATISTICS THE AIM OF THE
DIVISION.

If agricultural statistics are of any value in themselves, their

timely availability for the use of those to whom they are of particular

interest becomes a matter of importance. They would be of no value

to farmers, but might even be positively detrimental to their interests,

if possessed by only a few persons or restricted to commercial circles.

It is, therefore, the aim of the Division of Statistics in the Depart-

ment of Agriculture to make the widest possible distribution of the

information received through its various agencies, and to make such

distribution as prompt and speedy as the necessity of securing reason-

able accuracy will admit of. The monthly crop reports of this division

are therefore mailed with as little delay as possible to the Depart-

ment's State statistical agents and the 7,500 persons who report to

them, to the 2,400 county correspondents and the 6,800 persons who
report to them, to the 40,000 township or district correspondents, to

12,500 cotton planters, to 1,200 newspapers, mostly rural, and to

120,000 other persons, the individual recipients, both correspondents
and noncorrespondents, being mainly farmers. These reports relate,

according to the season of the year, to the conditions of soil, weather,

planting, growth, harvesting, yield, quality, transportation, markets,

and pi i<-»'s. They are sent regularly and gratuitously to all persons

who have taken the trouble to ask for them, and however susceptible

of Improve i neii t they may be in any particular respect, the great
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demand for them l< Little doubl that considerable value if Bel

upon them. When the statistical in format ion received by t h<* Depart-

ment is made still more promptly available for tin- use of farmers l»y

being bulletined in rural post-offices, and the information itself is

made still more reliable by the institution of certain changes In the

crop-reporting system, there will surely be no single division or any
Government department, and certainly no independent organizat

that will U' promoting so greatly and so generally the agricultural

interests <>i" the country.

SECTION OF FOREIGN MARKETS.

By Frank II. HITCHCOCK, Chief.

INTRODUCTION.

ricultural productiveness in the United States far exceeds the

consuming capacity of our population. After domest ic requirements

have been amply supplied there remains each year a vast surplus of

farm produce that must either be disposed of abroad or become a

burden upon the home market. The slightest excess of supply over

demand leads to a depression of prices, and when the excess is large,

as frequently happens in this country, there is always danger of a

serious decline in values and consequent loss to the producer. In

order to prevent the glutting of our own market and its attendant

evils, the surplus production of American agriculture must be shipped

to other countries. The extension of our export trade in agricultural

commodities is therefore a matter of the highest moment to the farm-

ing community. For the purpose of aiding in this important object

the Department of Agriculture has established the Section of Foreign

Markets.

OUR DEPENDENCE UPON FOREIOX MARKETS.

The extent to which we have become dependent upon foreign mar-

kets for the disposal of our surplus products of the farm is shown by
the fact that during the past fiscal year (1897) our agricultural exports

amounted in value to 8*580,755,193. This enormous sum, comprising

fully two-thirds of the total value of all exports, represents a branch

of our foreign trade that is well worth fostering.

INCREASING COMPETITION.

In the earlier stages of our agricultural development we found it

comparatively easy to market our farm products abroad. The won-
derful agricultural resources of the country, far surpassing those of

the older European nations, gave us a ready mastery of the situation.
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There were no competitors formidable enough to endanger our con-

trol of the trade. Bu1 the situation to-day is changed. Powerful
rivals qow confront us in our conies! for I ho world's markets. The
fertile grain fields of Russia and of Argentina offer their abundant
product to the Importing nations of Europe at prices we find il diffi-

cult to meet. The marvelous agricultural possibilities of Australasia

are becoming more fully recognized as with each succeeding year still

Larger quantities of produce from that distant country are placed

upon the European market. Our neighbor Canada luts also made
astonishing progress in some directions, and is now one of our most
successful competitors in supplying meats and dairy products to the

British people. Even the older countries of Europe show in some
instances a surprising development in certain lines of agricultural

production, as, for instance, the rapidly increasing output of butter in

I Denmark. From such changes as these a much fiercer struggle among
the competing countries has resulted, and if in the face of this

stronger competition we are to maintain our supremacy in the world's

markets, it will require on the part of our exporters a more deter-

mined and persistent effort than has hitherto been necessaiy.

AGRARIAN OPPOSITION TO OUR FARM PRODUCTS.

In addition to the growing competition we are compelled to meet
because of recent agricultural development in other parts of the

world, we now find a serious obstacle confronting us in the active hos-

tility thai is being exhibited toward our agricultural products by the

agrarian population of certain European countries where we formerly

possessed a profitable market. Yielding to the pressure brought to

bear by the agrarian classes, who see in the successful competition of

American products a dangerous menace to their own interests, the

governments of these countries have in several instances sought to

limit importation from the United States by the imposition of unwar-
ranted restrictions. These unfair acts of discrimination, together

with certain criticisms of our products that appear also to have
emanated from the agrarians, have had a tendency in some countries

to create an unfounded prejudice against the character of American
ds in general, and this prejudice it has been very difficult to over-

,ie.

FAILURE OF OUR PRODUCERS TO STUDY FOREIGN WANTS.

Another impediment to the extension of our export trade is the

failure on the pari of our producers to give sufficient attention to the

peculiarities of taste that often prevail in the foreign markets they

are attempting to supply. A notable example of this is found in the

character of the bacon we s<-nd to the United Kingdom.
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ro supply the preaenl demand of tin- British market requires the

Importation <>f more than 500,000,000 pounds of bacon a year. This

>ii is procured almost entirely from three countries, tin- [Jnited

States, Denmark, and Canada. Although tin* United States is still

the ohief source of Bupply, tin- quantity purchased from this country

Is decidedly smaller than it was five or six years ago. On the other

hand, the British have greatly increased their importations of Danish

and Canadian bacon. An inquiry into the reason for this change in

the course of trade discloses the fact that our bacon is not bo well

adapted to the requirements of the British market as is that imported

from Denmark and Canada. The article produced in the United
States is chiefly corn-fed bacon, and although regarded with high

favor in our own markets, it carries altogether too much fat to suit

the taste of the English consumer. Denmark and Canada furnish a

much leaner grade of bacon. Their producers have studied the

peculiar wants of the British market, and with such success that they

are already making important inroads upon our trade. The Danish

and Canadian brands of bacon are regarded in Great Britain as being

so far superior to ours that the price paid for them is several cents a

pound higher. As we send annually to the British market more than

o(K),000,000 pounds of this product, the loss of only a few cents in the

price per pound makes an enormous difference in the profits of the

trade. It will therefore be to the interest of our producers, in pro-

viding bacon for the British trade, to give more attention to the

y peculiar wants of the people to be supplied, for in this way only can

a profitable development of our export business be accomplished.

IMPORTANCE OF STUDYING FOREIGN REQUIREMENTS.

These facts relative to our export trade in bacon show how impor-

tant it is for our exporters to familiarize themselves with the exact

requirements of the markets sought. In the face of the keener com-

petition that is now being waged by the great producing countries,

this policy becomes all the more essential. Not only must the goods

offered be of the highest grade and quality, but they must also be

adapted in every particular of style and flavor to the peculiar taste

or fancy of the desired purchaser. Even the nature of the receptacle

or covering in which the goods are sold, the size and shape of the

package, must be regarded. These minor requirements of the trade

differ materially in different countries. The style of package that is

popular in one quarter may prove to be a decided disadvantage in

another. Only recently our exporters discovered that one of the

reasons why American butter did not find a readier sale in England

was because it has been the practice to ship it in round tubs, such as

are commonly used for packing the article in the United States,
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whereas tl>c customs of the British market make a square package

more desirable. In order to compete successfully in the butter mar-

kets of the Cnited Kingdom, therefore, Americas exporters find it

almost as essentia] to regard this preference for a square package as

ii is bo satisfy the British taste In reaped to the color and flavor of

the art Lcle Itself.

Upon the careful observance of such matters of taste and custom

as are Lllust rated by these references to our foreign I rade in bacon and

butter depends very Largely our future success in competing with

other nations for the world's markets. In this contest fortradethe

first requisite is a thorough knowledge of the conditions to be met.

To assist in supplying such a knowledge is the object of the Section

of Foreign Markets.

SUBJECTS INVESTIGATED.

With this end in view the agricultural resources of foreign coun-

tries are carefully investigated. It is important, first of all, to learn

what these countries produce from their own soil and how far their

products meet the requirements of their population, the purpose

being to determine the extent to which they are likely to become

dependent upon outside sources for their supply. Special attention

is given to the character of each country's import trade. The na-

ture, extent, and source of the imported commodities are examined,

to ascertain what possibility there is for successful competition on

the part of our own producers. At the same time the export trade

of the United States is closely watched. Every significant change

in the quantity of a product marketed abroad is noted. In cases of

declining trade the cause is inquired into and a remedy sought,

while evidences of growth in any direction are studied with the hope

of promoting still further expansion.

INFORMATION DISSEMINATED.

Theresults of these investigations, supplemented by practical infor-

mal ion regarding transportation facilities, customs duties and regu-

lations, equivalents of foreign money, Aveights and measures, rates of

exchange, etc., are given to the public in the form of bulletins and

circulars. Much information is also disseminated in response to

inquiries that come through the mails. The large number of such

inquiries received and the numerous requests that are made for the

publications of the section show that our farmers are beginning to

recognize more fully the importance of a foreign market.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION.

In the work of gathering facts regarding commercial opportunities

abroad much valuable information is derived from the official returns

of international trade published by the several countries, and also

1 a07 18
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from the reports Issued by foreign agricultural bureaus, [n addition

to these Importanl official documents, various unofficial publications,

such as the reports of boards of trade, chambers of commerci

cultural societies, and similar organizations, as well as all other avail-

able sources of published information, are utilized.

CONSULAB REPORTS.

Through the courtesy of the state Department the Section of For-

i Markets has also been enabled to avail itself to Borne extenl of

the services of the United states consular officers stationed abroad.

The promotion of our commercial interests is the most important duty

of these officials, and they possess exceptional opportunities for this

work. Residence at the place of investigation naturally brings them

into dose touch with the trade sit nation and gives them every facility

for ascertaining the possibilities of the market. With the intimate

knowledge of local conditions thus acquired, they are able to render

great assistance to our exporters. The reports they have furnished

the section, in response to circular letters of inquiry regarding oppor-

tunities for the disposal of American products in their respect ive

districts, have contained much timely information. This information

has been published in the bulletins of the section and has added

much to their practical value.

NEED OF SPECIAL AGENTS ABROAD.

While the Section of Foreign Markets has received much valuable

assistance through the cooperation of United States consuls, these

officials have important duties in other directions, and the extent to

which they can be called upon to furnish information for the use of

the Department of Agriculture is necessarily limited. The work

would be greatly facilitated, therefore, by the employment of special

agents to carry on certain lines of investigation abroad. For the

purposes desired, special agents of the Department would have a

great advantage over our consular officials in being able to devote

their attention exclusively to this branch of inquiry, and also in the

important fact that they could travel from place to place, whereas

our consuls must necessarily confine their investigations very largely

to the district in which they are stationed. The work of special

agents abroad, if properly directed, could undoubtedly be made to

yield results of great value.

AGRICULTURAL ATTACHES.

The recommendations elsewhere made by the Secretary of Agricul-

ture in regard to the appointment in certain countries of agricultural

experts as attaches to our embassies and legations justify the con-
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sideration here of 1 1 1
*
^ various ways In which such representatives

could further the work of this section. Under such an appointment,

the representative charged with the sole duty of Looking after the

inter* its of Ajnerican agriculture in the country to which he is

accredited would be capable of rendering important services to our

agriculturists. Residing at the scat of government, he would have

an excellent opportunity <<> watch the course of Legislation there and

to keep our Government informed regarding all measures Likel;

affect the agricultural interests of the United States, as, for instance,

changes in tariff rates or restrictions of any kind placed on the impor-

tation of American goods. He would also be in a favorable position

to investigate certain complaints against our products and to deter-

mine whether or not they are well founded, a service that is sorely

needed in some lines of trade. In this and various other ways he

could be of great service to the American producer.

FOREIGN CROP REPORTS.

One of the important duties that could be required of an agricul-

tural attache would be to keep our farmers regularly informed as to

crop and market conditions abroad. Modern transportation facilities

have so closely united all countries that the prices of the leading

products of agriculture are practically uniform throughout the world.

It is the relation of the world's supply to the world's demand that

determines the value. The price of wheat established at Liverpool
' on the basis of the world's production and requirements fixes the

price of that grain in the markets of the United States and other

countries. It is therefore a matter of no little importance to our

farmers, for guidance in the sale of their own products, to have
prompt and reliable information as to the crops of other nations.

Information on this subject can be obtained most readily at the

capitals of the several countries, for it is there that the national crop

reporting service is almost invariably centered. Our embassies and
legations have from time to time reported in reference to crop pros-

pects abroad, but not with sufficient regularity or promptness to make
the information particularly useful. If each embassy or legation

had a special attache whose exclusive duty it should be to furnish our

Government with all available information regarding the agricultural

situation in that country, it would doubtless lead to a much more
efficient service in this important matter.

With the additional information that could be furnished along

these lines by agricultural attaches stationed at foreign capitals, and
by an intelligent corps of special agents carrying on investigations

abroad, it is believed that the work of extending our agricultural

exporl trade, in which the Section of Foreign Markets is so actively
interested, could he rendered Ear more effectual.
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Po illustrate the value of the information that is being collected

arding opportunities for the extension of our export trade In farm

products, and the practical work thai is being accomplished as a result

of such Investigations, a brief review of what the Department of

Agriculture is doing to increase <»m- exports of butter may be of

interest.

OUR EXPORTS OF BUTTEB.

The United Kingdom is the principal butter market of the world.

During the calendar year L897, according to the British trade statistic-,

the total importations reached the enormous aggregate of 360,393,712

pounds, valued at $77,450,047. Of this amount, less than 5 percent

eame from the United states. The chief source of the British supply

has been Denmark. Of the butter imported during 1897, fully 40 per

cent was of Danish origin. About L4 per cent was furnished by

Prance, 9 per cent by Sweden, and S per cent by the Netherlands.

While it is true that these European countries are all more con-

veniently situated as regards proximity to the British market than is

the United States, the modern system of transporting butter under

refrigeration renders this an advantage of little importance, and it

should be easily offset by the superiority of our agricultural resources.

The failure of the United States to compete more successfully in the

British butter trade can no longer be attributed to remoteness from

the market. Even far away Victoria, four weeks distant by steamer

from Liverpool, sends more butter to the United Kingdom than we do.

The British import trade in Australian butter has sprung up almost

entirely within the past decade, and now each succeeding year sees

its further development. Similarly, there has been a rapid increase

during the last few years in the importations into the United Kingdom
of Canadian butter.

In view of the important gains that were thus being made by our

competitors in the British market, coupled with the fact that a sur-

plus production of butter in the United States threatened to overstock

our own markets and depress prices, the Department decided to take

active measures for the extension of our export trade. The chief

obstacle to be overcome in the accomplishment of this purpose was

the impression prevalent among foreign buyers that United States

butter is as a rule inferior to that furnished by other countries. This

impression had resulted from the fact that in past years it was a com-

mon practice to send abroad only our lower grades, whereas the

British consumer generally requires the very best obtainable. In

order to refute this unfavorable opinion of our butter and convince

the foreign purchaser of its superior quality, the plan of making

experimental shipments of our best grades to the British market has

been put into operation. These shipments, made under the direction
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of the dairy division, consist of selected Lots of the finest American

creamery butters, prepared with special reference to the requirements

of the foreign consumer. Thus far they have been consigned to the

London market, where they are disposed of under the supervision of

a representative of the Department, who sees thai each package is

plainly labeled and advertised In order to show Its United States

origin. In (his way it is hoped to remove the prejudices thai have

existed abroad Ln regard to our butter and to prcn <• to the satisfaction

of the British importer that the best grades produced in the United

states compare favorably with the finest received from other coun-

tries. When this reputation for our butter is once fairly established

in England the disposal of our surplus product in the British market

will be a matter of little difficulty.

AMERICAN HORSES ABROAD.

Another product of American agriculture for which the Depart-

ment is striving to create a wider foreign market is the horse. Ger-

many, the United Kingdom, France, and Belgium are the leading

importers of this animal. The number imported by these four coun-

tries during the calendar year 1896 amounted to 210,323, valued at

$33,119,125. Of this number, only 24,813, valued at $3,717,748, were

purchased from the United States. In other words, our farms and

ranches, although surpassing those of any other nation in their

advantages for the raising of horses, supply the principal markets of

Europe with barely more than one-tenth of their requirements. The
opportunity for increasing our exportation of horses is a most promis-

ing one, and as our own horse market is frequently in a sadly over-

stocked condition, every effort should be made to take advantage of

the opportunity. With this purpose in view, the Department has

instituted an investigation regarding the exact requirements of the

principal European horse markets. Every effort is being made to

gather accurate information as to the styles in draft and road horses

preferred at each market, and also as to the kind of horses required

by the several European governments for army purposes. With
information of this nature at our command the exportation of

horses from the United States can be more intelligently and more

successfully conducted.

A FOREIGN MARKET FOR AMERICAN CORN.

The movement that has recently been set on foot by American pro-

ducers to extend t lie use of our Indian corn, or maize, in foreign coun-

tries is also receiving the active cooperation of the Department of

Agriculture. This leading cereal crop of the United States is pro-

duced so abundantly by our farmers that its disposal at a profitable

price in seasons of plentiful harvest is extremely difficult. As a
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i!t of out .surplus production, corn has at times been used quite

ensively for fuel in some portions of the West. To relieve the

overstocked condition of our own markets it is necessary to send

more corn abroad. Lets than LOperoenl of our total product is at

present marketed in foreign countries, and as we produce on the

average about four-fifths of the world's crop, the field for the devel-

opment of our exporl trade is almost unlimited. It* a sufficient for-

eign demand can be created to dispose of our surplus product the

value of this important cereal will be materially enhanced. As our

average crop amounts to about 2,000,000,000 bushels, every cent that

can be added to the price of corn by creating a larger demand abroad

will mean an increased profit to the American farmer of *20, 000,000.

The only feasible plan to bring about a Larger demand for American

corn in foreign countries seems to be a more general introduction of

this grain as an article of human food. The Department has accord-

ingly inaugurated a special inquiry to ascertain what are the possi-

bilities in this direction. The results of this investigation will be

published in the near future, and it is believed that the information

thus disseminated will bcof material assistance in this important

undertaking.

CONCLUSION.

These brief references to the efforts that are being made by the

Department of Agriculture to increase the exportation of American

butter, American horses, and American corn will suffice to indicate

the great possibilities of the line of work in which the Section of

Foreign Markets is engaged and its practical utility to the farmer.
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Director <>f flic Office <>/ Experiment Stations.

INTRODUCTION.

Ii" a farmer's boy has obtained a good common-school education and

can command the means to spend four years at school away from

home, he can have a thorough course in agricultural science and prac-

tice free of charge for tuition and at comparatively small expense for

living, for agricultural colleges are now in operation in every State

and Territory. A considerable number of students are now pursuing

such courses, and undoubtedly many more might profitably under-

take them. The importance of thorough technical training in the

industrial arts is increasingly recognized. Agriculture is no excep-

tion to the rule, and we may expect to see our agricultural colleges

growing stronger in resources and students year by year. But it is

also much clearer now than when these colleges were established that

their chief functions must necessarily be to train the leaders in agri-

cultural progress, and that they are and will be unable to meet the

needs of the masses of farmers' children. From the colleges are to

come the investigators, teachers, journalists, and managers of agricul-

tural enterprises and industries requiring a relatively high degree of

Bcienl Lfic knowledge and expert training for their successful operation.

The length and expense of a four-years' college course will remain
indefinitely as a barrier over which the average farmer's son can not

climb. The recognition of this fundamental fact, and the rapidly

increasing evidence that the farmer, as well as the business man and
artisan, needs special training for his occupation, have combined to

create a strong demand for other agencies besides the colleges for the

farmer's education. The first responses to this demand have been
attempts to meet the educational needs of adult farmers. These
attempts have been largely made in connection with the agricultural

college j.

1 '< \TION THROUGH THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT AND
THE EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

The most Important and wide-reaching effort for the popular edu-
cation of the masses of our farmers thus far made has been through
the agricultural experiment stations and the Department of Agricul-
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tin,-, in (.nt stations are tin- crowning feature of our

cultural colleges. Thej are departments of original research,

whose primary objeel Is t<> search for m-\s truth in order thai the

boundaries of human knowledge regarding agricultural science and
practice maj be enlarged. Bui under the law the stations have been

compelled to issue frequent bulletins for distribution among the

farmers, and it was Boon discos ered thai t In- only way by which t he sta-

tions could clearly set forth the results of their original investigal ions

so thai the masses of the farmers might understand and utilize them

was to furnish a large amount of preliminary information explaining

the progress made in various lines of agricultural theory and practice

prior to the establishment of our stations. Hence, a great deal of the

time and energy of our station workers has thus far been spent in

educating the farmers through bulletins of information. Indeed,

so popular has this kind of publications proved that the pressure

upon station officers to prepare them has often compelled them k>

defer other important work, and this task is still a serious hindrance

to the progress of our stations along the lines of research for which

they weit' established. Some idea of the extent of this work may be

obtained from the fact that during the past year the stations issued

407 bulletins, which were mailed to 506,100 addresses. The total num-
ber of pages in these publications was 15,785. The United States

Department of Agriculture has aided in this movement through

numerous publications, especially the Farmers' Bulletins, of which

over 2,000,000 copies were distributed last year, and the Yearbook, of

which 500,000 copies are annually printed.

THE FARMERS' INSTITUTE—THE ADULT FARMERS' SCHOOL.

Meantime the farmers' institutes have been extending their work.

These have been an outgrowth or extension of the "open " or "public"

meetings held by State or local agricultural societies. While they

have not displaced such meetings, they now exceed them in number
and popularity, and have become important agents in the education

of the farmer in a number of States.

The institute is the adult farmers' school. Here they may learn

from scientists and investigators the principles which underlie the

art of agriculture, and from successful farmers the best methods of

applying those principles. The scientist at the same time learns the

needs of the farmer and finds out from the results of actual practice

the truth or falsity of theories and deductions made from experi-

ments on a limited scale. The views of both farmer and experi-

menter are broadened, and sympathetic relations are established by

the close social contact which marks the institute in its most per-

fect form.

The institutes are carried on under various auspices and are sup-

ported in very different ways in different sections, but the character
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of the mrc! lugs themselves is everywhere essentially the same. They
may last for lmi half a day, as in Louisiana, where the farmers

assemble once a month al the experiment station, or may continue

three ot four days. The tendency, however, seems to be toward

shortening the duration and Increasing the Dumber of the meetings,

thus distributing them among a greater number of localities. They
are usually held during the winter, when the stress of the farm work

is somewhat Lessened, but m some States ver^ valuable meetings have

been held at oilier seasons of the year, the character of the work

being adapted to some need specially felt al the time.

The programmes are planned to promote the interchange of ideas,

a lull and \'wr discussion being sought upon topics introduced in an

address or paper by some specialist. Speakers upon scientific sub-

jects and successful farmers who have attained more than local

reputations are usually selected as institute workers by those who
have charge of the system of institutes for the State, or they may be

chosen by the local authorities from lists of such workers prepared by
the central bureau. The local committee invites successful farmers

of the neighboring districts to explain their methods and provides

music and literary or other general exercises. All persons in attend-

ance, the humblest as well as the most prominent, are urged to ask

questions upon points suggested in the addresses and to present

related facts gained from personal experience. A " question box" is

frequently made use of, answers being given by the conductor of the

instil ute or by some one specially fitted to supply the information

asked.

For the evening sessions the usual plan is to have a popular lecture

upon some subject of general agricultural interest. This address is

made somewhat more elaborate and complete than those of the day
sessions, and less opportunity is given for discussion.

The institutes have been so successful and so popular in States

where they are carefully and systematically conducted that there is

a growing demand for increase in their number and frequency in

these States and for the extension of similar systems to States which

now hold institutes at irregular and infrequent intervals.

In nearly all the States and Territories institutes or meetings of

similar character are now held with more or less frequency and
regularity.

SHORT AND SPECIAL COURSES IN AGRICULTURE.

The agricultural colleges have further sought to meet the demand
for more elementary and practical education in agriculture by estab-

lishing short courses. These may either cover agriculture in general

or be confined to some special line, as dairying. The courses offered

by the University of Wisconsin may serve to illustrate this feature

of the American system for agricultural education. "The short
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course in agriculture,'
1

it is stated, "is designed to meet fche iran

of young fanners who desire practical, helpful instruction in agricul-

ture before taking op their chosen vocation. This course covers two

terms of t w eh e each, beginning the first of January each year.*

It includes Lectures on Feeds and feeding, breeds of live stock, agri-

cultural chemistry, agricultural physics and meteorology, plant life,

terinary science, dairying, farm bookkeeping, horticulture, agri-

cultural economics, and bacteriology. Laboratory practice is given

in dairying, physics, plant life, stock judging, and horticulture, and

practical work in carpentry and blacksmithing. The dairy com
oeeupies one term and includes theoretical and practical instruction

in the science and practice of dairying and dairy fanning. It is

definitely planned to meet the needs of persons intending "to operate

creameries and cheese factories/' and has been very successful in

training men competent for work of this kind. The students engage

in milk testing, operate separators and butter extractors, and attend

to the ripening of the cream, churning and packing butter, and all

the operations of a creamery and cheese factory.

HOME READING IN AGRICULTURE.

Various plans for extending the influence of the agricultural col-

leges among the farmers by what is known as university extension

work have been tried during the past five or six years. One of the

most interesting of these movements was inaugurated by the State

College of Pennsylvania. In 1892 this college offered a course desig-

nated as " Home reading in agriculture," the main features of which

were as follows:

(1) A carefully prepared course of reading designed to cover the most important

branches of agricultural science and practice.

(2) A reduction of x>rice upon the books needed, all of which were standard

works.

(3) Personal advice and assistance through correspondence.

(4) Examinations upon subjects read, with certificates and diplomas for those

attaining certain grades of excellence.

This course attracted considerable attention at home and abroad

and received numerous applications for admission from students, a

number of whom did excellent work, completed their prescribed

course, and received diplomas.

During the following years the number of students was largely

increased, and a demand was made by them for more extended work

and more individual aid from the college. To meet this demand the

list of books has been largely increased, now constituting five divi-

sions of five books each upon the subjects of crop production, animal

production, horticulture, dairying, and domestic econonry. In addi-

tion to these twenty-five books, a supplementary list of fifteen books

is added, from which students may select books to form additional

courses if they desire.
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The course consists of thorough study of ten books and ;i satisfac-

tory examination upon the same.

To meet the demand made by the students for greater aid from the

college, lessons have been provided on various books in the course.

These are soul to students free of cost. These Lessons aim to give

now matter, or, in other words, to bring the book up to date, to make
suggestions for study, observation, and experiment, and to give page

references to the book. Bach Lesson is accompanied by an examina-

tion paper covering Uio subject of the Lesson. Si ml on is are required

to satisfactorily answer these examination questions or discuss the

topics there mentioned before they can receive a second lesson.

Till. \i:\\ FORK PLAN FOR UNIVERSITY EXTENSION IN AGRICULTT BE.

Iii 189-4 the legislature of New York passed a bill out of which 1ms

grown a movement in behalf of agricultural education, which bids

fair to make a deep and lasting impression, especially upon the com-

mon schools. The Nixon bill, as it is popularly called, grew out of

a desire on the part of certain persons in Chautauqua County, N. Y.,

to have the experiment station connected with the College of Agri-

cull are of Cornell University undertake some cooperative experiments

in their vineyards. As finally passed, the act gave $8,000 to the sta-

tion "for the purpose of horticultural experiments, investigations,

instruction, and information in western New York." The work was
organized under Prof. L. H. Bailey, and consisted of investigations in

horticulture, plant diseases, and entomology; teaching by means of

itinerant schools and lectures, and the publication of bulletins of

information. So successful was the first year's operations that the

appropriation was increased to 810,000 for the next two years. The
educational features of the enterprise were extended, with the effect

that the legislature of 1897 made an appropriation of $25,000 for "the
promotion of agricultural knowledge in the State," and put this in

charge of the College of Agriculture instead of the experiment station.

The work now in progress is much wider in scoj)e and more thor-

oughly organized than that hitherto attempted. It retains, however,

the main features of the previous enterprise. These are

—

(1) The itinerant or local experiment as a means of teaching.

(2) The readable expository bulletin.

('•)) The itinerant school.

(4) Elementary nature teaching in the rural school.

(5) Instruction by means of correspondence and reading courses.

Feral hundred simple field experiments with fertilizers, potatoes,

and sugar beets have been conducted the past season in different

parts of the State. Several bulletins, with numerous illustrations,

have been widely circulated. Numerous itinerant schools have been
hold. "These are meetings which last two or more days, at which
time certain instructors take up definite lines of instruction, giving
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le, far 1 1 l * - greater pari of their attention to underlying principles and

not to mere facte or iii*-t li* »< i.-^. 'The attempt to introduce nature

toning i ii t < > the rural schools has aroused much popular Interest.

The purpose and method of this work have been full \ set forth in a

reoenl bulletin and are here summarized. It was conceived that the

fundamental difficulty with our agricultural condition was that there

was QO attempt to instruct the children in matters which will awaken

an interest in country life, ami therefore thai the place in which to

begin to correct the agricultural status was with the children and the

rural schools. For the purpose of determining what should be done

many rural and village schools were visited during the past year and

simple Lessons were given on natural objects. The result was thai

all the instructors were impressed with the readiness with which

the children imbibed the information, their keen desire for it and

appreciation of it, and the almost universal interest which teachers

took in this kind of work. It was clear that the greatest good which

could be rendered to the agricultural communities was to awaken an

interest in nature study on the part of teachers and children. In

order to facilitate teaching in this direction, leaflets were issued to

show teachers how nature study may be presented to the pupils, and

these have been received with the greatest enthusiasm by educators

and many others who have examined them.

The outgrowth of this Avork with the schools is that it seems certain

that* the best way in which to reach the pupils and the teachers is by

short and sharp observations upon plants, insects, and other natural

objects, and uot by means of definite lectures of stated lengths. This

work has already been presented to the teachers at some of their insti-

tutes, where it has also met with favor, and it has received the com-

mendation of the superintendent of public instruction ana* other

persons in authority. So far as the present outlook is concerned, it

is, perhaps, not too much to say that many believe that this move-

ment, directed tow aid the young people of the rural communities, is

the most important one which has developed in agriculture since the

consummation of the experiment-station idea.

Instruction by means of correspondence has been an outgrowth of

the last year. There were about 1,600 readers upon the lists at the

close of the first three months. It is the plan in this reading course

to set the farmers to reading upon certain definite subjects, and then

to make them think upon those subjects by periodical questioning.

Some months ago the College of Agriculture had enrolled under the

head of " University extension work " 15,000 pupils and 10,000 teachers

of the public schools and 1,600 young farmers. The pupils and farmers

receive guidance by means of printed circulars, and the farmers report

progress and difficulties upon special blanks, which are furnished.

Six instructors are employed throughout the State in conducting

university extension work, and special teachers are employed from
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time to time as occasion requires. These instructors meel the

teachers of the public schools in the presence of their pupils and at

teachers' associations and institutes for the purpose of illustrating

methods for beaching nature studies directly or Indirectly related to

agriculture. The Leaflets furnished serve as texts for the subjects

taught.

The result of pushing this educational motive into the rural com-

munities has been a most decided waking u
L

> of those communities,

which, even it" the work were to slop at the presenl lime, will continue

to exerl an influence for a generation and more.

All this wort has been experimental—an attempt to discover the

besl method of teaching the people in agriculture. The promoters of

this movement believe that the most efficient means of elevating the

ideals and practice of the rural communities are as follows, in approxi-

mately the order of fundamental importance: (1) The establishment

of nature study or object-lesson study, combined with field walks and.

incidental instruction in the principles of farm practice, in the rural

schools; (2) the establishment of correspondence instruction in con-

nect ion with reading courses, binding together the university, the

rural schools, and all rural literary or social societies; (3) itinerant

or local experiment and. investigation, made chiefly as object lessons

to farmers, and not for the purpose, primarily, of discovering scien-

tific facts; (-A) the publication of reading bulletins which shall inspire

a quickened appreciation of rural life, and which may be used as

texts in rural societies and in the reading courses, and which shall

prepare the way for the reading of the more extended literature in

books; (5) the seuding out of special agents as lecturers or teachers or

as investigators of special local difficulties or as itinerant instructors

in the normal schools and before the training classes of the teachers'

Institutes; (6) the itinerant agricultural school, which shall be

equipped with the very best teachers, and which shall be given as

rewards to the most intelligent and energetic communities.

NATURE TEACHING IN THE RURAL SCHOOLS.

There are many interesting points in the scheme of university

extension work for agriculture thus outlined, but particular attention

should be given to that part of it which relates to the introduction of

nature teaching in the common schools. For more than a hundred
years schemes for the teaching of agriculture in the common schools

have from time to time been put forward and have attracted more or

Less public notice. None of them, however, has been found practi-

cable. This is largely because they have ignored the conditions

existing in our common schools, as well as the nature of the subjects
with which tin- t heoi y and practice of agriculture deal. The great

«»bjeei of teaching agriculture in school courses musl ever be to

acquaint BtudentS with the principles on which sound practice should
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be based and >ic>w the direction in which iltural progress is

going. The art of agriculture is best Learned on the farm. That is

the place where the boj Learns bow to plow, plant, and reap, and how
bo feed and care for stock. It is trne that at an agricultural college

or other school where the farmer's boy may reside for a considerable

period he may Learn new and better ways of doing these things than

on his fathe] a, bnl what chance is there thai he can ever Learn

such things as a child in a common rural school where most of his

time must necessarily bo given to acquiring the rudiments of a gen-

eral education? If he is to be taught agriculture at all in the com-

mon school, the course must consist very largely of the principles

underlying agricultural practice, that is, he must be taught why
he plants and plows and reaps in one way rather than another and
what laws of nature he violates in the bad management of his crops,

stock, or dairy, and the penalties which will surely result. Bui agri-

cultural principles are complex affairs, having their foundation in

several sciences and only imperfectly understood even by the most

advanced investigators. They are matters which the mature mind
may profitably consider, but which are out of place in elementary

schools. For this reason most of the experiments in teaching agri-

culture in the lower schools have proved failures. It is true that

something has been done in Europe, but it is only here and there

where unusually gifted teachers have been found that even a meas-

ure of success has been attained. In our rural elementary schools

there is much less prospect that any useful work of this kind can be

done.

NATURE TEACHING SHOULD BE INTRODUCED IN COMMON SCHOOLS.

There is every reason to believe that the plan of " nature teaching,"

as proposed by Cornell University, may prove a grand success and be

of very great benefit to farmers' children. The element of education

which is at present most lacking in our common schools is the train-

ing of the powers of observation. The children need above all things

else to be taught to observe carefully and correctly and to state their

observations in clear and terse language. The ordinary child, whether

on the farm or in the town, actually sees comparatively little in the

world about him. The wonders of the trees and plants in park or

meadow, of birds and insects flying about the house, float like shadowy
visions before his eyes. " Seeing, he sees not." He needs a teacher

who can open his eyes and fix his mind on the realities among which

his daily life is passed. This accurate observation of natural objects

and facts is the only foundation on which scientific attainments can

rest. The scientist is chiefly a man who sees better than his fellow

men. But it is also a great help in practical life. Many farmers

acquire much of this power by their own unaided efforts. And these

are the very men who most regret that they did not have in early life
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the help of a brained teacher. The Parmer's child Lives where he lias

the besl opportunity for such training. It would benefit him in the

praol ice <>f his art, and It would add an interesl to his life which would

do much to wean him from a desire to leave the farm for the turmoil

and uncertain struggles of the town. With proper provision forthe

training of teachers in normal and other schools, it would be entirely

Feasible to have this nature teaching in all our common schools

within a few years. It is such teaching that the child mind craves.

With it the school becomes a delightful place and the teacher an

angel of light. The leaflets which the College of Agricult are of Cornell

University Ls issuing show how vitally this nature teaching maybe
made to affect agriculture, though it is not in itself the teaching of

agriculture. In one leaflet the teacher is instructed to have the ehil-

dren plant squash seeds, dig some of them up at intervals to learn

how the seeds germinate, and watch what happens to the little plants

as they push their way up through the soil and unfold their stems

and leaves in the air. Four apple twigs form the subject of some

other lessons, and it is wonderful how much a child can learn about

the way trees grow from such simple materials. At another time the

children are encouraged to plant little gardens and carefully watch

some of the things which grow in them. Or they study some insect

which preys upon fruit or make collections of the insects about their

homes, or watch them to see whether they are doing things good or

bad for the farmer.

Is it not likely that a child who is thus taught will soon begin to

see a new value and dignity in farm life and to be less envious of the

boy or girl who is shut up within the narrow confines of city streets

most of the year? And if the farmer's boy learns how to accurately

observe the processes of nature with which farm practice deals and

the foes with which agriculture has to contend, are not the chances

vasi ly increased that lie will be successful in managing nature so as to

get the greatest favors from this coy mistress of his life and fortune?

HIGH-SCHOOL COURSES IN AGRICULTURE.

With nature teaching in our common schools and training in the

science of agriculture in our colleges, there would yet remain one
vacant place in our scheme for a system of agricultural education

suited to the varied needs of all our people. Between the college and
the common school is the high school, normal school, or academy.

Large numbers of farmers' boys and girls go to these schools, com-
monly located near their homes, who are unable to attend the longer

and more expensive college courses. Surely some provision for

agricultural instruction ought to be made in such schools. Thus far

only a few attempts have been made in this country to provide agri-

cultural instruction of the high-school grade. Tt is true that some of

tli«' agricultural colleges receive students directly from the common
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schools, i »u t the constant tendon bo raise the grade of instruction

in these institution college basis and, under any conditions, i hey

\ Imperfectly perform the duties of secondary schools of agricul-

ture. The [Jniversity of Minnesota has in recent years maintained

hool of agriculture (see PL II) in which instruction In agricul

ture «»t* a Lower grade than thai given in the college of agriculture has

been successfully imparted. This school has proved quite popular.

Some 3oo students were in attendance last year, and it has been found

desirable to offer courses for girls as well as boys. The State of

Alabama has recently provided for the maintenance of a school of

agriculture of secondary grade in each of the nine Congressional

districts of the State.

The establishment of such special schools of agriculture of high-

school grade is greatly to be commended. One of the best effects of

such schools at the present time is to show the people what distinc-

tions should be drawn between colleges and high schools for agricul-

tural education. By the separation of these grades of instruction the

colleges will be enabled to do their proper work more efficiently, and

better opportunities will be secured for those students whose previous

training only fits them for high-school work in agriculture. But it is

not believed that these special agricultural high schools will fully

meet the needs of our farmers for agricultural instruction of this

grade. Any school so distant from the farmer's home as to necessi-

tate long journeys and residence at the school for two or more years

must necessarily be too expensive for most of the farmers1 children,

especially after they have reached an age when their services may be

more or less utilized on the farm. What is needed is courses in agri-

culture in numerous schools to which farmers9 children resort, near

their homes, to "finish" their education after they are through with

the common schools.

It is believed that some such plan as the following would be practi-

cable and beneficial for a large number of schools and students:

Many of the rural high schools, normal schools, and academies (that is,

any schools of higher grade than the common or district schools) now
employ at least one teacher qualified to give elementary instruction

in one or more natural sciences. As compared with the more thorough

courses given in the colleges the instruction in many branches, such

as rhetoric, history, botany, and chemistry, which is given in the high

schools, consists of an outline or skeleton course, presenting in a

systematic way the main features of the science. In this way the

pupil learns some of the most important principles and, what is of

more consequence, gets an idea of the course and tendency of modern
progress in these lines of knowledge. This may form the basis for

more thorough training afterwards, but even if it goes no further than

the high school, the mental horizon of the student has at least been

broadened for all his life, and the chances are that he will prove a
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more progressive ami successful man than If he had confined his

educal ion to I he oommoD school.

Now , what is being already done in o1 her subjects in t ho high schools

may easily ho done in agriculf ore. When a teacher of nat iiral science

is being selected Cor such a school Located in or near a rural com-

munity, lei ono requisite be that he shall have had training in the

science and practice of agriculture, preferably al an agricultural col-

lege. Such a teacher will be al>!e to Offer, it may he as an optional

study, an outline course in the theory and practice of agriculture.

The farmer's hoy or girl may then take this course in agriculture in

connection with other courses at the high school without going far or

long from home, [f he hashad nature teaching in the common school

he will be all the better prepared for this secondary course in agricul-

ture, and the more practice he has had on the farm the better able

he is likely to be to appreciate and profit by a systematic course in

agriculture in the high school. It is of course not pretended that this

outline course can take the place of the longer and more thorough

courses at colleges and special schools of agriculture, but it will be

far better than no course at all. It will open the mind of the pupil

to the wonderful progress which is being made in agricultural science

and practice. It will enable him to take more thorough advantage of

the information furnished through books, bulletins of experiment

stations, farmers' institutes, home reading clubs, etc. It will come
to him at a time of life when he is making choice of his life occupa-

tion, and it is believed it will be a powerful incentive to keep those

hoys on the farm who are fitted to get the most in every way out of a

farmer's life.

CONCLUSION.

In 1896, out of a total population of some 70,000,000 in the United
Slates, 10,000,000 young persons were enrolled in the schools and col-

leges, of whom three-fourths, or 12,000,000, were in places of less than

8,000 inhabitants. In schools having secondary grades, that is, high

schools, normal schools, and academies, it is estimated, from somewhat
imperfect statistics, that there were 600,000 pupils in 7,000 schools.

Probably 400,000 of these secondary-school students were in 5,000

schools, located in places having less than 8,000 inhabitants. If agri-

culture could be generally taught in schools of secondary grade, it is

obvious that the effect would be widespread. How much more widely
such instruction might be diffused than it is at present may be inferred

from the fact that in 1897 there were in all only 64 colleges having
courses in agriculture, which were taken by 3,930 students.

It is evident we are making much progress in devising and carrying

out wise plans for the education of the farmer. With nature teach-

in.: in the common schools, high and normal school courses in agricul-

ture, colleges of agriculture, experiment stations, farmers3 institutes,

1 a97 1'.)
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home read roles, and the agricultural press, fche farmer would

have :i quite complete education in his art. This would

bring agriculture well Into line with the great commercial and manu-

uring enterprises of our day, which owe so much to technical edu-

cation, and would greatly help to take away from agriculture tho

reproach of being a "belated industry.

"
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CNTEODUCTION.

For many years the complainl 1ms been rife in rural communities

that the young people look upon the vocation of their parents as unin-

teresting and excessively laborious, while yielding small financial

return and affording little opportunity for amusement. Many a

youth has put forth every effort to leave the farm in order to spend

his life in some commercial, industrial, or scientific pursuit, only to

discover late in life that he has isolated himself from the very center

of nature's activities and has abandoned a world of opportunities for

scientific study in order to enter upon a life in many ways narrower

and more monotonous than the one he scorned in his earlier years.

This is an age of endeavor on every hand to apply the results of

scientific research to daily life; an age when laymen are learning the

language of science, and when the tomes of scientific literature are

being translated into the language of the multitude. Science has

thoroughly established its reign over the industrial and commercial

worlds, and now witli renewed energy seeks for new territory in the

home life of the people. This is evidenced by the fact that technical

schools are now offering regular courses of instruction for the prepara-

tion of teachers of "domestic science," who are to enter upon the task

of teaching, in the common schools and elsewhere, the applications

of physics, chemistry, and biology to the conduct of the household.

The results of scientific advancement are permeating the whole social

structure. Science is to the modern civilization what the heart and
circulating blood are to an animal. As each heart beat sends a wave
of blood that extends to the minutest capillary vessels, so each new
discovery goes out from the little group of investigators as a mighty
pulsation that sends an enlivening thrill throughout the entire civi-

lized world—a thrill that is felt the more strongly by the individual

the nearer he is in education and training to the authors of the dis-

eovery. Pulsations of this sort have been coming to the farmer with

ever-increasing vigor for more than half a century; but the lessening
of the distance between the mass of the rural population and the

busy scientists has not kept pace with the rate of discovery.

APPLICATION OF SCIENCE TO AGRICULTURE.

'lie national Department of Agriculture, our agricultural colleges,

experiment stations, granges, farmers1 clubs, reading circles, and
291
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instil ates, aided bj writers on agrioult oral topics in books, periodicals,

and the columns especially devoted to these subjects in the p

tin- oounl rj , have done much to foster an appreciation of the breadth

and interest of the science of agriculture when studied for its own
sake, for financial profit, for pleasure, or for the benefit <>f mankind.

The usefulness of each one of these agencies is becoming greater

everyday. A very large proportion of a daily increasing Btore of

knowledge, the result of years of research and experimentation, is

thus being gradually wrought into the form of popular Literature and

made available to every farmer and farmer's son studious enough to

seek them out and read them. We can scarcely hope that the time

will come when every farmer in the land will be a graduate of an

agricultural school, but it is quite possible that the vast majority of

our rural population may speedily acquire the habit of spending the

long winter evenings studying the fundamental principles of the nat-

ural sciences, in order that they may profit by the results of experi-

ments made in all parts of the world. The winter is the time for

planning the work of the busy summer days to follow. All available

literature, old and recent, should be carefully and systematically

searched for ideas that can be applied in the work of the following

summer. It is scarcely possible to do this without learning something

that will make the work of the future easier, pleasant er, and more

profitable.

There is a very large proportion of the experimental work neces-

sary to the speedy advancement of agriculture that can only be done

by thoroughly trained scientists, working with costly and elaborate

apparatus, and by carefully planned systematic methods. Another

part can be done as well or even better on the farm. Even experi-

ments of the first class have not fulfilled their usefulness until their

results have been applied by the farmer in his practical work. Each

quality of soil presents a distinctly different problem. There need

never be any fear of lack of work for the trained scientists, for, no

matter how diligent and fruitful their labors, one of the most con-

spicuous results of their work for many years to come must be a

better appreciation of the great unknowTn still to be explored.

The farmer's greatest discouragement in entering upon scientific

studies is the fact that the scientist speaks in a language unknown
to him. The farmer and the scientist must meet halfway. The one

must struggle to acquire as much as practicable of the technical

language of science; the other must record his results in scientific

language and also in the language of the layman. All persons work-

ing for the advancement of scientific agriculture should therefore

renew every effort to narrow the gulf between the scientists and the

hosts of practical agriculturalists, and to develop among the latter a

better appreciation of their opportunities for conducting experiments

that will be interesting and profitable for themselves, their neighbors,
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and their descendants. The farmer should l>e shown that the techni-

calities of agricultural science are ool so Intricate as they al first

appear. A few hours in study will cause such words as nitrogen,

potash, superphosphate, carbohydrate, etc., bo acquire a world of

meaning ami Interest. By devoting a few hours every week- to the

reading <>f agricultural Literature, if is possible for <>\<>vy farmer to

he Informed in regard to the current advances in his industry. The
expense of the accessary books and periodicals can he greatly Light-

ened by organizing clubs and establishing Libraries of agricultural

literature. A very considerable part of the time of every scientific

worker is taken up with the st udy of the reports of his fellow-workers.

It is not only necessary that the farmer should become a student in

order to begin experimentalwork in the right way , huthe must remain

a student in order to continue his trials of new methods with success

and make his farm truly an experiment station.

THE READING CIRCLE AS A MEANS OP RURAL EDUCATION.

One of the most potent agencies that have been devised for popu-
larizing agricultural science is the home reading circle. "Farmers'
reading circles," or "extension departments," have been established

in connection with the agricultural colleges of several States, among
them Pennsylvania, New York, Michigan, Connecticut, and West
Virginia. The first-mentioned circle is the oldest, and has consider-

ably the largest membership. This circle and the Michigan circle

alike offer five courses on crop production, horticulture, dairying, and
like subjects, and when any student passes a satisfactory examination
upon a uiven number of these subjects he receives a certificate.

The extension department of Storrs College in Connecticut offers

one course for men and another for women, and sends a member of

the faculty to deliver one or more lectures before each circle of tenor
more. Commencement exercises are planned for June, 1898. After
the text-book course is completed a library of 100 volumes will be
placed at the disposal of the circle.

These schools number hundreds of students each in this extension

work, and there is a prospect for a rapid increase of membership till

nearly every farmer's home in these States will have such a student.
The institution of such courses in other States is to be expected.
Further information as to opportunities for farmers to study the
sciences underlying their art maybe found in a paper by A. C. True,
Director of the Office of Experiment Stations, on "Popular educa-
tion for the farmer in the United States," pp. 27!>-l) :>(>, this volume.
Willi sueh facilities every farmer may easily acquire sufficient scien-

tific knowledge to conduct experiments profitably on his own land.

IMPORTANCE OF SCIENCE T< » THE FARMER.

Whatever may be the ultimate uses of the products of the farm,
agriculture is primarily engaged with tin- economical nutrition of
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plants and animals. Agricultural science deals with the relations of

physics, chemistry, and the biological science ery phase of i -\ ery

problem thai the fanner may meet in his daily work. There is amp
material In the results of the investigations that have been made in

aii\ one of the many branches of agricultural science t<> illustrate the

value of scientific study to the farmer, and to plan a long series of

experiments that can be successfully carried oul on any well-regulat i d

farm. In the present paper the writer will consider the importance

of certain chemical studies of plant nutrition, and describe a few

experiments in this line that can be appropriately undertaken by the

farmer.

All food for men and animals is directly or indirectly the product of

potable life. Therefore, before the nutrition of animals and men
can be achieved to the besl advantage, a thorough acquaintance with

the laws governing the nutrition of plants is necessary. For the suc-

cessful production of any plant an abundant supply of every kind of

food necessary for its growth must be present in a readily available

form in the soil or in the air. Tt is just as impossible to grow plants

in a soil containing only available nitrogen and potash, or lime and

phosphoric acid, or silica and iron, as it is for a carpenter to build a

modern frame house with only window glass and nails, or with only

boards and mortar. It is just as useless to expend a plant to thrive in

a soil deficient in potash, even though abundantly manured with

nitrogen and phosphoric acid, as it is to expect the carpenter to build

the house with a million feet of lumber and no nails. It is quite as

futile to attempt to feed a plant nitrogen in the form of coarse leather

scrap as it would be to furnish the carpenter the iron he is to use for

nails in the form of pig iron. In brief, every vegetable structure is

made up of certain indispensable chemical elements, which must be

accessible in available form throughout the period of its growth. It

is one of the most important duties of the agricultural scientist to

learn what these indispensable elements are and how most economic-

ally to supply them in highly available form to growing plants.

PREPARATION OF THE PLANT'S FOOD IX THE SOIL.

The preparation, or rendering available, of plant food for the grow-

ing crop is just as important as is the preparation of food for human
beings. Much has been learned during comparatively recent years in

regard to the manner in which nitrogenous foods are prepared in the

soil for the use of plants. While various organic compounds contain-

ing nitrogen and salts of ammonia appear to be assimilated to some

extent by agricultural plants, it is nitric acid in the form of nitrates

that is preeminently their best food. The nitrogen of ammonia salts

and organic matter is rapidly changed to nitrates by the microorgan-

isms of the soil, and thus prepared for the use of the plants by proc-

esses which have been clearly described in a paper by H. W. Wiley,
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ohief of fcho Division of Chemistry, on tw
Soil ferments Lmportanl In

agriculture," in the rearbooi for L895, pp. •'•.'. , L02. The speed with

which ammonia salts are changed i<> nitrates depends upon the pre

ence and activity of I he nit rifying organisms in the soil and the main-

tenance of the conditions which favor their growth. The nitrogen of

organic matter most first be brought to the form of ammonia by the

organisms of putrefaction before it can be nitrified. The proneness

to putrefaction of any organic substance will therefore determine the

availability of its nitrogen for tlio nutrition of vegetable life. The

better suited an organic substance is forfood for the organisms of

putrefaction, the sooner will its nitrogen be changed to a form suita-

able toserveas food for the higher plants. In the light of these facts

it is not difficult to understand why the nitrogen of an old shoe is loss

available as a plant food than the nitrogen of a piece of meal.

The important conditions governing the activity of the nitrifying

organisms are little or no acidity and an abundant supply of air and

moisture. The moisture, however, must not be so excessive as to pre-

vent the air for any considerable period from permeating the soil.

Experiments made in the laboratory of the Division of Chemistry of

the Department have shown the nitrifying organisms from widely

separated regions of the United States to be so extremely sensitive

to an excess of acid that this is a sufficient reason in itself for every

farmer to try the effect of lime on all soils not known to be of a decid-

edly calcareous nature.

Experiments recently made in France by Deherain show that stir-

ring the soil greatly increases the rate of nitrification. This result

suggests a series of interesting experiments, that can be made on any

farm. After the land has been plowed for any crop (preferably win-

ter wheat) and harrowed in the usual manner to even up the surface,

select a representative strip across the field and stir the soil of this

strip to a depth of 3 to 4 inches with a cultivator or spring-tooth

harrow every day or two throughout the entire period intervening

between the plowing and the sowing of the seed. If there is any

benefit to be derived from this treatment it should be manifest in the

better growth of the crop. Its true value can of course only be found

by comparing the cost of the extra work with the increased yield

obtained. It is logical to suppose that any treatment of the soil

which will hasten the formation of nitrates from the less available

forms of nitrogen in the soil will insure a jn'onipt and vigorous growth

of the young plants.

FARM MANURES.

Every fanner has in the unmerchantable residue of his crops ami
in barnyard manure a valuable means of maintaining the fertility of

his soil. If these materials are carefully and sj'stematieally returned

to the land, the fust purchase of commercial fertilizers can be post-

poned i'nv a considerable time. On a well-managed farm it ought
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su_\ to purchase quantities of potash and pho

phoric acid greatly in excess at the amounts actually .sold as con-

of tlit* products of the farm. These Bubstances undergo no

lo>s in the decomposition of carefully preserved manures and crop

and are usually not readily washed away by rain waters

flowing oyer or percolating through the soil. With nitrogen it is quite

different This element is very likely to be lost in the decomposition

of its organic compounds under the aeti<>u of bacteria, and in the

form of nitrates is very readily washed out of the soil. Of the ele-

ments necessary for the growth Of plants and most likely to he defi-

cient in the soil (potash, phosphoric acid, and nitrogen), from 60 to

per cent of the quantities contained in the food of animals are recov-

ered in the manure. The fertilizer value of ordinary food lor farm

animals ranges from 81 to more than 120 per ton. In the case of

many foods the fertilizing- value may nearly or quite equal their com-

mercial valui The manure should be considered just as much a

part of the return from the feeding of farm animals as are meat, milk,

labor, or salable animals. Iudeed, the values of the manures produced

by sheep, calves, cows, and horses have been stated at from |24 to $30

per year per 1,000 pouuds of live weigh}, and for pigs at *G0 per 1,000

pounds of live weight. These figures are based upon actual experi-

ments reported by the Cornell Agricultural Experiment Station.

No farmer would think of allowing the unnecessary loss of a pound
of meat, milk, or wool, or of a day's labor of one of his draft animals,

but many of them allow as much as one-half of the value of their

barnyard manure to go to waste each year. The importance of care

in the preservation of manure has been emphasized in the publications

of the Department and of the experiment stations of several of the

States. Many experiments have been made in this country and in

Europe to determine the nature, causes, and means of preventing the

losses which occur during the collection, storage, and use of stable

manure and crop residues. The causes of losses may be enumerated
as follows

:

(1) Imperfect collection of the liquid excreta, which possess even

greater value than do the solid excreta.

(2) The decomposing action of microorganisms contained in the

intestinal tract of animals and in the air, by which there is likely to

be a considerable loss of nitrogen, either in the form of ammonia or in

the form of uncombined nitrogen.

(3) The exposure of manure to the leaching action of rains or of rain

water as it runs from the eaves of buildings, by which the loss of its

valuable constituents is very great.

(4) All stable manures and the refuse of many farm crops (particu-

larly straw) contain organisms which cause the liberation of nitrogen

in the gaseous form, when grown in favorable media containing

nitrates. There is, therefore, a constant danger that the conditions
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of the soil may be favorable for the growth of these denitrifying

organisms, and thai they will cause a considerable Loss of nitrogen by

rapidly desl roying the nil rates contained in I be soil. These organisms

decrease in number and activity when the manure is stored for some

time. In view of these facts, Ltisevidenl thai fresh stable manure

and nitrates should never be applied to the soil al the same time.

I

Ii has been the practice among some farmers to incorporate all

the straw possible with manures, in order to facilitate the rotting of

the straw and thus increase the availability of the plant food con-

tained in it. Considering tin' objection bo Inoculating the soil with

the denitrifying organisms contained in straw, the practice of plow-

ing nnder Largo quantities of this material in the unrotted state is

questionable.

COLLECTION AND APPLICATION OF MANURE.

The results of the most recent experiments indicate that manure
should be collected in a pit having impervious walls and bottom; that

it should be thoroughly compacted and kept well moistened; that it

should be protected from the leaching action of falling rain and

from streams of rain water flowing from the roofs of buildings or

from higher adjacent ground. A farmer could not plan an experi-

ment more interesting and instructive to himself and his neighbors

1 nan one designed to determine the relative fertilizing value of manure
when carefully and when carelessly stored. The danger of loss in

storing manures argues that it is best to apply them to the land as

soon as possible. On the other hand, the presence within them of

organisms capable of rapidly destroying nitrates already formed in

the soil suggests that manures should be stored in such a manner and
for such a time as will lessen or destroy the activity of this class of

organisms. The bacteriologist, the chemist, and the practical farmer

must join hands in trying to solve this problem, which is one of the

most important in agricultural science. The scientists must seek

out every organism found in manures, study the conditions which
fa voi- or hinder its growth, and determine the properties of the sub-

si a nces which are formed during its growth. The farmer, in the

meant ime, should make careful tests in the field in order to determine

the applicability of a given result to his peculiar conditions. It is a

comparatively easy task to manure one portion of a field with fresh

manure and another portion with manure which has been stored

under definite conditions for a certain time. For this purpose the

manure produced by a given set of animals should be collected sep-

arately for a convenient period (one week, for example), stored where
it can he kepi moist, closely packed, and sheltered from the leaching

action of rain. The storage period may vary from one month to one

or more years. When the time for preparing the soil has arrived the

manure should be collected for the same period of time as was the
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red manure and from the same Bel of animals fed in the same way.
The fresh and stored manures should eaeh be applied t<> equal an

at Land of the same kind. The crops should be harvested separately

and the relative yields determined.

\ similar experimenl should be made with straw or with other i

residues which arc not used for fodder or for the bedding of animals.

The experiment can be oonveniently made with land on which straw

is to he used as a manure for winter wheat. Wnile the animals are

in the pasture during the Bummer most farms will have a shed which

can be used for this purpose. Weigh one or two loads of straw and

pile it up in this shed as early in the spring as it is no Longer needed

for sheltering the animals. Keep the pile of straw thoroughly

moistened until it is time to prepare the land for sowing wheat. The
more thoroughly and continuously moist the straw is kept the*more

rapidly it will decompose. When the time comes to plow for wheat

seleet two convenient equal areas of similar soil and apply this

decomposed straw to one and to the other a quantity of "bright,"

unweathered straw equal to the quantity of straw placed in the shed

for decomposition.

In this experiment it is to be expected that, other things being

equal, a somewhat better result would be obtained with the decom-

posed straw than with the fresh, because the rotting has increased

the availability of the plant food contained in the former. This

factor can be eliminated and a more positive test of the nitrate-

destroying power of the fresh straw obtained by treating a portion of

each of these experimental plots with liberal applications of nitrate

of soda, superphosphate, and potassic manure. In the latter, case,

equal yields may be expected on both plots, unless the denitrifying

organisms contained in the fresh straw cause a destruction of the

soil nit rat i B.

A SUPPLY OF NITROGEN AT A MINIMUM COST.

We have seen that nitrogen is the element most likely to be lost in

the storage of manures, and is the one most easily removed from the

soil by percolating water. It also costs nearly three times as much
per pound as do phosphoric acid and potash.

Nitrogen occurs as a constituent of a multitude of organic com-

pounds, as ammonia or its salts, as nitrous and nitric acids, which

combine with bases to form nitrites and nitrates, and as the uncom-

bined nitrogen of the atmosphere. Combined nitrogen in any one of

the first three forms, as offered for sale in high grade fertilizing

materials, costs the farmer from 12 to 15 cents per pound. Luckily,

we have a means of drawing a supply of this element from the

immense store of uncombined nitrogen in the atmosphere. The
medium by which we are able to bring this nitrogen into combination

for the use of plants and animals is the nitrogen-fixing organisms
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found in the roof nodules of leguminous plants (clover, beans, j
> *

*
; i s.

,

retches, lupines, serradella, etc.). These organisms and the advan

tages of Leguminous crops for green manuring and for feeding animals

have bees frequently described in the publications of the Depart-

ment and elsewhere. No opportunity should be lost, however, to

emphasize the importance of this means of obtaining nitrogenous food

for agricultural plants. Nol only should Leguminous plants be used

in all cases for green manuring, bu1 they should be grown as exten-

sively as practicable for food r<>f animals. They require Little or no

nitrogenous fertilization, produce fodders richer in nitrogenous mat-

ter than <lo the grasses and other nonleguminoTie plants, and for the

same weight of food producea more valuable manure.

There is one precaution necessary to insure the maximum amount

of nitrogen being taken from the air by a given leguminous plant.

The soil must contain a sufficient number of the particular variety of

bacteria suited to form nodules on the species of leguminous plants

to be grown. Pure cultures of the particular variety of organism

suited to assist the growth of each species of leguminous plants are

manufactured and offered for sale in Germany. These cultures have

been tried for two years with varying results in England and on the

continent of Europe for the inoculation of soils which are to produce

plants of this order. Inoculation experiments have also been made
by taking soil from fields on which a given leguminous plant has

flourished and distributing it over the field on which the next crop of

the same species is to be grown. The directions of Salfeld-Lingen

for making inoculations with soil may be recommended for trial on

the farms of this country. A translation of these directions, as pub-

lished in Annales Agronomiques, follows:

BULB TO BE OBSERVED IN THE USE OF SOILS FOR INOCULATION OF OTHER
SOILS WITH NITROGEN-FIXING ORGANISMS. 1

(1) For the different varieties of clover, the soil to be used for the inoculation

should be taken from a field on which clover has grown well, and on which the

last crop of clover has not been followed by serradella, peas, vetches, or lupines.

(2) The same rule is to be followed for serradella, peas, and other leguminous

plants.

(3) As the leguminous tubercles which contain, or have contained, the nitrogen-

fixing bacteria are in the layer of arable soil situated at a depth of 2 to 8 cen-

timeters (1 to 3 inches) from the surface, care should be exercised to take precisely

this layer of soil for the inoculation. After the soil has been selected and collected

it should be well pulverized and mixed to facilitate its spreading over the field to

be inocnl&fc d.

(4) The soil to be used for the inoculation should be applied as soon as possible

collection* It may be sown with the hand or with a fertilizer drill.

(5) If the soil can not be distributed immediately it is to be preserved in piles

and protected from the cold by covering it with a layer of sod.

(6) It is important that these organisms, which possess n<> power of movement,

belandwirtBchaftUchePress . t897,No.l1 ; Ann. Agron., 18 587 888.
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: \,\ & thorough harrowing, after the inoculating

material has been distributed over the field, la inch ;i manner that the b

will be brought Into the layer of soil situated 2 t<» I to 8 Inch

If kainite has been applied to the field it should be w«ii harrowed In before

sou ing the *oii to be used for inoculation.

\ has been stated above, the inoculating material should be mixed with

the soil immediately after it has been sown. This Is especially n< i wham
the weather is dry and the sun is very hot.

Burying the inoculating material too deeply must be avoided. Deep work-

ing is only permissible after the inoculating material has been distributed through

the upper layers of* tht soil by a thorough harrowing.

(10) When it is not necessary to transport the soil used for inoculation to a very

it distance there should be no fear of using too much. At least 5,000 kilos may
be used per hectare (4.5 tons per acre).

(11) In general, an inoculation is not necessary when a certain leguminous

plant has already been cultivated with success on a given soil and no other legumi-

nous plant lias subsequently been grown on the same soil.

In making experimental inoculations it must be remembered that

the best results can be expected only when the growing plants are

abundantly supj lied with available phosphoric acid and potash. In

planning an experiment to determine the cause of the poor growth of

any leguminous plant, the field, or a portion thereof, should be divided

into eight parts. One series of four of these should be inoculated

according to the above directions, and the other series of four left

tin inoculated. On one plot of each of these two series use no addi-

tional fertilizers; to another plot of each series apply a liberal dressing

of superphosphate; treat the third plot of each series with an abundant

application of some potash salt; to the fourth plot in each series add

both phosphoric acid and potash. In addition, a narrow strip embrac-

ing portions of each of the eight plots can be appropriately treated

with lime, unless the soil is known to be already well supplied with

this substance.

USE OF "CATCH CROP" TO MAINTAIN A SUPPLY OF NITROGEN IN

THE SOIL.

The ease with which nitrates are washed out of the soil by excess-

ive rainfall indicates that the ground should be covered by crops

that will use the soil nitrates for their growth during the fall and

winter months in climates where there is an abundance of rain dur-

ing this period of the year. Some crop should, therefore, be started

in the late summer or autumn, before or after the removal of corn,

potatoes, and similar crops. For this purpose leguminous plants are

eminently suited, since they not only feed upon the nitrates formed

during the summer, but they also have the power of feeding upon

the nitrogen of the air. The time-honored practice of sowing clover

with wheat in the spring is especially to be recommended, as the

young clover plants develop rapidly after the removal of the wheat
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crop, By the judicious use of "catch crops" in this manner when-

ever the soil would otherwise Lie barren, the supply of aitrogen

already In (lie soil can not only be preserved, bnl if can be increased

by drawing upon the unlimited store of atmospheric nitrogen. I 'lauts

thus produced may be used for feeding or may be plowed under as

a green manure when the land is needed Cor the next crop.

ICINOB SOURCES OP PLANT POOD.

When bhe manure produced upon the farm is found insufficient, a

careful study should be made of all available sources of plant food.

Each farmer should consider the cost, and suitability for Ids soil of

every sort of fertilizing material obtainable. Farmers living near

cities should consider the availability for their use of street sweep-

ings and other forms of city refuse. When the farm wagon is sent

to the city with a load of produce it is often a simple matter to take

home a load of sweepings or other fertilizing material that would

otherwise be used to fill up low ground or to pollute some small

inland stream. Many of these materials will need to be composted

in older to prepare them for application to the land. Any waste

animal or vegetable matter not infected with the germs of some
disease of man or animals can be appropriately used for the pur-

pose. The making of composts will be found described in any good

book on agriculture, but the chemical changes taking place in com-

post heaps, as well as the microorganisms which cause these changes,

strongly call for further studj7
. It may be stated for the present,

however, thai nitrogenous fertilizers which are already in condition

i<> go on t lie field should never be composted, because of the danger

of losing a part of their nitrogen. Almost any farmer, by carefully

1«m iking about him, can discover more or less plant food going to waste

which can be obtained for nothing, or at a very small cost. Methods

for composting animal refuse, etc., are fully described by Storer and

other writers on agriculture.

COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS.

When we recall that from 7 to 135 pounds of nitrogen, from 3 to

55 pounds of phosphoric acid, and from 3 to 3(3 pounds of potash are

sold witli every ton of produce leaving the farm, it is easily under-

stood that sooner or later some of these important plant foods must

be returned to the soil. But among the greatly diversified soils of

our country there are some in which all of these ingredients do not

become deficient at the same time. Some soils are especially well

supplied witli phosphoric acid, others with potash, and others whh
nitrogen, while still others are deficient in only one of these three

elements <>t* fertility. For example, Professor Bilgard mentions a,

California soil containing L,400 pounds of sodium nitrate per acre in

the first foot "f soil.
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1 lb therefore the duty of everj farmer to determine the ne of

eaeh one of his fields and fchen to stud} the besl means of supplying

these deficiencies. Ii is bo be hoped thai ire will soon be able to

develop chemical methods for quickly determining what plant foods

are Lacking in a given soil. This, however, is impracticable in many
oases at present. The results of fertilizer tests made at our experi-

ment stations are of inestimable value, but it has not yet been pos-

sible to establish a station or substation on vvevy variety of soil.

Indeed, many farms include two or more widely different types of

soil or of land so situated as to require different treatment. Taking

into consideration the writings on agricultural science and the results

obtained by the experiment stations, each farmer should inaugurate

a series ,>f experiments to determine the best system of fertilization

and crop rotation for him to adopt. It must not be expected that

a given practice of farming will bo the best indefinitely. Father, son,

and grandson can not expect successfully to grow the same crops, on

the same soil, in the same rotation, and with the same manuring.

The relative prices of various farm products and of various com-

mercial fertilizers change from year to year, and the successful farmer

must change his practice accordingly. He must strive continually to

improve his methods so as to realize the greatest margin between the

COSt of production and the selling price of his products.

As has been well established for several years, the four (dements of

plant food which he will chiefly need to consider are nitrogen, phos-

phoric acid, potash, and lime. The first three are usually the more

important, but the fourth one can not be neglected except on soils

known to contain it in abundance. Lime may be needed as a plant

food, to correct excessive acidity, ami to aid in the decomposition of the

organic matter of the soil and the liberation of other plant foods. In

purchasing fertilizers a guaranty of the percentages of the active con-

stituents just named should always be insisted upon. In applying

them to the soil a careful record should always be kept of the total

quantity of fertilizer and the actual weight of each of the active

ingredients actually applied to each acre or other definite area of land.

Until the utility of a given method of manuring has been demonstrated

nd quest ion the fertilizer should be omitted from a representative

portion of the held, in order that the difference in the yield on fertilized

and unfertilized portions can be observed. The only satisfactory way
of determining this difference is to harvest separately and actually

weigh and note the quality of the product from equal areas selected

in fertilized and unfertilized parts of the field. The difference in

value of the two }"ields can then be compared with the cost of the

system of fertilization employed. Far too often the farmer is satisfied

merely to note the difference in color or height of the crops growing

on fertilized and unfertilized portions of the field.

When there is no other means of forming an opinion in regard to
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the nature of the supply of plant food In the soil of any farm, its

fields should i>e divided Into eighl representative portions. These

pori ions should be so arranged as to prevent as far as possible the

vitiation of the results of the experiment by differences in the char-

acter of the soil. One of the portions of each field should be fertilized

with nitrogen; a second, with phosphoric acid; a third, with potash;

a fourth, with nitrogen ami phosphoric acid; a fifth, with nitrogen

and potash; a sixth, with phosporie acid and potash; a seventh, with

nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash, and an eighth should be left

unferl ilized. In addition, Lime should be applied to a si rip of land so

selected as to cross each of the plots just mentioned. The value of

the experiment would be Increased by dividing each of the plots into

two portions and applying to one part just one-half of the dose of

fertilizing material applied to the other part. This would give an

indication of the proper quantity of plant food to be applied. When-
ever leguminous crops can be made to form a part of a rotation,

nitrogenous manures are preferably applied to the other crops of the

rolat ion.

Any farmer desiring to undertake a systematic experiment of this

kind should apply to the experiment station of his State for instruc-

tion in regard to the details of the work, especially in regard to any
modifications of the experiment advisable for his particular locality.

FARM RECORDS.

The value of fertilizer tests and of all experimental work on the

farm is hugely lost if accurate and complete records are not kept of

the conditions and results of each experiment. There is probabtyno
other industry having an equal amount of capital invested in which

as little bookkeeping is done as is the case with farming. The farmer

should keep an accurate record of the crop growing on each field each

year, the quantity and chemical composition of fertilizers used, the

yield obtained, the cost of production, and the selling price of the

product. Means of weighing are now at hand on a very considerable

proportion of farms, and a little time is all that is needed to produce
records that will become of inestimable value in a very few years.

Similar records should be kept of the results of feeding animals for

the production of milk or meat. The quantity, kind, and value of

the food, the length of the period of feeding, the weight, age, and cost

of the animals at the beginning, and their weight and value at the

end of this period should be noted in the case of animals fed for

meat production. For dairy cows, the weight of milk, butter, etc.,

produced should also be noted.

All records should be kept which are necessary i<> enable the farmer
to know at what cost he produces each bushel of wheat, corn, and
oats, ami each pound of meat, milk, butter, wool, etc.
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Only one of the many branches of agricultural science has been

draws upon for illustrating tin- Importance of scientific study to the

farmer. We na\ e considered al souk- Length I be yalueof a knowl<

of the laws governing plant nutrition, a knowledge necessary for the

successful production of plants suitable for the food and oomforl of

man ami the domestic animals. It is not only necessary to know how

to feed plants, but there must be met 1km Is for combating the numerous
^ that so often attack them. By Studying the laws of animal

nutrition the farmer will also be able to lower the cost at which In?

produces meat, wool, dairy products, eggs, etc., as well as to reduce

the cost of producing and maintaining his draft animals.



THE FEUIT INDUSTRY, AND SI T1STTTTTTT0N OF DOMIIS-

TIC FOR FOREIGN-GROWN FRUITS.

By William a. Taylor,

Assistant Pomologiet, hirisi<>,i of Pomology.

INTRODUCTION.

The fruit industry, considered from the commercial standpoint, is

of recent development in the United Stales. The colonists of the

Atlantic Slope and the Mississippi Valley found a great variety and
abundant supply of wild fruits and nuts in the forests. Those who
came from England and other North European countries found indig-

enous representatives of most of their familiar fruits and nuts about

their new homes, together witli many which were new to them. They
had but to gather of the abundance which surrounded them in sum-
mer and devise means for storing it for winter use. The pioneers

el' i lie lower Pacific Coast, on the contrary, found few attractive

indigenous fruits, and were dependent upon such as they introduced

ami cultivated for their fruit supply, which was, therefore, from an
early day, chiefly exotic.

FRUITS FOUND AND USED BY THE EARLY COLONISTS.

The chronicler of the expedition sent out by Raleigh to explore in

the vicinity of Hatteras said of the grapes observed there that he had
visited those parts of Europe in which this fruit was most abundant,
and that the difference in quantity in favor of Roanoke was quite

incredible.

Ralph Lane, in reporting his observations in 1585-86, pronounced the

grapes of Virginia to be larger than those of France, Spain, or Italy.

John Smith found "Chestnuts whose wild fruit equalize the best in

Prance, Spaine, Germany, or Italy to their tast[e]s that had tasted

them all." He early learned to discriminate between the green and
the ripe persimmon, for he states: "Plumbs there are of three sons.

The red and white are like our heclge plumbs; but the other, which
they call Pntchamins grow as high as Pa! met a. The fruit is like a

medler; it is first green, then yellow, and red when it is ripe; if it be
not ripe it will draw a man's mouth awrie with much torment; but
when it is pipe it is as delicious' as an Apricot." lie mentions also

chinquapins, cherries, crab apples, and grapes, of which last named the

colonists made "neere 20 gallons of wine, which was neere as good as

your French Brittdshwine." He describes a1 Length the Indian meth-
ods of drying nuts and persimmons for the winter supply and of

preparing them for food, and mentions among other summer fruits

1 A'.i7 JO 305
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brawberries which ripen In April^and "Mulberries which ripen In

Ma\ and June;" he uLsu me*ntiQns*gooseberries and raspberri

abundant.

The Nru England colonists made similar report*. In the words of

one who was at Plymouth in L622, "The chestnut, hazlcnnt, beech-

nnt, butternut, and shagbark yielded contributions to the store of

l\nn\ laid np for wint.r. Wild cherries, mulberries and plums

enlarged the variety of the summer's diet. Wild berries, as the

strawberry, the gooseberry, the raspberry, the whortleberry, the cran-

berry, grew in plenty in the meadow and champaign lands. Vines

bearing grapes of tolerable flavor nourished along the streams."

Rev. Francis Higginson, writing from the Massachusetts colony in

1G20, says: "Excellent vines are here, up and down in the woods.

Our governor hath already planted a vineyard with great hopes of

enc ivasc; also mulberries, plums, raspberries, corrance, chestnuts,

filberts, walnuts, smalnuts, hurtleberries, and hawes of white thorne,

neer as good as our cherries in England, they grow in plentie here."

William Wood, who came in 1629, reports, "There is likewise Straw-

berries in abundance, verie largo ones, some being two inches about;

one may gat her halfe a bushell in a forenoone. In other seasons there

be Gooseberries, Bilberries, Resberries, Treacleberries, Hurtleberries,

Currants; which being dried in the Sunne are little inferior to those

that our Grocers sell hi England." He seems to have been a man of

discriminating taste, for, unlike other writers of the period, he tem-

pered Ins praise of some with condemnation of others, as in the follow-

ing lines: "The Cherrie trees yield great store of Cherries which

grow on clusters like grapes; they be much smaller than our English

cherry, nothing neare so good if they be not fully ripe, they so furre

the mouth that the tongue will cleave to the roofe, and the throat

wax hoarse with swallowing those red Bullies (as I may call them),

being little better in taste. English ordering may bring them to be

an English cherry but yet* they are as wilde as the Indians. The

Plummes of the Countrey be better for Plumbs than the Cherries be

for Cherries; they be black and yellow about the bignesse of a Dam-
son, of a reasonable good taste. The white thorne affords hawes as

big as an English Cherrie which is esteemed above a Cherrie for his

goodness and pleasantnesse to tHe taste." In his account, "New
England's prospect," we find that comparisons of latitude and climate

were being made with a view to determine the possibilities of

domestic wine production, for he says "vines afford great store of

grapes which are very bigge, both for the grape and Cluster, sweet

and good ; These be of two sorts, red and white, there is likewise a

smaller kinde of grape which groweth in the Islands, which is sooner

ripe and move delectable; so that there is no knowne reason why as

good wine may not be made in those parts as well as in Burdenaax in

France, being under the -same degree." * * *
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Roger ^Williams fnu ik1 the si rawberry "the wonder of all the fruits

growing naturally in these parts. In some places where the natives

have planted I have many limes seen as many as would Mil a good

ship within a fe^i miles compass."
William lVnn, writing in L683, mentioned chestnuts, walnuts,

plums, strawberries, cranberries, whortleberries, and grapes as grow-

ing naturally In the woods, and questioned whether it was best to

attempt to improve the fruits of the country, especially the grapes,

by the care and skill of art or to send for foreign stems and sets,

already good and approved. It seemed to him most reasonable to

believe that a thing grows best where it grows naturally, and that it

would hardly be equaled by anothefof the same kind not naturally

growing there.

The abundant and varied supply of indigenous fruits in the Mis-

sissippi Valley and Lake regions is still a matter of recollection

among the surviving pioneers and their descendants.

CULTIVATION OF NATIVE FRUITS.

Recorded efforts to improve the native fruits by cultivation are

more numerous in connection with the colonies in Virginia and Penn-
sylvania than in New England.

The abundance of indigenous fruits along the James naturally

suggested to the colonists the wisdom of attempting their cultivation,

and efforts in this direction were encouraged by the Virginia Com-
pany. As the wine supply of the mother country came entirely from
foreign lands the company sought to encourage the culture of the

grape in the Jamestown colony. The first efforts in this direction

seem to have been made with the native grapes, the productiveness,

size, and quality of which were so highly praised by the early

settlers.

Lord Delaware, who arrived in 1610, brought with him French
vine dressers, who, soon after their arrival, proceeded to transplant

the native vines. We have no record of the outcome of this exper-

iment nor of that o*f Dale, who, soon after the settlement at Henrico,

in 1611, established a vineyard of 3 acres, in which he planted the

vines of the native grape to test their adaptability to the production

of wines that could be substituted for those of France and Spain.

In 1 G
1

'.

» the Virginia Company sent several French vine dressers,

with many slips of the finest vines that Europe afforded. These vine

dressers reported that the grapes ot the colony far excelled those of

their native Langnedoc, both in abundance and variety, and that

they had planted their cnttings at Michaelmas and obtained grapes
from them in the following spring. By an act of the assembly of

thai year every householder was compelled by law to plant ten cnt-

tings and to protect them from injury, lie was expected at the same
time to acquire the art of dressing a vineyard, either by special
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instruction or b} personal observation. Such favor in the^hape of

bounties was bestowed upon those who actively engaged in vine

culture that vineyards were established contain man] as ten

thousand \ ines,

The wines senl to England failed to equal the expectations of the

promoters, their inferior quality being ascribed at the time to the

defective manner of manufacture. Some ascribed it to the perve

of tin' vine dressers, \vh<> were thought to have concealed their

knowledge out of spit-e against their employers, and by way of pun-

ishment the assembly refused to grant them permission to cultivate

tobacco, to which crop they had probably turned to gain a subsistence.

Penn's inclination to favor the cultivation of native rather than

introduced fruits lias already been noted. But the failure of the

native grapes to yield a good quality of wine whenever tried seems to

have diverted attention from their improvement and thai of other

native fruits for about a century, and to have stimulated efforts to

introduce the fruits of the Old World in the several colonic-.

INTRODUCTION OF EXOTIC FRUITS.

The first recorded effort at introducing foreign fruits was made by
the Jamestown colonists in May, 1607. Within two weeks after their

arrival on Jamestown Island they had cleared land for sowing English

wheat, and had reserved a space for a garden, in which were planted

seeds of fruits and vegetables not indigenous to the country, includ-

ing the melon, the potato, the pineapple, and the orange. These had
doubtless been obtained by the colonists at Dominica or elsewhere in

the West Indies while en route. The fate of the effort, so far as

the pineapple and orange are concerned, may safely be left to the

imagination.

The importation of cuttings of European vines in 1619 has already

been noticed. In 162l\ in compliance with the request of the authori-

ties of the colony, the Virginia Company made provision for dispatch-

ing to Jamestown a pinnace containing not only wheat and barley,

but also garden seeds and scions of fruit trees.

What success attended this effort is not recorded, but it is not

unlikely that the apples, pears, peaches, apricots, vines, figs, and

other fruits which Smith stated in 1629 "some have planted that

prospered exceedingly" resulted from it. Certain it is that in 1647

the apple is recorded as grafted upon wild stocks in Virginia, while

in 1686 William Fitzhugh, in describing his own plantation, mentions

"a large orchard of about 2,500 apple trees, most grafted, well fenced

with a locust fence."'2 By the close of the seventeenth century there

1 For historical outline of improvement of native fruits, see '

' Century ofAmerican

horticulture," by L. H. Bailey, in Florists Exchange for March 30, 1895.

- Letter of William Fitzhugh, April 22, 1686, Economic History of Virginia in

the Seventeenth Century, by Philip Alexander Bruce, Vol. II, p. 243.
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were few plantations in Virginia without, orchards of apple, peach,

pear, plum, apricot , and quince.

Frequent attempts were made to Introduce In cultivation the fruits

of the Mediterranean region, [mportations of trees or cuttings of

olives, lemons, oranges, pomegranates, and flgs are frequently men-

tioned in the colonial records, but of tin-so none but the fig is recorded

as being successfully Rrown. Of this fruit. Smith wrote in L629 that

one Mistress Pearoe, of Jamestown, an honest, Industrious woman,

had gathered from her garden in one year " neere an hundred bushels

of excellent ftgges."

Of early introductions to New England, a memorandum was made

March L6, 1629, "to provide to send for New England, Vyne Planters,

Stones of all sorts of fruits, as peaches, plums, filberts, cherries, pear,

aple, quince kernells, pomegranats, * * * also currant plants."

It is a reasonable inference that these were sent, and that some of these

and others succeeded with the colonists, for John Josselyn states in

1639 that the master of the ship in which he sailed from Boston Octo-

ber 11, 1830, "having been ashore upon the Governors Island, gave me
half a score very fair Pippins which he brought from thence." After

his second sojourn in New England, 1663-1671, he stated, "fruit trees

prosper abundantly, Apple-trees, Pear-trees, Quince-trees, Cherry-

trees, Plum-trees, Barberry-trees. I have observed with admiration

that the kernels sown or the Succors planted produce as fair & good

fruit without grafting as the Tree from whence they are taken; the

Countrey is replenished with fair and large Orchards." "The
Quinces, Cherries, Damsons, set the Dames a work; Marmalad and
preserved Damsons is to be met with in every house." While on
board ship, Josseh'n was informed by one Mr. Woolcut (a magistrate

in Connecticut colony) that he had made 500 hogsheads of cider from

his own orchard in one year.

A'-eording to family tradition, a pear tree which stood near the

mansion on Governor Endicott's farm was imported in 1630. Certain

it is that Endicott soon after this propagated young trees (probably

seedlings) and furnished them to other colonists both by gift and in

exchange for land. Frequent importations of seeds, scions, and
grafted trees, together with propagation from those already noticed,

both by seeds and grafts, brought the orchards of New England up
to such point that Dudley, in 1726, stated in a paper in the Philo-

sophical Transactions, "our Apples are, without doubt as good as

those of England, and much fairer to look to, and so are the Pears,

but we have not got all the Sorts. * * * Our People of late years,

have run so much upon Orchards, that in a village near Boston, con-

sisting of about forty Families, they made near ten Thousand Bar-

rels [of cider]."

Perhaps the earliest recorded grafted tree broughl from Europe
(that of Governor Endicott is stated to have been a seedling) was the
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Summer Bonchretien, planted by Governor si ayvesant in 1647 in New
Amsterdam. It is said to have been brought from Holland, and I

trunk remained standing on the corner of Third avenue and Thir-

teenth street, N«-w fork City, until 1866, when it was broken down
}>v a dray. Many <>f the earliest introductions of named varieties of

the pear, including White Doyenne, St. Germain, Brown Beurre, Vir-

gouleuse, etc., were made by the French Huguenots, who settled

about Boston and New Fork shortly after the revocation of the Edioi

of Nantes in 1085.

The early French colonists established orchards and vineyards along

the rivers and lakes of the interior soon after their arrival. Through

the agency of trappers and appreciative Indians, these fruits were

soon widely distributed. Seedling trees of apple, pear, and peach

were found bearing fruit in isolated localities throughout the Missis-

sippi Valley and in the vicinity of the Great Lakes when the later

settlers migrated there previous to the year 1800.

There is ample evidence that by the beginning of the present cen-

tury few established homesteads in the Eastern United States were

without a home supply of apples in their season, while many had

peaches, pears, plunis, cherries, and other fruits. But aside from the

sale of cider made from apples, brandy from .peaches, and, in a few

localities, wine from wild or cultivated vines of the native grape,

commerce in domestic fruits or their products could hardly be said to

exist.

THE BEGINNING OF FOREIGN TRADE IN FRUITS.

The beginning of the foreign fruit trade of the United States is

with difficulty distinguished at this time, but it seems to have started

with the receipt of a shipment made in 1G21 by the governor of Ber-

muda to the Jamestown colony. It consisted of "two great Chests

filled with all such kinds and sorts of Fruits and Plants as their

Hands had; as Figs, Pomegranats, Oranges, Lemons, Sugar-canes,

Plantanes, Potatoes, Papawes, Cassado roots, red Pepper, the Prickell

Peare, and the like." 1 This was followed within a few months by the

arrival in Bermuda from Virginia of "a small Barke with many
thanks for the presents sent them; much Aquauitae, Oile, Sacke, and

Bricks they brought in exchange of more Fruits and Plants, Ducks,

Turkies, and Limestone; of which she had plenty and so returned."2

As intercourse was frequent, there was undoubtedly a considerable

import trade in such fresh fruits of the Tropics as would endure sail

transportation between the more southern coast colonies and the

West Indies, though little is on record to bear witness to the fact.

At what time the trade in the fruit products of southern Europe

beffan is not known, but it was doubtless at an early day. The

'Capt. John Smith's Works, p. 681.

2 Ibid., p. 682.
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Inventory of the Hubbard store, York County, Va., In 1667, disci

the follow in-- items: "Twenty-five pounds of raisins, one hundred

gallons of brandy, and I * enty gallons of w i n<-.
^

As most <>r the dried and preserved fruits of the Mediterranean

region were then considered luxuries rather than necessities, it is

likely that the trade in them did not become Important until the

colonies bad accumulated considerable wealth. It probably became

an important item before the Revolution, and was, no doubt, seriously

interfered with during the second war with England. T t is a tradi-

tion among the fruit dealers of New Xork City that when it was

desired to celebrate the signing' of the Treaty of Peace in 1814 by a

grand banquet, only a half barrel of raisins and currants and a box

or SO of citron could "be found in the city for the making of a plum

pudding. 1

In 1821, wl^en the Treasury Department published its first state-

ment of imports and exports, the imports of fruits and nuts, of which

currants, raisins, figs, plums, prunes, and almonds are separately

stated, amounted to 2,878,873 pounds, valued at 8181,035.

At about this time notices of auction sales of the fruits mentioned,

and of oranges, lemons, Malaga grapes in jars, tamarinds, citron,

Madeira nuts, and filberts were of frequent occurrence in the market
reports of New York City.

The export trade seems to have begun with the apple, as a large

supply existed in close proximity to the seaport towns. Trade in this

fruit with the West Indies probably developed early in the eighteenth

century, though we have no record of shipments until 1741, when it is

stated that apples were exported from New England to the West
Indies in considerable abundance. No transatlantic shipment has

been disclosed earlier than that of a package of Newtown Pippin of

the crop of 1758 sent to Benjamin Franklin while in London'. The
sight and taste of these brought to John Bartram, of Philadelphia, an
order for grafts of the variety from Franklin's friend Collinson, who
said of the fruit he ate: "What comes from you are delicious fruit

—

if our sun will ripen them to such perfection." Subsequently a con-

siderable trade must have resulted, for in 1773 it was stated by the

younger Collinson, that while the English apple crop had failed that

year, American apples had been found an admirable substitute, some
of the merchants having imported great quantities of them. In his

words: "They are, notwithstanding, too expensive for common eating,

being sold for two pence, three pence, and even four pence an apple.

But their flavor is much superior to anything we can pretend to, and
1 even think superior to the apples of Italy."

Stat ist Lcs on the subject are lacking until 1821, when the total export

of fruit included in the Treasury statement consisted of 68, l IS bushels
of apples, valued at $39,9';''-.

1 Letter from Hon. Antonio Zucca, January, 1898.
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Sinoe 1821 il has been possible to trace with some degree of accuracy

the course of the foreign trade In fruits. With this end in Hew, a

table >h<>w ing the Imports for the fiscal year L821 is given; also tables

Bhowing average annual quantity and value by decades and imports

by years since L891 of each fruit itemized in the Treasury reports.

Imports of fruits during the fiscal year 1821.

Fruits.

( 'urrunts

F1«B

Plums and prunes .

.

Raisins in jars

All other raisins.

Almonds

Olive oil gallons

.

Quantity.

I '<>ii mis

84,688

259,617

125,300

1,080,840

1,174,210

264,818

2, 878, 873

49,530

Value.

1181,066

51,680

Dried Fruits.

RAISINS.

The largest item by far among the fruit imports of 1821 was raisins,

more than three-fourths of the total quantity imported consisting of

this fruit. During the decade ending 1840 the average annual quan-

tity imported, as shown in the table, was nearly three times as great

as during the first decade. Later the rate of increase was less, though

imports continued to grow larger until the year 1884, when the maxi-

mum importation—56,676,657 pounds, valued at $3,545,916.15—was
reached. Since that time, in consequence of domestic production,

almost wholly in California, the imports have diminished to about

one-fifth of the maximum in quantity and to a^little less than one-

seventh in value. The following tables show the average annual

imports of raisins by decades, 1830 to 1890, and imports by years, 1891

to 1897, inclusive:

Average annual imports of raisins, by decades.

Decade ending—
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Imports of raisins, !>// i/rars.

.'513

<,»ii.iiitM >

Pown

. i. L86

; ; 870

88, MX

L8,660 L96

13, KH8, (K».
r
)

LO, 202, 066

11,017 766

Value

11,062

547. U
I 128 822 60

886,026 M
808,116.64

148,2

-,-.1 00

The introduction of the raisin varieties of grape to California is

credited by Eisen to Col. Agoston Haraszthy, who, in 1852, imported
vines of the Alexandria Muscat from Malaga, and in 1861 brought

cuttings of Gordo Blanco from the same place. Numerous importa-

tions were made in subsequent years by different persons, but not

until 1863 is there record of the production of cured raisins. In that

year the late Dr. John Strentzel, of Martinez, exhibited at the Cali-

fornia State Fair specimens of Muscat raisins, together with the dried

fruit of four other varieties of grapes, to show the contrast between

raisins and dried grapes. In 1873, 6,000 boxes, mostly from two vine-

yards in Solano and Yolo counties, were produced. In that year the

first planting of raisin varieties was made at Fresno, and at Riverside

in the same year, after winch time the increase in production was
rapid, 20,000,000 pounds having been produced in California in the

year 1889, according to Eisen.

According to the California State Board of Horticulture, the ship-

ments of raisins out of the State in 1896 amounted to nearly 69,000,000

pounds, a quantity considerably less than that of the three preceding

years. The largest crop yet marketed, that of 1894, is estimated at

103,000,000 pounds. So far as can be seen, the production is capable

of indefinite future increase, the recent low price of the product alone

holding it in check.

The varieties of grape chiefly grown for curing into raisins are

Gordo Blanco, Muscatel, and Alexandria Muscat, small second-crop

clusters of which, from John Rock, Niles, Cal. , 1897, will be found
illustrated on PI. III. In addition to these, there is an increasing

production of the Sultana and the variety known in California as

"Thompson Seedless."

Recently the seeding of raisins by machinery has been successfully

inaugurated, so that at the present time California "seeded" raisins

are on sale in small packages in all the leading cities.

"CURRANTS.'"

Imports of "currants" (the small seedless raisins of Greece) have

varied greatly in quantity and value from year to year, but have on

the average shown a continuous increase in quantity and value until
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i h maximum quantity v ached in I hen, under
st i in ul us of an expected levy of duty, the quantity Imported reached

pounds, valued al 177 3,952. Tin- maximum value occurred
in 1891, when 42,849,314 pounds, valued at 11,577,852.15, were im-

ported. The following tables show tin- average annual Imports of

currants by decades, i s; ><» t<» L890,and imports by years, 1891 t«> I >7,

inclusii e:

ra<jc annual imports of currants, by <h<-<i

Decade ending—
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*l, j'>7 ,.>,7.v.». L6, though the maximum \ alue, 13,084,304. L0, was attained

in L882. Si nc«' is:ii the decrease has been rapid, the quantity received

in L897 being l<
i ss than one-eleventh and the ralue less than one-

fortieth of thai of L892. The following tables show the average

annual imports of plums ami prunes by decades, L830 to 1890, and

Imports by years, 1891 to L897, inclusive:

Art )-<k/i- annual imports ofplums and prunes, by decades.

Decade ending—
i
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But though fche trees t lu-i \ ed and produced fruit, as In t be ease of

the ftg in the South, the climatic conditions of the I a United

S fttes were found anfavorable to the production of tin- cured product.

The commercial production of prunes In this counl ry may I hereAore

said to trace to a package of scions brought to San Francisco from

France in 1856 i>\ Pierre Pellier, and by him sent to his brother Louis

at San Jose, Cal, But not until 1870, according to Lelong, was a

large orchard planted. This was near San Jose, and its success led

to the planting of numerous others from 1878 to 1881, since which

time the industry has been firmly established on the Pacific CkNL&t.

The first cured prunes were exhibited at the California State Fair in

18G8, and are said to have been of the German variety. As recently

as 1881 the output of the largest growers in California did not exceed

5 or 6 tons of cured fruit per annum. The California production for

16 was estimated at 55,200,000 pounds, a quantity winch will be

largely increased in the near future by the product of trees already

planted but not yet of bearing age.

Outside of California the principal prune production is in Wash-
ington, Oregon, and Idaho. The Italian prune (syn. Fellenberg) v.

introduced into Oregon from the Eastern Stales by Seth Lewelling in

1857, and is the Leading variety grown outside of California. In

recent years plantings of this and other sorts in the States mentioned

have been very large. The latest available estimate at this writing

of the crop of 1897 in Oregon and Washington places it at 12,000,000

pounds of cured fruit. It is safe to conclude that the present prune-

producing capacity of the orchards of the United States exceeds

100,000,000 pounds of cured fruit annually. The leading varieties

grown in California at the present time are Agen (syns. a?Agen,

P tite, Petite tVAyen, French, California), Sergent, Robe de, and
Golden Drop, Coe (syn. Silver Prune), while the leading variety of

the more northern district is Italian (syn. Fellenberg). These, with

Epineuse, Imperiale, a promising variety recently imported from

France, are illustrated on PI. IV. The specimens shown on the plate

are from the following sources: Agen, Sergent, and Golden Drop, from

Leonard Coates, Napa, Cal., 1897; Italian, from the late Seth Lew-

elling, Milwaukee, Oreg., 1891; Epineuse, from John Rock, Niles,

Cal. j 1897. Numerous other European varieties are grown in a small

way, and a number of promising local seedlings are commercially

planted in different sections.

FIGS.

Eigs constituted an important item in 1821, when 259,217 pounds
were imported, and notwithstanding a considerable domestic pro-

duction in recent years, the average annual imports continue to in-

crease. The maximum quantity was reached in 1896, when 11,635,493

pounds, valued at $629,488, were imported, though the greatest value

in any year was that of 1882, when it amounted to $678,341.87. The
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PRUNES.

I. Epineuse. Imperiale. 2. 8erqent. Robe de. 3. Golden Drop. Coe.

4. Aqen. syns. d' Aqen. Petite d' Aoen, French,- California."

6. Italian, syn. Fellenburo.
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DRYING FIGS.

1. Smyrna.

2. Smyrna Section.

3. Adriatic.

4. Adriatic Section.
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following tables show the average annual imports of figsbydeca

to L890, and Imports by years, L891 to L897, inclnsi

Art rage annual imports offlgs, by decades.

ding

IBM

INK)

1870

1880

1^90

1891 L897

<,)u:i!itif \ . Valne.

Pound*.

1,656, L64

1,660,801

4,171 :,:.•;

15,801

5, 136,912

7,942,451

9,630,155

•

Bl, 185

184, 1:>

370,948

497. 204.

548,812.00

1Average annual value for seven years, ISM to 1S40, inclusive.

Imports; of Jigs, by years.

Year.
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.iit tin- most widely planted drying ftg In California. Ii bai

man\ points of merit, bnt the fact thai Its quality when dried If

inferior t»> thai of the imported dried fruit from Smyrna 1 1 . t ^ resulted

in several efforts to Introduce and grow the Smyrna types of fig.

A large importation of cuttings from Smyrna was made in L882 by

(;. P. Rixford for the San Francisco Bulletin and distributed widely

throughout lln k State. Since i hen oilier importat ions have been made,

trees from which are growing at different places. Among these im-

portations b&\ eral valuable tigs are found, one of which, at least, is of

superior quality for drying; but so far as tested they fail to produce

fruit unless artificially pollinated. It is now generally conceded that

this type of fig can not be commercially grown except by the process

of oaprification, which is practiced upon it in Asia. A specimen,

from (t. C. Reeding, Fresno, Cal., 1897, of the Smyrna fig brought to

full maturity by hand or " blowpipe" pollination in 1897 is illustrated

0111*1. V. As more than three-fourths of our imports of figs are now of

the Smyrna type, a prompt and thorough test of caprification would

seem advisable. The present annual production of cured figs in Cali-

fornia is about 2,500,000 pounds.

DATES.

The first statistics of date importations are found in 1824, when
44,420 pounds were imported. The average annual importation

shows an increase in each period save that ending in 1850. The max-

imum for any year, both in quantity and value, occurred in 1891,

when 20,091,012 pounds, valued at $601,596.41, were received. As no

dates have yet been commercially grown in this country, the causes

of the continuous decrease in imports since 1891 must be found else-

where than in domestic production.

The following tables show the average annual imports of dates by

decades, 1830 to 1890, and imports by years, 1891 to 1897, inclusive:

Average annual imports of dates, by decades.

Decade ending-

1830....

1840.. ..

1850....

I860....

1870....

1880....

1890....

1891-189

Quantity.

Pounds.

144,426

2 429, 355

s 362, 287

1,553,679

1,718.348

4,059,331

8, 884, 713

15, 193, 490

Value.

3 $6, 056. 00

28,881.00

41,103.00

107, 682. 00

284, 132. 00

422,913.37

1 Quantity for one year, 1824.

3 Average annual quantity for three years, 1831 to 1833, inclusive.

3 Average annual quantity and value for eight years, 1843 to 1850, inclusive.
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Imports of dates , by years.

Year.

L891

lbos

IBM

[806

L806

Quantity.

Pound*.

SO, 001,012. 00

• 107.00

18, 848,615. 00

100.00

L4, 716, 786. 00

18,675,254.08

12,225,1 ll. 00

Value.

|661,6

CM
I

887,664.01

BOS. 46

870, 728. 89

886,617.08

19

TAMARINDS.

Tamarinds wore first separately scheduled in 1873, when 54,420

pounds were received, valued at $2,422.10. There has been a regular

increase in the annual average since that time, though the imports

Hurt aate greatly from year to year. There is no domestic commercial

production of this fruit. The following tables show the average

annual imports of tamarinds by decades, 1880 to 1890, and imports by
years, 1801 to 1897, inclusive:

Average annual imports of tamarinds, by decades.

Decade ending—

is*).

1800.

186] 1897

Quantity.

Pounds.
1 16,542

3 52, 145

Value.

2 $644. 49

1,976.11

2,891.10

1 Average annual quantity for seven years, 1873 to 1876, inclusive, and 1878

to 1880, inclusive.
2 Average annual value for eight years, 1873 to 1880, inclusive.
3 Average annual quantity for five years, 1881 to 1885, inclusive.

Imports of tamarinds, by years.

Year.
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\'\ pits and Fui it Pbodi < !

<)KAN«.l a

Amotion Bales of oranges from the Mediterranean were of frequent

ooourrenee in New York City earlj in fche pit-scut oentury, but no

separate mention of oranges in the schedules of imports appeared until

., when their value is given as $476,694. During the four years

that this fruit was separately scheduled the imports varied from that

amount to $753,095 in 1860. From 1802 to L882, inclusive, oranges

are not separately stated; but in 1883, when the item reappears, it

amounts to 13,010,662.56. This was the maximum, and was followed

by a decline, which reached its lowest point in 1804. The great

freezes of 180-1 and 1805 were promptly followed by largely increased

importations, which probably reached their maximum in 1807, when

a value of $3,341,040.04 was reached. The following tables show

the average annual imports of oranges by decades, 1800 to 1800, and

imports by years, 1801 to 1897, inclusive:

Average an mud import* of oranges, by decades.

Decade ending-
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peninsula. The sweel orange was undoubtedly Introduced ata Later

date, and being easily propagated both by seeds and buds was gener-

ally distributed throughout the settled portions before the beginning

of the presenl century . Commercial orange culture as now pracl Iced

did do1 begin until after the acquisition of Florida by the CTnited

States, and al ftrsl was confined to sucb eligible sites as existed along

navigable water which afforded transportation for the fruit. After

the close of the Late war the industry grew with wonderful rapidity as

railroads and steamboats made possible the shipmenl of the fruit for

Longer distances. In the season of L886-87 over L,000,000 boxes were

marketed, and by L894-95 the annual crop amounted to over 5,000,000

boxes. Since 1894-95 shipments have been comparatively insignifi-

cant, but with favorable seasons may be expected to reach 1,000,000

boxes by the year 1900.

A considerable production of oranges was developed in a limited

district in southern Louisiana previous to 1886, but since the freeze

of that year the crop of that district has been of little commercial

importance.

In California the orange was planted in the mission gardens at an

early date, and according to a recent writer in the Fruit Trade Jour-

nal the first orchard was planted at San Gabriel in 1804. An orchard

was planted at Los Angeles by Don Louis Yignes in 1834, and Gen-

eral Bidwell reported that in 1845 the three largest orange orchards

there were those of "Wolfskill, Carpenter, and Yignes.

The present era of commercial orange growing in California dates

from the foundation of the Riverside colony in 1872. The orange

was largely planted early in the history of the colony, and after the

adaptability of the Bahia (syns. Washington Navel, Riverside Navel,

etc.), two trees of which were sent to Riverside by Mr. William Saun-

ders, of the Department of Agriculture, in 1878, was demonstrated,

it soon became, as it continues to be, the leading fruit of the district.

Oranges are grown commercially in several portions of the State, but

chiefly in southern California. It is estimated that the crop now
being marketed from the State will exceed 3,500,000 boxes.

Oranges are also commercially grown in Arizona, shipments aggre-

gating 149 car loads having been made from Phoenix in a single week
of December, 1897.

LEMONS.

Imports of lemons were first separately stated in 1858, when they

amounted to §301,492. From 1862 to 1882, inclusive, lemons were not

separately scheduled, but in 1883 the imports had risen in value to

$2,555,787.49. The maximum was reached in 1896, when lemon
Imports amounted to §5,027, ~'.V2.\)^. The tables on page 322 show the

average annual imports of lemons by decades, 18G0 to 1890, and

Imports by years, 1891 to t897, inclusive.

1 a.97 21
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l nnual imports of lemons, (>>/ decades.

nding

1800

1870*

lv.»i L897

Valae.

• 218

.

I Arerage annual value fur three years, 1858 to I860, inclusive.

'Included with limes and oranges, 1881 I - 1865, and with oranges from I860 I i 1882.

II Value for one year, 1861.

1 Average annual value for eight years, ls,s:> to I860, inclusive.

Imports of lemons, by years.

Year.
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Imports of limes by decades, 1860 to L800, and imports by years, L891

(o L897, inclusive

:

Average nun mil imports of limes, by decodes.

i tecade ending—
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Imports of oranges, lemons, and limes, l>y yean.

Value

L71.M

.03.47

5,444,6:W.57

m.m
7,761. UN). U

701.42

Average annual imports of lemon and orange oil, by decades.

Decade ending- Quantity.

Found*.

1S70 ^51,897.00

1880 •
72,186.51

L890

1891 1S97 --

154.217.61

825,781.00

Value.

1 1103, 817. 78

182, 447. 15

211,8a. 98

30 68

1 Average annual quantity and value for six years, 1865 to 1870, inclusive.

Imports of lemon and orange oil, by years.

Year.

1891

1892

1893

1894

1895

1896

IX i7

Quantity.

rounds.

179,412.33

215,794.88

222,830.72

212,876.00

388,281.00

206, 656. 13

304,270.90

Value.

$2711,255. 39

402,907.00

383, 226. 22

240,487.00

216. 043. 00

214,302.00

270, 023. 82

Average annual imports of lemon, lime, and sour orange juice,' by decades.

Decade ending-

1870.

1880.

1890.

1891-1897.

Quantity.

Pounds.

3 345, 568

553,277

Value.

» $8, 662, 97

.V.i. 916. 51

9,'. 434. 30

112, 076. 48

1 Lemon and lime juice only, previous to 1891.

- Average annual value for two years, 1869 and 1870.

3 Average annual quantity for eight years, 1873 to 1880, inclusive.

4 Average annual quantity for three years, 1881 to 1883, inclusive.
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Imports of lemon, lime, and sour orange juice, by years*

Value.

325

Average annual imports of orange and lemon peel, by decades.

Decade ending—
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which consisted of 1,500 bunches, was brought, and doI until

1857 was a regular trade developed between Baracoa and Boston.

This continued until when an additional source of supply n

Deeded, and Mr. William C. Bliss, the pioneer in the Baracoa banana

trade, obtained a small cargo of the fruit at Port Antonio, Jamaica,

and left an agent there to encourage its production. In L870 in-

ured three cargoes and in 1871 seven cargoes from the same port.

Imports of bananas are first noted in 1871, when they amounted to

'9,924.12 in value, and gradually increased until 1882, when they

suddenly increased to 11,190,591.43, an amount nearly two and a half

times as greal as the average annual imports of the preceding decade.

This sudden increase was in large measure due to the short fruit crop

of the season of 1881 throughout the Eastern United States. The

banana trade received great stimulus and the imported fruit became
known and appreciated in many sections where it had been but rarely

n before; after 1881 it grew rapidly until 1891. Since the latter

date there has been an apparently steady, though slow, decline in

value, probably duo to the increased supply of domestic fruits of other

kinds. The chief sources of supply are the Central American States,

Colombia, and the West Indies for the Eastern United States, and the

Hawaiian Islands for the Pacific Coast. The following tables show

the average annual imports *of bananas by decades, 1880 to 1800, and

imports by years, 1891 to 1897, inclusive:

Average annual imports of bananas, by decades.

Decade ending—
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reached, since that year there lias been a decline in the value of

Imports. The following tables showthe average annual Imports of

plantains bydecades, L880 to L890, and imports byyears, L891 to L897,

Lnclush e:
.\r< rugs annual imports of plantains, by decades.

I )(>c.-ul<' vtuYw
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Imports of pineapph by yean,

a
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.1 rcnti/t' (I n ii mil ii'i/mr/s of '/ni/irs, 1 lnj tlicndis.

i tooade ending
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Tmportt of olive oil, i>/j years.

[in rusks, or other than sated
]

\. ar

L801

L808

L808

W.'l

[805

L806

180?

Quantity.

Callous.

106. 1!)

800,81

088 870.00

801,601.00

880,880.00

816, 128.60

525,680.00

Value.

070.55

855,887 00

181,171.00

L80
'

886,01

817,075.00

280,003.00

The foliowing tables show the average annual imports of olive oil

in bottles, or suitable for salad, by decades, 1860 to 1890, and imports

by years, 1891 to 1897, inclusive:

Average annual imports of olive oil, by decades.

[In bottles, or suitable for salad.]

Decade ending-

1860 dozens.

1870 gallons.

1880 do...

1890 - do...

1891-1897 do...

Quantity. Value.

> 142, 311. 00 ' » $297, 266. 00

2 142,860.00

183,248.00

3 235, 307. 00

937, 216. 39

2 260, 620. 00

336, 555. 00

3 413,824.00

909,246.15

1 Average annual quantity and value for six years, 1S55 to 1S60, inclusive.
2 Average annual quantity and value for seven years, 1861 and 1865 to 1870,

inclusive; quantity for 1861 stated in dozens.
3 Average annual quantity and value for three years, 1881 to 1883, inclusive.

Imports of olive oil, by years.

[In bottles, or suitable for salad.]

Year.
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introduced .it Ch >n, S. C, bj Henrj Laurens, ami a at the

sain*' point in 1785 by an incorporated society for tin* promotion of

agriculture, In 1769 it was introduced by I>r. Turnbnll, an English-

man, w li<> founded a colony of t treeks and Minorcane at New Smyrna,
Fla. ; imt nowhere in tin- Eastern States has it become of commercial

importanc

In L769 olive seeds were planted al San Diego, Cal., and .sonic of

the trees which grew from them are still in existence. These and
others about t lie California missions demonstrated the suitability of

the soil and climate to olive product ion at an early day, but not until

after the American occupation of the Territory did olive culture

assume commercial importance.

In 1872 Mr. Ellwood Cooper, of Santa Barbara, planted olive li'

from the fruit of which he made oil in L876, and since that time the

olive has become a favorite tree with planters In several counties in

the State. Statistics of production are not obtainable, but the output

of oil and pickled olives is increasing Largely each year. It is esti-

mated by the California Fruit Grower that there are 1,400,000 olive

trees in orchard in California at the present time.

The superior cleanliness observed in the manufacture of oil in Cal-

ifornia, together with the guarantied purity of the product, can hardly

fail to cause the domestic article to largely supplant the imported oil

in our markets in the near future. The consumption of pickled olives

in the United States is increasing rapidly, and the recent introduction

of the variety from which the celebrated "Queen " olives of Spain are

made, together with the superior quality of the pickled ripe olives

packed in California, are likely to result in the displacement of the

imported article. Two varieties, the Mission and Sevillano, are illus-

trated on PI. VI, specimens from John Rock, Niles, Cal., 1897.

Miscellaneous Fruits.

The following tables show the average annual imports of fruits not

separately scheduled by decades, 1860 to 1890, and imports by years,'

1891 to 1897, inclusive. The number of items included under each

head has varied greatly at different times, and distinct comparisons of

the periods specified can not be safely made.

Average annual imports of fruits in juice, and fruit juice, by decades.

Decade ending

—



OLIVES.
I. Mission

2. 8evi cLANO.
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Imports offruits in juice, and fruit juice, by years.

\m
L898

L89B

lv.u

1
>:..-,

L896

L691

Quanl Ity.

240,1

Value.

L99.22

OS. 16

hi,.7.U. 90

71,128.61

131,602.06

807,981.08

222,671. 18

,ir. /././.' annual imports offruits preserved in brandy, sugar, etc., by decades.

»

—
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Imports of almonds , /»// year .

335
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The production in California nox varies from 500,000 to 2,500,

<

pounds per annum, and the quality of the product compares favor-

ably u it 1 1 all i) ut t he besl »»t* tin- imported nuts. Specimens of a aum-
ber of the Leading varieties grown In that State from John Rook,

Niles, L897, A. T. Hatch, Suisun, L891, and from Malaga, Spain,

through Charles Heath, former United States consul at Catania,

Sicily, L892, are illustrated on PL VII.

Almonds are also successfullygrown in rather limited areas in Texas,

New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, Utah, Idaho, and Oregon.

ALMOND OIL.

So far as known no almond oil is produced in the United States.

The following tables show the average annual imports of almond oil

by decades, L870 to 1890, and imports by years, 1891 to 1897, inclusive:

An rage annual imports of sweet almond oil, by d< cades.



> H S Depi ol 1897

ALMONDS.

' Drake u Drake Kernel. 2. Lan

A M.-MM ,, I., Ill

3 a. Nonpareil Kernel 4. PR(M
5 a Ne-Plus-Ultra Kernel

Quedoc. 2a. Lanquedoc Kernel 3. Nonpareil
a 4 a. Prima Kernel 5. Ne-Plus-Ultra.

6- Ixl 6 a. Ixl. Kernel 7. Jordan 7 a. Jordan Kernel.
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Imports of bitter almond oil
t
by years.

fear
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il imports of filberts and vxdnuts,
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.1 inual imports of Brazil, or cream, nut8,byd>

339
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rage annual imports of OOCOanut oil, by d

bullous

do

pounds

L891 1807 do. .

atity

1 61 i • H«, 801. 00

660, fl

; 1,049, .

1 A.verage annual quantity and value for two yours, I8ti4 and 1

1

rage annual quantity and valuo for nine years, 1-. inclusive.

srage annual quantity for seven years, 1884 to 1880, inclusive.

Imports of cocoa u tit oil, by years.

War.
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Imports of peanuts and other ground nuts, by n< are.

1891

1882

L8M

I-'.-:.

189*

Quantity.

Pound

804,886

128,800

78 ,844

II"

L08.A74

139,620

188,102

Y:i!ii<\

$0,56

8,601.08

i
, 006. 72

l.c

1,216.48

2,860.01

2,100.06

Average annual imports of shelled peanuts and oilier (/round nuts, by decades.

Decade ending-

1870.

1880.

1890.

1891-1897

Quantity.

Pounds.

i.39t,00G

375,342

54,960

21,658

"Value.

'$1:5, 713. 89

14,974.95

2,223.97

2,623.09

'Average annual quantity and value for five years, 1866 to 1870, inclusive.

Imports of shelled peanuts and other ground nuts, J>y years.

Year.

1801.

1802.

1898

1894

1895.

1896.

1897.

Quantity.

Pounds.

148,350

Value.

$18,312.83

25

157

1,773

243

1,060

2.20

9.00

24.22

4.24

9.14

"ALL OTHER NUTS NOT OTHERWISE PROVIDED FOR. ? '

The number of items included under this head varies at different

periods. In 1843, when the caption "all other nuts not otherwise pro-

vided for," was first used, it included all nuts but almonds, and
amounted to 1,133,302 pounds, valued at $34,535. Since then the

more Important kinds have been successively removed from this

schedule. The most important item now included in it is probably
the European chestnut, of which a considerable quantity is imported
each year. The tables on page 342 show the average annual imports
of "all other mils not otherwise provided for" by decades, 1850 to

1890, and Imports by years, L893 to 1897, inclusive.
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The following table shows the imports of nuts and mil products for

Imports of nuts and nut products, /

{Tata ;m<l imt proi

Almonds
Almonds (shelled)

Almond <>il I tweet I

Almond <>il (bitter) -

Filberts and walnuts

Filberts and walnuts (sheHed)

Brazil, orcream, nuts

Cocoannts — -

Cocoanut oil

Peanuts

Peanuts (shelled )

All other nuts, not otherwise provided fur.

Total

Quant it jr.

Pounds.

1. 196,000 00

864. 00

5M.Q8

lo. 171.80

12,837,174.60

l 180,808.00

22,778,247.00

188,102.00

1,000.00

2, 00,832.08

Yah i.

1244, W8.07

146.84

19,669.58

L2,<

682,81

161,286.08

286,972.00

697,045.61

963,879.00

2,106.86

8.14

61,311.68

3,802,421.13

The total value of the imports of fruits and fruit products and nuts

and nut products in 1807 amounted to 120,96.2,781.99.

Exports of Fruits and Fruit Products.

The development of the fruit export trade of the United States is a

subject of surpassing interest to the student of agricultural economics,

but limited space forbids its extended discussion in the present paper.

As has been noted, the export trade began with the shipment of apples

and was for many years limited to that fruit. Shipments of ice from

New England ports to the \Vest Indies, which began in 1805, were

accompanied by large quantities of apples, and soon after the exten-

sion of the ice trade to India and China, which occurred in 1830,

American apples could be had in the ice ports of those countries.

Ii was slated in 1843 x that the fruit dealers of Boston had at that

time been shipping apples and cranberries to Europe for many years.

In 1845 Newtown Pippins from the orchard of Robert L. Pell, of Ulster

County, N. Y., which contained 20,000 trees, sold in London at 821 a

barrel. At a later date shipments of the same variety and others

from the Piedmont and mountain regions of Virginia were begun,

and these districts have in recent years furnished the principal supply

of "pippins" for export. Since 1881 the shipments of apples have

constituted an important item of the transatlantic trade, which prom-

ts to show a steady increase in the near future. The Eastern States

still furnish the larger pari of the apples exported, but frequent ship-

ments are now made from the great orchard disl ricts of the Mississippi

Valley, and some profitable export shipments have recenl ly been made
from the Pacific Coast

.

Transactions American Institute, 1843, p. L35.
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In addition to apples, some other fruits, Buoh as oranberri

peaches, plums, pears, and orange , art* shipped in 1 1 1
«

- fresh state,

supply of all hut the first named coming chiefly from California.

Exports of dried fruits were at first confined to the apple, and after

the perfecting of the fruit &\ aporator, which occurred about L870 i

increased rapidly, The shipments of dried apples of I he great crop of

L880 amounted to 22,623,652 pounds, valued at 11,247,891. Notwith-

standing the attempted discrimination against them by foreign gov-

ernments since that time, the wholesomeness and cheapness of

American dried apples have caused a marked increase in their con-

sumption abroad, as is evident from the Large quantity, 30,755,401

pounds, valued at $1,340,159, exported in 1807. Since about 1895

increasing export shipments of dried apricots, peaches, and prunes

have been made from California, and this branch of the trade prom-

ises Boon to reach Large proportions.

The development of the canning industry has resulted in a very

great increase in exports of canned fruits, which were first scheduled

in 1870, when they were valued at $81,735, less than one-twentieth of

the value of the same item in 1897.

Exports of nuts were first scheduled in 1888 when they amounted

87,784. The increase since that time has been reasonably steady

and the shipments in 1S97 reached a value of $125,805.

Pecans and shagbarks, which are largely used by confectioners,

probably constitute the more important items under this head.

The following table shows the exports of fruits and fruit products

for L897.

Exports offruits and fruit products^ is:<:.

Fruits and fruit products

Apples barrels..

Apples (dried) pounds..

Vinegar gallons .

.

Cider do

Canned fruits

Preserved (other) -

All other green, ripe, or dried fruits not

elsewhere seheduled

Nuts

Total.

Quantity

1,503,981

30,775, Wl

93, 969

83?

Value.

05,371,143

1,340,159

11,573

?;,<;'.»:>

1,686,783

43, 2Tti

2, 172, 199

125, 805

7,828,573



BIBBS THAT INJURE GRAIN.

By F. E. L. BRAL,

Assistant, Biological Survey,

D \m.\(.i: CAUSED BY BIRDS.

Aside from its importance as a principal source of food supply, the

immense financial value of the grain crop of the United States gives

a peculiar interest to any nal iiral agency which affects its amount or

quality. For this reason much time, labor, and money have been

expended in the study of the insects injurious to grain and in devis-

ing methods to prevent their ravages. But insects are not the only

members of the animal kingdom that have proved destructive to this

crop. Several species of birds feed at certain times upon cereals, and

in some places, where these birds breed in vast numbers, their depre-

dations become serious. The total value of the grain product of the

United States is, in round numbers, $1,000,000,000 per annum. Any
agency which reduces this value by only 1 per cent involves a loss of

not less than $10,000,000, a sum sufficiently large to startle a thought-

ful person.

Several species of birds have been accused of serious depredations

upon grain—either by attacking the seed at the time of planting or

soon after germination, or by piling upon the immature or ripened

crop. In the eastern part of the country the common crow is the

most conspicuous example, while in the Mississippi Valley and farther

wesl several species of blackbirds (Icteridce) have at times made such

havoc as to cause serious apprehensions.

The redwing and the yellowhead usually nest near water, and, when
possible, directly over it. For this reason the prairie ponds and

sloughs of the Upper Mississippi Valley, often of vast extent, afford

such favorable breeding grounds that the region has become the theater

of their greatest activities. It is the gathering place of the immense
flocks which have often struck terror to the heart of the farmer as

their countless hosts settled upon his fields. The nesting period is

in May and June, and by the end of the latter month, or soon after,

the young are on the wing. Since this is the time when the grain

begins to ripen, it is natural for the old birds to lead their young to

the fields for food. The molting season follows immediately after the

duties of reproduction have ended, and is a trying one to the already

debilitated parents. CTnder these circumstances the abundant and

easily obtainable supply of nutritions food afforded by the grain-

fields comes to the birds like a friend in need and enables them to

recruit their exhausted energies.
345
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[JHBER OF BLACKBIRDS.

It is lu^lils probable thai 1 1 1 * - changing of the original prairies into

fields of grain lias contributed to the increase of blackbirds by fur-

nishing an abundant and sure supply of food al n time when ii is

most needed. .Many instances can be pointed out where birds have

increased in numbers since the settlement of the country, owing to

the increased food supply resulting from cultivation; and in some

oases, al least, this increase has taken place in spite of the fact that

the birds were extensively shot for food. While the native prairies

produced an abundance of forage for the larger ruminants and small

rodents, they did not offer a greal variety of plants having seeds large

enough to be suitable for bird food. The immense areas of wild rice

in the swamps and marshes, on the contrary, furnished a bountiful

supply upon which the birds originally subsisted. Cultivation did

not disturb this source of supply, but added another far more pro-

ductive, and one which ripened at a considerably earlier date; for

wild rice does not mature till September, while wheat and oats are

available in .Inly, and winter rye and wheat in June. (Tnder tie

circumstances a great increase in the number of birds would seem to

be a foregone conclusion, and in many States, notably those of the

Mississippi Valley, the various species of blackbirds have at various

times and places exceeded the number required to fulfill the best

economic conditions, and 1 lie result has been to a greater or less

extent disastrous. It does not necessarily follow that these birds

are wholly harmful to the interests of man; it merely shows that it

is possible to have too many of them, that is, too many of the partic-

ular species which feed so largely on grain. In States where these

birds are less abundant but little damage is done.

An investigation of the food habits of blackbirds shows that during

the breeding months, and also to some extent during the entire warm
season, all of the species subsist largely on insects. When this is

considered in connection with the fact that many of the species feed

largely upon seeds of troublesome weeds, especially in winter, there

is reason to believe that they really subserve a useful purpose in the

economy of nature. They only become harmful when, by increasing

out of proportion to their environment, the proper balance of organ-

isms is disturbed.

THE MORE IMPORTANT GRAIN-EATING BIRDS.

In the following pages some of the more important species of grain-

eating birds are discussed, and their special ravages pointed out.

THE CROW.

The common crow (Coitus americanus) ranges over the United

States east of the Great Plains, more sparingly over the rest of the

country, and to the northward extends beyond our borders. East of

the Alleghany Mountains, and especially in the New England and
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oilier Atlantic Stairs, the crow li;is long been known as a "thief of

cornfields," having been bo christened by the aboriginal inhabitants.

The greatest damage Is done in spring, when the birds pull up the

sprouted grain. Dry, hard corn is uot palatable food for the crow, as

lias been shown by experiments with a caged bira. In seasons of

scarcity ripe corn is sometimes eaten, but is not preferred. Corn that

lias been softened ami sweetened l>.\ the process of germination, on

the contrary, is a favorite food and is eagerly sought. In the earlier

days, when crows were more numerous and cornfields Less so, the

farmers had a constant struggle during the first two or three weeks

after the corn appeared above the ground to save il from the mows.

Various devices in the way of scarecrows were designed to frighten

the marauders away, but most of them were only indifferently suc-

cessful. More recently the plan of coating the seed corn with tar

has been extensively used, and with better results. In the experi-

ence of the writer, not a single kernel of tarred corn was disturbed,

while rows of untarred seed immediately adjoining were almost

entirely destroyed. It has been asserted by some people that the

crow pulls up corn not for the sake of the kernel, but for the grubs

that may be found in the manure about the roots. Careful investiga-

tion has disproved this assertion. Crows do eat the sprouted kernels,

although they also devour grubs unearthed at the same time, for they

are great lovers of insects and their larva?. But the result to the

farmer is the same, and it is poor consolation to know that if the

coin had not been eaten by the crow it would have been killed by

the grub.

Some complaints have also been made that crows eat corn in the

" milk " or " roasting-ear " s1 age, and from that time on until it is ripe.

Tt is evident that much more extensive ravages would be necessary at

this stage to cause as much damage as that incident to pulling the

sprouted seed. As a matter of fact, reports do not indicate extensive

injury of this kind.

I n the Mississippi Valley the crow does not appear to have attracted

so much attention as in the East. During a residence of eight years

in Iowa the writer never heard any complaints of injury to grain, nor

did he observe any cases of this kind. Yet, some damage has been

done, and instances of serious loss are on record, usually, however,

arising from tearing open the husks and pecking the soft kernels.

In these cases the ears thus opened are exposed to the weather, and
often rot from being wet by rains.

Food habits of llt< crow.— Investigations of the food habits of the

crow, based on an examination of the contents of 909 stomachs, 1 show

'••The Common Crow of the United States," by Walter B. Barrows and B. A.

Schwarz, Bulletin No. G, Division Ornithology ami Mammalogy, U. s
- Department

of Agriculture, 1896.
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that about 99 percent of the food for the year consists of grain

which corn constitutes something more than iM per cent, the grea

quantity being eaten in the three winter months. All of this must
I*.- either waste pain picked up in fields and roads, <>r corn stolen

from cribs or shocks, \ good deal is taken also in the three fall

months, when corn is soft; and Ma), the month of sprouting corn,

shows a slighl increase over the other Bpring and summer months.

The two months of J uly and August are the only ones in w hich w heat

iten to any important extent. Only small quantities of other

grain8 are taken.

On the other hand, the loss of grain is offset by the destruction of

ete. These constitute more than 23 per cent of the crow's yearly

diet, and the larger part of them are noxious. If we add the mice,

rabbits, and other harmful mammals destroyed, we have a total of

about 25 pel- ecnt of the food consisting of animals whose destruc-

tion is a benefit to the farmer. With the well-known propensity of

the crow for searching highways and byways, Btocs yards and pas-

tures, it must be admitted that at least one-half of the grain eaten is

waste, the consumption of winch entails no loss. The remainder of

the crow's diet consists of wild fruit, seeds, and various animal sub-

stances which may on the whole be considered neutral. From this

point of view it is evident that what grain the crow takes from the

available crop is well paid for by the insects destroyed.

THE CROW BLACKBIRD.

The crow blackbird (Quiscalus quiscida and subspecies) is dis-

tributed over the United States east of the Rocky Mountains, and
remains through the year in most of its range south of Illinois and
Pennsylvania. With the possible exception of Ts'cw England, where

it occurs only locally, it is one of the most abundant species. It nests

in trees or bushes, and usually seeks the neighborhood of man for its

breeding places. In the vicinity of cities it builds in parks and ceme-

teries, and in the country comes to the farm for the food that may be

found in the garden, pigpen, and stock yard. It nests also in bushes

along the banks of brooks, and obtains much food from the shores of

streams and ponds. For a month or more after the breeding season is

over it is rarely seen about its usual haunts. During this period (the

time of molting) it gathers in flocks and retires to some secluded place

where it remains during August, reappearing in full force about the

first of September. At that time the flocks are usually large, and
when they attack a field of ripening grain the result is disastrous.

Food habits of the crow blackbird.—Crow blackbirds are fond of

grain, and being of good size and abundant, evidently have the power
to do great harm. Moreover, the examination of more than 2,000

of their stomachs shows that grain forms 45 per cent of the food of

the year, and that corn alone constitutes 35 per cent. From this it
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might be expected thai they would attract much attention from grain

Brrowers. and such is the ease. Hundreds of communications have

been received testifying tfl their destruotiveness; yet many of these

acknowledge the fact that blackbirds eat a large quantity of Insects,

especially during the breeding season, and that many insects are

fed to ili«' young. This last Is also borne out by stomach exami-

nation. A review of the yearly diet shows that the greater part of

the corn eaten is taken during the fall and winter months. That

eaten in winter and early spring (March and April), except the small

quantity taken from eorncribs, must be waste grain, or picked up in

places where grain is left in the shock for a long time. No one will

begrudge the birds the corn gathered from the hog Lot or about the

cattle crib, but when they attack the ripening grain in September it

is a different story, and in cases where the birds are so abundant that

they take a large part of the crop, it will be difficult to persuade the

unfortunate farmer that they did enough good, earlier in the season

to pay for his loss. There can be little doubt that in many parts of

the country these birds are too numerous for the farmer to realize the

best results from their services.

THE RED-WINGED BLACKBIRD.

The red-winged blackbird, red-shouldered blackbird, swamp black-

bird, or "American starling," as it is variously called (Agelaius phoe,-

iiirt us and subspecies), is distributed over all of the United States,

and breeds throughout this region except along the extreme southern

border. As the bird almost invariably chooses a nesting site near

water, if not directly over it, the species is usually absent during the

breeding season from large areas of arid land, though cases have been

noted where nests were found at a distance from anything in the

nature of marshes or swamps.

llf ( ding places.—Ideal nesting sites for this species are found in

the prairie region of the Upper Mississippi Valley and in the vicinity

of the Great Lakes. The abundant marshes and small " sloughs" or

ponds of the prairies furnish just the conditions required, and conse-

quently the species is everywhere common. East of the Alleghanies

suitable breeding places are less numerous, being for the most part

rest ricted to swamps and the immediate vicinity of streams and lakes.

With fewer nesting sites there are fewer birds, and consequently less

damage to grain crops. In New England few complaints have been
made, but some damage has been done where grainfields are near

the natural haunts of the birds, especially in sections near the sea-

shore, where marshes afford good breeding places. The immense
quantity of wild rice that grows along the Atlantic seaboard has, per-

haps, served to some extent to draw them away from the grain fields

of the interior, as their ravages are much less noticeable in the East-

ern States than in those of the .Mississippi Valley.
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om most of the S drained by the Mississippi River and its

tributaries complaints both numerous and Loud have been received of

thei 3 of the redwings. Thevasl marshes of the northern part

<>f this region and the small prairie ponds found everywhere are tin*

recruiting grounds Tor immense flocks, whose numbers are almost

ml estimation. When these hordes settle upon a fteld of ripen-

ing grain, not only is much of the grain itself eaten, but the straw is

broken down and rendered difficult to cut. So extensive are some of

the Hocks that if undisturbed for a few days they eat or destroy a

Large percentage of t he grain.

Wood habits of the red-winged blackbird,—In investigating the food

habits of the redwing over 7< M i stomachs were examined. These were

collected in every month of the year, and show thai a little more than

13 per cent of the year's food is grain, 'litis is a remarkably small

percentage when it is considered that this bird has been the subject

of more complaints on the score of grain eating than any other

species. In order to understand thoroughly the grain-eating propen-

sities of the redwing, a special study of its food for the five months

from May to September, inclusive, has been made. Of the stomachs

taken in May, 46 per cent contained grain. This percentage falls to

11 in June and then rises in July and culminates in August at 72,

after which it decreases rapidly. The average for the five months is

-ft; per cent, that is, in every 100 birds taken 46 have eaten grain.

If now we examine the grain-eating record as exhibited by the quan-

tity of thai food the results are quite different. In May grain con-

stitutes 21 per cent of the food by bulk; in June it decreases to 5 per

cent ; in July it rises to its maximum of 42 per cent; in August it falls

off slightly, after which it rapidly decreases and disappears. The
average consumption of grain for the five months is 25 per cent of the

whole food. Again, if the two months of July and August are con-

sidered alone, it is found that out of every 100 birds (38 have eaten

grain, but that the grain constitutes only 40 per cent of the total food

for the two months.

Percentage of grain destroyed by birds in flu Mississippi VaUey.—
Still further restricting the study to birds taken in the Mississippi

Valley in the same live months as above, the percentage of grain eaten

shows an important increase. During these months 173 birds were

collected in the States of Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota,

North Dakota, South Dakota, Iowa, Nebraska, and Kansas. This

number, though small, is sufficient to serve at least as a clue to the

food during the period covered. Grain was eaten by GO per cent of

the birds collected in May, by 40 per cent of those taken in June, by

80 per cent of those taken in July, by 81 per cent of those taken in

August, and by 45 per cent of those taken in September. Of the food

of those taken in May, 27 per cent was grain of various kinds; in

June, 23 per cent; in July, 51 per cent; in August, 45 per cent, and
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in September, 2 1 per cent, or an average of 34 per cent of grain Cor the

five in on i lis. When i( is remembered that the food of the crow black-

bird over the whole of its range, and during the whole year, consists

of grain to the extent of 15 per cent, if seems strange thai the redwing

should be aide bo create so much more havoc, when we find that its

food during the five grain-raising months, and in the greatest grain-

raising stales, consists of only 34 per cenl of grain. This renders

more impressive the fact that the harm done bythe redwing does

not arise so much from the excessive quantity eaten by the individual

as from the overwhelming number of individuals, which in the aggre-

gate cause an enormous destruction of grain.

P rcentage of weed seeds destroyed by birds.—Of the different kinds

of cereals, oats is the favorite with the redwings, constituting more

than half of the grain eaten. Corn stands next in order, and wheat

last of all. At the same time many noxious insects and much weed

seed are destroyed. The former amounts to over 2G per cent of the

year's food, the latter to nearly 57 per cent. Seeds of noxious weeds,

eked out by grain found scattered in the fields, forms the almost exclu-

sive diet of these birds during the colder months. Even in August,

when the destruction of grain is at its height, weed seed forms more

than 30 per cent of the food.

THE YELLOW-HEADED BLACKBIRD.

The yellow-headed blackbird {XantJiocephalus xanthocephalas) is

abundant in the Mississippi Valley, less common in the far West, and
occasionally straggles eastward to New England and the District of

Columbia. As a rule, it is not as abundant as the redwing, with which

it is almost identical in feeding habits, even in its preference for oats

and in its fondness for weed seeds. In complaints made against the

redwing the yellowhead is frequently included as equally guilty.

During the breeding season it is a hearty insect eater, and a number
of the stomachs examined contained the remains of the well-known
"army worm" (Leucania unipuncta), which was also found in stom-

achs of the redwing. Of the other insects eaten the majority are

harmful.

THE RUSTY GRACKLE.

The rusty grackle (Scolecoplitujus carolinus) of the Eastern United
Stales and Brewer's blackbird (S. cyanocepludus) of the West are

miiar birds, whose habits of associating in large flocks would indi-

cate thai they could do great damage to grainfields if they chose to

visit them for food. Stomach examinations show thai the (astern

bird lives to a great extent upon animal substances, principally insects,

and as the species ret ires to the ext remo northern edge of the count vy

and beyond to breed, ii does not appear in most of the grain-raising

States until the crops,of wheat and oats have been harvested. It feeds
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extent on corn, but the damage appears to i»«- slight. Brewer's

blackbird, on fche contrary, breeds over tin* greater pari of its range

ami onlj retires from tin' northern pari during a short time in winter.

It Is more of a grain eater than the rusty graekle and docs consider-

able damage in wheat-growing areas in the far West. lake tin- rusty

graokle, it is a great consumer of insects.

THE COW BIRD.

The oowbird (Molofhrus ah r) is another species of wide distribution

and great abundance, especially in the Upper Mississippi Valley. As
these birds associate in Hocks they might do much damage to grain,

but their well-known habits are to search along loads, stock yards,

and pastures rather than in open graintields. For this reason they

have not been observed to do much damage.

FAMOUS oTIIEK DESTRUCTIVE BIRDS.

In addition to crows and blackbirds, several birds have attracted

notice in different parts of the country by their grain-destroying

proclivities. The common mourning, or turtle, dove (Zenaidura

macroura) is known to feed extensively upon grain, especially wheat,

and where the species is abundant sometimes becomes a serious nui-

sance. Stomach examinations show that these birds eat practically

no animal food, but subsist almost entirely upon hard seeds, those of

our most common weeds constituting their principal food supply dur-

ing the winter months. They do most harm in spring, when they feed

upon newly sown grain. That wheat is their favorite cereal is shown

by the fact that many of their stomachs are entirely filled with it.

As doves rarely associate in large flocks, they are not likely to become

such serious pests as some of the gregarious species, and means might

be readily devised lor preventing their ravages during the short period

in which they occur.

In some portions of California complaints have been made that the

valley quail (CaUipepla californica vaUicola) destroys wheat to a

serious extent, but this appears to be local rather than general.

The horned larks (Otocoris) are small, obscurely colored birds that

breed on most of the plains and deserts of the Western United States,

and winter in immense numbers in the Mississippi Valley region and

to a less extent in other parts of the country. In wheat-growing sec-

tions they do some damage to newly sown grain. But like the doves,

their habits are not such as to seriously menace the grain crop. Sev-

eral other native birds have at times caused complaints on the score

of grain eating, but these cases seem to be unusual.

The Mongolian, or ring-necked, pheasant (Phasianus torquatus),

and possibly one or two other species which Avere imported into the

Northwest Coast region about fifteen years ago, have since increased to

such an extent that they threaten to become a pest bj- their inroads
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upon the grainfields. Already numerous complaints have appeared

in the newspapers of thai region, showing that the harm done by

these birds will somewhat modify 1 1 1
<

- benefit thai can be derived

from them as game birds. Accurate data upon this point, however,

arc not at hand.

DIFFICULT* OF PREVENTING INSTRUCTION CAUSED BY BIRDS.

In a treatise on the destructiveness of grain-eating birds it is nat-

ural thai the reader should expeel at least a suggestion of a remedy.

Unfortunately it is much easier to point out the evil than to pre-

scribe the cure. Stomach investigation shows conclusively that birds

do not subsist upon grain alone, even at times when it is possible

to obtain it. Moreover, the greatest amount of grain is not eaten at

harvest time, but during the winter months, when other food is scarce

and waste kernels can be picked up in the fields. If any kind of

grain is preferred by a certain species, we should expect the bird

to subsist upon that grain almost exclusively when it can be obtained,

that is, at harvest time. That this is not the case, is shown by the

fact that many birds of the same species have been shot at the same
time in a grainfield, and while some stomachs were full of grain,

others were only partly filled, and still others were wholly filled with

other food. So many cases of this kind have occurred that it seems

practically certain that few birds willingly subsist exclusively upon
any kind of grain for a considerable length of time. With many
species this is in notable contrast to their marked fondness for the

seeds of certain useless plants, upon which at some seasons they sub-

sist almost entirely.

If it be admitted that birds do not as a rule display an inordinate

appetite for grain, the question naturally arises: What is the cause

of the tremendous ravages they sometimes commit? Both stomach
examination and field observation point to the same answer: Too
many birds of the same or closely allied species are gathered together

within a limited area.

As already pointed out, the Upper Mississippi region presents such

exceptionally favorable breeding grounds for blackbirds, especially

the redwing and yellowhead, that they swarm there in countless

numbers. Settlement and cultivation have not yet encroached mate-
rially upon their haunts, but have added a source of food, which,

coming before the great natural supply, has served to render the race

more vigorous and prolific.

An attempt to exterminate these species would be not only ill-

advi.Md but hopeless. States have offered bounties for their destruc-

tion without perceptibly thinning their ranks. Is there, then, any
remedy I'm- the evil? The writer is forced to confess that lie has
none to suggest, except in the case of crows and blackbirds that pull

up sprouting corn. This can be prevented by thoroughly tarring the

1 A 9 7 23
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seed, which, if properly done, neither Injures its vitality nor

rents the nee <•!' machinery in planting. There is, however, some

hope t»>r the future, though perhaps a distant <»n<-. While the

advance of civilization has thus far not affected these birds or their

haunts, the time must surely come when it will. Increased density

of population will broaden the area of cultivation, and this in time

must 1»-ad to the draining of the smaller marshes and ponds, thus

turning over to agriculture much land that has heretofore been worse

than waste, since it has aeri ed as a breeding ground tor the birds that

e destroyed the crops. With the breeding places more restricted

and an environment otherwise changed by increased population, the

number of birds must surely decrease, and in time the proper equi-

librium will be restored. In the meantime, it behooves the fanner to

apply Such remedies as the exigencies of the ease suggest, and

where these gregarious Species are overabundant it might be well

to exempt them from the general protective laws, in order that each

landholder may be free to protect himself as best he can.
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By P. L \Mso\-Sci:ir.M i:.

. Vgrostologizt.

iNTiKinn HON.

There are few subjects relative to grasses of more genera] Interest

than thai of lawns. Nothing is more beautiful than a well-kept

lawn, whether it he of largo or small extent. Even the small plots

fronting city dwellings are points of attraction when covered with a

soft, even turf. Lawns are the most fascinating and delightful fea-

tures in landscape gardening, and there is nothing which more si rongly

bespeaks the character of the owner than the treatment and adorn-

ment of the lawns upon his place. How to establish lawns and the

varieties of grasses best suited for the purpose are among the most

frequent inquiries received by the Division of Agrostology. It is the

general desire to have a lawn made quickly, to have the turf fine as

well as permanent, and these results are often expected under impossi-

ble conditions. Fineness and permanency may be secured, but they

are results which can not be obtained by hasty and unskilled prepa-

ration, A perfect lawn can not be made in a season, and the highest

excellence sought comes only through intelligent care for a period of

j*ears. A green surface may be secured within a few months under

favorable conditions, but a soft, velvety turf, which is both a delight

to view and to walk on, comes only with years of patient care.

With the object of obtaining as full data as possible regarding the

niethods employed in the establishment and maintenance of lawns in

various parts of the United States, a circular of inquiry was addressed

to the superintendents of public parks and others known to be engaged
in this work. Replies were received from points covering a range

from Maine to Washington and southward to Florida, Texas, and
southern California. 1 The series of questions asked embraced the

Leading features of the work under discussion, and it is upon the

replies received from these correspondents, together with the personal

observation and experience of the writer, that this paper is based.

The topics presented in the circular were:

(1) The preparation of the land for lawns.

(2) The kind or kinds of fertilizers used in the preparation of the soil, and
Bequently upon the lawns.

The variety used where there is much shade. 1

(4) The variety or kind of seed used.

'Thanks ar«- here expressed to all who so kindly and fully responded to this

circular.

aed by sonic to refer I i fertilizers, which was really intended, and by

others to the kind of grass csed.
335
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The Amount of i le l used per acre, or for number of iqnare yard*
'i be time of seeding.

:' cutting! In i Be—on.

Tbeobief obstacles to be overcom.- In the formation of a perfect lawn.

(0) What i
used alone, is regarded as beet for general ni

PBEPARA i [( >N OF THE l.and.

In what follows, proper grading and thorough drainage are pre-

supposed. A well-drained soil is of the first importance and is abso-

lutely necessary to success. Win- re the process of gradinghas involved

much filling in, time should be allowed for the settling of the soil, and

during this period a hoed crop may be cultivated on the land to

advantage. It' the land is very weedy, the cultivation of corn or pota-

toes for a season will assist in reducing the stock of weeds. It must

be remembered that the lawn when once formed is to remain undis-

turbed; the sward is to he permanent, and hence the importance of

most thorough preparation of the soil. In most cases, particularly in

the Eastern and Northern States, a Liberal application of fertilizers is

necessary. If the land is native sod, this should be top-dressed in the

fall with well rotted stable or barnyard manure, and the sod then

turned by plowing. The decomposition of this sod will add to the

soil that most valuable fertilizing element, humus. In the following

spring a top-dressing of old, well-composted manure should be applied

at the rate of 8 to 12 cords to the acre, according to the natural fer-

tility of the soil, and the land cross plowed. The surface then should

be made as fine as possible by repeated harrowings and thorough roll-

ing before the seed is sown. The deeper the soil is stirred in plowing

the better the results and the less care will be required in keeping.the

grass in good condition.

The nature of the subsoil has great influence upon the growth of

the grass and the permanence and beauty of the lawn. Over a light

and gravelly subsoil the grass is not infrequently destroyed by sum-

mer drought. The best soil for the formation of the lawn is a fine,

sandy loam over clay subsoil. Where the effects of heat and drought

are most severely felt, the soil must be most deeply and thoroughly

worked in its preparation. It not infrequently happens in the case

of dooryards and plots surrounding city and suburban residences that

the soil is largely composed of the earth excavated in making the

foundations. This earth is entirely unsuited for the growth of grass,

and, where a lawn is desired, should be entirely removed or covered to

a sufficient depth with fine earth rich in humus, to insure the healthy

and permanent growth of the grass. This added soil should be at least

1 foot in depth, and a depth of 2 feet will repay the extra labor in

the final results.

In the Western States and in the South it is not customary to stir

the soil so deeply as recommended above. The practice, however,
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can well be applied in most Localities in 1 1 1 * * South, but in the West,

where the soil conditions are essentially different from those in the

East, the method pursued must be governed by the local require-

ments. A coarse, uneven soil will only yield coarse grasses and a

finely worked soil and evenly worked surface will produce iln* finer

sons, w liich alone arc desirable.

II. UTILIZERS.

Reference lias already been made to the use of well-rotted barnyard

or stable manure in the preparation of the land for lawns. This is

the besl fertilizer to applywhen it is to be plowed under, but only old

and well-composted manure should be used. When such can not be

obtained, commercial fertilizers ma}' be substituted, and with these a

liberal supply of lime and bone meal can be worked into the soil

before seeding. Where it is necessary to apply fertilizers after the

grass has started in order to maintain fertility, land plaster, bone meal,

nitrate of soda, and hard-wood ashes are most commonVy employed.

A fall dressing of clear sheep manure, 3 to 5 tons per acre, followed

by an early spring dressing of unleached hard-wood ashes (containing

8 per cent potash) at the rate of 3 to 5 tons per acre, according to the

fertility of the soil, is advised by one correspondent.

A common practice is to top-dress lawns in the fall or early winter

with a fine compost, adding in the spring a dressing of bone meal and
hard-wood ashes; in the place of the fall dressing of compost, hard-wood

ashes may be substituted. A too frequent use of hard-wood ashes,

however, is to be avoided, as it will induce the growth of clover at

the expense of the grasses. Bone meal, hard-wood ashes, and lime are

the fertilizers most generally used to maintain the fertility of the

lawn, whether shaded or exposed to the sun. When the soil has been
properly prepared and enriched, there is little difficulty in securing a

good growth of grass under trees if the branches are not too low.

SELECTION OF LAWN GRASSES.

The value and beauty of a lawn depends upon the color, texture,

and t n rf-forming habit of the grass selected. A grass maybe of good

color but harsh in texture and incapable of producing a turf, or it

may form a good sward and have a satisfactory texture, but be defi-

cient, or even unsightly, in color.

TURF-FORMING GRASSES.

The quality of forming turf is of first importance in the selection

of a lawn grass, for unless it possesses a good turf-forming habit it

<an have no value as a lawn grass, however excellent it be in color or

texture. The turf-forming grasses are chiefly natives of the moist,

temperate regions of the world. In the semiarid < M > t ricts of the Wesl
and Southwest tin- grasses an- for the most pari " bunch grasses,"
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growing iii isolated bunches, forming no oontinnons turf meh as is

11 in tin- pastures and meadows of the Bast. In th<- Tropic

eepting upon the higher mountains, turf-forming grasses are almost

unknown, the native species belonging chiefly to the class termed

jungle grasses.

only those grasses with creeping pootstooks or with a prosli

creeping habit of growth form a continuous turf, and hence are the

only varieties furnishing Lawn grasses. Orchard grass has uo place

upon the lawn, because it is a bunch grass, and how <-\ er closely clipped

and frequently rolled it maintains its characteristic tussock-like

growth, as shown on PI. VIII, fig. 2, which represents a small area of

closely mown orchard grass, Been from above. The mass of Leaves

arc grouped in tufts, or bunches, and parts of three of 1 hex- t lifts fl

shown in the illustration, which is an engraving from a photograph

taken in the turf garden of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment

station. In marked contrast with orchard grass, both in uniformity

of surface and fineness of Leafage, is Kentucky blue grass, shown for

comparison on 1*1. VIII, iig. 1.

Kentucky blue grass forms sod by its creeping rhizomes, which are

all under ground. These send up at frequent intervals leafy shoots,

which form the turf of the lawn. Under the most favorable circum-

stances these leafy shoots are rarely so numerous or fine as to make
the BOft springy turf so much desired in lawns. This latter quality is

possessed in a marked degree by some of the liner varieties of the

fescues and bent grasses. Bermuda grass, carefully managed, makes

a tine elastic turf, pleasant to walk on, scarcely inferior to some of

the liner varieties of creeping bent.

Turf grasses are the pasture grasses of the New England and

Middle States. Nowhere will we find a better turf, of finer or more

even texture or more pleasant to walk on, than in some of the pas-

tures near the New England eoast, which have been grazed by sheep

for the past hundred years or more. Where these pastures have

been grazed the closest and trampled the most there will be the

closest and most even turf, composed generally of a single variety of

grass. Such turf as we are considering (turf suitable for lawns) is

produced either by the grazing of stock, particularly sheep, or by the

frequent and intelligent use of the lawn mower and the roller. The

value of sheep in turf formation is recognized by the managers of

public parks and has been taken advantage of by some. This is nota-

bly the case in Central Park, New York, and Druid Hill Park, Balti-

more. (See PI. IX, tigs. 1 and 2.)

COLOR.

A deep rich emerald green is the shade most desired in a lawn

grass, as it is generally pleasing and certainly the most beautiful of

all tints. No grass in the Northern and Middle States fills this require-
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Fiq. 1.-A Turf of Kentucky Blue Grass <as seen from above,

DESIGNED TO SHOW TEXTURE'.

Fig. 2.—A Turf of Orchard Grass (as seen from above, designed to show character

of Turf formed^
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Fig. 1.—The Lawn Mowers, or Turf Makers, of Central Park, New York.

Fiq. 2. The Lawn Mowers, or Turf Makers, of Druid Hill Park. Baltimore. Md.
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menl bo well as Kentucky blue grass; the color of iliis grass when
grown under favorable circumstances may be regarded as the stand-

ard upon which to base comparisons. Different varieties of Ken-

tucky blue grass show slight variations in color, some being Lighter

than others, but upon the whole the deep rich shade of green may be

relied upon. Some of the fescues possess an equally deep shade of

green, but the best turf-forming varieties of this class usually have a

grayish tint which Is n\ore or less objectionable. Creeping bent and
Rhode Island bent are much alike in color, but they arc consider-

ably Lighter than Kentucky blue grass, and should this be regarded

a fault ii is fully counterbalanced by their finer texture and superior

turf-forming habit. Italian ryegrass has a good color, and the fine-

leafed variety of perennial v\(> grass IS by no means an inferior

lawn grass. The color of these rye grasses is not very different

from that of Kentucky blue grass, but there is a marked difference

in the appearance of the herbage; the surface of the leaves of peren-

nial rye has a shining or polished appearance not apparent in Ken-
tucky blue grass. The color of Bermuda grass during the summer
season is highly pleasing, but it turns brown upon the approach of

cold weather, making it an undesirable lawn grass excepting in the

warmer parts of the South, unless it be for residences occupied only

during the summer months. It is a common grass in the vicinity of

Washington, D. C, where it is locally known as wire grass, and fre-

quently appeals as a weed upon blue-grass lawns'. Its presence in

such lawns is not usually detected until under the first frosts the

Bermuda turns to a light brown, when it becomes conspicuous by
disfiguring the appearance of the turf. The color of St. Augustine
grass is inferior to that of Bermuda, but that of Louisiana grass,

sometimes used as a lawn grass in the far South, is quite equal lo it

in point of color.

TEXTURE.

Reference has already been made to the degree of fineness of sev-

eral varieties of grasses, but the narrowness of the leaf blade does
not always determine the texture. Some of the varieties of fescues

have exceedingly narrow or thread-like leaves (PI. X, fig. 1), but the

turf formed by them may be harsh and unpleasant to the touch.

( Hher grasses again may have comparatively broad leaves, which are
soft and flexible, and the turf they produce may possess a desirable

text ore. Bermuda grass under the lawn mower yields a turf of excel-

lent quality, the short, leafy stems become densely crowded, forming
ft, cushion-like sward (PI. XI, fig. 2). St. Augustine grass is

much inferior to Bermuda In this respect, and Korean lawn grass,

which may be cultivated in Southern latitudes, has coarse, somewhat
rigid Leaves, and is decidedly harsh. Buffalo grass (PL XI, fig. 1)

mak<-s a fine, soft, and pleasing turf, s<> far as its texture is con-
cerned, and when procurable may be substituted for Bermuda, as it
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will thrive in drier .situations or in more arid climates. Tin- I.

litre of Kentucky blue grass (PL \'III, fig. L) is only fairly good, and
while we nave selected Kentucky blue grass to represent the standard

of color, the standard of texture must be represented by the fine and

I benl grasses (PI, XII, figs. I and 2). Thej make ;i turf soft as

velvet, A uniform turf of creeping benl (PL XII, fig. 1), carefully

managed, carries with it the idea of richness represented by costly

garments or rich tapestries and carpets.

These illustrations of turf formed by cultures of single varieties of

grass should be compared with that composed chiefly of Kentucky
blue grass and white clover (see PL X, fig. 2). The uniform and

even character of the former is exhibited in striking contrast with

the latter, which is uneven, irregular, and far less pleasing to the eye.

VARIETIES.

The principal lawn grasses of this country are Kentucky blue grass,

creeping bent, and Rhode Island bent, the first a species of Poa (Poa

pratensis), the latter belonging to the genus Agrostis (Agrostis

stolonifcra and A. canina). White or Dutch clover is often sown

with Kentucky blue grass, and this mixture is not objectionable,

because the shade of green in the clover is nearly the same as that of

the grass. There are several of the fine-leafed fescues, the names of

which are not well known, which are also valuable lawn grasses in

the regions where Kentucky blue grass may be grown. It can not

be too strongly emphasized that the best lawns—those presenting the

best turf and greatest uniformity in color and texture—consist of

pure cultures of single varieties.

Other grasses occasionally recommended for lawns, especially in

"lawn-grass mixtures," are Canadian blue grass, crested dog's-tail,

creeping fescue, rough-stalked meadow grass, meadow foxtail, velvet

grass, and sweet vernal grass. It is only necessary to say here regard-

ing mixed seeds for lawns that under certain conditions, as in wood-

land parks, which will be grazed rather than subject to the lawn

mower and roller, or upon terrace slopes and road embankments,

mixtures may be used.

Canadian blue grass is a native, and when properly handled makes

a beautiful, deep, rich bluish-green sward. It is especially valuable

for holding terraces, even better suited for this purpose than Ken-

tucky blue grass.

Crested dog's-tail grass is a soft, rather fine-leafed grass, which has

been sparingly cultivated in this country. By some it is regarded

an excellent lawn grass, but it has no qualities superior to the lawn

grasses recommended above, excepting perhaps for shaded places,

and in most respects is inferior to them. It may be used in mixtures

for woodland parks.
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Fig. 1.—A Turf of Fine-leafed Fescue Grass (as seen from
ABOVE, DESIGNED TO SHOW TEXTURE).

Fig. 2.—A Turf of mixed Grasses and White Clover (A8 seen from above, designed
TO SHOW TEXTURE'.
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Fiq. 1.—A Turf of Buffalo Grass (as seen from above,

DESIGNED TO SHOW TEXTURE'.

Fig. 2. A Turf of Bermuda Grass «as seen from above,

DESIGNED TO SHOW TEXTURE).
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Fig. 1.—A Turf of a Fine-leafed Bent Grass (as seen from above, designed to
show Texture).

Fig. 2.—A Turf of a Coarse-leafed Bent Grass 'as seen from above, designed to
show Texturei.
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Creeping fescue makes a fair turf and ma\ be used apon sandy

soils, although its use is not recommended. Nowhere can be found

blue-grass lawns of finer appearance, either in color, purity, or tex-

ture, than in some of the yards in Provincetown, .Mass., where the soil

is sandj in the highest degree.

Rough-stalked meadow grass is adapted to low-lying, damp, and

more or less shady sit u.ii i«>ns.

Meadow foxtail grass has been recommended for addition to mixtures

of lawn-grass seed \'^\- Northern and .Middle stales. It makes a fairly

I turf when sown alone and properly treated, bul its aseisnot
recommended excepting in damp, shaded situations.

Velvet grass, or velvet lawn grass, as it is sometimes called, can

only ho classed as a weed when growing upon lawns. Its presence

in the lawn only servos to disfigure it.

Sweet vernal grass adds no feature of value to the lawn, and should

never enter into any law n mixtures, even where the use of mixtures

may still be persisted, in.

The use of white, or Dutch, clover in connection with Kentucky
blue grass is common. When these two are combined they may be
mixed at the rate of G to 8 pounds of white clover to 25 or 30 pounds
of Kentucky blue grass.

LAWN GRASSES FOR THE SOUTH.

In the far South and Southwest, where Kentucky blue grass and
the bent grasses can not be successfully grown, other turf-forming

grasses must be sought. There are several of these grasses which
will withstand warm temperate or subtropical climates. The best

known of these is Bermuda grass. This grass makes a very beautiful,

i green, fine turf under the lawn mower, and thrives in the heat of

midsummer. In the latitude of the District of Columbia, when treated

as other turf-forming species, it has exhibited its good qualities to

perfection. Excepting in the far South, however, it is not a desir-

able lawn grass, as it quickly turns brown upon the approach of cold

weal her and is rather late in becoming green in the spring.

There is a variety of Bermuda grass occurring in some parts of

Florida, where it has attracted attention under the name of St. Lucie

grass. It is regarded as a more desirable grass for lawns than the

ordinary form, because it does not root so deeply and is less liable to

become a pest by spreading into cultivated fields.

Another grass largely used in the South Atlantic and Gulf Coast

regions for lawns is St. Augustine grass, or, as it is locally known,
Charleston lawn grass (the Buffalo grass of Australia). This grass

will grow in more moist sit nat ions than Bermuda, and is the species

chiefly osed in some of the Southern cities, as, for example, Charles-

ton. S. (\ Although similar in habit of growth to liermnda, it has

much coarser stems, the leaves are broader and more rigid and of
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Lees p] oolor, being much lighter in tint, and it requires more

8 in its management.
Both Bermuda and St, Augustta is are used for lawns in Jack-

sonville, Fla., ill*- former being selected for the higher, drier placi

and ilif latter for Locations where the ^<>il is somewhal moist. Texas

blue grass may prove to be a valuable lawn grass for the South. Its

color is excellent, texture fairly good, and it is at its best during the

winter months.

SELECTION I >F SEED.

The greatest care should be taken to procure seeds of the very best

quality of the variety desired. The highest priced seed is the cheap-

est in the end. A cheap grade may always be looked upon with sus-

picion, and is usually dear at any price, and the sowing of seed of any

grade upon a poorly prepared seed bed is wasteful.

It has long been a common practice to use a variety of seeds or

so-called "lawn mixtures" in seeding down lawns. Those advocating

these mixtures argue that there is no one grass which will suit the

ordinary lawn maker, as he wants a lawn quickly, he wants a lawn

tine, and he wants it to be permanent, results which it is claimed can

only be obtained by mixtures. Further, it is asserted that the variety

in the mixture best suited to the soil and climatic conditions will

eventually run out the others, and the lawn will finally become com-

posed of a single species. This course will manifestly cause a deho-

rn securing a satisfactory turf, and when there are several varieties

of grasses combined the liability of introducing weed seeds is greatly

increased.

One of the chief features of beauty in a lawn, as already stated, is

uniformity of color, and this can not be obtained by a mixture of vari-

eties of grasses; the color will always be mottled and irregular.

Under the most favorable conditions it is difficult to procure absolute

uniformity in color, for there is likely to be variation in the shade of

tint between individuals of the same species.

Uniformity of texture is imx)ossible where two or more varieties of

grasses are sown; no two species possess exactly the same degree

of fineness, and even individual plants or strains of the same species

are apt to vary in this particular.

The mixing of creeping bent with Kentucky blue grass is like mix-

ing the good with the bad, and such a combination has a real disad-

vantage, which is particularly manifest in the later autumn months

when the distinctive coloring of these two grasses is especially pro-

nounced. The lawn composed of these two species is then almost

unsightly because of its decided mottled appearance; the dark green

of the blue grass stands out in striking contrast with the paler color

of the creeping bent. For the same reason, white clover should

never be sown with the bent grasses.
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AMOUNT OF SEED I'SKD PBB ACRE.

The amount of seed to be used will depend somewhat upon the

character of the soil, bul more particularly upon the quality and

k i 1 1 < 1 of the seed used. The seed, of course, should be sown much

more thickly than for hay production, and allowance has to be made
for the thoroughness with which the seed has been cleaned from

chaff. Rhode Island benl and creeping benl are both likely to con-

tain a Large amounl of chaff and imperfect seeds, and the quantity of

Beed sown should be sufficient to make allowance Cor this. [Jnder

the new methods of cleaning seeds of Kentucky blue grass, the chaff

is almost entirely removed, but in the case of this grass there is often

a Lack of vitality, or germinative power, and it is always best to use a

liberal quantity in seeding down the lawn.

Mr. William Doogue, superintendent of public grounds, Boston,

sows 4 bushels of Kentucky blue grass and redtop mixed in equal

parts, to which about 6 pounds of white clover have been added, to

the acre, or 1 peck to 300 square yards. Owing to the great variat ion

in the weight per bushel of grass seeds of the same kind (due to the

presence of more or less chaff), it is best to base the amount upon

weight lather than measure, and from 50 to GO pounds of seed of fine

quality is not too much to use upon an acre of ground, or 1£ pounds

to 100 square yards, poor land requiring more seed than fertile land.

Some advise as much as 100 pounds of seed to the acre.

TIME OF SEEDING.

In the State of Washington the time for seeding is given as from

September until April ; in Florida during the wet season, from June

until September. It maybe stated here, however, that in the latter

State seed is rarely used, as the lawn grasses are St. Augustine and

Bermuda, which are usually propagated by cuttings. In North Caro-

lina, March is specified as the time for sowing lawn grass seed. In

New England the seed may be sown from the middle of April to the

middle of Mayor from the middle of August to the middle of Sep-

tember.

If the seed is sown in the spring, it should be as early as possible,

or as soon as the land is in condition to receive it, in order that the

young plants may become sufficiently well established to withstand

the often dry and hot summer months. This applies, of course, to

regions where Kentucky blue grass or the bent grasses are used for

lawns. Another advantage of very early spring planting is that it

enables the grass to get ahead of the annual weeds, which are not

usually troublesome before midsummer. If seeding is done in the

fall, it is necessary to sow the seed sufficiently early to enable the

grass to become well rooted before severe winter weather sets in.

5Toung Beedlings are likely to be killed by winter freezing or thrown
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out of the ground and destroyed by frosts. Fall planting has this

advantage, that the grass, if it passes through the winter successfully,

[A in oonditiou to crowd on1 weeds the following season, and at the

same time be sufficiently well rooted to resist Bummer droughts.

MANNER OF SEEDING.

The Beed must be sown or scattered evenly over the surface if a

patchy and unsightly growth is to be avoided. It Is best to selects

time when there is Little or no wind, and, if possible, immediately

previous to au expected rain. Care must be taken not to cover the

I too deeply. A very light raking or brushing may be allowed, and
is even advantageous, but generally rolling will be sufficient. The
rolling is necessary to make the surface soil firm, to press the seeds

into close contact with the earth, and to render the surface smooth

and even. The germination of the seed largely depends upon the

depth to which it is covered. An eighth of an inch of earth is ample

covering for most grass seeds, while Kentucky blue grass is said to

germinate best when exposed to the light, and consequently not cov-

ered at all.

TRANSPLANTING TURF.

When there is a ready and abundant water supply turf may be

transplanted at any time, and the same may be said in regard to

seeding; good lawns may be made whenever the soil is in good

condition.

Where pure cultures can be obtained, which is very rare, unless

they have been previously prepared, the turf of Kentucky blue grass

or bent grass may be used in making a lawn. This turf, if in ample
quantity, may be carefully cut and transplanted to the lawn, covering

the surface of the latter completely, being well pressed down upon
the previously prepared earth. Where the supply of pure turf is

limited, but still can be obtained, it may be cut into small pieces

2 or 3 inches square, and these set out at intervals of G to 8 inches,

being pressed into the soil about one-half inch below the uncovered

surface, which will eventually settle a little, and if the soil has been

properly prepared the growth of the grass will soon cover the ground

and make a satisfactory sward much more quickly than can be

obtained by seeding (see PI. XIII, fig. 1). This method has the

advantage, too, of insuring the production of exactly the kind of turf

desired, a result not always obtained by sowing seed. A lawn of lim-

ited extent planted in this way at Washington, D. C, early in Sep-

tember was fairly well covered with grass by December 1.

Where there are steep slopes to be covered, as in the formation of

terraces, it may be impossible to establish a turf by seeding, owing
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Fig. 1 .-Transplanting Turf at the Turf Garden. South Manchester. Conn.

Fig. 2.- Lawn in Public Gardens. Boston. Mass.
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to the liability of the seed bed being washed down by rains, [nsnch

cases it becomes necessary to use sods or turf, which should be cut, in

Long strips and laid at righl angles to the slope. When the incline is

\ ,i \ steep the sods must be fixed or held in place by wooden pins LO or

L2 inches long, driven in at more or less frequent intervals, according

to the necessit ies of I he case.

The Using of t arf of mixed grasses, such as is usually obtained when

an order is given for turfing a lawn, is not to be recommended. Such

turf can never be made to present a sat Lsfactory appearance, and will

always be a source of annoyance and trouble. Ii is only when turf of

good quality can l>c procured that it should be used at all, even along

walks and around flower beds. Here the use of poor turf would bo

no better than seeding.

MOWING THE LAWN.

The number of times the lawn should be cut will depend very much
upon the character of the season or the amount of irrigation. In the

turf garden of the Connecticut Experiment Station the grass is cut

eighty times or more during the season. Ordinarily, in parks at least,

the lawn is mown every week or ten days, although in some sections

where the soil is good and there is a continuous growth of grass the

lawn mower is kept constantly going. The oftener the lawn is mown
and the more frequently it is rolled the better and finer the turf.

The grass should not be allowed to attain such a growth that when
cut there will be any decided change in color. The lawn should be

kept close cut, and this can only be done by frequent mowings. Dur-

ing the dry summer months it is best not to cut so close as in the

spring or fall; this applies to parks and lawns of large extent. Too

close cutting in midsummer is apt to expose the roots to the burning

influence of the summer sun. Mowing should begin as soon as growth

starts in the spring, and ought to be discontinued in the regions

where the winters are severe by the first of September or October.

OBSTACLES TO BE OVERCOME.

The principal obstacles to be overcome in the establishment of a

perfect lawn are poor soil, bad drainage, dry weather, inadequate

water supply, and weeds. Poor soil and drainage are overcome by

thorough preparation and enrichment of the land, as already pointed

out . When this has been properly done the other obstacles mentioned
are of small moment even if dry weather prevails. On a well-drained

and well-pulverized soil the grass is in a position to withstand drought.

In other words, the ill effect of inadequate Irrigation may be largely

overcome by this initial preparation of the soil.

Until the turf is well formed constant attention is necessary to pre-

x 4-iii the invasion of weeds. They should be removed upon their lirst
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appearance, and in no case allowed bo gain a foothold, for when once
established their removal becomes irerj laborious. Annual w

like foxtail and crab grass, may !><• removed readily, but perenn
such as dandelions and plantains, are more difficult of eradication,

and where weeds of this character have been allowed to become at all

abundant, the simplest remedy, generally speaking, Is to plow the
land and star! afresh. Crab grass is becoming a very serious peel in

lawns in the Central States. ^Phis grass seeds freely and grows
during the hottest midsummer months when Kent ncky blu< and
tho bent grasses are vegetating but little. The seeds appear to be

scattered everywhere; they germinate quickly, and where there is the

least hit of room available upon the lawn, crab grass seizes upon it, ami
soon, by its persistence and vigor of growth, will cover considerable
areas by crowding out other grasses. Crab grass is likely to be over-

looked when it first appears, but later in the season, al the beginning
of eoo! weather, it turns brown and reveals itself by disfiguring the

lawn with more or less extended patches of dead vegetation. There
is hardly anything more unsightly in the lawn than this dead growth
of crab grass. In the early spring the areas which crab grass occu-

pied the previous season are usually filled by the little annual spear

grass or by duckweed or other quick-growing weeds of various kinds.

When the lawn is infested with crab grass, it should be removed by
pulling or raking, fertilizers added, the ground reseeded and rolled.

In the vicinity of Washington, D. C, Bermuda grass often becomes a

pest upon blue-grass lawns, and like crab grass, its presence is not

usually detected until the cool weather of autumn, at which time its

leaves and stems turn brown; it is then readily distinguished from

crab grass by its much lighter color. When the lawn has once become
infested with Bermuda grass, there is little else to be done but to

encourage its growth or to plow up the land and reseed, being careful

at the same time to remove all Bermuda grass stems and roots; crab

giass is an annual and is removed with less difficulty.

A species of Paspdlum is often a troublesome weed upon lawns,

particularly from Pennsylvania southward. It is not uncommon to

see this grass usurp all the space in small dooryards or grassplots.

It is a rather hard and wiry-stemmed grass, with comparatively broad

leaves, and is totally unfit for making turf. It is, however, more
easily removed than Bermuda grass. Another common weedy grass

found in lawns and dooryards is goose grass (Eleusi)ie indica). It is

a coarse annual, and in its persistent growth is scarcely less annojung
than crab grass. Lawns infested hy it should be treated in the same
way as recommended for crab grass. There arc many grasses which
are likely to spring up in the lawn if opportunity is given them, and
it is quite rare to find a lawn entirely free from weeds.
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Ml
Fig. 1.—A Lawn at Newport, R. i.

Fio. 2. A Bit of Landscape with shaded Lawn. Fairmount Park, Philadelphia, Pa.
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A PERFECT LAWN.

li will i>e understood from what has been said, thai the selection of

the variety in making a lawn must depend upon circumstances and

the taste of those Cor whom the lawn is made The varieties suited

to temperate climates, not subject to excessive drought or where

wain- may 1><- employed, are Kentucky blue grass, Rhode [eland bent,

and creeping bent. Porshaded streets ami parks, hard fescue and

various-leafed fescue, especially I ho Latter, may be used to advantage;

and in northern latitudes, woodland meadow grass is a desirable

variety for shaded situations. In the warmer portions of the South,

Bermuda and the variety known as St. Lucie grass stand first; and

when the soil is somewhat moist or very sandy, St. Augustine grass

may!)* 4 substituted. Curly mesquito is recommended for trial in

the warmer regions of the Southwest, too dry for the successful culti-

vation of Bermuda. The three grasses last named are most readily

propagated by transplanting the rooted stems. Under favorable con-

ditions these grasses will spread rapidly and soon cover the soil with a

turf varying in fineness according to the species. Among the finest

lawns in this country are some of those at Newport, II. I. The best

of these are composed almost entirely of either creeping bent or

Rhode Island bent. There is ample moisture, and no labor is spared

in keeping the surface in perfect order by frequent cuttings and roll-

ing and by removal of all weeds. Nothing can be more beautiful

than these broad, unbroken stretches of velvet-like sward. (See PL

XlV.flg.l.)

A perfect lawn consists of the growth of a single variety of grass

with a smooth, even surface, uniform color, and an elastic turf which
has become, through constant care, so fine and so close in texture

as to exclude weeds,' which, appearing, should be at once removed.

Briefly, such a lawn may be secured by thorough preparation of the

soil and the application of suitable fertilizers; by seeding with pure
seed of the highest quality; by proper attention to irrigation and the

maintenance of fertility; by the prompt removal of weeds, and,

finally, by the frequent and intelligent use of the roller and lawn*

mower.

REPLIES TO CIRCULAR LETTERS OF INQUIRY.

In the beginning of this paper reference is made to the .replies

received in answer to a circular letter issued by the Depart meal
relative to the subject of lawns. It can not fail to be of interest

to quote here some of these replies, and it is to be regretted thai only

a few can be presented. These, however, represent widely distant

and diverse sections of the country. The numbers preceding the

paragraphs in the replies correspond to the questions in the circular

mentioned on pages 355 and :>56.
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From Mi-. William Doogue, superintendent of publicgrounds depart-
ment, Boston, Mass.

:

That the conversion of land into suitable soil for a permanent, satisfactory

lawn depends wholly upon the condition of the land to be utilized. If tho land

consists of a natural deep alluvial soil, with a clayey subsoil basis, the work of

rsiun should bo a comparatively easy task. Early in September the land

sh raid receive a deep subsoil plowing, turning down the sward in every case to

enable it to decompose and become fibrous and alluvial. As early as practicable

in the spring the whole surface should receive a coating of five-year-old composted
cow manure, at tho rate of 10 to 12 cords to tho acre. It should then bo cross

plowed.

(2) The manure, however, should bo applied intelligently, and not promiscu-

ously, according to tho fertility of the soil. A shallow soil, resting upon a silicious

or sandy bottom, is totally unsuitable, while a light soil, resting upon a friable or

clayey bottom, generally insures a satisfactory lawn. If the land is covered with

a vegetable deposit which has accumulated an accretion of matter for years, from
falling leaves, etc., it is all the more preferable. Hard, dry soils or stiff clays,

where great detrition frequently takes place, are undesirable. Wet lowland
should bo well underdrained and sweetened. Lowland which has been pre-

viously cultivated may bo chosen when it has a good depth, is easily drained, and
is capable of being improved by the application of suitable manures. Worn-out
land is an unprofitable and uncertain quantity to experiment with. For fall

dressing, clear sheep manure, 3 to 5 tons per acre, is the best. For early spring

dressing, Canada hard-wood ashes, 8 per cent potash, from 3 to 5 tons per acre,

according to the fertility of the soil.

^3) A liberal allowance of Canada hard-wood ashes where there is much shade. 1

(4) Kentucky blue grass and redtop, equal parts, 4 bushels per acre, of pure,

clean seed, with about 6 pounds of Dutch white clover added.

(5) One peek of seed will sow 2,722 square feet; 1 bushel will sow 10,890 square

feet; 4 bushels will sow 43,560 square feet. Kentucky blue grass mixed with

white Dutch clover is preferable, although I have had excellent success with red-

top and white clover.

(G) The time of seeding in the spring is from the middle of April to the middle

of May; for fall seeding, it is from the middle of August to the middle of Sep-

tember.

(?) The number of " cuttings " depends wholly upon climatic influences. From
the first of May to the middle of October we average weekly "cuttings."

(8) If the foregoing directions are adhered to there will be no obstacles to

• overcome.

The questions propounded in your circular lead me to presume the employment
of intelligent and skilled labor in the execution of the minor details of harrowing,

leveling, grading, seeding, rolling, and, finally, the general contour of the land-

scape, etc., which should be in perfect harmony with the mansion and surround-

ing embellishments.

From Mr. C. D. Beadle, Biltmore, N. C.

:

(1) The preparation of the ground being the most important step in making a

lawn in western North Carolina, we endeavor to thoroughly plow and subsoil the

area to be seeded and to finely pulverize a few inches of the surface, making the

1 S^e report of superintendent of Greenwood Cemetery, New York, upon this

subject.
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mechanical condition as nearly perfect aa possible. During the progressed the

operations above outlined liberal quantities of fertilizers are thoroughly Incor-

por led.

Lime, well rotted manure, bone meal.

We make no change.

i it Kentucky Mm* grass (/'"" pratenais) and a little white clover {Trifolium

s). [fverj quick reaulta are deeired the introduction of the redtop {Agrottii

vulgaris) will greatly hasten the effect, but this speciea is Inclined to be very

short lived at Lilt more.

Three Or 1 bushels per acre.

March.

(?) As often as a cutting will improve the appearance, taking the precaution,

iver, to leave the grass a little long (luring the late fall as a protection in

winter.

Proper drainage and fertility of the soil, and especially to get the surface

all alike as to its fertility.

('.)) Kentucky blue grass (Poa loratcnsis) decidedly, with us.

From Mr. A. F. Harley, city engineer, Jacksonville, Fla.

:

(1) We find it most economical to keep the land perfectly clean, that is, to

remove all growth that may be made during the first season from that portion of

tiie land we expect to plant in grass.

(2) We fertilize the land during this period with stable manure and ashes from

our crematory.

()) In low and wet land would advise planting the St. Augustine grass and in

lighter soils the Bermuda grass.

(4) We hardly ever use seed, preferring in every instance to plant the grass

in rows.

(•")) See reply to No. 4 above.

((>) During the wet season, from June until September.

(7) Our lawn mowers are in constant use.

(8) The land to be clean, that is, capable of producing no other variety than

that planted.

(9) For general use, I would recommend Bermuda grass.

From Mr. J. F. Foster, general superintendent and engineer, South

Park commissioners, Chicago, 111.

:

(1) About 8 to 10 inches of the best vegetable mold that can be obtained in

this locality at a reasonable cost is spread upon the surface graded for lawns, and
il not of the best quality, rich manure from the stock yards is spaded into it. It

is well pulverized, rolled, and seeded.

(2) The only fertilizer that we have used is manure from the stock yards, which
has been piled up five or six years, and is very rich. This is spread upon the lawns
to a depth of perhaps one-half inch every two years.

(4) Fancy-chaff redtop, Kentucky blue grass, white clover, and fancy redtop,

in proportions of 39, 81, 12, and 42, respectively, based on weight.

S About 1 bushels to the acre.

(6) During the month of April.

The number of cuttings during a season varies greatly, a good growing
ii probably twelve times.

(8) V T
eeds, poor earth, and want of water.

Kentucky blue grass.

1 A97 24
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Prom Mr v. .1. Graham, superintendent department of pai

1 ).-n\ er, Oolo.

:

1 1 1 in our country we have the original prairie composed of buffalo

brush, cactus, sunflowers, etc. We break that in fall or early winter and sow

rye, it' broken early; if late, sow spring rye or oats. That keeps down weeds and

pulverizes the soil. If in a hurry for a lawn, plow in the rye or oatfl In August,

and prepare for s lawn, which mainly consists in grading and pulverizing the

soil.

I find it more beneficial in this climate to top-dress with well-deoomp

manure rather than plow it in, as it stimulates the young grass, and at the

time retains the moisture, which is a great item in our dry climate, where we have

to produce lawns entirely by irrigation. Our soil here is rich enough to produce

fine lawns without the aid of manures, but top-dressing of barnyard manure or

ground bone gives it a fine velvety appearance.

(-1) We use Kentucky blue glass with a mixture of white clover.

| 5 ) About 80 pounds to the acre.

(0) We sow on or about the 20th of August. A great many are sown in the

spring, but one is then apt to be bothered with weeds. No weeds in the fall.

(7) We cut every week from the first of May to the middle of September. ( )ur

grass grows very fast, owing to keeping it wet, which we have to do.

(S) The chief obstacles are ground squirrels, gophers, and ants, but they finally

disappear, owing to the moisture—they all like dry surroundings.

(9) If I should use one kind of grass, I would say Kentucky blue grass.

From Mr. F. N. Little, superintendent department of public parks,

Seattle, Wash.

:

I
1 i Thorough cultivation, with proper precautions for drainage, even admix-

ture of the fertilizers that may be used, and thorough rolling both before and after

seeding.

(2) On light sandy soil, which is the prevailing soil here, we have to depend

largely on barnyard manure for putting humus into the soil. Where the soil is

good loam we use the commercial fertilizers with good results, the absence of

weed seeds being a valuable economic feature. After the lawn is established, we
top-dress alternate years with ground bone and blood and bone.

(3) Dactylis glomerate

(4) For ordinary purposes a mixture of Poa pratensis, Festuca pratensis,

AnthoxanthwHi odoratum, and Trifolium repens, the latter being used as a pro-

tection to the other seeds in late sowing. For dry soils without sprinkling we are

experimenting with the various fescues in conjunction with Trifolium repens; but

we have no definite results to report.

(5) From 50 to 60 pounds per acre.

(6) From September until April.

(7) Average forty cuttings per annum.

(8) Uneven character of soils and extirpation of obnoxious weeds.

(9) Poa pratensis.

From Mr. George E. Kesler, secretary and engineer board of park

commissioners, Kansas City, Mo.

:

(1) Plowing, harrowing, and the rolling of surfaces is the usual method of

preparation, plowing rarely more than 8 inches deep.

(2) Fertilizers are rarely used in preparation of the soil, and beyond moderate

use of stable litter, bone meal and wood ashes are separately used to slight extent.
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(:*) Blue grass {Foq pratensis) is decidedly the best In shade.

I

1 1 Blue-grass seed La used almoel exclusively; occasionally an admixture of

while eln\ it.

I'll >; u i to 6 bushels per acre.

The best time, for seeding in this climate, Ls late summer.
\ i the number of cuttings in the a ia ion depend bo much apon variable con-

ditions, it is impossible to answer this clearly.

Chief obsta I i Formation of a perfeci lawn are weeds and wild grai

among these the worel I
; the foxtail.

(9) Blue grass used alone is decidedly the best of all.

From Mr. William Page, general snperintendenl park department,

St. Louis, M<>.

:

(t) Our lands consist mostly of yellow clay, the top of which we give a heavy

dressing of old rotten cow dung.

For f( rtilizers wo use bone meal and old rotten manure.

(3) We avoid having lawns with too many trees ; otherwise use the same

fertilizers.

(4) We mostly use Kentucky blue-grass seed.

(5) We use 21 pounds to 1 acre.

(6) We do our seeding mostly in February and March.

(7) Grass is cut on the lawns every ten or twelve days, according to dry or wet
weather.

(8) The chief obstacles to getting perfect lawns are: Poor, musty seed, gophers

and moles, low wet grounds, using new manure full of cut worms and containing

too much seed of weeds.

(9) Blue grass has proved to be the best for sole general use.

From Mr. Henry L. Ilaynes, chairman park commission, Austin,

Tex. :

(1) The preparation of the land consists in thoroughly breaking up with a turn-

ing plow to a depth of about G inches and thorough harrowing.

(2) Our soil having every element necessary, fertilizers are not used.

(3) Answered in No. 2.

(4) Bermuda is our standard lawn and park grass, and is established by sodding

and by rootlets, especially the latter, when planting largely.

(6) Answered in No. 4.

(7) From two to four cuttings, except where used for lawn or park, when the

lawn mower should be used almost constantly, causing a dense growth and a

smooth and carpet-like surface.

- Drought is the only obstacle whatever, as Bermuda grass thrives here on
very poor soil when watered during our long dry spells.

Prom Mr. J. F. Mendenhall, secretary commissioner of parks, Los
Angeles, Cal.

:

In reply to your queries, there is nothing in the establishment or maintenance
of lawns in the parks or private homes of this city different from the plan pursued
in the Central States. Blue grass is always used, generally alone, but sometimes
with white (lover. The latter never dies (if watered), and will kill out almost
anything else. It is absolutely necessary to water lawns in this country during

on, and this is usually done once or twice a week. We have what is
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I Bermuda irhioh is about to take ;til out lawni and li not desirable,

but will grow anywhere, killing out the blnegi -<l comes thron .ater

ditc i

(1) Same us in "Eastern Bta

(8) old mannre, i> tne doal . etc, . same ae need on beai Eastern lawn

(3; Australian rye; bine grass.

Bine grass (Kentucky fancy).

(5) Ono pound fancy blue grass to 100 squaiv feet.

rly fall or spring; any time will do, except hottest weather; must be

sprinkled every few days.

(7) About 88 on good lawns.

(8) Nothing special.

(0) Blue grass.



OBJECT-LESSON ROADS.

By K ( >y Stone,

Director of the Office of Road Inquiry.

tNTRODTJCTION.

Following the maxim that "Seeing is believing," the object-lesson

method has Long bees favored in all educational work. This method

i especially valuable in teaching the Importance of good roads and

the possibility of obtaining them.

In many parts of the United States the roads are torn up with the

outeoming frost in the spring, soaked with the autumn rains, frozen

into ridges in winter, and buried in dust in the summer, making
four regular seasons of bad roads, besides innumerable brief "spells."

Pot men accustomed all their lives to these conditions it is hard to

beirerve that country roads anywhere can actually be good all the year

round. The lecturer on good roads, therefore, is listened to like one

who tells fairy stories or travelers' tales of distant lands; but put

down a piece of well-made macadam road as an illustration and let

the people try it in all weathers and no lecturer is needed. The road

speaks for itself, all doubts disappear, and the only question raised

is how fast can it be extended and how soon can the improvement
become general. When members of the legislature of Virginia visited

the roads of New Jersey in the early spring they found them covered

with newly fallen snow, which the farmers removed so as to show the

firm, smooth surface underneath. This demonstration and the fact

that wet snow did not make the macadam road muddy were worth

more than any amount of argument, and the Virginians went home
to their impassable highways converted to road improvement.

Fully impressed with the importance and value of this object lesson

in teaching, States which are making the most definite progress in

rebuilding their roads are taking pains to scatter the work in small

seci ions, although in many cases this plan does not secure the greatest

direct benefits in the actual use of the roads.

STATE AID TO ROAD BUILDINC

Tin- load-improvement law in Massachusetts requires the Stale

roads to l»c fairly apportioned among the different counties. This

provision, together with the smallness of the sum annually appro-

priated, has made necessary what the state highway commission calls

"a fragmentary distribution of state highways." The amount of

road to he built in one locality was limited at first to the maximum
373
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of - miles. The present road map of the State, therefo >wb i h<

roads only as spots apparently scattered over the Mate, although the

intention is, of course, to join them ultimately into systematic line

The effecl of this distribution lias been to give the whole people of

the State some knowledge of the value of improved highways, and

this knowledge has manifested itself in annually increased appro-

priations of State funds for this purpos

The state-aid law of N«*w Jersey allowed the application of the

Slate's contribution to any section of road not less than a mile in

Length where the local property owners were ready to contribute 10

per cent Of the total cost. This law has had much the same effect as

that ot* Massachusetts, and has so 'disseminated a knowledge of the

value of road improvement throughout the State that the appropria-

tions for State aid have steadily increased, and the people in many
localities, who were formerly opposed to any State action, are clam-

oring for the State's assistance.

The State of Connecticut has followed the same plan as that of New
Jersey, and the State of Rhode Island 1ms limited its construction $0

half-mile samples, one in each of the different towns.

FEDERAL ASSISTANCE IX MODEL ROAD BUILDING.

The Office of Road Enquiry, recognizing the value of the object-

lesson method of giving instruction, by direction of the Secretary of

Agriculture, sent the following letter to the presidents of all agricul-

tural colleges and directors of experiment stations:

Gentlemen : Congress, in making successive appropriations for inquiries relat-

ing to public roads, has in each case authorized the Secretary of Agriculture to

"assist the agricultural colleges and experiment stations in disseminating infor-

mation upon the best methods of road making," but no practical progress has been

made in this branch of the work.

The Secretary, in his annual report for 1895, says :

• It is proposed during the coming year to secure the cooperation of agricultural

colleges and experiment stations in the object-lesson method of disseminating this

information. They will be taught-to construct model roads on the farms of their

experiment stations or on their college grounds, where they can be regularly used,

and thus become a lesson to all the farmers who visit them."

My own report for 189G, referring to the same subject, says :

" It is to be regretted that no definite progress has been made in this direction,

although a strong interest has been manifested in the proposal by the officers and
directors of the colleges and experiment stations. Object-lesson roads should be

made with great care, not merely to serve as samples of the best that is practica-

ble, but to be so adapted to the several locations as to show the best uses of the

local materials. For this purpose a careful inspection and study of each locality

must be made by a comx>etent" engineer of more than ordinary experience and
judgment in road building. This has been impracticable under the present

appropriation, but it may be profitably combined in the future with the proposed

duties of the itinerant representatives of the office. A beginning can be made in

this direction under the present appropriation, and a full development in the fol-

lowing year if the appropriation is sufficient. It is believed that for tiie expense
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of the actual road building a cooperation can be established that -will distribute

ili • coel so Hint it may fall vrry Lightly upon ,ri co toemed, The Slat", county,

township, and neighborhood in which the experimenl Btatiou la Located will all

have an Lnteresl In the work, and the college and Btation will doubtless render

assistance, bo thai s wry moderate contribution on the part of the ( fovernxnent,

together with the necessary supervision of construction, will be all that is

necessary on Ita part."

r, fore Formulating anj definite plana to be presented to the Secretary for the

purpose, l would be very glad to hare the dews and suggestions of as many of

the presidents of the colleges and directors of stations as are disposed to join in

this undertaking. My own idea at present La to organize an outfit of one or two

car loads of the most approved road-building machinery, including rock crusher

and screens, road rollers, etc., and to send it from college to college where prepara-

tions have been made for actual road construction, accompanied by ono or two

skilled operators and a competent road engineer to direct the work. (See PI. XV.)

It is more than probable that the use of the machinery will he contributed by

the various road-machine builders, and that transportation could be procured, by

proper effort, for the mere cost of haulage. Tho expense to the Government in

that caae would be only that of the engineer, one or two machine operators, and

some incidentals, local contributions furnishing the road materials, common
labor, fuel, etc., including of course the grading down of hills, if that should be

required.

This plan would establish a very wide cooperation, comprising the Department,

the railroads, the machine builders, the various local road authorities, the colleges,

stations, and interested individuals. It would thus make the expense of building

afficient section of road very easy to be borne, and would enable a small expend-

iture by the Government to accomplish much practical benefit.

In many, and perhaps most, cases it would bo better to rebuild a section of the

public highway near the college or station than to build on their grounds. In

that case, the length to be built should be sufficient to be of actual use and value

to the public as well as to the institution.

During the construction, lectures could be delivered by the engineer in charge,

with practical illustration of the various progressive details by means of the work
in progress.

The time occupied in making a section of half a mile to a mile of road would

be from two to three weeks. The winter season would be used for work in the

Southern States and the summer in the Northern.

I would be glad to have a general reply to this letter without waiting for details.-

If a sufficient number favor the plan, I will send a supplemental inquiry covering

the detailed information needed from the various localities.

LOCAL COOPERATION" WITH THE GOVERNMENT.

Very favorable replies to the above letter were received from nearly

all the colleges and experiment stations, making it very evident that

the cooperation proposed would "be readily secured,.and promising

much for all imate success.

The Secretary of Agriculture having signified liis approval of ibis

practical line of work, arrangements were made as early as possible

for commencing operal ions. No funds having been provided by ( <m-

gress for actual road construction, the office was obliged to curtail all

of its other expenditures in order to accomplish even a small amount
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of work in this direction. The following special reports she*

thing of tin- work done during the season of L897:

, s l.lcl \^W K'K, N. .1.

hol avenue.— At New Brunswick, N. .!., Nlchol avenue leads

from a main road or street in the southeastern section of the city

to the state experimental farm. The portion improved is 660 feel

in length, beginning at the street ami ending at the gateway of the

farm. The roadbed, with its general grade, was followed and dressed

up with an American road machine. The shoulders were made up

from tlie natural soil taken from the sides of the road, the soil being

red elay,resting on red shale foundation. The stone ased was the

\.\\ Jersey trap rock, brought by rail from the Uockyhill quarries.

The stone bad to be Unloaded from the cars and hauled to the

crusher. This extra hauling added to the cost.
r

l ne crusher used

was a No. :> Champion. The distance from the crusher to the road

where the stone was used was about If miles. The stone fell short ami

work had to be suspended for several weeks, so that much of the

effect of filling or binding material was lost by not being rolled and

wetted as it was put on. All the stone used was crushed, excepting

about 20 cubic yards, which was purchased already crushed to finish the

road. The total cost of the stone was 81 -if '>; that of labor, sprinkling,

rolling, and cartage 8175; the cost per linear foot being 48|- cents.

The stone was laid 8 feet wide and G inches thick.

College avenue.—There was also undertaken on College avenue, New
Brunswick, N. J., in connection with the college, a piece of road, but

owing to the difficulty of obtaining materials at the proper time it was

only partially completed under the supervision of the Government, and

was afterwards finished by the local authorities. The report of Dr.

Scott, president of the college, speaks very favorably of the condition

of the road, but says the total cost was slightly in excess of the original

estimates. This section of road, however, included a large amount of

excavation, partly in rock, grading, resetting of curbs, laying gutters,

and changing pipes and sewer openings. The length laid was 500 feet

and the width 40 feet. The depth of stone laid varied from 8 to 10

inches. The material Avas brought by rail from Rockyhill, N. J.

The total cost was $2,103.39 for 20,000 square feet. The gutters were

laid with trap blocks, at an extra cost over cobblestones of §*255.

Deducting this amount, the remaining cost was 80 cents per square

yard. (See PI. XVI, fig. 2.)

GENEVA, X. Y.

The following report upon the experimental road at Geneva, 1ST. Y.,

is made by Mr. E. G. Harrison, special agent and road expert of the

Office of Road Inquiry:

At the invitation of Mr. S. D. Willard, and Dr. W. H. Jordan, director of the

New York Agricultural Experiment Station, I visited Geneva, N. Y., in the spring
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Fig. 1.—Working the Road Machine.

mm

Fig 2. -Road Building by U. S. Department of Agriculture for New Jersey
Agricultural College and Experiment Station. New Brunswick. N. J.
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of i^'.m;, with a view of arranging to put in ;i Baxnple of road iioin the experiment
station 1" Arch bridge, 0X1 Castle street, ill thai town. 1 looked Orel the road and

:a\. a rough estimate of the cost, viz, $7,000 to $8,000. Two of the largest real-

estate owners-slang the line were called on, and each agreed to give $1 ,000, or more
ii n. o wary, M was then agreed to lay the matter before the Tillage corporation

and ask for an appropriai ion of $8,000 or $4,000. Other leading citizenswere seen,

and they agreed thai the village should be a contributor.

On May i i l went, at the request of citizens of Genera and Dr. .Jordan, toGenera
and remained until the 18th of the ame month. I talked with a number of citi-

zens in reference to the sample road. By request, OU the 17th, I addressed a meet-

ing of the citizens called by the board of trade to consider the matter. They unani-

mously resolved to vote for the appropriation of $8,000 at a lax meeting to beheld

the next day. On May 18 a citizens' tax meeting was held for the purpose of

appropriating money for the expenses of the village. I addressed the meeting

and explained the conditions upon which the Government would supervise the

building of a sample road. The appropriation of $3,000 was carried by a vote of

80to i.

Machiru ry < mployed in making the road.—The machinery sent to

Geneva for this work comprised a No. i Champion Crusher (see PI.

XV), driven by a 20-horse engine, with elevator, screens, and special

receiving pockets, furnished without charge by the Good Roads
Machinery Company of Kennett Square, Pa.; also two special dis-

tributing carts, one steel Champion road machine (see PI. XVI, fig. 1),

one roller, and a grading plow, all furnished b}7 the same company,
and a 20-ton steam roller, furnished on the same terms by the

Buffalo-Pitts Company, of Buffalo, N. Y. The steam roller was
equipped with spikes for loosening the old road or any hard material

found in grading. The total value of the plant furnished was between
16,000 and §7,000. Before commencing work, the Director of the Office

of Road Inquiry induced the parties interested to cut down Maxwell
Hill, which was the only heavy hill on the line, to a 5 per cent grade.

This road was an expensive one, owing in part to the fact that it

was a city street, requiring attention to sewers and gas and water
pipes, and also requiring grading to a nicety not necessary in a country
road. The grading also was very difficult, owing to the fact that the

road had been graveled for many years with very coarse material,

including a large amount of cobblestones. It was designed to make
a good smooth dirt road alongside of the stone road, and to do this

required that all cobblestones or coarse gravel be removed. The
expense was further Increased by the necessity of hauling most of the

field stone which were used for the foundation over a distance of

several miles and bringing the trap rock surface material a distance

of over 300 miles from the Palisades of the Hudson River.

The Length of road was increased by extending tin' work from Arch
Bridge i<> Main Street, making a little over l-l miles in all.

There were many delays here also in supplying the material, and
the work which was begun OD July 16 was not finished until Xovem-
ber 8, the crusher having worked aboul one-half of that time. The
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foundation \\u-> entirely of crushed field stone laid inches thick with

a surfacing of trap rock -'J inches thick.

During tin- construction of this road it was visited bj manj hun-

dreds of farmers from different portions of the State, including <>ni-

oials from half the counties of the Mate

Cost and wearing qualities of tht road.— Professor Jordan, of the

New York Agricultural Experiment station, in a Letter to the special

ii, gives a statement of the contributions, cost, and present con-

dition of the road, as follows:

Receipts,

Town of Geneva $3,000.00

Town board 2, 905. 59

New York Experiment Station 1,040. 73

W. and T. Smith Co 1,000.00

T. C. Maxwell ec Bros . 1 , ODD. 00

W. 11. Smith 1D0.00

9,010.32
Disbursements.

1,314 yards trap rock $2,898.8]

1 ,683 yards field stone 1, 668. 00

( i rading hill . 079. 44

Teams, men. tools, etc 3, 800. 57

9,010.32

The new road seems to be meeting with favor. That portion on Castle street

from Mr. Mellin's to the Octagon House is very satisfactory indeed. The 300 feet

whieh was surfaced with field stone shows very plainly the inferior quality of

the stone, but it is, nevertheless, fairly good. The only unsatisfactory piece is

that portion between the brick pavement and Main street. * * * A good deal

of mud has been carried on to it, and when this was just dry enough it has

appealed to roll up on the wheels and take some of the surfacing of the road

with it.

The road is getting a very large amount of use. During the past few weeks it

has been the only place where the horsemen could drive, and every one who has a

load to draw and can go over that road does so. You probably know that the

town of ( leneva has purchased the road machinery.

WABBBN, PA.

Mr. K. (i. Harrison, road expert of the office, reports on a section

of road constructed at Warren, Pa., during the county fair, as

follows:

The road improved was a section beginning at the western end of the county

bridge and running south toward the cemetery, along the west side of the Alle-

gheny River.

A roadway 12 feet wide was constructed for 450 feet and continued with a

width of 8 feet 200 feet farther. The shoulders and side roads were made of very

coarse washed gravel, from which many large, round stones had to be removed.

The stone used for construction was kindly donated by the Philadelphia and Erie

Railroad Company. It was found in the gravel pit about a half mile from the

road. The stone was not at all suitable for surfacing, being mostly soft sand-
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stout'. K was found impracticable to i the hard pthem epa-

rate from others. The Btone crusher was Loaned by Hi«' road commission i

] township. There wa no creen,and .-i rotary screen could qo1 be attached.

• ill ciiuii' screen was Furnished by the American le>.-i<i Edachine Company of

Eennett Square, Pa. This only separated the ground from the broken stone, in

iiii.- way Btone of different sizes were \\.<c(\
y
.some of Die large ones being broken

with hammers on the roadbed. The crusher had not been osed for over two
years, and the engine was much out of repair, causing considerable delay. Tho
roller, of I tons weight, was furnished,by the city of Warren; also a distributing

ii. The total cosl outside of repairs to machinery and transport Lngthe same
was $185. The cost per linear foot of the 12 feel wide section was 81.8 cents and

of tli wide 21 cents, the Latter being at the rate of $1,106.80 per mile. If

5 or L0 miles had been made the cosl would have been less than $1,000 per mile.

It will l)!' Been that where field stone are given ?}•<•>, and the hauling is not over a

mile, a road suitable for a farming community can lie built at a comparatively

small cost. The eounty commissioners contributed $100 of the cost of this road.

They sent circulars to all the townships inviting their road officials to witness

this road construction. Eighteen townships were officially and unofficially repre-

sented during the exhibition, besides visitors from other counties.

ILION, N. Y.

Upon the completion of the Geneva road application was made by
the authorities of Ilion, N. Y., for assistance in building a sample
macadam street in that village. This locality, like Warren, not hay-

ing an agricultural college or experiment station, the Government
could give no financial aid, but assisted with such advice and encour-

agement as could be given without cost. The Office of Road Inquiry

procured the necessary machinery from the same parties who fur-

nished the Geneva outfit, and recommended the employment of the

superintendent engaged by the Geneva authorities and his assistant.

This load lias been completed to the great satisfaction of the author-

ities and citizens, but the details of construction and cost have not
yet been reported.

Ii must be remembered that in the construction of this road, as well

as of the others mentioned, only one or two experts were taken to the

locality, and in each case a new gang of green men was trained into

the work of road construction. This, of course, while highly benefi-

cial to the local communities, is not an economical method of road

construction; any contractor having the aid of the same free use of

machinery, with a trained gang, would work to a better advantage.

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, KINGSTON, R. I.

The road now in process of construction at Kingston, R. L, is to be
a Bingle track stone road, 8 feet wide, with an earth road alongside,

and will be made of granite from the quarries and fences on the col-

farm. Tf is to be a macadam road with a tew spots of telford

where the ground is naturally wet. This road is not expected bo cost

over $1,000 per mile. The machinery is furnished by the Good Roads
Machinery Company. Ai the present writing the foundation of the

road is nearly completed.
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i LOBENCB, N. J.

In addition to the roads named a road of novel construction al

1' lorence, \ . J., lias been kepi under observation, and the report of Its

condition by .Mi-. Harrison follows. The great abundance of furnace

in the country makes it important to tot thoroughly the use of

this material for road building, and while it is not Likely t<> prove

valuable for the surfacing Of roads, the indications are that, it will

make an excellent permanent foundation where it can be covered by

good stone or gravel.

This road, running from Florence Station, N. J., on the Pennsylvania Railroad,

to Burlington township line south of R. D. Wood & Co.'s iron furnace, is o

the Burlington County State-aid roads. It is If miles long. By the advice of the

• of Road Inquiry of the United States Department of Agriculture, a portion

of this road was constructed with a slag base or foundation. As a representative

of the oilice, I visited the road several times during its construction. The work
was under the direction of Charles T. Harrison, engineer for the county of Bur-

lington, and was begun April 1, 1897. It was finished about July 1, 181)7.

The Blag need was from the iron works of R. D. Wood & Co. The slag was
taken from the baso of iron pots. It cools rapidly when brought to the air and
is of the nature of glass. The large lumps, being brittle, are readily broken. On
about a half mile of this road the foundation, G inches in depth, was laid of this

slag upon a bed mostly of dry and loose sand. Some of the sla.LC was put down as

telford foundation, laid by hand, the sharp protruding points being broken .

voids filled with small pieces, and earth spread on as a filler. On this the surface

layer of 4 inches of li-inch trap rock was put, covered with coarse sand and

ground stone for filling and binding, and rolled to a smooth hard surface. Only

a small portion was laid as telford on account of the sharp edges of slag cutting

the hands of the workmen. The greater part of the half mile of slag foundation

was broken with hammers to 2-inch size and put on G inches in depth, well covered

with sand and earth, and well rolled and compacted before the surface of trap

rock was put on. The balance of the road, ljr miles, was macadam, constructed

of trap rock.

I examined the road September 18 last, and found it as good as when first con-

structed. The part of the road built with slag foundation was just as smooth and

hard as the part constructed entirely of stone. The part made of slag foundation

was that nearest to the iron furnace, where all the heavy teaming is done, and

was constantly traveled every working day by heavy two-wheeled carts carrying

from 1 to 2 tons, and four-wheeled wagons with iron pipes weighing several tons.

Thus far there is every reason to believe the slag foundation, wdiich is inde-

structible by the elements, will remain firm and hard, as no wheels will come
in contact with it.

The cost of this road with slag foundation was 44 cents per square yard, while

that portion having a stone foundation was 54 cents.

ENGLTSHTOWN, N. J.

The bog iron-ore road at Englishtown, N. J., built under similar

circumstances as the furnace-slag road at Florence, N. J., and under

observation by the Office of Road Inquiry for experimental purposes,

is also reported upon by Mr. Harrison, as follows:

This road runs from the village of Manalapan to the railroad station at English-

town, and is 3. SI miles long. The bed or foundation is of bog iron ore found in

that vicinity. Its width is 12 feet, while the depth of foundation is 6 inches. It

was pnt down in two courses of sufficient depth to make 3 inches each after
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rolling. The roller osed was ;t hone roller of 6,0 K) pounds. Water wbb applied
in sufficient quantities to Becnre «'i firm Bet. Upon tin's foundation there was
placed a 8-inch layer of Jamesburg gravel, which was also rolled. About ono

was made wholly of grv\ el,th • haul of iron ore being too long to be practica-

ble. The contract price of tins road was 21 1 cents per square yard for paving,
and the total co t s; ,509.99, including grading and anderdraining.

B >g iron ore does not make a good Burface for a road, as it crushes easily under
wheels and goes Into dust, bul it makes as excellent foundation for either gravel
or Bton< .

Inquiry was mad" of a number of the citizens of this .section and they all

expressed themselves as pleased with the road.

[NTERSTATB OBJECT-LESSON ROADS.

Ii is the intention of many States besides Massachusetts, either by
connecting their detached sample roads or by laying down long lines

to be built as a whole, to establish State roads upon the prineipal

routes of travel, which shall he object lessons on a large scale. The
legislature of New York has frequently had under consideration the

subject of a network of roads connecting all of the county seats by
north and south and by east and west lines. The same or similar

plans have been proposed in Pennsylvania, Maryland, and California.

Other States have proposed to limit these object lessons to a single

road running lengthwise of the State or two lines crossing each other
at the capital. Should these plans be put into execution, it will be very
important that these roads in the different States should be made to

connect at the State lines and thus form interstate roads.

NATIONAL OBJECT-LESSON ROADS.

It would greatly increase the value of the interstate roads and
stimulate a general public interest in road building if some of these
lines could be so connected or combined as to form, in a measure, a
national system, such as was planned and partly built by the Govern-
ment in the early days of this century. The most effective lines that
could be adopted for this purpose would be an Atlantic and a Pacific

Coast line, joined by a continental highway extending from Wash-
ington to San Francisco. (See map, fig. 1.) The greater part of the
Atlantic Coast line already exists in a more or less passable condi-
tion. A Pacific Coast line, 750 miles in length in California, has been
mapped out by the highway commission of that State. That portion
of the continental line between St. Louis and Kansas City is already
located as the first great State highway of Missouri. The remainder
of the total of 5,000 miles will be on lines naturally connecting great
fit it's. Such a road as this, to be built by the several States within
their own borders and by the Government through ils Lands and res-

ervations, would be an invaluable lesson, not only as to the direct

benefits of road improvement and the methods of accomplishing it,

but as to the enhancement in value of property along its lines. In
many Slates if would doubtless be built on the assessment plan, dis-

tribnting the cost over many years, bnt ultimately placing it upon
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in. I neighboring property specially benefited. The bene-

liw.iv worthy of the name would extend for miles

on either Bide <»t" it, and would greatly exceed tin* cos! <>r the road.

The linos indicated would traverse the whole, or portions, of about

two-thirds of the States of the Union, and their construction would

naturally be followed by that of parallel lines, making a complete

national system including all the States.



HYBRIDS AM) THEIB UTILIZATION IN PLANT
BREEDING.

By Waltsb t. Bwingli and Bekbert J. W"ebbek,

Special Agents, Division of Vegetable Physiology and Pathology.

INTRODUCTION.

Probably no question is of so much interest and importance to

farmers and gardeners as the improvement of cultivated plains.

Since the time of von Mons and Knight, the early part of the present

century, this phase of plant culture has received considerable atten-

tion, but probably much less than it deserves. The experience of

gardeners the world over has shown clearly that the possibilities in

the improvement of our useful plants are almost unlimited. In the

words of II. L. de Vilmorin, "No limit can be fixed as to the improve-

ments which may be expected from care, thought, and selection. The
gains of the last dozen years may surely be taken as the forerunners

of better tilings." The last half century has witnessed unprecedented

extensions of the areas devoted to agriculture, and this has led to a

demand, siill imperfectly satisfied, for new sorts of cultivated plants

adapted to the particular conditions of climate and soil in each new
ion.

The great variety of soil and climat Lc conditions which this country

affords renders it necessary to have many sorts of cultivated plains

differing in their requirements. For instance, a tomato of the greatest

worth for growth in the State of New York may be totally unfit for

general culture in Florida, and the same is true in the case of almost

all cultivated plants. The sorts cultivated in New York are almost

wholly different from those cultivated in the South and the AVesi.

The revolution in methods of transportation effected during the

present century has multiplied many fold the areas which can be

devoted to intensive forms of agriculture, such as fruit growing, mar-

gardening, floriculture, etc., and the increasing aggregation of

population in cities has led to a much greater demand for such prod-

acts. These causes have also brought about an unceasing demand
- of superlat Lve excellence which will warrant the expense and

trouble of the most intensive culture.

Again, the maximum productiveness in most of our cultivated

plants has not been reached, and much can still be gained in this

direction. In striving to produce improved sorts, the size and shape

of fruit or seed, color, quality, and a host of other features must also

be taken into account.
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ni;iii\ exceedingly valuable sorts remain to be Introduced

from other parts of the world, bul even lien- the an of the plant

breeder will in the end !><• necessary bo secure in these plants earia-

tions particularly adapted to the new conditions to which they are

exposed when removed from the regions where they originated.

In breeding plants two methods are commonly relied upon: (l)

Variations arising naturally, supposed to be induced directly or indi-

rectly by environment; and, (2) variations induced by crossing differ-

ent varieties, species, or even genera. The firsl of these methods was

discussed by one of the writers in the STearbookof the Department

for L896, pp. 89-106, and the second will bo considered here.

Inasmuch as the sexuality of plants was unknown, or at Least very

imperfectly understood, prior to the last two cent uries, while a knowl-

edge of the sex distinction of animals dates from the dawn of human
history, it is not surprising that while the hybridizing of animals was

well understood by the ancients they did not know that crossing was

possible.with plants. Experimental proof of the sexuality of plants

was published for the first time by Camerarius, December 28, 1691,

and only after this discovery was the function of pollen and its neces-

sity for seed formation understood. About twenty years Later Thomas
Fairchild, an English gardener, made the first recognized plant hybrid

by crossing the carnation with the sweet william. (PI. XVII shows a

hybrid carnation.) The plants grown from the hybridized seeds,

known as Fairchild's sweet william, were cultivated at least a hun-

dred years under the same name, and possibly are still in cultivation.

The first careful studies of hybrid plants were made by Koelreuter in

1700, and not till nearly the middle of this century was his work

surpassed.

In general, hybrids can be produced only between obviously related

plants. With some plants, such as oaks and verbenas, hybrids are

not of uncommon occurrence in nature, while with many others,

indeed in the majority of cases, no spontaneous hybrids are known.

Among plants which have been cultivated for a considerable period,

however, it is not unusual for closely related species to cross, and the

same is true even in certain species distinct enough to be classed in

different genera, the latter forming the so-called bigeneric hybrids.

What can be accomplished by close application to the work of plant

breeding is shown by the extraordinary results obtained in this country

by Burbank and Munson; indeed, no feature of agricultural, horticul-

tural, or floricultural work is more fascinating or more promising of

valuable results.

WHAT ARE HYBRIDS?

The term hybrid is by many applied only to the offspring obtained

by crossing two plants or animals sufficiently different to be considered

by naturalists as distinct species, while the terms mongrel and cross
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are used to designate the offspring of t w <
» races or varieties of one

species. It was formerly supposed that all hybrids were more or Less

sterile, in contradistinction to mongrels, which were believed to be

very fertile. Et has been found, however, that many hybrids, in the

narrow sense, are very fertile, and that some mongrels are nearly

sterile. Since it is impossible to indicate bj any i w «
» words, such as

hybrid <>r mongrel, the various degrees of difference of the forms

ciosscd, 1 he word hybrid is here used, eoml'onnably to the Century

Dictionary, as a generic term, to include all organisms arising from a

cross of two forms not iceably different, whether the difference be great

Or Blight. Adject ives are soniel imes used to indicate t he grade of the

forms crossed, such as racial hybrid, bigeneric hybrid, etc. Where

a hybrid of two species is crossed with a third species, a trispecific

hybrid results.

The offspring produced by the union of two plants identical in kind,

but separated in descent by at least several seed generations, is often

called a crossed, cross-fertilized, or cross-bred plant, but it is not a

hybrid, as the essential character of a hybrid is that it results from

the union of plants differing more or less in kind, or, in other words,

is the result of a union between different races, varieties, species,

genera, etc. On the other hand, flowers impregnated with their own
pollen, with the pollen of another flower on the same plant, or even
with pollen from another plant derived from the same original stock

by cuttings, grafts, etc., are said to be self-fertilized, and the offspring

resulting from such unions are also termed self-fertilized plants.

With some plants, such as tobacco and wheat, self-fertilization is the

rule. In many cases, however, the flowers are so constructed that

cross-fertilization is favored, as in corn, rye, etc., and in some cases

cross-fertilization is necessary, all possibility of self-pollination being

precluded, as in the case of hemp and other plants having the male
and female flowers on separate individuals.

METHODS USED IN HYBRIDIZING PLANTS.

The process of hybridizing plants is in itself neither difficult nor

mysterious, it being simply necessary to understand the general

Structure of the flower to be used. The flowers of tomato, pear, and
orange may be taken as illustrating the common forms, although,

of course, very many modifications occur. The envelopes of these

Bowers, as in the case of the flowers of most cultivated plants, con-

Bis1 of two whorls of modified leaves (figs. :> and 5). The outer

whorl, which is known as the calyx, is commonly green like the

foliage and is divided into several distinct or more or less united

Inbo or sepals digs. :> and .\ ex), while the inner whorl, or corolla,

i> usually <»r some bright color other than green, and its different

divisions or lobes are known as petals (figs. •'! and 5, c). In some
1 A97

—

26
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kfl in the lily, the oalyi And corolla arc <>f the same ooloi

tliai the} are do1 easily distinguishable; while in still other cases, us

in oaks, walnuts, etc., the corolla is entirely wanting

The essential, or sexual, organs of the flower, tin- stamens and
pistils, are found inside tin* calyx and corolla, and ii is with these

ins that the hybridizer is most concerned. The stamens, <>r male

st-

Fn. 8 Newly opened bud
of Lorillard tomato, show-

ing stage in winch flower

should be emasculated.
Natural si.

I'n. :; Mature flower of

Lorillard tomato: ex, ca-

lyx; c corolla : S, Bta-

ni. -ii- ; *#, stigma I
Nat

oral size, i

Fig. 4 A flower of

Lorillard tomato
emasculated ready
for pollination.
Natural si.

organs, of the plant (figs. '> and 5, s) are usually several in number,

and are composed of an upper swollen portion, the anther, which is

borne on a more or loss slender stalk called the filament. In some

flowers, as in those of the tomato, the filament is very ^!m>ii mil

and 5), and in others is entirely wanting, the anthers being borne at

the base of the corolla. The very numerous small, yellow, powdery

grains of pollen, which constitute
~ s *

the male fecundating elements,

are borne in sacks in the anthers.

When the anther matures these

sacks burst open and the pollen

is exposed. A quantity of tins

pollen must l>e transferred, either

by natural or artificial means, to

the stigma of the female organ in

older to insure fecundation. The
application of pollen to the stigma

is designated pollination, and suc-

cessful pollination—that is, the

application of pollen to the stigma,

followed by f e c u n d a t to n—is

termed fcit ili/.at ion.

The pistil or pistils (I'm. '».//). which arc the female organs, occupy
the center of the (lower and are surrounded by the stamens. The
upper portion of the pistil is usually somewhat swollen and more or

less rough. It is on this portion of the pistil, known as the stigma
(tigs. 3 and 5, st), that the pollen must fall to produce fecundation.

In the majority of plants the stamens and pistils are produced in the

same flower, as in the tomato and orange (figs. 3 and 7); but in cer-

Fit. •"). —Section of a tomato flower : o, calyx ;

ccorolla: s, stamens; /'.pistil; o, ovary; st,

stigma. (Twice natural size. >
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tain plants the} are produced in different Sowers <»ii the Bame plant,

as in walnuts, castor beans, etc., oron different plants, as in the willow,

poplar, etc

In andertaking to hybridize plants artificially, it is well to remem-
ber that in many plants the stamensand pistils when in tin- same
flower mature at different times ;• provision to insure cross-pollina-

tion (the application of the pollen <>f one flower to 1 h< - stigma of

another). In a large majority of such cases the stamens ripen first,

discharging their pollen before the pistil is receptive. The most

important feature in the work of crossing is to exclude from the

Stigma all pollen except that which il is desired to use. As Darwin

Bays, iii reference to the breeding of animals, "The prevention of

free crossing and the intentional matching of individual animals are

the coiiier stones of the breeder's art." The prevention of self-polli-

nation (the transfer of pollen to the stigma of the same flower) in

perfect flowers, that is, flowers containing both stamens and pistils,

necessitates the careful opening of the flowers intended for hybridi-

Fio.6. Orange Sower bod, Fig. 7. Matureorange flower. Pio.8.—An emasculated orange

showing hich should (Natural size.) flower: ". shows where an-

be selected l<>r emascala- thers were detached, i Nat-

tion. ( Natural si/..-
I

oral size.)

zation while they are still immature, and the cutting or pulling off

of the anthers before they burst ami allow the escape of the pollen.

This process is termed emasculation. In the tomato the stamensand

pistils do not mat lire until after the calyx and corolla become par-

tially expanded. In this case the stamens should he cut off near the

base (fig. 1 1 with a small pair of scissors shortly after the bud opens

mil:. 2), a process which is in this case somewhat difficult.

In the manipulation of orange flowers mature buds nearly ready to

open are selected (fig. 6), and the tips of the corolla carefully pried

apart until the stamens are exposed. In these flowers the anthers are

attached to the filaments by very slender threads, which are easily

broken (fig. 7). so that the simplest method of removing the stamens

is to pull them off with fine-pointed forceps. The latter may also be

conveniently used in prying apart the corolla lobes of the bud. Dur-

ing the process of emasculation in this and all other cases great care

must be exercised not to open the stamens and accidentally pollinate

the flower. All inseeis must he watched and carefully excluded.

Pig. B Bhows an emasculated flower ready t<» i>aLr .
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After emasculating the flower a bag of some closelj woven cloth

or of paper should be carefully passed over tin- twig bearing the

flower ami tied around the stem below the Sower in such a manner
as to effectually exclude all insects and foreign pollen (PI. X \ 111.

fig. l). The inanila paper .sack-> used ii\ grocers arc employed
almosl exclusively for this purpose. In a lew days after emasculation
and bagging, when the pistils have had time to mature, the Backs

must be removed and the pistils pollinated, after which the sacks

should l>c replaced as before and allowed io remain until fecundation

lias taken place and all danger from the action of foreign pollen is

over. In inosi cases the sacks should then he removed, as they are

likely lo injure the development of the fruit. In sonic cases, as in the

orange, where the pistil is nearly mature when the bud is opened,

the pollen may be applied to the Btigma when tin' flower is emas-

culated, thus avoiding the trouble of opening the bag later. The
flowers selected for emasculation and hybridization should be till 1-

sized, perfect in all respects, and conveniently situated. Those on

the end of a twig frequently set fruit best. All the (lowers on the

branch which are not used should be cutoff. Frequently several

flowers of the same age can be selected on the same branch, emas-

culated, and inclosed under the same bag.

In hybridizing, many different methods are followed in applying

the pollen. In most cases where an abundance of pollen can be

secured the freshly burst anthers from one plant may be taken with

fine-pointed forceps and rubbed over the stigma of the other until

sufficient pollen has been transferred. This is probably the easiest

and safest method in most cases. Some hybridizers transfer the

pollen with a small ladle or camel's-hair brush, and occasionally this

method may be found somewhat convenient, especially where the

pollen is brought from some distance and has largely escaped from

t he anthers.

After each pollination it is of the utmost importance to label the bag

in such a way that there will be no question as to what it contains.

These labels should be allowed to remain after the bag has been

removed. As fruits like apples, oranges, etc., approach maturity it is

very desirable that they be inclosed in gauze bags firmly tied to the

branches (PI. XVIII, fig. 2). Such bags allow the normal develop-

ment of the fruit, protect it from being picked accidentally, and in

case the fruit falls prematurely preserve it in connection with the

label.

WHAT PLANTS CAN BE HYBRIDIZED?

It is a fact of prime importance that plants so different as to be

classed by botanists in widely different families never yield offspring

when crossed; for example, it is impossible to successfully cross Indian

corn and lilies or the apple and walnut. Usually plants diverse
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Fig. 1. Orange Flower inclosed in Paper

Bag after Emasculation.

Fig. 2. Nearly mature Hybrid Or-

ange inclosed in Gauze Bag to

prevent loss by dropping.

Fig. 3. Raspberry-Blackberry Hybrid • Primus" and Parents: F. Californian Dew-
berry <RUBUS URSINUS*. FEMALE PARENT; H, HYBRID; M, SIBERIAN RASPBERRY

I R.
crat/egifoliuS 1

,
male parent iabout one-fourth natural size 1

. <After Burbankj
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enough i<> be considered as belonging i<> clearly distinct genera, even

though of the same natural family, are perfectly sterile when crossed
j

for example, Indian corn yields no offspring when cross-pollinated with

wheal, Qor does wheal when crossed with oats, although all belong to

the great family of grasses. Plants belonging to the different culti-

vated paces or to natural varieties of the same species are almost

invariably fertile when crossed, [ndeed, as will be shown Later, they

are sometimes more fertile when crossed with a related species than

when fertilized bytheirown pollen. Different species of plants closely

enough related to be placed in the same genus by naturalists are very

often, though by no means always, capable of being hybridized.

Gaertner found that "one of the tobaccos, Nicotiana acuminata,

which is not a particularly distinct species, obstinately failed to fer-

tilize or to be fertilized by no less than eight species of Nicotiana."

Darwin states that
kk

in the same family there may be a genus, as

Dianthus, in which very many species can most/ readily be crossed:

ami another genus, as Silene, in which the most persevering efforts

have failed to produce between extremely close species a single hy-

brid." Again, there is considerable diversity in results in certain

reciprocal crosses between the same two species. " MiraMlisjalapa
can easily be fertilized by the pollen of M. lortgiflora, and the hybrids

thus produced are sufficiently fertile; but Koelreuter tried more than

two hundred times during eight following years to fertilize recipro-

cally .1/. longiflora with the pollen of M. jalapa, and utterly failed,"

as have also many other hybridizers. Frequently even very closely

related species absolutely refuse to cross. According to Bailey and

Pammel, this is true of the pumpkin (Cucurbita pepo) and squash (C.

maxima). It is nevertheless true thai hosts of very distinct species

hybridize readily, ami quite a number of cases are known where

species belonging to different and quite distinct genera have hybrid-

ized, producing the so-called bigeneric hybrids. For instance, wheat

and rye, ami wheat and barley, belonging to closely related genera,

cross with difficulty, and Luther Burbank has succeeded in obtaining

a hybrid of strawberry and raspberry.

Focke cites the following instances of hybrids produced by cross-

ing species belonging to different families: Gladiolus bland/as Sol.,

belonging to the lily family, crossed with pollen of a species of llip-

peastrum, belonging to the Amaryllis family, produced seed which
yielded four plants. Again, six flowers of Digitalis ambigua Murr
(Figwort family ) when crossed by Campbell with the pollen of Sin-

ningia speciosi (Gloxinia family) gave three seed capsules, from

which several plants were obtained. Hybrids between plants belong-

ing to different families are, however, very rare. The results

obtained by hosis of experimenters ami practical gardeners show
conclusively that the majority of closely related species can be

readily crossed, while very distinct species and species belonging to
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distinct genera can i>«- crossed In onlj comparatively fe* oa

Ii is Impossible to predict \\ h.it plants may or may not be hybridized.
In breeding cultivated varieties it has commonly been supposed

that seedless plants, like tin* pineapple and navel orange, could

not be utilized because of their seedlessness. The prriters have
found, lio\\r\ er, thai in each of these plants abundant seeds are pro-

duced when the flowers are crossed with pollen from distinct suits

i PL XIX, tig. i'). This suggests that fruits which are normally seed

Less may frequently be used to advantage in hybridizing experiments,

particularly when it is desired to secure improved seedless varieties.

For instance, a pomelo with 1'cw or no seeds might possibly be,

obtained by hybridizing the common pomelo with the navel orange.

HYBRIDS INTERMEDIATE BETWEEN THEIR PARENTS.

The characters of hybrids are almost always intermediate between
the forms crossed, although sometimes they resemble one parent

exclusively. Asa rule, hybrids between distinct species are inter-

mediate in the first generation and often exactly midway between
their parents in all characters, while those between races or varieties

of one species are variable in the first generation. Macfarlane has

shown that not only do the hybrids he studied occupy a mean. posi-

tion as regards habit, size, shape of leaves, time of flowering, etc.,

but also in microscopic peculiarities of structure. For instance, the

starch grains of Hedychiwm gardnerianum are small, flat, triangular

plates, measuring from yj-jhfto ^ ";•„ of a millimeter from base to apex

(fig. 9, </), and those of H. coronarium are ovate and measure from

Tuuo to
, |;J!„- of a millimeter in Length (fig. i), />), while in a hybrid of

these two species known as 11. sadlerianum, the starch grains are

intermediate in size and shape (fig. 9, li). The thickened cells of the

bundle sheath of the root of the so-called PhUagi ria ueitchii, a bigen-

eric hybrid (PI. XX, fig. 3, li) are intermediate, not only in size and

shape, but also in the number of laminations, between >Philesia Im.ri-

folia, the male parent (PI. XX, fig. 3, ///), and Lapag&ria rosea, the

female parent (PL XX, fig. 3, /). A skeletonized leaf of the same
hybrid is shown on PI. XX, tig. 4, It, in comparison'with its parents

(PI. XX, fig. 4, m and/).
Other hybrids, though appearing strictly intermediate at first sight,

are found on careful examination to possess, side by side, structures or

organs characteristic of the parents and not intermediate between

them; for instance, on the leaves of a hybrid of the gooseberry and
black currant Macfarlane found the simple hairs of the former species

and also the oil-secreting, shield-shaped hairs of the latter, though

both were but half the size of those on the parents. In leaves of the

York-Madeira grape, a hybrid of the summer grape (Vitis aestivalis)

and the fox grape (V. labrusca), Millardet found sunken stomata, or

breathing pores, like those in the former species, projecting ones like

those in the latter, and many intermediate forms.
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Fig. 1. -Canes of the second Generation of a Blackberry-Raspberry Hybrid, all
grown from seed of one plant. 'after burbank.)

Fig. 2. Seedling Pineapples, the Offspring of more than usually seedless Plants

RENDERED FERTILE BY POLLINATION WITH ANOTHER SORT : 5, EGYPTIAN QUEEN CROSSED

with Smooth Cayenne: 9, Env.lle Cty crossed with Smooth Cayenne: 21, Enville

City crossed with Puerto Rico
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Via. 1.—Indian corn, showing Increase in size resulting from crossing different sorts: m, male
parent, Queens Golden;/, female parent, common Pearl; /< // fc, cross-bred ears of Oral

\ fter >!<< lure
Indian corn, showing Immediate effeel of foreign

i
»« »11«m i : m. male parent, Black Mexican;

emale parent, White Dent; h, ear of White Denl i»<
>Ilii).-it*-<l with Black Mexican, showing

immediate result <>r the cross \itrr McClure
Fio. 9 Bundle-sheath cells of roots of hybrid and parents, showing Intermediate nature of hy-

brid: ///. I'luh.-.u buxifolia^ male parent; ri, hybrid; /, Lapageria rosea, female parent. (After
Bfacfarlane.

V\>. i Skeleton leaves of hybrid and parents, showing the Intermediate character of hybrid: ><<.

Philesia buxifolia, male parent; //. hybrid;/, Lapageria rosea, female parent. (After Bfac-
farlaii-- •
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Not infrequently the color of the Mowers of a hybrid is nol a uni-

form blend between those of the parents, l»in the two parental colors

occur Bide by side in patches. This is exemplified by many of the

hybrid carnations obtained l>\ crossing Scotl and McGowan. One of

these hybrids, produced l>\ Mr. B.C. Rittue, gardener of the Division

of Vegetable Physiology and Pathology, is shown on PI. XVII, fig. 3,

1 1 iough the bands of reddish color in this case are not exactly the same
lint as the pink (lowers of the male parent Scott. Strasburger has

aptly said thai in such cases "the hybrid is a sorl of mosaic made up

of porl ions of i he I h <> parents."

The hybrid may in rare instances show parts of considerable size

resembling almost exactly similar parts of one of the parents, while

oilier parts of the hybrid may show an equally striking resemblance

to the other parent. Instances of this are furnished by some grape

hybrids, as will be explained

more in detail in speaking of

some practical utilizations of

hybrids.

As w ill be shown in the fol-

lowing pages, hybrids which

were uniform and intermedi-

ate in the first generation nsu-

A
£

&

Fkj. 9.—Starch grains of hybrid and parents, show-
ing the intermediate character of hybrid : a, Hedy-
cliiuni gardnerianum, one parent; /<, hybrid: &, //.

coronarium, other parent. (Multiplied 5<X) diam-

eters. After Macfarlane.)

ally vary great ly in the second

and Later generations, often

consisting' of a few forms

nearly like the parents, and numerous forms representing. all grades

of intermediates. In some hybrids this variability is shown in the

first generation. In most cases, however, such hybrids are still inter-

mediate bet ween the parent forms, inasmuch as t hey represent merely

combinations of parental characters differently localized and in differ-

ent proportions. Occasionally characters are shown by hybrids which

can not be referred to either parent. These will be discussed later.

STERILE AN!) FERTILE HYBRIDS.

Hybrids arising from the union of widely different parents are very

commonly sterile, often producing Little or no good pollen, and some-

times, though not so often, having defective ovules and refusing to

bear seed even when pollinated from one of the pareni species. On
the other hand, the offspring of two closely allied parents is usually

fertile, often more so than the normal offspring. Formerly it was

supposed that all hybrids between distinct species were sterile, but

ihi^ is by no means always the case. Very frequently they are fertile

with their own pollen and siill more frequently with thai of either

pareni >p«-<-i<'S. The bearing of sterility OH the practical utilization

of hybrids in plant breeding is discussed on pages L08 and i"'.'.
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN i mm \m> LATER GENERATIONS OF HYBKIDfi

The distinction between tin- first ami second generations, when ih<-

hybrid is fertile, is often verj marked, and this must be constantly

kept in mind in order to have a clear understanding <>f t lm nature of

hybrids and to be able t<> utilize them to the fullest extent possible in

plant breeding, The lirst generation of the hybrid is constituted by

tin- plants grown from the seeds produced by tlm cross-pollinated

flower, and in very many instances, though not all, the different Indi-

viduals are nearly uniform and approximately intermediate in char-

acter between the parents. Nandin, one of the most careful and

trustworthy w titers on plant hybrids, says:
iw

I have always found in

the hybrids which I have obtained myself and of which the origin was

well known to me, a great uniformity of aspect among the individuals

of the first generation coming from the same cross, no matter how

many of them there were." Naegeli, however, who is an equally good

authority, says: "The hybrids of varieties are especially liable to

variation. When one variety is fertilized with another the descend-

ants are often so various and so rich in forms that no plant is exactly

like another." Tins apparent contradiction is explained by the fact

that Nandin hybridized almost exclusively clearly marked species,

while in the paragraph quoted Naegeli referred to offspring of two

varieties or races of one species, and considers their behavior different

from that of specific hybrids. Naegeli says further that "in general

the hybrids in the first generation vary the less the more distantly

related the parent forms are, that is, the specific hybrids vary less

than the varietal hybrids, the former often being characterized by

great uniformity, the latter by great diversity of form." If these

hybrids of the first generation be self-pollinated or crossed among
each other the progeny resulting constitutes the second generation.

Hybrids between widely different parents, when fertile, usually

yield descendants showing very great diversity of character, or, as

expressed by Naegeli, "the variability in the second and succeeding

generations is the greater the more completely it was wanting in the

first generation." Whenever, then, we cross widely diverse plants

and obtain hybrids intermediate in character and all nearly alike in

the first generation, we may expect these hybrids, if fertile, and self-

pollinated or crossed among each other, to yield descendants showing-

great diversity of character. This principle is of great importance

in the practice of plant breeding, as will be more fully shown later.

Should the first generation not yield the desired new forms or com-

binations of parental characters, the possibilities are by no means

exhausted, but it is quite possible that the descendants of these

hybrids will yield valuable sorts. Sometimes the most extreme diver-

sity of character does not appear until the third or even later gen-

erations of the hybrid, but often the hybrid plants in the third
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generation are much like the particular forms of fche second genera

lion, from which they descended.

To bring ou1 more clearly the behaviorof hybrids in successive

generations, their grouping on this basis has been attempted below.

The aim has been bo seled examples under the different categories as

well authenticated as possible and clearly illusl rat ing the point under

discussion, hut here, as elsewhere, no attempt whatever has been

made io enumerate all hybrids which are referable to the several

groups.

GROUPING OF BYBEID8 ACCORDING To AMOUNT .we N \ti RE AND THE TIME OF

APPEARANCE OF RESEMBLANCES TO PARENTS.

CiKorr /•'(/•/ He hybrids, uniform and intermediate the first generation, but very

diverse in the second and later generations, often showing both panntol forms

and very many (jrades of intermediates.

This is certainly the most common type of hybrids between species not very

closely related, but is rarer when two closely related varieties or races of one

species are crossed. The following example is given by Naudin: Closely related

tropical species of thorn apple {Datura metel and D. meteloides) were crossed and

the first generation consisted of three plants, all alike and approximately inter-

mediate, possibly resembling the mother species (D. metel) more than the father

i D. meteloides). In the second generation the uniformity observed in the first

generation was entirely wanting. Of forty-two plants, twelve were exactly like

the original mother species; twenty-eight were intermediates, showing various

proportions of the parent characteristics, and consequently not resembling each

other; and two resembled exactly the original paternal species.

In the third generation hybrids are often still more variable than in the second

generation, as, for example, according to Naudin, Nicotiana rustica, when ferti-

lized by N. paniculata, yielded uniform and intermediate plants the first genera-

tion, and twelve plants in the second generation, very different from each other,

which gave in the third generation (grown from five lots of seed taken from five

of the most diverse plants of the second generation) ' ;

all the variations observed

in the second generation and many new ones." Furthermore, the five lots con-

sidered separately were not more uniform than all taken together. Seeds collected

from one plant produced very tall and very short individuals, some having broad

and some narrow leaves, either smooth or velvety or crinkled or even: some of

the plants had long-tubed and some short-tubed flowers, which were more or less

sterile or absolutely sterile; some matured almost all their fruit and others did

not mature any, and so on. It is a fact worthy of notice that in almost every

case the most fertile plants were those most like Nicotiana rustica, those having

long-tubed flowers, resembling the original hybrids of the first generation, being

either entirely sterile or but very slightly fertile.

Group 2.

—

Fertile hybrids which are strictly intermediate between the parents,

not only in the first, but also in succeeding generations.

Such hybrids as these, capable of propagating true to seel and not showing
great variability in the second generation, are rare. Darwin states that Dr. Her-

berl Bhowed him •• a hybrid from two species of Loasa which, from its first pro

duction, had kept constanl during several generations." Another very interesting

example is thehybridberry •' Primus " (PL XVIII. fig. 8), derived From the West

dewberry (Rubus ursinus) crossed with the Siberian raspberry i
/,'. cratasgifolis).
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This particular plant wastheonl) fertile one among all the hybrid b • dim.

tin- .I—i
<» thi§ berry Burbonli i N ae oi it- seedlings lor any \<

Dumber of generations ever reverl t" the character of its parents on eith<

blj hybrids propag iting trne t.. seed often occur when verj nearly identical

s of cultivated speci rossed; even then, however, variations may bevery

numerous the second generation, but difficult t ) deteci . because occurring entirely

within the range between the only slightly differing parent-.

• i I- .".. Sterile intermediate, more or leu uniform li>/i>i

rile hybrid- r\ commonly tin- result of a union of widely dim rent

parents, being very rarely produced by crossing closely related forms. It is inter-

esting t«» note that the first hybrid plant of which we have any record. a<

between a carnation
i Dianthus caryophyllus) and a sweet william

1
1>. barbatus),

produce.! by the gardener, Thomas Fairchild, in London, at the beginning of the

eighteenth century, was nearly sterile. However, it proved to be a valuable sorl

and was propagated by cuttings for more than a hundred years.

Eoelreuter, the first careful observer of plant hybrids, produced many hybrids

that were sterile. For instance, a hybrid of Nicotiana paniculata and N. gluti-

noea, intermediate in many characters, was absolutely sterile. Luther Bur
bank recently produced an interesting sterile hybrid between the raspberry and

strawberry. Of this he says : "Out of seven or eight hundred of these curious

hybrids, not one has ever produced a berry, though blooming with the greatest

profusion, and as the blooms fade a bunch resembling a miniature strawberry

forms, but never matures. The hybrids when young are practically strawberry

plants, but with age produce canes 5 or 6 feet high, multiplying by curious under-

ground stolons. The leaves are invariably trifoliate and the canes are thornless

or nearly so."

Focke says that "the commonest consequence of hybrid fertilization is the

imperfect formation of the pollen grains in the hybrid plants. Often the anthers

of the hybrid are empty, containing no pollen at all, or they are small and do

not open.'' All students of hybrid plants agree that the pollen is much more

likely to be imperfect than the ovules, and in some cases where the pollen is worth-

Less the ovary is capable of maturing seeds if fertilized with pollen from the

parent species. Some hybrids show sterility by producing no flowers. This is

said by Focke to be the case with certain hybrids of Rhododendrons, Cereus, and
Hymenocaulis. This is rare, however, and very many hybrid plants are char-

acterized by excessive rather than by diminished flowering.

A remarkable case of a nearly sterile hybrid, which even when fertilized by the

parent form yielded seed but rarely, and then in very small numbers, but which

nevertheless was bred into a perfectly fertile variety propagated only by seed, is

furnished by the so-called ASgilops speltasformis, a wheat-like hybrid obtained by

pollinating .1. triticoides with wheat. A. triticoides is itself a hybrid of .1. <>nit<t.

a small grass occurring wild in southern Europe, and common wheat. The

hybridA triticoides grows spontaneously in southern Europe along the edges of

wheat fields. About fifty years ago Esprit Fabre grew this hybrid from a seed of

^4. ovata. It was afterwards produced artificially by many experimenters, prov-

ing conclusively that it is a hybrid of wheat and A. ovata. Fabre carefully hunted

for seeds of this hybrid (.1. triticoides), and finally in 1838 was successful.

From this seed he grew plants which were very different from A. triticoides, being

more wheat-like and more fertile. After several years' cultivation he obtained,

furthermore, a fertile cereal still more like wheat, propagating true to seed, which

he called '"iEgilops wheat." The seeds of this were sent to many botanic gardens

of Europe, where the plant was found to be as constant and fertile as a true

species, and was named A. speltceformis by Jordan. Fabre's account of the origin
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of this cereal was doubted i>> many botanists, but was afterwards found to be

correct. It had been grown more than forty years when ETocke'a work was pub-

lished, and was sanl 1>\ him to 1 1.1 \ <

• remained constant, except in the case of

occasional specimens which varied in productiveni

This example shows that it is sometimes possible to breed races propagated by

Beed From almost Bterile hybrids. When hybrids are capable of being propagated

by cuttings, grafts, bulbs, etc.. however, it is. of course, possible to propagate

absolutely Bterile hybrids extensively.

Qroi c i. Sterile hybrids mil uniformly intermediate, but variable, or at least

occurring in two forms.

The hybrids .>f this character are certainly very rare, but few cases being

referred to in literature. They are interesting in showing that variability in the

first general ion may occasionally occur in the offspring of species so distincl ;i- to

yield Bterile hybrids, although such variability is usually found only in the highly

fertile offspring of closely allied species or varieties of on*; species. G-aertner

crossed two species of tobacco (Nicotiana quadrivalvus with pollen of N. iuo<-r'>-

phylla) and obtained hybrids of two different forms, the flowers and long, narrow
leaves of the commonest form resembling the mother, while the character of the

flowers and leaves of the rarer form was more like the father species. This hybrid

was found to be completely sterile.

Another even more remarkable case is that of certain hybrid foxgloves. Koel-

reuter, Gaertner, and Focke observed that the hybrids of Digitalis purpurea
crossed with /). lutca produced, in addition to a more or less constant interme-

diate form, a number of forms very different in appearance. Focke observed

among the hybrids which grew spontaneously from a cross-fertilized capsule that

he had neglected to harvest when ripe, a number of aberrant forms, the most
remarkable of them resembling in all particulars a different species (Digitalis

tubiflorum). All artificially produced hybrids of these two species have been

found to be completely sterile to the pollen of the parent species. The hybrids
also occur in nature, in which case they are said to sometimes bear seed.

Group 5.

—

Fertile hybrids or mongrels not uniform/!/ intermediate in thefirst gen-

eration, but often revcrtltuj in this <ieiirr<ttiou more or less completely to the

pan nt fornix and showing all grades of intermediates.

Hybrids belonging to this group are almost aivvays the offspring of two closely

related species. It is, in fact, difficult to find examples of hybrids between very
distinct species which in the first generation revert more or less completely to both

parents, and at the same time exhibit in much the larger number of the offspring

numerous grades of intermingling. This is, however, a very common phenom-
enon among the offspring of cultivated races of the same species, even when so

different as to present to the eye very little similarity. This difference in the char-

acter of the offspring resulting from a cross between species as compared with a

cross between races of cultivated plants, is very striking and very important.

Gaertner, who is said to have made no less than ten thousand crosses, was bo

impressed by this fact that he stated it as a principle, that hybrids between differ-

ent species were uniform in the first generation, while mongrels, produced by the

crossing of varieties, varied greatly. Focke, the author of the most comprehei -

sive summary of the knowledge of plant hybrids, considers this statement too

broad. He says: "If one by variety means unstable garden mongrels, then this

rule is valid. If one, however, means by variety constant forms of pure descent,

then it is certainly untrue.'' Hybrid offspring of distinct species are, how*
not always constant in the first generation. For instance, if the evening-blooming
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i with the pollen of I robin < /.. <

hybrids are prodnoed which are rery variable in the breadth of the color

the flowers, and other characterisl i<

In hybrids of different species which \.u\ In the first generation it ii m
common for most of the forms to resemble the one or t ho other parent, irery few

mediate. Darwin cites the follow in. "Major Trevor Clarke

he 1 i 1 1 It
1

* glabrous-leai ed annual stock
i Bdatthiola) , with pollen of a la

red-flowered, rongh-leaved biennial stock called cocardeau l>y the French, and the

result was that half tin- seedlings had glabrons leaves and the other half rongh

es, i»ut none had leaves in an intermediate state. That the glabrons

lings were the product of the rongh-leaved variety, and were not accidentally of

the mother plant's own pollen, was shown by their tall and strong habit of

growth, In the succeeding generations raised from the rough-leaved cro

seedling some glabrous plants appeared, showing that the glabrous character,

though incapable ..f blending with and modifying the rough leaves, was all the

time latent."

Some examples of such hybrids, which were Bterile, have been noted in group 1.

Almost all who have worked extensively in hybridizing plants have noted the

curious fact that races of cultivated plants, even though very diverse, produce
very variable hybrids in the first generation, while usually by crossing wild Bpe-

closely resembling each other hybrids are obtained which are constant in the

fir>t generation.

A striking case of the variability of the offspring of two crossed races of plant-

is furnished by Indian corn. When two sorts, differing decidedly in color or tex-

ture of the kernel, are cr< «sed t he offspring frequently varies exceedingly. Keller-

man and Swingle sometimes found both parental forms and also very numerous
and diverse intergrades occurring on the same ear, the kernels varying greatly in

character. Sometimes, on the other hand, all the kernels on a single ear wen-

alike or nearly so, but the different ears varied in character, the majority being

intermediate between the parents, while a few bore a greater resemblance to

one or the other parent, sometimes showing almost no influence from the cross.

In general, the behavior of the second and later generations of hybrids variable in

the first generation is exactly analogous to that of the hybrids mentioned in group
1, that is, they tend to be still more variable than in the first generation, though
they sometimes begin to come more or less true to seed in the second or third gen-

eration. It often s 'ems as if hybrids of this group gained, as it were, one genera-

tion over those of group 1, and vary in the first instead of the second generation.

It i- probable that this variability in the first generation of the offspring of crosses

between very closely allied races of plants is also present, but is sometimes
masked, because the two parent forms are so nearly alike that the intergradations

are not easily recognizable. In view of this fact, it is highly probable that in

breeding plants which are to be propagated by seed it will always be necessary to

practice in-and-inbreeding and selection before any new strain obtained by cross-

ing nearly identical sorts can be relied upon to come true.

Group G.

—

False hybrids, resembling the one parent exclusively and shouting no

truer of the characteristics of the other, although often somewhat more vigorous

and less fertile than normal offspring.

It is not uncommon in hybridizing to obtain offspring resembling the maternal

plant almost exactly. This has usually been attributed to the imperfect exclusion

of the pollen of the mother species and consequent mixed fertilization. Naudin
gave many instances where, in addition to the hybrid intermediate in character

between the parents, a number were obtained exactly resembling the mother
species. In one case where he crossed two thorn apples (Datura stramonium with
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pollen of D. e6rafocat*fa),the capsule thus fertilized remained verj small and pro-

duced I'm irw Beeds, of tfhicta many were Imperfect and almost all failed to ger-

minatethe next spring. Of aboul sixty apparently good Beeds, only three grew,

and from these two plants were grown to maturity. These plants were exactly

like the mother plant, but were nevertheless abnormal, because of their unusual

height, being nearly twice thai of the mother species, and also In dropping all the

flowers produced in the lowerforks. Such Increased vigor and partial sterility

were observed by Naudin in all Intermediate hybridsof Datura, but in this case

the plant resulting from the cross showed no trace of the character of the father

spot ies, and its seeds, when planted

the following year, yielded 1 h.

ordinary form of the mother plant.

In ,i remarkable series of experi-

ments on the various Bpecies of

strawberries, conducted by Mil-

lardet, he found that mosl species

when intercrossed yielded hybrids

resembling one parent or the other.

Out of six species experimented

upon, only two, the Chilian and

Virginian strawberries, yielded in-

termediate offspring when crossed.

In some cases the reversion was
principally to the paternal type,

proving beyond question that the

false hybrids resulted from a true

process of fertilization, and not

from any accidental access of pol-

len of the mother species to the

crossed ilowers. which was practi-

cally precluded by the careful

manner in which Millardet con-

ducted his experiments. His

hybrid No. 1 1, grown in 1884, was
obtained by crossing the White
Four-Season strawberry (a white-

fruited cultivated form of Fragaria

vesca) with pollen of the "Chili

velu*' (a cultivated form of F. chilo-

en sis). From this cross four hy-

brids were obtained, "of which
one exactly resembled the mother
species, except that the fruits were

Fig. 10.—Leaves of orange and pomelo and of their

hybrids of the first generation, showing close ro

semblance to one or the other parent: /, St.

Michael Blood I Citrus aurantium >, female parent

;

in, Bowen pomelo ( C. decumana I, male parent : /</,

hybrid, resembling female parent; frm, hybrid,

resembling male parent. (About two-fifths natural

size.)
red [probably a case of reversion

]

,

while three others reproduced exactly the type of the paternal species, from
which it was almost impossible to distinguish them. The three plants resembled
each other very closely. Ail three were moderately fertile.

** Two of these hybrids

were crossed and yielded in a second generation three plants, which were like the

paternal species. F. chUoensis, In most cases, however, Millardet found that

false hybrids resembled the mother species exclusively and that their seed when
planted also reproduced the mother species true in the great majority of cases.

In experiments in crossing citrus fruits, carried on in Florida during the last

few years, the writers have observed among the hybridsof the common orange

(Citrus an /-a a/ iinii
) and the pomelo (C. decumana) and those of the common
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(U .i the Jap C.ndbilia) a marked tendencj to resemble tha

one parent to the exclusion oi the other. In almost all caaei however lomeol

the offspring resembled one parent and lome t be other, In this differing somewhat

from the results o! Millardel with strawberries, In which In many tnstano

t'ou ml all th«- hybrids to resemble themothi rsp< in anpleof these appar-

ently false hybrids is shown by fig. 10, where/ represents the leaf of the parent

orange; m,the leaf of the pomelo which furnished the pollen; a/, leaf of one of

the hybrids which resembles the mother species almost exactly; and In,,, l.

the hybrid which resembles the father species. It is of course probable that these

apparently false hybrids may show traces of the other parent In tin- fruit when

produced, although as yet none are <\ ident in the folis

It may be readily surmised that this group of hybrids, if they can be called

hybrids, are not as a rule very promising to the practical plant breeder. It la,

however, highly probable that even the hybrid forms of this character which

Dftble the one or the other parent exclusively will be more likely to yield val-

uable variations than those propagated in the normal way. For instance. Millardet

found in some of his false hybrids of strawberries referred to above, i specially

when Fragaria elatior was used as the seed-bearing parent, that many of the

descendants, otherwise like the mother species, differed in bearing perfect flowers

Instead of having male and female tlowers on different plants.

DESCENDANTS OK HYBRIDS.

In the preceding pages all references to the second and subsequent

generations of hybrids are exclusively to plants fertilized with their

own pollen or with the pollen of other hybrids of the same origin. It

frequently happens, however, that hybrids are very easily fertilized

Fie 11. Leaves from the hybrid progeny of blackberry, showing the vari-

ations sometimes produced in second or third generation when different

species have been crossed. I After Burbank.

)

by one of the parental species, giving three-fourths hybrids, that is,

hybrids deriving three-fourths of their characters from one form and

one-fourth from the other. The wheat-like hybrid ^gflops spdt&for-

mis, described on page 394, is of this character, as are also many of the

hybrids of the European and American grapes recently originated in

France. Ganzin produced la Clairette Doree by first fertilizing Am-
nion, a race of Vitis vinifera, with the pollen of an American species,
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I'. ////" s7//.s, which is resistant i<> Phylloxera, one of these hybrids

was crossed wish the European vine, this time Grosse Clairette being

the father. The resulting cross yielded the Golden Clairette, a val-

uable new sort, apparently highly resistant t<> Phylloxera. Although

only t w < » Bpecies of grapes were crossed to produce this, ii being

three-fourths I . vinifera and one-

fourth I . rv/pestrtSj three races, or

so-called varieties, were united,

making ii a I riracial hybrid.

Frequently plant breeders cross

hybrids with a species different

from either of the parents, in ibis

way obtaining trispecific hybrids.

Many grape hybrids are of this na-

i urc. By crossing t wo hybrids hav-

ing different parentage quadrfspe-

cific or quad riracial hybrids are

obtained. Wichura even obtained

hybrid willows combining no less

than six species.

from the very careful studies of

Wiuroek it appears that many pan-

sies are complex hybrids, combin-

ing four species, and some few sorts

.ire combinations of no less than six

distinct species. Even this, how-

ever, does not fully indicate their

complexity, since some of the con-

si iiuent species comprise several

different varieties which have also

entered into the parentage of the

modern pansy. Moreover, these

numerous parental forms from

spontaneous and artificial crossing

have been combined in every con-

ceivable proportion by pansy fan-

ciers. Such complex hybrids are often of great value to the plant

breeder and will undoubtedly be produced in constantly Increasing

numbers as the art of plant breeding becomes more highly developed.

They are most valuable in plants which can be propagated by cut-

tings or grafts, since they often vary exceedingly when propagated

from seed.

Fig. 12.—Hybrid walnut and parents: in,

Californian black walnut (Juglans califar-

nica), male parent
; /, Eastern black wal-

nut (J. nigra), female parent : h, hybrid.

( Natural size. After Burbank. >

ATA VT STIC AND NEW CHARACTERS IN HYBRIDS.

Iii the preceding pages we have considered the time of appearance

Of resemblances to the parent species, whether in the first or later

generations of the hybrid. Combinations of parental characteristics
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in all possible ral ioa have been shown to occur in the second genera

i ion of moat hybrids which are fertile, and to occur often in the ftrsf

generation of offspring resulting from crossing closelj related races ol

cultivated plants. The multitudinous variations thus produced are

sometimes of great worth, but are merelj new combinations of charac

ters already existing in the parent plants. There is evidence, how

ever, that sometimes hybrids or their offspring present eharaofc

presumably belonging to remote ancestors (atavistic), or entirely

nru characteristics not referable to any progenitor. A striking

instance of atavism is reported by Saiimlcrs. wrho Bays: u In a cross

between Red Fife, male, andan Indian wheat known as Spiti Valley,

female, bot h beardless, sei -

eral distinctly bearded sorts

w ere produced hi the second

generation." Now, it is

highly probable that all

wheats were originally

bearded, as are still many
of the sorts and most of the

cereals belonging tO related

genera. Moreover, Picker-

ing gives a bearded ear as

the oldest Egyptian hiero-

glyphic for wheat. In the

above instance, therefore,

the hybrids of the second generation probably reverted in part to

remote ancestral characters not present in either parent. Of course,

the partial or complete reversion to the characters of grand-parental

species in the second generation has already been shown to be charac-

teristic of most hybrids resulting from a union of two clearly distinct

species.

The appearance of new characters, or at any rate of characters

developed far more than in either parent, is not uncommon among
hybrid plants, as will be discussed more fully later on. Slightly

greater size and vigor are so common as to constitute the rule, as will

be shown below.

PlO. 13. Hybrids of hardy trifoliate orange and com-
mon Bweet orange: o, leaf resembling common
orange ; />, seedling distinctlyintermediate in charac-

ter ; c, Leaf resembling trifoliate orange.

PREPONDERANCE OF ONE SPECIES IN DETERMINING CHARACTER.

One parent species, whether the one bearing the seeds or the one

furnishing the pollen, often outweighs the other in determining the

character of the hybrid. Gaertner and Focke found in almost all

cases that the hybrids of the foxgloves Digitalis lutea ami D. purpurea
were more nearly like D. lutea in every respect than D. purpurea, no

matter which was used as the seed-bearing plant. Perhaps the best

example of this preponderance of some species over others is fur-

nished by Naudin's hybrids of Nicoliana huigsdorffii, N. persica,
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and A', com mutata . The last Bpeoies Is very nearly Intermediate

between the two first named, but is not Identical frith the hybrid

which Naudin made between them. Now, N". persica and N.commu-
tata were crossed reciprocally, yielding in 1 ><>t 1 1 cases practically

identical hybrids, nil of which were very uniform and resembled A'.

persica decidedly more than A', commutata. X. langsdorffii was also

sed reciprocally with AT. commutata, and, as with the hybrids just

mentioned, the offspring in both cases showed a preponderating

influence of A', langsdorffii, no matter whether it bore the se#ds or

furnished the pollen. N.langsdorffii and A'. (>< r:<i<-<i when crossed

yielded hybrids resembling the former in their wide-spreading

branches, but were very strictly intermediate in other characters;

All these hybrids were perfectly fertile. It would seem that N.

persica and N. langsdorffii were much more potent in controlling the

characters of the hybrid offspring than X. commutahi.

It is often assumed that when wild species are hybridized with cul-

tivated races of plants the influence of the former preponderates in

the characters of the hybrid. On the other hand, Lynch reports a

hybrid of Senecio "between Senecio multiflorus (female) and several

colour forms of the ' cultivated Cineraria' " where a "predominating

influence of the 'cultivated Cineraria' in this and also in the reverse

cross upon the colour and size of the flower heads was observed."

In plant breeding it will doubtless often be necessary to make suc-

ive crosses of the hybrid with the one parental form which is

largely obliterated by the preponderating influence of the other in

order to obtain the desired combination of characters.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RECIPROCAL HYBRIDS.

Two hybrids from the same parents, the father species of the one

being the mother species of the other, are known as reciprocal

hybrids. In the majority of cases there is no constant difference

between the hybrids resulting from reciprocal crossing. Naudin

found repeatedly that they could be distinguished only by the labels.

There are, however, some instances given by competent authorities

where such hybrids do present differences. Probably the best-

authenticated case of this kind is that of certain hybrid foxgloves.

Gaertner found, for instance, decided differences between reciprocal

hybrids of Digitalis ambigua and D. lanata, the flowers resembling

those of the mother species more closely in each case. Focke noted

that D. purpurea fertilized with pollen of D. lutea gave offspring

invariably having more highly colored flowers than the reverse hybrid.

Caspary found that the water lilies Nymphaia rubra and X. dentata

when crossed gave offspring which in each case more closely resembled

the mother species in the shape of the first few leaves, though the

later leases were alike in both hybrids.

Millardet, who has originated and studied thousands of grape

1 a97 26
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1 thai the paternal bj

iu most hybrids of the grape, but that this hat m>i been studied

sufficiently to render it certain except in crossing the European vine

with the American Vitis rupestris. I
1 further that "the hybrids

i (or any other European sort) obtained by fertilizing it

with Rupestris :: :;: :;: resomble Rupestris much more than Aramon."
The reciprocal hybrid, on the contrary, resembles Aramon more than

ii dues Rupestris. [n the first case the hybrids may almost if not

wholly equal the father species in resistance to Phylloxera, but are

inferior in prolincness, in the size oi* the bunches, and in the size and

quality of the berries. The reciprocal hybrid has very Little res

ance to Phylloxera, but in fecundity, Size of the bunches, and size

and quality of the berries, leaves very little to bo desired. Some-

times two species Can be crossed only in one way, as, for example, the

four-o'clocks MirabUis jalapa and 3f. longiflora yield offspring only

when the former is pollinated with the Latter.

It is, of course, clear that no conclusions as to the relative influence

of the mother and father in the production of a hybrid can be drawn
unless both hybrids are produced. Many supposed rules as to the

par! played by the male and female elements, respectively, in deter-

mining the character of the offspring are false, having resulted from

the observance of hybrids where the one or the other species was pre-

potent, and would have been so whether bearing the seed or furnish-

ing the pollen.

As a rule, plant breeders can expect but little from reciprocal

crossing, but when the desired form can not be obtained by the first

cross a reverse order should be tried. Species which refuse to

hybridize in one direction may sometimes yield offspring when the

plants are reversed.

PREPoTEMY OF THE POLLEN FROM ONE PLANT OYIlR THAT FROM
ANOTHER.

It has been observed by nearly all plant hybridizers that where two

kinds of pollen are applied simultaneously to the pistil, the character

of the offspring often shows that only one kind was effective in pro-

ducing fecundation; in other words, one kind of pollen was prepotent.

Prepotency of pollen is probably due to the greater speed with which

fecundation is accomplished, that is, to there being a shorter interval

of time between pollination and fecundation with pollen of the one

plant than witli that of the other. Gaertner crossed two species of

tobacco, X. rustica with pollen of N. paniculata, and after one hour,

one and a half hours, and two hours applied pollen of X. rustica (the

mother species) to the same pistils, alreadj' dusted with pollen of

X. paiuculcifa. In the first case, repolliuated after one hour, the

fairly well-filled capsules contained seeds which produced only the

pure mother species; in the second case, repollinated after one and
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.•i half hours, the Imperfectly formed capsule contained seeds most of

which produced the pure mother species, lmt also two or three

hybrids; and in the third case, repollinated after two hours, the very

Imperfed capsules contained l>ui few terminable seeds, all of which

produced hybrids.

A more remarkable ease is reported by Darwin, who says:

The Btiginaa "n two lately expanded flowers on a variety «>f cabbage called

.•I .lack, were well covered with pollon from the same plant. A fter an Inter-

val of twenty-three hours pollen from the Barry Barnes cabbage growing at a

ince was placed on both Btigmas, and as the plant was left uncovered pollen

Prom «>iher flowers on the Ragged Jack would certainly have been left by th<

during the next two or three days on the same two Btigmas. Under these circum-

stances, it seemed very unlikely that the pollen of the Barnes cabbage would pro-

duce any effect ; hut three out of the fifteen plants raised from the capsules thus

produced were plainly mongrelized, and I have no doubt that the twelve other

plants were affected, for they grew much more vigorously than the self-fertilized

B6< dlings from the Ragged Jack planted at the same time and under the same
conditions.

As a rule, a plant's own pollen is prepotent over that of a different

species, and consequently in hybridizing it is necessary to casl rale the

flower in the bud to prevent self-pollination. Even if the pollen of

the form used in crossing were prepotent over the plant's own pollen,

it would still he necessary to prevent self-pollination, since it might

have occurred long enough before the foreign pollen was applied to

have had lime to produce fecundation.

[NCREASED VIGOR OF HYBRIDS AND CROSS-BRED PLANTS.

That unusual vigor of the offspring results from crossing Blightly

diverse plants has been thoroughly proved by the striking researches

of Darwin and others. It has been said by Naegeli that "the conse-

quences of fertilization reach their optimum when a certain mean
difference in the origin of the sexual cells is attained," and by Fritz

Muller that "ever}r plant requires, for the production of the strongest

possible and most prolific progeny, a certain amount of difference

between male and female elements which unite. Fertility is dimin-

ished as well when this degree is too low (in relatives too closely

related) as when it is too high (in those too little related)." Darwin
says, "The offspring from the union of distinct individuals, especially

if their progenitors have been subjected to very different conditions,

have an immense advantage in height, weight, constitutional vigor,

and fertility over the self- fertilized offspring from one of the same
parents."

Attention has been called by Willis to three factors In the gain
resulting- from cross-fert ilizat ion, viz: a, fertility of mother plant; b,

vigor of offspring, and c, fertility of offspring. The relative value of

these factors varies with different plants. In the carnation, for

instance, factor a of cross-fertilized plants was 9 per cent greater
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than In self-fertilized plants, b was 16 per oenl greater, and c irai '<i

iter; in tobacco, facto!-" v.
| h.tn in sclf-

fertilized plants, bnl factor i «i per oenl greater and factor i

per cent greater, Even when the fertility <>{' the mother plant, is

greatlj rednced i>\ hybridizing with a distinct species and the hybrids

themselves are Bterile or verj infertile they nevertheless often show
extraordinary vigor, that is, b is often greater in hybrids than in

pore-bred plants, hut factors a and c arc usually less. In plant

breeding the importance of this increased vigor is very great, and the

subject will be taken up later in this paper.

DIRECT Ac lh>\ OF FOREIGN l< >LU-:\:« >N PARTS OF THE MOTHER PLANT.

This phenomenon, called \cnia by Focke, is one of the most

remarkable observed in plant hybridization, and is considered by

many as not yet proved. In some eases, however, the evidence is so

extensive and so complete thai it is scarcely possible to doubt that

this effect does occasionally occur. The best proved instance of the

immediate action of pollen is thai of Indian corn. As early as 1724,

Dndley said that " Indian (
1

<>ni is of several Colours, as blue, red,

and yellow; and if they are planted separately, or by themselves, so

that no other Sort be near them, they will keep to their own Colour,

i. e., the blue will produce blue, the white, white, <fcc. But if in the

same Field you plant blue Corn in one Row of Hills (as we term them)

and the white, or yellow, in the next Row, they will mix and inter-

change their Colours; that is some of the Ears of Corn in the blue

Corn Rows shall be white or yellow; and some in the white or yellow

Rows shall be of a blue Colour." In 181G, Dr. Savi, according to

Darwin, "sowed yellow and black-seeded maize together, and on the

same ears some of the grains were yellow, some black, and some mot-

tled, the differently colored seeds being arranged in rows or irregu-

larly."

The most convincing scries of experiments was carried out by the

famous French plant breeder, Henry L. de Vilmorin, in 18GG. In the

spring of that year lie planted a dozen varieties of maize from 1,000 to

1,300 feet apart, which distance was found sufficient to prevent spon-

taneous intercrossing by wind-blown pollen. The ears to be crossed

were enveloped in thin flannel, which excluded pollen perfectly, for

such ears, if not artificially pollinated, never gave a single kernel.

To have a standard for comparison, an inclosed ear of each sort was

artificially pollinated from the same sort. The ears thus obtained

were imperfectly filled, but the kernels reproduced all the characters

of the seed planted. On the other hand, when inclosed ears were arti-

ficially crossed "with pollen from another sort * * * * the ears often

but not always contained kernels showing the characteristics of their

male parent. The proportion of such grains when they existed was

very inconstant, being liable to vary from 1 to 60 per cent." The
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effect was limited i<» changes in tin* color of the kernels. In most
cases the pollen of S black emu was used in Crossing, and this color

exists in (lie substance of the kernel. NTo Conclusions were drawn
except from plats of maize, the ears of which, when Left exposed or

fertilized with their own pollen, reproduced without change the sort

planted.

In L867 Hildebrand reported an experiment in crossing corn, using

a yellow sort for the female and a dark-brow n sort fop the male.

Realizing that tin 4 older experiments had been faulty, since no proof

was given that the sort used as the female parent was pure and might
not be showing the effect of a previous cross, lie pollinated some of

the plants of the yellow sort with their own pollen and obtained ears
kl

all the kernels of which were exactly like the mother grains." On
the other hand, two ears obtained by fertilizing the yellow sort with

pollen of the dark-brown sort "had about half the kernels like those

of the mother sort, or a little lighter, while the other half, scattered

about among them, were a dirty violet color. On these latter, there-

fore, the pollen of the browrn-kerneled sort had exercised a direct

transforming influence."

Very many experimenters in the United States have reported

instances of the immediate influence of foreign pollen on the kernels.

St nrtevant observed this action at the New York Experiment Station

in 1883, and Burrill reported instances of such current influence in

1887, Tracy in 1887, Kellerman and Swingle in 1888, and Hays in

1880. In 1892 McCluer published an account of his experiments and
two good photographic plates showing the results. Fig. 2 of PI. XX
is taken from one of these plates, and shows the extraordinary effect

that Black Mexican sweet corn (m) exerted on the kernels of a white

dent variety (7i), although in shape and size the ear resembled the

mother sort exactly (compare h with/).

In spite of the fact that no proof is given in any of the American
Avorks that the sorts planted were free from the influence of possible

crossing of previous years, yet in the light of the experiments of

Vilmorin and Hildebrand, which were especially planned to exclude

this source of error, we can not doubt in the majority of cases where
a modification of the kernels on the female plant was due to the

appearance of features characteristic of the sort which furnished

the pollen, that this effect was really due to immediate action of

foreign pollen and was not the result of some previous cross. This
effect does not, by any means, always occur, but is more marked in

some races (as sweet corn and pop corn) than in others (as flint corn).

The immediate effect o"f foreign pollen on the color of the seed coats

of peas was observed as early as 1729, and repeatedly since then,

being reported by such experimenters as Gaertner and Berkeley.

Laxton Observed not only an effect of the foreign pollen on the color

of the seed coats, but also on the pod in some instances. His obser-
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-us were confirmed by Darwin, so far as the cha in color of

the seed c al - h a ted.

Giltay recently published verj satisfactory evidence of the imi

diat< of foreign pollen on the color of 1 he kernels of rye. There

are many cases on record of supposed action of foreign pollen on
fruits or other parts of the mother plant far removed from the

Loping embryo, and though it is possible that such action occurs

in some causes, most of the evidence is faulty in that there is a po

bility of the effect observed being due to a. previous cross or to spon-

taneous variation or "sporting.n These curious effects of foreign

pollen, though of the greatest interest to the student of heredity, are

not as yet known to be of any great practical importance.

GRAFT HYBRIDS.

The evidence of the existence of graft hybrids, though becoming
stronger every year, can hardly bo said as yet to bo conclusive. The
ability of scions of certain variegated plants to communicate their

variegation to the stock on which they are grafted, however, has been

established by numerous observations, some made as early as 1700 by
Wats, but especially by the careful experiments of Morren and Lin-

demuth. Variegation is, however, by some believed to be a disease

which in some manner spreads through the tissues of the stock. In

regard to graft hybrids Darwin says:

The most reliable instances known to me of the formation of graft hybrids is

one recorded by Mr. Poynter, who assures me, in a letter, of the entire accuracy

of the statement. Rosa dcroniensis had been budded some years previous on a

white Banksian rose ; and from the much enlarged point of junction, whence the

IA'voniensis and Banksian still continued to grow, a third branch issued which

was neither pure Banksian nor pure Devoniensis, but partook of the character of

both.

Recently Daniel published records of many experiments tending to

show t hat in the cabbage famiby there may occur an effect of the stock

on the scion to such an extent that the seeds formed by the scion will

produce plants intermediate in character between the two plants

united. For example, he grafted flower shoots of the tender kohl-rabi

on a hardy cabbage, hoping to secure a hardy sort of kohl-rabi. The
.se.-ds produced by self-pollination (the kohl-rabi ilowers having been

bagged to exclude insects) yielded plants differing in aspect from the

mother sort of kohl-rabi and resembling somewhat the cabbage used

for stock. Still they had swollen stems useful for forage, were very

hardy, and yielded from four to live times -as much fodder as other

sorts of cabbages able to stand the same degree of cold.

In consideration of Daniel's remarkable results the study of graft

hybrids should be renewed, since the value of such hybrids in practice

would be considerable could they be produced with certainty.
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PRACTH LL l TllJZATloN OF HYBRIDS l\ PLANT BREEDING.

While very n>;iny of the besl sorts of our cultivated plants have

been produced by careful hybridization, yel it musl be admitted thai

a surprisingly Large number of our fruits have been produced in other

ways, or al Least are m>t Icnown to be of hybrid origin. However,

many of the chance ;in<l select seedlings, as the} are termed, although

not known bo be of hybrid origin, are doubtless second and Later gen-

erations of hybrids. Valuable hybrids are occasionally produced

accidentally, a fact which still more strongly emphasizes the greaJ

advance which may be expected when the skill and industry of the

trained plant breeder are applied to the work of hybridization.

Judging from some of the wonderful results which have been

obtained from hybridization, it would seem that almost* any desired

variation can be produced if a sufficient amount of time, patience,

and skill is brought to bear on its production.

VARIABILITY INDUCED BY HYBRIDIZATION

In breeding plants it is necessary to secure great variability in order

to have many different forms from which to select. In the first gen-

eration hybrids are commonly intermediate in character between the

two parents, as shown above, but in the second and later generations

they almost invariably break up, giving many combinations of the

parental characters in many proportions. Crossing these hybrids

with other species or races greatly increases the range of variability

which may be expected, and is a feature of great importance to the

plant breeder, as it gives more opportunities of securing the combi-

nation of characters desired. If a particular combination of the

characters of the parents is desired, as is usually the case, it is of the

greatest importance that the necessity of planting second and later

rations be recognized. Burbank says: "I expect but little result

from the first generation, but after that great variations often con-

tinue to appear for several generations." In the case of hybrids

between very closely allied species and between different races of the

same species greater variation may be expected in the first genera-

tion, as explained above, but nevertheless, in such cases also, the

second and later generations may give still more variations, and should

not be neglected. The canes from different individuals of the sec

generation of a hybrid between the blackberry and raspberry, shown
on PI. XIX, tig. 1, illustrate in a striking manner the great variation

which may be expected to occur in later generations of hybrids, as

do also the leaves of a hybrid blackberry shown by fig. 11.

Many plants, poor or worthless in themselves, may be of .meat value

to the hybridizer 1>. -cause of ripening earlier or late]-, and being more
hardy or better adapted to certain soils than the good sort*, since by
hybridizing I hese with good sorts valuable new forms may he obtained.
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hi [ilants propagated by seed the variability and Instability of

hybrids is to some extenl a disadvantage, since a hybrid seedling

may show a desirable combination of characters which in the nex1

generation will entirely disappear.

VEGETATTVl PROPAGATION in comparison WITH simism. PHOPAOAT1

In the practical application <>f hybridization in plant breeding it is

important u> recognize clearly the distinction between plants propa-

gated by Beed and those which may be propagated vegetatively, that

is, by onttings, buds, grafts, suckers, etc. Hybrids are notoriously

unstable, and variations shown by them are in almost all eases losi

or greatly modified in the next generation. In no ease can they bo

depended upon to reproduce true to seed until tested, and therefore

mi) desirable variation produced by hybridization in plants propa-

gated l>\ seed must be "fixed" or rendered hereditary through the

Beed, as explained in the next section, before it can be of any value.

On the other hand, the process of fixation is not necessary in plants

propagated vegetal ively. In such plants the scions, cuttings, or suck-

ers used in propagation are taken from the individual plant showing

the desired qualities, and the new plants, being merely portions of the

original seedling, retain all its characteristics. As Burbank says,

"by persistently selecting the best of one chosen special type the

variety can be fixed, but of course in the case of plants propagated

by division this is of no consequence, as the superlatively valuable

one remains constant and the others are discarded."

FIXATION OF DESIRABLE VARIATIONS.

When a hybrid possessing desirable characters is produced from

plants propagated by seed it is almost invariably necessary to render

these characters hereditary by careful selection and in-and-inbreed-

ing. Darwin says:

Florists may learn * * * that they have the power of fixing each fleeting

variety of colour if they will fertilize the flowers of the desired kind with their

own pollen for half a dozen generations and grow the seedlings under the same
conditions. But a cross with any other individual of the same variety must he

carefully prevented, as each has its own peculiar constitution. After a dozen

generations of self-fertilization it is prohable that the new variety would remain

constant even if grown under somewhat different conditions.

When a desirable hybrid is produced, it should be fertilized with its

own pollen, the seeds thus produced planted, and the seedlings

selected which most perfectly show the characters which it is desired

to fix, after which these selected seedlings should be inbred and a

third selection made, and so on, until the desired characters are pro-

duced true in all the seedlings. In case a desirable hybrid is found

to be sterile to its own pollen, it should be fertilized if possible with

pollen taken from similar hybrids showing the same variation.
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In the <-<>nt imial self-fertilization practiced in fixing variations

there is doubtless much loss of vigor. In souk 1 cases this might be

avoided by making numerous hybrids between several different Bets

of individuals of the same sort bn1 not closely related (that is, sepa-

rated by numerous seed generations), so thai several unrelated

hybrids, Bhowing practically the same combination of characters,

could be obtained. These hybrids could be bred together and rigidly

selected cadi generation, until all the seedlings produced show the

desired combination of characters. However, in order to avoid the

greater possibility of Losing the variation, it is probably i>cst, in all

cases to self-fertilize, if possible, a portion of the flowers.

ADVANTAGES AND I'WADVANTACES RESULTING FROM STERILITY.

The sterility of hybrids, mentioned on page 301, is in many cases

a great hindrance to their utilization in plant breeding, particularly

in races propagated by seed. Even partial sterility is often a great

drawback to fruit production, and may in some cases preclude the use

of otherwise valuable hybrids. If the fine European sorts of grapes

are hybridized with American species resistant to Phylloxera there is

no difficulty, according to Millardet, in securing hybrids sufficiently

resistant and which will bear fruit of the desired quality. The great

difficulty in such cases is that the hybrids in most instances are par-

t ially sterile and thus not sufficiently prolific to be valuable. Reduced
fertility, however, may in some cases be overcome to some extent.

According to Darwin, "if even the less fertile hybrids be artificially

fertilized with hybrid pollen of the same kind their fertility, not-

withstanding the frequent ill effects from manipulation, sometimes

decidedly increases and goes on increasing."

Partial sterility, manifested by a lessened production of seed, is

sometimes not accompanied by any diminished yield of fruits, and is

therefore in such cases a positive advantage if the plant can be propa-

gated vegetatively. This is in particular true of certain table fruits,

such as oranges, pineapples, etc. In some instances sterile hybrids

may be produced in any desired number by making more crosses of

the parent plants. In some cases sterile hybrids, propagated vegeta-

tively, may be valuable for stocks on which to graft other sorts, as

they are commonly very vigorous, a feature which is of importance

here. They may also be valuable for their wood, as in the case of

Burbank's walnut, described on page 411, or for foliage plants, for-

age plants, etc.

It must not be supposed, however, that all hybrids are in some

degree sterile. In very many instances the opposite is true, the cross

resulting in Increased fertility. Fritz Mtiller found some species of

Abntilon to yield capsules containing more seed when hybridized

with another species than when cross-pollinated from another plant

of the same species. Additional fertility may thus be expected in
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lain hybrids and their progeny, notwithstanding thai sterility is

in nian\ 1 he rule.

HYBl PUL TO TBI PUNT BR]

The majority of hybrids between distinct species are in the first

ation intermediate between the parenl species, resembling each

plant in about equal degree, and in some cases there appears to be R

perfect blending of the characters. Such hybrids may frequently be

use to the plant breeder in securing the amelioration of certain

undesirable qualities. Valuable sorts of flowers intermediate in

color and shape, and fruits intermediate in odor, flavor, texture,

color, etc., may be secured in this way.

In many hybrids the individual characters of each parent remain

distinct, though intimately associated, forming the so-called mosaic

hybrids (p. 391). Such is the ease in variegated flowers, where the

color of each parent usually reappears, but indistinct blotches (PI,

XVII, fig. '>). Again, the leaf may resemble one parent and the fruit

the other, and in still more extreme cases ihc entire top, the folia

appearance and quality of the fruit, etc., of the hybrid may resemble

one 'parent mainly, while in hardiness, vigor, resistance to disease,

etc., it may resemble the other parent.

It is upon these large-pattern mosaic hybrids that the plant breeder

must depend largely for valuable results. Many hybrids of this

nature are described on the following pages; for instance, the French

grape hybrids, possessing the resistance to Phylloxera of certain

American grapes; the hybrid pansies, possessing the odor and peren-

nial habit of one of the parents; the hybrid Turkish tobacco, having

to a large extent the flavor and aroma of the Havana tobacco, one of

the parents, etc.

The occurrence of apparently totally new characters, distinct from

those of either parent, as a result of hybridization, lias not been gen-

erally emphasized as a factor in plant breeding. However, some of

the striking modifications obtained by plant breeders can hardly be

considered other than as new characters. What new characters can

be obtained can not be predicted from the parents selected for hybrid-

izing, and while such characters can not be expected to occur com-

monly, yet that they do occasional^ appear can not be doubted.

Illustrations of such striking new characters, which show the extraor-

dinary results that may occasionally be obtained by hybridizing, are

the excessive size and rapidity of growth of Burbank's hybrid walnuts;

the size and time of fruiting of the raspberry-blackberry hybrid

"Primus;" the excessive increase in quinine content in the hybrid

Cinchona (C. ledgeriana); the remarkable increase in starch content

of Cimbals' potato President von Juncker, etc., described in detail

on pages 411, 417 and 418.

Focke announces as a general principle that "monstrous or abnor-
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nial forms <>C floral organs ate much more common in hybrids than In

individuals of pure descent," and states further that double flowers

are especially frequent in hybrid plants. Such examples could 1)0

multiplied indefinitely, but enough have been cited to show that these

striking new characters are of superlative Interest i<> tli<' plant

breeder.

SPECIAL FEAT! RES OBTAINED BY HYBRIDIZATION.

CNCRE \SKD SIZE \M> VIGOR.

Hybrids between very different species are said to be often xevy

weals when young, and also difficult to grow successfully. In some
cases, however, crosses between very different species give unusually

vigorous offspring. Burbidge says: "I have in several cases noted

the healthy, vigorous appearance of Mr. Dominy's hybrid and bige-

rieric hybrid orchids compared with, the parent plants.n Darwin sub-

scribes to the same view in the statements that "true hybrids raised

from entirely distinct species, though they lose in fertility, often gain

in size and constitutional vigour," and that "Clotzsch crossed Pinus
sylvestris and P. nigricans, Quercus robur and Q. pediuiculata, Alnus
ghdinosa and A. incana, Ulmus campestris and U. effusa, and the

cross-fertilized seeds, as well as seeds of the pure parent-trees, were

all sown at the same time and in the same place. The result was
that after an interval of eight years the hybrids were one-third taller

than the pure trees."

Burbank's numerous hybrids furnish many instances of excessive

increase in vigor, size of fruit, etc., resulting from crossing distinct

species. A hybrid between the English walnut (Juglans regia) and
the Californian black walnut (J. califomica) possesses extraordinary

vigor of growth, which may render it of exceptional value as a lumber
and ornamental tree. "The hybrid grows twice as fast as the com-
bined growth of both parents. The leaves * * * are from 2 feet

to a full yard in length. * * * The wood is very compact, with

lustrous, silky grain, taking a beautiful polish, and as the annual
layers of growth arc an inch or more in thickness and the medullary
rays prominent, the effect is unique." Another of Burbank's hybrid

walnuts, obtained hy crossing the black walnut with pollen of the

Californian black walnut, produces fruit of excessive size, it being

much larger than those of either parent (fig. 12).

The raspberry-blackberry hybrid "Primus," produced by crossing

the Western dewberry (Jiuhh'.s ursinus) with the Siberian raspberry

[R. cratcegifolius) is also an interesting ease. In his description of

this hybrid berry, Burbanb says: "It is also remarkable that tho

hybrid should ripen its fruit several weeks before eitherof its parents,

and excel them much in productiveness and size of fruit, though
retaining the general appearance and combined flavors of both" (PI.
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\\iil, flg. 3). Slightly Increased siae and rigor frequently result

from i ig eloselj related sorts and species, as we shall see lat-

hut the excessive increase in size In the above-described walnuts and

raspberry-blackberry h\ brids can hardly be considered o1 berwise t ban

as a in-w character.

From the preceding statements, it seems certain thai even cro

between distinct species may frequently produce offspring of greatly

increased vegetative vigor, and that this vigor maj often be of the

greatest consequence in the breeding of plants, enabling the hybrid to

endure much better than either <»f the parent species t he deteriorating

effects of unsuitable soils or climates. A case in point is that of Pri-

mula r> nzoij the hybrid offspring of P. tyrolensis and P, wolfeniana.

According to Kernel-, both parent species are difficult to rear in gar-

dens, even when the greatest care is bestowed upon their cultivation.

The hybrid P. venzoi, however, will flourish in extreme luxuriance

if planted close to them in the same soil and under the same external

conditions.

In some cases the increase in vegetative vigor secured by crossing

distinct species is at the expense of fertility, but this is by no means
true in all. Focke says that "it was formerly thought that the dimin-

ished sexual fruitfulness is compensated by a greater vegetative lux-

uriance, a statement the untenableness of which, as Gaertner showed,

is most plainly demonstrated by the fact that many of the most fruit-

ful crosses (Datura, Mirabilis) are also distinguished by a most gigan-

tic growth." On this subject Fritz MuUer also says: "So far as my
experience goes, the hybrids which grow the most luxuriantly are

generally the most fruitful."

From results obtained by Millardet, it would seem that in some
cases the exceptional vigor due to hybridization of distinct species

might be secured without a noticeable change in the species which it

is desired to breed true. These are the so-called false hybrids dis-

cussed above, resembling one parent exclusively. Thus, Millardet

hybridized two strawberries (Fragaria vesca with F. clatior) and
obtained five very vigorous and fruitful hybrids of the vesca type.

Seeds from these hybrids were planted and the plants of the second

generation, also of the pure vesca type, were remarkably vigorous

The beneficial effect of fertilizing plants with pollen of different

individuals of the same species was conclusively proved by Darwin,

and is now well understood. That unusual vigor frequently results

from crossing plants of closely related sorts or different strains or

races of the same species, and that this may be of great use in

increasing the vigor and yield of many of our common cultivated

plants, has not been so thoroughly realized; indeed the great economic

importance of this fact has been largely overlooked. The increased

vigor produced b}r crossing different sorts is well illustrated by Dar-

win's results in crossing tobacco, which is commonly self-fertilized.
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He Pound that simple cross-fertilization with the same strain had but

Little effect, but when the flowers of slightly different sorts or strains

were crossed the resulting seedlings showed the effect of the cross in

an extraordinary degree. "This was shown in several ways—by the

earlier germination of the crossed seeds, by the more rapid growth of

the seedlings while quite young, by the earlier flowering of the

mature plants, as well as by the greater heighl which they ultimately

attained. The superiority of the crossed plants was shown still more
plainly when the two lots were weighed, the weight of the crossed

plants to thai of the self-fertilized in the l wo crowded pots being as

LOO to -')7. Better evidence could hardly be desired of the immense

advantage derived from a cross with a fresh stock."

In cases where there is do particular object in keeping the varieties

pure, a marked increase in yield may be obtained by using crossed

seed. The valuable practical results which maybe secured in 1iiis

way are indicated by results obtained at the Illinois Experiment
Station bjT Morrow and Gardner in crossing various sorts of corn.

Of fifteen cross-bred corns tested, twelve gave a decided increase in

yield over that of the parent sorts, ranging from 2 to 8G per cent in

individual cases. In three cases a decrease in yield of from 8 to 20

per cent resulted. In the fifteen cases taken together an average

increase in yield of about 10 per cent was secured. In some cases the

cross-bred corns were grown the second generation without crossing

and showed a decidedl}r larger yield than the parent varieties. A
number of crossing experiments of a similar nature had previously

been made by McClure with corn and practically the same results

obtained. "The corn grown from the crossed seed was in nearly all

cases clearly increased in size as a result of crossing" (PI. XX,
fig. 1). "Nearly all the corn grown a second year from the crosses is

smaller than that grown the first year, though most of it is yet larger

than the average size of the parent varieties."

In the majority of cases crossing distinct sorts improves the vigor

and results in greatly increased yield. By selecting varieties which
give increased yields uniformly when crossed and crossing these for

seed corn it seems certain that the average jueld can be greatly

increased. Securing seed corn from a cross of any two sorts desired

is not a difficult or expensive process, being easily accomplished by
planting the two desired sorts in alternate rows and removing the

tassels, as soon as they appear, from the one to be used as the female

parent. The ears that form on the rows from which the tassels have
been removed will have been crossed with pollen from the variety

from which the tassels have not been removed. The seed corn should
therefore be selected from ihe ears produced on the detasseled rows.

The field planted to the two varieties, as above described, to secure

crossed seed should be somewhal isolated from other cornfields, and
should !>< of sufficient size to produce the necessary quantity of seed.
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arred in produoin in t his wnj i i the

i be alternate ill form on both as

usual.

Iu oase of fruits and plants propagated vegetatively by su

cuti increased vigor obtained in this way could

•ably be retained indefinitely and would he of the greatest value.

It is probable a! Darwin s bs, thai increased fertility and
yield would be secured by obtaining seeds of the same sort grown for

some time at a distance under different conditions and plantii.

alternate rows with home-gfOWn seed, so that the different strains

would l>c crossed. The increased vigor resulting from crossing clo

related sorts may be of the utmost importance in aiding plants t<>

resist disease. Knight found this to 'he the case with certain wheats

which lie obtained by crossing different sorts. He says: "In the

years 17 (.>"> and L796, when almost the whole crop of corn in the island

[Great Britain] was blighted, the varieties thus obtained, and these

only, escaped in this neighbourhood, though sown in several different

soils and situations.*'

The increased vigor and fruitfulness which almost invariably result

from crossing closely related sorts or varieties is a principle of the

utmost importance in our common agricultural practices, for wo
greatly need more vigorous forage plants, timber and shade trees,

vegetables, etc-., and more prolific* grains and fruits.

BREEDING HARDY SORTS.

"render plants may be rendered more resistant to cold by crossing

them with hardy species or races. Thus, according to Verlot, the

forms of Rhododendron arboreum are rendered hardier by crossing

with K. catdwbiense. Macfarlane has called attention to the hardi-

- of a hybrid between the hardy Monibreiia 2>ot(sii and Triton ia

aurea, which latter is easily injured by cold. He says, referring

to the winter of 1891-92: "The conns of the first [Monibretia]

appear scarcely to have been injured. Those of the hybrid have

been largely killed off, at least to the extent of GO per cent, while

Tritonia, never hardy in exposed ground, has survived only where it

is planted against, and can creep along, the outer side of a hothouse

wall." A second case is also described by Macfarlane where a hybrid

between a hardy and a tender species is intermediate in hardiness

between the two. lie says: "Pliilcsia bur/folia is a hardy plant

and resists well our winter colds. Lapageria rosea requires the tem-

perature of a cool hothouse to nourish, while the hybrid succeeds if

kept protected from frost and the more cutting winds. In the south-

ern counties of Britain it lives and flowers out of doors."

Originating hard}- races of cultivated plants is a line of work

of great worth, rendering it possible to cultivate valuable kinds

faither north than they have been in the past, and lessening the dan-
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from the sudden and great changes of temperature to which they

niv exposed in many parts of the United States.

In view of the great injury caused to orange and Lemon trees in

Florida, Louisiana, and California by the which occa-

sionally occur, ii would I f Immense value if good sorts of oranges

and lemons which are more resistant to cold than any now existing

; '<i be produced. Fortunately, the Japanese trifoliate orang< |

( '//-

rus trifoliata), although Its fruits are small and of Little value excepl

for preserves, is deciduous and so hardy that ii can be grown without

protection as far north as Philadelphia. The experiments of the

writers have proved that hybrids may be made successfully between

this hardy species of ("it rus and t he good sorts of oranges and Lemons

commonly grown. Furthermore, some of ihcse hybrid plants show-

by their irregularly trilobed leaves (fig. 13) that they are intermedi-

ate in character between the parents, and do not, exhibit the over-

whelming preponderance of one or the other parent shown by the

hybrids of the orange and pomelo described on page •*}'»". If these

hybrids are produced in sufficient numbers we may reasonably expect

to find among the many some having the desired combination of char-

acters, that is, the hardiness of the trifoliate orange and the size and

qualify of fruit of the ordinary orange and lemon. Since these hybrids

are difficult to produce, their seeds, if any are developed, should bo

planted in order to secure numerous plants of the second generation,

which are not only easier to obtain, but are in general more variable

and consequently more likely to yield the desired forms. The prob-

lem hrn' is v^yy similar to that which the French hybridizers have

successfully solved in obtaining hybrid grapes combining the resist-

ance to Phylloxera of the American grape and the quality and size of

fruit of the European grape (p. 41G). An increase in hardiness of

plums, peaches, pears, and, indeed, of hosts of our most valuable

crops, would be of immense value and could doubtless be secured by

hybridization and selection.

ADAPTATION TO "WARMER CLIMATES.

In the previous section, methods of obtaining hardy soils by

hybridization was discussed. With main* plants it is just as import-

ant to secure sorts adapted to growth in warmer climates, making pos-

sible the southward extension of the territory in which the plant can

be cultivated profitably. The KieiTer and Le Conte pears furnish

excellent illustrations of valuable sorts of this kind. These pears

are almost certainly hybrids between the Chinese sand pear {Pyrus

sinensis) and the common European pear (P. communis), since both

were grown from seeds of the sand pear obtained from trees which

were surrounded by various European pears. The partial self-ster-

ility of the sand pear and the great ease with which cross-pollination

is effected by insects thus Leaves but Little doubt thai the seeds were
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the result of accidental hybridization. The Chii and pear is

cultivated mainlj as an ornamental tree and for stocks on which to

bud othei the fruil being of verj poor quality.

The adaptability of the Kieffer and Le Conte pears to growth in

warmer climates Is doubtless derived from the mother, the Chine

sand pear, from which parent is probably derived in part the unusual

vigor and resistance to disease. ( >n the other hand, the quality of the

fruit was largely derived from the common pear.

These two hybrid sorts have practically revolutionized pear culture

in the southern part of the Cfnited states, having extended the range

of profitable commercial pear growing hundreds of miles southward.

\\ aite says in regard to this: "No single clement lias exerted more

influence on pear culture in the Eastern United States than the intro-

duction of the oriental species of pear, idie Kieffer and Le (
1onte

have so far brought about most of the changes. From Virginia and

southward to the orange region of Florida these two varieties have

monopolized the pear growers' attention. In fact, they have made the

Southern pear culture.'
1

Still greater improvements may be expected

when extensive and carefully planned experiments can be carried out

in hybridizing the oriental and European pears.

SORTS RESISTANT TO DISEASE.

It lias long been known that certain races and sorts are less subject

than others to some diseases, but it was only recently that this fact

was brought into prominence, and is largely the result of efforts of

the French vineyard ists to secure grapes immune from Phylloxera,

black rot, chlorosis, etc. The extensive grape industry of France was

threatened with destruction by Phylloxera, an insect affecting the

roots of the vine, until it was learned that certain American species,

as Vitis riparia and 1'. rupestris, were practically immune from it.

This has led to the fine European varieties being grafted extensively

on these resistant stocks. A "direct producer"—that is, a variety

propagated by cuttings and not budded or grafted—was thought

desirable, however, and large sums were expended by the French

Government and by private individuals to secure by hybridization

sorts having the Phylloxera-resistant character of the American grapes

and the fine fruit of the European. Several very excellent h}Tbrids

have been obtained which possess these characters, so that it is very

probable that direct-producing sorts, meeting all the demands of dif-

ferent regions, can be secured. Millardet, who has been very active

in this investigation, says: "The great difficulty is not to obtain

resistance to Phylloxera and to mildew, nor even to obtain size and

quality of fruit, but to secure the fertility of the x^lant." The relative

susceptibility of the various grapes to black rot has also been studied,

and it seems probable that this destructive malady may be prevented

successfully by securing resistant sorts. According to Ratoin, no
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native French grapes are entirely immune. Jnranoon Noir is the

most resistant, as when surrounded l>y rotting grapes it did not Lose

I tenth of its bunches; Blanquettede Limous is as good as Jurancpn,

( w o spraj Lngs being sufficient to sa\ <• ;i crop where t he w hole \ ineyard

is composed of this sort; Hybrid .1 .

r>n:{ of Couderc, a black grape-

obtained by crossing I . rupestris and Petit Bouschet, is immune;
•lioi of CouderOj a hybrid <»i' I . rupestris and Chasselas rose, is very

resistant, and Seine! NTo. l is also <>r this category. In L888 .M. Four-

die* sowed seed obtained by crossing V. riparia, I'. rupi st/ris, and

Portugais Bleu, and secured a hybrid winch is very resistant to I'liyl-

loxera and chlorosis, and seems to be entirely immune from fungous

diseases. Placed among vines ravaged by black ro1 in Lot-et-Garonne

it remained perfectly healthy without treatment. It is, moreover, a
sort that yields well, forty-five bunches being counted on a single

plant. Degrully reports that Couderc's hybrids of Cunningham and
Folio and Cunningham and Aramon are very resistant to black rot.

The almost absolute immunity of Cunningham seems to be easily

communicated to its hybrids.

Chlorosis, a disease induced by planting on soils containing an
excess of lime, may also be avoided by using resistant varieties.

According to Roy-Cevrier, Couderc's hybrid 1202 of Mourvedre and
Rupestris is very well adapted to calcareous soils and is resistant to

chlorosis.

In resistance to disease very marked differences exist in certain

species and races of oranges. For instance, the sour orange is pract i-

cally immune from mal-di-gomma, and the disease is largely controlled

by budding the sweet orange on this stock. The sour orange is also

largely immune from blight, and it is probable that a blight-resistant

sort of the sweet orange could be obtained by crossing with it. Again,

the Drake Star, a very excellent late orange, but a shy bearer, has
been found by the writers to be almost entirely immune from "rust,"

which is caused by a surface-feeding mite (Phytoptidse). Other rust-

resistant sorts could probably be obtained by crossing the Drake Star

with other sweet oranges.

Sorts somewhat resistant to disease can be found among almost all

our cultivated fruits, and from the results obtained in France with the

grape it seems probable that many plant diseases could be success-

fully controlled by breeding resistant sorts.

INCREASED PERCENTAGE OF STARCH, SUGAR, ETC.

That very valuable improvements may be made in this direction is

clearly shown by the results of Cimbals, a celebrated German plant

breeder, in the improvement of the potato. "The well-known sort

Magnum Bonum yields about 60 ewt. per inorgen [about five-eighths

of an acre], with 15 per cent starch content, that is, 9 cwt. starch,

and Cimbals' new sort, ' Prasident von Juncker,' yields 1-40 cwt. per
1 a97 27
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morgen, with 26 percent content, thai la mli."

i only l yield obtained In this latter c it the

percent of starch iras increased very decidedly, bo thai the yield of

utm vrasfourtim it—avery important feature, particularly

in Germany, where potatoes for dist ill. itarch factories, and <»t !.

industrial purposes are sold according to starch content.

Cunt: Bribed a remarkable Chinchona (C. ledgeriana) sup-

posed to be a hybrid of ('. pavtmiana and C. weddelliana, which
show s an extraordinarily large quinine content. It is a mosaic hybrid,

having the parental characters dissociated t<> a considerable extent,

thai is, showing side by side, and the bark often contains from 5

13J per cent of quinine {1S{ per cent corresponds to 17.83 per cent

sulphate of quinine), or " from three to four times as much quinine

other rich barks." This hybrid is sterile and difficult to propagate, so

Kunrxe recommends its production by seed obtained by artificially

crossing the parent specie

The sugar content of the sugar beel has been largely increased by
Vilmorin, mainly by careful selection of seed. It is very probable

that important results eould also be obtained in the tJnited States by

hybridizing the best sorts existing, The protein contenl of some of

our important food plants, and the camphor, rubber, and tannin eon-

tent of plants cultivated for these products, eould doubtless be greatly

increased by hybridization and selection.

i'HVNGE OF SEASON AND OF DURATION OF LIFE.

Frequently the time of blooming and fruiting may be changed by
hybridization, and thus the season prolonged and sorts secured which

bloom or fruit at times different from the blooming or fruiting time

of existing sorts, which is a feature of great practical importance in

fruit and flower industries, Burbank's blackberry-raspberry hybrid

"Primus," described on page 411, is an excellent illustration of this

result.

In many annual and biennial plants an extension of the period of

growth and of production of flowers or fruit, rendering them peren-

nial, would be a great acquisition. This could probably be obtained

in many instances without detriment to the flower or the fruit, by

crossing such plants with related perennial species. "Foremost

among the problems to be solved by the pansy raisers," says Witt-

rock, "we must place the question of making the pansy perennial

instead of annual or biennial. A remarkable step in this direction

has already been taken by the English and Scotch pansy growers,

who, with very good results, have used the perennial Viola cornuta

for crossing with garden pansies." The perennial habit of the

tufted pansies, or violas, was derived from the English V. Jutca and

the Pyrenean V. cornuta, which were crossed with the garden pansies.
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ACVIISITIDN (>!•• ODOB.

There is evidence which shows that odorless plants have been

rendered fragrant by hybridizing with scented species or varie

According to Wittrock, pansies have been considerably improved io

this respect i>y crossing various sorts with the fragrant V, cornvia.

Violetta, a fragrant sort, \*as produced by crossing I . corntUa with

pollen ot* the pansj Blue King. Sensation, another scented variety,

was also produced by crossing I', oernuia and the pansy, Wittrock,

who is probably the besl authority od violets and pansies, says: "No
pains have been spared of late by the pansy cultivators of Great

Britain to increase the charm of the pansy by obtaining perfume as

well as beauty, but by a more extensive; use of tin; odoriferous alpine

species
(
V. cornuta L. and V. Infra Iluds., var. grandiflora (L.) Vill.)

for hybridization doubtless much may still be done in this direction."

BETTER QUALITY AND FLAVOR.

Probably the most satisfactory method of obtaining improved and
unique flavor is through the variations produced by crossing different

races or species. The exceedingly valuable results which may be

obtained in this way are shown by what has been accomplished in the

improvement of the quality of smoking tobaccos. The various forms
of Havana tobaccos, because of their superiority to all others, have
been used in crossing with other varieties to improve their flavor.

The most valuable results which have been obtained in this way,
according to Comes, "are certain Turkish tobaccos, which unite

marvelously the suavity of aroma of the Havana with the mild flavor

of the Macrophylla," a mild-flavored, large-leafed tobacco. The
various forms of the famous Jenidje of Drama and of Aya Solnk

are cited by Comes as examples. Thus far almost no attempt lias

been made in America to improve the cultivated races of tobacco by
hybridization. Recently very numerous and extensive experiments
have been made in Florida to grow the famous Cuban Vuelta Abajo
tobacco. All attempts thus far have been directed to securing from
Cuba seed of the sort desired, and cultivating and curing the crop as

nearly as possible in the same way as is done in Cuba. It seems
probable, however, that even more valuable and far-reaching results

might be obtained by infusing the quality of the Vuelta Abajo into

some of the best widely cultivated native sorts by hybridization. In

this way the hardiness of our native sorts might bo combined with
the flavor and quality of the Vuelta Abajo, thus making it possible

to grow superior smoking tobacco over a widety extended area.

Many of our fruits and nuts are capable of marked improvement
in the same way. The modifications in flavor and color which may
be obtained, if not superior to the parent sorts may at least form
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interesting and valuable novelties. The Transcendent crab apple

hybrid between the common apple and the Siberian crab apple; the

i lan i and k i in i r
«•<

i crab apples; hybrids between t li<- apple and the

native wesi American crab apple, «-!<•., are Illustrations of valuable

combinations in quality, flavor, and size obtained among fleshy fruits

i>\ hybridization, The Le Oonte and K i**n«- r- pears already referred

.!,- also examples of this effect

BBBBDUVe BBTTSB STOCKS.

one of the most promising lines of work for the plant breeder is the

origination of sorts of plants to be used exclusively for storks.

Hybrids of unusual vigor, even though absolutely sterile, may ]>n>\<-

of great value for stocks if they are capable of being propagated \ e(

tatively. Millardet says that some of his hybrids of the European
and American vims exhibit a "degree of vigor which is simply

incredible.
,s Some of those sown in 1883 were 2 and one even 3

inches in diameter in 1880. Some of Ganzin's observations go to

show that the European vine thrives better on such hybrid stocks

than on the pure American species, having more affinity for the

former.

The importance of breeding sorts of the vine adapted to particular

soil conditions has long been recognized by the French viticulturists.

Degrully called attention to some hybrids of the European grape with

Viiis bertcmdieri as having great resistance to chlorosis, a disease due

to excess of lime. Several of them were able to thrive in soils con-

taining 50 to GO per cent of lime and some few even where there was

GO to 03 per cent. Munson has done valuable work in this line in

America, but much still remains to be accomplished. The Marianna
plum, which is propagated extensively from cuttings to serve as

stocks for other plums, is a hybrid supposedly of Mirobolan and
Chickasaw plums. A very considerable increase in productiveness

and extension of the area of cultivation of our most valuable fruits

may be expected when stocks are bred as carefully as are at present

the sorts used for grafting on them.



THE NEEDS AM) BEQUIBEXENTS OF A CONTROL
PEERING STUFFS,

i;> 1;. \v. Ai.i.i.N-, i'li. I).,

Assistant Director oj the Ofllc of Experiment Stations.

INTRODUCTION.

In recenl years there has been a steady Increase in the production

of commercial feeding staffs and in their use by farmers. Tin

products are furnished principally by oil mills, starch and gluc<

factories, flouring mills, distilleries and breweries, and similar indus-

tries. They arc by-products of these industries, and as the extent and
variety of these industries have increased, the amount of by-products

lias been swelled to enormous proportions. A new series of products

has appeared almost annually, so that while a dozen years ago the

different kinds could almost be counted on the fingers of both hands,

to-day they present a bewildering array of different kinds and trade

names, many of the latter quite delusive.

A portion of these products is export-ed to foreign countries, but

the larger amount is used at home. As farmers, particularly in the

East, have come to buy commercial fertilizers to supplement the sup-

ply of barnyard manure made on the farm, so in the matter of feeding

stuffs the}7 have come to buy concentrated materials to piece out the

grain and coarse fodder which they raise. These concentrated mate-

rials are used more particularly to increase the protein in the feed,

and so make better balanced rations.

CONDITION OF TRADE IN FEEDING STUFFS.

While we have no statistics as to the amount of commercial feeding

stuffs used by the farmers of this country, it has been stated on good
authority that the money expended for them "exceeds many times

the amount spent for commercial fertilizers;" hence, the interests

involved in the trade in commercial feeding stuffs are greater than in

the case of commercial fertilizers. But the trade in feeding stuffs is

in a similar condition to that in fertilizers twenty or twenty-live

years ago.

IJcfore the fertilizer trade had reached a tenth of the present pro-

portions of the trade in commercial feeding stuffs, the need of some sort

of control of fertilizers in order to protect the farmer had been real-

ized. Laws wen- passed requiring dealers to guaranty the composi-

tion of fertilizers, ami providing an inspection or control of the goods.

421
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The trade in commercial fertilizers is doh on ;t reliable and businea

like basis. The intelligent buyer may know just what h<- Is paying

for, and has oonfldenoe in t be t rade born of a knowledge that a bI riot

control is maintained which renders anj attempt at gross frand Lm-

practioable. The fertilizer control bas proved a mosl valuable safe-

guard to farmers, and, aside from the saying In dollars and cents, has

done much to instruct them in the composition and use of fertilize

The benefits of the fertilizer control are now generally recognized.

The arguments in favor of it are equally applicable to a control of

commercial feeding stuffs. This is apparent from the present extent

of the trade in these products, the number of different kinds on the

market, the selling price of the material, and the liability to variation

in composition due to a number of causes. The farmer can not afford

to take the risk of buying high-priced commercial feeding studs by

name only any more than lie can fertilizers, and i! is as impracticable

for him to secure analyses of each shipment of feeding stuffs as of

fertilizers.

The principal food ingredients of commercial feeding stuffs are

protein, fat, and carbohydrates (fiber and nitrogen-free extract), of

these, the first two deserve special attention, as the coarse fodders

grown on the farm furnish carbohydrates in large quantity. Protein

is the material out of which muscle and tissue are formed. It is

absolutely necessary in the food in order to supply the material for

repairing the waste of the body and making growth. The fat and the

carbohydrates are used in producing fat in the body and in furnishing

heat and energy; but fat is regarded as about two and one-half times

as efficient as carbohydrates in the production of energy. Hence,

while the fat and the carbohydrates serve a similar purpose in nutri-

tion, and so may replace one another, neither of them can take the

place of protein. The protein more than any other ingredient should

be considered in buying concentrated feeding stuffs, for it is largely

to make up the deficiency of most farm products in protein that com-

mercial feeds are bought and fed.

DIFFERENCE IN COMPOSITION OF COMMON FEEDING STUFFS.

The variation in composition of common feeding stuffs is very

large, as will be apparent from studying any compilation of analyses.

Wheat bran, for example, varies in protein all the way from 12 to 19

per cent ; wheat middlings, from 10 to 20 per cent; wheat screenings,

from 8 to 17 per cent; and buckwheat middlings, from 25 to 31 per

cent. Cotton-seed meal ranges from 23 to 50 per cent in protein, and

from 9 to 18 per cent in fat; new-process linseed meal, from 27 to 38

per cent in protein, and from 1.3 to 4.4: per cent in fat; peanut meal,

from 37 to 52 per cent in protein, and from G to 18 per cent in fat,

and the various materials sold under the name of gluten meal have
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been found (<> vary from ill to 39 per cent tn protein, and Prom 6 to 20

per cenl in fa1

.

A part of this rariation is due to differences In water content, but

even on the dry-matter h.vsis the range in composition is v<ry vride.

This is but natural, since the by-products are obtained from a large

aumber of factories, and ;i difference or a change in the process of

manufacture has its effect on the composition of the by-product. An
instance of this is the refuse from the manufacture of glucose from

corn. A few yean ago a by-product from this industry, under the

name of gluten meal, was placed on the market «* 1 1 m 1 soon met with

extensive sale. The material varied considerably with the process of

manufacture, and certain trade names were given to t he producl s from

different factories* As a result there were .soon numerous brands of

gluten meal, varying all the way from 21 to 39 percent in protein and
from 3.4 to 20 per cent in fat. Between the old process and the new-

process Chicago gluten meal, there is an average difference of 7 or 8

per cent in protein, due to a more thorough removal of the si arch

from the corn and possibly to a saving of gluten formerly lost in the

manufacturing process. Between different brands of gluten meal
there is a difference in food constituents amounting to several dollars

a ton, a difference perhaps equal to that between the various brands

of so-called "potato manure" or other fertilizers for special crops.

The popularity of gluten meal has led to the name being applied to

the by-products from other industries, as distilleries.

Later another class of feeding stuffs known as "gluten feed" was
introduced, which was likewise a by-product of the glucose manu-
facture. It consists of the hulls, germs, and gluten of the corn,

mixed and coarsely ground together. These gluten feeds contain

more fiber and fat and less protein than the gluten meals. Analyses
of a large number have shown them to range all the way from 10. 5 to

28 per cent in protein and from 7 to 12.6 per cent in fat, the average
of a large number of analyses being 24 per cent of protein and 10.6

per cent of fat. In this class, also, changes in the process of manu-
facture have had a marked effect upon the composition of the feed.

For instance, old-process Buffalo gluten feed contained about 2.
'3 per

cent of protein and 12 per cent of fat, while that made by the same
company under an improved process contains about 27 per cent of

protein and only a little over 4 per cent of fat.

In addition to the gluten meals and feeds there are now a large

number of materials of similar character on the market sold under
the names "glucose meal," "cream gluten," "gluten flour," "grano
gluten," "golden gluten" (a dried distillery refuse), "glucose teed,"

"glucose refuse," "sugar feed," "sugar meal," "maize feed," uCOTl
gem*,* "corn-germ meal/' "starch feed," and even others. Willi

this array of names the confusion has become complete, only the
person familiar with the processes of manufacture can tell to what
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claas the different materials belong, and In •

i
• the nam

appear t»» have been purposely made delusive the materiali

range In protein all the way from Less than 10 to aearlj i«> percent,

there is a chance for great deception or misunderstanding in baying

w it hout a know ledge of the composition, six samples of At las gluten

meal (a distillery by-prodnet) were fonnd l>\ the Massachusetts Experi-

ment Station to varj from 22.6 to 37.3 per oeni in protein content,

a difference of nearly <'> (, <> pounds of protein per ton of the meal, ox

nearly as much protein as is contained In a ton <>t* average wheat bran.

NAMES DELUSIVE.

In L896 the Massachusetts station analyzed seven samplesof cotton-

ed meal which were sold at from $1 to $2 less per ton than prime

meal, on the ground that they were a little "off color." Tiny were

not only quite dark in color, but contained a varying amount of hulls

ground with the kernels. "The larger part of them were really not

worth much over one-half as much as prime meal."

\\ ithin a few years a product known as " cottou-seed feed" has

been placed upon the market and has been tested at a number of the

agricult nral experiment stations. This purports to be a mixture of 5

parts of the hulls with 1 part of cotton-seed meal by weight. It has

been found to correspond more nearly to a coarse fodder than to a

grain feed; and although it differs in appearance from cotton-seed

meal, the purchaser is likely to be misled by the similarity of the

name and to think it a richer feeding stuff than it really is.

Under the name of
'

' peanut meal " a material has been sold con-

sisting of ground peanut hulls or shells, and even less valuable as a

food than cotton-seed hulls. As peanut meal, which consists of the

kernel of the peanuts from which the fat has been partially extracted,

is one of the richest feeding stuffs we have, containing over 47 per

cent of protein, the use of the name in this case was clearly fraudu-

lent. "Peanut feed," which appeared to be the peanut shells finely

ground with a small mixture of inferior nuts, was found at the Mas-

sachusetts station to be only 32 per cent digestible, and to contain

over 50 per cent of woody fiber.

These facts serve to illustrate that in the case of a new feeding stuff

the name is no guide to the character or the probable feeding value

of the material.

CONDIMENTAL FEEDING STUFFS.

From time to time various mixed or "condimental" feeds are exten-

sively advertised with extravagant claims as to their effect upon the

general health of animals and their general feeding value, or their

ability to increase milk production. Tonic or medicinal properties are

claimed for many of them. They frequently contain a large quantity

of salt, as is shown by the high percentage of ash, and sometimes a
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harmless quantity of Eenugrees or substances of doubtful medicinal

value. The average composition of a number <>l' dies*' materials

analyzed w ithin the past ten \i>:\is by several of the experiment

stations is given, as follows:

npontion of some oondtmental ttmi misoed feeding stuffs.

Feeding erf nil's.



nURBOO

perienoe has shown tin- uncertainty of buying fche mixed f<

»u in I teed, chop, ©to., pot out bj lar fcories. These frequently
1 of mixtures of grain of inferior qualit\ with more »>r less

refuse material. The feed from oatmeal factories has been found to

contain as high as 60 per oent of hulls. At the best Buch mixed feed

is of uncertain and varying composition.

\iu l.i 1:1; \ ! h»\ OF n-:u»i\« is.

In this country not much is heard of adulteration <>f feeding stuffs,

and very little has been done in studying their purity at the experi-

ment stations further than determining the composition by analysis.

How much of the variation observed is due bo adulteration <»r ko

deceptive practice in manufacture it is impossible to say. There is

little ground, however, for Buspecting manufacturers <>f intentional

adulteration of this class of materials.

In Europe, where considerable attention has been paid to studying

the purity of feeding stuffs, some remarkable cases of adulteration

have been disclosed. The brans have so frequently been found to be

adulterated that, the Gorman stations are continually cautioning their

constituents against buying wheat or rye brans except <>n a guaranty

of composition. In some sections nearly all the bran has boon found

to be adulterated, other classes of feeding st nil's have been found to

be extensively adulterated, and also to contain injurious weed seed&j

ergot, molds, and other fungi, and to be in bad condition. It is

said that in general, adulteration and contamination of commercial

feeding stuffs are much more common in Germany than in the case

of* commercial fertilizers.

CONTROL OF FEEDIX(i STUFFS ABROAD.

To meet the requirements for greater security in buying concen-

trated feeding stuffs a voluntary control, similar to that of commer-
cial fertilizers, has been arranged for in several of the European

countries. Under this control the principal dealers in concentrated

feeding stuffs place themselves under the control of the experiment

stations, agreeing to guaranty the percentages of protein and fat and
to pay an indemnity to purchasers in case the experiment stations

find their goods below the guaranty. It has been found more difficult

to arrange for this voluntary control of feeding stuffs than was the

Case with fertilizers. The need o[' a more comprehensive and binding

plan is keenly felt by the experiment stations in Germany.
The fertilizer and feeding stuff act of England, passed in 1893,

is for the most part merely a purity law. It does not require the stat-

ing of composition, but calls for an invoice giving- the name and

nature of the article and the material from which it is made, and

guarantying that no other substances or seeds have entered into its

composition.
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LEGISLATION in THI8 OOUKTET,

In this country Prof. Charles A. Goessmann, of Massachusetts, has

been one of the prime movers in agitating the matter of the control

o!' feeding st nil's. In numerous publications he 1ms shown the ancer-

tain condition of the trade in concentrated feeding stuffs, and urged

thai such feeding stuffs be sold on a guaranty of composition and the

trade controlled by an Inspection.

In L895 a lawwas passed in Connecticul to prevent the adulteration

or misbranding of "every article used lor food or drink by man,

horses, <>r cat! u»." It provides $2,500 a year lor i in' siatc experiment

stat ion to maintain an inspection. Tt also provides lhat the Station

may adopt or lix standards of purity, quality, or strength when sin-h

standards are not specified or fixed by statute. In executing this

Inspection the station has confined iis attention almost entirely to

articles used as human food. The amount appropriated for the

purpose necessarily limits the field which can be covered.

In the winter of 1897 the State legislature of Massachusetts passed

an act authorizing the experiment station to collect and analyze

samples of concentrated feeding stuffs sold in the State and publish

the results. While the law does not require that the name and

composition of concentrated feeding stuffs be placed upon the pack-

age, the station has urged that this be done, and a number of the

larger jobbers have agreed to adopt the suggestion. It is believed

that the ad vain age from such an arrangement will become so apparent

as to make more effective legislation possible.

The same year the State of Maine passed "an act to regulate the

sale and analysis of concentrated commercial feeding stuffs." This

act defines the term "concentrated feeding stuffs," and requires that

the percentages of protein and fat in such feeding stuffs be guaran-

tied. It provides for an inspection of this class of feeding stuffs by

the experiment station and the publication of the results. The
expense of the inspection is to be maintained by the tonnage tax of

10 cents. Fines are provided for failure to comply with the terms

of the law. The law covers all feeding stuffs except hay and straw,

whole seeds and meals of wheat, rye, barley, oats, Indian corn,

buckwheat, and broom corn, and brans and middlings.

The laws in Massachusetts and Maine went into effect during the

Bummer and fall of 1897. It is understood that legislation is contem-
plated in other States. It is generally recognized by intelligent farme -

and the leaders in agriculture to be a marked step in advance, and il is

believed that, as in the case of the fertilizer control, it will gradually

spread to other States

DESIRABILITY OF A FEBDING-SXUFP CONTROL.

The intelligent farmer of to-day has go1 beyond trading "sight
unseen' 1 or "buying a cat in a bag" when ii comes t<> fertilizers, and
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lit- will not long be satisfied to follow this plan in baying commercial
tun's when 1m- conies to realize the trne state of affairs. He

already learned tin- meaning of protein, fat, ami carbohydrate

ami their uses in feeding, ami in- will not long be content to submit

bo an arrangement by which In* must pay for th<-><- materials on an
entirely arbitrary basis without knowing just what he is getting in

return, lie will insist, sooner or later, that manufacturers must >iai<-

what they sell and sell what thej state.

The desirability, as far us the farmer is concerned, of requiring a

guaranty for the richer commercial feeding stuffs ami those most

subject to variation would seem to be apparent. Such a guaranty
naturally Implies a control to make it effective. The method of vol-

untary control practiced in Europe does not seem adapted to this

country, and legislation will be necessary in the different States, as

in the case of the fertilizer control. Such legislation should require

that on every package of concentrated commercial feeding stuff the

trade or other name of the material and the name of the manufact urer

be Btated, together with a guaranty of the approximate percentages of

protein and of fat which the material contains. It should provide for

the inspection and analysis of these materials, and this control would
naturally be placed in the hands of the agricultural experiment sta-

tions, which are the authorized representatives of the farmers' inter-

ests in scientific matters in their respective States. The necessary

expenses of the inspection may he defrayed, as in the case of the

fertilizer control, either by direct appropriation for that purpose or

by a license fee or tonnage tax. The Maine feeding-stuff law imposes

a tonnage tax of 10 cents, while the laws of Massachusetts and Connect-

icut provide for State appropriations. AVhether or not the expenses

of the control should be borne by the manufacturers of feeding st uffs

is an open question. At all events, the tax or fee on commercial

feeding stuffs should not be in excess of the amount required for

executing the law.

It is recognized as very desirable that the legislation relative to

feeding stuffs in different States should be as similar in requirements

as is practicable. If possible, the States in different sections of the

country should enact feeding-stuff lawrs with practically the same

general requirements as to the statement to be placed on the package

and the terms of the guaranty. The complication which has arisen

from the wide difference in requirements of the fertilizer lawr
s of

different States is an illustration of the desirability of greater uni-

formity7
. Similarity on the general terms of requirement would

materially simplify compliance with the law on the part of large

dealers who sell in a number of different States, and would make less

difficulty on the part of those charged with its administration.
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[NTBODTTCTION.

The vast scope and importance of agriculture in the United States

ni once Lends interest to any investigation which promises to aid in

increasing t he product iveness of our soils. Owing to the great variety

of conditions, however, which may be presented, the solution of any
particular problem is usually of somewhat local application; but to

the vast number of Eastern agriculturists, dependent on the vaga-

ries of summer rains, there is no problem so important as the main-
tenance of a proper supply of water in the soil. Unfortunately, the

extreme complexity and lack of homogeneity of Eastern soils, together

with our peculiar climatic conditions, surround, the solution of this

problem with great difficulties.

As a rule, soil problems in the extreme West are simpler and easier

to study than anywhere else in the country. In the first place, the

soils themselves are more uniform in their texture, and the climatic

conditions are more stable. Ililgard has called attention to the fact

that, under the conditions prevailing where the rainfall is scanty,

rocks have disintegrated with comparatively little decomposition, so

that the soil grains are still composed of the several minerals of which
the original rock was made up. This disintegration in most cases has
reached to a considerable depth and results in soils having similar

physical properties to great depths. There is seldom a difference

between the soil and subsoil, as there is under the more humid climate

of the East. The soils generally are silty in character and contain

relatively little very fine material having the properties of clay.

The relation of some of these soils to water and to crops is very
remarkable. They absorb moisture so readily, lose it through evap-

oration so slowly, and yet supply the needs of plants so regularly and
abundantly, that they can stand long periods of drought, during
which the crops continue to grow without any signs of suffering for

lack of water. These properties are so marked, that if properly under-
stood they will undoubtedly throw an important light upon the gen-

eral principles of the relation of soils to moisture. For this reason

they are of unusual interest to students of agriculture, and it is

hoped that a simple presentation of the subject will arouse an interest

in t hose who have ready access to the soils in question, and encourage

a thorough and detailed study of the reasons for the extraordinary

properties the soils possess.
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Thefaotfl are doI new. The farmer in these favored Beetloni Li

HA familiar wit h the faol thai certain soils will withstand droughts of

six months' duration as our Eastern farmer Is that his crops requi

rain at Intervals©* a week or ten days. Hilgard has In numerous

publications called the attention of the scientific world to the facts.

They are so unusual, however, and so unlike the conditions in the

tstern portion of our own country or of Europe, that too much

attention can not be drawn to them nor too much thought and study

ven to the explanation of the conditions.

The accompanying tables give a summary of the rainfall and rela-

tive humidity at a number of places in the West toward which

attention should be directed. The records were furnished by the

Chief of the Weather Bureau, who states that the summary is made

up from data which is very incomplete and in many ways unsatisfac-

tory, so that too much reliance can not be placed upon the record

nor can the conditions at differenl places bo compared with any

degree of exactness. They are sufficiently exact, however, to ser

the present purpose.

Mean annual and seasonal rainfall.
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ERBIGATED LAND-: Off THE sa.n .io.u.h in PALLET, CALIFORNIA.

The conditions at Tnlare and Fresno, Cal., are typical of a large

area under Irrigation In the San Joaquin Valley. Around Fresno

some of t he soils possess In a remarkable degree the property of trans-

port Lng water for the use of crops. The soil of the Locality has become

so filled with water through overirrigation thai the older and well-

established vineyards no Longer need Lrrigal ton. V ineyards and fruit

trees grow most Luxuriantly without irrigation and with qo rain what-

ever during the growing season. As a matter of fact, however, while

water is not applied directly to the surface of the ground, the canals

are allowed t<> run, in order to supply the new vineyards which are

being set out. These canals, as a rule, are somewhat higher than the

surrounding fields on account of the sediment which they have brought
down, and which has been partially thrown out on the banks. It is

generally believed that the maintenance of the water supply in the

soil is dependent really on the water running through these canals.

Tho seepage from the canals is undoubtedly very great. It is stated

that if the flow should at any time be obstructed in a canal and the

water held there, that it would be absorbed by the soil and completely

disappear in the course of two or three days, provided the supply also

was cut off. It is the impression there that if canals are running on

two sides of a section, that is, a mile apart, the soil between them
will be sufficiently watered. This has not been exactly determined,

but is staled in order to give a general idea of the magnitude of this

subject of subirrigation, as it is called. It seems perfectly incredible

thai the lateral movement of water could be so great in these soils as

to supply the need of plants for half a mile on either side of an irri-

gation ditch. If these soils were packed into cylinders and water

applied in the ordinary manner of a drainage experiment, it is certain

that the movement would not be so extremely rapid as this would
indicate. There is nothing special in the texture of the soil to indi-

cate such an unusual property as it would have to possess in order to

secure the magnitude of the lateral movement which the facts indi-

cate. The standing water is not so very near the surface of these

lands. One would have to go probably from 12 to 25 feet in digging

a well to get a sufficient supply of water. It may be that the seepage
from tho canals merely maintains this underground supply, and that

the soil has the power of drawing water up from that distance to sup-

ply the needs of crops. However improbable the facts may appeal-,

nevertheless they exist, and a careful study of the conditions can not

fail to throw light upon important properties of soils, of which, at any
rate, we do no1 appreciate the full value.
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Ai the t'<»ur stations selected from southern California, namely,

Chino, Sau Bernardino, Claremont, and Pomona, there are certain

soils upon which crops are grown withont irrigation. There are on

an average between 17 and L8 inches annual rainfall at these plaot

the most of which falls during the winter months. Less than an Inch

of tain falls on the average during the five months of the growing

jon, from May to September, Inclusive. The Weather Bureau

>rds for the present season show that there has been no rain in

Pomona since April. Tobaceo set out since the rains stopped and

with no irrigation matured a crop aggregating a considerable yield

per acre, and then matured a sucker crop, which was cut toward the

last of September. These two crops of tobacco were grown with no

rainfall during their period of growth, with but little attention to

cultivation, and yet were luxuriant and healthy. The soil was still

moist just below t lie surface. No apparent reason for this is revealed

by examination of the soil itself, which consists of a light loam inclin-

ing to rather a coarse, sandy structure. It is in an artesian district,

but the surface wells are 30 or 40 feet deep, showing that there is no

standing water near the surface of the ground. At Chino sugar

beets are grown without irrigation under the average conditions here

reported. At Pomona orchards and vineyards nourish for months

without any rainfall whatever, and with no standing water within 20

or 30 feet of the surface of the ground.

WHEAT LANDS.

In the great wheat areas in the northern part of the San Joaquin

Valley of California, in the Palouse district around Pullman, Wash.,

and on the foothills at Wallawalla, Wash., and at Bozeman, Mont.,

the soils produce fine crops of wheat without irrigation. In Montana

and AVashington the crop is harvested during September or the very

last of August. It is therefore strictly a summer crop, and is pro-

duced during the months for which the records are here given. The

soils all have, undoubtedly, the power of retaining the winter rains

and of giving the moisture up to the crops as it is needed. The rain-

fall amounts to from 13 to 18 inches, and most of it falls during the

winter months. With so little rainfall it is doubtful, and by many it

is thought to be wholly improbable, that any of the water leaches

downward through the soil and runs off in the country drainage. By
far the largest portion at any rate, and probably in most cases all, of

the rainfall evaporates from the surface of the ground or is transpired

by the growing crop.

In the humid regions of the Eastern States, with 40 inches of annual

rainfall, half of this leaches down and runs off in the drainage. This

leaves but 18 or 20 inches of rainfall there for the use of crops. This
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is a familiar fact, and under the conditions it is perfectly possible to

make a crop if the rainfall is weU distributed. The soils have no such

power, however, as they have in the extreme West of retaining mois-

ture, a drought of a fen weeks' duration in the East doing more harm

to the crop than a drought of the same number of months would do in

these Western soils. The soils a1 Pullman are typical of these fine

wheal lands, in iliai ilie\ are very deep and there is no difference

between the soil and the subsoil, to a great depth at Least. The soil

is a fine Loam, derived from the disintegration of basaltic rocks. The
wells are from 30 to i

(| feet deep, occasionally 200 feet. The surface

soil dries on i during the summer to a considerable depth and dry dust

is left on the surface. Tins dry surface, however, seems to pro

the soil from excessive loss of moisture through evaporation and to

conserve the moisture Tor the use of the crop.

The foot hills soil of Bozeman. Mont., produces without Irrigation a

very sure crop of hard wheat. In the valley between the mountains,

with but little difference in the elevation and within 1 or 2 miles,

the valley soil has to be irrigated several times during the season, and

the wheal produced is a soft wheat. Surely there are no more inter-

esting conditions affecting the relation of soils to water and to crops

than those present in these two soils at Bozeman, and their invest Ra-
tion should throw much light on this interesting subject.

It is interesting to compare the conditions prevailing over 1 he noted

wheal areas of the Red River and Jamestown valleys of North Dakota.

At Fargo and Jamestown there is an average of about 20 inches annual

rainfall and about 2 inches per month during the crop season, so that

the rainfall is very well distributed throughout the year. At Jiis-

marck, with the same rainfall and apparently the same distribution,

the conditions are altogether different, and there are soils upon which
the crop is always uncertain. There is thus shown to be a great dif-

ference in the relation of these wheat soils to water. There are only

eei tain kinds of soils which have that extraordinary power of conserv-

ing the moisture for the use of crops possessed by the soils at Pull-

man, the foothills soil at Bozeman and Wallawalla, and the soils of

the northern part of the San Joaquin Valley.

DESERTS.

The Weather Bureau records show that on the Mohave desert the

average annual rainfall is about 5 inches. Only three-tenths of an
inch falls dining the season from May to September. The Weather
Bureau records show that no rain fell at Mohave during the present

K)n from tin' first of .May to the middle of September. Tin' >» > is

were examined about the middle of September at least 20 miles from
the mountains in the midst of a level plain. Tl was expected that

it would he necessary to go to a considerable depth in order to find

moist soil.

1 a:» 7 2
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The surface of th< I with a rather ml,

mewhal oompaol below the surface of the ground. This compact

ad is frequently < dastheta ind is blown off. Con-

trary bo expectation the soil at a depth of from L2 to L8 inches below

the surface was still quite moist, In spite of the fact that do rain had

fallen (oral least Ave and a half mouths. The surface well In

depth from 6 to 30 feet, o being 200 feel deep. <>n certain

parts of the desert it is the common practice to dig holes <; or i

deep and allow them to fill up with water for the 1186 of the stock.

The distance to water varies according to the nature of the soil, just

I in the humid portions of the country. The soils in which
the water is close to the surface are, as a rule, impregnated with alkali.

There is an artesian belt under a portion of the desert. The amount
of moisture found in this land was probably not sufficient to support

a crop of any of our commercial plants, and what moisture there was,

was alkaline, but the fact of there being any moisture at all, with no

rain for such a long time, is a matter of the greatest surprise, and is

abject worthy of very careful investigation.

Investigation showed the same conditions i t on the Nevada
and [Jtah deserts between Reno and Ogden. The annual rainfall is

between 5 and 6 inches, the seasonal rainfall about 1 or 2 inches on

the average. During the present season there lias been no rainfall

since the first of May at Teeoma, where a careful examination was
made, except a single shower twx> or three days before the examina-

tion. This was not sufficient to have penetrated to any great extent.

The soil here is quite alkaline, and is covered with an alkali crust in

many places. The alkali consists mainly of common salt, although

there are in plaees considerable quantities of sodium carbonate (black

alkali) and some sodium sulphate. In a cellar 5 feet deep the soil on
the sides and bottom was quite moist, and the owner of the place

stated that it was never dry. Borings made to a depth of several feet

in this soil showed that the moist soil extended down to a considerable

depth, probably down to water level. There was a well at this place

about 'JO feet deep. It is stated that water can be found on these

deserts about 30 feet below the surface, although the water may be so

strongly impregnated with salts that it is unfit for use. The average

depth of farm wells throughout the whole of the United States would
probably be not far from 30 feet. How is it that these desert soils,

500 miles away from any considerable rainfall area, approach the

normal conditions in this respect? In the second place, how is it that

with standing water at about the same depth below the surface, and

with hardly a tenth of the annual rainfall, these soils are still moist

within a comparatively few inches of the surface after five or six

months of dry weather ?

If the amount of water in these desert lands was supplemented by

an amount which would make the quantity equal to that contained in
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the wheat-producing soils already referred to, and if this water was
added at one time during the w i n i «- r season, could crops i><" profitably

gro\* ii upon i lie soils w ii lioui subsequent Irrigation? These and vari-

ous similar questions force themselves upon the mind in contemplat-

ing the conditions which prevail In these districts. There are here

opportunities to study the relation of soils to moisture and crop pro-

duction which are do1 offered in any other section of the United

States. An Investigation of these conditions xv ill undoubtedly throw

light upon many problems apon which the development of agricultural

methods will depend, and these problems can be studied best ui

the peculiar conditions of soil and climate prevailing in the West.

THE LOW RELATIVE HUMIDITY.

A fact, which makes more remarkable this extraordinary power of

the soils to absorb and retain a sufficient quantity of water for the

!s of crops for five or six months after the rain ceases is the very

low relative humidity of the atmosphere. Records of the relative

humidity have been taken from only a few of the places under con-

sideration, and these are given in the following table:

Mean annual and seasonal relative liumidify.

Locality.

Tulare, Cal.

Walla walla, Wash
Miles City,Mont-
Bismarck, N. Dak
Humboldt, Nev...

Annual.

Percent.

G2

66

72

48

May to
Septem-

ber.

Percent.

12

47

52

87

30

July and
August.

Percent.

35

30

46

65

31

The mean relative humidity of New England for July and August,

1897, determined from the reports of seven Weather Bureau stations,

was 85 per cent. At Wallawalla the mean relative humidity from

May to September was only 47 per cent, and for July and Augut
per cent. It is hardly conceivable that under these extremely dry

conditions the foothills soil could maintain sufficient water from the

winter rains to supply the loss due to evaporation from the surfa<

the soil and to transpiration by the plant for months after the rain

had ; to fall. At Tulare the mean relative humidity during the

growing season is 42 per cent, and 35 per eent during the months of

July and August—conditions which practically prevail at Fr<

erl heless, a1 Fresno, with nearly the same rainfall and where crops

transpire great quantities of moisture into the dry atmospl

the soil maintains an adequate supply of moist are for t he plants,

d the water continues to run in the canals, although these may
.is much as a mile apart.

At Visalia the mountain streams runout and disappear. They are
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-hi, loamy .soil. Th6 aiva upon which these eon

;<l to !>»• about _'i mil . , . and
orclia: \\ on this soil in the most satisfactory waj without i

tlthough there is no rainfall during the growing season, li i

aatural the midst of the dry plains, and is characterized by

tli of nat i\ e ttt

At Humboldt, on I ert, the relative humidity from

September is about 36 per cent, and in July and August 31

percent. The conditions over the Mohave desert are probably not

dissimilar from those at Humboldt and Tulare. How is it possibl

under the conditions of extremely Low rainfall and this low relati

humidity, for the soil to retain moisture within L2 or L8 inches of the

surface for months after the rains arc ovei ?

LINES OF lNVKSTUiATTOX.

It must be p'ossible to determine the cause of the great power th

soils have of retaining moisture and of supplying ii rapidly and regu-

larly to the crops as it is needed, if such power ean be imparted to

other .soils of a droughty character, especially to our soils in the Bast,

it will be of immense value to the farmer. Ji is clearly apparent from

a careful consideration oi" the conditions presented here, that we know

y little of the possibility of the water-holding power of soils and

the control of soil moisture. An Investigation of these conditions in

the section under consideration will throw light upon the problem

which can not so readily be secured under any other conditions.

There are many young men in the West developing the work of the

periment stations who are already interested in the general subject

of soil investigations and earnestly desirous of seeing certain lines of

work and of investigation determined for them to follow out. To
them, therefore, the study and investigation of the above problem is

earnestly commended. Others ean investigate the effectof the meth-

ods of cultivation, the effect of fertilizers, and the effect of the rota-

tion of crops, but no one has such a good opportunity to study the

relation of soils to water and the conservation and movement of water

in the soil as those located in the arid regions of the West.

The first question to solve is the distribution of the rainfall. It is

important to determine the depth to standing water, that is, the

average depth of Avells. Then it is very important to know whether

any portion of the rainfall passes down into this stratum and run.,

off into the drainage. The electrical method of moisture determina-

tion is admirably adapted to the study of this problem. Electrodes

should be buried in the soil at intervals to a depth of from 15 to

20 feet, the interval between the electrodes varying from a few inches

immediately below the surface to 4 or 5 feet at the greater depths.

The resistance at the deeper electrodes should be determined about

once a week. The movement of water, if it takes place at all, will

probably be very slow at that depth, but any change will certainly
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be revealed by corresponding changes in the electrical resisl

the soil, [f the electrodes are we\] placed in the soil at intervals

of a i'<'\\ inches in the upper Layers and of a r<'\'. feet in the Lower

strata, the distribution of the rainfall in the soil maj be very care-

fully studied throughout the year. It would be well worth while to

install a very complete system of electrodes; Cor with the periodic

rains there is no doubt a great wave of water going down into the

soil, reaching its maximum and minimum ;it certain depths al differ-

ent times of the year. The form and the magnitude of this wave is

\ important.

[f the annual rainfall does not descend Low enough to form anycon-
bion with the underground water drainage, is it possible that L2 to

1 8 inches of rainfall, occurring during the winter months, is sufficient

to maintain crops for live or six months of dry weather with alow
relative humidity and often high temperature of the atmosphere,

without any additional water supply from any source? In other

words, does the crop live on the rainfall which is stored and main-

tained for its use, or is it dependent partly upon seepage waters which

move in from the surrounding country?

Is it possible that in the arid conditions existing over- the desert

areas there is a slow and continuous movement of water upward
artesian or other sources belowthe influenceof tin? Local climate? The
accumulation of alkali on the surface of many of these desert lands

seems to x^oint to the gradual but infinitely slow movement of wj

upward from the lower depths of the earth. Does such a move,

really exist, and is it of sufficient magnitude to be taken account of

in the practical cultivation of the lands?

The problem presented by these soils as at present understood may
perhaps be illustrated by a hypothetical experiment: If a large gal-

vanized iron tank 15 feet deep and 15 feet square were tilled with the

soil of the Palouse region in its natural condition in the field, and an
amount of water equal to 18 inches of rainfall were added to this soil

after a crop had been removed or during the winter months, would
crops suitable to that climate, including small grain and fruit trees

planted after the watering had been done, grow to maturity during

the summer months in spite of prevailing high temperature and low

relative humidity, without any additional water being added through-

out their growing season? Would 18 inches of rainfall be sufficient

for this? or 10? or 14? or 12? or 10? In fact, we come finally to this

question: What is the minimum requirement of these soils to enable
them in support a field crop?

Tie- conditions are so uniform that it would be easy to figure quite

closely on this. Ii is already recognized in practice that some soils,

especially those in the more southern districts, retain enough of the

winter rains for a crop like wheat, which matures early in the sum-
mer, bui do not maintain quite enough to mature a crop of corn,
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•h extends on Into the late summer and fall In an acth i"o

condition. It w.i^ even stated fchis summer that tin- crop <I In

in southern California in August and September,

owing to a shortage of half an Inoh In tin- April rainfall.

It is not all soils by any means, even in t b • <list rid, thai show
this remarkable power of com , and the different soils

it in different degrees. It docs not seem to be a matterof tex-

ture, as there is no marked difference between the foot hills soil, which

-will retain the moisture, and the valley soil, which needs irrigation.

is not sufficient thai a soil should be very retentive of moisture

and hold a large portion of the rainfall. Tt musl c unserve this mois-

ture, there must be Little evaporation from the surface, hut at the same
time it must move readily and rapidly up to the roots of plants to sup-

ply their needs. These requirements must be great under the all

tropical arid conditions of the summer climate of those localities.

It is, therefore, not only the water capacity of the soil, but also the

ability of the soil to supply this water. to the crop as needed, which

determine its agricultural value.

The following table gives the annual and seasonal rainfall at a La

number of stations of the Weather Bureau adjacent to the localities

which have been discussed. These are arranged in order of the rain-

fall during the season from May to September. It is interesting to

study this material, together with the practice of agriculture at the

different places.
Mean annual and seasonal rainfall.

Locality.

Mohave, Cal

Chino, Cal

Reno, Nev
Yuma, Ariz

Tulare. Cal

Pomona, Cal

', Cal

'al . .

.

[ton, Cal

San Bernardino, Cal

^worth, Nev
Merced, Cal

Humboldt, Nev
Claremont, Cal

Elko, Nev
Teconia, Nov
Carson City, Nev. .

.

Golconda, Xev
Winnemucca, Nev .

Ellensburp;. Wash .

.

Phoenix. Ariz

Ogden.Ttah
Spokane, Wash

Animal.
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Mean annual and seasonal rainfall— ( !ontinn< d.
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i i 1 1 >

.

nl .Ium.m Ion, Colo

Wallawalla, W
Coll

>wai, [da

Poi I

Pullman, Waab
r.i 1

•

by, Utah.

Boulder, Mont
Miles City, Mont

la, Mont

.

Helena, Mont
. < Jolo

M< dora, N. Dak
Fort Custer, Mont
Port Keogh, Mont
Denver, Colo

Pueblo, Colo

Fort Collins, Colo....

Santa Fo, N. Mex
:<livo, Mont

Bozeman, Mont
k, N. Dak

Jamestown, X. Dak..

Fargo, N. Dak

9.0

15. I

IT. 2

II.-

8.9

18.7

9.6

12.8

L8.]

13.2

11.4

ll.o

13.2

12.6

H.3

12.0

14.0

U.6

15.8

18.2

18.5

20.3

19.5

2

L0

•VI

.1

8.6

6.8

(1.!)

7.0

8.0

8.0

8.6

8.0

9.0

9.

5

11.2

11.5

11.8

13.9

0.8

l.o

1.1

1 l

1 7

1.8

1.7

1.7

2.

1.8

2.1

:;. 1

1.3

3.1

.",. 1

:.'. 1

2.3

4.3

4.2

:,. 6

THE TEXTURE OF THE SOILS.

A large number of soil samples were collected from North Dakota,
Montana, Washington, California, and Nevada during- the season of

.V description of some of the most interesting of tliem is

given, as follows:

3279. Two miles west of Mapleton, Cass County, N. Dak. Typical Red River
Valley wheat land. Sample collected between depths of 15 and 3G inches.

32G4. Four miles north of Jamestown, Stutsman County, N. Dak. Prairie.

Wheat land of Jamestown Valley. Depth, 9 to 24 inches.

3291. Bismarck, Burleigh County, N. Dak. Sandy prairie. Depth, 15 to 40

inches. Wheat fails on this soil three out of five years.

8285. Steele, Kidder County, N. Dak. Prairie. Depth, 20 to 30 inches. Wheat
fails three out of five years.

Eleven miles west of Billings, Yellowstone County, Mont. From prairie

above the ditch. Depth, 12 to 24 inches. Wheat can not be produced
on this soil without irrigation.

3 east of Pullman, Whitman County, Wash. Typical PaJ

country wheat land. Depth, to 36 inches. Produces large and very
• »ps.

Wallawalla, Wallawalla County, Wash. Valley land. Depth, t) I

inches. This soil is extensively irrigated and cultivated in truck and
fruit. Wheat Is very uncertain on this soil without irrigation.
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,u mi] l Wailiiwallii, Wallawiilhi County, Wa.^li. Typical '

hillfl s< >il, upon winch large ami BHT6 OTOpfl of Wheat arc £*i - .ithotit

,:i. I), pth, to 12 iu. :

north of Fresno, Pi onnty, Cal. Bandy loam. Depth, to

This soil requires no irrigation except fchat the water n

through tlu- ditches throughout tho season to supply lands lying beyond.

oil*;. Vi.salia, Tulare County, Cal. Depth, to 12 inches. Very fine fruit land,

and requires no irrigation.

Tulare, Tulare County, Cal, Alkali land. Depth, I to 24 inches. This

land requires irrigation for all crops,

i miles south I Pomona, Los Angeles County, Cal. Sandy land.

pth, 9 to 86 inches. Second crop of tobacco being harvested from

this land since last rain; soil still moist below the BUrfaoe, and tobacco

is quite vigorous. Crops need no irrigation.

Lancaster, Los Angeles County. Cal. Barren land of the Moha\

Depth, 3 to 30 inches. No crops grown without irrigation.

3411). Tecoma, Elko County, Nev. Black alkali land. Depth, 12 to 24 inches.

From the Nevada desert. No crops grown without irrigation.

The following tabic shows the results of the mechanical analyse

the above samples:

Mechanical analyses of scriIs.

No.



ADDITIONAL NOTES ON SEED TESTING. 1

By ( Jn.i'i i: i 1 1. IIkks and Sothorok B

First Assistant and Assistant, Division of Botany.

[NTRODUCTION.

The interest in seed testing appears to l>e greater at the present

time than ever before in the history of American agriculture. This
is due, no doubt, largely to the special investigations along this Line

which have been made by the Department of Agriculture in the last

four years. For some time previous to the inauguration of this work
by the Department, various State experiment stations devoted more

or less time to making vitality tests of vegetable seeds, paying Little

attention, however, to the scientific side of the subject. Early during

the present year the committee appointed by the Association of Amer-
ican Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations devised rules and
adopted a standard apparatus for testing agricultural seeds. Since

that time a number of the stations have entered upon the work sys-

tematically in response to an increasing demand among their patrons

for more definite knowledge concerning the purity and vitality of the

Is which they desired to plant.

The fundamental principles and methods of testing seeds have been

given at some length in former papers, together with figures and
descriptions of the apparatus in ordinary use. This paper will deal

mainly with special apparatus, methods, and expedients which have

been suggested in the course of regular work in this division. First,

however, attention is called to the important feature of field te

which is generally slighted by seed control stations.

FIELD TESTS.

Probably since the earliest development of the seed trade in Amer-
ica, and certainly for more than a hundred years, dealers in vegeta-

ble seeds have made preliminary tests of their stocks to ascertain the

vitality. These tests have usually been accompanied by experiments
in small fields or gardens, called "trial grounds," to determine the

genuineness of the variety, it being well known thai there is a great

tendency in different strains of cultivated plants to depart from a

ed type owing to the frequent variation in soil, climate, and

1 The previous papers have been "Pun- seed investigation," Gilbert II. Hicks,

Yearbook Department of Agriculture for L894, pp. 389-408, and "Testing seeds

at home," by A. J. Pieters, Yearb oj Department of Agriculture for 1895, pp.
L84.

HI
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l sually the more highly bred the \ ariety, the greater lb i liis

Liability to t ary. Hence, in i hese field i'ul select ion is made,

in i bo maintain the characteristics of the type. Inferior plant

termed "rogues," are weeded out, while plants which show peculiar

characters of a desirable aal are, either with respect to earline or,

5 teld, are marked and their seed carefully sa\ ed to i><- ased in tl

production of new types or "varieties," as they arc 1«>. called.

CTnfortunately, there is but little uniformity am< dsmen and

growers in their ideas of the limits of different types, so thai a Gold

Wax Bean, for example, offered by one seedsman, while poss<

the genera] features of the variety sold under that name by oth

members of the trade, may depart widely from the original form in

certain particulars, until Ave may have almost as many kinds of

iden Wax Bean as there are growers of this variety. On the other

hand, it is too often the case that the only difference in the variety

offered for sale consists in the name, and Smith's Golden Wax Bean

upon being tested in the held proves to be identical with the " varie;

catalogued as Jones's Golden Wax Bean.

Were it not for the careful selection practiced by seedsmen in their

trial grounds and the close attention which many of them pay to the

id crops which are grown for them in different parts of the country,

all semblance to uniformity in type would soon depart from our stand-

ard vegetables, and the result would be great deterioration in quality

and productiveness. Owing to the special training and experience of

the seedsman in this matter and the superior facilities which he usually

has for obtaining stock which possesses certain desired characters, the

ordinary farmers and gardeners will probably find it better, as a rule,

to purchase their vegetable seed from a reliable dealer, one who grows

his own seed and tests it from year to year in his trial grounds. For

many reasons such a seedsman has a decided advantage over the

ordinary planter in the ability to furnish reliable seed of any desired

strain.

The inherent tendency of all plants to vary, added to the influence

of different conditions of growth, especially when the soil and climate

are widely different from those where the seed was grown, make it

almost imperative for the gardener to test his seed in a trial ground

of his own, where the conditions are the same as in the fields where

his crops are* likely to be grown for sale. Many "truckers" grow

their own seed after having secured a strain which is peculiarly

adapted to their own land and market. This custom, however, does

not seem practicable for the great majority of seed buyers who grow

vegetables for their own tables. Hence, the advisability, in such

cases, of purchasing seed from dealers who either grow their own
stock or test all of it under practical field conditions. Seedsmen

whose wares are derived mainly from foreign sources or.from Ameri-

can-grown plants which have not been inspected by themselves or
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their agents, Labor under a decided disadvantage in comparison with

those who grow their own seeds principally.

In view of these facts we would strongly recommend to every farmer

and gardener who desires to plant only the best varieties of seed that,

in addition to obtaining what knowledge h<- can from liis seeds

and experiment station concerning his seeds, h< a small

corner in his garden or field for experimental purposes, and there

carefully test each variety. Such a trial ground would furnish him
and his family a great deal of informal ion which could be obtained in

aootherway. In this small patch of ground some of the "novelties"

advertised by seedsmen could be tested with special reference to one's

own climate and soil. Owing to the natural conservatism of the

farmer, there is a tendency in many communities to grow the same
varieties and strains of vegetables that have been grown in that Lo

it v for years. Introductions of hew and valuable things occur largely

by chance, if at all; whereas, were each fanner to conduct a small

trial ground as here recommended, there would soon be in many cases

a marked improvement in the varieties and strains of cereals and
vegetables planted in his locality. Careful observations, including

measurements, should be frequently made on the plants growing in

this trial ground, and these should be noted. This work might be

done in many cases by the farmer's wife or older children. We
venture to x)redict that a departure from the routine methods of

farm work like this would often result in solving the problem how to

keep the boys on the farm. At the same time it would increase the

efficiency of the farmer's work, and frequently secure an addition to

his income.
APPARATUS FOR SEED TESTING.

Since seed testing was inaugurated by the Department it has been
found that in some cases special apparatus or methods are desirable

to expedite the test while not sacrificing anything of its accuracy. A
few suggestions along these lines may be of interest, especially to

seedsmen and experiment station workers.

Germinating chamber.—The standard germinating chamber adopted
by the Association of Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations

cooperating with the Department of Agriculture has already been fig-

ured and described. 1 After a thorough trial this germinator has been
found enl [rely sat Lsfactory for seed testing. Brass shelves have been
substituted for the original ones made of galvanized iron, since the

latter are apt to rust sooner or later. This improvement brings the

cosl of ihe germinating chamber up to 179.50. A germinator costing

50, with fewer openings, but similar in every other respect, exc

thai t he door is of copper, lined with asbesl ns and mineral wool, and

1 "Rules and apparatus for seed testing," Circular No. 34, Office of Experiment
ktions, pp. 5-7.
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without ;>nii 1ms been designed by us fo

ne. In tl eds ait.* constantly in the dark, which

we of the normal conditions of germination. 8ome< inentei

n that certain grass Bee • best in tin- light, but

\ i-d that equally good results can he obtained by alternate

ire.

tting paper.—Damp blotting paper has proved the most efficient

substratum for germination tests, as a general rule, hut it docs not

answer very well for some very tine, slow-germinating seeds like

o and June grass, owing to the fact that the blotters adhere too

closely in such eases to permit the proper circulation of air. Th
difficulty ma\ he Largely obviated by placing narrow strips of gla

between the folds.

r of paris germinating dishes.— Porous clay dishes of various

design and depth have hern recommended to secure proper moisture

conditions in seed testing. In some of the European seed control sta-

tions the germinating dishes of this description, invented by \)v. F.

NTobbe (see Yearbook Depart-

ment of Agriculture, L894, p. 404),

are used. In our laboratory,

however, Nobbe's dishes have

given lower results than any other

form of apparatus tried. The
ordinary porous saucers sold by

florists have been found inade-

quate on account of their variable

porosity. Probably this difficulty

would be lessened if they were dried in the sun instead of in kilns.

Experiments are now being conducted by the division with small por-

ous dishes made of plaster of paris (tig. 1-4), which appear to possess

the right degree o\ porosity, and, what is of still greater impor-

tance, the variation in porosity bet ween any two saucers made of

this material is exceedingly slight, if any. To make these dishes,

the plaster of paris should be thoroughly mixed with water until it

is about the consistency of cream. It is then poured into a mold

(fig. 15), which consists of a bottom of hard wood with grooves near

the edges to admit the sides, which are detachable. When in place,

these sides are held firmly by hooks and staples. The top consists of

a pane of glass the same size as the bottom. Attached to its center

by Nonpareil glue is a small, round, shallow, flat-bottom glass dish

—

for example, a Petri dish, which projects into the soft plaster of paris

to the required depth. These molds can be made by anyone, and of

any desired size. These plaster of paris saucers when in use are set

in water in a pan in the germinating chamber to about one-third of

their depth and the seeds sown in the bottom without any covering.

Mirror Vox for (jrass-seed tests.—In making purity tests of the seeds

Fit;. 14.—Plaster of pari-; germinating di^b.
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Fig. 15.—Mold for making plaster of parte germinating disl

of many grasses L1 is diffioull bo discriminate by ordinary methods

between sound seed and empty glumes. This difficulty is obviated in

some foreign

.seed colli I'ul

Btations by

means of the

bo- called
Ipiegel k a s-
."" or mirror

box. A modi-

Im «l form of

this box (fig.

ir>) lias given

better sa t i s-

fad ion i han
the originalde-

sign, and can

be easily made
and with little

expense. It

consists of a

of hard

wood, half an

inch thick. It is 12 inches long, 8 inches wide, and G-J- inches high, the

front being open, and the top consisting of a pane of ordinary glass.

The inside of 1 1n-

box is painted a

dead black. At-

tached by hinges

to the upper mar-

gin of the box in

front is a rectan-

gular piece of

black binders'
board, 12 by 8

inches in size. A
. smaller piece of

[ similar board, 8

" inches square, La

attached to each

end of the box at

its upper i

These board are

for the purj

of excluding, all

extran< ous Light. In the center of the box is a mirror aboul LO by 7.1

inches in size, so pivoted that it can be t urned at different angles and

In. I''.. Mirror box for testing grass seeds.
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reflect the light which enters the open side of the box up through the

s top.

Gra are spread thinly over the surface of the fcop,

and the mirror adjusted so as to throw the Light np through the seed.

The operator faces the apparatus with the open side opposite to liim

and toward the light. The mirror should be so arranged that it will

not throw any lighl Into the operator's face. With this apparatus 1

outlines of
{

Is within the glumes can be clearly seen, and
tin- chaff oan be removed with the other impurities of the .sample.

A much simpler method of identifying the sound seeds in

consists in the use of a pane of glass, over the surface of which

seed, thoroughly wet, has been thinly spread. This glass is held up

to the Light, and with the forceps the good seed may be easily picked

out. It would be well for the purchaser of grae I, especially of

meadow foxtail, awnless brome, and velvet grass, to make use of this

simple test. For laboratory purposes the mirror box is to be greatly

preferred, since the seed can be handled much better when dry.

High temperature.—To secure the temperature of 30° C, for six out

of each twenty-four hours, as recommended for the seeds of ma
grasses, celery, parsley, parsnip, pepper, and some cucurbits, v<

good results may be obtained by the use of an ordinary drying o\

provided with, an asbestus bottom and shelves of galvanized iron or

copper wire.

METHODS ADOPTED FOR DIFFERENT SEEDS.

Asparagus.—The endosperm, or food material, of the asparagus

seed, is horny, and absorbs water witli difficulty. Under ordinary

methods this seed germinates irregularly, and in order to obtain the

full germinative value, the test must be continued much longer than

is desirable. In the meantime various molds develop upon some of

the seeds, causing their decay. Soaking this seed in water kept at

30° C. for twenty-four hours materially hastens its germination, while

a much larger percentage of seeds sprout. At the end of twenty-four

hours seeds thus soaked are somewhat swollen and they begin to

sprout in two days, while unsoaked asparagus seeds do not begin to

germinate until the sixth or seventh day. Even with this treatment

the germination of asparagus seed is somewhat irregular, though not

nearly so much so as when soaking is not resorted to. Clipping this

seed with a sharp knife sometimes hastens its germination, but care

must be taken not to cut the germ. To avoid this, clip the concave

side at the scar or hilum.

Beans.—As a rule, no difficulty is experienced in sprouting the seed

of beans. In the case of Lazy Wife Pole, Improved Golden Wax, and

Henderson's Bush Lima, we have sometimes found it necessary to clip

the' seed at one end, simply cutting through the outermost coat. In

several instances, without such treatment, seeds of these varieties
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remained in the germinating chamber far forty-eight days, a very

small percentage only baying germinated, most of the nngerminated

being hard and Bound. More than 90 per <'<'nt of the same varieties,

when clipped, germinated in four days. Beans should not aked
in water before t h»« germination test.

Beet.—This seed germinates well under ordinary methods, but care
nni si be taken in counting out the sprouts to remove the entire seed,

germ and all, otherwise the sprout will start out again and may easily

be mistaken for an original one.

Cabbage.—Narrow strips of blotting paper should be placed along

the edges between the folds, to prevent the seeds from rolling out.

similar methods should Ik 4 adopted in the case of all spherical seeds.

''/•//.—Great difficulty is frequently experienced in getting good
results with this seed in a germinating chamber, and apon the whole
it is better to rely upon greenhouse tests. ^an] has been kept in the

chamber fora number of days without sprouting, and then transferred

to sand in greenhouse flats with excellent results, over 70 per cent of

1 he seed germinating after this transfer was made. In one case where
the test had been continued in the chamber for forty-nine days without

sprouting, 85.2 per cent germinated after having been planted in the

soil. This result seems to be invariable. Thus far, our experiments

indicate that the most successful germination of celery seed requires

either an alternating temperature (30° C. first six and 20 C. the

remainder of the twenty-four hours) or the presence of light and a
free circulation of air under a constant temperature, as the following

table will show:

Germination of celery seed.

Manner of tost,

Numln-r ] sprouted in

dark, between blotters, alter-

nating temperature 1

Number of seeds sprouted in

dark, between blotters, con-

stant temperature (20° C.

)

1

Numbi r of seeds sprouted on

ad, constant temperature
(20= C), in light 1

ber of seeds sprouted on

surface of blotters, constant

iperature (20°C), in light 1
.

Number of seeds sprouted in

nhouse

Num-
ber of
tests.

Day of observation.

1 2 9 11 12 13 14

First sprouts on seventh day
First sprouts on seventh day

10

Per
cent.

Aver-

per
cent.

66.0 i

(

"

4-75

0.0

0.0

G8.0

67.fi

} 0.0

'
1

5 K 75

06.0
i

77.5 I
7175

78.0

1 In germinating chamber.

Notk. The third and tenth da Sundays, no observations wore made, the number of

• >n tin- t<-ntli day being included in thecount of the eleventh day. Two hundred
seeds 1 in each test. Glass strips were placed between the blotl
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Ii Bhould be observed that between blotters at a normal tempera-

ture qo1 a sin -I iia<i sprouted ai the end <>r fourteen da

eed does well in blotters, but usually germins

about a ila\ earlier in canton-flannel folds. The same is true to a

ain extent of other seeds of similar size, such as beans, pes

oowpei Wrinkled kernels, as those of sugar corn, require a

longer time and more moisture for sprouting than smooth kernels.

The same holds good of wrinkled varieties of peas.

Lettuce,—Soak the seeds in water at about 23 ( . for five hours,

then transfer them to blotters, which should be kepi very wet for the

iirst forty-eight hours. With this method at Least s" per cent of the

I should germinate within two days. Soaking lettuce seed in hot

water even for a short time, or in cold water for ten or twelve hour-,

seems to injure the seed. Some Lettuce seeds germinate readily with-

out this treatment; but it has been found that no reliance can be

placed upon germinating tests of lettuce seed unless previously

soaked as directed.

QkrCL—This seed has a very hard coat, and with ordinary methods

germinates very slowly. It may be soaked in water at 50 C. for five

hours, but a better percentage of germination is secured by clipping

the Beed on the end opposite the sear. A method better adapted for

the ordinary gardener consists in soaking okra seed in water at a

temperature of about 2-2° C. for twenty-four hours before planting.

Onion.—Good onion seed should germinate well without special

treatment; but molds seem to develop more quickly upon tins than

upon any other kind of vegetable seed. Hence, it is desirable to

hasten germination, if possible. The latter may be accomplished

without injuring the seed by soaking it for an hour in a solution con-

sisting of one part bichloride of mercury to one thousand parts of

water. Onion seed germinates best at a temperature of about 18° C.

and with a moderate amount of moisture.

Parsley.—Like celery, parsley germinates better in sand than

between blotters. In the chamber tests of this seed much time is

required. The seed begins to germinate about the seventh day, and

may continue to sprout up to the twenty-eighth day or even longer.

Molds do not seem to hinder the germination of parsley seed. In

counting these seeds, which are really fruits, care should be taken

to avoid error, since the fruits are borne upon the plant in pairs

and frequently remain attached after the seed is thrashed.

Parsnip.—Requires the same treatment as parsley.

Salsify.—Germinates better between folds of canton flannel or

asbestus in the Geneva pan than between blotters.

Watermelon.—Much difficulty has been experienced in testing this

seed, which usually does not germinate well in the chamber at the
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ordinary temperature if 20 C. No method thus far tried has proved

entirely successful, but alternation of temperature lias given the most

sat isfactory results. •

Tobacco. -Tobacco seed docs aot sprout well, as a general thii

between blotters. Very good results can be obtained !>.\ spreading it

on the bottom of porous saucers made of plaster of paris or of sun-

dried clay. These arc set in water in tin' g< rminating chamber and

kept ai a constant temperature of 20 i<> _i ('. Care must be tat

that the wain- is aot deeper than (he thickness of the bottom of the

Saucer in all tests of this kind.

Vicia vittosa.—Requires no special treatment if the seed Is fresh,

in which case it usually begins <<> Sprout in two days. Old seed, how-
<-\ er, requires clipping.

TESTING FLOWER SEEDS.

More trouble is likely to be encountered in testing seeds of flowers

than those of vegetable and forage plants. This may be due to sev-

eral reasons: First, with the exception of sweet peas, nasturtiums,.

and other common flowers, for whose seeds there is a constant and

Large demand, there is always a possibility that the stock from which

the tests are made is not perfectly fresh ; old seeds, being less vigorous

than fresh ones, germinate more slowly, hence are more apt to decay,

even when especial care is taken. Second, owing to the great variety

of orders represented in our ornamental plants it is impossible to*

apply the same uniformity of methods in testing such seeds which
one would use in the case of common vegetable and field seeds.

Third, most of our garden and field plants have been grown for seed!

purposes for many years, which has produced in them a tendency to-

bear vigorous seed; on the other hand, ornamental plains are fre-

quently propagated by cuttings, and in comparatively few instances-

has the habit of forming vigorous seed been as well established.

Fourth, owing to the relatively small importance of flower seeds but

little attention has been given to scientific methods of testing them >

although gardeners and florists are well informed on the proper ways
to grow such seeds in the soil. During the past two years the Depart-

ment lias made several thousand tests of different varieties of flower

seeds, and it seems advisable to give a summary of our experience in

this matter at the present time and to invite suggestions and criti-

cisms from any who have had similar experience.

We presume the majority- of seedsmen test their flower seeds in soil,

but it will be seen from the table which follows that the germinability

of nearly all of the ordinary flower seeds of trade can be adequately

certained by means of a germinator or " water*' test, [f soil is used it

should be of a very light, loamy nat are, previously sifted and sterilized.

Pure, Sterilized sand may also be employed. The soil or sand is placed

in common greenhouse flats, the proper drainage conditions having

1 A97 29
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oared. Caution must !»»• exercised in planting the seed and

the most favorable depth for each variety employed. In general, it

may be stated thai the seeds should not be planted deeper than twice

their diameter. The soil should )>*• thoroughly and uniformly m
I at the start, and it is advisable to cover the flats with newspapers

to reduce evaporation. No genera] directions can !>«- given in regard

to temperature. In most instances, however, the same temperature

Should be maintained that is used in making ordinary tests.

Methods for testing flower seeds.

Kind of seed.

la autumnalis.

Ageratum

Agrostemnia coronaria.

(Rose campion.)

Althaea rosea

(Hollyhock.)

Alyssum inaritimum

(Sweet Alyssum.)

Aquilegia

(Columbine.)

Amaranttia tricolor

(Joseph's Coat.)

Antirrhinum

(Snapdragon.)

Brachycome iberidifolia.

Calendula officinalis

(Pot Marigold.)

Callistephus

(China Aster.)

Canna

Celosia cristata

(Cockscomb.)

Centaurea eyanus.

(Cornflower.)

Cobyea scandens . .

.

Seed
bed.

C-

c

g

Dura-
tion of
test.

Collinsia

Convolvulus tricolor.

(Dwarf Morning-Glory.)

1 G=sand or soil in greenhouse flats.

2C= blotters in germinating chamber, unless otherwise stated.

Days.

30

10

10

It)

c
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Methods for U ttingflow ( tonl Inn d.

K [ml ol - <• >\

. bridua

l>at ur.'i cornucopia

Delphinium

i larkspur. I

Dianl bus

(Pink and < Sanation.
|

1
' Italia

i glove, i

Gaillardia

( todet la

Gk>mphrena globosa.

(Globe Amaranth.)

Helichrysum

(Everlasting.

)

Iberia

(Candytuft.)

Impatiena

(Balsam.)

IpomCBa (luamoclit

(Cypresa Vino.)

Ipomcea Bona-nox

I Bfoonflower.)

Lathyrua latifolius

rennial Pea.)

Lathyrua i tdoratus

I Sweel Pea.)

Linum grandiflorum.

(Ornamental Flax.)

Lupinua

(Lupine.)

Matthiola

(Ten Weeks Stock.)

Maurandia

Miral >ilia

(Four o'Clock.)

Nemophila

GSnothera -

(Evening Primrose.)

ppy.)

>n

Petunia

Phlox

Platycodon

Portulaca

Ifignonel ;•

Ricinus

(Castor-oil plant, I

bed.

G

(i

g
c
c

G

a

G
G

Q
C
Q

C
i

C

i Lor ol

I III I/

n

id

a

10

10

1G

10

10

10

16

10

u

10

21

10

n

10

10

23

10

16

16

10

16

14

16

11

in

10

10

[{unit

Germinates slowly and Irregularly.

Should l) placed In hoi water

I
' :in<l allowed to COOl tO about the

temperature of the room.

Same t real mei I ira.

Seeds should bo clipped.

Germinates better if clipped.

Germinates with difficulty. Seeds

should be planted very shallow and

keptconstantly, hut slightly,m

Avoid excessive moisture. P

glass strips between the blottei

admit sufficient air.
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/ testing I

' ml in

Kind «>r'

i -

Si-hizanthus

Marigold. >

Thunbergia

TropeBolum.

jturtium. >

Verbena
Viola tricolor

Pan

Zinnia

G

c
c

c

Dura
tion of

l.i

ID

Id

to

10

H
in

10

Use canton flanm-l folds

i.KKMLN.VTlNO BXl'KklMl.NTS IN 1'RiHiltKSS.

Experiments are now being conducted with seeds of different

grasses, trees, and other plants which ordinarily sprout with diffi-

culty. The results of such experiments will be published from time

to time, with a view of rendering assistance not only to those engaged

in seed testing, but to all who may have occasion to plant such seeds

in the open ground.



SOME EDIBLE AND POISONOUS FUNGI,

By Dr. w. <;. Farlow,

ProfeasorofCryptogamic Botany, Harvard I niversity.

[NTRODUCTION.

In the presenl paper an attempl is made to present, in as Bimple a

manner as the subject permits, the characteristics of a few of onr

most common fungi, together with notes on poisonous species which

might be mistaken for the edible by those who have nol studied fungi.

It may be called a first lesson in distinguishing edible and poisonous

fungi, and is not intended as a guide to those who are to a certain

extent already familiar with the subject, but merely as a primer for

those who do not recognize even our commonest species, but who
desire to enroll themselves among the increasing ranks of fungus eat-

ers, or, to use a rather high-sounding word, mycophagists.

The question which everyone asks first is, How can you tell a mush-

room from a toadstool? This is one of the questions which no one

can answer, unless an explanation of why the question should never

be asked may be considered an answer. You can not tell a mush-

room from a toadstool because mushrooms are toadstools. The

reason why the question is so frequently asked is because the belief

is well-nigh universal in this country that the fleshy umbrella-shaped

fungi are divided into two classes—mushrooms, which are edible, and

toadstools, which are poisonous. This assumed difference does no1 in

fact exist. All the fleshy umbrella-sliaped fungi are toadstools, and

to a small number of the best-known edible forms the name mushroom
is applied popularly and in commerce; but not a small number of the

other toadstools are edible, and a great many of them, probably the

most of them, are not poisonous.

The question that people really wish to have answered is not how
can you tell a mushroom from a toadstool, but how can you tell an

edible fungus from a poisonous fungus. Our knowledge on this point

is empirical. AVe know that certain species are edible and others are

poisonous, because people have eaten the former and found them to

be good, while the latter have produced unpleasant symptoms and

even death. But the number of species which have been eaten or

experimented with is small compared with the whole number of spe-

cies of toadstools, and with regard to the species which have not been

tried experimentally or accidentally we can only say thai they are

probably edible or poisonous, judging by their resemblance to other

species known to be such. Although, in the absence of experience,

analogy is the only guide, it is not a sure guide, and unpleasant sur-

prises may arise.
468
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ih>\\ rOADBTOOLS (INCLUDING IIUBHROOM8) GROW.

In the >ns for whom this paper is written, ii Is unnec-

essary to consider the question of how far we are justified in judging

in analogy alone, since the main point is to Learn fco recognize

certain number of the most common edible species and to distinguish

them from poisonous species which resemble them. The toadstools

and mushrooms all belong to the group of fungi known as Hymeno-
mycetes; and before proceeding to speak of the different species which

we arc to consider, i-t will be well to state briefly some points common
to the whole group.

The toadstools, including mushrooms, first appear on the surface

of the ground, on the bark of trees, or on other substances in the form

of small, solid balls, which gradually enlarge and at Length shoot up
into a stem, or stipe, bearing at its summit the umbrella top, or pileus,

which is at first closed around the stalk like a elosed umbrella and

then expands more or less widely according to the species. When
small and just beginning to open, the growths are called buttons, as

in the so-called button mushrooms usually imported, in cans from

France. The young buttons arise from a complicated mass of fine,

colorless threads in the ground, in logs, dung, or other substances.

The mass of threads is known to cultivators of mushrooms as the

spawn and to botanists as the mycelium, each individual thread being

called a hypha.

It is oil en said that toadstools grow in a night, but such is not the

case. After the button has fully formed it may develop into the

mature toadstool very rapidly, but the development of the button

from the spawn takes usually considerable time, and weeks, months,

or even years may elapse before the spawn conies to the surface and

forms the young button. If we compare the functions of the spawn in

the ground and of the toadstool above ground with those of the roots,

trunk, branches, leaves, and fruit of a plant like an apple tree, we
find that in the toadstool the spawn itself performs all the functions

of the root, branches, and leaves of the apple tree, and that the toad-

stools are really only the fruiting part of the fungus, corresponding

to the apples themselves. If we imagine an apple tree to have its

trunk, branches, and leaves buried in the ground, leaving only the

apples themselves standing above the ground, and then to have the

buried parts changed into a mass of line threads, we shall have some-

thing similar to what is found in the case of a toadstool; in other words,

all the absorption and assimilation of food, all the purely vegetative

functions, are performed by the spawn, while the toadstool, like the

apple, is only a reproductive body—the apple containing seeds, the

toadstool spores (microscopic dust-like bodies, which correspond in

function to seeds).
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CHARACTERISTIC MODIFICATIONS OF PUNGI.

Without stopping to consider the various modifications of the

spawn, we can passal once to the different modifications of the stalk

ami of the pi lens borneal its summit. In the Hymenomycetes, or toad-

Btool family, the underside of the pileus Is the part that hears the

spores, which correspond to the seeds of other plan is. In some <

i he under snrt'aee consistsof a scries of gills resembling knife blades,

which radiate from fche top of the stalk to the circumference, like the

spokes of a wheel; in others if eonsisls of a nia.-s of small pores or

tubes packed closely together, side by side; in others, of teeth, while

in still others the surface is only slightly wrinkled or undulated.

The gill-bearing group are called by botanists Agarieini, which we
may speak of briefly as Agarics; the tube-bearing group arc; called

Polyporei, the teeth-bearing group Ilydnei, and those with a merely

wrinkled surface are called Thelephorei. In all these groups there

are some species in which the stalk is wanting, and then of necessity

the fructifying surface does not face downward, but up ward, lying

flat on the substratum. For our present purpose the stalkless forms

need not be considered, as with very few exceptions they are not

edible species. There is still another group, the coral-shaped fungi,

belonging to the Hymenomycetes, although they do not resemble the

toadstools or mushrooms in shape, which, will be referred to later.

By far the greater number of our edible and poisonous species belong

to the two groups of gill-bearing and tube-bearing fungi, and therefore

we need consider the members of the other groups only very briefly.

EDIBLE GILL-BEARING FUNGI AND RULES FOR THEIR DETERMINATION.

Le1 us pass at once to the principal edible fungi belonging to the

gill-bearing group. This group is a very large one, and includes thou-

sands of species, from which we must select a small number of the

best known and most common. Those who wish to collect fungi for

their own consumption or for the market must begin by committing

to memory the distinguishing marks of a few species, and until this

lias been done they should not venture to trust to general rules for dis-

tinguishing good species from bad. The quickest way to accomplish

Hie object, of course, is by having some person who is an expert give

practical lessons in the field; but in most cases this is not possible,

not to mention the fact that some Avho think they are expert are not.

Dull and dry as it may be, one must memorize certain points until

familiar witli a few common species. There is one rule, however,

which should be applied in the beginning by everyone, viz, no one

unless decidedly expert should collect for eating the buttons, or small,

anexpanded fungi, since in their young condition ii is often impossi-

ble, even for experts, to recognize what, the species is. The imported

canned buttons are safe enough, because they are the young of the
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oultivated mushroom, and are pul up i>> persons who know their busi-

n Another equally general and self-evident rule is, nol to collect

or eal fungi which have begun to decay or are not otherwise in

condition.

Tin

muring, then, thai these two rules are uever to be neglected, let

us pass to a description of the fungus known as the common niush-

m, the Agaricus campestris of botanists. This is practically tin-

only species oultivated in this country, and is the only fresh s]

sold in the Northern markets in the winter months. It grows wild

during the summer months, being most abundant in August and Sep-

aber, and inhabits grassy fields, especially those where animals

have been at pasture. It is especially abundant in fields near the

tshore, and is nineli less common in t ho mountains. It is aim

never found in woods, and is not plentiful anywhere except in grassy

pastures. 1*1. XXI represents the mushroom in its normal condition.

The color of the stalk and pilous varie8 from whitish to a shade of

drab, but the colorof the gills, a point which must never be over-

Looked, is at first pinkish and then a brownish purple. This color is

due to the spores, which are borne on the gills, and if the pileus is cut

oft" from the stalk and placed on a piece of white paper the spores fall

on the paper and in a few hours leave on it a colored impression of the

gills. The stalk is cylindrical and solid, and has, rather more than

halfway up, a membranous collar called the ring; but there is no mem-
brane or scales found at the base of the stalk, which appears to come

directly out of the ground. Mushrooms are sometimes single, but

frequently there are several, though not many, in a cluster, some

mature, others younger. If we examine a specimen before it is fully

expanded, we shall not be able to see the gills, since there is a thin

membrane, called the veil, which extends from the stalk to the niar-

gi n of the pileus. -When the veil is ruptured, exposing the gills behind,

a part remains attached to the stalk, forming the ring already referred

to, and generally some fragments remain attached to the margin of

the pileus. In older specimens the ring shrinks, but generally a mark
remains, showing where it was attached.

Since nearly all persons begin their attempts at fungus hunting by

going in search of the common mushroom, it is of the greatest impor-

tance that they should bear clearly in mind the characteristic marks

by which that species is distinguished. The general appearance is

sufficiently shown on PL XXI.
Summed up briefly, the first thing to be noticed is whether the gills are

a purple brown, as they should be when mature. Most of the fatal errors

have arisen from not noticing this point and selecting species where the

gills were white. The next point is to notice whether the stem is cylin-

drical and solid and has a ring or traces of a ring above, and especially
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Common field mushroom <Agaricuscampestris>, edible.
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Fly Agaric Amanita muscariai. poisonous.
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whether it seems to oome directly from the ground, or whether the

base is bulbous .-
1 1 1< l sheathed with a membranous bag or scales. If

ii bas a sheath or scales it oan not be the common mushroom. Fur-

thermore, if musl not be forgotten that the mushroom never grows on

trees or fallen trunks, but in open, pastures. If a collector

funis a fungus having the points here mentioned, the chance of his

being Injured by eating it is next to nothing, for there is onlj one

species at .-ill answering the description which is to be avoided, and

that is \cr\ pare indeed, and has a taste so disagreeable that no one

would wish to cat it, while the taste of ih< i mushroom is pleasant.

POISONOUS SPECIES RESEMBLING THE COMMON MUSHROOM.

Inasmuch as most eases of poisoning are due to mistaking some
injurious species for the common mushroom, it will be best before

passing to the other edible species related to the mushroom to refer

tot wo of the most common poisonous forms which have been eaten by

mistake for the Agaricus campestris, viz, Amanita phalloides, the

deadly agaric, and Amanita muscaria, the fly agaric. Of the two, i he

former is the more dangerous and the latter the more common.

THE FLY AGARIC.

The fly agaric (Amanita muscaria, PL XXII), so called because

decoct ions of it are used for killing flies, is in most places, at least in

the Dorthern and eastern parts of the country, a common species

—

often a good deal more abundant than the common mushroom. It is

found during the summer along roadsides, on the borders of fields,

and especially in groves of coniferous trees. It prefers a poor soil, of

gravelly or sandy character, and occurs only exceptionally in the

grassy past ores preferred by the common mushroom. It grows singly

and not in groups, and attains a large size, being one of the most
st piking toadstools. It differs from the common mushroom in having

gills which are always white, never pink or purple, and in having a

hollow stem which is bulbous at the base and clothed with irregular,

fringy scales on all the lower part. The pileus varies in color from a

brilliant yellow to orange and a deep red, the yellow and orange being

more frequent than the red. The surface is polished and has scat-

tered over it a larger or smaller number of prominent, angular, warty

scales, which can be easily scraped off. The gills and stalk are white,

and there is a large, membranous collar, which hangs down from the

upper part of the stem. The general appearance shown on PL XXII,

together with the color of the pileus and gills noted above, are such

tliat it is difficult to conceive how anyone who has ever Been a com-

mon mushroom or read a description of one could mistake the fly

agaric for the mushroom. Nevertheless, in the writer's experience,

no fungus is so often collected by mistake on the supposition that it
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ii the common mushroom, and It is to the fly Agaric that recent

of poisoning in Washington, 1>. 0., weredue.

When the ii 4c Is young the anexpanded pileu

almost globose, and densely covered with large, more or Less eon-

trie units, which, ns the pileus expands and becomes flat topped,

irate from one another. When old, and especially late in i be sc

son, the pileus loses its brilliant color nn<l is thru a pale yellow or

en a dirty white; but even Inthiscase the absence of the brownish-

purple gills and the different stalk make it easy to distinguish it

from the common mushroom.
The flyagaric bears a much closer resemblance, and in Its paler

condition a decided resemblance, to one of the besi of our edil

fungi, Amanita rubescens, so called because the flesh generally has a

reddish tinge; but that species is not to be recommended to tie-

novice, since it is sometimes difficult to recognize. The writer 1.

no desire to indulge in this really delicious fungus, unless it be col-

lected by someone of whose expert knowledge he is quite sure. It

is possible that Count de Vecchi, who recently died from eating the

fly agaric, although he was believed to have some knowledge of the

different kinds of fungi, may have mistaken the fly agaric, gathered

late in the season, when it is generally paler than in midsummer, for

Amanita rubescens. It is, however, possible that he mistook the fly

agaric for the royal agaric (Amanita caisarea), one of the most highly

prized edible species, which is not common in the Northern States, but

is more common in the Southern. It resembles the fly agaric in the

color of the pileus, but is distinguished from it in not generally having

the wart-like scales found on the fly agaric, and especially in having

the gills, ring, and stalk yellow instead of white, and in having no

flocculent scales around the stalk, but instead a bag-like membrane,

through which the stalk protrudes. With these marked differenc

there seems to be no good reason why the fly agaric should be

mistaken for the royal agaric.

THE DEADLY AGARIC.

The second poisonous species, which has been mistaken for the

common mushroom, and which lias been more frequently the cause of

death than any other, is Amanita phalloides, well named the deadly

agaric (PI. XXIII). It is rather common and grows singly in woods

and on the borders of fields, rarely appearing in lawns, and is not pre-

eminently an inhabitant of grassy pastures, like the mushroom. It

prefers a damper and less sandy soil than that chosen by the fly

agaric. The pileus is often a shining white, but may be of any

shade, from a pale dull yellow to olive, and when wet is more slimy

than the mushroom or the fly agaric. It has no distinct scales and

only occasionally a few membranous patches on the pileus. The gills

and stalk are white, and the latter has a large ring like the fly agaric,
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Plate XXIII

Deadly Agaric (Amanita phalloides*. poisonous.
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and is hollow, or, when young, is loosely filled with cottony threads,

which Boon disappear. The base pf the stalk differs from thai of the

H\ agaric in being more bulbous and in having the upper pari of

the bulb bordered by a sac-like membrane, called the volva. The

volva is often of considerable size, but more frequently ii is reduced

to a membranous rim, as shown on PL Will. En this species the

stalk is Longer and slenderer in proportion to the diameter of the

pileus than in either the fly agaric or the common mushroom, and is

buried rather deep in the soil or dead Leaves, so that it often happens

thai the bulb is broken oil* and left behind when thefungus is gal he red.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE COMMON MUSHROOM AND THE ri,Y AND
DEADLY A( J ARICS.

The differences between the common edible mushroom and the fly

agaric and deadly agaric, which the reader can easily remember, are

as follows:

(1) The common mushroom has a pilens which is not covered with

wart-like scales; gills which are brownish purple when mature; a

nearly cylindrical stalk, which is not hollow, with a ring near the

middle, and without a bulbous base sheathed by a membrane or by

scales.

(2) The fly agaric has a pileus marked with prominent warts; gills

always white; a stalk, with a large ring around the upper part, and

hollow or cottony inside, but solid at the base, where it is bulbous and

scaly.

(3) The deadly agaric has a pileus without distinct warts; gills

which are always white, and a hollow stalk, with a large ring, and a

prominent bulb at the base, whose upper margin is membranous or

bag-like.

(4) Other minor points of difference are the different places in which

these species grow, and also the colors, which, although they vary in

each case, are brilliant yellow or red in the fly agaric, white vary-

ing to pale olive in the deadly agaric, and white usually tinged with

a little brown in the mushroom.

(5) A word should be said as to the size and proportions of the pileus

and stalk in these three species. In the mushroom the pileus aver-

ages from 3 to 4 inches in breadth, and the stalk is generally shorter

than the breadth of the pileus and comparatively stout. The pileus

remains convex for a long time, and does not become quite flat-topped

until old. The substance is firm and solid. In the flyagaric the

pilens, at first oval and convex, soon becomes flat and attains a

breadth of 6 to 8 inches and sometimes more. The stalk has a length

equal to or slightly exceeding the breadth of the pilens, and is com-

paratively slenderer than in the common mushroom, but nevertheless

rather stout. The substance is less firm than in the common mush-
room.
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i pileusof the deadly agaric is thinner than that of the com-
ii mushroom, and, from being rather bell-shaped when youn

beoom< tdually flat-topped with the center a little raised, [n

breadth it is intermediate between the two preceding species rhe

stalk usually is Longer than i In- breadl h of the pileus, and the habil is

slenderer than in the two preceding Bpecies. All three >;<•

pleasant to the taste, which shows that,one can not infer thai a species

not poisonous because the taste is agreeable. The flyagaric h

ircely any odor. The other two species have certain odors of their

own, but they can not be described.

VARIETIES OF THE COMMON MUSHROOM AND CLOSEI/5 RELATE!)

EDIBLE 8PE< IKS.

Having learned in detail the distinctions between the common
mushroom and the two poisonous species most frequently mistaken

for it, some of t ho varieties of the common mushroom and a feu edi-

ble species closely related to it will now be considered. The pilens of

the mushroom has been described as smooth and without scales.

Varieties are not infrequently found in which the surface is more or

less flocculent and with flat, tufted scales. The scales, however, are

not prominent, and are not at all like the large, angular warts on

the fly agaric, which can be easily scraped off the otherwise smooth

surface, whereas the scales of common mushrooms are formed by the

breaking up of the surface into a sort of fringe, which can not be

pulled off without tearing the pileus. There is also an excellent

variety of the mushroom, which may perhaps better be called a

closely related species, which has an agreeable flavor of almonds.

It should not be understood, however, that this is the only fungus

which has a flavor of almonds, but it is the only one with this flavor

that is closely related to the common mushroom.

THE HORSE MUSHROOM.

The horse mushroom (Agaricus arvt nsis) looks very much like the

common mushroom, but is considerably larger, being sometimes 8 or

10 inches broad, or even broader. It frequently passes for the ordi-

nary mushroom, and, in fact, most of the large specimens sold as the

ordinary mushroom are in reality Agaricus arvensis. It grows fre-

quently in hedges and in cultivated places, and differs from the

mushroom in having the pileus generally a more shining white, in

having the stem a little hollow as it matures, in the fact that the gills

are at first white and do not change to a brownish purple until com-

paratively late, and especially in having a ring which is composed of

two adherent layers, the inner being a smooth membrane and the

outer shorter and cut up in a stellate manner. On PL XXIV, repre-

senting the horse mushroom, the peculiarity of the ring is shown
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Horse mushroom (Aqaricus arvensis». edible.
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Horse-tail fungus Coprinus comatus), edible: a, entire plant; />, section.
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Another fungus should bo mentioned in this connection, Hypholoma
<i

i>/)<
ml icidat n in , since ii is \<t\ common and edible, although not so

g I us either of the two species jusl described. Ii abounds during

all the summer months in grassy places, growing <>n or near the

remains of old stumps, and is Pound in dense clusters. The pileus is

quite thin and conical or bell-shaped, and the edges soon split radi-

ally and roll upward. The very narrow gills are purple brown, and

the stalk, which has no ring, is very slender and tubular. The color

is a translucent white, often wit li a purple tinge, as the gills show
through the thin pileus, but when young and we1 it may have a tinge

of yellow or biown. Although small and watery, fche pileus being

hardly 2 inches broad and the stalk not more than U or 3 inches long

and not much over a quarter of an inch broad, it is often so abun-

dant that enough for a meal can easily be collected in a short time.

THE HORSETAIL FUNGUS.

With the exception of the royal agaric and Amanita rubescens,

noted only in passing, the edible species so far mentioned belong to

thai division of the Agaricini, or toadstool family, which has brown-

ish-purple spores and gills. To another division, in which the spores

are black, belongs the genus Coprinus, which includes some common
and important fungi. The species grow mainly on dung, and most

of them are small and perishable, but a few attain a considerable size.

PI. XXV represents the horsetail or maned agaric {Coprinus comatus),

one of the best of our fungi, which appears in the autumn near the

close of the season of fungi. It grows in dense but not very numerous
clusters among grass and by roadsides, and its stalks extend a con-

siderable distance into the ground. As shown on PI. X X V, the jDileus,

instead of expanding, remains in the form of a closed umbrella, and
does not roll outward until it begins to decay, when, instead of putre-

fying in the manner of most fungi, it quickly dissolves, forming a

black, inky fluid. The pileus is white and is covered with large, fringy

scales, to which it owes its name. The gills are broad, lie close to the

stalk, and turn from pink to black. The stalk is not infrequently

8 or 10 inches long, hollow, at first with a fibrous string in the axis,

brittle, and has a small ring, which is not attached like those pre-

viously described, but hangs loose around the stalk, so that it can

be moved up and down. The horsetail is not likety to be mistaken

for any poisonous species. While it does not in ordinary seasons

appear until autumn, in exceptional cases it appears in small quant i-

t lea early in the summer, then disappearing to return again in autumn.
Two other very common species of Coprinus are found from spring

t<> autumn and form very large and crowded groups, not infrequently

containing a hundred specimens, around the bases of I rees, posts, and
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c\ en try. Thej are decidedly the

found near houses in other than thinlj setth d regions. The la

the two species, ( 'aprinus atrameniarins, has a closed pileus, Like the
!

retail, but its outline is as p ideal as oval and the stalk is

short and stout. The surfaee Is not white, )>u i an ashy black, and
instead of having scales, it is furrowed with irregular Longitudinal

folds. The other sp . Coprinus micaceous^ is smaller and Less

fleshy than the two above mentioned, and the pileus is often «

colored or of a shade resembling buff. The surface is marked with

regular and fine Longitudinal grooves, and usually, but not alwi

appears to be sprinkled with fine shining particles Looking Like mica.

It should be noticed, that the spores of this species are doI a pure

black, but have a brown tinge, and it does not Liquefy so quickly

when old as the other two species. In tasl e last two speciesare

dedly inferior to the horsetail, but they possess the advantage

being \ >ry common and growing- near lion-

LESS COMMON EDIBLE FUNGI,

In the description of species so tar referred to, it has been n«-.

sary to (Miter more or less into details, since they should be weD
known by anyone who attempts to collect fungi. The fungus eater

who goes into the woods or fields will be sure to find in most seasons

a multitude of toadstools which are quite bewildering, lie ought to

recognize amongst them some of the species already mentioned, but

what can be said of the rest? Those that are very small, very tough,

or that have a disagreeable taste may be passed by without further

notice; but there still remains a large number of species, some of

which are known to experts to be edible and some poisonous, while

about others there is no definite knowledge. It is impossible to do

more in the space of this paper than to give a hasty glance at certain

typical species, with such comments as may help the beginner. So

far, all the species mentioned belong to the gill-bearing group, the

largest group of the Hymenomycetes, or toadstools. In this group

the speeies may have spores which, roughly classified, are either

white, pink or salmon colored, brown, purple, or black. The color

of the spores can generally be inferred from the color of the mature

gills, but that is not always the case, and the only sure way is to let

the spores fall on paper, as already described. The color of the

spores in any species is practically constant, whereas the color of the

pileus may vary a great deal, as is seen in the fly agaric, which may
be either bright yellow or red. The gills vary in the different species.

In some they are sharp edged, in others blunt and more like ridges.

In some cases the gills do not reach the top of the stalk, while in

others they reach the stalk or extend down over it some distance.

The stalks are sometimes solid and sometimes hollowT
,
and in some,

but not in most species, there is a ring, which may either be fixed like
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Parasol fungus (Lepiota procera). edible.
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1, Chanterelle (Cantharellus cibarius). edible: 2, Fairy-Ring Fungus
(Marasmius oreades). edible.
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a collar or quite free. Comparatively few of our species have i dis-

tincl volva or wrapper round the base of the stalk, but ii is very

importanl to Know whether there is such ;i wrapper or not, since

our most poisonous species have them, and unless one is as expert

he should reject any toadstool having white gills and sixties ;m<l a

wrapper round the base of the stalk or u bulbous base clothed with

sea!.

PARASOL FUNGUS, CHANTERELLE, (kND FAIRY-RING n h

Among the white-spored species, which are more numerous than

the others, may be mentioned the parasol fungus {Lepiota procera),

represented on 1*1. XXVI. It is Large and tall and can be seen a1

.some distance standing up in the grass where it grows. It- is rather

tough and does not decay quickly. Its color is sometimes whitish,

but it isoften brownish. The pileus is covered with coarse, flocculent

scales, and the ring is free and not fastened to the stalk. The para-

sol fungus is not likely to be mistaken for any poisonous species.

The same may be said of the chanterelle ( Cant7iaTe(his ciba/rius,

PI. XXVII, 1), which is common in moist woods, whether conifer-

ous or deciduous, in July and later. It is always of an egg yellow in

all its parts and differs from all the species hitherto mentioned in

having a crumpled, irregular margin, and a more or less depressed

upper surface, and particularly in having shallow, blunt gills, which
are prolonged down over the stalk in wavy ridges.

The fairy-ring fungus (Marasmvus oreades) is a small species, sel-

dom more than 2 inches broad, which grows in clusters in lawns and
pastures, and the clusters form circles or segments of circles, called

fairy rings, in the grass. There are, however, many other fungi

which form fairy rings, and this almost seems to be the normal
method of growth of species which frequent clear, level ground, but
the rings are not in many species so distinct as in this case. The
substance of the fairy-ring fungus is quite tough, and specimens
which appear to be dry and dead revive in rainy weather. PI.

XXYII, 2, shows the fungus in its ordinary condition, and bearing in

mind that the gills are comparatively few and bulge out in the mid-

dle, that the stalk is tough and tubular, and that the pileus is thin,

of a pale yellow-brown or drab color, and often concave on top, with

the center raised in a knob, one ought to recognize this spec!

although it must be admitted it is not always easy for the beginner
by a description alone to distinguish it from some of the numerous
small species which grow among the grass in cultivated fields. The
spores of the fairy-ring fungus, however, are white, while those of the

species with which it may be confused are generally brown or black-

ish. Some of these small species with dark-colored spores are danger-

ous, and several cases of poisoning, although not fatal, have been
known to occur in this country, 1 lie small fungi growing in lawns

having been gathered indiscriminately and eaten.
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in,- genus Lactarius includes the gill-bearing fungi which, w\

broken or out, exude a milky juice. The juice is often very copious,

hut insomi Bpeoies is scanty. Late in the season, however, the milk

is less abundant than in midsummer. The milk is generally whil

hut it may bo reddish or blue; in some cases it is a thin, ftuid-lil

serum, and in others the milk changes color on exposure to the air.

The species of Lactarius abound in midsummer and early autumn in

both dry and Bwampy woods and also in dry pastures, and some of

them are very inviting, being of good size, plump, and firm in sub-

stance, and of an agreeable white or brighter color, but unfortunately

the milk of many of them is acrid and biting, and in nol a fewspeci

a single taste is sufficient to satisfy anyone. The acridity is son

what modified by cooking, hut it is hardly worth the trouble for any

hut the most enthusiastic myoophagist to take much pains for so little

good. It is generally safe to cat those species of Lactarius which do

not have an acrid juice, and among them is a highly esteemed speci.

Lactarius delicosus, a beautiful fungus, rather common in damp woods
in mountainous regions, but not common in the lowlands. It can nol

be mistaken for any dangerous species, and is at once recognized by

its copious milk, which is red, with a shade of orange, and does nol

Change color, except after long exposure, when it becomes slightly

greenish. The fungus itself has nearly the same color as the milk

which exudes from it, but is a little paler.

SPECIES FOR THE EXPERT ONLY.

Among the prettiest of our fungi, very attractive to the passer-by

from the bright red, purple, or yellow pilei, are the species of Russula,

which are often very abundant in summer in woods and swamps, and,

in fact, almost anywhere, especially under or near trees. They are

not generally of large size, although some are, and are to he distin-

guished by having very thin pilei, almost membranous except at the

ccutcr, and by having the white, pale cream, or hu if-colored gills

arranged very regularly like the spokes of a wheel,with no shorter gills,

or at least very few, inserted between them. Some of the Russula'

arc acrid like the Lactarii, hut others have a pleasant taste. The

different species of Russula are very difficult to distinguish, even hy

experts, and the beginner would better postpone experiments with

this genus until he has first made himself acquainted with less

doubtful genera, since some of the Russuhe are poisonous.

THE OYSTER FUNGUS.

We shall conclude all that can he said on the gill-bearing fungi hy

a word on the oyster fungus (Pleurotus ostreaius). This belongs to

a group which does not have a central stalk, hut has the fungus

attached laterally hy a very short stalk, as a rule, to the trunks of
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trees. Th6oyster fungus is bo balled, not because it tastes like an
oyster, bul because its habit of growth Is to have a number of indi-

viduals overlap one another, bearing a somewhat remote resemblance

to a heap of oyster shells. These overlapping masses often reach a

large size, sometimes several square feet, and are whitish or dirty

law, with long gills which converge toward one side of each indi-

vidual pileus. The oyster fungus is generally at Its best quite late

in the season, being found even in November in the Northern States,

and although there are other species which resemble it, they are not

dangerous, its quality is not very good, 1 >u 1 some persons like it.

Tir.K-BEARINO FT Ncl.

Of the species so far considered, the mushroom and its immediate
allies have brownish-purple spores, the horsetail and its allies black

spores, but all the others mentioned have white, or nearly white,

spores. The pink-spored species of toadstools are not so numer-
ous as the others and include but few edible forms, and some which

are believed to be poisonous. The brown-spored species are decidedly

more numerous, but as they include no prominent edible species they

can not well be included in the present paper. We may, therefore,

pass at once to the next group—fungi having tubes instead of gills.

The Polyporei, or tube-bearing fungi, include a large number of

species. Only a part of these would come under the popular name
of toadstools, since a great portion do not have a central stalk and
pileus, but are, like the oyster fungus, either attached laterally or

have no stalk at all. ami lie Hat on the substratum. As illustrations

may be mentioned the large punk fungi, which are used by ladie tor

making ornamental brackets. Furthermore, the greater part of the

Bpecies are tough and hard and could not be eaten. With very few

ceptions the edible species of Polyporei all belong to the genus
Boletus, of which the species are soft and fleshy, shaped like toad-

stools, and. with hardly an exception, grow on the ground in woods
and pastures. They are often abundant in midsummer, but less bo

in autumn. To this genus belong the fungi known in France as

cepea, wndvv which name they are imported into this country, but

not in any great quantities. The United States has a number <>t

edible species, some peculiar to this country and some the same as

the best French species; but unfortunately there are here also a num-
ber of poisonous species, and, since the species of the genus are in

many cases far from easy to distinguish from descriptions alone, the
w liter can only refer in general to some of the main features of the

species, without going into details which are rather complicated for a

first lesson in distinguishing fungi.

1*1. \ Will, which represents a common species. Boletus suhjiih i/s
y

edible, lint not one of the best, shows the toadstool-like habit of the

genus, hut with closely packed tubes on the underside instead of

1 A97 ;jo
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gills. The upper surface of tin- pileui la viscid when \\«-t, and laotf

dark, dingj brown, the tubes being rather lighter colored, and the

solid stalk, which has a rather sliiny, band-like ring, is gray or slate

colored, mottled with brown spots and granulations.

'I'lif eipe proper, the SteinpUz of the Germane, is much larger, at

times nearly a foot broad, with a solid convex pileus, varying from
dull white to buff color or even darker, and a stoul stalk, \ ariable in

Length, but usually broader at the base than at the apes and generally

with a network of veins oyer the upper part, but without a rili

The tubes are about an inch long, but become shorter as they approach

the stalk and the margin, so that, taken collectively, they form a con-

vex disk. They are at first whitish, but become' yellow, and finally a

yellow green. This fungus inhabits stony soils in woody or bushy

places, and is not SO widespread as the Species last mentioned, which

is found in pastures, by shady roadsides, and on the borders of

woods. The c&p* is not very easily distinguished from certain other

species by a beginner, who should be warned against a species some-

times mistaken for it, which lias, however, a bitter taste, not pos-

sed by the r/

For the present these two species must serve as types of the edible

Boleti. Certain other species are far more striking in appearance,

having brilliant blood-red or peach-colored pilei, but they belong to a

dangerous group, which lias caused serious and probably fatal cases

of poisoning. It may be stated briefly that those Boleti in which the

mouths of the tubes are red or of a different color from the rest of the

tubes should be avoided. The flesh of some of the species when

broken or bruised changes color, usually becoming blue, but some-

times red. Such species as show a change of color when broken

should also be avoided In fact, the genus, as a whole, is a danger-

ous one, not because there is not a considerable number of excellent

edible species in it, but because they vary more or less, and it is dif-

ficult to draw the line between the edible and the poisonous species.

It may be said, however, that even the poisonous Boleti are not so

poisonous as some of the Amanita1 already mentioned.

THE BEEFSTEAK FUNGUS.

In passing, only one member of the tube-bearing fungi which does

not belong to the genus Boletus can be referred to. The beefsteak

fungus {Fistullna hepatica) is quite unmistakable. It grows on

stumps, especially of oak or chestnut, from which it projects laterally

something like a tongue, whence it is called by the French langue de

b(Buf; it is not common in the North, Avhere it is seldom more than

-1 inches long. It is more common and attains a considerably larger

size in the South. When young the upper side is velvety and of a

beautiful peach color, but later it is somewhat slimy or mucilaginous

and a deeper red. The flesh-colored tubes on the underside are very
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small, BO thai 1h<-\ can hnrdl\ be distinguished without 1 1n- ai'l of a

hand Lens, and they do act I!* 1 in close contact with each other, as in

the genus Boletus, but are slightly separated, so that seen with the

naked eye th" under surface Looks papillated, Like the surface of the

tongue. The <'ui surface is streaked with red, like meat, and when
raw there is a slight but agreeable acid taste, which. disappear

cooking. Prepared for the table, the resemblance <<> a beefsteak is

remarkable; and, although better than some beefsteaks, it certainly

can not be said to b<> as good as the best.

Ti:i;Tii-m ai;i\<. !i.\<;r.

The teeth-bearing fungi (Hydnei), popularly called hedgehog fungi,

are found in woods, both wet and dry, where they grow either on the

ground or on Logs and trunks. Most of the species are tod small and
woody to be oaten, but there are a few species which are eaten and
liked by some persons, but to others they have a bitter or slightly

resinous taste.

Hydnum imbricabum is common in dry woods, especially conifer-

ous woods, and may be recognized by its blackish-brown color, look-

ing at times as if it had been burnt. The Upper surface is cracked
and split into thick, wedge-like scales and the under surface is thickly

covered with ash-colored or bluish-gray teeth, or spines. Hydrmrri
repandum prefers damp and wet woods, is much softer and more
friable than the last-named species, and is also smaller and slenderer.

The color varies from white to brownish and reddish yellow, the teeth

being nearly white.

so.ME OTHER EDIBLE FORMS.

Of the family of the Thelephorei, in which the spores are borne on
Looth or merely wrinkled surface, most of the species are small,

and our larger species are generally tough and leathery so that the

family is of little importance as food.

The coral-shaped fungi (Clavarei) include a certain number of good-

sized species which frequent woods; none of them are poisonous,

and several are very palatable. The coral-like habit is shown on PL
XXIX, 1, and without stopping to describe an}' particular species, it

may be said that ii is safe for the beginner to try any of the members
of this group, and he will find at Least some of them worth trial.

MORELS AND TRUFFLES.

Among the best edible fungi are the morels, which are not only
good when fresh, but can be dried, like the fairy-ring fungus. PL
X X I X. 2a, representing a common morel {More},, ih, , scuU rUa), shows
the genera] habit of the genus, which would easily be recognized
from the figure. Botanically considered, the morels are not closely

related to the toadstool family, although they have a certain external
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uMan- lull the t»<»!aiii<a! distinctions arc Hi:

pie rather than g n as and need i

The morels appear toward tin- end i sg ar earij in summer in

M under or n- ii in rather thickly settled regions, hut

are more abundant in places which have been burned over. Tiny
mliar honeycombed upper portion, irhich is at first eream-

oolored, bn1 becomes darker yellow. The stalk is whiter, and usually

whenfn I with ft Qulations. [ntheUnifc

Bralsp : morel, differing in the sh khehoneyc

part and in certain microscopic details, but from tin- figure the genus
can be recognized, and all the - should, h<

glance at the secti m of a more] shown en PL XXIX, 26, and do

that the apper honeycombed pari is nl inued directly into the stalk,

and is >a cap, attached at the upper part, with the maif

and bending away from the >talk.

The most • and most highly prised of all fun. the

truffles, which grow buried in the soil and in general appearance

-mall pofa rin- best truffles are black and ha

warted but! B e spe - strong < d

Lliar delicate perfume which can not 1- Although in

country we have a fewsp< elated botanically to the truffl<

Europe, no <»ih- has as yei discovered here the valuable is of

France and Italy, which are the only truffles found in our markets;

but it is not impossible that at some future day the same or equally

ound in hill\ - where oaks occur on

poor calcareous soils.

PUFFBALI.v

By far the greater part of pur edible and poisonous fungi belong

the Hymenem -. or toadstool family; but the

which must be mentioned briefly. The puffb&Us, belonging t<> the

family Gasteromyoetes, are familiar t<> almost everyone, and grew

usually, but not always, on the ground in lawns, cultivated pla

and woods, with a preference for thin and Bandy soils, but they are

not limited to Buch localities. With few exceptions, our common
native species have no stalk, but lie on the ground or partly buried in

the ground, looking like slightly flattened balls. If they are cut in

two, as on PL XXX. />. onesees in theiryonngei conditiona homogene-

ous interior substance surrounded by an external wrap

of two distinct laye - i outer layer often bears spines or papilla?,

which add much to the beauty ol the punTballs. When mature the

interior portion, or a part of it, is changed into a mass of yellow-

brown or purple powdery spores, with which are entangled numer-

ous hairlike threads. Finally, the outer membrane breaks away in

patches, the inner membrane is ruptured irregularly, or occasionally,

a regular mouth is formed, and the spores are discharged.
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The most striking species is the giant puffball {I/ycoperdon gigo/nr

hum), which is not rarelj 10 inches in circumference. It has a smooth

white surface like kid, which becomes brown when old, and when a

number of them are seen <>n the ground at a distance they Loos Like a

flock of miniature sheep. The species is not common except In cer-

tain Localities, as the region of San Francisco Bay, but when a single

Large specimen is found it furnishes enough food for some days. The
(lesh is Hi- n i and white or pale yellow green when in condition for eat-

ing, but when mat life i he interior becomes a mass of yellowish-olive

pow der.

Another species, L/ycoperdon tyycUhiforme, PI. XXX, is much more

common, growing in lawns and other grassy places, where LI forms

fairy rings, which sometimes injure the lawns in suburban districts.

It is frequently 6 inches in diameter, and differs in shape from the

giant puffball in not being a flattened sphere, but broader and flat-

tened at the top and contracted toward the base. It varies from

white to brown, and, except when quite young, the outer membrane
of t he top of the puffball is marked in a tessellated manner. The ripe

spores are blackish purple when mature, unlike those of the giant

puffball. There are a few other large species, but most of the puff-

balls so common in pastures are not more than from 1 to 3 inches in

diameter.

With possibly one exception, and the records of injury done in this

case are not very conclusive, none of the puffballs are poisonous if

eaten before the interior becomes crumbly and powdery. The sus-

pected species, Scleroderma mdgare, very common around houses and
gardens and along roadsides, is 2 or 3 inches in diameter, very tough

and hard, with a yellowish-brown, warty exterior, and within is purple

black, marbled with white. Its solidity, coarse external waited wall,

and the marbled interior, which remains hard and solid until the

fungus Is quite old, serve to distinguish it from the softer, thinner-

walled edible species. It may perhaps be a question whether I his spe-

cies is really dangerous, but at all events it offers few attractions to

the fungus eater.

SUMMARY.

In conclusion, it is only necessary to give a summary of the preced-

ing pages in the form of certain rules to guide the collector. .Most of

the rules have exceptions, which are well known to experts, but

the beginner isof course under the necessity of following the rules

implicitly, for an imperfect guide is better than none at all.

It is a rule of whist that when one is in doubt In- should take the

trick, but in the case Of fungi the reverse is true. If one has any
doubt as to whether a fungus which he has collected Ls edible or not,

be should act on the supposition thai it is nol edible, or at least that

it is under suspicion, and should be experimented upon with great

care.
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Tin- different popular teste for distinguishing edible from poisonous

fungi, sueh as, for Instance, the blackening <>f a silver coin or spoon

w ben placed In a mass of poisonous fungi while they are b oked,

e all absolutely worthless. There is no test which ••an be applied,

nor should reliance be placed, a1 Least by the beginner, upon tin- fad
thai in some cases the poisonous substances may he removed bj cook-

ing in milk or vinegar. In such cases t he danger may be only increa ed

unless care is taken to remove all the vinegar or milk, and, in general,

common Bense warns us not to eat any fungus supposed t<> contain an

active poison which requires to be removed by special t real ment. The
eating of sueh species should be left to the scientific experiment

On the other hand, it need not be assumed that a fungus is poisonous

when it is merely indigestible in consequence of the way in which it

is cooked.

It is beyond the province of this paper to discuss the nature of the

poison of different fungi, but it should be said in general that the poi-

sonous effects are of two kinds: The irritant, which affect the stomach

and digestive organs directly, and show their effects soon after eating;

and the narcotic, much more dangerous, which act upon the nervous

centers and do not produce poisonous symptoms until after a number
of hours, usually eight or ten. The irritant fungi are often recogniz-

able by their taste when raw, but the narcotic species are generally

pleasant to the taste, or at least not disagreeable.

The following rules should not be neglected by the beginner:

(1) Avoid fungi when in the button or unexpanded stage; also those

in which the flesh has begun to decay, even if only slightly.

(2) Avoid all fungi which have stalks with a swollen base sur-

rounded by a sac-like or scaly envelope, especially7 if the gills arc

white.

(3) Avoid fungi having a milky juice, unless the milk is reddish.

(4) Avoid fungi in which the cap, or p>ileus, is thin in proportion to

the gills, and in which the gills are nearly all of equal length, espe-

cially if the pilous is bright colored.

(5) Avoid all tube-bearing fungi in which the flesh changes color

when cut or broken or where the mouths of the tubes are reddish,

and in the case of other tube-bearing fungi experiment with caution.

((>) Fungi which have a sort of spider web or flocculent ring round

the upper part of the stalk should in general be avoided.

Rules 1, 2, and 5 may for the beginner be regarded as absolute,

witli the exception to rule 2, Amanita ccesarea (p. 458), the gills of

which are yellow. Rules 3, 4, and G have more numerous exceptions,

but these rules should be followed in all cases unless the collector is

content to experiment first with very small quantities and learn the

practical result.
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UNITED STATUS.

By < 'ii L8. RlOHAEDfi DODOE,

Special Agent in charge of the Office of Fiber Investigations*

[NTRODUCTION.

A perusal of 1 1 1 < - historical records in this country shows that flax

culture was one of the earliest of colonial industries, and we may be

sure that the Puritan maidens, liko the Greek maids of old, were

familiar with the spinning and weaving of flax, if not with the spin-

dle and distaff of Homeric times, for until comparatively recenl

years the culture and manufacture of flax in America have been

household industries. The American colonists brought with them
the art of raising flax and of preparing and spinning it by hand, and

even fifty years ago the custom prevailed among farmers of growing
(lax and having it retted, scutched, hackled, and spun by members
of their household. In the history of Lynn, Mass., it is stated that

about the year 1G30 "they raised considerable quantities of flax

which was retted in one of the ponds, thence called Flax Pond." As
early as 1662 the State of Virginia enacted that each poll district

should raise annually and manufacture 6 pounds of linen thread. All

the records of New England likewise gave evidence of an earnest

desire rw*promote the cultivation of flax and its manufacture.

About 1778, according to Mr. A. R. Turner, jr., a number of colo-

nists arrived from Londonderry, bringing with them manufactured
fabrics of linen and the implements used in their manufacture in

Ireland. The matter was earnestly taken up by the Bostonians, and
a \«>te passed to establish a spinning school on the waste land in front

of Captain Southack's, about where Scollay's buildings were. About
L721, at Newport, R. I., "hemp or flax used to be received in pay-

ment of interest, the former at &d. and the latter at 10(7. per pound."
Pennsylvania offered premiums for several grades of linen thread in

L753, and the Society for the Promotion of Arts, Agriculture, and
Economy of New York, after adopting resolutions to arrest the impor-

tation of J5i-iti>h goods, offered premiums for linen thread. The
early records of Rhode Island develop further interesting facts con-

Cerning an association of plantation maidens about 1 T **»'*»
. The order

was known as the Daughters of Liberty. Its origin is ascribed to Dr.

Brown, at whose house eighteen young ladies, belonging to prominent

families in Providence, assembled by invitation, and employed the

time from sunrise to evening in spinning.
171
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li lenol i wry, however, togo back a hundred years, ot even
iii'i\ years, to Learn theetorj of American household linen manufac-
ture, Eor a remnant of Mm- Industry still exists in the mountains of

\ Irginia, North Carolina, ami Tennessee, and an Interesting series «>r

the fabrics made in these Localities, on the farm, in recent times, has
been secured by the writer for tin- United States National Museum.

sixty FEARS OF FLAX PBODUCTION,

The statistical records show thai sixty-odd years ago almost threes

quarters of a million pounds of flax fiber were produced m theUnited
States, and llax was sent to market from Oonnecticul sixty years 8

thai was strong, clean, and as good as any raised in the United Males
at the present time. Very strong and flexible (la.x also eame from
northern New York and Vermont, but it was not clean. The poorest

flax of those days eame from New Jersey, though the State lias been

capable oi growing flax equal to that of Archangel. In past times
" North River" (lax was regularly sent to market from New Fork
State, it being \rvy strong, but poorly cleaned.

The figures for flax fiber in the year L869 show a product of over

13,000 tons; but this docs not mean tine linen, but the coarser fiber, or

tow, used in the manufacture of bagging. This period marks the

highest point reached in fiber product before the collapse of the

industry a year or two later, owing to the free introduction of jute for

cotton-bagging manufacture.
At the present time flax is largely grown in the United States for

seed, the straw, of inferior quality, when used at all, going to the

tow mills or the paper mills, and being worth from -si to $8 a ton, the

average in different sections being not more than $2.50 to 84. In the

older States the area under present cultivation is very small and
steadily decreasing; in the newer States, or States where agriculture

is being pushed steadily westward from year to year, the area under
cultivation about holds its own one season with another. Cultivation
lor liber is beginning to attract attention, however, and it is the pur-

pose of this paper to show what the Department of Agriculture is

doing to reestablish this important industry, with statements regarding
its present status.

DIFFERENT KINDS OF FLAX.

It is well to consider the different kinds of flax, for representatives

of the genus Li nitm are distributed over both hemispheres, though
they are chiefly natives of temperate climates. While Linum usita-

tissiminn is considered the cultivated fiber species, botanists recognize

upward of one hundred species in this genus, De Candolle describing

fifty-four in the first volume of his Prodromus. In many instances

the distinctions between these species are so slight that the agricul-

turist or the industrialist would scarcely recognize them, and they are
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therefore of botanical rather than economic interest. Renouard, in

" Ki udes sur le Oultnre da Lin.," refers to I in* t&ei thai our gardens

sometimes contain three varieties which differ greatly: Two species

wit h yellow (low res, I lie Li mi 111 / rn/i/num ( R< i n irn nil in I rnj ijiui ), Origi-

nating in India, and the Liniini <<t in j>ti a iilnl it in, which comes from

southern Europe and from Egypt, and one with red flowers, the Ldnum
</nt mhlloru in. Plants with while (lowers and flesh-eolored (lowers

are sometimes seen. There arc siill others known by name only, as

I lie s|>eeies is \er\ rare; sneii is I lie Linuiu rallm rl.'tru m, I lie LeaVCS Of

which have a bitter taste and are sometimes employed as a purgat Lve.

But among all these varieties the bine flowering, slid designated by

the name of I/mum com in u n , or the L. usihil tssi in u m of Hie natural-

ists, is the only industrial species and the only one readily cultivated.

In the grouping <>f speciestwo general divisions have been made, those

haying flowers yellow and those with flowers blue, flesh color, pink,

or white, though a special distinction is made in regard to L. caihar-

ticum,
kk with flowers always white and leaves opposite." L. usitaiis-

si in urn comes into the group having blue, white, pink, or flesh-colored

(lowers, though as far as the cultivation of these plants for commer-
cial fiber is concerned, it is the only species that interests us. Regard -

ing the distinctions which separate the species of Linum, Renouard
says:

But these are so subtle that they evidently have no bearing upon the industrial

uses of the flax and are of no value to agriculture. Often the most expeiienced

operator and the countryman most familiar with this culture have had much
trouble to classify the plants as above indicated. Moreover, all these species may
be obtained from one sort of seed. What has given rise to those distinctions is

that when the flax does not appear all in one growth of stem, slender at the top

and without branches, bearing one flower, it may remain short and ramify its

stalk to a number of branches having several flowers and considerable seed. It

i- under this aspect that we see the plant designated aa^tetard" (pollard, or

branched), also called petit Hit (small, or low flax), in contrast with the ordinary
flax, called annul Jin (tall flax). Besides the above facts we may say that there

have never been seen either entire fields or even parts of fields growing only the
i ird, or the low flax. We therefore hold it to be inopportune to make such
classification of the common flax into industrial species.

Some writers recognize L. en pitans as a cultivated species, this

form growing loss tall than 7>. usitatissimum, with much thicker
stonis, which havo a tendency 10 branch, and more abundant flowers,

and therefore producing more seed. En a report from Consul T. E.

Heenan, at Odessa, it is stated that " L. usitatissirmmt^ L. mdgare,
and L. crepitans are being cultivated in Russia in several varieties of

boll) kinds, but the difference in these varieties LS so slight and they
so easily blend that even those Initiated in the trade of the article

often fail to perceive it."

Several other forms of flax are mentioned by Industrial authorities,

bm they are of Little importance. L. perenne, which is known
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commonly aa perennial flax, has been the subject of experiment, hut

beyond the facl that it is mentioned doubtfully as an oil plant in

India it does no1 concern as. And it la also 6f slight Importance

from the industrial standpoint that the North American Indians n

the fiber of L. letmsii, which has a wride range in Western North

\ leriea, the plant differing from the common cultivated flax in pro-

ducing usually two Or three steins from its stout perennial root and in

having a capsule t WO or three times as long as the calyx. The Indians

of the Oregon plains make it into a remarkably Btrong twisted cord,

used in the manufacture of fishnets, in the binding of grass mats and

basket frames, and Tor other purposes.

The most ancient cultivated species of flax isthought tobe L.angusti-

folium, a form found growing wild from the Canary Islands to Pal*

and the Caucasus. This is the species said to have been grown by the

Swiss lake dwellers and the ancient inhabitants of the north of Italy,

while L. usitatissimum was the ancient flax of Mesopotamia, Assyria,

and Egypt. In the Dictionary of the Economic Products of India

it has been suggested that these two principal forms or conditions of

flax ( xist In cultivation and have probably been wild in their modern

areas for the last five thousand years at least. It is not possible to

guess at their previous condition. Their transitions and varieties are

so numerous that they may be considered as one species comprising

two or three hereditary varieties, which are each again divided into

subvarieties.

METHODS OF FLAX CULTURE IN EUROPE.

In order to come to a better understanding of the necessities of the

flax industry in this country, as well as of the difficulties surrounding

it, the methods of culture pursued abroad may be briefly noted. In

Belgium, where the best flax is produced, it is considered essential to

bring the worn-out soils to a high state of fertility through the use

of commercial and other fertilizers, and this work is done with a

thoroughness which would astonish many of our seed-flax farmers of

the West who rely on "first breaking" from prairie sod for fer-

tility. Among other materials the sewage from towns is utilized,

sometimes mixed with oil cake, and left in closed receptacles or reser-

voirs until used. Stable manure, free from the seeds of wTeeds, is

spread over the land before winter sets in. More fertilizer is used in

spring about sowing time, and the ground is frequently treated with

night soil in solution. Stable manure is used in connect ion with com-

mercial fertilizers at the rate of 500 to 750 pounds of the latter to the

acre, with the addition of the liquid night soil. Such heavy fertiliz-

ing necessarily adds to the cost of production, while another large

element of cost is the land rental, wdiich is often higher than the cost

per acre of good farms in some sections of the United States. The
preparation of the soil is often laborious, because few of the peasant

farmers can afford the improved machinery found on almost any
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American farm. W'liai farmer In this country would think of "roll-

ing" a LO-acre tract of Land by tramping over it with a couple of

broad boards Btrapped to, his feet? And how many of our farmers

have continued to use the flail as a thrashing machine ? JTel much
of the foreign flax-seed is still saved in this way.

There is one point, however, in the European culture, the impor-

tance of which can nol be too strongly emphasized -the system pur-

sued in preparing the seed bed, Crop rotation is considered a firsl

essential, and while ii varies widely in different sections, both as to

the number of years and as to the order in which one crop follows

another, t ho results are the same, and we are able to observe that

clover is generally considered one of the best crops to precede a crop

of flax. The roots arc numerous and go deep into the soil, nol only

furnishing nutriment to the flax roots, "but making it easier for them
to push their way down.

Many of the smaller flax fields are prepared by the Belgian farmer

by spading over the ground. But in any event the ground is thor-

oughly broken up either by the spade or plow, followed by the harrow,

and this is done both in the fall and spring, cross plowing being com-

mon, until the seed bed has been reduced to the state of garden soil.

But with all this thoroughness the peasant farmer of Europe is slow

and plodding, and therefore can not accomxnish the same amount of

work that an American farmer can accomplish in the same time. It

will be seen, then, that the Belgian farmer or the French farmer is

handicapped at the outset by an extraordinary expense account, so

much so that flax culture has been abandoned in many sections on
account of the losses sustained, and it is still declining.

No recent figures are available, but at the time of the writer's inves-

tigations in Europe in 1889 it was learned that the cultivator received

from 300 to 1,000 francs per hectare for the raw product, or in Ameri-
can money about |24 to £80 per acre. The net cost of culture in

France was about £48 per acre, including rental, and if the crop sold

for less than this sum there was a money loss. Unfortunately, such

losses were frequent, and failure to meet expenses is largely respon-

sible for the fact that the flax culture of France at the present time

is limited to one small province, and the culture here is only continued

because of the advantages derived from nearness to the famed Cour-
irai region of Belgium and the River Lys.

The culture pursued by the peasant farmer of Ireland is wasteful

and shiftless in the extreme—so much so that while the expense

cultivation is less than on the Continent, the product shows a decline

in the same degree. The Russian practice in many sections is as

slovenly, and the fiber when sent to market represents so many dif-

ferent standards, or no standards, that a most careful grading by the

buyers is necessitated before it can be marketed. The lower grades
are about the poorest (lax that appears in the world's market.
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There is profit in the better grades <>r Belgian flax, particularly fche

fiber retted In the River Lys, which brings an average of i."» to

cents a pound; and even higher prices are secured for a superior arti-

cle from this region.

To summarize the situation in European flax countries, the crop is

the object of the very highest and most systematic culture*, with the

attendant drawbacks of highland rentals, great expense for fertili-

sers, costly cultivation through plodding met hods, and the lack often

of high-class agricultural machinery—this Latter condition compen-

sated somewhat by l<>w wages of labor—and finally, costly practice

in harvesting and preparing the crop and making it into a market-

able commodity. The results are sure, however, as far as the pro-

duction of good titter is concerned, because the elements of skill and

experience are known quantities, and the work is done after very

nearly the same methods that have been pursued for generations and

generations. There is no doubt about the ability to produce a quan-

tity of tlax that has a standard market value, and the only thing td

be considered in the agricultural operations is the expense account.

CONDITIONS IN THE TNITED STATES AND EUROPE CONTRASTED.

Now, contrast the situation in this country and Europe, first going

back a few years to the time when the Otlice of Fiber Investigations

was established. At this time the importers and foreign agents

declared that it was impossible to grow tlax in this country, and to

prove this declaration a great deal of literature was published, and

although presenting no facts to sustain such a condition, served the

purpose of increasing the prejudice against flax culture. Many of

the agricultural newspapers took up the cry, and some of the farmers

reechoed it, with a result that the first efforts of the Department of

Agriculture in the direction of reestablishing flax culture was in the

nature of missionary work.

THE ADVANTAGES.

The status of the American flax industry at the present time can

not better be summarized than by striking a balance sheet between

the advantages and the difficulties in its establishment, for it can

hardly be said as yet that we have a flax industry. The advantages

are fertile lands, which in some parts of the country can be pur-

chased, not rented, for less money per acre than an Eastern farmer

spends in a year per acre for commercial fertilizers; the most improved

and the best made implements and agricultural machinery in the

world for use in producing the crop; intelligence and alertness in the

farmer class, many of whom are well posted in all that pertains to

scientific agriculture; the advantage of many localities in the coun-

try where good flax can be produced, and of some favored sections

where a superior product can be grown; possession of a home market
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for several million dollars' worth of flax fiber for when we can pro-

duce a home supply ol fiber American Linen mills will Increase and

Ln addition t<> the supply Cor home consumption the possibility of a

Large foreign demand, due to the decline of Ma\ culture in Europe;

abundant Literature relating to every phase of the subject, with full-

est information regarding tin' proper practice to pursue; 1 and Lastly,

the present need for diversification in American agriculture.

Regarding the existence of favorable Localities for the culture

few words regarding climate may not beout of place. Much has been

said by the opponents of American flax culture Ln the past concern-

ing the hot , dry climate of the United states in comparison with the

cool, moist climate of Ireland ; I mi Lf the < rath must be stated, the best

flax is not grown in Ireland, nor is the best flax spun by the Belfast

manufacturer produced by Irish farmers, but by the growers of Bel-

gium. The best American flax known to the Office of Fiber Investi-

gation was grown at Green Bay, Wis., where the average temperature

for the three growing months was 54° F., and with abundant rainfall.

The average temperature of Belfast, Ireland, for the same period was
52.2 ' F., and for Brussels, Belgium, 55.9° F. The temperature of St.

Paul, Minn., near which superb flax was produced in the experiments

of 1801, is only a fraction of 1° higher.

Studying the figures for humidity, we are enabled to make further

interesting comparisons. For Brussels, Belgium, the average for the

three growing months is 77.4 and the average annual 83. For Green
Bay, Wis., average for three months 72, and for the year 77.9. For
Cologne, Germany, the average for April, Ma}7

, and June is but 67.1,

and ihe annual but 74 (contrast with Green Bay), while for St. Paul,

Minn., the averages are, respectively, 65. G and 71. On the authority

of an expert linen weaver, formerly of Belfast, the average humidity
for thai weather station is stated to be 70 to 72. The humidity of the

State of Washington, as indicated by data from Spokane, Olympia,
etc.. is found to be almost as great as that of any foreign weather sta-

tion reported; and from the fact that a fine crop of straw has been pro-

duced in
u droughty Kansas," with an average of 28 bushels of seed

per acre, by irrigation, we may infer that in localities liable to hot, dry
spells in the growing season irrigation may be practiced with good
results.

The temperature of the leading flax-growing sections of this country
an«l Europe is practically the same, the average for four European
weatherstations being 54.3 F.. and for lour in the United States 56. 3°,

or a difference of but 2 . The humidity for the foreign stations given
is slightly higher than that for those of this country, though stations

'Among tin flax literature published by this Department, Fanners' Bulletin

No. 27. on •• Flax for seed and fiber." was especially prepared to give concise and
practical Information on this Bubjeot. This bulletin is sent free on application.
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indicate >r humiditj in the States named and Dear which fine

ila\ .-an undoubtedly be produced could nave been utilised. Bo much
fOT the ad\ aii

nil. i-isaia an i LC I

The <iisa<l\ antagee ares The cultivation of a mi 11 inn aero <>i iia\ for

the seed alone by shiftless practices, which miM needs be unlearned

before cultivation for liber can be attempted; bOC reliance upon
virgin fertility of the soil in newer sections; lack of skill and ex]

ence in the handling Of a new crop; tOO much experience, as with

some old World ilax growers who have settled among us, this being

madeapparent in nonadaptabilityto new conditions and requirements
;

the lack o[' several maehines needed for economy in harvesting the

crop, the most important being an improved thrasher and practical

ilax puller; the timidity of capital, partly through money stringency,

partly through hick of confidence, but largely through lack of knowl-

edge of what is required to start the industry, which must be the

result of cooperation between grower and spinner; the inability to

properly ret the straw when grown, due to carelessness, to lack of

knowledge, and to the want of capital with which to secure the proper

appliances for this important work, which is the most serious of all

the drawbacks.

The disadvantages in detail.—Coming down to details, it is 1:

for the grower of seed flax to appreciate the importance of the line

points in cultivation which enter into the growth of flax for seed and
fiber, or for fiber alone. To make a success of culture for seed and

liber, the land must be brought into the most thorough tilth. The
old plan of turning over the sod will not answer, and if the land is

not sufficiently fertile it must be made so by the application of man-
ures. Any and all kinds of seed are sown, when the best of results

can only be secured by the use of the best imported seed; and even

in the purchase of imported seed there is a possibility of imposition.

The old system of planting 2 pecks of seed to the acre must be aban-

doned and 1-J to 2 bushels used, and for the growth of fine fiber alone

•2\ to 3 bushels will not be amiss. The increase in money value of

fine fiber represents so much more than the total value of the best

of seed for oil purposes that a farmer can well afford to sacrifice the

seed when trying to produce a superior flax. More care should be

given to the prevention of weeds, and to their extermination when
they appear. The ill effects of drought, so disastrous to flax culture

in some sections, maybe avoided in a measure by irrigation; and that

irrigation will be advantageous in many localities almost any season

there can be little doubt.

There seems to be only one large use for the rough flax straw that

is produced where the 2-peck per acre sowings are foliowed in growth
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for seed, and thai is the manufaoi ore of paper, When a single New
Vork daily newspaper rises 90 tons of wdod-pulp paper in a day, wo

may well wonder how long the forests can be relied upon for supply

of r.iw material, If iliis rough flax si raw can not l»<' utilized in paper

manufacture, it Is difficult to see howit can be made of money value,

for a very small pari of it will supply the demand for coarse tow and
very little of i( 1ms any value for Sax fiber. Our farmers must not

delude themselves Into the belief, therefore, that they can make much
of n fiber Industry out <»r the present flax culture for seed with the

pracl ices usually followed.

The importance of keeping up the fertility of the soil should be

Cully appreciated, [n all new countries the tendency is to underrate

the oecessity of returning to the soil that which is taken from it, and
the growth of alt fiber plants makes heavy demands upon the soil.

Although the plant as a whole takes considerable from the soil, the

fiber alone lakes proportionately little, and it follows, then, that the

entire destruction, or at least removal, of the straw, as has been
the custom in this country, makes the culture an exhaustive one.

To this extent, and to this only, is flax an exhaustive crop, and the

remedy readily suggests itself. In water retting, when the operation

is carried on in pools, it is possible to return to the soil a portion of

the elements of fertility that have been taken from it by using the

steep water as a form of liquid manure. In river retting, as practiced

in Courtrai, in Belgium, the soluble elements of fertility are washed
away and lost, though the part represented in the waste from the

straw, after scutching, may be returned. But in any event, to pro-

duce a line quality of flax fiber, the necessary elements of growth
must bo presenl in the soil or be supplied by artificial means.

EXPERIENCE IX FLAX CULTURE NECESSARY TO SUCCESS.

Regarding the difficulties that come from lack of experience in

handling the crop, these can not be surmounted at once, and the

growth of the crop must be in the nature of an experiment for the

first two or three years. One of the nice points to be considered is

the proper time to harvest, in order to save both seed and fiber in

the best condition, or, if the seed is sacrificed, to produce a crop of

fiber straw that at time of harvest will lie evenly grown and evenly
ripened, or, in other words, pulled when in the proper condition to

the Largest quantity of product that will yield the best quality
of fiber. Another important point is the proper drying of the straw
after pulling, particularly when waler retting is to be followed. This
matter is of loss importance when the straw is dew retted, but it is an
essentia] point in pool retting when a light-colored fiber is to be pro-

duced, and particularly so when the growth is for line fiber.

In regard to 'Moo much experience/' brief reference may be made lo

these Old World flax farmers who, bringing lo this country Old World
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ideas, adhere to certain plodding practice* <»i the fatherland inappli-

cable to our own conditions, and who never Learn, or care i<» learn,

anything new. Positive failures have been made in this country by
Midi men, who doubtless may have been reckoned good flax farm-

ai home. The success!ul manin the American flax-fiber industry

will be t lu- man who has come to a full appreciation of tin* conditions

which surround the industry in the United States, who has mastered

the difficulties and acquired skill through experience, whether a

native or alien, and not the man wheelings to practices learned in

his boyhood in another part of the world.

LACK OF LABOR-SAVIN G HACHINEB1 FOB l 'LAX CTJLTUBB.

The lack of certain kinds of improved labor-saving machinery has

proved a serious drawback. Much has been written about flax-

pulling machines, hut it can not ho said thai invention in this direc-

tion has as yet been successful. The pulling of flax is essential to

the production of proper spinning fiber. It is one of the expensive

operations of the industry and a kind of labor that American farmers

are averse to performing. Moreover, pulling flax is one of the for-

eign practices which many of our adopted farmer citizens Leave

behind them when they come to this country, many of them being

even more averse to performing such labor than is the native Ameri-

can. The necessity, therefore, for a machine flax puller should he

fully appreciated, and the need of an improved thrasher to remove

the seed without injury to the straw is almost as urgent, A practi-

cal machine scutcher is another desideratum, for the fact remains

that notwithstanding the many inventions of such machines that

have been brought to public notice since these investigations were

begun, the Department of Agriculture cannot state authoritatively

from experience that there is one which may be recommended as

successful. Attention has been called recently to a new foreign

invention in this line, but unt il its merits have been fully investi-

gated this office can make no statements concerning it.

COOPERATION AND CAPITAL ESSENTIAL TO FLAX CULTURE.

Before referring to the part that capital must play in the establish-

ment of this industry it will be well to review the scheme of coopera-

tion in the different branches of the industry that the Department

recommends as essential to making flax culture in the United States

a possibility.

As the case stands, the farmer is hardly in position to grow flax,

save in an experimental way, until he is sure of a market, and the

manufacturer, that is, the spinner, is not in a position to make offers

of purchase or to name a price, because he is not sure that the farmer

can grow flax of the proper standard or that he can afford to purchase
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at any price, for his particular manufacture, such ila\ as the farmer

may produce. This simply means thai what isolated farmers can

nol accomplish alone must be accomplished by the establishment

of little l<»cai Industries, thai Is to say, capital musl establish scutch

mills in Localities where las may be profitably grown, farmers of the

neighborhood agreeing to produce 5, LO, or 20 acres of si raw each,

under the direction, if need be, of the managers of the mills, to insure

the growth of a quality of straw thai will give the proper standard <>f

fiber, h means thai there is a necessity for a class of skilled workers

who will come between the farmer and the manufacturer in carrying

on the operations of retting and scutching. It is futile to expect the

fanner to ret an<l scutch his (lax. It is not, done on i ])<• farm in for-

eign countries, nor in Canada, save to a very Limited extent, and it

will not be done here. It is done largely in Russia, and Low-grade

fiber requiring most careful sorting by the bikers is the result. By
such a cooperative arrangement the farmer is relieved from any
responsibility in the matter further than to produce a proper crop of

straw. The scutch mills or tow mills attend to the retting and clean-

ing of the fiber, which in turn is sold to the spinner. One good

scutch mill will prepare the flax grown on a score or more of farms,

and as the work is accomplished under one direction, the product

will be far more even as to standards than would be possible were it

prepared by twenty men. The scutcher has a money interest in the

matter of the production of properly grown straw by the farmer and
is in position to aid him by many hints and suggestions. In Canada
and northern Michigan (in the neighborhood of Yale, where there are

successful scutch mills) the practice is to sell the seed to the farmers

at the mills at a fixed price per bushel, the farmers agreeing to sow a

certain number of acres to flax, the straw of which the managers of

the scutch mills agree to take at a fixed price per ton, in some cases

$10 being named.
Having shown the part that capital must perform in this work, the

slow advance that has been made in establishing the industry will

begin to be appreciated. One of the chief reasons why beginnings

have not been made in favorable localities is that the necessity for

such cooperation is not understood. The employment of capital in a

thoroughly systematized effort to work out a fixed idea to a practical

end is one thing, but the organization of a mere "company," with no
definite aim beyond a desire to make money out of something, is quite

another thing. The capital invested should be home capital, used in

the town where the flax is grown by establishing and running a ret-

ting and scutching enterprise to t urn the farmers' straw into a salable

fiber product. The moneyed men el* the town may be the stockhold-

ers in this enterprise, or the farmers themselves, with a few business

men of their community, may establish and conduct the business,

the main essentia] being to mtihv as superintendent of the mill a

1 A97 31
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totioal man, that is t<> say, one \\ li«* thoroughly understands retting

ami scutching flax.

Such men are not readily available, the farmers them d<> nut

always know just where to begin, and it is not to be wondered at, that

capital has been "shy,'
1

particularly in a period of money strinj

such as the country has experienced in the past few years. Borneo]

person in the community musl take tin- initiative, but it should be

said mosl emphatically thai only failure will follow the efforts of tin-

man without knowledge whose energy is directed toward selfish ends

alone. It is unfort unate that many worthy enterprises in this eount py

have not been able to survive the "boom" stage, for instances might

be recorded where a good, healthy beginning in a new industry has

been stifled—"boomed" to death—by claims thatcould not be sub-

stantiated, by the advertising of profits that could only appear on

paper, and by the heralding of success before it had been assured.

The effort to set the flax industry on its feet has not been exempt from

this injurious practice, and too often harm has been done in spite of

perfectly honest intentions on the pari of those who were responsible

for the agitation.

Unless it has already been proved by previous experimentation

that the locality is favorable for flax growing, the first thing to bo

done is to sow an experimental plat, if it be only 5 acres. When it

has been demonstrated that a good quality of straw can be produced

there will be time to effect an organization for the establishment of a

mill plant. In such an enterprise the capital invested need not

amount to more than $20,000 to $30,000 at the outset, for the mill

plant can be extended when there is a demand for greater facilities

and success has been assured. In the first years of the reestablished

American flax industry there will be no necessity for the formation of

stock companies on a large scale, located in metropolitan centers, nor

for buying up of scores of patents for machinery of doubtful utility,

nor for costly experiments in impracticable " short-cut" processes for

preparing the fiber. First, then, let us grow flax, then establish com-

panies as the necessity for capital and the organization of effort in

the development of the local industry demands their reformation.

PRACTICAL AND TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED IN TREATMENT
OF FLAX.

The next serious drawback to the success of this industry is the

lack of practical knowledge regarding the standards of spinning flax

by those who undertake experiments, as well as of technical knowl-

edge in retting the straw when grown. Many superb samples of straw

have been received by the Office of Fiber Investigations, which, with

proper treatment, should have yielded a superior flax product, but

from which only a harsh fiber, and, on this account, a fiber of inferior

quality and little commercial value has been secured. The truth of
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this is proved by samples in our collection from I In* same Lots of straw,

luit retted and scutched by different operatives under widely differ-

ent condil ions.

These deficient samples show nothing bul lack of experience, and,

in some instances, carelessness, in the one operation <>f retting. The
best commercial Max is produced by Immersion of the straw in river

water, with subsequent drying, and frequently with u second immer-

sion. 1 1 is not necessary to enter into the details of this operation here,

luit the skill lies chiefly in being able to control the conditions under

which the work must be accomplished, and in the possession of good

judgment regarding the proper time to take the straw out of the water,

guided by the appearance of thestrawand its action under certain

manipulation in the hands. A previous knowledge regarding the

temperature of the water, and of its softness or hardness, or, in other

words, its chemical constituents, and of the mechanical impurities

that may be suspended in it, is essential, that adverse conditions may
be adjusted or avoided.

Properly prepared flax possesses marked peculiarities, which are at

once made apparent to the touch, to the smell, and to the eye. Sala-

ble flax must have brilliancy or "life," with softness or oiliness, and
an odor which, though difficult to describe, is easily recognizable by
anyone who has handled good flax. These points are of first impor-

tance, because upon the manner in which the crop is retted its com-
mercial value largely depends. Much has been written concerning

quick-retting processes, that is to say, artificial processes, chemical

or otherwise, by means of which to lessen the labor of "nature" ret-

ting (that is, dissolving out the gums by the natural operation of

steeping or soaking), but considering the fact that the great bulk of

the world's commercial flax is "nature
1

' retted, it may be assumed
that this form of producing the fiber gives the best results. In the

present age of scientific investigation it would be unwise to say that

a quick-retting system, which will give as good results as the nature

method, is not. a possibility, but in any event, when such a system is

assured, the flax producer can study the question for himself and
decide which method he will employ.

RESULTS OF PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IX FLAX ( TLTURE.

Having considered in detail the difficulties attending the reestab-

lishment of the (lax industry in this country, brief reference may be

made to some of the results that have been accomplished.

P>\- experimentation in fifty or more localities in the United States,

where flax cultivation was thought possible, the Department has

proved the fallacy of the opinion widely prevalent less than a decade

o, that flax could not l>e produced commercially in the United
States. By these experiments it has not only been proved that com-

mercial flax production is possible, but that good fiber and good seed,
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with careful culture, can be produced In the same plant, [none of

these experiments, bj ;i skilled ila\ grower In Wisconsin, a profit of

i was shown on a 6-acre tract, and 160 of iliis sum \sa- received

for seed, at II a busheL The expenses per acre, including retting and
scutching, fche latter operation costing $20 per acre, amounted to a

little more than s 35 per acre. The flax produced wbb worth 11 cents

per pound, while a greal deal of the flax fiber imported in t «> this

country Is laid down at 8 and 9 cents per pound.

Nforthern Michigan has successful scutch mills and an old estab-

lished flax industry, the same producers also operating in Canada.

In this section the practice is to sell the seed to the farmers! at the

mills, at a tixed price per bushel, the farmers agreeing to sow a cer-

tain number of acres to flax, the straw of which the managers of the

scutch mills agree to take at a fixed price per ton. This method has

already been referred to.

The most important results ha\e been attained on the Pacific Coast,

where, as in the Puget Sound region of Washington, an ideal flax

climate has been discovered through the experiments of the Office of

Fiber Investigations. These cultural experiments developed the fact

that for flax culture the Puget Sound region is the equal in climate

of some of the best flax-producing regions of Europe. The superior

quality of straw produced, which resembled the straw of the famous

Courtrai region of Belgium, attracted the attention of the Barbour
Company, of Lisburn, Ireland, resulting in this firm undertaking a

retting experiment in Ireland with a ton of Puget Sound straw. With
Mr. Frank Barbour's report was received a large series of flax, the

best scutched fiber of which was valued by him at $350 per ton. Out
of this lot, however, flax was hackled worth 12d. per pound, or

about $500 a ton. There is no doubt that with experience a better

quality of straw can be grown in this region than that produced in the

Department's experiment. Only 1^ to 2 bushels of seed were used

per acre, while in Belgium 3 bushels are oftener seeded per acre. In

this experiment over 7 tons of straw were produced upon 5 acres, and

also about 70 bushels of salable seed. The experiment demonstrated

conclusively that it is possible to produce very fine fiber and good

Beed in the same plant. Mr. Barbour's report closes with the state-

ment that "if the flax is grown and manipulated under proper condi-

tions and by people who thoroughly understand the business, in Puget
Sound, we are convinced that the cultivation of it would be of the

greatest importance, and in a short time would rival the great Belgian

district of Courtrai."

With such testimony as this, why should there be further hesita-

tion? The farmers are ready in this region, but as already shown,

the farmers must have the assistance of organized capital, and up to

the present the moneyed interest has held aloof.

During the past season, in Oregon, under the auspices of the
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Woman's l'la\ Fiber Association, ;ni<l throng the special efforts of

.Mrs. \v . I*. Lord, of thai State, a great Interest Id the culture of flax

has been developed, and already foreign manufacturers \n 1 1 « > have

visited i he locality have made most encouraging statements regarding

the future possibilities of this region, not only In the direction of a

profitable Ha\ culture, i>m of a Linen Industry as well. Admirable
samples of ila\ produced In this experiment have recently been

received by I be I depart menl

.

Even Alaska ran gro¥ flax. Being aware thai superb ila\ Is grows
in northern Russia, the writer lias for some I Lme been Impressed with

the fad that good fiber could be produced in our most northerly pos-

sessions. Last winter such experimentation was urged, and this eea-

BOn a small experiment was carried on privately, lie- ivsnlls of which
w ere viewed by Dr. W. II. Evans, of the Department, who visited

Alaska officially. The (lax was grown from "drug-store" seed. It

was planted in June, and by the first week in September it had blos-

somed and the seed capsules were forming. The straw grew 30 inches

high, and was straight, slender, and fine, and not at all woody; and,

without having been retted, a fine, strong filament was readily rubbed
out between the hands. Specimens of the straw have not yet been

received, but they will be studied with interest when they arrive.

CONDITIONS FAVORABLE TO THE REESTABLISHMEXT OF THK I LAX
INDUSTRY.

There is no doubt about our ability to grow commercial flax if the

people will only make beginnings, and go to work in earnest with

the idea in view first to establish the industry, and to make money
out of it afterwards. The time is ripe for the establishment of the

industry, as is proved by the profound interest that has been awak-
ened in our experiments by foreign manufacturers. The Barbour
Company, of Lisburn, Ireland, certainly did not transport a ton of the

Department straw from the State of Washington to their Irish mills,

and ret and scutch it at their own expense, from pure philanthropy,

whatever good will may have been shown in making the experiment.

During the past three years the Department has had many letters and
inquiries from buyers of (lax fiber in Europe, and putting all these

facts together, ii is evident that the wind is blowing in our direction,

and that we shall be the losers by not taking advantage of the oppor-

tunity while it is in our grasp.

The flax plant is now widely distributed throughout the world. It

is cultivated in portions ol* South America, especially in Argentina,

though more for seed than for fiber. I; is produced commercially to

a greater or Less extent in Great Britain (Ireland especially), Sweden,
I Denmark, Holland, Belgium, France, Russia, Germany, Austria, Spain,

and Portugal l\ has been introduced Into Algeria and Into NataL
In India Large tracts are under cultivation, though more for the seed
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crop than for fiber. Japan has introduced ito cultivation commercially,

and ii ' en experimented with in the Australian colonies, vrhere

their is a w ide range of soil and climate suited to its growth. For the

present, however, our serious competition must be with Europe, and

Europe has a failing supply, [s it col wisdom to begin at oner, with

a view to producing within our own borders the supply <>t* raw-flax

flbei ed in the home manufacture of twine, flai threads, or

and linen? The cotton-manufacturing industry is leaving New Eng-

land for the South, and linen manufacture wil] eventually take its

place, for the movement has already begun. The establishment of a

linen-manufacturing industry in New England would soon create a
demand for double the quantity of raw tlax now consumed, and
American farmers should supply this demand.

CONCLUSION.

The Office of Fiber Investigations of the Department is always

ready to answer questions, to give information regarding the industry,

and to examine and report upon specimens that may be forwarded for

examination and expert opinion. And, as the needs of the new
industry call for further experimentation in the different branches of

the work, the flax investigations will be carried on as far as the means
of the Department will allow.



LEGUMINOUS FOKAUK CROPS.

By •' mm i» a. smith,

Assistant Agrostologist^ Division of Agrostology,

[NTROD1 < i [ON.

Leguminous crops playa very importanl part in agriculture. Their

cultivation Is being deservedly extended, and the increase in acreage

devoted to their growth will undoubtedly continue until their full

utilization as soil renovators and as cheap producers of fodder rich in

nitrogenous compounds is attained.

HISTORY OF CULTIVATION.

The oldest cultivated forage plants and the best for enriching the

soil are those of the clover family. Not one of the now well-known

hay or pasture grasses has been cultivated more than three hundred
years, while a number of leguminous crops have been grown for for-

age from prehistoric times. The chick-pea, or gram, dates back full

thirty centuries. It is to-day one of the leading grain crops and soil

renovators of Spain, India, and central Asia.

Alfalfa, which is recognized as the best forage plant in the semiarid

Western States, or wherever dependence must be placed upon irriga-

tion, was cultivated by the Romans at least two hundred years before

the commencement of the Christian era. The soy beans have been
grown in China and Japan, and lentils in Hungary, from prehistoric

times. The field pea, originally from northern Italy, was introduced

into cultivation eight or ten centuries ago. Sainfoin was grown in

France and red clover in Media during the early years of the fifteenth

century, and white or Dutch clover in Holland at the beginning of

the eighteenth century. Sulla, which is largely grown In southern

Italy and northern Africa, and which seems to be admirably adapted
to well-drained soils in Florida and the Gulf States, was first intro-

duced into cultivation in L766. The cowpea has been known in this

country nearly as long as Bulla. Alsike or Swedish clover was taken
up as a forage about thirty years later, while during this century and
within recent years a score or more of valuable legumes have been
broughl to the attention of the Parmer, and hardly a year passes thai

new ones are not added to the list.

There are now in cultivation as forage plants upwards of seventy
different kinds or species of plants of the botanical order Legumi-
UOSCB. This family of plants includes, among others, the clovers,

vetches, lupines, beans, peas, beggar weeds, sainfoin, alfalfa, velvet

bean, cowpeas, serradella, and melilotus.
487
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All green plants during the process of growth take carbonic acid

om the air and water and soluble mineral salts from the soil

and build up bj the Life processes the Btarch, sugars, fiber, oils, and

other carbohydrates of the plant body. In addition thej gather

through their roots sueh compounds of nitrogen, mostly in the form

in nitrates, as are available or are soluble in the water of the soil.

Leguminous crops alone of all those in cultivation have the addi-

tional power of drawing directly upon the enormous and ever-presenl

supplies of atmospheric nitrogen. They transform it into crude pro-

tein, which is so valuable and so necessary as an animal food, and

also into fertilizing compounds which, when left in the soil with the

roots and stubble, may be utilized by succeeding nitrogen-feeding

crops.

Nitrogen in the plant occurs in the protoplasm or life substance of

every plant cell ami in certain unstable compounds which approach

in chemical composition gelatin or the white of an egg. The sum
total of nitrogenous compounds in the plant is referred to by chemists

as " crude protein," or albuminoids. The function of crude protein

in plants is like that of albumen in the animal body. Without it

neither animal nor vegetable existence is possible.

Following the process of digestion of food by a herbivorous animal,

the carbohydrates become the sources of heat and energy, and what-

ever surplus remains above immediate wants is stored up in the

animal carcass as fat. The crude protein is used during growth in

the production of new tissues and in the repair of worn-out ones.

Its nitrogen enters into the fibrin of blood, the albumen of muscle,

the gelatin of bones and tendon, the casein of milk, and to a cer-

tain extent into the surplus fat. None of the animal albumens can

be formed unless there is digestible crude protein in the food. Hence,

the digestible crude protein in the fodder is its most important

constituent.

To produce flesh and blood or any albuminous compounds within

the animal body a ration containing crude protein must be fed.

Determinations have been made of the exact proportion in which the

different forage elements must be used to produce the greatest gain

at least cost. Thus, a milch cow of 1,000 pounds live weight requires

24 pounds of dry, organic matter per day, of which about 16 pounds
must be digestible. The ratio between the digestible crude protein

and the digestible portion of the fats, nitrogen-free extracts, and fiber

is known as the "nutritive ratio."

COMPARISON OF RATIONS.

The fats have two and one-fourth times as much heat value as

starch and fiber, which is taken into account in determining this
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ratio. Where the percentage of digestible crude protein is large in

comparison \\ i 1 1 1 that of the other digestible constituents, it is spoken

of as a narrow ration, while a wide ration Is one in which the per-

centage of digestible crude protein is small compared with that of the

whole. The ration is "complete" If all the essential food elements

are present In the right proportions.

Ii lias been found as the result of numerous feeding experiments
thai a narrow ration is a much more economical one to feed than a

wide one, especially in the production of milk or in promoting a rapid

and continuous growth in the case Of young animals. Thus, ii will

he >een t li.it for i he most economical, and hence the most scientific,

method of feeding, it is necessary to use forage crops which contain a

Large percentage of digestible crude protein, rather than those which
are richest in starch, sugars, gums, and oils.

Of the coarse fodders, those richest in digestible crude protein are

the various legumes. The leguminous forage plants are superior in

feeding value to the true grasses, because they usually contain a

larger proportion of digestible protein. The most economical and
most profitable method of feeding domestic stock is to feed according

to the rules which have been laid down as the results of scientific

experiments. In feeding two rations, a narrow one which provides

for the actual needs of the animal, and a wide one, weighing as much
as I he first but deficient in crude protein, the former will be the most
economical. The rate of gain will be greater and the relative cost of

every pound of gain according to the amount of food consumed will

be less. Looking at the forage question from this standpoint, it can
be seen at once why the cultivation of leguminous forage plants ought
to become more extended. If the necessary crude protein is bought
in the form of wheat bran, cotton-seed meal and hulls, gluten meal,

or any other of the so-called concentrated foods, it is necessarily

expensive. But, grown upon the farm in the shape of leguminous
forage, the essential crude protein may be procured at no greater

outlay than is necessary in the production of forage crops of less

feeding value.

USE OF FODDERS IN RATIONS.

The coarse fodders and concent rated food stuffs should be com-
bined in the daily ration of every animal on the farm according to the

laws that govern the disposition within the animal body of the digest-

ible crude protein, fat, and carbohydrates. Knowing that the best

nutritive ratio for a milch cow is about 1:5, it is absurd to feed a 1:10

ratio and expect the best results. ] Tables giving analyses of Ameri-
can feeding stuffs and theirdigestibleconstituentshave been published

bytheDepartment of Agricultureand by almosteveryStateexperiment

'A 1:5 ratio means that the forage contains live parts of digestible carbohy-

drates to one part of digestible crude protein.
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.' ton, so thai ignorance of th< for feeding rations of a defi-

nite composition oan no longer be advam < for the

beful use of fodder,

uminous forage plants arc of east Importance to those farmers

who would adopt scientific methods. They arc the oheapesl sour.

of crude protein. Other crops, in order to manufacture crude pro-

tein, must have the full equivalent of Inorganic nitrates presenl in

the soil. As already stated, these plants alone can draw nitrogen

from the air as well as from the soil. By the use of leguminous crops

the farmer may produce upon his own land fodders which approach

in feeding value the various meals and oil cakes, and at the same

time be growing- a fertilizer crop that will supplant the expensl

nitrogenous saltpeter, guano, bone, fish scrap, and animal wastes

that otherwise must be purchased.

FERTILIZING VALUE.

It has been noted by competent observers that the point of deca-

dence in the agriculture of a country is marked by the decreasing

acreage devoted to the growth of forage plants. It is also true that,

other things being equal, the rate of deterioration in the soil fertility

is less in pastoral regions than where grain and the more sx>ecialized

crops are raised. There is a constant drain or leakage of plant foods

from all cultivated lands, but the annual loss is least where the farm

produce is marketed in the shape of meats and animal products.

The agricultural wealth per capita is higher in communities where

the principal lino is the growing and fattening of cattle, or the pro-

duction of bacon, milk, butter, wool, and cheese.

In the cattle-growing States the rate of profit on investment may
average as high as from 20 to 35 per cent per annum among those

who thoroughly understand the cattle business. On the dairy farms

which supply the great cities of the land the same high rate of earn-

ings often prevails. This condition of affairs is, in a measure, due

to the fact that much of the most valuable fertilizing elements of the

forage plants used are returned to the land, combined in a form well

adapted to the growth of succeeding crops, while only a minimum
amount is lost from the holding of the producer. The land thus used

becomes richer instead of poorer.

The production of forage crops and their use upon the lands where

they are grown becomes, then, one of the best agricultural practices.

But in growing and feeding the forage crops, as in all other branches

of farm industry, it is necessary to use those plants which will give

the greatest returns for the least given outlay in the shape of the

fertilizing elements removed from the soil. Farmers have long

recognized the necessity of leguminous crops in a feeding ration or a

field rotation. Thus, a mixture of red clover and timothy was known
to be a better ration than timothy hay alone long before chemists had
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worked oul the laws which govern the proportions between crude

protein and the carbohydrates in a well balanced Pood. And ii has

been known since the days of the earliesl Roman agricultural writers

lli.it the cultivation of Leguminous crops upon a n<l<l tended to

Lmproi e the soil.

bom ii oi mi a [MPaoi i. mi; sou..

Modern agricultural chemists searching for the true answers to

these problems have discovered thai Leguminous crops are noi only

consumers of available planl foods, but thai they actually manufac-

ture the most valuable and most essential nitrogenous compounds,
using the free gaseous nitrogen of the air. Tins transformation of

an inert gas takes place through the agency of minute, almost infini-

tesimal bacteria, which live within the tissues of 1ho roots of plants

of this order, producing knot-like swellings or galls upon them
(fig. 17). Each variety of legume has its own peculiar bacterium,

on whose presence it is dependent, and unless its particular species

of bacterium comes in contact with and infests the roots, the planl

can not get more nitrogen than could be secured by the roots of a

grass or tobacco plant. It can then only take up such nitrogen as

is already present in the soil in available or soluble form. If these

bacteria are entirely absent from the soil, the clover or bean will not

fully develop unless an abundance of soluble nitrates are present.

This wonderful dependence of plants of the clover family upon the

minute bacteria which live within the root tissues offers an explana-

tion of the failure of such crops when tried upon soils not previously

devoted to their cultivation. It has been found by experiment in

this country and abroad that such new leguminous crops may be suc-

cessfully cultivated by inoculating the land either with artificial

preparations or cultures containing these germs, or with soil from a

field where this crop has been previously grown. Good results are

also sometimes secured by treating the seed preliminary to sowing.

By such an inoculation the yield of total dry matter has been

increased sometimes from tenfold to thirtyfold. Moreover, it is

found that there are no gall tubercles formed on the roots of legumi-

nous crops when these nitrogen-bacteria are not present in a soil, and

hence there can then be no utilization of gaseous atmospheric nitro-

gen by them.

Nitrogen is the most important plant food. It is the most expen-

sive fertilizer when purchased in artificial manures. It is also the

most necessary element of animal foods; for when it is entirely

absent . orpresent in insufficient quantities, there can beneithergrowth

nor the complete repair of worn-oul tissue. Hence, ii can readily be

understood why the abundant cultivation of leguminous crops is so

neces^.iry. The Legumes are the only crops which will, when plowed
under, increase the total of fertilizing materials of the soil.
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i gfuminous crops are, furthermore,valuable soil renovators, because

they are deep feeders. Their roots extend down Into the stiffer and
more compact Bubsoil, Loosening and opening it to the action of the

air and rendering it more permeable by water. The roots bring up

from below greal quantities of potash salts and phosphoric acid and
Leave them near the surface, inhere they may 1x3 utilized by potash-

devouring cereals, tobacco, and root crops.

In sandy soils and reclaimed marsh lands or in soils containing

Large amounts of organic matter the quantity of potash Is usually

deficient. Here the deeper-rooted legumes, such as gorse, broom,

alfalfa, lupines, sulla, and the perennial beans, may be of great

value, not only taking nitrogen from the air, but potash from the

subsoil, and increasing the quantity of both of these fertilizers in

the surface layers of the soil. The roots and stubble largely increase

the quantity of organic matter left at the disposition of surface-

feeding crops. The rank-growing velvet bean, cowpea, soy bean,

melilotns, and beggar weed are on this account valuable annual crops

for use in the improvement of the heavier clay soils, which usually

have an abundance of potash but lack humus. The humus acts as

a storehouse for nitrogen, potash, and phosphoric acid, improves the

physical condition of the soil, and increases its capacity for retain-

ing water in time of drought, especially in the presence of an abun-

dance of lime.

There is opportunity for a great saving by American farmers, and

hence a greater profit, if leguminous forage crops can be extensively

substituted for those of less feeding and fertilizing value. There are

leguminous crops which yield as heavily as the better hay grasses

and which require no greater care and attention. There is as wide a

range of varieties adapted to all the varying conditions of tempera-

ture, soil, and climate. If by the use of clovers, soy beans, vetches,

alfalfa, cowpeas, and velvet beans the cost of producing beef, pork,

mutton, wool, milk, butter, and cheese could be lessened by ever so

little, the aggregate gain to the whole farming population and the

country at large would be enormous.

RED CLOVER.

Rod clover grows best upon deep and well-drained calcareous

loams. It is not so well adapted to the lighter sand}7 soils, to heavy

compact clays, nor to gumbo prairie soils. Underdrainage and a

plentiful supply of rainfall during the season before flowering have

a marked influence on the yield. Red clover is the standard hay

crop of the Northern and New England States, and is becoming

every year more widely cultivated in the central prairie region. In

the South and in the Pacific Coast and Rocky Mountain States other
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crops are more BU006SSful, and there P6d olover Lfl only grOWH in

Localities where the soil conditions favor it.

Till* seed is USUallj SOWU \\ i I li glU i n from .March lo .Mayor, when

Intended tor a Bpring soiling crop, from the middle of Jnly to the

first of August, without a aurae erop. Twenty pounds of seed are

required per acre. The first crop of hay is ready to ou1 in June.

The .second erop is generally considered the besl for seed, but the

condition which governs seed production is the prevalence and
abundance of bumblebees, upon which the clover blossoms are

dependent for fertilization. The yield of seed per acre varies from

3 to 9 bushels of 60 pounds.

The best 1 Lme to cut for hay is at full bloom, when not more 1 han one-

lift h of the heads have commenced to turn brown, while the Leaves are

ripest and the stems are still green. The content of digestible crude

protein is greatest at this period. After flowering the percentages of

crude ash, fat, and crude protein decrease and that of crude fiber and
nitrogen-free extract increases until the seed is ripe and the plant

reaches full maturity. The yield is also heaviest at the period of full

bloom because of the loss of the lower leaves as the stems ripen. The
nutritive rat io ! of freshly cut clover at time of full bloom is about 1 to 5. 3,

while that of the hay ranges between 1 to -i. 3 and 1 to 5. 0. The average
composition of clover hay according to a compilation from all available

American analyses is, in 100 pounds, 15.3 pounds water, G.2 pounds
ash, L2.3 pounds crude protein, 24.8 pounds liber, 3.3 pounds fat, 38.1

pounds nitrogen-free extract. Of the crude protein, G.58 pounds are

digestible. At the Massachusetts Experiment Station a ton of clover

hay contained 46.8 pounds of nitrogen, 9.7 pounds of phosphoric acid,

and 49.3 pounds of potash, the manurial value of which was §10.04,

estimated at the same prices as were paid for these substances when
purchased in commercial fertilizers.

Red clover will not grow in soils containing an excess of organic

acids. It is believed that "clover sickness," which prevents the growth
of clover upon the same field for an indefinite period, is due to the

formation of an excess of humic acids which interfere wit li the growth
and development of the nitrifying soil bacteria. When such a condi-

tion arises in the soil an application of lime neutralizes the acids and
restores its fertility. To prevent the one-sided exhaustion of any soil

which follows the continuous cultivation of this crop and to utilize its

full value as a gatherer of nitrogen, red clover should only be used in

rotations.

The best fertilizers for red clover arc lime upon all acid soils, muri-

ate or sulphate of potash on sandy soils, and superphosphates on the

heavier clay soils. An application of well-composted manure, or

liquid manure, will prove of benefit to any leguminous forage crop

'Computed from tables in Appendix to Yearbook of Department of Agriculture

for 1898.
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when there is enough lime in the soil to combine with the hnmioaci

produced during decomposition ; but large amounts upon land already

rich, in humus do not usually gh ttisfactory increase either of the

crop or its crude protein; neither do commercial nit rogenous ferl ili»

a to materially increase the total quantity <>f crude protein in the

ALT \U\\.

Alfalfa (fig. 18, page 500) is probably the besl known and mosl

widely cultivated of all the Leguminous forage plants, although in

point of date of introduction into this country ii does nol compare

with red clover or cowpeas. Originally of European origin, it was

introduced into Mexico by the Spaniards at about the time <>f the

Conquest; then spread to Chile and Pern, and was finally brought

to California in the year 1854. Previous to this time it had been

grown experimentally in various parts of the Bast, perhaps as early

as one hundred years ago, bul never on an extended scale. Alfalfa is

d adapted to withstand extremes of temperature and summer
drought; so that it at oner found favor, not only in California, but

throughout the Rocky Mountains and Plains regions, and the acre-

age devoted to this crop has increased with each succeeding year.

Alfalfa is a deep-rooted perennial, growing ordinarily from 1-J to 2

feet, or rarely 3 or -1 feet, high. Wherever the roots find loose and
permeable soil they descend to great depths, ordinarily from 8 to 20

feet, though eases are recorded where the roots have been found at a

depth of 50 and GO feet below the surface on river banks in sandy

soils. Its successful cultivation depends largely upon the character

of the subsoil. Alfalfa will not do well on any soil, no matter

how rich or well prepared, if the field is underlaid by an imperme-

able subsoil, or by rock or hardpan. Neither will the crop stand

Hooding with stagnant water. Good drainage is absolutely neces-

sary. This crop is affected perhaps more largely than any other gener-

ally grown in this country by excess of water.

This forage plant is not so well adapted to use as a pasture plant

as many others, although it is quite a general practice in the West to

ize alfalfa at certain seasons of the year. It has been found by
experiment that the total yield of hay or green fodder will be larger

where the field is not pastured. When an alfalfa field is grazed the

soil is trampled and packed too much. Moreover, when the stems

are cut or grazed the stalk dies down to the very base. The new
shoots come from the upper part or crown of the root. The stems of

many other forage plants when cut or broken branch out above the

ground, forming lateral shoots that immediately grow up and take

the place of the old stems; but with alfalfa the vitality of the roots

may be much impaired if the young stems are grazed as fast as they

appear, because the new growth comes directly from the root itself

and not from the bases of the old stems.
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Fig 1.- Alfalfa, Belle Fourche. South Dakota. 1897.

V»

Fig. 2. Soy Beans grown in Grass Garden. U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Washington. D. C.
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Alfalfa requires clean ground, and should never l>e sown on w< edy
or poorly prepared fields. The seedlings are very susceptible to

changes of temperature, and are more tender than those of red clover
j

so that they are more liable to be crowded out by weeds or a nurse
crop.

In Louisiana alfalfa is grown in two-year rotations upon low, allu-

vial valley Lands, and may there he out at intervals of from six to

eight weeks throughout the season. In the Northern States thi

crops per annum is perhaps the average.

CUTTING \M> < I l;l\«, \|.| 'ALFA.

Alfalfa should be cut for bay (PL XXXI, fig. L) at the time the

first (lowers appear. After that period the stems rapidly become
woody, the amount of crude fiber Increasing and the amount of fat

and crude protein decreasing until the seed is fully ripe. The yield

is slightly greater at the time of full blossom, but the quality of the

hay is not so good as that cut a few days earlier, when fewer fiowe

have opened. After the period of full blossoming the lower Leaves

commence to fall, and as there is a much larger percentage of crude
protein in the foliage than in any other part of the plant it is desira-

ble to retain as many of the Leaves as possible in the forage.

The average yield of hay is higher than with red clover, amounting
to nearly ! tons per acre. Yields of C to 10 tons of dry hay per acre

in one year are sometimes reported. On land adapted to its cultiva-

tion, alfalfa does not attain its fullest development until after the
third year, and if the land is occasionally partially broken up and
fertilized with lime and fertilizers containing potash and phosphoric
acid it will hold the land, yielding three annual crops, for twenty-
live or fifty or even one hundred years.

Alfalfa is more difficult to cure into good hay than some of the other
leguminous forage plants, because the leaves break off very easily.

For this reason the hay is cured in windrows oris made up into small
piles 5 or 6 feet high and as narrow as will stand, using the same
precautions to prevent heating and molding as are customary with
other .succulent hay crops. Tip nd crop Is the one usually cut

for seed. The third crop contains the largest amount of crude pro-

tein. Stacks of alfalfa, whether cut for hay or seed, will not turn
rain, and a cap, or stack cover, of grass, hay, or canvas should be used.
The average yield of seed ranges from 5 to 10 bushels per acre. and.
as there is always a good demand for alfalfa seed, it is one of the best

money crops <>f the Western farmer.

FEEDING AND FERTILIZING (• - OF Al.r.vl.FA.

one hundred pounds of Freshly cut alfalfa contain at time of

flowering 28.2 pounds of dry matter, 1 ami of this the amount digestible

Appendix to Yearbook of the Department of Agriculture for i-
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pounds of crude protein, 11.2 pounds of carbohydrates, and
0.41 pound of fat, so thai the nutritive ratio Is 1 t<> 3.1. One
hundred pounds of alfalfa haj contain tin- following digestible

constituents: 10.58 pounds of crude protein, 37.33 pounds ot car-

bohydrates, and L.38 pounds of fat, with a nutritive ratio of l t<»

At the Massachusetts Experiment station L,000 pounds of tin- dry

substance of alfalfa hay tos found to contain 81.1 pounds ash, L6.5

pounds crude fat, 760.2 pounds carbohydrates, and L42.2 pounds
crude protein.

The fertilizing value ] of t,0O0 pounds of dry matter is 22.75 pounds
of nitrogen, 5.01 pounds of phosphoric acid, and L6.53 pounds of pot-

ash. In Colorado 1,000 pounds of alfalfa hay were found to contain

22 pounds of nitrogen, 4.14 pounds of phosphoric acid, 25.48 pounds
of potash, and 20 pounds of lime, and during one year three crops

amounting to 3.8 tons per acre contained L67 pounds of nitrogen, 31

pounds of phosphoric acid, 194 pounds of potash, and L52 pounds of

lime. In Kentucky the analyses of freshly cut alfalfa .showed 4.22

per cent of crude protein, 0.81 per cent of crude fat, 10.9 per cent

of carbohydrates, and 2.14 per cent of ash. Thus, it will be seen that

the composition varies somewhat in different portions of the country.

These differences in composition may result from such causes as

differences in development or variation in the amount of available

plant food in the soil.

To secure the best results in feeding alfalfa hay, cut when it con-

tains the largest amount of crude protein, it should be fed with some
such fodder as prairie or timothy hay, ensilage, straw, or corn stover,

containing an excess of carbohydrates over crude protein. A narrow

ration like green alfalfa is suitable for young pigs and is considered

one of the very best crops to be fed to young animals, but for fat-

tening mature animals or for the production of milk the ration should

be a wider one. Alfalfa hay is much richer than clover hay, con-

taining for every 100 pounds 54.5 pounds of digestible substances,

of which about 11 pounds are protein. The relation of the crude

protein of alfalfa hay to that of red clover is as 11 to 7.
1 Altogether,

alfalfa is one of the best forage crops grown in the United States and
is adapted to cultivation in a greater range of latitude than red clover.

It has succeeded as far north as central New York, southern Michi-

gan and Montana, and as far south as southern California, Louisiana,

and Florida—a wider range than that of any other of our forage

plants except Indian corn. Its points of superiority over other

legumes are that when once well rooted it withstands drought; it

may be cut oftener, thus yielding a larger amount of hay or green

forage per acre in the course of a year, and the hay is richer in

muscle-making crude protein than any of the clovers. Its disadvan-

tages are that its tough, woody roots make it difficult to plow under;

1 Appendix to Yearbook of the Department of Agriculture for 1896.
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i

ii requires better drainage than red clover; is nunc liable to cause

bloating of sheep and cat I lej is nol as well adapted to pasturing, and
is more tender \\ bile young, bo thai it is more difficult to get a stand.

< < »\\ PBA8.

Cowpeas have been in cultivation in this country for about one
hundred and ii ft \ years, having been originally introduced into South
( arolina. They have spread from that source and from other impor-

tations of seed direct from China and In<li;i. until n<»\\ 1 1 1
«

• \ are in

general use throughout the region south of the Ohio River and on the

Pacific Coast, and as a soiling crop in the Nom England and Northern
States. There are over one hundred named varieties of cowpeas
grown in this country. These are distinguished from one another
chiefly by the color and shape of the seed, the arrangement of peas

in the pod, and t he general habit of growt Ii of i he plant

.

r

I nns, there are the bush peas, which grow in an upright form,

having short lateral branches from a single central stem; there arc

trailing varieties with prostrate runners L5 or 20 feet long, and there

is every possible gradation between these extremes. The peas are of

every shade of white, yellow, green, pink, gray, brown, red, and purple

to black, of uniform color or variously moll led, spotted, and speckled.

There is also variation in the length of the season of the different

varieties, from six weeks to as many months. The usual method of

cultivation of cowpeas is to sow them alone broadcast, or in drills, or

between the corn rows at the last cultivation, the rate of seeding

\ arying from 8 to 2 1 quarts per acre. Care must be taken not to plant

the seed before the ground has become warm, as, like other beans,

the cowpeas do not germinate well if the soil is wet and cold. This

crop is even more susceptible to unfavorable conditions than Indian

coin, but in midsummer the vegetation becomes most luxuriant.

Cow
J
teas are the best soil renovators for t he Sou t hern Slates, and will

grow on land too p<x»r to support any of i he clovers, producing a large

amount of herbage whichmaybe plowed underas green manure. Cow-
pea vines are. because of their luxuriant growth and Long, trailing

stems, difficult to make into good hay, but by proper care, curing them
in racks or over poles, so t hat t he air may enter into every port ion of

the pile, an excellent quality of hay is produced, and if the bunch
variet ies are sown pat her late in t he season. 1 hey may be mowed wit h-

out difficulty. Cowpea hay containing 89.3 percent total <\vy matter

averages higher ( l«>.7'.» per cent |
in crude protein than clover hay. It

is <\ en more difficult to make good cow pea hay than good alfalfa hay,

so thai the content of crude protein often falls below that figure. One
thousand pounds of cowpea hay 1 contain, according to an average of

all available American analyses, 19.5 pounds nitrogen, 5.2 pounds

: Appendix t<> Yearbook of the I epartmenl <>t' Agriculture for I
s '"'..
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phosphoric acid, and i L7 pounds potash. The uutritive ratio of oo*

peas is i bo 8.9. The crop Lb usually out \'<>\~ bay when the first pods

are ripe and the stems are oommeneing i<> turn yellow.

When growing oowpeas for fertilizer, ii is best either to feed th<-

vines and return the manure t<> tin- soil or to plow them under at once,

instead of letting them staj on theground all the \\ inter. By the latter

practice there is often a loss of two-thirds of the fertilizing value ol

the vines because of tin- Leaching out of .soluble fertilizers by the

winter rains. The feeding value is far greater than the fertilizing

value, so that it is better to use them either green or as hay than to

turn the crop under.

THE soy BEAN,

The soy bean (Plate XXXI, fig. 2) has been cultivated as human
food and for green manure in China and Japan for many centuries,

but has only been brought to the at tent ion of American farmers as a

forage crop within the last twenty years. In Oriental countries vari-

ous preparations from the seeds are made, which take the place of

meats and meat products in the dietary of the people. Here, however,

the Beeds are used only as cattle foods or, when parched, as a substi-

tute for coffee. They are especially rich in fats and nitrogenous com-

pounds. Of all Legumes in cultivation the peanut alone exceeds it in

the amount and digestibility of its food constituents.

The soy bean requires about the same class of soils as Indian corn,

and will grow about as far north as that crop can be depended on.

The best results with it have been obtained in the region between the

thirty-seventh ami forty-fourth parallels east of the Rocky Mountains.

The region best adapted to it, then, is the ''corn belt," a circumstance

which argues well for its future use and value in conjunction with corn

for fattening animals.

The soy bean should be planted in late spring or early summer,

after the ground has become warm. In general, the early varieties

should be used if a seed crop is desired, and the medium or Late

varieties if it is to be used as forage, it having been found that the

latter much excel the former in value for that purpose. In some

parts of Virginia the soy bean is planted in the corn rows in alter-

nate hills, oi' between the rows at the time of the final cultivation.

Usually, however, it is grown as a main crop, either broadcast, for

forage, or in drills when cultivated for seed. The amount of seed

required when it is sown in drills is less than when planted broad-

cast, varying from l
} to :> pecks per acre, and in the latter ease 3 to 4

pecks. The rate of growth is quite rapid, and unless the held is very

weedy the crop does not require much cultivation.

The crop should be cut for hay from the time of flowering until the

pods are half formed. Later than that the stems are coarse and woody,

and the feeding value rapidly declines. One hundred pounds of soy-
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bean hay contain 88.7 pounds of drj matter. 1
( >i the 51 pounds of

digestible substances, 10.8 pounds consist of crude protein, and the

mil pit ive rat i<» is ;i bout I to 3.9,

The crop may !><• converted ini<> good silage, . 1

1

m I for this purpose

should not be cut until the seed is nearly i
•

i

i

»< *
. The chiefvalue of silage

is that ii provides fl Bucculent i I during the winter time when

green forage is imi available; l>ui as certain changes take place in the

silo, which render ;i Large part of the protein indigestible, it is better

bo depend upon corn than to use any Leguminous crop for this purpose.

The ripe soy beans are among the richest of concentrated foods.

An average of American analyses 9 shows them to contain 34 per cent

j

Fn.i; Boots of yellow soy bean, grown at the Kansas Agricultural Experiment station in

1886 on land inoculated with an extract containing the tubercle-forming bacteria.

of protein, 17 of fat, and 33.8 of carbohydrates. The rate of digesti-

bility is high. Thus, there are in 100 pounds of soy-bean Beed L0.8

pounds of water and 66.8 pounds of digestible food, consisting of

29.6 pounds protein, L6 pounds fat, 2.6 pounds fiber, 17.6 pounds
carbohydrates, and l pound of ash, with a nutritive ratio of about

1 to L.3. On a basis of 8 tons of green forage it has been estimated

that about l . I tons of digestible substances arc contained in the hay

crop grown on l acre, of which amount one-sixth is protein and

Appendii to Yearbook of the Department of Agriculture for i
x
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three-fourths fat and carbohydrates. The yield vai eordin

soil and season, from 6 i<> I
"> tons of green forage l 'he yield <»i seed

varies from as low as 15 to as liigh as 100 bushels per acre, the avei

being about thai of corn from -•"> t<> 10 bushels.

This crop is a heav} potash feeder, and requires fertilization with

Lime, and with potash and phosphoric acid when grown on such lighter

suits as are deficient in these elements.

Th. >.)\ bean is withal one of the most promising of the annual

Leguminous forage crops,

ami, as before indicated,

may prove of special \ aim-

in connect ion w it h Indian

corn, the lai ber supplying

i he " roughness," i he soj

bean producing i In- diges

i ible crude protein neces

>ar\ l«» make a complete

ami well-balanced ration.

CRIMSON CLOVER.

This annual clover lias

not become lirnih estab-

lished as a valuable winter

soil mulch and green-
manure crop. It is of

comparatively recent in-

troduction into American

agriculture, although it

has been grown in south-

ern Europe for fifty years

or more. As in the case

of all the new forage crops,

extravagant claims have

been made concerning its

value. It is not adapted to the Northern States, where the winters

are severe, nor does it succeed in the prairie region. Crimson clover

thrives on the lighter sandy loams, requires a greal deal of moisture,

and will not withstand either summer droughts or Severe winter cold.

These conclusions have only been arrived at after wasteful expendi-

ture of thousands of dollars by Northern farmers in the purchase of

crimson-clover seed. This crop may be grown in the States south of a

Line through New Jersey, east Tennessee, and central Texas. Above

this line crimson clover often matures line crops, but can not be

depended on. It is better adapted to the needs of the Southern

farmers.

I'M. L8. Alfalfa plant, three years old, showing a part of

the straight taproot and the much-branched crown.
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The seed is usually bow ii in Jul} or August, using 12 to L5 pounds

per acre. Ii needs to be onlj lightly covered, and a good plan is to

bom on iIk- fresh plowing and cover with ;i lighl harrow. A droughl

at an} time is fatal to the stand, the plant dying quickly unless 1
1

>

«

ground continues moist. South of the latitude of \\ ashington, D. C,
ii remains green ;il I winter, and even ma kes some growth during occa-

sional warm periods. In early spring the growth is ver} rapid, and

ii is in bloom, ready i<» cut for soiling purposes, from two to four

weeks before red clover. It comes immodiatel} after rye in the soil-

ing series, and is ready i<> feed ;is soon ns thai crop commences to

make its stalks and becomes unpalatable to mosl cattle. < >r the crop

ni.i\ be turned tinder for green manure and its nitrogen-gathering

qualities utilized by following with a nitrogen-requiring grain or

grass crop.

Crimson clover is an excellent preparatory crop for Indian corn.

sowing it in the corn rows in late summer and turning ii under in

time for the spring planting. It maybe used in the same way for

coi ion or tobacco, supplying much nitrogen which lias been drawn
from the air and (ixcd in available and convenient form for the use

of these crops, lis value as a wilder soil mulch can not be overesti-

mated. Moreover, it is better to have a useful clover mulch than one

of weeds and annual grasses. Most Southern soils arc deficient in

organic matter, and their fertility can be rapidly increased by the use

of leguminous crops, which may be turned under to supply this need-

ful humus.
The digestibility of crimson clover is about equal to that of rod

clover, and it requires llie same fertilizers— lime, potash, and phos-

phoric acid. 'The yield when ent for hay is necessarily much less

than thai of red clover, because it is an annual, supplying only the

one cutting. It does not displace that crop in rotations, bul occupies

a season when the perennial clovers are dormant. Crimson clover is

especially valuable to dairymen, being ready for use at a time when
succulent green food is at a premium, when the pastures are compara-

tively hare. It is also valuable as a green manure crop in orchards,

providing nitrogen in the best form and quantities, where an applica-

tion of hone, nitrate, <>r barnyard manure would act too strongly,

producing foliage at the expense of fruit.

h is very important that crimson clover should be cut for hay not

later than thetimeof full bloom. The calyx is covered with rough,

sharp-pointed hairs, which become stiff and brittle when the clover

is fully ripe. It has been found that these hairs are liable to cause

the formation of intestinal concretions, phyto-bezoars, or hair halls,

especially when the ripe seed heads of the crimson clover are eaten

by horses or cattle. Many Losses ;ir<- Liable to occur unless care is

taken in t he feeding. 1

1 Circular s
. Division of Botouiy, "< Srimson clover hair balls.*

1
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This annual, which has recently come i 1 1 1 * > cultivation, in a native

of Florida and the West Indies. Ii is onlj adapted to the warmest

parts of the Southern States, especially bo Florida and the country

bordering on the Gulf. Florida beggar weed is closely related to the

beggar weeds, or beggar's lice, of our Eastern woodlands, but in its

uprighl habil and unbranching stems (fig. 19) resembles the prairie

^r weeds. On rich land the growth is verjr rank. It thrives on

the lighter sandy soils and
z

rich days, growing from 6

to LO feel high, producing

a greal bulk of hay or of

green manure. Wherever

the ground Iuin one- been

Seeded beggar Weed mow 8

spontaneously during the

month of .1 une. In corn-

fields it comes lip after i he

lasi cultivation. Theseeds
will not germinate until the

ground is warm, so t hat t his

forage plant isonly adapted

to regions where there is a

long summer season. It

grows besl in well-culti-

vated lands, making as

rank a growth as the sun-

flowers along the creek bot-

toms in Kansas and Ne-

braska.

In from three to four

months from germination

the plant has ripened seed

and may be plowed under,
Fig. 19. Florida beggar weed, grown at the Mississippi .

Agricultural Experiment Station—plants 7 to 8 feet adding- a Large amount Or

hi^h. organic matter to the soil

and at the same time reseeding the held. Where beggar weed is

nol spontaneous the seed should he sown broadcast at the rate of

12 to is pounds pei- acre, andeovered lightly. A thick seeding is bet-

ter for hay than a thin one, as in the latter ease the stems become

coarse, woody, and indigestible.

According to analyses of beggar weed made at the Florida Experi-

ment Station, 1 100 pounds of hay consisting of the upper portion of

the plant, mainly leaves and branches, contained, before maturity,

•Florida Experiment Station. Bulletin No. 11, 1890.
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L9.42 pounds of crude protein and 65 pounds of carbohydrates; and
when seed was ripening, L5.75 pounds of crude protein and 69.15

pounds of carbohydrates. Analyses at the Department of Agricul-

ture gave as high as -i per cent of crude protein before flowering.

Digestion experiments have not been made, i>m as the ha\ is readily

eaten i>\ horses, mules, and cattle, and seems bo be relished i>\ them,

ii is undoubtedly as digestible as red clover. This plant, like other

legumes, bakes a part of iis supply of nitrogen from the air, and does

not depend wholly <>n bhe nitrates in bhe soil. If produces a greater

bulk of feed than bhe oowpea, and grows without much care on <-nlii-

\aie<l lands, l > 1 1 1 rapidly degenerates into an insignificant weed if the

Held is no longer cropped.

Beggar weed bhus becomes one of the most valuable forage plants

of subtropical regions on rich lands,

excelling cowpeas both as a hay

plant and soil renovator. Yields of

from 1 to 6 Ions of hay per acre are

not unusual.

THE FIELD PEA.

There are many varieties of the

Held pea (fig. 20) in cultivation,

showing conclusively that it is one

of the oldest forage plants, and yei

it lias not been brought to the atten-

tion of American farmers so largely

as it deserves. In Canada the acre-

age is about the same as that of

winter wheat. Much of the success

of the Canadian farmers in fatten-

ing beef and pork for export is said

to be due to their extensive use of

pea and oat hay and pea meal.

The field pea is adapted bo cult iva-

tion in bhe northern tier of Slates,

from New England to Washington
the proper time for seeding grain, using from l to lj bushels of peas

and an equal quantity of either oats, wheat, or barley. The crop is

ready bo mil for hay when the dominant variety in bhe mixture is

nearly*ripe. If there are more peas than grain, then the yellowing

the pea vines and pods marks bhe proper time for cutting, or if the

oats exceed bhe peas the mixture should be cut when bhe grains are

in bhe dough stage. For a Beed crop, the peas are often grown alone.

The field pea is not suitable for cultivation in bhe Middle or South-

ern Mates, because of i he ra\ ages of a vine mildew w inch affects I lie

Pig. 20.- Th<- Russian blue field pea, grown
from Canadian seed at Washingtor D.C
1897: ", flowering branch; /'. pod.

It is sown in early spring at
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yield <>i forage hih! »•<•<!. It requires a long, cool season, with gradu-

ill I \ increasing heal toward the time of maturity,

According to average analyses, 100 pounds of Minn frown p<;i

h;i\ contained 12, I pounds of crude protein and 66.2 pounds of fat

ami carbohydrates. Of this, 7.6 pounds of protein and 11.5 pounds

of the carbohydrates uric digestible, giving a nutritive ratio of l to

5.7. < >ne hundred pounds <>f t In- seeds contained 9Q.2 pounds of dry

niai ter, <>f which 80.2 pounds were digest ible, ha\ ing a nut ri1 it e rat io

of about l to -"J. The average of all American analyses 3 shows a

nutritive ratio for the seed <>f l to 2.8 and for pea meal of l bo 3.2.

This shows the peas bo be a richer food than wheat bran, but less <-<»n-

centrated than the gluten, linseed, cotton-seed, and soy-bean meals.

The field pea is an excellent soiling crop for late spring and early

summer use, furnishing a large amount of succulent forage, which is

relished by cattle. Ii deserves wider cultivation l>\ Northern farmers.

CROPS OF LESS [MPORTANCE.

In addition to these widely grown and well-known Leguminous for-

age crops, i here an- several which have only local importance for

particular soils or special purposes. There are also many native spe-

cies belonging to thisgroupof nitrogen gatherers that have not passed

the experimental stage of cultivation, but which might be recom-

mended for trial by those who wish to have a more diversified list of

forage plants on which to draw.

Of the former class, perhaps the most important are alsike, or Swed-

ish clover, for wet meadows in the northern tier of States; the broad

bean, or horse bean, in New England; the white, blue, and yellow

lupines for reclaiming the sand dunes along ocean coasts; the velvet

bean for the Florida orange groves; serradella in Pennsylvania; Japan

clover In the South; the spring and winter vetches, which serve a like

purpose with crimson clover and are adapted to a wider range of cli-

mate; sainfoin and sulla taking the place of alfalfa in the South;

-oat's rue in the central Rocky Mountain region; the white-flowered

variety of crimson clover in Virginia; white clover in every pasture,

and melilotus, or sweet clover, for the reclamation of sterile lands.

Each of these sorts has had its especial merit, but some have undesir-

able qualit ies. Thus, the seeds of horse bean and the Lupines contain

alkaloid poisons highly injurious to stock. The melilotus is offen-

sive to cattle, and in rich ground becomes a weed ; and fresh alsike

clover forage is bitter and gives a rank taste to milk.

Others of less value might be cited, such as the tlat pea, which is

one of the most widely advertised, although with very little to recom-

mend it.

•Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 30.

'-' Appendix to Yearbook of the Department of Agriculture for 1896.
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The eastern half of the United StateH is well supplied with legumi-

nous forage crops. There are fully two dozen kinds of known \ ; 1 1 u <

*

to chooso from, The soils and the climatic conditions are similar to

those of Europe, whence have come most of our cultivated crops, as

well as our farming methods. But the West has soils and a climate

of its own, necessitating longer i rials before anj variety of forage

plant <-;.n be pronounced n success. It is not possible to transplant

bodily i<> this region a European system of agriculture. Thus far the

East has not undertaken the cultivation of a single wild legume of all

the species which form its rich native Mora. The needs of the w est

are greater, and, as might have I toon expected, a number of wild sorts

have been tried, though none are as yet cultivated on a large scale.

THE DAKOTA VETCH.

The Dakota vetch (Lotus americanus) is botanically related to the

birds'-foot trefoil and the square-pod pea which are useful European
species. It grows throughout the northern prairie region from Kansas

to Moniana, and is abundant on the Pacific Coast. Ranchmen in the

Upper Missouri Valley consider the Dakota vetch one of the best for-

age plants on the range. Where it is abundant, cattle are sure to get

fat. 11 lias been cultivated to some extent on plowed lands. Ii isquite

a common practice to save the chaff that collects in the hay-baling

machines and in the wagon beds when hauling hay to the balers.

This chaff, containing often considerable quantities of seed, is scat-

tered over the bottom lands in the valleys to further increase the

amount of vetch in the bay.

Analyses of Sonib Dakota grown hay, consisting entirely of this

vetch, gave 17.6 pounds of crude protein in each hundredweight of

hay. 1 The per cent digestible lias not been determined, but it is

undoubtedly high, as cattle become ''seal fat"where Dakota vetch is

abundant. The Dakota vetch seeds freelyin good seasons. In times

of drought or shortage, stock eat it down closely and prevent its ripen-

ing seed. Hence, the stand on 1 lie open range varies greatly, depend-

ing on the abundance or scarcity of other feed. This vetch often

grows 2 to 3 feel high in good soils and seasons, or may not be more
than a few inches high during dry seasons or on sterile soils, bui it

roots deeply and is well adapted to its mil ive prairies. Tin' seed may
be had for the gathering, and need not cost any more than clover or

alfalfa, if the trouble is taken to run the chaff through a fanning mill.

THE GROUND PLUM.

The ground plum (Astragalus crassica/rpus) is a prairie Legume
found throughout the Mississippi Valley. Ii has straggling fleshy

stems, narrow leaflets and racemes of purple flowers, and produces

nth Dakota Agricnltnra] Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 40.
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e\ ci \ year an enormous number of Buoculenl pods, whence the plant

ived its name. Sheep and cattle eat both the pods and lea

In Texas, where the razor-back hog runs at large on the i the

ground plum is rapidly becoming extinct, and is onlj found in fields

and pastures protected i»\ hog proof fencing.

_ The pods, or u plums," are sometimes used as a

stable.

The ground plum appears very early in spring,

Long before the clovers are ready to use, at a period

when rich, succulent food is needed for cows and

young slock, [f it proves to be adaptable to culti-

vation, it will be a valuable addition to earl} spring

soiling crops. The pods of the ground plum attain

their full size from the last of April in southern

Texas I., the first of . I line in North Dakota. They
arc then succulent and juicy. Later, as the seeds

ripen, the pods dry out. and by midsummer have
become hard, tough, and inedible.

THE METCALFE BE \N.

One of the most valuable groups of American
LeguininossB is that of the wild beans, which are

botanically closely allied to the common garden
beans. There is one species common to the

Eastern United States, from Maine to Louisiana,

occurring in copses and thickets, and valued in

woodland pastures. In the Southwest there is

a great variety of wild beans. They arc scat-

tered through every mountain canyon, on wooded
slopes, and through the little parks along the

streams. Formerly they were much more abun-

dant, but are now relegated to cliffs and canyon

walls, inaccessible to sheep and cattle, or to dry

valleys, far from living water. In the mountains

between the Rio Grande and the Gila the wild

beans formerly supplied a great amount of i'rr(\

for deer and cattle. Wherever there were wild

beans cattle became fat.

One of the best of these wild sorts is the Met-

calfe bean (Phaseolus reiusus). This bean and

all of its near relatives are perennials. They develop enormous

fleshy roots that are often 4 to (5 inches in diameter and weigh 30

pounds or more. The top of this fleshy root (fig. 21) is usually G or 8

inches below the surface, so that the ground may be plowed or given

a shallow cultivation without destroying the beans. The vines (flg. 22)

grow ont in every direction from the crown mnch like sweet potato

'

\\

Pig. 21.—The fleshy root

of the Metcalfe beam.
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vines, varying from 6 to 10 or even l' (| feel In length at the end of

ili«' first Beason. The raceines of scattered pink flowers (fig. 23)

appear from July to September, and the pods and needs (fig. 24) ripen

freelj in oull ival i<»n.

Flo. 23.—Leaves of the Metcalfe bean.

All perennials which grow in seiniarid and deserl regions have some

especial adaptation for preventing the loss of water. These may
include modifications of the protective surfaces of leaves and stems,

such as thickening of the epidermis, the development of a dense cov-

ering of hair, or il may consist, as in

this case, of an enlargement of the

stems or roots, ilms providing reser-

voirs in which water and plant food

may l>e stored up during the season

of growth for nse during periods of

drought or scarcity of water and food.

Because <>!' this special modification,

the wild beansought to be of great im-

portance and value in Southwestern

agriculture. As drought -resistant

crops, they should be much superior

to any forage plant which has not

this fleshy perennial root.

The Metcalfe bean is one of the

most promising of our native forage

plants. The amount of forage which

it produces is naturally large, but it

also shows a tendency t<> improve in

quality and quantity with cultivation. There Is constant and growing

demand for drought-resistant forage crops in the West and South-

west, and the cultivation of those leguminous forage plants that show
an adaptation to natural conditions is an exceedingly promising line

of work.

Fig. 28.—Flower cluster of the Metcalfe
bean.
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The Texas pea i [stragalus nuttallianiis) is a perennial. Ii is Like

the ground plum In habit and general appearance, but writh narrow

ourved, bladderj seed pods on an upright stem. Ii is abundant in

cent ral and northern Texas, preferringthe drier ridges and -tony hills,

while the ground plum grows best in moister vallej lands. Ii is much

relished b\ cattle and is disappearing wherever the ranges have been

overstocked.

Ii grows well on cultivated land, increasing in height and amount

of seed produced, thus indicating adaptability to improved conditions.

The seeds ripen about (lie first of May, after which the lea\es and

stems die down and, becoming brittle, are broken to pieces and blown

away. < m the ranges the Texas pea supplies a large amount of highly

nitrogenous forage in early spring, when Buch feed is most needed in

the Southwest. With plenty of rain there is

always plenty of grass for summer and au-

tumn grazing. Forage plants thai will supply

[\n-i\ before the grass starts are of the great

possible value to stockmen. 'The wild peas

and vetches ought to be protected from exter-

mination, and more extensively grown.

THE STOLLEY VETCH.

Another early pasture plant from central

Texas is the Stolley vetch, which grows wild

on the granite soils and v^\ prairies. This

vetch has the samehabit and much the appear-

ance of the hairy vetch. It branches from the

base, the weak, trailing vines being l* to .'>.'

feet long. As many as 50 or 60 stems and

branches have been observed from a single

root. This vetch has a somewhat local distri-

bution, occurring in ccuitral and western Texas. It grows in the creek

bottoms and among the underbrush along streams, and where pro-

tected from destruction by cattle, spreads to the open prairies.

The seed lies dormant in the soil through the summer. With the

coming of the fall rains it germinates, grows slowly during tin-

winter, and blossoms about April 10. By the first of May it covers

the ground with a dense mat of tangled herbage. The seeds ripen

uniformly about the first week in May, after which the vetch straw

dries and breaks up after the fashion of other annual plants. Cattle

are very fond of this vetch, and devour all that is not protected by

fences, so that it is now practically extinct except in favored localities.

This vetch is one of the most promising of the many native sorts. It is

reported as abundant in central Texas, and is there highly esteemed by

stockmen. The St obey vetch bids fair to be one of the very best early

spring forage plants, and deserves further and more extended trials.

Pig. 34. Ripe podsof the Met
calfe Itean.
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In making butter or cheese, a ra\* material (milk) is transformed

into a commercial product. The process maj therefore be regarded

as manufacturing, even if done on 21 farm where the milk is produced.

When milk or cream from a number of farms is brought together a1

one place i<> be made into butter or cheese, under either the cooper-

ative or the proprietary system, the establishment is considered a

factory, and the industry is properly classed among manufactures.

This classification has been adopted by the United States Census,

where the butter and cheese made on farms appear as farm products

in one volume and the same articles made at creameries and cheese

factories arc included among the products of manufacl arcs in anot her

volume.

Regarding all butter and cheese making as a species of manufac-

ture, the same principles should apply as to other manufactures. The
cost of the work is of great importance, and should be carefully

studied wit 1 1 a view to exercising every possible economy. The sell-

ing price of the finished product depends upon the market conditions

rather than upon cost of production. Any saving which can be made
in producing the raw material, or converting it into merchandise,

ought primarily to benefit the milk producer, especially if the manu-
facl uring is done under one of t he advantageous forms of cooperat ive

dairying.

Experience shows thai in most lines of manufacture t lie re are waste

products, and upon the careful management of these often depends

the difference between profit and Loss in the business. The manu-
facture of butter and cheese may be included in this statement. All

cow owners, therefore, who make milk into butler or cheese, as well

as owners and managers of creameries and factories, are concerned

in studying economy of production, and should be interested in the

important subject of the proper utilization of the waste products of

t he dairy.

QUANTITY. OF PRINCIPAL BY-PRODUCTS.

Butter and cheese making result in three well-known residues,

which const it ate t he waste, or by-products, of dairying, namely, skim

milk, buttermilk, and whey. For every pound of butter made there

are I."* 1o 20 pounds of skim milk and about •! pounds of buttermilk,

and for every pound of cheese nearly 9 pounds of whey. The

509
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,!»• of these bj product* is therefore enormous. Tin- butter

and cheese annual!} produced in the United States leave as residues

at Least 24,000,000,000 pounds of skim milk, 1,000,000,000 pounds of

buttermilk, and 2,500,000,000 pounds of whey. This is about equal

to 75,000,000 barrels of skim milk and buttermilk combined and

7,000,000 barrels of whey. It is easier to deal with these quantities

i»\ the barrel than by the pound, although the Latter would be more

accurate. Some people are aide to make skim milk and buttermilk

worth si a barrel, or more, \v Idle others find difficulty in getting from

it a value of 30 cents. Tins difference amounts to over $50, ,000,

or an a\ erage of 1 1 for every butter and cheese making <-ow per year.

The item is one of consequence, and the way in w hich t hese materials

ran be made to yield the mosi value is well worthy of careful consid-

erat ion.

SKIM MILK.

Skimmed milk, or skim milk, should be first considered. It is b\

far the greatesl in quantity, of the by-products of dairying, tin- most

\ al nahlc and the most susceptible of varied and profitable uses. Skim

milk is that portion of milk, or " whole milk," which remains after

removal or separation of the cream. The process of removal is gen-

erally known as skimming, although changes in method have been

such as to largely substitute the term "separating." The object of

skimming or separating is to get all the fat out of the milk. The

more completely this is done, the better the skimming. Theoretically,

skim milk contains no butter fat. Practically, however, it is impos-

sible, by any method in vogue, to remove all of the fat, and therefore

skim milk always contains more or less. The quantitydepends upon

the method of skimming and the skill with which it is done.

METHODS ok SEPARATING THE CREAM.

There are two distinct methods of getting cream from milk, with

modifications of both. The older plan is to let the milk rest undis-

turbed, or "set;" the fatty portion, which is lighter, naturally sepa-

rates from the watery and heavier part of the fluid, "rises" and forms

cream at the surface; this is known as the gravity method. The

modern way is to employ mechanical devices which exert centrifugal

force and throw the heavier parts of the milk outward from the center

of revolution, thus separatingthecream; this is the centrifugal method,

commonlycalledthe separator plan. The successof the gravity method

depends upon the conditions of time and temperature. The milk

may be set in vessels shallow or deep. The higher the temperature

to which the milk is subjected, the shallower should be the vessels or

the body of milk and the longer the time required for creaming. Deep

vessels and low temperature, usually secured by setting in cold water,

hasten creaming and effect more complete separation of the fat.

Mechanical creaming is the most effective, and can be done in the
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least time; its completeness depends upon the efficiency of the machine
ami i be skill of its operator,
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There is consequently material variation in the portion, or percent-

age, of butter fat which skim milk contains, and this is about the only

difference of consequence which is found in different lots of skim

milk
. Centrifugal separators are operated in ordina rj practice so as

t<> Leave less than 0. l of l per cent of fat in the skim milk; sometimes

as little as 0.01 of I percent. A number of trials with machines of

eight different Btyles in this country gave an average result of 0.13

of I percent of fat. A similar set of 1 71 trials in Germany, with sep-

arators of nine different patterns, gave an average of 0.243 of I per

cent. "At i In 1 present time ii is considered that where more than 0. i

<>f I percent of fat is left in skimmed milk a centrifugal machine is

not doing perfect work" (Wing). As the separator system is very

rapidly extending, 0.1 of 1 per cent of fat may be adopted as the

standard maximum fat content of skim milk. Skim milk from

separators is the best skimmed; it is superfluous to call it "separator

skim milk," because it is simply skim milk in the best sense, thai is,

the most completely skimmed. The deep-setting gravity method of

creaming, when well managed, leaves from 0.2 to 0.4 of 1 per cent of

tat in the skim milk; careless treatment may increase this to 1 per

cent, bul no such loss is consistent with good dairying, and half of 1

pei- cent should be the maximum allowed. The old-style shallow-

set method of creaming usually results in a comparatively high per-

centage of fat' in the skim milk. This method may be so skillfully

managed as to leave not more than <U5 of 1 per cent of tat, but 0.5 of

1 percent and more is not uncommon. No dairyman can afford to

lose as much as half of 1 percent in his skim milk, and it is absurd to

call any art icle by this name which contains 1 per cent of fat or more.

Such milk is not skimmed, or is but partly skimmed. It certainly is

not "skim milk."

COMPOSITION OF SKIM MILK.

A fair standard for the composition of skim milk is 90.5 percent of

water and '.'.."» per cent of solids, including the fat. The stair of Mas-

sachusetts prescribes a Legal standard of 9.3 percent total solids for

skim milk. The solids other than fat are casein and albumen, rang-

ing from -I to 3.5 per cent
;
milk sugar, from 4.7 to 5 per cent, and ash,

from 0.7 to 0.8 per cent. The solids of skim milk sometimes rise to

10 percent, but it should always be remembered, in using this article,

that in l<><> pounds only 9 to L0 pounds can be relied upon as being
food material; the rest is water.

THE BEST QBE OF SKIM MII.K.

The best use to which skim milk can be applied is a> human food,

in its natural, uncooked si aic. The value of the article as a desirable
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.1 ii« 1 useful portion of an everydaj diet for most people is not al ail

appreciated. This u-><- of skim milk oughl t<» be verj Largely increased

In the course of dietary studios math- at tin- Mann- State Coll<

during the year L895 special attention was given i<» milk. \m the

sons stated in the following from i In- report of Director W. 11. Jordan:

ill Milk has a widespread uae as an article of diet, ami in all civilized coun-

tries is an important item <>t Pood supplj

.

Milk is a wi\ trainable food, it contains a mixture of the three classes <>t

nutrients in forms that an- readily digested and assimilated.

Ml!. i> a low-COSt annual food in proportion to its value as based upon

chemical analysis, it is shown * * * that when milk is purchased at $2 per

hundred pounds the oost of a pound of edible solids i^ i.">. r cents, while the cosl of

a pound of edible solids inbeel at $10.50 per hundred pounds is 34.3 cents. This

is a comparison of the retail cost of milk (fresh and not Bkimmed) with fchei

of hind-quarter beef when purchased by the carcass. Beef bonghl as -teak ;it

retail prices would have a much higher comparative cost.

Notwithstanding the high quality and general distribution of milk- as a food,

ins by many t i he regarded as a luxury in the purchase of which economy
must he exercised. This attitude toward this particular food may in part be

explained by the somewhat prevalent notion that a free supply of milk in the

dietary is not economical, because it is supposed that as much of other foods is

eaten as would he the case if the milk were not taken. This belief runs contrary

to certain generally accepted facts which relate to the physiological use of food-,

and it only remains for experimental data to prove or disprove its correctness

Again, milk is not giveu full credit by people at large for its true nutritive value.

Surprise is generally occasioned by the statement that a quart of milk has approxi-

mately the food value of a pound of steak. It is important to demonstrate, for

reasons of economy, whether, as is the custom with many, it is wise to purchase

the least possible quantity of milk and exercise little cart' in buying meats.

Trials wore accordingly made by which a largo number of young

men, students al college, wore furnished milk as a part of their daily

diet, the quantity being varied during successive trial periods. The
milk was much relished by a largo majority of the students, and al

the time the quantity was greatest there was no indication of any

effects injurious to health. When alter a fixed, although liberal, allow-

ance in one period, milk was supplied to be used ad libitum in the

aext, the quantity thus voluntarilyconsumed increased 55 percent, the

increase amounting to about 1 pound of milk per day to each person.

It was conclusively shown that such free use of milk diminished the

consumption of other foods. In the springtime the additional milk

replaced other animal foods, while in the fall it replaced vegetable

foods, this by a process of selection entirely natural and almost invol-

untary. The daily cosl of food per man was 8 cents less during the

period when milk was furnished in unlimited quantity than when the

supply was limited. Following are the main results of these trials, as

summarized in the report mentioned:

(1) The cost of the animal foods bought for the commons of the Maine State

College during two hundred and nine days was 69 per cent of the total food cost,

varying in the different periods from 63.7 to 73.1 per cent. This shows very clearly
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tii<' direction In erhidh eoonomy can tnott effectively be exercised In purchasing a

fo.nl supply.

er nee of milk did not, as iH n pp ' <>u\<- t<> b" tin- case, in n-.i •

the gross weight of food eaten. The extra amount of Pood consumed replaced

other animal foods to a nearlj oorre ponding extent in the first trial and cansed a

proportionate diminution in the consnmption of le foods in the second

stuih .

(
it In both trials the increased consumption of milk had the effect of materi-

ally narrowing the nutritive ratio of the dietary, a result which, in view of the

recognised tendency Of Americans to consume an undue proportion Of fats and

carbohydral b, appears i«> be generally desirable.

The dietaries in which milk was more abundantly supplied were somewhat
i etly i ban I he others and at the same time were fully as acceptable.

(0) These results indicate that milk should not be regarded as a luxury, but as

an economical article of diet which families of moderate income may freely pur-

chase as a probable means of improving the character of the dietary and of cheap-

ening the cost of their supply of animal foods.

In the Maine experiments referred to above, fresh whole milk was
used, having a fat content of 3.G percent. It can not be doubted,

however, that the same general results would have been obtained bad
skim milk been used instead. To some this would have been less

acceptable, but while the total quantity consumed might have been

less, the daily cost would also have been still further decreased, and
the "balance" of the daily ration would have been still more im-

proved. The use of skim milk instead of whole milk as food, in its

natural state, is simply a matter of taste and habit. It must not be

forgotten that a quart of skim milk contains more protein than a

quart of whole milk, and the former is better and cheaper than the

latter as a substitute for meats and other animal foods.

A report upon dietary studies made at the University of Tennessee
in 1897, contains the following:

What is needed is to use foods better adapted to the needs of the body; in other

words, food which contains more protein. Such are * * * and milk, which
is of itself an economical and well-balanced food, and skim milk, which has all

the protein and half the fuel value of whole milk, and is, in most localities, the

most economical source of animal protein. * * * The nutrients in milk are

equal in physiological value to those of meats, and are far less expensive.

SUGGESTIONS AS TO TRADE IN SKIM MILK.

Aii eminent contributor to the Journal of the Bril isb Dairy Farmers'

Association lately wrrote : "The question of how to dispose of more
separated (skimmed) milk to the public without reducing the price of

pure (whole) milk, is, to my mind, the most important dairy problem
of i he day." Earnesl effort should be made to accomplish tliis object.

Health and police officials having in charge the regulations for milk
supply of cities and Large towns should study the problem as one in

which producers and consumers are alike interested. The advantages
to be gained by an increased use of skim milk will repay the trouble

1 a97 33
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Incident to devising local methods for preventing fraud in connection

with the sale of thisartiole, One waj which lias proved efficient in

some pi a to allow skim mill; to be sold only from \ ehicl ires,

ami cans in which no other milk or cream [g kept, Carried, Or ofl 1

il to be plainly marked "skim milk," with, perhaps, the

imiim price at which it maybe sold. Such restrictions, however,

Beem to be unnecessary. In the factory towns of New England, skim

milk from near-by creameries is sold in large quantities among the

families of mill operatives at 1 cents and ,'J cents a quart, ami some-

times for 2 cents, to the great satisfaction of all concerned. The
most common retail price foe skim milk is half the price of whole milk

at the same place. It furnishes a supply of cheap and wholesome

food to those needing it, and has been found to interfered little, if at

all, with the regular trade in whole milk. Skim milk is so bulky,

compared with its value, less than one-tenth part being useful as food,

that transporting it for any distance is very expensive. This diffi-

culty lias been partly overcome, in a few instances, by evaporating a

portion of the water or partly condensing the milk. A product

results which has decided commercial and domestic advantages.

There is evidently room for more "plain condensed skim milk" or

"partly condensed skim milk" to be advantageously sold in many
local markets.

SKIM MILK IN COOKING.

1 Joules the use of skim milk as human food in its raw state, there

are many ways in which it can be advantageously used in cooking.

As a substitute for water in preparing various dishes, as well as for

others mainly made of milk, there is no waste, but a distinct gain in

food value. This is especially true in making bread. Milk adds to

the weight and nutritive value of the loaf. Substituted for water,

enough Hour may be saved to more than pay for the milk, and yet

produce a loaf of equal weight and greater food value. As an encour-

agement to this use of skim milk, the premium list for the annual exhi-

bition of the British Dairy Farmers' Association at London includes

prizes for four or five classes of bread made with skim milk instead

of water. Two comparisons of the chemical composition of bread

made in these two ways are given in the following table, taken from

recent reports of the exhibitions referred to:

Comparisons of water bread and skimrmilk bread.

Kind of bread.
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These figures show the milk bread to be richer in Tally matter and

markedly superior In the Albuminoid or flesh-forming constituents,

"due undoubtedly to the casein of milk becoming incorporated with

the fibrin of the flour."
u

Ii is clear Prom these comparisons thai the

milk bread is more nutritious than ordinary water bread." One of

the reports further states:
kv

AII these breads certainly Looked appe-

tizing, and they were most undeniably nutritious. In white bread,

especially, the use of milk instead of water gives a loaf an excellent

appearance and taste, and the milk n<>( only renders it more valuable

as food, but easier of digestion."

Bakers have Long known the value of skim milk in bread making,

and yet U is uot as generally used in this way as it should be. This

is partly owing to the unfortunate restrictions in some large cities,

which make Lt difficult for bakers to get the skim milk wanted. One
baker gives these reasons for using skim milk Largely instead of water:
" (1) It makes a loaf which is more moist ami will remain moist longer;

(2) it makes a closer loaf; (3) it improves the eating quality of the

bread; (4) the sugar in the milk caramels in baking and browns the

crust." lie advises adding the milk when making the dough and not

in the sponge.

The general opinion seems to be that the more thoroughly milk is

skimmed the better it is suited to the needs of bakers and confec-

tioners. The sale of skim milk to this class of consumers is capable

of being very largely increased. (Sec note, p. 528.)

Used in this way, skim milk may be made to net the producers from
50 cents to 81.50 per hundred pounds, which is better than any other

known market, except consumption in the families of the producers

themselves.

SKIM MILK As FEED FOE DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

Next to human food, the most profitable use to which skim milk can

be applied is in feeding domestic animals of various kinds. Reports
and bulletins of tin' agricultural experiment stations of Knrope as

well as America contain numerous results comparing skim milk with

other articles for stock feeding and showing its successful use, espe-

cially with young and growing animals. In numerous cases figures

are given which indicate the value which can be obtained from skim
milk thus used, but it is safer to accept these values as relative rather

than absolute.

The important facts which seem to be proved by these experiments
are as follows: (1) Skim milk give- the best returns when fed to very

young animals, constituting the greater part of their food; (2) it is

next besl for animals making rapid growth but which need food other

than milk and mainly of a more carbonaceous character; (3) except

for the very young, skim milk gives much better results when used

in combination with other materials, generally grain, than when fed
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alone; (4) Qooiassoi live Btock gives a better return for skim milk

fed to it than poultry of yarioui kinds. The nutritive ratio of ridm
milk ranges from 1:1.7 t<> i:_'; n is therefore a highly nitrogenom

food and too "narrow" or concentrated bo i><- need alone In

exceptional cases. Hence, the advice is given to feed it usually In

combination with some carbonaceous material, like corn meal, to
u broaden" tin- ratio and ration.

Skim milk for chickens.—The New Fork Experimenl Station reports

growing chickens successfully upon a diet which was mainly skim

milk, although thej bad the run of fields. It was estimated that while

allowing 25 cents per LOO pounds for the milk and some other food in

proportion, the cost of producing a pound of live vreighl was less than

cents up to the time the birds weighed about 3 pounds. Tin' milk

was fed sweet in this case, but it has been found equally satisfactory

to use it when loppered and quite thick, and in the Latter form there

seems to be less waste. Several careful feeders believe skim milk to

be worth fully 50 cents per 100 pounds when judiciously fed to tur-

keys and poultry .

•dm milk for hogs.—The greatest number of experiments recorded

are in connection with the use of skim milk in feeding swine. Director

Henry, of Wisconsin, has written as follows on this subject:

Skim milk has a higher value with stockmen than merely serving as a substi-

tute for grain. All of the constituents of milk are digestible, and this by-product

of the creamery is rich in muscle and bone building constituents. The writer

conducted experiments in which milk and other foods were fed to pigs for the

purpose of ascertaining the effect of these feeds on the muscle and bone of

hogs. It was found by actually testing the strength of the bone3 that milk made
the strongest bones of any food that was fed. When we consider the use of this

food for bone and muscle building, also remembering its easy digestion and how,

by adding variety, it makes other food articles more palatable and probably

assists in their digestion, we must hold skim milk as occupying a high place in

the list of feed stuffs available on most farms.

From the numerous results reported in pig feeding these items may
be taken: Ten pounds of skim milk produce as much gain with

young pigs as 15 pounds with maturing swine. With young pigs, 1

or 2 ounces of corn meal (or its grain equivalent) to 1 quart of milk

seems enough. The proportion of the grain must be gradually

increased until in finishing off pork, with animals weighing 200 pounds

or more, the meal may become two-thirds the weight of the milk.

Authorities differ much as to the relative merits of having the skim

milk sweet or sour, but the weight of evidence seems to favor sour

milk for swine. Yet, the milk must not be too sour; the sugar of milk

certainly has food value, and in very sour milk this has been largely

replaced by lactic acid. Too much lactic acid is believed to be inju-

rious. In different trials 100 pounds of skim milk has shown a feed-

ing value equivalent to 20 to 28 pounds of corn meal; its money value

may be thus easily computed, with the market price of corn meal as
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abase. Bui several experimenters, upon a basis of "4 cent pork,"

report retains of 20 to 80 cents per hundred pounds of skim milk.

I );misii experiments give 8 pounds of separated milk as the equivalent

of i pound of barley or rye, I pounds of potatoes, and 8 pounds of

mangel beets, when fed to swine. Ail agree that for economical u-<-<\-

ing, while the skim milk may i><- acid, it must i»<- sound ami not

putrid; skim milk from neglected, andean, creamery tanks is often

miserable stuff, hardly worth hauling away, and sometimes actually

dangerous to feed. The following table of comparative values, takes

from the Wisconsin Report of L895, may !><• useful for reference:

Comparison of Values Of COTTl and mill:.

\ alue "i' oorn,
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The < tatario Experiment station of Canada reports thai after i wrenty

careful work it is evidenl thai whole-milk cal

much, adding: "Skimmed milk and linseed meal are a good substitute

for whole milk in feeding calves. A young beasl fed on a skim-milk

ration, with adjuncts, may be made to weigh almost as much when

one year old as one of similar breeding fed on whole milk with adjum

of a similar character."

The Iowa Experiment Station, which has given particular attention

to calf feeding, considers oil meal as too nitrogenous, making the

ration too "narrow M except for \
rery young calves. Oatmeal ami corn

meal are found better to "balance" the skim milk after the first four

weeks. The mixt are producing the greatest gain at the least cost was

found to be nine parts corn meal to one part Ilax meal, and 1 pound

of this mixture was used to 18 or 20 pounds of skim milk to each calf

per day, the meal being later increased to 2 pounds a day. Grade

Shorthorn calves thus fed made gain at a cost of from 1 to 2 cents a

pound, the skim milk being rated at 15 cents per hundredweight.

Started on such a ration, the milk was gradually withdrawn after the

first one hundred days, and these calves reached an average weight

of 700 pounds when one year old, a gain of GGO pounds in three

hundred and sixty-five days.

The Minnesota Station, in a trial with younger calves, found that

a whole-milk ration cost nearly 10 cents per day and produced no

more gain than in some of the calves on skim milk. The latter made
an average gain of 1\ pounds per day, at a daily cost of 3£ cents; the

feeding period was twenty-four weeks.

At the Massachusetts Station, with veal selling at 4| cents live

weight, the skim milk on which it was raised was made to yield 37

cents per 100 pounds.

Calves for veal may be started on whole milk, gradually shifted to

skim milk, and finally finished off with whole milk for a week or ten

days, to give them a smooth appearance and improve their sale. In

a number of careful trials reported, calves gained 1 pound in weight

from 10 to 16 pounds of skim milk.

Calves for beef stock can be profitably raised on a diet largely skim

milk, but should be taught to eat hay and grain as soon as possible.

Heifers for dairy purposes should grow in a thrifty way, but should

not get fat; for these skim milk is the best food of all until they are

a year old, wheat bran and middlings being added as soon as they

will eat them.

In feeding milk to calves, especially young ones, overfeeding must

be guarded against, and the milk can be used to the best advantage

when fresh from the separator, and warm, as already described. If

skim milk from a creamery is used, great care must be exercised to

prevent injury from old or tainted milk. Calves are much sooner
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made sics wiili bad milk than are pigB. H the milk is clean and
pure, acidity does not hurt, but dirty and putrid milk is death to

cal\ i

Skim milkfor la/mbs. There are fe\* records of carefully conduced

experiments in feeding skim milk i<> lambs. But one al the Nforth

Carolina Experiment Station, showed iii<' milk thus used to be abso-

lutely Lost, and even injurious t<> some extent, ami a similar report

from Germany Is equally unfavorable, milk being the Least satie

fcory of a number of food mai< rials compared.

Shim milk for <-<>l/s.—The Iowa Experiment Station reports an

experiment in feeding colts in which milk was one of the Important

items, and concludes: "The results of utilizing separator milk for

ding colts may be regarded as highly satisfactory." Ten pounds

of skim milk were found to be the equivalent of 1 pound of grain.

This accords with the results in several private trials known to the

writer. In Prussia suckling colts are fed some skim milk and also

buttermilk.

Skim i)i ilk for horses.—The Cooperative Dairy Association of Ham-
burg is reported as feeding large quantities of skim milk to its work-

ing horses with satisfactory results.

Shim milk for cows.—A seemingly unnatural use for skim milk,

but one which has been reported as satisfactorily practiced in a num-
ber of places, is as food for milch cows. Some German accounts are

given of mixing skim milk with water, a very little at first and gradu-

ally increased until the cows are taught to drink the milk alone.

Others describe using milk and meal or bran of some kind to make a

paste, and claims are made that in this form 10 pounds of skim milk

replace 1 pound of wheal or rye bran, having the same food value

with cows. The method of feeding skim milk back to the cows pro-

ducing it, which has been most practiced and advocated in Europe,

originated in Sweden. The milk is heated to 155° or 160° F. for

half an hour, then cooled, to 100°, and rennet is added. While the

milk is thickening an equal weigh! of chaff or finely cut straw is

mixed in, and after being well stirred it is allowed to stand two or

three hours in a large tub or tank. The separated whey is then drawn
off and poured over the mixture, that as much as possible maybe
absorbed. The whole mass is then left to ferment from forty to forty-

eight hours, according to the weather, when it is regarded as prepared

for feeding. Cows are given as much of this 'skim-milk feed" as

will equal a gallon of milk per day. II is claimed that as thus pre-

pared a gallon of skim milk amply replaces i pounds of concentrated

grain food. Reports from Sweden, Norway, and Denmark are favor-

able to this method of utilizing creamery Skim milk, and some who

have tried it in this country make like reports, while others give a

cont rary opinion.
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MA.DE i .MILK.

Skim milk ma> be made into cheese, [f t he latter is of the u
vrhite-

oak " variety known in some parte of the I oited States, it is not

easily sold, and the rate oi value obtained for. the milk Lb \<-j\ low.

Yet skim oheese has a really high food value, and may be used to

advantage In cooking. In Europe both hard and soft cheeses, and
several varieties of these, are made from skim milk, and so skillfully

ripened or cured as to be readily sold and acceptable to consumers.

The conversion of skim milk into cheese of better quality deserves

more attention in America. Skim cheese should always enter the

/market, however, plainly marked and fully identified, as Is required

i»\ law in several States.

( 'otiage cheeSi .—This product, also called pot cheese or smear-case,

is a form into which skim milk is easily converted. It is nutritious

and a favorite not only as made and used at home, but for sale in the

markets of cities and towns. Prices vary so much locally that no

reliable figures can be given, but some persons report that they have

realized fully $1 per hundredweight for milk thus used, and it is cer-

tain that good returns can usually bo obtained in this way, and the

sale of this kind of cheese might be greatly increased.

Willed cheese.—The article now known by law in this country as

'Milled cheese" and in Europe as "margarine cheese" has skim milk

for its chief component. To the skim milk is added some cheap form

of fat, usually of animal origin, but sometimes vegetable, to replace

the original fat of milk. The product resulting is, while not too old,

a good counterfeit of whole-milk cheese. Law shave become necessary

to prevent fraud in selling it and to check the disastrous effects upon
the reputation of genuine United States cheese at home and abroad,

caused by the substitution on a large scale of this cheap imitation.

FERTILIZER FROM SKIM MILK.

In the various ways described, skim milk can be used, either in its

natural state or manufactured, as food for man and beast, and can

thus be made to yield a value to the producer ranging from 15 or 20

cents to $1, or even more, per 100 pounds. As in all such cases, the

profit will depend largely upon the skill of the feeder or the person

who finds the market for the milk or its product. But if use in one

or more of these ways is impossible and no sale can be made for other

purposes, it must always be remembered that skim milk possesses a

positive value as a fertilizer. Its composition is such that when com-

pared with carefully saved animal manures or commercial fertilizers

it is regarded as worth from &2 to $2.80 per ton, or 10 to 14 cents per

100 pounds—this, if used in a compost pile and properly managed.

It remains for the experiment stations to determine wiiether skim

milk has not a still higher value as a manure, if applied directly to

growing crops.
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But there are other ways of utilizing skim milk in quantities greater

ot less, besides Its use as ;i rood for animals or plants. The *-;» ^<
i 1

1

and the sugar in skim milk, which are its principal solid constituents,

can both be separated ami pul into commercial form. In separating

ilif curd or casein, whey remains, which contains the sugar and ash

.•ind such small quantity of fat as there may be, and this whey will

be mentioned later. Casein, when separated and dried, forms a hard,

horny, and elastic mass, which can l>c used in differenl ways. And
(according to Pleischmann) when combined with the oxides and salts

of the metals of the calcium group, casein forms a cement-like com-
pound, insoluble in water.

Paper dressed with casein.—The principal use for dried casein in

this country is for sizing or dressing in the manufacture of paper.

For this purpose it takes the place of several kinds of glue, but, as

the latter are all cheap, it follows that skim milk can nol be worth

much to bo converted into this commercial form, although the quan-

tity which may be thus used in connection with paper making is

almost unlimited. Already there are several establishments con-

nected with creameries or located in the creamery districts of New
Fork and New England engaged in making large quantities of dried

casein, the product being contracted for by paper makers.

Manufacture of dried casein.—For various reasons it is expedient to

make casein in a place by itself and specially prepared, but the build-

ing and equipment are not necessarily expensive. The milk pre-

ferred is that from separators, containing the least possible portion of

fat. It is placed in large tanks arranged for heating and raised to a

temperature of 130° F. ; 6,000 or 8,00c pounds may be I hus handled at

once. A special formula of acid is then applied, the best acid or

mixture of acids to use and the quantity being secrets of tie- proc

The milk at once coagulates and the curd is precipitated. The whey
is then drawn off and the curd broken up to facilitate separation. At
this stage the curd is rather st ringy and tenacious. It is shoveled oul

to a draining table with high sides and covered with coarse cloth,

where it is further drained and the whey and remaining acid are washed
out by running streams of cold water over and through the curd.

It is then allowed to drain and dry for two hours, or, instead, it is

passed through a hand press and is pressed dry. The curd then

becomes more flaky. It is then run through a cheese-curd mill,

ground tine, and spread thinly on drying trays which have cloth bot-

toms. These I rays are placed in 1 iers in a drying oven or tine, heated

with steam pipes, and having an upward air draft much like large

fruit evaporators. At a temperature of L20 I-', it usually requires

about twenty-four hours to dry, and the curd is stirred occasionally.

It has then reached its commercial form. It is in small, yellowish-
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white, irregular lumps, similar to im arabic. Some skill is

needed to prevent too much discoloration, [fan nndu Lob of

milk sugar remains in the curd and the heal Is t<>o great, the suj

caramelizes ami makes the dried curd so dark in color as to be unsal-

able. When it is quite dry it is put up in 2-bushel meal sacks <>f 70

pounds weighl each and is i >r shipment. For tin- skim milk to

be used for this purpose manufacturers paj from into L5 cents p
pounds in different places. From a hundredweight of milk about

l

>\

pounds of merchantable dried casein can be made. The selling pi
'

to the paper makers is l to 7 cents per pound, but of course much
depends upon the distance it has to go to be used and thi of

transportation. Tt is evident that milk thus used does not yield to

the producers its value as a feeding material for any class of growing

live stock, and in some cases not even its value as a farm fertilizer.

Use of whey from casein as hoy feed.—The whey, which is a wa
product, is too strongly acid when drawn oil' for any feeding purpo
But it has been found that by treating with alkali and mixing it with

more or less buttermilk it can be utilized for feeding swine.

Fertilizer from casein.—A few years ago a firm in Pennsylvania

desiccated casein in a similar way and offered it as a source of nitrogen

to fertilizer manufacturers, but the price obtained did not satisfy

those concerned, and that method of utilizing skim milk ceased.

Cast in as a substitute for celluloid.—There is at least one establish-

ment in this country which converts the casein of skim milk into a

form so hard as to be a good substitute for ivory, bone, and celluloid.

Billiard balls, backs for brushes, combs, checks, and buttons are

among the 4 articles made. The material is sometimes called lactite.

It is nearly white, with a yellowish shade, but may be variously col-

ored, and when made black it is a fair imitation of hard rubber. The
process of manufacture is similar to that already described for dried

casein, but greater care has to be taken to prevent discoloration.

The chemical treatment is more complex, and powerful pressure is

required to give the final solidity and desired shapes.

SKIM MILK USED IX WHITEWASH AND IN MANUFACTURES.

For many years the use of skim milk in whitewash has been known
to prevent the coating from peeling off, and at one time the Depart-

ment of Agriculture gave out a simple recipe for making a skim-milk

paint. It is mixed with hydraulic cement, or "water lime," so as to

make a thin paint, and laid on with a broad, flat brush. One pound

of cement to a gallon of milk is the usual mixture. Not more than a

gallon or two should be mixed at once for one workman, and it has to

be kept gently stirred and used immediately. If stirred too much, it

will harden. This makes an excellent, durable, and inexpensive

covering for any structure of wood or stone. If nothing but cement
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and milk are used, the color will be a light, yellowish brown, bn1 other

coloring matter may be added in the form of dry pigment. Another
mixture for similar use is sour milk curd, l in.seed oil, chalk, and water.

Emulsions of olive oil and skim milk are used in wool manufacture
as a d ressing for i he w ool.

The following extract Indicates other uses for skim milk:

Laotarine or ossein gum la almost purr casein specially prepared, which, .

Lved in ammonia, Is osed for fixing and thickening colon la calico printing.

Casein lime or casein oemenl is made out of Bkim milk cheese poor In fat. It is

very useful, and is mnofa (?) osed in carpentry. The cheese is ont Into small

morsels, quickly dried, and ground into a one powder, which is mixed with 20 per

oenl of burnt chalk. If it be desired to keep i\ for some time, i\ must be pnt into

dosed vessels and mixed intimately with not more than 1 per cent of camphor.
Casein lime comes in fair quantities from Switzerland. (Fleischmann.)

BUTTERMILK AND ITS USES.

Next to skim milk in importance among the waste products of the

dairy is buttermilk. The two are much alike in chemical composi-
tion, their main difference being physical. Besides this, while skim
milk is in most cases sweet when used, buttermilk is uniformly sour,

although varying much in the degree of acidity. The total solids

of buttermilk average 9.5 per cent; the casein and albumen are rather

less in buttermilk than in skim milk, and the fat should be, while

the sugar is a little more and the ash about the same. The per-

centage of fat is the most likely to vary of any of the constituents,

this depending upon skill in churning. But with modern methods of

well-ripened cream and exhaustive churning at Low temporal are there

is likely to be as little fat in the buttermilk as in well-skimmed milk.

The usual nutritive ratio is therefore 1 to 2 or less.

BUTT] RMILK as KOOD.

The best use for buttermilk, also, is as human food, in its natural

state and in cooking. Sales are large in many places and might be
much increased by proper management. A good article, the

residuum of butter making, taken from the churn and deliv<

while reasonably fresh, often sells at a higher price than skim milk:

it sometimes retails for as much as whole milk. Bui a great deal of

surplus milk in cities and towns, after being "much traveled" and
becoming quite sour, is churned for the purpose of changing its

appearance and consistency and sold for buttermilk. Such an art icle,

although likely to contain a higher percentage of fat (the same as the

milk thus manipulated), is not to be compared with the genuine

buttermilk, fresh from the churn of a country dairy or creamery.

LITE stock FED ON BUTTERMILK.

If fed to live .siock, buttermilk seems to be besl adapted to call

and pigs. For calves it must not be allowed bo gel too sour nor too

old: the animals receiving it should not be \eiy young, and the
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i milk to buttermilk should be made graduallj and

carefully. As food for swine, some experimenters report better

results from buttermilk than skim milk, and some the contrary. At

the Vermont Agricultural Experiment station u the pigs r<-<i but*

milk grew faster ami shrunk less in dressing than the pigfl I'd skim

milk. At L3 cents per LOO pounds, the financial returns were son-

lerably in favor of buttermilk; rating both at 15 cents, tin- two

-a\ e a i unit the same profit." In other places the opinion i^ exprei

that buttermilk has about four-fifths the value of skim milk. This is

about the relative value of the two articles in the opinion of experi-

enced and observing feeders.

BOTJBCBS, COMPOSITION, AND USES OF WHEY.

Whey is the by-product of dairying remaining to be considered,

with its uses. When cheese is made from milk, whether the milk bo

skimmed or not, the only waste product is whey. And, as already

stated, whey results from separating the casein from skim milk for

ii^. - in t he arts.

From every hundred pounds of milk converted into cheese 4 about

90 pounds of whey is obtained, and this includes a Large part of the

solids of the milk—from one-third to almost one-half of them. Whey
itself, a watery, semitransparent liquid in appearance, is composed
of about (J3 per cent of water and 7 per cent solids. The latter

include the greater part of the albumen of milk, which has not been

coagulated by the rennet, nearly all the sugar of milk, some of the

ash, and small fractions of casein and fat. Stated in figures, average

whey contains 0.135 of 1 per cent of fat, 1 per cent of albumen and
casein, 5 per cent of sugar, and 0.65 of 1 per cent of ash. The fat

may be increased by carelessness on the part of the cheese maker;

but if the latter be expert, there will be no serious escape of fat in the

whey, however rich the milk. The whey from good cheese making is

therefore very uniform in composition and quality, but the solids

rise and fall with those of the milk it comes from; the better the milk

the better the whey. The albumen is valuable as a food, but the

sugar is so largely in excess that whey is a carbonaceous material,

with a broad nutritive ratio of about 1 to G.

Under the most approved processes of cheese making the whey is

sweet when drawn off from the curd, or only very slightly acid. Hav-
ing such a large content of sugar and ample lactic ferment for an

active "starter," whey sours very rapidly. Therefore, if the sugar is

to be utilized, whether for feeding or manufacture, the whey should

be used as soon as possible after coming from the cheese vat or drain-

ing sink.

VALUE OF WHEY AS FEED FOR HOGS.

Numerous recorded trials show whey to have considerable value as

a food for swine, when judiciously mixed with other material. The
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Wisconsin Experiment Station reports that 700 pounds of whey effect ed

a saving of LOO pounds of corn meal and shorts, mixed in equal parts,

the latter being worth 112 per ton; the whej was worth 8 «< ate per

loo pou in is. At *i '» per ion for i lie grain, w bey was wort li LO cents per

hundredweight. Whey was fed in varying quantity, from _' i<> 10

jioini.ls io i pound of grain. Feeding pigs on whey alone was not

successful In Danish experiments it required L,200 pounds of whey
(from skim milk) io equal LOO pounds of meal. And several trials at

home and abroad indicate thai whey lias just about the same feeding

Value for hogs as half the same weight Of skim milk.

A Canadian experiment is reported where sweet whey and sour

whey were com pared in feeding lo hogs, the trials Lasting from six to

eight weeks. The results were practically alike, the Blight difference

existing being in favor of the sour whey. The latter was allowed io

get into the condition usual when Left in a cheese-factory lank to be

hauled away by patrons. Its feeding value was computed at 8 cents

per 100 pounds. This result is surprising, as it does not agree with

the opinion of many practical feeders or the theory of students. "A
little old, sour whey will quickly sour a large lot of new, fresh whey,

especially in hot weather. It acts in the same way as the Starter in

cream, and when the whe}7 sours not only is there a loss of milk sugar,

but there is also a loss of albumen. Sour whey will act on bright tin

or zinc and even on iron, if allowed to remain in contact with it for

any length of time, and will form lactates of tin and zinc, which are

poisonous compounds if taken in sufficiently large doses. The Lactate

of iron is not so much so." (Snyder.) The same writer i'uv\ her siate.s;

* 'A number of comparative trials have shown sweet whey to he more
valuable than sour whey for feeding. When sweet, the good effects

are secured of the digestive ferments of the rennel that is left in the

whey.*'
WHEY FOR CALVES AND COWS.

Some foreign trials with calves show whey to have had about half

the value of skim milk, which is rather more than the general esti-

mate. Sweet whey has also been fed to milch cows, in foreign experi-

ments and satisfactory results obtained where lo to 20 pounds were

given to each animal, in addition to other food.

M.\M I ACTURE OF 8UGAB OF MILK FROM WHEY.

Sugar of milk is made from whey, and generally from the whey of

cheese factories. It may be made from whey separated from the skim
milk of creameries; but this industry can not accompany that <>£

making dried casein, already mentioned, because the sugar in the

whey there separated has been destroyed by the strong acid used in

the process

History and <.rl> nl of milk-sugar making.—This component of milk

was discovered late in the seventeenth century, and during the first
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hah' ot* the nineteenth century practical methods were invented for

separating the Bugar from the milk In a white and crystalline form.

For man} years Switzerland controlled the milk-sugar industry and
supplied the markets of the world, although small quantities w<

made elsewhere. Germany jusl about supplied her home demand
with a product quite inferior to the Swiss. The United SI me
in time the chief customer of Switzerland for this article, Anally iak~

Ing aboul three-fourths of the 160,000 worth annually exported from

that country. Between L880 and L890 the manufacture of sugar of

milk began in the United States, and became fairly established in

two or three places before the year last named. The article was

then mainly used by druggists, and the price ranged from 30 to 35

cents per pound. The tariff act of 1890 placed an import duty of B

its a pound on this sugar, which was reduced to 5 cents in 1894, and

still stands at that rate. Increased supply has very much reduced

the price, which is now 10 to 17 cents per pound for different grades.

The duty is relatively higher than at first, and importations have
practically ceased. European production lias decreased also, because

of the relative scarcity and high cost of find and the very great

improvement in machinery and methods of manufacture in this

country.

Milk-sugar making in the United Stales.—There are now in the

States of New York, Ohio, and Illinois four or five factories of con-

siderable size making sugar of milk. Two of these are in operation

the entire year, the others only during the active cheese-making sea-

son of their localities. All use whe}r from neighboring cheese facto-

ries, for which they pay from 4 to cents, and sometimes 7 cents per

100 pounds, usually delivered at the sugar factory.

The methods differ in these establishments from crude, open, boil-

ing, <)]• evaporating pans, in cheap sheds, to expensive vacuum boilers,

powerful filter presses, condensers, contrifugal driers, pebble mills,

and other elaborate machinery, in substantial brick buildings. In

the simple method there is but one acid and chemical treatment, which,

with boiling, is depended upon to remove most of the casein and fat;

the pur itied whey is then treated much as maple sap would be to

make sugar. The resulting product is, of course, of comparatively

low grade.

In the finely equipped modern factory the chemical and mechanical

processes are much more complete, and the sugar is so entirely free

from fat, casein, and mineral matter that it will stand the test of

complete combustion. These factories each consume from 10,000 to

60,000 pounds of whey per day. From this is recovered 2-J to 3 per

cent of its weight in refined sugar, the higher the grade the less the

product in quantity. It seems strange that milk in which the chem-
ist finds 5 per cent or more of sugar will not yield more than half this

quantity in commercial form under the highly perfected processes of
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manufacture, where losses and w bealmo tible.

Two or three of the factories have branches where whey is reduced to

a crude sugar, which is refined a1 the central plant.

The finished product is prepared for market in < 1 i fT< * i-r • 1 1
t grades

and forms. The purest of all, prepared for a special drug trade, is In

Lear crystals, formed on sticks or in are called,

mbling rock candy <»n a string. This has a wholesale price of 17

cents per pound. Granulated sugar In boxes or barrels comes next,

and is worth L5 or L6 cents. Powdered sugar, pure white, and as fine

as the finest flour, Is the standard product. This is usually packed
in barrels of 225 pounds each, and sells at LOj to 12 cents. A Less

refined grade is quoted at 9 and 10 cents. Milk sugar in all forms has

a very delicate, sweel taste, but is not as sweet as cane sugar or beet

sugar. It is mainly used in the preparation of drugs and medicines
and various special foods for infants and invalids.

The production of milk sugar a few years ago increased so rapidly

in this country that home markets soon became supplied and exports

began in the year 1895. There is now a growing demand for the

American product in England and Germany. The lowest, or 10-cent,

grade, now setit abroad, is an article superior in quality to the

which this country formerly bought in Europe at more than three

times this price. One factory in Illinois has a capacity for turning

out 10 to 18 barrels per day. This is not only more than is made by
all other factories in the United States, but probably more than all

made elsewhere in the world. German milk sugar has greatly

improved in quality, but the American product now undersells all

foreign competitors.

JJsi of wasU at milk-sugar factories.—Waste products accompany
the manufacture of sugar of milk. In the large factories these are

found in a solid or nearly solid form in the tank precipitates or filter

press cakes, and although they have a high fertilizer value, the}*

are usually burned under the boilers. In the simple factories, the

albumen, casein, and fat of the whey are largely removed from

the boiling vats in the form of a white scum, which is taken off with

hand skimmers; there is also more or les^ curdy precipitate from the

vats and pans. Acids and mineral matter have been added in the

purifying process. These wastes, well mixed, have been fed while

warm to pigs of different ages and with marked su< mixture

18 to be a complete food for swine. The practice has been to buy
weaned pi. . eight, or ten weeks old and feed them absolutely

nothing else till ready to butcher. The pigs art- kept in open ya

with rough sheds attached, grouped according to ages. They not only

grow but fatten, and are ready to kill at six or seven months old.

The pork thus made is hard, white, and satisfactory to consume s.

Tie pigs maintain good health. Successive of swine ha.

fed and reared as described in the same yards f<»r four <»]• five years
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without disease or anj apparent sickness. This milk tugar tacto

waste has not been analysed, but it evidently oontains all needed

elements, and is undoubtedly highly nitrogenous, forming quite a
•• narrow n ration.

u m:\ BUT n. u and \s BS1 l mi

[f the whey from a cheese factory appears to have enough fat in it

I., justify the labor, the fat is collected or separated and made Into a

low grade of butter, used for "dressing" cheese while in the curing

room. This is whey butteror cheese grease. A whey eheese is also

made, known as Rlysost, in the northern European countries and in

Scandinavian settlements in America. It consists chiefly of milk

sugar, but contains also the albumen, fat, and ash of whey, i! is

molded in brick form, has the color of chocolate, is about as hard as

ordinary eheese, slightly granular, and has a peculiar, sweetish taste.

Ziger eheese is another European product from the whey of rennet

eheese making, well known in Switzerland and Germany. Blysosl is

dry, less than '25 per cent water, strong in sugar and fat, and low in

protein; Ziger, on the contrary, is very soft, being two-thirds water,

and is strong in protein, while low in sugar and fat.

WHEY FOR INVALIDS.

Finally, ordinary whey has been considerably used for invalids and

convalescents, especially in cases of lung and chlorotic diseases,

mainly as an aid to digestion. An article known as " wheyn " has

been patented, which is a purified and sterilized whey, free from

albumen and fat, and constitutes a nourishing and mildly stimulat-

ing beverage.

Note.—Since the foregoing matter was put in type a new skim-milk

product has taken commercial form, under the name of "faracurd."

Skim milk is so separated that the whey carries practically all the

sugar and ash, while the albumen, coagulated, and the casein are

preserved together, and with these is mixed a very small quantity of

fine wheat flour. The only purpose of the latter is to act as a divisor

and keep the casein from hardening in mass. Faracurd is preferably

in the form of a thick paste, but may be dried and powdered. It is

•d by bakers and confectioners, being found an excellent substitute

for eggs in many bakery products. Provided this article meets pres-

ent expectation, it will give a new outlet for large quantities of skim

milk; and since the product can be sold for less than half the price

of its practical equivalent in eggs, it will thus yield at the rate of

more than 50 cents per hundredweight for the milk consumed.
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By L. ( >. M<>\\ \i:i>. IMi. I>..

Entomologist.

[NTBODUCTU >N.

1 1 is only within very recenl years thai the agriculturists and horti-

culturists of this country have begun fco realize thoroughly the fact

ihai their crop interests are quite as seriously threatened by foreign

insecl pests as by native ones. The extensive work of extermination

which the Stale of Massachusetts has been forced to undertake in an

effort to repress or exterminate the gipsy mo1 li lias I horoughly opened

the eyes of the NewEnglander; the advent of the Mexican cotton-boll

weevil into Texas cotton fields has been a serious lesson to the plant-

ers of thai pari of the country, while horticulturists all through the

principal fruit-growing portions of fchecounl ry have learned the same

disagreeable truth from the spread of the San Jose scale and the great

damage which it has already done.

It is now some years since the writer began to look into this impor-

tant subject, and he has already published several articles dealing

with the general principles involved. In L894 he started an investi-

gat ion of the injurious insect sot* Mexico which are liable to be imported

into the United States, and since that time has been collecting in one

way or another information concerning the principal crop enemies

in the countries having most intimate commercial relations with the

United States, as well as specimens, in all stages, of the various

insects themselves.

In the spring of the present year (1897) a convention was held in

Washington, D. C, which was attended by representatives of horti-

cultural and agricultural societies of many of the different States.

This convent ion was called to consider the desirability of State and

national legislation with a view to preventing the introduction and

spread of injurious insects and fungus diseases; and while the bulk

of its time was occupied by the question of interstate commerce in

infested nursery stock and that of appropriate State legislation, much
consideration was given to a proposed plan of national quarantine

against pests coming from abroad. This fact is mentioned as indi-

cating thai ai last the persons most interested understand the situa-

tion and are seeking for the remedy.

We 'need only look at the already long list of prominent injurious

bisects to become at once aware of the fact that had a national quar-

antine been established Long ago its saving to the country would

1 ai>7 ;;i
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have been enormous For example, al iii«- World's Columbian
Exposition a somewhat elaborate collection of the Injurious insects of

tlir United States was exhibited bj tin- Department of Agriculture.

This exhibit was included under 602 numbers. < >i these 602 numbers,
1 1 1 refer to imported speoii

kgain, the writer has drawn with great care a list <>f what may !»••

termed 1 1 1 * - injurious insects of first Glass importance. This \\>\ was

prepared upon the most rigid lines, and everj species not of prime

importance was excluded. Seventy-three species remained, and these

arc insects whose names and depredations are familiar to almost e\ cry

farmer and fruit grower. In fact, each of them almost annually

causes a loss of hundreds of t housands of dollars. Of these 7.; species,

.'so are native to the United states, :>7 species have undoubtedly been

introduced from foreign countries, while »; are of doubtful origin.

Among the imported species it may be interesting to mention espe-

cially the codling moth, the Hessian fly, the asparagus beetles, the

"buffalo moth," the hop plant-louse, the horn fly, t he common cabbage
worm, the SUgar-cane borer, the wheat plant-louse, the pear midge,

the oyster-shell bark-louse, the pea weevil, the croton bug, ami the

fly weevil or Angoumois grain moth, in addition to the three impor-

tant species already mentioned. In many instances the original home
of some of oui- worst inseet pests which have been introduced from

abroad can not be traced. They have become almost universally dis-

tributed, more or less independently of climatic changes, and may
have reached our country from east, west, or south. To this class

belong many of the most dangerous scale insects; in fact, we may say

all of the most dangerous scale insects now occurring in this country.

In 1889 the writer stated that the worst -2:> scale insects then occurring

in the United States were of foreign origin, and that number has

unquestionably been considerably increased since that time. Most of

the granary pests, most of the household pests, and most of the green-

house pests also belong to this class.

EUROPE AS A SOURCE OF DANGER.

In glancing over the list of the principal introductions of this kind,

it seems certain that the great majority of them have come to us from

Europe or via Europe. This is natural enough, since the European

climate is similar to our own and since trade connections with that

part of the world are of very long standing and very frequent and the

journey has of late years come to be of astonishingly short duration.

A study of the animals and plants common to the two continents

shows a great similarity between them, owing to a similarity in the

natural conditions which exist and which govern the development and

distribution of life. There is a greater similarity between the ani-

mals and plants of Europe and North America, or rather of North

America and the more northern portion of the combined continents of
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Europe and Asia, than between the forms of life existing in either

area and a n \ other of I he principal life zones of the world or between

an) two others of these principal life zones; so that, entirely i 1 1
< 1

<*-

pendent of the matter of trade connections, it would be safe to pre-

mise thai Injurious insects from Europe would bemorelikelj to flourish

in the [Jnited States and British North America than in other portions

of ilio world, .* 1 1 1 < 1 that insects coming from <»iIht regions would be

Less likely to flourish In North America than would European forms.

Theoretically, and upon these considerations only, it would seem

equally certain that injurious insecls carried from the [Jnited States

to Europe would flourish equally well, bul this, curiously enough, is

not the case, and the reason is difficult to find. Were we considering

Fig 85. -Euproctia chrytorrhoeai male moth above, female below \i left, cocoon at right,

larvae below at right—natural size (original).

injurious insects only, this unexpected condition nii-ht be explained

largely from the widely differing crop conditions in Europe and

America. The small size of the holdings, the closer methods of cul-

tivation, the more frequent rotation of crops, in Europe, exercise a

repressive influence upon injurious insects. Broughl i<» t his count ry,

however, they are liberated from this repressive system, and being

brought over also usually without their natural enemies, they are

free to multiply and spread.

Our own species in turn introduced into Europe are likely to be

dest i-oyed by agricult oral met hods alone. This applies with especial

force to the insect enemies of field crops. In lesser degree, l>Ut Still

to some extent, does it apply to the insects of the orchard. By no
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I'n, .v Trjfpeta ludens: female enlarged (redrawn from In-

i

.

means, howev< this state of nonreciprocitj in pests be accounted

i'.» i- on these grounds alone. There arc undoubtedly deeper influences

ai work, and upon this subject there lias been much theorizing but do

conclusions. It is a fact which must be generally accepted that the

genera] t rend of insect

migration as well as

of weed migrat ion, as

shown by Mr. L. II.

Dewey in his Impor-

tant article published

in t lie Yearbook of I he

Department Tor L896,

is and has always been

from the Bast toward

I he West, ami 1 hat the

ret urn migrat ion i> * i

insignificant as to he

pract ically unwort hy

of consideration. It

is true that coming from the East toward the West we move in the direc-

tion of the newer civilization, and this fact in itself has a greater sig-

nificance than has generally been assigned to it.

By far the greater number of our principal injurious Insects, there
fore, have come to us from Europe.

Of the species incidentally men-

tioned in a previous paragraph as

prominent examples of introduced

pc^is, all have come to us direct

from Europe with the exception of

three, \
riz, the sugar-cane borer,

the cotton-boll weevil, and the San

Jose scale. Of the European
forms, it is likely that some of

them originally entered Europe
from Asia. We know, for exam-

ple, that the codling moth exists in

Siberia to-day, while the gipsy

moth spreads across the temperate
* Fig.27.— Try/>t tu ludens: o, larva; o, anal seg

portions of Asia to Japan. The mentof same; c,puparium; d, head of same;

OVSter-shel] bark-louse has a Simi- ' :uial ^llu '< lt (,t
'

*"»"' a and c enlarged;

6, <l< e still more enlarged (reengraved from
lar distribution. insect Life).

INJURIOUS INSECTS FROM THE TROPICS.

There are two or three points in the United States which have a

distinctively tropical climate, and therefore contain tropical vegeta-

tion and tropical animals. These points are the coast of the tip of
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Florida, the extreme southem tip of Texas along the Gulf of Mexico

and the Rio Grande River, and the vallej of the Colorado River in

Arizona and southeastern California. Certain tropical insectsshow

a tendency to ^
1

>

i

•

<
• .

i « 1 into the life /.one immediately north of the

Tropics in Lo\i lying regions, and, moreover, ili«' centra] portion of

Mexico between the eastern and western ranges of the Sierra Madre

Mountains is in the main an elevated plateau, the climatic conditions

of which resemble those of certain portions of our Western States; so

that we have had injurious insects reach our Territories from the

south, .is well as Prom the east, and our increasing commercial rela-

tions, particularly with Mexico by reason of the ne^ progressiveness

of thai country and the consequent activity in railroad building, will

certainly . sooner

or Later, bring us

other dangerous

pests from that

direction. Thus,

the West, Indian

peach scale(Dtas-

pis la n a I a s =
amygdali) h a s

been introduced

into Georgia and
other Southern

Slates; the "red

bug" or "cotton

stainer"( Dysdi r-

r//.s.s//////v////.s).ail

insect which formerlydid great damage to cotton in Floridaand Georgia,

probably came from the West Indies; the sweet-potato root-borer

(CylcLsformicariiis) has thoroughly established itself within ourbound-

aries, havingbeen brought either from the northern countries of South

America or from the West Indies; and the advent of the cotton-boll

weevil into Texas, already referred to, is so recent and so serious an

event as to indicate what Mexico may yet have in stoic for us.

Fig. 28. Trypeta acidusa: pnparinm at right, adult at Left greatly

enlarged I original).

[NSECTS FROM PACIFIC REGIONS.

Although there is Little similarity in general between the animals

and plants of the so-called Oriental and Australian regions and those

of our own country, we have already seen that certain species from

these two regions, and particularly from the Australian, will success

fully propagate in portions of the United States. It is true that the

majority of these species have been scale insects, and we are beginning
to find that the scale insects as a group are capable of almost universal

spread. At all events, they are by no means as restricted in their

possible distribution as are insects of other classes. The white scale
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alifornia, an extremely destructive insect, which spread w i> ii aston

ishing rapidit} over California during fifteen years, wm Australian

in its origin. The Ban Jose scale is probably <>f oriental origin. Even

FlQ.29. -Leptopahopei: different stagesand method of work--natural size (redrawn from French
and Kirby).

outside of scale insects we do not lack for examples of the possibility

of acclimatization of injurious insects. The potato tuber moth (Lita

solaneUa) unquestionably came to California from New Zealand or

Australia, and it has spread as far east as Colorado. Other species,

FiQ.'SO.—Doticus jH-stitens: larva and adult and effect of work—insects enlarged (redrawn from

French and Kirby).

with little doubt, would have followed its example had it not been for

the admirable quarantine work carried on in California under the

State board of horticulture. It is worthy of remark that our rapidly
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Fig. 81.—Dindymus versicdlor :ui<l its work natural size Indicated by
hair line (redrawn from French).

increasing trade relations with western nations will continue to render

this quarantine more important and more arduous.

Japan has evidently ;i number of injurious insects which have not

yet reached us and against which we must be on our guard. In the

recent i no pet us

to scientific re

search, w h i

«• h

Japan seems to

li ;i \ e fostered,

e c ono in i c en-

tomology 1 1 as

not been over-

Looked. As
ea rly as L890

Professor Sasa-

ki, of the Im-

perial Univer-

sity at Tokyo,

studied with

some care the habits of a peach-fruit worm allied to Grapholitha, and
within the last two or three years Prof. M. Matsumura, of the agricul-

turalcollege at Sapporo, lias

1 a k <• n up the si udy of in-

jurious insectswith energy,

and has corresponded with

the writer about Japanese

forms. A list of species

already under observat ion

by Professor Matstiniura

has been published (see

Bulletin 4, technical series,

Division of Entomology,
" Some .Mexican ami Japan-

ese injurious insects Liable

to be introduced into the

United States," pp.
,-

> and

7). In a Later paragraph
I'k. :;:.'. Maroga gigantella: a, larva; 6, segment of same ; • c

c, papa; rf, anal end of same; e, moth aU natural site
ls -m '" BOme ••'

,
'

<
'

, ""> 1 "'

except b and <\ which arc enlarged (redrawn from In- 1\\'o prominent .1 a palmar
Beet Lift- 1.

fruit worms.

[NSECTS FROM OTHEB PARTS <>f THE \\<>KLI>.

From the far south it may be said, in general terms, that we have

comparatively Little to fear. In spite of the fact t hat there have been

some successful establishments of injurious speei<->. these arc not

likely to l»c many, particularly in our more northern States, and
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this is due to the diametrically opposed seasons. An insect starting

from Chile or Peru, for example, in the beighl of summer, irould

oh tin- United States in the dead of winter, under conditions,

therefore, least Likely to encourage its establishment and spread.

Prom the north there is little t<> fear, from the fad thai we have

already within our territory practically everj species of injurious

insect which occurs in British America. Should this Government,

however, establish a general quarantine against foreign countries,

and should Canada establish do such quarant [ne, there will always be

Pig. 33. Different stages and method of work of Rhinaria perdix slightly enlarged (redrawn

from French ).

the possibility of certain more northern forms reaching us via Canada

and Bri1 ish Columbia.

METHODS i)V IMPORTATION OF INSECTS.

Having shown what the probabilities arc as to the countries from

which new insect pests arc still likely to come, the next point to con-

sider is the principal means by which they reach our shores. As the

writer has shown in a recent paper presented before the American

Association for the Advancement of Science, these insect immigrants

come mainly in three ways: First, they are unnoticed or ignored pas-

sengers on or in their natural food, such as nursery stock, plants, fresh

or dried fruit, dried fruit stuffs, clothes, lumber, or domestic animals;

second, their food may be the packing substances used to surround

merchandise, or the wood from which cases are made; third, they may
have been perfectly accidental passengers, having entered a vessel

being loaded during the summer season and hidden themselves away

in some crevice.
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Willi insects brought overon plants or uurserj stock the conditions

coiil* I qo1 \\ ell be much more favorable. Their supply of food is looked

after with care, the host plant Is soon put in the ground in the best of

surroundings, and the greatest care is taken of i liis choice importation.

Upon or in importations of this kind ;i r«
* carried seals insects in ;ill

stages of growth (;in<l often, fortunately, their inclosed parasites),

the eggs of plant lice, the larvie of wood boring beetles, tin- eggs of

many other insects, the cocoons of small Lepidoptera, and probably

even in rare oases the larvae of Lepidoptera, since it now seems likely

thai the brown-tail moth (fig. 25 1 was imported into Massachusetts on

nursery stuck in its larval wintering nests. The scale insects, how-

1 KJ 9L—Ceratitis capitata: a, adult fly; b, head of Bame from front; c, spatula-like hair from

face of male; d, antenna; e, larva; /, anal segment of same; gy head of same "ami- enlarged;

''• </• and/ greatly enlarged; c and d still more greatly enlarged I redrawn from Im<'<-t Lif<

ever, are most abundant ly carried in this way. Under na1 ural condi-

tions these insects have usually a rather restricted distribution, but

by means of this commercial distribution many of them have become

of almost world-wide range, and the end will certainly not be reached

until every country possesses every species of scale insect which can

possibly live in its climate.

Only second to the scale insects in the facility in which they are

transported in this way are the plant lice. These insects, however,

are fragile, soft-bodied, and unprotected. They are readily carried,

ne vert he less, in the winter egg condition, and many species are rapidly

becoming cosmopolitan. For example, it was probably in this way

that the hop plant-louse was originally brought from Europe to

America and, within recent years, from the East to the far Northwest.

Other still smaller and Less studied insects are undoubtedly carried by
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this method of transportation. Manx of the thrips, for example, of

\ oi i li America have recently been diaeovered to be identical irith those

of Sweden and Russia rhe small plant feeding mites of the family

Phytopidse are also particularly subject to thi> form of commercial

distribution. Nearly all of the wood-boring beetles, common to Europe

and the United States, have probabrj been brought over in nursery

stock, and even tin- large wood-

boring Leopard moth, Zeuzerapy-

rtna, probably came over in Living

plants. This commerce in nurserj

stock and Living plants, is, more-

over, rapidly increasing. Tin- im-

ports into the United States during

the fiscal year ending June 80,

L896, reached the value of nearly

11,000,000, while t he previous year

thej exceeded 1600,000. This class

of importations is, therefore, by

far the most dangerous and affords

the strongest argument for a Bys-

5 r«p/iWtt«onoperdfow; adult (enlarged) teni of inspection.
lame and method of work-natural siz, .-,

y importe<3 fruits fresh and
drawn from Curtis i.

l

dried, other dried food stuffs,

cloths, Lumber, and domestic animals many insects are brought in,

but the opportunities for the establishment of such insects are by

no means as great as are those of insects coming with nursery stock.

As a matter of fact, moreover, the dried-fruit insects and those

affecting domestic animals are in the main already cosmopolitan.

INSKCTS IN PACKING FOR MERCHANDISE.

As to the second means of impor-

tation which we have mentioned, it

is an undoubted fact that insects

may be and doubtless are fre-

quently transported in material

used in packing merchandise. The
well-known Hessian fly is supposed

to have been brought over in straw

bedding by the troop ships dining

the war of the Revolution and to

have recently been carried from Europe to New Zealand in the straw

packing of merchandise. Laws recently proposed in New Zealand,

Australia, and Cape Colony provide that such straw or hay packing

shall be burned immediately the case is opened. ( >ther straw or grass

inhabiting species have also been brought to this country in this way.

Fig. 36.—Apion apricans: male and female

beetles, larva and pupa all greatly enlarged

(redrawn from Ormerod).
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The well lx 1 1 « \\ ii wheal slem sawlh Lorn- of Knrope (CepflUS I"/!/-

m<t us), which lias been round in restricted numbers in portions of

New STork State, is an example, while all of iiie grass-stem maggots
common t<> Europe and North America have also probably reached as

by this method. Grains and grasses, in Pact, all over the world, are

Subject In t lie a I lacks of a host of insects Of all Kinds, ma n \ of w hi eh

pass tin 1 winter upon or within the stems, so ihai Lhe proposed

restrictions of the English colonies just mentioned are by qo means
unwise.

U I IIDBNT LL OfPOBT LTION8.

While the opportunity for the establishment of species brought over
in the more accidental way mentioned in our third categ >rj are much
less frequent than are the chances of species coming over attached to

if1^nm <mx&&^

Fig. 37.

—

OadnU mutator (redrawn from
Curtis).

PlO.88. Chloropa taeniopua : larva? and adult, and
method of work—enlarged (redrawn from( U:

or contained in their normal food, still verymany species which have
flown into a vessel loading at a foreign port in the summer time are

carried to us alive and are liberated with the unloading of the vessel

on our wharves; and occasionally one of these is able through acci-

dental conditions to establish itself and spread. Against sneh si riet ly

accidental importations it will be practically impossible t<» defend

ourselves, and it is fortunate thai the opport unit ies for I he establish-

ment of such forms arc so slight. It is very Likely, however, that

many of the two-winged flies common to Europe and North America

have been brought over in this way and that certain other insects

which in the summer are seeking places of hibernation, sneh as the

clover-leaf weevil and the imported elm leaf-beetle, have been brought

from Europe in this way.
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It would stM-in at first glance thai it would be a simple and extremely

desirable thing for the economic entomologist in tlii^ country to thor-

oughly familiarize himself with the

prominent injurious insects of the

countries having most frequent com-

mercial relations with the United

States, and especially wit h t hose species

which from their habits would seem
most Likely to.be brought into this

country. Such knowledge having be-

come genera] among consulting ento-

mologists, the advent of any foreign

insect would be at once recognized,

and in the event of the establishment

of an inspection system the labors of

the Inspectors would be rendered much
more efficient.

All this is true up to a certain point,

FiG.3a.-GBp*i«pWi!wm«: a, larva; />, but experience 1ms taught us two facts

same enlarged; c, same in wheat which modify this conclusion. The
Kt"M.l W *

i / fl**LSS * *
' ' U 1 1 1 1 t" t't'lH'Llt*" / 1 l" S

Kur..i„.an parasite (Pachyone^us'cai. &rst is that many prominent injurious

citrator) sizesindicated byhair lines insects of foreign count ries, living ill

(reengraved from Insect Life). , .

,

„
such a manner as apparently to favor

their easy commercial distribution and establishment are never car-

ried abroad, or, if so carried, never succeed in establishing them

selves; and the second is that many species unknown as crop enemies

in their native homes, when once transported into a new country

Fig. 40.—Abraxas grosstUariata : larva and adult, natural size (redrawn from Ormerod).

flourish to an astonishing degree ami become pests of the first magni-

tude. So it is impossible to make a list of the injurious insects of

foreign countries for the purpose indicated which shall have any

great value.
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Pig. VL.—Hyponomenta padeUus: adult, larva, and
web, th<> latter containing cocoons, natural size

(redrawn from Ormerod).

Moreover, Aside from ih<' injurious insects of Europe, those of

other countries have not been full} Btudied. There is at present

considerable activity in the stud} of such species in fche Australian

colonies, in British India, and in Cape Colony, and vritbin the last

year or two in Japan* while of

New Zealand the same uiaj be

said; but this interest is of

\n\ recent de\ elopment , and

useful knowledge is as j et

slight. In oilier portions of

the world almost nothing has

been done. China, .Mexico,

South America, tin' settled

port ions of Africa, and ot her

regions which might be also

mentioned are practically un-

known to the economic ento-

mologist.

In spite of the difficulties

pointed out, this paper would fail of its intent were not special men-

tion made of some of the principal foreign insects which have not as

yet succeeded iu establishing themselves

within our territory. An extended cata-

logue of such Species WOUld he impossible

for the reasons mentioned, and for a popu-

lar paper we may nienl ion with some little

detail as to habit only a very few of the

more injurious and striking forms. The
illustrations which are scattered through

tins paper show some prominent insects

of this kind.

At the convention of horticulturists

held in Washington, D. C, in .March.

L897, already mentioned, the delegates

from California insisted upon the neces

sity of quarantine against foreign coun-

tries. While the Slate of California has

long been alive to this question herself.

supporting a quarantine system which

has been very effective as against insects

occurring upon importations consigned

to persons Living with in the State of

California, she 1ms not been able t<> pro-

tect the count ry at hi rue. except measurably, even from insects enter-

ing at the port of San Francisco; but in supporting the idea of national

Legislation against foreign pests, these delegates had particularly in

Fig. r.'. Law ma /-. n Ut ra: ". adult

:

i>. sannv side view; c, larva; d, <<>-

ooon; e, injured apple all slightly

enlarged except <
. which la re-

(lucedi redrawn from Matsumura i.
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mind the danger <>r the Introduction of the Morelos orange fruit

w oiin from Mexico, and th<- Imminence of the danger of such intro-

duction nn as i he immediate cause oft heir attendance at the convention.

1 in MOB iR LNG1 i Id i l w OEM.

For a number of years it has been k no^i n i bat Mexican oranges sold

in the Sev Orleans market occasionally contained maggots. The
writer ascertained i bis w ben \isit ing New ( Orleans as long ago as L881,

but was unable to secure specimens. In L887 Prof. Lawrence Bruner,

then an agent of the Division of Entomology, while visiting Mexico,

secured infested fruit, took it home with him to West 1*01111, Nebr.,

and succeeded in rearing the

adnlt insect, which proved to

be a two-winged fly, described

in 1S73 from .Mexico by Loew,

the Austrian naturalist, as Try-

pi ta huh ns (figs. 26 and 27). Ac-

cording to Bruner's report, this

insect was most abundant in the

oranges raised in the State of

Morelos, 100 miles south of the

City of Mexico, and the state-

ment was made to him while in

the City of Mexico that oranges

from Morelos were very liable to

be thus infested. An article

upon the insect was published

by Riley in the first volume of

Insect Life (July, 1888), but no

further information as to the

natural distribution of the

species was gained for a number
of years. In late December,

1894, and again in February,

1895,theorangegroves of Florida

suffered, as will be remembered, to a very serious extent from severe

cold. Hundreds of thousands of trees were killed and the orange

crop for that year was practically annihilated. It resulted that dur-

ing January, February, and March, 1895, and again during December,

1895, and January, 1896, orange buyers spread out into the West
India Islands, and many of them went to Mexico. The shipments of

Mexican oranges into the United States took an enormous jump, and

the markets of our Northern and Eastern States were largely supplied

with this fruit. Many persons saw the Morelos orange fruit worm in.

oranges upon their tables for the first time during these winters, and

many newspapers contained accounts of the supposedly new insect.

Fig. 4&.—Nephopteryx mbrizonella : adult above,

larva just beneath, egg mass on twig at right;

damaged pear with pupa at left—all natural

size (redrawn from Matsumura).
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III onl\ OI1C CJlSO, hoWl'VOT, 80 t&l ftfl W I ' U I low , \\ ;i -> ;i 1 1 <
• ll orl made to

trace the exact source of the Infested fruit. Prof, \v. c Johnson,
now of the Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station, but then

assisting Prof. 8. A. Forbes, at Champaign, III., found the worms in

Mis own breakfast oranges, traced the stock to a particular dealer in

Chicago, and from him learned that the consignment of which these

oranges were a pari came from just south of the Citj of Mexico pre-

sumably i he State of Morelos.

For some years past the Mexican oranges have reached the Califor-

nia market in the early fall, before the California fruit has ripened.

Shipments have been begun as early as October ami have continued
up to December, when the California fruit is hi for consumption.
The occurrence <>f these .Morelos maggots in some of this fruit was
pointed out in certain of the California papers during the fall of L896,

with the result which has already been indicated.

The shipment of this .Mexican fruit through to the Northern United
States can do no possible harm, since this species, so far as known,
breeds only in citrus fruits. Even did it attack other fruits, such as

peaches, pears, and apples, as some of its close allies are known to

do, the fact that the oranges are shipped in winter would bar its intro-

duction. During the seasons following the Florida freezes this fruit

was even carried into Florida and was found upon the tables at the

principal winter resorts in that State. So little native fruit was left

in the Slate, however, that even this could not be considered as very

dangerouB. The carriage of infested fruit into the State of California,

however, is quite another matter. It arrives there just before the

California fruit begins to ripen. A .Mexican orange containing these

maggots thrown away even at some distance from an orange orchard

might result, as can readily be seen, in the establishment of this

destructive species in ( alifornia. There is little wonder, then, at the

interest felt in the matter by fruit growers in that state.

In 1894, as we have already staled, an agent of the Division of

Entomology was sent to Mexico for the purpose of Investigating the

insects injurious to agriculture, 'lids agent, Prof. C. II. T. Town-
send, reported incidentally upon this insect, although his trip was
made before the "scare," if we may call it so. had developed, lb-

showed that oranges were shipped from Guayinas ami Hermosillo, in

Sonora. Sonora oranges were sent to Chicago ami other eastern

points, some going, however, to California to the San Francisco mar-

ket. The Morelos oranges, according to the informal ion which he was
able to gain, were shipped only as far as the City of Mexico. This,

however, we have already shown was a mistake. From the Guadala-

jara region oranges were shipped by the car Load through to northern

points, mainly to Kansas City. The same was the case with the

oranges of Tamaulipas. lb- could find no evidence that Trypeta

ludens infested any oranges except those from the State of Morelos.
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During the winter of i- however, it was learned from American
orange buyers thai the Morelos fruit worm existed also in tin State

of Puebla.

During bis travels in tin- summer ami fall <>f 1897 in Mexico, Mr.

Albert Koebele was good enough to further investigate thi^ question

of the distribution of t hi-> insect. II** was informed bj the agent of the

Wells, Fargo Company, at the Citj of Mexico, in October, 1897, that

bin few oranges are no^w shipped by this company. A few years since,

however, large quantities from the State of Morelos were delivered i<>

their office by the (nteroceanio Railroad, to be shipped to the United

States via El Paso, their ultimate destination being unknown to the

agent. The freight agentof the National Railroad informed him that

but few oranges were shipped from the stale of Morelos; many, how-

ex er, w ere shipped from the States further norl h, principally for New
Orleans and Central States.

The agent of the [nteroceanic Railroad informed him that some of

the fruit was shipped by his railroad, chiefly from Jalapa, and thence

to Vera Cruz, and no doubt from that place by steamer to New Orleans

and other points. It was by this road that, in Mr. Koebele's opinion,

the largest quantity of the Morelos oranges were exported, since their

line runs through the States of Morelosand Puebla. This agent stated

that about LOO car Loads are shipped annually from Jalisco. He was
informed by the agent of the Mexican Central Railroad that but few

oranges were shipped from the city of Mexico, though a great many
were shipped from further north, and especially from the Guadalajara

branch, chiefly to St. Louis and Chicago. An experienced fruit mer-

chant informed him that he had found the larva in Morelos oranges

and also in considerable number in those from Michoacan, Puebla,

and Jalisco. The same merchant also informed him that the National

Railroad buys Large lots of oranges in the City of Mexico for shipment.

This represents onr actual knowledge of the distribution of the

species in Mexicodown to the autumn of 1 s«>7. Appreciating the desir-

ability from every point of view of exact information on this impor-

tant question, Professor Townsend was commissioned to visit in

November and December, 1 897, every orange-growing district of

Mexico, with the exception of Sonora, and to examine into conditions

with relation to this one insect, lie carried out his mission with suc-

cess, ami found, as anticipated by the writer, that the orange fruit

worm occurs practically wherever oranges are grown to any extent in

Mexico. Good evidence was gathered of the existence of the species

in the following localities: Morelos, Cordova, Vantepec, Coatepec,

Teoselo, Amacnsac, Puente de Ixtla, Tolinian, Jalapa, San Luis

l'otosi, Pueblo Nnevo, Cnernavaca, Monterey, Linares, Monteniorelos,

Chihuahua, Guadalajara, Escalon, San Cristobal, Ameca, La Barca,

Victoria, Tuxpan, Jalisco, Manzanillo, Acapulco, and Guerrero. The
fruit flies have actually been reared in Washington) D. C, from
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oranges received from Professor Townsend from the City of Mexico,

from Cordova, Prom Jalapa, and from Tampioo. There Is, however,

do certainty as to where the Tampico oranges were grown.

Mexican orai owers have become much Interested in the sub-

ject of the California opposition t<> their fruit, .-
1 > > < I are naturally,

though not justifiably, indignant al the California call for quarantine

or prohibition of their fruit. ( >m- of t he Leading industrial papers of

Mexico, El Progreso, contained a Leading article Last spring insisting

that the true cause of the California movement was " the desire which

these horticulturists have of freeing themselves from the competition

which grows more threatening for them day by day, and no1 that of

escaping from the problematic Infestation.'
1

The knowledge of the exact details of the Life history of Trypeta

ludens may prove of value in this apparent emergency. Unfortu-

nately, the insect has not been carefully studied in its native home by
a competent entomologist. Bruner brought back with him in the

early winter specimens of oranges containing Larvae, and from these

bred the adult fly the following February. All of the oranges showed

a more or less well-defined outward sign of the depredations of some
insect enemy. In one a freshly made hole coming to the surface was
found, and one of the maggots was observed protruding. December
30 several of the larva' had pupated, Inning left the fruit Decem-

ber 22. The fruit itself had rotted and molded, and about one-half

of : he pulp had been devoured. The first adult appeared February 9.

The adults of both sexes were confined with ripe fruit to see if they

would oviposit in the orange, if not on the tree. Experiments failed,

however, and none of the flies laid eggs, all dying after several <:

Johnson experimented with two infested oranges. In both instances

the fruit was perfect, so far as outward appearances were concerned.

There were no visible ruptures or punctures in the skin, and the flavor

of the fruit was sweet and luscious. The maggots when first noticed,

on January 10, were about one-third of an inch long, of a dirty whit ish

color, and worked their way freely through the pulp. The t'rnit was

placed in a dish with some larva*, and after three or four days became
xevy moldy; but the larvae continued feeding until January 18, when

two of them, having readied the length of 1 1 mm., left the oranges and

burrowed into the ground, one pupating on the iMst and the other on the

24th. The first adult, a male, issued February 28, or just thirty-eight

days after pupation. Four days later the second (ly emerged.

The observations of both .Messrs. Johnson and Bruner show thai

the fly is hardy ami will stand considerable neglect. Mr. Johnson

kept a male and female for several days in close confinement in a

glass-covered dish and they were seemingly as active as everwheE
removed. Mr. Bruner showed that the flies can stand a consider-

able variation in temperature, since on several occasions during his

1 a97 35
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experiments tin* meroury fell below the fre point In the room
where bis breeding ttood.

The oranges received at Washington from Professor Townsend from

the City of Mexico, Cordova, Jalapa, and Tampico all arm ed between
member 26 and December 21, l s •

> 7 . Thefirsl flies were reared Jan-

uary L2, L898, ami between thai date and February ''> twenty-five

active specimens emerged, of which fifteen were females.

The different 8 of the insect, with the exception of the egg, are

well indicated by fig. 27, The larva is dirty white, the puparium is

light brown, and the adult By is straw yellow in its general color.

The bristles upon its body are black and the stripes upon the body

are silver yellow. The markings upon the wings, as shown by the

figure, are brownish yellow with brown edges.

OTHER FRUIT INSECTS l\ MKXICO.

There are other insects which attack the fruit of citrus plants in

Mexico of which we know much less than we do about the Morelos

orange worm, A broad, stout maggot, which may belong to the same
family as this worm, is found in oranges in the States of Michoacan
and Jalisco, and in the same States a little caterpillar of the family

TortricidaB works in the skin of the fruit. Insects of the same genus

as Trypeia ludens are also found in Mexico, and the larva of one of

these has the injurious habit of working in peaches in much the same
way as T. ludetis does in oranges and as the so-called "railroad

worm," or apple maggot {Trijpeta pomonella), works in apples in the

northeastern United States. This species has been reared by Mr.

Eoebele from peaches at Orizaba and is Trypeta acidusa Walk. It is

shown by fig. 28.

INJURIOUS AUSTRALIAN INSECTS.

From a stuttyof the recent Australian reports and from correspond-

ence with certain of the newly appointed colonial entomologists, it

appears that there are several very destructive insects in Australia

which are entirely unlike anything occurring in the United States, and

which may at the same time be imported, and if imported might

prove disastrous to certain fruit-growing industries. These are the

apple root-borer (Leptops hopei), the apple fruit beetle (Doticus pesti-

lens), the harlequin fruit bug (Din<lymus versicolor), and the cherry

borer (Maroga giganteUa).

The apple root-borer (tig. 29) belongs to a genus which is indigenous

to Australia, forty-four species having been found in the various colo-

nies. For the past thirty years the species in question has been known
in Victoria to attack fruit trees, especially apples and pears, but it has

only recently become a serious scourge. In one case 13 acres of fine

trees, most of which had been in full bearing, were rooted up and

destroyed, owing to the damage done by this insect. The affected
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tr668 died from the ii.p branches downward, ;ni<l upon examination

the larger roots, mainly 8 Inches or more below the surface, were

rmiiid to have been tunneled by the Larva of Leptops, as shown by

fig. 29. The figure of tin- larva and its wori has been adapted from

Mr. Charles French's " Handbook of destructive insects of V ifiMri.-i,"'

and i liai of i he beef le from K Lrbj

,

The apple beetle attacks tin' fruit of the apple and bids fair in por-

tions of Australia i<> rival the codling moth In Its damage. 1
1 capac-

ity for damage Is, In a way, greater than thai of the codling moth,

since the latter Insect, while frequently spoiling fruit for table pur

poses, does not damage II for cider. Indeed, as Walsh once said, It

is problematical whether the presence of thousands of codling-moth

Larvae In cider apples does no1 Improve I In 1 quality of the cider. The
work of the Dotieus, however, results in the complete shriveling of

the apple, rendering it unfit for any purpose whatever, as indicated

by fig. 30. The beetle is a minute species, brown in color, per-

haps one-sixth of an inch in length, and of the general appearance
shown by fig. 30. Mr. French considers that this insect was probably

imported from West Australia into Victoria, either from Queensland
or some of the Polynesian group of islands. The exact period at

which the eggs of the insect were deposited is not known, and little

is known, in fact, about the other points in the natural history of the

species. Apples containing the grub wither and dry up, and the

shriveled fruit frequently hangs upon the tree for a whole year.

The fact that the fruit does not at once begin to wither allows an

opportunity for the exportation of the insect within apples, and ren-

ders the spread of the species possible. The Australian apples re-

ceived at the port of San Francisco have frequently been found by

Mr. Craw, of the California board of horticulture, to contain shriveled

fruit, resembling that in which the Dotieus has been working; but up
to the present time no evidence has been found of the incoming of the

living insect.

The harlequin fruit bug (Dindymus versicolor) is a small red and

black bug, illustrated by fig. 31, which is found only in the Australian

colonies. The eggs are laid during the late summer months, among
rubbish, under logs, stones, decayed wood, and stubble. The young
insects, which have an odor, by the way. like bedbugs, and crawl

actively around, sucking the juices of growing plants, upon attaining

wings fly into the trees, and have been the cause of much damage to

the apple crop. They insert their beaks into the side of the ripening

apples, extracting the juice and causing the apples to become spotty.

The cherry borer (Maroga giganieUa) is the larva of the moth
shown by fig. 32. These larva 1

,
which are pinkish white in color,

destroy cherry trees, plums, apricots, nectarines, ami even guin

by boring at first trader the bark and then into the heart of the I

The sawdust-like excretion on the trees is a sufficient indication of
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the presence of this larva. As earlj m I860, thii insect ras reported

i)\ the late Henry Edwards to have destroyed nearly all of the cherry

trees in a la rden at Richmond, Victoria. This insect, accord-

ing it» .Mr. Edwards, was originally a borer in the black irattle

(Acacia decwrrens), and lias evidently transferred its attention!

from this tree bo fruit trees. Curiously enough, although boring

in WOOd like the lar\a of the moth i'amiU CoSSicUe, this insect Ifl a

Tortrioid, the majority of the species of which arc leaf rollers.

The .strawberry beetle (lihui<ifi<i perdu'), shown at fig. .'33, ifl an-

other of the Australian species. It is reported to be a very serious

enemy of the strawberry grower, and in some eases of tin* grower

of raspberries, in Victoria. They destroy both the flower and leaf

stalks by tunneling, and the larvffi eat large holes in the crown of

the plant, killing it outright. The beetles are most plentiful in

December, and are found until the early part of February.

THE BERMUDA PEACH MAGGOT.

Before referring to Knropean pests of importance which have not

yet reached us, attention must once more be called to the occurrence

in neighboring West India islands of a fruit insect of great impor-

tance. We refer to the peach maggot of Bermuda (Ceratitis capi-

t(ita). This insect (fig. 34) has already a very wide distribution,

and this not only in peaches, but also in oranges and other fruit. It

occurs in the East Indies, in South Africa, in Mediterranean coun-

tries, as well as in Bermuda, and it is a wonder that it lias not already

established itself in this country. In Bermuda, some years ago, the

peach crop was almost annually completely destroyed by this insect,

and this has practically been the case since 1866. Many peach

t rees have been cut down owing to its damage.

A FEW EUROPEAN DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS.

It would be interesting to mention the habits of a number of liable

importations from Europe, but there is space for only a few.

One of the insects most abundantly treated in European works on

destructive insects is the celery, or parsnip, fly (
TephrUis onoperdinis).

The celery crop suffers more severely from the attacks of this insect

than does the parsnip. The eggs are laid on or in the leaf, and from

these hatch maggots which feed between the upper and the under sur-

face of the leaf, causing large blister- like patches. Where the insect

is abundant, the leaves are destroyed and the plants are consequently

greatly damaged. When full-grown, the maggots generally leave the

leaf and transform beneath the surface of the ground. There are

several broods, and development is rapid. This species is shown at

fig. 35.

There are already two important clover enemies in the shape of
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beetles Imported from Europe, \i/., the clover poo! borer (Uylesiwus
'//) and the clover-leaf weevil (Phyionomus pwnctatus), There

are several other European beetles, however, which in their native

home are even more destructive than these species, and which, \\ is

rather surprising, have no1 yel been reported. Prominent among
these Is one of the pear-shaped weevils, known osApion cuprican (fig.

They are common upon red ;m<l purple clover, laying their e

in the blossom heads. Tin* Larvae Peed on the still unripe seeds and

seriously injure i he production of clover* ed. The leads wither rap-

idly, and when the Larva are full grown they turn to pup;' al the

bottom of the lower, the weevils issuing in about h fortnight. There

are several broods each year. The harvested clover retains the

insects, and swarms of weevils issue from It.

In Europe qo insect is more prominent as an enemy to small

than Osdnis frit, t lie " frit fly, "as it is called in England. Already

the Hessian fly and the wheal midge from Europe have established

themselves in this country, and it is astonishing that not only Osd-
nis frit, but several other allied species, such as the gout fly or ribbon-

footed corn fly (Chlorops tceniopus), have not also been brought over

in hay or straw packing. The frit fly is especially abundant and

injurious in northern Europe. Its maggot works in the stems and

Leaves of the young growing plant, and has also been recorded as

feeding in its second generation on the soft grains in the ears of

barley, thereby causing the Light, worthless development of the grain

known in Swedish as "frits"—hence the name of the fly, A nearly

related European species, Oscinis vastator, is illustrated by tig. 37.

The ribbon-footed corn fly (fig. 38) affects wheat, ryv. and barley, but

is most prevalent on barley. The work of its larva 1 produces -t swol-

len state of the heads of the grain, the ear being unable to burst its

sheaths. The eggs are laid in the forming ear while still wrapped in

the sheathing Leaves, and the Larva forms a tunnel down one vide of

the stem to the uppermost knot, where it changes to a puparium.

A well-known wheat enemy in Europe, known in England as the

corn sawfly, Cephus pygTruzus (fig. 39), has already reached this coun-

try, although, contrary to what might be expected, it has attracted

no attention by its injuries. It has been found at Ithaca and Buf-

falo, N. Y., and near Ottawa, Canada, as well as in Manitoba. It

was first captured in this country near Ithaca, certainly as early as

1882. The female lays her eggs one al a time in the wheat stem, just

below one of the knots. The larva feeds on the SOfl inner substance

of the stalk, and about harvest time, or a little before, reaches the

base of the stem, where it gnaws a ring so nearly through thai the

Straw readily falls with its own weight or from a slight wind. Prom
the drain <>n the vitality of the stalk, the ear seldom produces the

usual number of seed or full seed, and frequently appears white

when the remainder of the field is green. This is an Insect which
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instantly liabl be reintroduced should prei ions Introductions

die oul from one cause or .mot her.

The oommonesl of our eurranl worms, the larva of a sawfly,

nut/us ventricosus, lean Importation from Europe, but the commonest
of the European currant worms has not 3 ohed as. It is the

larva of the so-called magpie moth, Abraxas grossidariata (fig. 40),

and riable species, one of the common forms of which we have

Illustrated. The caterpillar feeds on both gooseberry and currant, is

widely distributed in Europe, and Is one of the oommonesl of the

English Species. The caterpillar is one of the LoOpers, and make- Its

appearance in August or September. It, passes the winter in the cat-

erpillar stage, among the leaves and rubbish at the surface of the

ground, coming out again in the early spring and feeding upon the

new foliage, doing its principal damage at this time.

One of the most serious enemies of apple trees in parts of Europe

is the small ermine, Hyponomeuta padeUus (fig. 41). This insect,

which is mentioned in almost every work upon European economic

entomology, is a small white moth, with black spots on its forewii

which lays its eggs in roundish bunches on small twigs, covering

them with a gummy substance, yellow at first, hut gradually changing

to a dark brown, so as not to be easily distinguished from the brown

twigs. The eggs hatch about the end of October in England, but the

caterpillars remain sheltered by thegum until spring, when the leaves

begin to unfold. They burrow into the young leaves and at first feed

upon the parenchyma, afterwards destroying the whole leaf, feeding

in companies and spinning webs, as shown in the figure. The moths

appear about the end of June.

SOME DANGEROUS JAPANESE INSECTS.

Of Japanese insects we need mention at this time only two species.

These are the apple fruit borer (Laverna hereUera Dup.) and the pear

fruit borer (Nephopteryx rubrizonella Rag.). Accounts of each have

been sent us by Prof. M. Matsumura, of the agricultural college at

Sapporo. The figures which we introduce of these two insects are

redrawn from Professor Matsumura's sketches.

The apple fruit borer (fig. 42) is said to be the most troublesome

insect with which the fruit growers of Japan have to contend. It is

thought to have been introduced into the country, and is now met with

there wherever apples are grown. The larvae live only in the core of

the apple, injuring the seeds. They mature in about a month, make
a passage through the flesh of the fruit, crawl or drop to the ground or

emerge from the fallen fruit, making white cocoons in the earth and

hibernating in the pupa stage. It produces only one brood each

season.

On the day that these words were written, November 11, 1897, parts

of two apples were received from Mr. Craw, at San Francisco, which
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a passenger <>n the steamer from Japan bad given him, and which

showed evidence of the wrork of what ls^ ery probably this insect. No
specimens of the Insect itself were found, but the apples contained the

Larval burrows Leading to the oore, and two of the >eeds bad been

eaten out. Ii Is ii«»i Likel] that the passenger would nave bought

damaged apples Ln Japan, and, therefore, it Is probable that t tie Larvae

issued From the fruit on the journey; so that It appears to us that this

insect is one which is particularly liable to be introduced. Ii has

since been learned that this insect has already probably gained a

foothold in Brit isli ( lolumbia.

The pear fruit borer (fig. tS) is the Larger of two species of similar

habits found in Japan. Professor Matsumura states thai pear grow-

ers i«»se every year from .'JO to 50 per cent of their crops from this

insect, which is more troublesome than the apple fruit borer. The
eggs are laid under a small twig, in clusters of twenty, protected by a
white silken web. They hatch early in June, at the time when Hie

fruit has reached the size of a cherry. The young Larvae spin a con-

siderable amountof silken thread on the twigs and make their way to

different fruits near by, which they puncture to the core, always

leaving a blackish openingat their entrance. Their pres< nee is r

ily detected by these holes. The larval stage lasts three weeks or

more, and the pupal change is undergone within thin silken cocoons

inside the fruit. The insect hibernates in the egg stage.

NATIONAL QUARANTINE AND INSPECTION.

It would be a comparatively simple matter to go on indefinitely

with these brief accounts of foreign insects, hut for reasons already

pointed out this is not considered necessary. It has been shown that

the majority of our most injurious insects have been imported. It

has also been shown that not only are there many other injurious

insects in foreign countries which are noted enemies of cultivated

crops, and which are constantly liable to be brought over under our

present lack of inspection, but also that species of foreign countries

not known as especially injurious are liable to multiply i \ ely

and to become serious pests when brought into this country.

The remedy for this condition of affairs is obvious. Laws must be

passed establishing a sysiem of inspection of dangerous classes of

merchandise, just as has already been done in the case of live St

and just as has already been done in a partial way by the State of

Califoi nia.

The experience in California is an interesting one and its results

should be appreciated. By the operations of a state law ami by the

cooperat ion of the common carriers of the state, an Inspection sys

ha-- been carried on !'or a number of years, which, without doubt, has

prevented the establishment of many species «»f injurious insects

within the State boundaries. Ever} vessel containing suspected
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artic bering at the port of San Francisco is examined i>> the State

offloer, vrhohas power to condemn or to order treated all plants, 1

1

nurserj M«>ck, or fruit consigned t<> pereonfl living in California,

which, in his judgment, maj need Buch condemnation or treatment.

This system of Inspection at tlie porl of San Francisco, however,

3 not protect the country as a whole, except Indirectly, since arti-

cles consigned to persons Living outside <>f the State are beyond the

jurisdiction of the State officials. The protection of a national law

is, therefore, needed, even at San Francisco. The passage of some

such national measure as that recommended i>y the convention of

horticulturists and agriculturists held in Washington, I). C, March 5

would seem, from a consideration of the facts here presented, to he

abundantly justified by the constant danger which threatens our

agricultural and horticultural interests.



THE AGRICULTURAL OUTLOOK OF THE (OAST REGION
OF ALASKA.

By Wai.ti.i; II. K\ Lire, Ph. J).,

Botanist of tin QffUu of Eocpt riiru nt Statii

[NTRODUCTION.

During the summer of l si »7 the writer visited that pari of the coast

region of Alaska which extends from Dixon Entrance to LTnalaska to

investigate the agricultural and horticultural possibilities of that

country. Including numerous side and return trips, a distance con-

siderably exceeding 4,000 miles was traveled by boat, there being no

other means of travel. The time covered was from June 8 to S<-pi em-

ber 11, and there is scarcely a village along the entire route that was

not visited, or concerning which reliable information was not secured.

GENERAL TOPOGRAPHY.

The region visited consists of numerous islands and peninsulas,

the shore line everywhere being irregular and indented by innumer-

able bays and. inlets. (See PI. XXXIT, fig. 1.) Hills and mountains

abound, with valleys of greater or less extent, but occasionally

considerable areas of apparently level land are met with along the

shore line or along the larger streams. Much of the land is boggy,

the marshes often extending to a considerable distance up the rather

steep hillsides. On the Kenai Peninsula and on the western side

of Cook Inlet, in the vicinity of West Foreland and Tyoonock,

are extensive plateaus, but elsewhere the surface is more or Less

broken. Two large rivers, the Stikine and the Copper, are found in

this region. They cut through the coast ranges and extend some dis-

tance into the interior. At the head of Cook Inlet are 1 wo other

rivers of considerable size, the Sushitna and the Knik. The other

st reams of the coast region are mostly small in size and comparatively

short. Fresh-water lakes of greater or Less extent are numerous
throughout the region, their margins being more or Less marshy,

depending on the contour of their surroundings. Tide flatsof con-

siderable extent exist at the delta of the Copper River and at the

month of the stikine River.

Much of the land, even on the rather steep hillsides, is boggy, the

drainageusuallybeing poor. The formation of the soiland theblanket
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, almost universally present, greatly extends the mar b

This mossy blanket, much of which is composed of sphagnum, occurs

rly all along t he coasl region, in some places i he
'

if dead and
livii ivering the ground to a depth of several feet. Thepo
possessed by the moss of absorbing and retaining large amount
water and its character as a nonconductor of heat will, to some extent,

account for the cold, wet condition of the underlying soil. The pres-

ence of this dense mossy layer makes traveling very difficult, since

crevices, rocks, fallen limbs, and trees are so covered that numerous
pitfalls are hidden from sight. Limited experiments have shown that

beneficial results follow the removal of the moss so that the soil may
be warmed and thawed earlier in the season.

Considered from an agricultural standpoint, the coasl region is

divided by a wide stretch of mountains, embracing the St. Klias and

Fairweather ranges, into two rather characteristic regions, a timbered

and a treeless region. The southeast or wooded region extends from

Dixon Entrance to Cross Sound or a little beyond, a distance of about

4 degrees of latitude. The greater portion of this region is embraced

in the great Alexandrian Archipelago, which consists of more than

1,000 islands, and the mainland as far as Juncan. The larger islands

of this region are Prince of Wales, Kupreanof, Baranof, Admiralty,

and Chichagof. The smallest of these islands is about 50 miles long,

while Prince of Wales Island is about 120 miles long and about 40

miles wide. The second or southwestern region, much of which is

barren of trees, extends from Cook Inlet along the Alaskan Peninsula

westward, including the Aleutian Archipelago, Kadiak, and the neigh-

boring islands, the Shumagin group, and numerous other smaller

islands. The northern and northeastern part of this region contains

some timber, but in general the region is characterized byits remark-

able wealth of grasses. Toward the western portion of this area the

arborescent flora disappears entirely or is represented by a few small,

stunted shrubs, mostly willows.

MKTEOROLOGY.

In general, the coast region of Alaska is characterized by great rain-

fall and a rather constant temperature, due to the Japan current, which

sweeps the whole coast. The popular idea of extremes of temperature

throughout this region is erroneous. In many places zero temperature

is seldom experienced, and the lowest recorded temperature (Fahren-

heit) during a period of about ten years, as given by the United States

Weather Bureau, at Juneau was — 1°; at Killisnoo, — 2°; at Sitka,

— 3°; at Kadiak, — 2°. On the other hand, the maximum tempera-

tures observed at the same stations were : Sitka, 80° ; Juneau, 88°

;

Killisnoo, 84°; and Kadiak, 70°. The average daily range of the

thermometer during the summer months is very small. On several

occasions during cloudy weather a variation of but 2° was noticed at
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Fig. 1 .-Government Building and Harbor, Sitka.

fc ;.«

- - ;.

Fig. 2. -Alaskan Red Top, Sitka.
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Kadiak; and ;tt Killisi , observations were reported in •' win- In which

there wras no diurnal variation. The following tables sHom the a\ er-

monthly temperatures and rainfall of ei ations Ln Alaska,

and for comparison ili<' Bame data for several places in northern

Europe and this country are added. The data for the meteorologj

of Alaska were supplied by the United States Weather Bureau, and,

while somewhat fragmentary, covers a1 each bation the following

number of years: Wrangel, four years; Sitka, twelv< Juneau,

eighl years; Killi fourteen years; Cadiak, fcwelv< I

laska, sis years; St. Michaels, twelve years, and Pyramid Harbor,

five 3 ea re.

( 'ompilation of avt rage i> m />< rati

ion.
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cipitatton.

Station.

Wnuigtll l

Sitka 1

Juneau l

Killisnoo 1

Kadiak 1

I ' mikuka '.

St. Michaels 1

Pyramid Harbor l

Trondtijem, Nor-

way 2

Bergen, Norway 2

Christiania, Nor-

way 2

Helsingfors, Fin-

land 3

Stockholm, Swe-

den 4

Orkney Islands 6
.

Scotland 9

Winnipeg, Mani-

toba 7

Qu'Appelle, As-

siuiboia 7

Port Angeles,
Wash 7

In.

10.59

5.26

0.50

115.81

o.si;

2. 88

8.88

G. 1)3

1.22

1.47

0.88

4.29

3.95

0.66

0.38

4.90

u

a
c

In.

6, TO

E
1

In.

7. 78

4.80' 6.48

5.03

8.70

7.(58

0.18

6.06

2.28

5.55

0.84

1.20

0.44

3.11

3.00

1.27

0.07

8. 83

4.88

8.48

0. 46

8.81

2. 52

4.3;}

1.06

1.18

1.34

2.71

2. 78

1.20

0.64

2. 5:5

ft

In.

3.87

6.08

2.56

4.01

7.51

11. I'.i

1.19

2.20

3.78

1.10

Lao

2.85

1.86

2. 15

1.35

1.08

1.90

In

8. 08

7. 88

2.80

4.49

0.88

1
1".

2. 32

4.09

1.7:

L8i

3.12

1.55

2.29

2.72

1.52

1.05

//,

3.87

2. IK)

4. HI

4. 88

1.40

1.31

2.48

4.8

2.04

1.72

1.58

2.17

2.50

3.84

3.35

1.50

In.

4. 14

5. 25

3. 53

3.38

2. 78

1.76

1.18

8.66

6.06

3.34

2.09

2. 80

2. 68

3.11

a 88

2. 85

0. 27

3
be

4

In

2. 88

i

;;. in

2. 61

1.45

2. 50

t;. 86

2.87

2.71

4.57

2.84

3.55

3.46

1.37

0.85

1
3

10. '.14

10.84

6.39

7.20

8. 04

8.80

3.87

2. w

8.80

1.26

2.72

3. ti

2.00

1.14

2.10

I

E

Z

In

12. 88

8 08

LL8fi

1.84

4.03

4.29

8.78

2.56

2.57

3.28

4.85

4.05

1.73

1.02

2.91

5

-

A

In.

11.08

M 77

0. 43

8.80

0.79

5.01

8.60

0. 7:(

1 n

;.'. 48

L'. 65

3.89

3. 82

1.08

(1.07

3.52

In.

5.84

7.94

11.81

0.87

4.50

4.25

7.44

1.20

1 - til

0.69

4.33

3.97

1.39

0.64

5.35

P^

In.

88.n
68.fl

88 l'.

88. 1

1

l». M

88. 18

22. 51

25. 22

36.95

38.83

23.93

16.35

29.35

In.

86. 44

23. 57

'.< 88

8.47

29.63

12.92

10.88

13.16

11.94

15.12

15.24

9.73

5.77

1 Compilation U. S. Department of Agriculture, Weather Bureau.
1 Landrugsdirekt. Beretning, 1893.

s Ofver. Finska Vetenskaps. Soc. Fordhandlingar. Average 1869-1878.

4 Meteor. laktag. Sverige k. Svensk. Vetensk. Akad., 1880.

5 Trans. Highland and Agricultural Society, Scotland, 1874.

« Idem, 1895.

7 Monthly Weather Review, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Weather Bureau, 1893.

In the foregoing tables, in addition to the usual data, there is added

the total sum of temperatures for the five months in which most plant

growth is made, that is, May 1 to September 30, the sum of the effect-

ive temperatures for the same time, and the rainfall for the same

period. It appears from the tables that several of the north Euro-

pean stations have lower annual temperatures than some of the

Alaskan places, while the total temperatures for the period indicated

at Wrangell, Juneau, and Sitka are almost the same as those for the

same period at Trondhjem and Bergen, in Norway, Helsingfors, Fin-

land, the whole of Scotland, Orkney Islands, and at Port Angeles,

Wash. The sum of effective temperatures for the Alaskan towns,

although somewhat lower than the same factors for the European
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stations in several Instances, however, surpass the effective tempera-

tures of several Localities of known agricultural capabilities.

The annual rainfall for the southern coast of Alaska, as Bhown in

the tabic of average precipitation, i*> rather heavj when compared
with other regions, ranging, as if does, From 35.03 Inches at Pyramid
Harbor to 92.4 Inches at (Jnalaska. The onlj European region given
in the table where a nearly equal rainfall is Bhown is thai at Bergen,

with 73,18 inches. If we consider the rainfall of Alaska for the five

growing months, Maj i to September •'!", ii is seen that with the

exception of Juneau only one-third or less of i he annual precipitation

falls during 11m* summer months. Tin* total amount ol summer rain-

fall, while Large, is not excessive, especially when ii is Bhown that

Raleigh, N. c, lias an annual precipitation of 55. 67 inch*

which falls during the period indicated. Washington, I). C, with an
annual precipitation of 43.59, and Indianapolis, In<l.. with 13.09, have,

respectively, 21.29 and 20.54 inches during the same period. The
summer rainfall of each of these places exceeds thai of Wrangell,

Pyramid Harbor, and Killisnoo, and thai of Raleigh is exceeded by
Juneau alone. Official data relative to the proportion of sunshine

and cloudy days, or days on which there was some rainfall, are

extremely meager. From private records it was found that at Juneau,
in 1894, during the five summer months, (here were fifty-nine clear

and sixty-three rainy days; in 1895, fifty-six clear and sixty-seven

rainy days; and in 189G, sixty-1 wo clear and sixty-seven rainy days.

This enumeration includes under clear days those recorded as fair,

but no account is taken of cloudy days on which there was no rain-

fall. At Klawock, in 1804, during tin 1 summer, there were sixty-three

cleai 1 and fifty-five rainy days; at Sitka, according to Dr. Dall. in

Bepoii of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1808, there were dur-

ing the year ending October 31, 1808, one hundred ami six fair and

one hundred and thirty-four rainy days; at Mellakahtla during the

summer months of 1893 there were fifty-seven clear and eighty-two

rainy days. Comparing the proportion of sunshine and rainfall in

some of the European stations it appears that in Stirlingshire, Scot-

land, as an average of fourteen years' observations, there were two

hundred and five days on which some rain fell. In Sutherland, S

land, with an annual rainfall of 31.71 inches, there were, in L875, one

hundred ami fifty-seven days with 0.1 inch or more rainfall; in

there were two hundred ami nine.

In general, along the coast region, the winter's Bnow has disap-

peared at sea level by the middle of April, although snow flurries are

common for sometime after thai date. Killing frosts are seldom <•

rienced between .May and October. Ai Bietlakahtla, on Annette

Island, in the southern part of Alaska, during L893, the lasl Killing

firosl occurred April '".. and the lir.-a in autumn was October 30. Com-

paring the temperature, rainfall, proportion of clear and cloudy days
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of Sitka, Wrangell, and Killisnoo with the data of various agricul-

tural regions of tin- higher latitude* <>f Europe, il is Been thai the

ooniparison Is nol wholly unfavorable to the Alaskan statio

SOll>.

The soils of Alaska to a great extent are <>i

-

vegetable origin and to

naiderable degree resemble what are called tin- rice lands of the

South or the peal formations <>i' Europe and elsewhere. In some
places in southeastern Alaska there are deep deposits of this rich-

Looking soil overlying slate or conglomerate bed rock, with often a

deposit of gravel intervening. Sometimes there is an impervious

stratum of clay underlying the black soil. Where the soil lies directly

on bed roek or is underlain with clay, the drainage is usually poor

aud the land more or less marshy.

Samples of what appeared to be average soils were collected al vari-

ous places and transmitted to the Division of Soils of the Depart-

ment. The chief of that division, Prof. Milton Whitney, has reported

on a number of these, and to him the writer is indebted for the data

relating to their analysis. The water capacity of these soils and the

tenacity with which they retain it is shown by the water content of

the air-dry samples, ranging from 1 to 47 per cent. The amount of

organic matter ranges from 3.01 per cent in a subsoil to G1.19 percent

in a soil from a small meadow at Sitka. In some of the garden soils

there is a high percentage of coarse material (gravel and slate), which
is undoubtedly due to attempts having been made to warm and lighten

the soil by the addition of these substances. The presence of large

amounts of very coarse material in the soil taken from the spruce bog

at Wrangell and of a sample taken from a ditch running through a

bog in Juneau find a possible explanation in the action of land slides

which have been of not infrequent occurrence in that country. The
following table shows the relative percentages of coarse material, fine

earth, etc., of the specimens analyzed:

Percentage of course material andfine earth in Alaskan soils and subsoils.

Sitka

Wrangell

Juneau . ..

Kadiak . .

.

Do....

Do ...

Wrangell

Sitka

Locality.
Description of

sample.

Garden soil

.

Beach soil . .

.

Spruce soil .

Meadow soil

Garden soil -

do

do

Virgin soil .

.

Depth.

Inches.

0-6

12-84

1-6

12-18

1-6

72

12-36

Coarse
material
(larger

than :i mm
in diame-

ter).

Per cent.

63

62

60

46

38

36

35

30

Fine
earth.

Per cent.

37

38

40

51

62

64

65

70
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oarse Material and fine earth in Alaskan soils and siibsi

< 'ontii 'I.

kilty

.Tun.

D,.

'gl'll

Juneau

Wrangell

Juneau ..

Wrangell

Do....

Kadiak...

Sitka

Wrangell

Sitka

Do...
Kadiak...

Juneau . ..

Sitka

Ipt i'lH of

apla

< tarden

b soil

Bpruce land

Gardes

Bpruoe bog

.

i tardea bo£]

Bpruce land

Virgin soil ..

Garden soil

.

Meadow soil

Spruce land

Virgin soil ...

do

do

Bpruce bog .

Virgin soil ..

Depth.

:.' 1:.*

U

12 ;:i

3 12

8 1:.'

:; 12

18

86 72

:>A

8 1:.'

24

ii 1:.'

1

materia]
I lit!

iiiiii

,n diame

18

U
10

7

5

3

2

f)

Per &

71

77

88

!M

08

07

LOO

100

100

100

The mechanical analyses of the samples are shown in fche following

tabic. Owing to the unusually large and varying amounts of organic

matter in the soils their analyses were based upon the organic

basis:

M, ,-i:,i .•!] analyses of Alaskan soils and subsoils.

Locality and
iripnon of

pie.

Wrangell:

Beach

Spruce land

Garden soil

raceland

Spruce bog

Bpruceland

Virgin soil

Juneau:

Garden soil

Do

Bpruceland

Do
Ditch

l»Og

Depth
of

sam-
ple.

Inches.

24-36

72

18

24-72

3-12

2-12

12

12 M
12 •.'!

-.'i

In original
sample.

Mois-
ture
in air-

dry
sam-
ple.

Per et.

2.50

4.88

17. 27

1.09

4.28

7.12

II.:.".'

Or-
ganic
mat-
ter.

. Coarse
l
J*2

l"

mm .5

/•• ret.

10.60

Ltd

3. 57

l". I.'

16.08

16.28

Calculated on dry and organ* free ma:

mm.

14.03
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ohanieal analy* ilaskaa soils

and
iptiou of

sample.

Depth
of
MUD
1 »
u-

Sitka:

Meadow soil

Virgin soil..

Do
Do
Do

Garden soil.

Kadiak

:

Virgin soil..

Garden soil.

Do
Do

Virgin soil..

Inches.

a ia

12

21

12 86

0-6

8-18

6-12

1 8

12 18

1-0

hi original
iple

tare
in air-
dry

.•,.1111

pie.

Per </.

5. 06

8.93

8.04

47.02

11.20

12 H

12. 78

8.04

Or
guiiic
unit
t< r.

(rrav

nun

Pi ret,

ta IS

8.40

82. 96

4. «.»:>

:; in

13. 06

22. 16

2:1.17

7. 76

17.04

10. DO

Calculated on dry wad organi

6.57

16.20

0.51

18. SO

32. 42

1.61

1.06

20.77

7.02

11.78

sand,
1-.5

win.

i S3

SB 00

2 77

83.
(J2

20.18

8.11

1. 2!)

1.00

88. SB

6 17

Medi
inn

sand,

nun

18. SB

10.58

r. 16

2. (Hi

1.09

16.08

4.87

ti. SB

aaod,

mm.

U SB

21.47

S. 77

10.26

13.11

!>. 21

8.10

9.08

One
and,
.1 06
nun

Per <t.

mm.

«.' 71

10. 20

5.25

12.20

33 06

12 I. 27.20

IS. 19

0. 4|

81 BO

15.77

80.88

silt.

UilU.

1'trct.

LSI

5.34

a m

4.06

3.53

7.78

B 18

11 77

U <*;

5.80

15.45

17.98

Iii commenting upon the character of the soil samples analyzed,

Professor Whitney says:

The organic content of many of these soils is very much higher than in any of

the agricultural lands of the States. They correspond very nearly with the rice

lands and peat formations. The black soils of the plains and the famous Red
River Valley soils of the Northwest contain from 8 to 10 per cent of organic mat-

ter, but seldom more. If these soils are so situated as to be well drained, they

should be capable of producing enormous crops, and with an abundant and well-

distributed rainfall they would be adapted to almost any kind of crop suited to

the general climatic conditions of that portion of the country.

In several places complaints were heard of a decided acidity or the

soil, but no definite information could be secured relating to it. In

one place the addition of a large amount of lime to a small plat had

corrected the evil complained of.

In the valley immediately back of Sitka, where a ditch had been

dug, the soil was very peaty in appearance and when dry it was said

to burn readily. The extent of similar formations throughout the

southeastern portion of Alaska is very considerable. In southwestern

Alaska a gravelly subsoil is more abundant and the presence of con-

siderable amounts of volcanic material in some places renders the

soil very rich and requires less drainage. In some places in the Cook
Inlet region the drainage is very good, the soil overlying deep

gravel deposits. Another characteristic soil formation is that which

is so conspicuously illustrated by the tide flats of v the Copper and

Stikine rivers. These places are more or less marshy and are subject

to overflow at high tides. Where protected from the encroachment

of the sea and sufficiently drained they are generalty considered as

very productive soils.
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Fig. 1.—Timbered Region, Southeastern Alaska.

Fig. 2.—Spruce Stumps and Second-growth Tree.
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FORESTS.

In the southeastern portion of Alaska the Sitkan spruce (Picea

sitchensis) and I he hemlock ( Tsuga rru rU neiana) abound, now one and

then the other predominating. They grow from tide water to timber

line, an elevation varying from 2,000 to 1,000 feet, and In some plac

the trees attain considerable size. (See PI. XXXIII.) Specimens of

the sitkan spruce were seen that were ai least 8 feel in diameter and

probably more than 200 feet high. I .< >lts of ihis species were seen at

the Wrangell sawmill that approximated i
()( » feet in Length, with an

average diameter of more than I feet, At different places in the

southeastern region the so-called red and yellow cedar (Thuja {ji<,i<>"~

t<<< and Chatmt••cyparis nootkalensis) abound, usually at some little

elevation from the sea, although trees <>f considerable size were seen

almost at sea Level. In no place do these trees occur in such abun-

dance as to wholly exclude other species. Another spruce {Tsuga

paMoni) was observed, but not in great abundance. But a single

species of pine (Pinus contorta) was seen, and that was almost invari-

ably found on the flats or on the edge of bogs. Two species of alder

(Alnus oregona and A. viridis) were common along the streams and
on the mountain sides where snow slides have swept away the dense

growth of moss and conifers. Willows are common, but seldom were

they seen to attain the dignity of trees.

This great forest area is almost without the mark of the woodsman.
There are at present but few saAvmills, the exportation of lumber
being unlawful. Local demands for lumber and fuel are the prin-

cipal uses to which the timber is put, and, with almost entire exemp-
tion from forest fires, the supply, if properly regulated, will be sufficient

for all needs of Alaskans for a long time to come. In addition to fur-

nishing him with fuel for his fires and lumber for his houses, the

native emplo}Ts the trees of the forest in many ways. The red and
yellow cedar furnish trunks of huge proportions adapted to boat

building, and dugout canoes capable of carrying thirty men were seen,

in whose construction considerable first-class workmanship was appar-

ent. The trunks of these trees also furnish the logs whence are carved

the grotesque totem poles which stand before the houses of the native

and over his grave, telling to those capable of reading the symbols tlio

genealogy of the individual over whom they stand guard. The Hydah
and other southern tribes excel in the excellence of their carvings in

wood, and only their near neighbors to the north follow the custom of

the erection of totem poles. The bark of the cedar tree furnishes

roots for houses, temporary summer dwellings, boat covers, etc., while

the finer and softer inner bark is twisted into ropes or braided into

mais. The tough roots of the spruce serve many purposes, not the

least of which is for basket material. Many l>a>keis are still beiiiLT

woven for sale and domestic use. although for tin' latter purpose an

i a.97 •;«;
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in the north and northea section of what has been d bed

the southwestern part of tin- coast region some spruce
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en&is) and Cottonwood (r<>i>ulus balsamea) occur, the trees frequently

attaining a considerable size. Considerable birch {Betvla papyri/era)

and perhaps a not her species occur In the upper part of the Cook Inlet

ion, but elsewhere the forests of the southwestern coast are ve

rniticant.

GRASSES.

Next to the timber, perhaps the grasses of Alaska arc among the

most valuable of the plant products. In all parts of the count ry they

flourish to an extraordinary degree. In southeastern Alaska, wher-

ever the timber is cut away and the undergrowth of the shrubs kepi

down, a dense growth of grass soon takes place, to the exclusion of all

other plants. (PI. XXXIV, fig. 1.) Of the common grasses, timothy

(PMeumpratense), Alaska red top (Deschampsia c&spitosa and I), bott-

nica), blue grass {Poa pratensis), orchard grass (Dactylis glomt rata),

wild barley (Ilordctnn boreale), Calamagrostis aleutica, and wild t

(Ehjmus mollis and other species) are the most widely distributed,

and are probably the most valuable for pasture and hay. Timothy,

orchard grass, and blue grass have become thoroughly established

and grow to great size. One of the most common native grasses is the

Alaskan red top. It is a prominent factor in nearly all grass mixt a

and frequently exceeds a man in height. Specimens at Sitka, July

5, which are shown on PL XXXII, fig. 2, were a little more than 4 feet

in height and just heading. Orchard grass more than 3 feet high was

seen as early as June 20. In the western part of Alaska, valley and
hillside as far as 1,000 feet or more elevation were green with grass

during the time spent in that region.

The most common hay grasses at Kadiak are Poa pratensis, Des-

champsia cmspitosa, and Hordeum boreale, with some wild timothy

(Phleum alpin urn). Calamagrostis langsdorfii was the most abundant

hay grass observed in Cook Inlet. At Unalaska the common pasture

and hay grasses appear to be Trisetum subspicatwm and Calama-

grostis aleutica.

White clover was seen in many of the small meadows and door-

yards, from which places it seems to be rapidly spreading. Some red

clover was also seen, bnt its adaptability to Alaskan conditions can

neither be affirmed nor denied since apparently no thorough attempt

has been made to introduce it. In a few places alfalfa was also seen

that was beginning to seed in August.

On the tide flats dense growths of sedges are common, and in some

places a very common vetch ( Jlcia gigantea) occurs, and if utilized
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Fig. 1. Meadow at Wranqell, mostly Native Grasses.

Fiq. 2. -Currants and Raspberries, Wrangell.
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it would ; i < l < I considerable t<> the feeding value of the marsh hay.

Spe :imens of some of the more common Alaskan glasses were s<-< ured

through Mr. II. J. Minthorn, of Metlakahtla, and referred to the chief

of the Division of Chemistry of the Departmenl for analysis. The
results of 1 1 1<

v

r« « I < I
<

'
?• analyses are as follows:

Analyses of Alaskan grasses (air-dried mati Hal).
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or barn. About tin- only place a mowing machine wbb ascd w.i

Kadiak, scythes being used elsewhere. One place «ras visited irhere

it uih claimed that Hay could i»<- broughl from San Francisco or

ble as oheaply as it could be out and onred at home, a lew

days1 work in Leveling off the Irregular hummocks would have pro-

duced a meadow .sufficiently smooth to cut grass with a mower and
rake it by horse power, and then the OOSI would not ha\e exceeded

a few dollars per ton. It is claimed that in the Cook Inlet region hay

can he made for less than |5 per ton.

!< years ago, at the mouth of the stikine River, considerable

marsh hay was made, hut the place is now abandoned, due Largely to

the inaccessibility of the place several months in the year on account

of the shallow water and ice which exist during the winter season.

Some crude attempts have been made at various places with silos,

noticeably at Vakntat, Unalaska, and the Stikine River farm. The
silos were filled with grass just as it was mowed, and complaints

were heard of its molding to such an extent that stock refused to eat

it. Perhaps with more care in the construction and filling of silos

this difficulty might bo obviated.

At Kadiak and elsewhere a tall-growang wild rye is used to a con-

siderable extent for thatching buildings. The sweet-scented grasses

(Hierochloa odoraia and Anthoxanthum odoroiwm) are used to some
extent as ornamental grasses, while some species of grasses are used

to a limited degree in basket work.

BERRIES.

The abundance of berries in Alaska has been a subject of remark

by everyone who has written concerning this country. So far as

could be learned but little attention has been given to their cultiva-

tion, but the few attempts that have been made seem to promise

favorably. Hardly any berries are cultivated except a few straw-

be trios, currants, and raspberries (see Plate XXXIY, fig. 2), and of

these both wild and cultivated forms were seen growing, and the

adaptability of the wild plants to domestication was very evident.

The wild strawberry was seen under cultivation at Wrangell, and
specimens of Rubus stellatus, known as dewberry, "Morong" and
" Knesheneka," were seen growing in a garden at Sitka, and it seems

probable that more could be done in this line.

The flavor of most Alaskan berries was found to be excellent, and

some of them might be worthy of introduction into the States.

Of the berries which have widest distribution may be mentioned the

salmonberry (Rubus spectab ills), two kinds of cranberries, the high-

bush ( Viburnum pauciflorum) and the little cranberry (Vaccinium

viUs-idc&a), the red and black currant (Ribes rubrurn and R. laxiflo-

rum), crowberries (Empetrum nig rum), huckleberries (Vaccinium

uliginosum and its variety mucronatum), vasphevvies (Rubus sirigosus),
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elderberries [Scwribucus rocemosa), bunchberries (Convus co/nadensis

and ('. 8uecioa)i and the "Molka" berry (Rttbus cha/rncemorus). Of
less general disl i-iimi ion are strawberries (JTragcwia cTviloensis),

dewberries (Rvbus stettabus), thimbleberries (/*. pcvrviflorus), salal-

berries [Gfa/uMheria sfiaUon), bog oranberries ( Vaocvrtiv/m oaycoccvs),

wine, or bear, berries (Arctostaphylos cdpina),eto, These berries are

used in many ways by the native and while population, and in addi-

tion to the consumption of fresh berries many are stored up in various

ways for winter use. The white population preserve, can, and make
jolly of the different kinds; among the natives the principal method

of preserving them is in soal oil, a vessel filled with berries preserved

in this way forming a gift that is usually highly prized.

MISCELLANEOUS FOOD AND OTHER PLANTS.

In some parts of the country the leaves of Ledum grairilandicum

and L. palustre, under the names of Labrador tea, or Hudson Hay, tea,

are used to a considerable extent, and are said to afford a no moan
substitute when tea is not to be had. It is highly probable that in the

past other indigenous plants have entered into the food of the natives;

but, with the advent of the whites, bringing with them flour, sugar,

etc. , to supplement the native diet of fish, seal oil, and meat, the use

of native plants as sources of food has diminished considerably.

( )ne of the native plants used to a considerable extent is the so-called

wild rice, or, as it is called by the Thlinket Indians, "Koo" (Fritilla-

ria kamchatkensis). The small underground bulbs of this plant are

collected, dried, powdered, and made into a sort of cake. The bulbs

while green have a decidedly bitter taste; whether they lose this in

drying and cooking can not be definitely stated.

In many portions of the country, especially Cook Inlet and adjoin-

ing regions, there is a beach pea (Lathyrus maritimus aleuticus) , the

young fruit of which is used to some extent in the same way we use

the ordinary garden pea, and some of those who have tried it are

quite enthusiastic in their praise of this vegetable. The plants yield

abundantly, and the pods are well filled with small, juicy peas about

the size of the French peas of the market. The question of this plant

having injurious properties, as have other species of the same genus

which produce lathyrism, has been raised, but no intimation was at

any place heard concerning any injurious effects following the use of

this vegetable.

There are quite a number of indigenous plants in Alaska used as

pot herbs. Common among them are Olaytonia sibirica, Nastwr-

tin in sp., Rumex spp., skunk cabbage (Lysichiton camschatcensis),

as well as introduced plants, of which shepherd's purse, horse-radish,

dandelion, and turnip tops are the most common.
The leafstalks of Heracleu/m lematv/meae quite extensively eaten,

but not as a regular article of diet. They are peeled and chewed at
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Irregular intervals, baking the place of peanuts, frui ,
which

with us are eaten mom for pie than as foods, in eating the

petioles of this plant care must be taken thai th wel] peeled, or

the mouth will be made rerj Bore by the hairs which almo he

plant.

Quite a number oi mushrooms were observed growing In Alaska,

and specimens of a fen of the more common were collected. '1

natives are said to collect and use them both fresh and dried.

\ rather common marine alga, which has been determined as

rphyra lacinicUa, forme an art id.' of considerable falue from a

dietary standpoint in southeastern Alaska. This plant is called

"thlakusk" by the Thlinket Indians. It grows on kelp, and after

storms or very liii^li tides large quantities are washed ashore and the

natives collect and preserve It for future use. The method of prep-

aration consists Of cleaning it from foreign materia] as much ;i

Bible, drying A little, and then packing in boxes about a foot square.

After a sufficient quantity is placed inthe box a weight is placed upon

it, and the pile soon reduced to a compact purplish-black mass about

an inch thick. When thoroughly dried it will keep indefinitely.

Whan used a small portion is shredded in tepid water, allowed to

come to a boil, and to cook for about twenty minutes, after which it is

eaten as it is, or it may be sweetened. This article of diet is highly

esteemed, both by whites and natives, as very nutritious and valuable

in cases of stomach and bowel disorders, it being claimed to be a

specific for dysentery. The same or a similar plant is collected and

used in the north of Ireland under the name of "sloke," "slocan,"or

"Liver."

In addition to the use of thlakusk as medicine, the root stalks of

the Alaskan skunk cabbage has quite a reputation and use in domestic

medicine, its peppery and aromatic roots being highly esteemed. The

buck bean {Menyanthes Prifolia&a) is also recognized as having medic-

inal virtue. But little information could be gained from the natives

relative to plants used by them for medicinal purposes. It seems

probable, however, that the medicinal value of quite a number of

plants is well known to and appreciated by them, and that this knowl-

edge is by no means monopolized by the medicine men, a representa-

tive of whom may still be found in many of the villages.

GARDEN PRODUCTS.

Cultivated areas in Alaska are, with the exception of one or two

notable instances, confined to kitchen gardens, in which are grown

many of the hardier vegetables of our own gardens, such as lettuce,

radishes, carrots, parsnips, potatoes, onions, peas, snap beans, celery,

turnips, cauliflower, cabbage, rhubarb, horse-radish, etc., in most

places the local supply of radishes, lettuce, turnips, and carrots being

about equal to the demand.
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1 1 is a subject of dispute whether or not potatoes mature in Alaska.

Under the methods of culture adopted in Alaska i\ Lavery probable

ilmt a dry, starchy potato is not secured, as potato tops seen late in

the fall were still quite green. In Cook Enlei and on Kadiai bland,

as well as elsewhere, the natives grow a small round potato, the orig-

inal Btocb of which is said to have come from Russia or Siberia, and

so far as oould be Learned, it is the same now as if was fifty or one

hundred years ago. No trouble was reported in securing sufficiently

mature tubers so that the s«"<"l oould be kept over from one season to

another. Among some specimens of vegetables senl the Department

l>\ Mr, Frederick Sargent, of K ad ink, were some pot a iocs, specimensof

which weighed a pound each. Nodoubt these were Larger than the

average, but it certainly disposes of the idea "that potatoes will not

grow Larger than walnuts in Alaska."

Complaints were heard in some places that cabbage and cauliflower

would not head. There occasionally appears to be some ground for

this, "but L6-pound cabbages from Killisnoo and 24-pound cauliflowers

from Wrangell would rather indicate that in some places these plants

do well. Local conditions may cause failures of these crops just as

seems to be the case with several others. Localities were visited

where it was said that onions would not grow; others where beds

could not be raised; but both of these vegetables Avere seen in flour-

ishing conditions elsewhere. In a few places where attempts have

been made to grow peas and snap beans the efforts have been appar-

ently (juite successful. When the peas are gathered at frequent

intervals, the vines are said to bear for an extra long period. Speci-

mens of a so-called dwarf pea were seen at Wrangell that had grown

to a height of 3 feet. Whether this was due to a mistake in the vari-

ety or to the climate and soil can not be determined. During the past

summer cucumbers are reported to have been grown at Tyoonoek,

but none were seen when that place was visited.

Samples were very frequently seen of the abnormal behaAior of

some of the common biennial plants, such as beets, turnips, and occa-

sionally cabbage and cauliflower. These plants frequently attempt

to complete their life cycle in one season. In the case of the root

crops no enlarged root is formed, and in the cabbage and cauliflower

there is no indication of a heading. The loss occasioned by this

unusual behavior is frequently very great, if one considers the total

area devoted to the crop. A large bed of beets was seen about June
18 in which there was not a single plant that showed any indication

of producing an edible root, while many of the plants were already

in bloom. Turnip beds frequently occurred where fully one-fourth

of the plants were running to seed. In the case of turnips it is known
that some varieties are less subject to this undesirable trait than

others, and it is probable that the causes and means for its prevention

would not be far to seek.
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At Kadiak, potato plants s n tliai had produced numerous
small tubers in the axils of the lower Leaves, [n some oases these

aerial tube e quite small, but several wi d that were more
than an Inch In diameter, It was claimed, and perhaps very justly,

that there was an Intimate connection between the formation of these

aerial tubers and those grown beneath ground, the more of the one
the Less of the other. Crowding can hardly explain this behavior, ai

one of the best examples was seen in an almost Isolated hill.

\Mdr from these troubles there are several parasitic diseases of

garden crops. The most conspicuous, perhaps, are the "club pool of

cabbage," due to Plasmodiophora brassicce., observed at Sitka, and
potato scab, caused by the fungus Oospora scabies, seen at Kadiak.

At the same place what appeared to be eel worms, or nematodes,
were observed in potato stalks, causing the foliage to turn yellow and

the stem to split and break just about even with the ground.

White rust (Cystopus candidus) of cruciferous plants, rusts of

masses, a disease resembling apple scab of the wild crab, and a very

ruetive disease of the red currant were quite conspicuous at dif-

ferent place--.

CEREALS.

But little appears to have been done in attempting to grow cereals

throughout the whole country. It is reported that during the Rus-

sian regime spasmodic attempts were made to do something in the

Lin of promoting agriculture, but it appears that nothing of a perma-

nent nature was accomplished. At Yakutat, on the site of the old

town, an agricultural colony was established, and at various places

in Cook Inlet the same was attempted. It is claimed that during

Russian occupation oats, rye, barley, and buckwheat were grown to

a considerable extent, but if this is true there are now no traces of

the fields where the grain was formerly cultivated.

The few cereals seen growing were for the most part self-seeded

from hay, feed, etc. At Wood Island and Kadiak mature oats were

seen August 22 that had evidently grown from seed scattered from

feed or packing. A few specimens of barley were seen at one of the

plaees that were about 15 inches high, headed but not ripe. Their

origin was probably due to the same causes as that of the oats.

At Tyoonock a limited experiment was made during the last sum-

mer with spring-sown wheat, rye, and barley, and on the last day of

July the barley and rye were about 15 to 18 inches high and fully

headed out. The wheat had made a fine growth, but showed no tend-

ency7 to head. At Sitka, in 1896, a small plat of wheat was ripened

in fairly good condition, and this year at the same place a plat of flax

was sown, and on September 4 the plants averaged about 30 inches in

height and were in full bloom, the earlier capsules containing almost

mature seed.
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There are only t \s < > places oonoeming which any accurate informa-

tion could be secured where farming on anything Like an extensive

plan has been attempted. These two places are near Wrang< J and

Killisnoo. The farm near Wrangell Is several miles from that village,

at the month of the Stikine River, where there is quite an area of

land capable of cultivation. Some years ago lids land was taken

possession of, farm buildings constructed, and a \ ery good equipment
of implements and stock secured. <>ne of the principal objects of

the venture was stock raising, although some attempts were made at

iicial agriculture, silos were built and filled wiili marsh hay
from the tide flats, and in addition to the silage some lm\ of a

rather poor quality was made. After a few years' trial, during one

winter of which nearly all the stock perished on account of an insuffi-

cient forage supply, the venture was abandoned. The buildings and
implements, however, remain just as they were left. As lias been
stated in another plaee, the inaccessibility of the farm was largely

responsible for the failure. Access to it is gained by boat and ordi-

narily only at high tide on account of the extensive flats filled with

debris from the Stikine River. During the winter season ice forms

to such an extent that it becomes almost impossible to effect a land-

ing anywhere near the place. A serious shortage of forage without

any possibility of relief could hardly produce any other result than

that described above. An unusual prolongation of the winter season

could not have been foretold, but with as large an investment as was
represented in the plant it would certainly appear that more than

barely sufficient fodder would have been secured to carry the stock

through until the next grazing period.

The Killisnoo farm, as it is called, is on Hoods Bay, a few miles

from the village of Killisnoo, which is the nearest steamer landing.

It consists of about 40 acres under cultivation, and has been under
cultivation for about three years. The equipment of stock consists of

a team of horses, six head of cattle, and about thirty hogs. Part of

the land was tide land, and dikes have been built to keep out the sea.

Turnips, peas, cabbage, potatoes, Swedish turnips, beets, etc., are now
grown extensively. The crop for this year consisted of about 7 tons of

potatoes, 20 tons of Swedish turnips, several tons each of beets, car-

r< >ts, parsnips, and a large quantity of peas. Two silos are maintained

at this place, and the owner is able to carry his stock through the

winter in very good condition. He supplies some milk and meat as

well as vegetables to the village of Killisnoo, where there is a fish oil

and guano factory, and also to the steamers touching there during

the season.
METHODS OF CULTIVATION.

For the most part the same methods of cultivation are pursued

throughout aearly the entire country. The generally neglected

appearance of gardens is everywhere apparent. It is not confined to
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t hv garden of the Dative, i>ut too often thai of the ^hit

poorly oared for. Oft amount of labor is expended in plant*

pop, but onoe planted it la allowed to i tor Itself. The
ult is a la id luxuriant crop of weeds, the n mmon being

groundsel (Senecio wdga/ris), duckweed {Cerastiwm wdgatwm), sor-

rels (Rumex 9a and R. acetoseUa), spurry {Sperguhi arvensis)
i

Matricaria discoidea, and yarrow (AlchemiUa miUefolium)x the I

Occurring mostly in meadows.

Kelp and • extensively used In Alaska in many plac

quantities being employed on the potato crop. A layer of this

is placed over the potatoes when planted and the whole covered Be

eral inches deep with soil. The effect of this large amount of kelp on

the crop can only be conjectured. It probably warms the soil by its

fermentation and forces the crop to some extent. It may also hav

manurial value in adding some necessary constituent to the soil, but

in nearly every place where it was employed the percentage of organic

matter in garden soil was very high, so that it could hardly bo needed
for that purpose.

Bedding up the soil is practiced nearly everywhere. On the lighter

and better drained soils it is not as necessary as on the heavy, poorly

drained ones. Usually the beds are formed about 3 or 4 feet wide

and raised as high above the general level as can be economically

done. Where the ground is sufficiently level to permit it, the beds

are so arranged as to secure the greatest amount of light to the grow-

ing plants. When upon a hillside the beds extend up and down.

While this latter arrangement may secure the best drainage and
most light, it is certainly liable to result in a great washing away of

the soil.

After the construction of the soil beds, planting naturally follows.

Most crops are planted in rows across the beds, the distance separat-

ing the individual plants varying according to the crop. Close plant-

ing seems to be the rule with nearly every crop. The attempt seems

to be to secure the largest possible harvest from a limited area by
planting a large amount of seed. Potatoes are not infrequently

planted inches apart in rows separated not more than a foot. The
result of such planting is a thick. growth of vines that covers the

ground to such an extent that the sun's rays never reach the ground.

Such methods can hardly fail to produce a yield of very inferior

tubers.

Examples were common where rational methods of cultivation had

been disregarded in every possible way, and it is very probable that

the wholesale condemnation of the agricultural and horticultural pos-

sibilities of the country is based upon data gathered from such incon-

clusive tests. An example was seen in southeastern Alaska where,

for want of better information, a native had dug a ditch through his

little garden, but neglected to provide an outlet for the water.
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Consequently, inJune the ditch was nearly full. Another case was that

of a man, Qot a native, who complained of his Inability i<> drain his

garden Successfully. In litis case fche waler from a hillside bog was

allowed t>> percolate through the garden instead <>f being diverted.

stock RAISING.

Prior to the occupancy <>r Alaska by the Americans, some attempts

wcrt' made by the Russians 1<> introduce live .st<><-k into fche country.

Cattle were successfully inl rod need in a number of places and, accord-

ing t«> Dr. ball, one of the islands of the Cbernabura group was wel]

stocked with pigs. During a t Ldal wave following a volcanic erupl ion

on I'nimak [sland these pigs are said to have been drowned. The
small cattle which are referred to as Russian or Siberian, si ill seen al

various places on the Kenai Peninsula and elsewhere, are descended

from those brought by the Russians in the early part of the century.

At present stock raising is carried on to a very limited extent, milch

cows being the most common farm animal seen. At nearly every vil-

lage there were seen some cows, pigs, and poultry, while horses are

kept at a few of the larger places. The team at the Killisnoo farm is

probably the only team in Alaska employed in agriculture, the other

horses being used for teaming around the towns and packing around

mining camps. At several places dairies are maintained, supplies of

milk and a small quantity of butter being furnished most of the year.

At Kadiak some years ago an attempt was made to introduce sheep.

Quite a number were placed on a small island, but, as they had come
from a much warmer and a drier region, many died in consequence of

being poorly fed and not provided with shelter. The flock was greatly

reduced in size, and at the present time is neither increasing nor

diminishing, some of the animals being slaughtered each year. Except

that they are sheared in July or August, these sheep receive but little

attention. During the winter, should a long storm prevail, they are

given a little hay, and their only shelter is provided by a not very

vigorous growth of spruce trees.

In a few places beef cattle were seen in excellent condition by the

middle of summer. At Feeney's Ranch, near Kadiak, about twenty

head of beef cattle were seen, and at Belkofsky a 3-year-old dressed

beef, weighing 900 pounds, was seen. This animal was said to have
received no feed or shelter except what it found upon the range.

The meat was fine in appearance—fat, tender, and juicy.

Tigs are reported to thrive exceedingly well in most parts of Alaska,

but when allowed to run at large their flesh is liable to acquire a fishy

flavor. The same objection is raised against the flesh of fowls, since

their diet in winter consists almost entirely of fish refuse.

In most cases animals are housed in fairly comfortable quart
protection from winter rains being very essential. The great draw-

back to slock raiding is a lack of forage for tin' Long feeding period.
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The winter range Is of little value, as tf" contain apparently

little nutrition after being soaked by the winter rains.

The prevailing conception of Alaska jion wholly given op to

glaciers and mountains la strikingly at variance with the facts. In

L894, the Director of the Geological Sun ey estimated the t Ulable land

in southeastern and southwestern Alaska as embracing be1 ween 1. 1

and 5,000 square miles, or from 2,500,000 to 3,200,000 acres, an area

about equal to that of the state of Connecticut. If the grazing lands

be added to the above estimate, I in* acreage would be great ly extended.

There Is little doubt thai the local demand for many agricull araJ and
horticultural products could be supplied from the soil of the coast

region of southern Alaska.

AGRICULTURAL DIFFICULTIES AND POSSIBILITIES.

The agriculturist of Alaska will have some serious problems to con-

sider. The more important are the clearing and draining of the land,

lack of markets, and transportation facilities.

In southeastern Alaska, with the exception of the tide flats, land

must first be cleared of the dense forest growth, and in some places

the deep moss will also have to be removed. The spruce stumps must
be dug out, as they are very slow in rotting, and not infrequently

produce large second-growth timber. In addition to clearing, the

land must be thoroughly drained and protected against seepage from
above. This ditching and removal of stumps is very laborious, and
estimates of $200 per acre were given as a probable cost of preparing

the soil for cultivation. This cost seems well nigh prohibitive for

agricultural purposes. However, the same process had to be followed

elsewhere. A report issued by the experiment station at Pullman,

Wash., states the cost of clearing muck lands of cedar and alder

stumps at the Puyallup substation to be $122.80 per acre. No definite

information has been obtainable as to the cost of clearing farm land

elsewhere, but wherever practiced the process is expensive. In the

southwestern portion of the country the expense of clearing away the

stumps will not be required, nor is draining necessary to the same
extent as in the other region.

Lack of markets and transportation facilities seriously retard the

agricultural development of the country. The local demand for agri-

cultural products where produce could be supplied is not very great,

and freight rates between Alaskan points have not been favorable to

production in that region. The lack of land laws for Alaska has also

contributed not a little to retard the development of the country.

So long as surveys could not be made nor titles given to agricultural

lands, very few persons care to spend their money and labor in

improving land, the only claim to which they could acquire being

that of squatter sovereignty.

When writing of the agricultural possibilities of Alaska, there is
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danger od the <>n<> band of magnifying failures and on the other of

not doing justice to the capabilities of the oounl ry. Numerous arti-

cles have been written <>n this subject, many of which appear to have

been based upon such information as would be gathered <>n an excur-

sion trip from Seattle to Sitka and return. Others have written of

Alaska as a wholewhen their knowledge is based upon a limited

experience In a restricted Locality; while still others bave written of

the country as possessing almost unlimited agricultural possibilities.

A mean between these extreme reports would probably abou.1 repre-

sent i be act ual conditions.

The a -rie ul (mal possibilities of Alaska can be estimated only from

the rather meager evidence of limited experiments and by comparing
what has been accomplished in regions having somewhat similar con-

dii ions. Agriculture as it exists in Alaska has been described in the

previous pages. It is not expected that this country will ever rival

the Mississippi Valley in its productiveness, but it does seem probable

that agriculture and horticulture could be extended so as to supply

local demands for many products. When the climatic conditions,

topography, soils, etc., of Norway, Iceland, the Orkney Islands, as

well as Scotland, Sweden, and Finland, are compared with those of

Alaska, it seems probable that what has been accomplished in Euro-

pean stations could also be done in that country, if properly under-

taken. It is well established that many agricultural products nourish

in parts of northern Europe having approximately the same tempera-

ture during the growing season as we find to exist in portions of

Alaska, and if temperature is the controlling factor in plant distri-

bution there would seem no reason why the same varieties of plants

would not succeed in both countries if properly introduced and culti-

vated. Rye, oats, and barley are grown in sufficient abundance in

the north of Europe, not only to supply local demands, but also to

some extent for export. Cattle, sheep, and swine are extensively

raised, sheep doing well in Iceland, which appears less auspicious

from an agricultural standpoint than Alaska. In 1891 there were
exported from Iceland 1,300,000 pounds of wool, 24,000 live sheep,

700,000 pounds of mutton, and 2,500 ponies.

In the table of average temperatures (p. 555), there are given, in

addition to other data, the total temperatures and the sums of effect-

ive temperatures from May 1 to September 30, inclusive. The
effective temperatures are the sums of daily mean temperatures

above 43° F., which is recognized by Hoffman, Merriam, and others

as being the physiological constant for plant growth. A greater pro-

portional difference is seen to exist in comparing the sums of effective

temperatures than is shown in those of the total temperatures, the

effective temperatures ranging from 2,288° F. at Winnipeg to 423.6° F.

at St. Michaels.

Phenologiste are not in accord as to the exact data for determining
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tin- physiological constant, and it is \>\ no an thai this

nu-tli, the mo itant expressing the rela*

tion of temperature to tin* growth of cultivated plants. Brendel

claims the constant t'<>r plant growth is tic* sum of the temperatw

In excess of freezing from January l bo date of flowering or whatever

uis are compared. Linaser claims thai the physiological constant

is th«' ratio bet worn the sum temperature at flowering, mat m it y, etc.,

ami the sum temperature for the year. Objection may be raised to

the selection of an arbitrary period of live months, but if the tal

])c consulted it will !>• that at very few of the stations are the

averages for April and October above 43°F.,and in the reports on

which the tabic is based there were few days in either month when

the average temperature was above that point. In the higher lati-

tudes the preparation of the soil and planting of crops is not begun
before May 1, and most of them have matured and air partly, if D

entirely, harvested by September 30; so that one hundred ami fifty-

three days between May l and September 30 expresses the full period

of plant growth. In the northern part of Russia, in the govern-

ments of Archangel and Vologda, agriculture is said 1 to be the chief

occupation of the inhabitants, which number more than 50 to the

square mile. In these two governments the maximum tempera-

ture is given as GO. 8° F. for Archangel and G2.6° F. for Vologda.

There is an average of one hundred and eighty-live and two hundred

days, respectively, when the temperature rises above 32° F. and one

hundred and twenty-live and one hundred and fifty days when it

exceeds 43° F. More than half the rainfall of both of these places falls

during the five summer months. In Archangel the average date of

harvesting winter rye is August 22, and at Vologda the same. In the

latter government spring wheat and oats are harvested about August

27, the crops having a growing period of one hundred and one hun-

dred and three days, respectively. In addition to rye, barley, oats,

and spring wheat, flax and potatoes are grown. Dairying and animal

husbandry supplement the agricultural industries of these regions.

It seems probable that if the hardier cereals, vegetables, and fruits

are grown and live stock successfully raised in the north of Europe

with sums of effective temperature ranging from 2,196° F. to

1,465.3° F., that the same could be done in southeastern Alaska,

where the sums of temperature range from 1,461.2° F. at Sitka to

1,577.1° F. at Pyramid Harbor and 1,764° F. at Wrangell.

Comparing Alaskan data, secured from agricultural experiments

that have not always been conducted in the best manner, with the

results secured from other regions having a somewhat comparable

climate, it seems safe to say that the coast region of Alaska possesses

agricultural possibilities of no little importance, and for their

1 Industries of Russia, Agriculture and Forestry, vol. 3, p. xxxi.
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Fig. 1
.— Barrabara, or Sod House, Kadiak.

Fig. 2.— Native Dwellings and Totem Poles. Howkan.
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development the most that Isreauired is a hardy raoe of permanent

residents and the proper direction of their efforts along lines that

seem most promising.

POPULATION.

The native population of Alaska Is estimated by Son. J. GL Brady,

governor of the Territory, at abonl 80,000, and is practically at a

standstill, or the number may be slowly decreasing. 'Hie white pop-

ulation prior to L898 was supposed to number about L0,000, with

prospects for a rapid increase in the near future. Much of this

Increase will be transient; but in the opinion of well-informed Indi-

viduals this influx is expected to result in the development of the

extensive mineral resources of the country and the establishment of

a more permanent population. The while inhabitants of Alaska are

chiefly concerned in trading, fishing, or mining, and aside from the

lines indicated concern themselves but little about the permanent

improvement of the country.

The native population, deprived to a great extent of their former

resources, are in some places living a very precarious existence.

Especially is this true of those living along the Alaskan Peninsula

and on the Aleutian Islands. These natives have always depended
upon fur-bearing animals for their income. Now that killing the fur

seal is denied to them and the sea otter is rapidly becoming extinct,

the lot of these natives is a hard one. The annual catch of sea otters

has become so small as to be unprofitable to the hunter as well as to

the trading companies, which formerly maintained stations all along

this coast. One of the largest companies has already abandoned ten

of its stations, and the agent has recently given it as his opinion that

Government aid will soon be needed for the support of these natives.

The extensive salmon-canning establishments employ a few natives,

but only a very few, the work in the canneries being done very largely

by contract Chinese laborers. No other employment seems open to

the native unless it should be agriculture, and that will have to be
taught him. The natives from Sitka southward do not have quite

such a dark outlook. They are becoming skilled in other pursuits,

and more opportunity is given for manual labor of an unskilled kind.

That the natives are susceptible to civilization and elevation by
contact with superior races is shown in their dwellings and clothing.

But few of the native barrabaras, or sod houses (see PI. XXXV,
fig. 1), remain, their places being taken by frame or log houses of

greater or less pretensions. In many cases their houses still consist

of a single room, no difference what the size; but their comfort seems

greatly increased. .Many individuals possess a considerable amount
of skill, as is .shown in the way their canoes are constructed and in

the manner in which they lake to carpentering, shoemaking, etc., in
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the training schools. That some possess considerable talent of a oer

tain sort is shown in their carvings on totem poles, In and on

metal. (PI, XXXV, fig. -.) Their basket work and blank
often marvels of Bne workmanship, when their ornde Implements are

oonsidered. Some of the accompanying Lllnstrations show the

advancement in the character of their dwellings as well as some of

their totem poles. In some places the natives retain many Of their

earl) superstitions and practices; bnt, as a rule, they are oonsidered

eful, honest, and fairly truthful. From reports of the reindeer

stations it appears that the Esquimos have been taught how to keep

the reindeer, and it would seem that the other natives could probably

be taught t He elements of agriculture so as to become self-support-

ing. Whether they would take advantage of opportunities offered in

this line can not be foretold.

With an enlightened native population and a permanent white one

cms possible that the demand for many of the agricultural prod-

ucts could be supplied.



AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION AND PRICES.

By George k. Hold

sttinf Statistician.

M LGNTTUDE \\l> DEVELOPMENT.

Foremost among countries in agricultural resources, equipment,

and production, the United States affords an interesting and impor-

tant subject for statistical examination with respect to agriculture.

Here is a country covering the breadth of the North American con-

tinent and extending almost to antarctic regions on the north and

fully to semitropica] regions on the south, with an area of 2,939,000

square miles 1 of land surface, of which 623,218,619 acres were in farms

in 1890 and 357,010,755 acres were under cultivation, and within this

great area the variations in soil, altitude, heat, moisture, rainfall, and

other agricultural conditions are so numerous and so considerable in

degree, that the products of agriculture are of many kinds and boun-

tiful, so that the world market is largely affected by many of them.

GROWTH OF FARMS.

Great and rapid development has characterized the agriculture of

this country. The number of farms increased 215 per cent from 1850

to 1800, or from 1, -149,073 to 4,5G4,G41; their total acreage increased

112.3 per cent, or from 293,560,014 acres to 023,218,019; their improved

acreage, 210.2 per cent, or from 113,032,014 to 357,010,755 acres, and
their unimproved acreage, 47.1 per cent, or from 180,528,000 acres to

265,001,804. The largest percentage of increase of improved land

within a decade since 1850 was 50.7—from 1870 to 1880; next to this

was an increase of 44.3 per cent—from 1850 to 18G0; third in order was

the decade 1880 to 1890, with an increase of 25.0 per cent, while the

lowest percentage of increase was in the decade in which the civil

war occurred, and was 15.8.

Upon examining the figures for the different geographical divisions, 8

the rate of growth of improved land is found to be much greater in

the regions where there were public and railroad lands that could be

1 Not including Alaska and Indian Territory.

- The geographical divisions of the Eleventh Census are adopted, as follows:

North Atlantic—Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,

Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania. South Atlantic—Delaware,

Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida. North Central—Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan,

Wi-consin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri. North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska,

Kansas. South Central—Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana,

Texas, Oklahoma. Arkansas. Western—Montana, Wyoming, ( Jolorado, New Mex-

ico, Arizona, Utah. Nevada, Idaho, Wa-hington, Oregon, California.

1 A! '7 37 577
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acquired for agriculture than in the older States, in t in- North Atlan-

tic division tin- acreage of Improved land increased 24.7 per cenl from

to L890; in the South Atlantic division, 38.9 per cent; in the

North Central division, 590.7 per cent; in the South Central divi-

sion, 200.8 per cent, and largest of all, 6,518 per oenl in the Western

dh ision.

The following table exhibits a more detailed statement of increa

not only of improved land but also of unimproved land and of farms,

and shows that they have been rapid outside Of the Atlantic St.,

The table also shows a marked slackening in the increase during the

last decade, when public land suitable t*<»r agriculture had approached

more aearly the point of exhaustion of supply.

ntatje of inerense (+ ) or decreosr (— | of number and
(jeoyrophieul divisions (ind by eensus <l< CO

• iphir.tl division and decade.

North Atlantic:

I860 to 1870..

1970 to I

L880tol800 .

1850 to l

South Atlantic:

1850 tomo...

I860 to1870...

ISTOtolSSO...

1880 to 1890. .

.

1880 to I860..

North Central:

1850 to 1860..

I860 to 1870..

L870to I

1 -so to 1890..

I860 to1860.

South Central:

1850 to 1860-

1860 to 1870.

lS70tolS80.

1SS0 to 1890.

I860 to 1880-

"Western:

lS50tol860.

1800 to 1870.

18;0tol8S0.

1S80 to 1S90.

I860 to1860.

The United States:

1850 to 1800

1860tolS70

1870 to 1880

1880 to 1890.

Number
of farms.

4-

+
+

15.4

8.8

15.1

6. i

+ 34.

5

+
+
+
+

21. G

23.9

72.3

16.3

+ 202.

+
+
+
+

76.5

45.

7

50.9

13.3

+ 339.6

+
+
+
+

38.8

38.0

73.5

+ 307.3

+ 416.4

+ 39.1

-f 73.7

+ 74.

2

+2,073.4

1850 to 1890.

+
+
+
+

41.1

30.1

50.7

13.9

+ 215.0

Acr

Total

+ 10.7

f 2.7

+ 8.4

-7.7

+ 13.7

+ 14.0

- 15.3

+ 12.4

- 1.2

+ 7.2

+ 72.1

+ 29.0

|
is. ?

+ 24.0

+309.3

+ 53.2

— 16.5

+ 34.4

+ 17.2

+101.5

+172. 7

+ 27.

5

+ 61.5

+ 80.5

Improved.

+
+
+

14.8

5.5

U -

8.7

+
+
+
+

24.7

16.3

13.

5

19.8

15.8

+ 38.9

+
+
+
+

96.1

49.9

74.5

34.7

+ 590.7

+ 50.8

— 6.4

+ 60.2

+ 33.1

+913. 7

+ 38.7

+ 0.1

+ 31.5

+ 16.2

+ 200.8

+ 959.9

+ 119.8

+ 92.1

+ 47.9

f-G, 518.0

+
+
+
+

44.3

15.8

50.7

25.6

+112.3 + 216.4

I'niin-
proi ed

I |

- 0.1

— 5.5

— 3.8

+ 13.0

— 16.2

+ 8.7

— 10.4

-7.7

+ 54.4

+ 9.4

: US. I

:

+100.

8

54.8

— 20.4

+ 7.7

:

+ 10.9

-10.1

+ 31.0

+128.3

+462.

1

+ 35.2

— 10.4

+ 14.8

4-5.7

+ 47.1
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( onspicuous among the causes of the rapid and enormous develop-

ment of agriculture in tin* United States is the large area of public

land that has been available to Immigrants aswellasto natives at

small prices and waiting for the exploitation of fertilityto begin.

Previous to July l, 1897, final homestead entries to the number of

i had been made for 70,396,856 acres belonging to the National

Government and disposed of tinder the homestead act of May 20, L862,

while 1 1 1
«

- number of entries made, both final and pending, cover

L02,280,228 acres.

During the twenty-two years preceding July 1, 1897, the public and

Indian Lands disposed of for cash and underthe homestead laws, nnder

the timber-culture laws, located with agricultural college and other

kinds of scrip, located with military bounty land warrants, and

selected by Slates and railroads embraced 200,001,357 acres.

In addil ion to this, some of the States and many railroad companies

have been selling land, mostly for farms, amounting in the aggregate

to a vast area. The number of sales on credit of tracts of land large

enough to be measured by acres has been ascertained for the ten years

1880 to 1880, and these are: By States, G0,431 sales for $30,533,142;

by railroads, 140,100 sales for $81,501,200.

EXTENSION OF RAILROADS.

Railroad companies have facilitated the acquisition of public land

by farmers by constructing their lines through that portion of our

domain extensively enough to enable them to carry away the crops

thai have been raised, and in many instances railroad projection has

antedated settlement, so as to make settlement possible. The increase

and magnitude of the railroad mileage in the various geographical

divisions should be noted in connection with this.

From 1870 to 180G this mileage was increased from 14,203 to 27,538

miles in the North Atlantic division, or 03.0 percent; in the South

Atlantic division, from 7,340 to 21,024 miles, or 108.3 per cent; in the

North Central division, from 22,747 to 80,820 miles, or 255.3 per cent;

in the South Central division, from G,073 to 28,207 miles, or 360 per

cent, and in the "Western division, from 2,550 to 24,108 miles, or 848.0

per cent; while in the United States the increase during the twenty-six

years was from 52,022 to 182,777 miles, or 245.4 per cent. Thus, it

appears that the growth of railroad lines corresponds geographically

with the multiplication of farms and farm acreage.

1 ARM CAPITAL AND PRODUCTS.

In magnitude of value farm capital and products reach stupen-

dous figures, as the table following shows. A prominent feature of
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the table is the fact thai aboul one halt of the capital and product*

la found in the North Central States, the greal wheal and oorn pro-

ducing region. The farm capital of the United State eported

bj the census of L890, was valued at 115,982,267, the aggregate

of these items: Land, fences, and buildings, 113,27 649; imple-

ments and machines, 247,467; Live stuck on hand, 767,573.

The product of farms in the year previous to June, L890, was valued

_\ 160,107, 154.

Value offarm property and products in 1890, by geographical divisions.

raphical division.
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ntage of inereat <
I or decrease

| I of the value of farm property and

product ographical divisions and by © ""'
•

Ion and decad<
Total farm ,

,:"" 1 -

.

""'"'"

capital.
i .... i .. ,

li Allan!

|->-.ii toll

I860 to l- •

90

L8801 i l

I860 toU
h Atlantic:

I860 to L860

to L870

L870tol880

L880tol890

I860 to 1880 ..

North Central:

1850 to 1800

18G0tol870

1870 to 1880

1880 to 1890

1850 to 1890..

South Central:

1850 to 1860

1860 to 18T0

1870 to 1880

lS80tol890

1850 to 1890...

Western:

1850 to I860

I860 to 1870....

1870 to 1880

1880 to 1890....

1850 to 1890..

The United States

ia50tol860

1860 to 1870....

1870 to 1880

18S0tol890....

1850 to 1890..

16.

8.

8.

Imildi

;•;.

4-

4-

4-

71.

88.

23.

+ 88.8

+
+
+
+
T
+

+
+

175.

77.

33.

35.

831.2

159.

41.

20.

40.

+ 186.6

+
+
+
+

652.

72.

115.

148.

+7,

+
+
+
+

101.

21.

21.

28.

+ 302.8

46.8

8.0

9. I

+

i-

;i :.

74.8

34.2

-f 84.8

+ 27.3

-f 88.

9

+ 183.4

+ 76.3

-f 36.0

4 37.

8

+ 840.

5

-f 174.0

— 43.8

+ 33.0

-f 46.7

-f 200.3

-f 711.2

+ 120.3

+ 151.

8

+ 180.1

+12, 501.

6

+ 103.

1

+ 21.3

+ 26.5

+ 30.2

+ 305.9

r 1 1
1

1

marl

1

1 16. 7

| 88.

1

— 88.0

+ il i

4- L8.8

4- 47.8

4- 104.8

+ 84.6

+ 53.4

+ 22.3

4- 609.2

4- 66.8

— 47.0

4- 43.5

4- 25.2

+ 58.8

4- 823.5

4- 67.2

4- 127.8

4- 92.2

+ 6,660.7

4- 62.4

+ 19.1

4- 38.6

4- 21.6

on h.ind.

80 5

+ 9.7

4- a 78. 7

4-

+

68.

9

27.1

7.4

25.3

4- 2 54.0

4- 151.

7

4- 81.0

4- 31.4

4- 56.7

4- 2 838.

3

4- 130.2

— 27.1

4- 8.4

4- 49.7

4- 2 172.2

4- 571.

7

4- 4.6

4- 72.6

4- 112.1

+22, 472.0

4- 100.2

4- 21.9

+ 13.0

4- 47.2

4- 226.0 4- 2 305.

9

I';irm

prod

20.2

5.1

— 24.2

— 0.0

4- 9.2

4- 9.2

4- 18.

G

4- 10.1

4- 30.

4- 0.3

4- 20.6

4- 20.9

4- 56.5

4-64.2

4- 157.0

4- 3.9

4- 11.2

4- 15.5

1 Includes betterments and additions to stock in 1870.

2 1870 to 1890.
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The magnitude and growth of farm area and property having l>

shown, the tendency of the principal crops may now be noted. The
following table discloses the percentage of increase <>r decrease of

area devoted to each erop from L880 to L890; as shown bj the census.

Corn a< eased 15.6 per cent; rye, L7.9 percent; oats, 75.4

percent; barley, 61.2 percent; cotton, 39.3 percent; sugarcane, 20.7

per cent; hay, 73.9 percent, and tobacco, s.s per cent; while irheal

acreage decreased 5.2 percent; buckwheat, L.3 percent, and rice, 7.4

per crllt.

Percentage of increase (
\

) or decrease (— ) of<acreage of farm crops, 1880 to 1S90,

by geographical divisions.

rapkta&l division.

North Atlantic

South Atlantic

North Central

South Central

Western - -

The United B

( tarn.

-20.7

— .9

+ 7.8

+15.6

Wheat.

-20.5

-17.7

- 5.6

—28.7

+57.6

— 5.2

Rye.

-16.1

-5.3
+74.6

-39.0

+85.6

+17.9

Oats.

I I

1 .2

121. f.

+ 40.2

; 85.4

+ 75.4

Bar-
ley.

- 2.0

+ 8.6

+112.6

-56.5

+ 39.1

+ 61.2

Buck-
wheat.

-13.1

51.2

+75.5

—58.9

-21.5

— 1.3

Cotton.

+30.6

+80.6

+44.0

+39.3

Hay.

+ 9.8

+ 70.7

+108.0

+202.1

-;-172.5

+ 72.9

Tobac-
co.

-1.7
— 2.7

+11.2

+20.1

—51.0

+ 8.8

A census of agricultural production was first taken in 184:0, and the

Increase or decrease to 1890 is contained in the table following for

principal crops. The product of corn increased 462.2 per cent during

the fifty years, or to 2,122,327,547 bushels; wheat, 452.2 per cent, or

to 468,373,908 bushels; rye, 52.4 percent, or to 28,421,398 bushels;

oats, 557.6 per cent, or to 809,250,666 bushels; barley, 1,782.3 per cent,

or to 78,332,976 bushels? buckwheat, 66.1 per cent, or to 12,110,349

bushels; cotton, 372.7 per cent, or to 7,472,511 bales (9,476,435 in

1894-95); hay, 552.1 per cent, or to 66,831,480 tons; rice, 59.1 percent,

or to 1.28,590,934 pounds; tobacco, 122.8 per cent, or to 488.256,646

pounds, and Irish potatoes, t'roni 1850 to 1890, 230.6 per cent, or to

2 1 7, 546, 362 bushels.

The decade 1870 to L880 is a prominent one during the fifty years

with respect to the rate of increase of corn, wheat, cotton, sugar cane,

and tobacco; and the decade 1880 to 1890 for rye, oats, and hay. In

each of the two decades since 1870 the production of most of the crops

increased faster than the population.
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utagc of increase (-|-) or decrease i | of production of farm
<i< ogruphical divisions and l>i/ time /» I iod

n and peri "I ,

Wll.'Hl.

North Allan:

is id t,, L8B0

S..uth At'antic:

|S|.i t,. I
--. h i

North < tentrml:

1840 t" I860

South l cut nil:

1840 to 1890

Westers i

1868 to 1888

The Unite

L840 t.. 1880

I860 to Ixiii

L880 to 1870

1870 bo 1880

Oto 1880

iMUto 1S!N)

."IS

I. U0 l

l U

1,808.5

60.

6

4- ii.;

— 9.3

+ 130.6

4- 21.0

1,887,

;

i i

i..

11,781 186,884.8

+
7:.'. 3

4- 68.

2

+ 69.

7

+ 1.9

+ 462.2 + 452.2

48.7

19.8

17.2

+ 43.3

I '.,

67.8

126.6

tl •

19.1

+ 17.8

88. i

+ 44.0

+ 98.4

4- 52.4 4- 557.6

583

rrti/i . In/

170.8

• 910.8

771.9

808.8

806.8

47.8

4- 78.0

4- 1..

Geographical division and period
of time.

North Atlantic:

1840 to 1890

South Atlantic:

1840 to 1890

North Central:

1880 to 1886

South Central:

1840tolS90

"Western:

18.50 to 1890

The United States:

1840 to 1853

1850 to I860

I860 to 1870

l-;ntol880

1880 to 1890

1840 to 1890

Buck-
wheat.

4- 45.

19.4

4- 243.5

12.'

4-3, 904. G

Cotton.

4-

4-

4-

4-

22.8

96.2

44.1

20.3

2.5

4- 66.1

+2:

4-

299.6

393.1

414.3

Hay. Tobacco. Potal
(Irish;.

+

4-

4-

56.2

118.2

44.1

91.1

29.8

-•- 106.6

4- 239.2

173.2

4- 1,293.3

+78,145.7

+ 35.0

4- 37.9

4- 43.1

4- 28.7

4- 90.1

4- 372.7 4- 552.1

4-5, (lit::..".

— 14.0

845.

9

4- 210.5

4- 151.8

— 8.9

4- 117.4

— 39.5

+ 79.9

4- 3.3

4-122.8

1 ;- :.'4.8

14- 154.8

RIO. 6

*-t- 201.6

4-6,826.4

4- 68.9

4- 29.0

4- 18.2

+ 28.4

»+ 230.6

1 From 1850 to 1890.
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Farm annuals an- commensui at e in number with the magnitude of

farming operations. At the census of L890 there were 11

on farms, mules and asses, 1,117,494 working oxen,

milch r.»v. 734,128 other cattle, 57,40

sheep, not including spring Lambs, and in the censu

the wool clip amounted to 165,449,239 pounds, uol including pulled

wool and wool dipped on ranges, which were sufficient, accordin

the estimates of the Department, to make the entire wool clip for the

census year 276,000,000 pounds.

In forty years, from the census of L850 to that of L890, the number

Of horses on farms increased 245.2 per cent; mules and asses, 310.4

percent; milch cows, 158.6 per cent; other cattle, 248 per cent; swine,

89.1 per cent; sheep, not including spring lambs, Go. 4 per cent, and

the farm wool clip increased 215 percent ; but working oxen decreased

34.3 per oent. The following table shows further details:

ata (jc of increase (+ ) or decrease (— ) of farm animals in the United States,

by census d> eat ;
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of the population If the farm family is of about the same size as

thai of the rest of the population. The table following exhibits the

number of persons in agricultural pursuits:

Number of \
in the United States ten years of age and over < nw".!" 1 ; "

agriculture, by specified occupations, 1890,

< > .
-

<
•

1 1 ]
> : 1 1 Ion.

Agricultural

Apiarists

Dairymen and dairywomen
Farmers, planters, and overseers -

Gardeners, florists, nurserj men. and vine growers.

Other agricultural pursuits

Total

.M.-.I. IV]!.

0,957

1,728

16, 161

6,180

70,188

7, 711

M7.nn

U

:*. 05

417

078.142

Total

l

,

m
17,805

5,281,557

72,601

17, 747

8,895,634

1 In agricultural districts l

* agricultural laborers" are often reported by census enumerators

simply as "laborers.'"

FARM TENANCY.

What effect upon agricultural production the drift toward farm

tenancy has it is impossible to establish, but the common supposition

is that in this country farm tenancy is detrimental to production,

because the tenant's interest in maintaining the productivity of the

farm is not as great as that of the owner.

The following table shows that from 1880 to 1890 farm tenancy

increased from 25. G to 28.4 per cent, the increase being 2.8 farms in

100, and being about the same in all the geographical divisions,

except the Western, where tenancy decreased:

Percentage of farms cultivated by owners and tenants, 18S0 and 1800, by

geographical divisions.

Geographical division.

North Atlantic

South Atlantic

North Central

South Central

Western

The United States

Percentage cultivated by-

lsso.

Owners.

1800.

84.0

03.

9

79.5

63.8

80.0

r4.4

81.0

01.5

70.0

01.

87.9

n.6

Tenants.

lsso.

10.0

30.1

20.5

36.2

14.0

25.0

1890.

18.4

38.5

23.4

38.4

12.1

28.4

On account of the increase of farm tenancy and because of the

diminishing demand for labor relative to quantity of products, due
to the increasing use of machinery, the number of agricultural labor-

ers who work for hire, Who were I
s .'- 1 per cent of all agricultural

workers in 1870, became 43.6 per cent in 1880, and fell to 35.8 percent
in 1890.
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Riff LAB

The product i\ n \ of i'; i fin labor as measured in vragei is represented

i>\ a low figure, as is the case with unskilled Labor in general. Wa
rates for this labor have been ascertained by the Department for a

long series of years, beginning with 1866, when the monthly pay of an

agricultural laborer without board was $19-07. It rose to 119.49 in

1869 and fell to 116.42 in i
s 7'.». In L882 the rate was $18.94, and in

1885, $17.97, after which there was a rise to $19.10 in L893, followed

i»\ a fall to $17.69 In 1895, during the financial depression. Details

for geographical divisions will be round In the table following. The

divisions are unlike those mentioned elsewhere throughout this paper,

and are the ones established long ago for the tabulation of farm-wage

statistics in the Department, and are sufficiently indicated by their

names:

Wages of farm labor per month without board, by geographical divisions and by

years.
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a diminished Average farm area from L880to L890. This may be veri-

fied i>\ reference bo ih< i "Abstract of the Eleventh Census," from

which the table following baa been computed.
Ii is better, however, to take the average farm areas of Improved

Land as more truly responding to economic conditions, If there is such

a response. In L850 the average farm had 78 acres of improved land;

in L860, so acres; in L870 and L880, 71 acres, and In L890, 78 acre

the same number asat the beginning of the forty-year period under

consideration. So ii appears that the number of acres under cultiva-

tion on each farm <>n the average has remained substantially the

same in the days of the use of machines and Improved tools and of

convenient railroads as i1 was in the days of hand Labor, the <>\ team,

and rest rioted markets.

Average acreage of farms, by geograpliical divisions and by census year .

Geographical division and
year.

North Atlantic:

1850

1860

1870

1880

1890... ,

South Atlantic:

I860.

1860

1870

1880

1890.

North Central:

1-5:)

1860

1870 .-..

1880

1890

Average num-
ber of acres.
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this it appears that the value of farm real estate in 1890 was 83.1 per

cvnt of tli«' value of tin* farm capita] reported by the census and the

portion wa nearly the same in and L870.

The value of implements and machines was 3.1 percent of the value

of capital in L890, 3.4 per oent in L880, and .'{ per cent in 1870! so that

thej can hardly he said to have gained in relative importance in value

as an element of capital < luring the twentj years; and the same remark

applies to the value of live stock on hand, which was L3.8 per cent of

the value of capital in l six), 12.4 percent in L880, and L3.7 per cent

in 1870.

RATIO OF PRODUCT TO CAPITAL.

While the three specified elements of the capital of the farm have

maintained about the same relationship to one anothei during the

twenty years, a decided change in the ratio of the value of product to

that of capital has taken plaee. This ratio is expressed by 22 per

cent for 1870, by 18.3 per cent for 1880, and by i~>. t per cent for 1890,

and, since there has been no decrease in crop production per acre,

the inference is that a fall in crop prices is responsible for the dimin-

ishing ratio.

Percentage that the value of farm property and products is of the total farm
capital, by geographical divisions and by census years.

Geographical division
and year.
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in L890, Hi I; of farm products in L870, $801, in L890, $539. Daring
this i ime the increase in the number of acres of improved Land per farm

was 7, or from 71 i>> 78; l>ul notwithstanding i his the average amount
of each of the three classes of farm capital slightly decreased, while

the average value of products very considerably decreased.

, tin. of capital and products per farm, by geographical divisions and by

01 iisiis Hi in-s.

[Values for i i k">l(l.J

graphical divi-
sion and year.

North Atlantic:

1870

1880

1890

South Atlantic:

L870-

1880

1890

North Central:

1870..

1880

1890

03 03

° a

$4,570

4,027

3,856

1,775

1,384

1,515

3,338

3, 021

3, G75

a a

.2 a

$160

154

177

58

48

49

119

121

131

a
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OJ IMP thai..

ll,, the value of Earn implements and machines bo Cam
,[ estate was higher in than in anj lubeequenl oob lar,

but aaanol materially obanged aiaoe i860. The ratio was 1.6 percent

in . 7 [M-i- oent in I860, 8.6 per oenl in 1870, I percent la

ami 3.7 per eenl in L890, Since I860, therefore, changes in tin* value

of farm real estate have been oommensnrate \n i i l i tin- changes in the

value of equipment of machines and implements.

In the present consideration of values it should be borne in mind

thai farm machines and tools are more varied, better, and cheaper

than in the earlier year of comparison, and that the C0S1 of producing

must, if not all, of the farm crops may be less than before.

BARNINOS OF FARM LABORERS IN 1 SQO.

It is possible to compute the wages paid to farm laborers (those

working for hire) in 1800, the wage rates for the states and Territories,

the number of laborers, and the time employed being known. The

result of this computation is that the agricultural laborers of the

Tinted States were paid t< >45, 400,352 in 1800, or 20.2 per cent of the

value of the farm product. Board is not included, nor is there

included any compensation to farmers (working on farms owned OT

hired by them), nor to their wires, children, and others working with-

out wages or merely for board and keeping.

PRODUCTS MEASURED BY RAILROAD TRAINS.

So large in quantities are the crops produced in the United States

that numbers of pounds, tons, and bushels fail to convey anything

more than a vague conception of their amounts. To put the matter

in form for better intellectual grasp, computations have been made to

ascertain the number of railroad freight cars, each of 15 tons capacity,

required to haul the crops of 1897, and what their length would be.

To haul the hay crop 4,017,033 cars would be needed, and the length

of the train would be 25,112 miles, or more than long enough to encir-

cle the earth at the equator; for the corn crop there must be 3,540,257

cars, making a train 22,127 miles long; the wheat crop Avould take

1,000,000 cars, with a total length of 6,025 miles, or farther than from

New York to Cape Horn; a train of 772,008 cars, extending -1,820

miles, or from New York to the Congo River, would be required for

the oat crop; a train of 327,354 cars, and 2,040 miles long, to move the

potato crop, and this train would extend from New York to Utah; a

train to haul the cotton crop would be as long as from New York to

Chicago, and one to haul the barley crop would reach from Washing-

ton, D. C, to Atlanta, Ga.

EXPORTS.

Raising, as this country does, a larger amount of agricultural prod-

ucts than its people can consume, the exports constitute a considerable
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portion of some of the crops, as the table following shows. The

average portion of 1 1 1 * - corn crop exported annually from L894 to L896

was $.4 percent; of wheat, L6 per cent; of rye, L2.2 per cent; of oats,

2.2 per cent ; of barley, L3 per eenl ; <»r tobacco, 67. 1 per <M -i' 1
; of <m >(-

ton, 73.6 per cent.

/ \ /•(»// /"'/- of crops exported.

Crop.
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products por improved acre deorea • i from LI. 2 In I I
> to 17.77 in

i, and then to i. The geographical divi bow the

same tendency, with the exception thai the avei alueincrea

t'n.m L880to L890inthe North Atlantic division and in the Western.

.1, due offarm productsper improved acre, by geographical

division* and by census yea

graphical division.

North Atlantic

s.-uth Atlantic

North Central..

South Central

Western

1870. I

$13. 12

8.88

10.87

12. 78

7.48

The Cnitcd States. 11.28

1880.

7.41

6.09

7.77

1 890.

LOB

8.01

ft, 7.1

Farm products Include betterments and additions to stock; values are In gold.

Average value and yield of cereal crops in the United States, by geographical

division* and by periods of years.

[Values are in gold.]
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Averag valvn and yield of oereal crops in the United States, by geographical

divisions and by /» Hod i of n> ars ( kmf Lnaed.

I
Valuea are to gold

I

raphica] dh
ana period.

North Atlantic:

L870 to L879

L880to 1888

L880 to L886

South Atlantic:

1870 to l-.

1880 to 1889

1890 to 1898

North Central:

1870 to 1879

1880 to 1889

1890tol89G

South Central:

1870 to 1879

1880 to 1889

1890 to 1896

Western:

1870 tolS79

18S0tolS89

1890tol89G

The United States:

1870 to 1879

1880 to 1889

lS90tolS96

Barlej

farm
price
!>• r

bushel.

JO B6

.76

.89

.86

.62

.51

.31

.89

.68

.49

.80

.63

.44

.738

.589

.374

A\ . -r

yield
per
acre.

Bush.

:\

a.8

15.0

L6.6

23.5

21.9

23.7

22.7

18.7

19.0

20.9

21.1

21.4

22.1

21.7

22.8

Aver

value
per
acre.

16.79

12.68

13.88

14. 50

11.13

7.44

20.26

12.71

9.39

16.68

13.31

9.31

16.34

12.79

8.52

farm
price
per

bui a< l

.72

.81

.79

.62

.55

.52

.39

.79

.75

.60

.98

.77

.58

.701

.622

.467

Aver

yield
per
acre.

L1.8

16.2

9.8

8.9

9.3

16. i

14.0

13.

5

11.3

8.1

10.7

17.5

11.5

14.0

14.1

11.9

13.6

value
per
acre.

8. l't

8.08

6.48

6.70

9.10

7. at

5.22

8.92

6.08

6.46

17.14

8.89

8.51

9.92

7. .7)

6.35

Buckwheat .

A •.<)

age

bushel.

.68

.48

.71

.66

.66

.70

.09

.52

.81

.07

.58

1.25

.74

.64

.715

.642

.490

Aver

yield
per

acre.

/;» h.

18.4

18 5

18.5

16.6

10.7

lf,!»

15.

7

11.2

13.8

12.9

8.6

14.8

21.9

17.9

20.0

17.7

12.8

17.4

per

613.16

8.;/)

8.81

11.77

7. 06

0.40

1 1

.

01

7.74

7.12

10. 51

5.82

8.55

31.13

13.28

12. 75

12.65

8.24

8.51

FARM PRICES OF CROPS.

As exhibited in the above table, corn had the average farm price of

42.6 cents per bushel in the ten years 1870 to 1879, 39.3 cents in 1880

to 1889, and 35.5 cents in 1890 to 1890. The farm price of wheat
declined in a more marked degree, the prices for the three periods

being 101.9, 82.7, and 65.8 cents, respectively. The farm prices of

the other cereals also declined during the twenty-seven years.

In farm value of product per acre, corn averaged 811.54 in 1870 to

1879, $9.48 in 1880 to 1889, and *S.5o in 1890 to 1896; while wheat
averaged 813 in 1870 to 187'.', |9.98 in 1880 to 1889, and $8.54 in 1890

to 1896. A decline will be noted for the other cereals.

PRODUCTION PER ACRE.

Nothing conclusive with regard to increasing or decreasing fertility

of soil is revealed in crop statistics of acreage and production. The
extension or contraction of crop area may have the eltect of raising

or lowering the average yield per acre in the whole country. The
average bushels of corn produced per acre were 27.1 in 1870 to 1879

1 A97 38
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a.Ml 84.1 in each of tin* periods L880 to i ol

wheat, ii'.t in L870 t<» 1879, 12. 1 in L880 (<» L889, and 13 in

lined from 28.4 t«» 25.2 bushels Prom tin- first i<» the La

period, while barley, rye, and buckwheat did not change n lly

from first to last, except that the production of i i buokwhi

per acre was smaU in the middle period.

prices oi rn whi

The ta >Uowing exhibit the average prices «>i cotton and wheat

for a long series of years. Fluctuations appear in tin- prices, dm- to

nvity, to plenty, to wars, and to other causes, but the general fad of

decreasing price during the present century is conspicuous. A brief

ference to wool may bo added. The average price of medium
washed clothing Ohio ileeec wool in the Eastern markets, was L3 cents

per pound from 1852 to 1851),
! 4.') cents from i860 to 1869,1 45 cents from

1870 to 1870, 40 cents from 1880 to 1889, and 28 cents from 1890 to

1896. In 1890 the price was o7 cents per pound, and the decline was
unbroken to 20 cents in 1896.

rage price* of cotton perpound in New York and Liverpool, 1791 to t896
t
by

Hods of years.

[In gold for all yours.]

Period of years.
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Farm prices of wheat andfr* ight rati lfrom Chicago to New Vork
t
by years,

in gold.
|

1887

urn
]""

per
bmhel.
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EFFECT »N8.

Perhaps 11 lias not occurred to the reader that the chief causes of

our nearly ten-million bale cottoii crop were ideas thai were In the

minds of Inventors man\ years ago. This great crop is absolutely

dt pendent upon the invention of the machines of the cotton mills and
upon the cotton gin, which have made the cost of production of cotton

fabrics \ ery cheap, ;iu<l 1 1ms made markets for enormous quantities of

them. This is brought out forcibly in the table following, which

mentionsvarious inventionsand the consequent ext raordinary increase

iu the imports of cotton into Great Britain.

The extraordinary importance of some of these machines maybe
understood from the statement that before Wnitney's invention of the

cotton gin one person could pick the seed from only about \\ pounds
of cotton lint in ten hours, while at the present time one machine will

gin from 1,500 to 7,500 pounds of lint in the same time, the quantity

varying according to the size and power of the gin.

Inventions and cotton production. 1

Invention.

Hargreave'B spinning jenny (patented 1770) for weft only..-.

Calico printing introduced into Lancashire

Arkwright perfects "W yatt's spinning frame (patented 1769), liber-
ating cotton from dependence on linen warp. -

Arkwright "s mill built at Crawford

Arkwright takes patents for carding, drawing, roving, spinning...

Crompton's mule completed (combining jenny and water frame,
producing finer and more even yarn)

Cart wriKlifspowerloom; "Watt and Boulton's first engine for cot-
ton mills

Whitney 's saw gin

Horrock's dressing machine

The "Throstle" (almost exclusively used in England for spinning
warp) -

Roberts's self-acting mule perfected

Bullough's improved power loom: ring spinning (largely used in
United States of America, recently introduced into Lancashire).

Year
of ad-
vent
of in-
ven-
tion.

1704

1704

1708

1771

1775

1779

1785

1792

1813

1830

1S33

1841

Cotton im-
ported to
Great

Britain.

Pounds.
3,870,392

4,764,589

5, 198, 775

18,400,384

34,907,497

51,000,000

201,200,000

287,800,000

489,900,000

Year
of im-
porta-
tion.

1764

1771 to

1775

1781

1785

1792

1813

1830

1832

1841

1 The Evolution of Modern Capitalism (Hobson), p. 00.

RESULTS OF USE OF FERTILIZERS.

Intensive agriculture, as affecting the economics of farming, lias

supplied few statistics beyond those collected by the Department for

in North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, and Ala-

bama with regard to the use of commercial ferl ilixcrs in col ion raising.

It is a practical question to the farmer whetherby the use of fertilizers

his profit per hale is more or Less than it has been without fertilizers;
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l if the i:i«t is established that it i^ profitable to use them, it is

important to know when the point, of diminishing returns Is reached.

>m returns made by 1,495 cotton planters in the States named,

the table on pag enprepared. The crop planted in 1896 is

the one repress nted, and t he crop brought a profit to 1,26 3 planters and

ah 87, All of them used commercial fertilizers, and they are

classified Recording to the value of the fertilizers used; those making

a profit being in one group, and those Buffering a loss In another.

It appears t hat t wenty-one planters spent 7-1 cents apiece, on the

average, for fertilizers for l acre, and that they each derived a profit

of I L62, on the average, above all costs of raising the crop. The plant-

- who spent from II to |1.99 for fertilizers, made a profit of $5.0!);

from 12 to 12.99, a profit of $5.34; from 13 to 13.99, a profit of 15.91;

from $4 to $4.99, a profit of $7.9G; from $5 to 15.99, a profit of $8.70; and

those whose fertilizers cost them $6 and more, made a profit of 112.51.

So it is evident that, so far as the table shows, the point of diminish-

ing returns was not reached, when the crop was profitable, at any

degree of fertilization. The returns from the planters who suffered

a loss, while at first seeming to indicate a conclusion contrary to the

above, in reality do not, because their crops were subject to abnormal

conditions and were partial failures, the cause generally having been

a drought, in which the fertilizer is likely to "burn" the plants. It

will be observed that in the cases of the planters who lost on their

crops the loss is greater as the cost of fertilizers is greater, and had

climatic conditions been favorable the loss would have been a profit.

The word "profit" as here used should mean the excess of returns

over expenses, including the theoretical one of rent, and for the most

part has such a significance; some small charges against the crop may
have been omitted from the schedules, such as the acre's share of the

general farm expenses of insurance, repairs, and renewals.

Percentages of increase of profit and loss by each class over the

preceding class have been computed to discover whether there is much,

if any, uniformity in the increase, as there is in the classification of

cost of fertilizers, but the uniformity does not appear.
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Relationship between the average cost of fertilizers and the profit in raising l

acre of cotton u in North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, and
. ilabama.

For plan

Pr

1

per acre.

Under $1

$1 and in..:

J.:: ami on<

<o and ander si

|4 and under $5.

$5 and ander |6

fi'i and oror

Total

N'uni

larnis
rep< >rl

tag.

291

866

lis

83

40

51

a rer

ferti

1 , 268

i K
:;. 13

l. 11

5. 1

1

0.11

2. 52

Aver-
age

profll

.

of profll
oyer

tag

5. OS

5, 'U

5.93

7. 98

8.70

12.51

5. 71

10.2

4.9

10.7

31.7

10.1

42.8

Low.

N'nni

(arm i

report
tag.

•0

Lfl

227

,\ rer

l.-rti

li/.'TS.

J0.74

1 lfl

:;. 13

1.11

.->. 1

1

9. 1

1

2.52

A\ <r

fl I-

L.M

3. 69

3.80

8.96

1.91

Per

in-

Of loss

pre-
ceding

l 1

#;.o

::t t

-
i

l :,

Statistics of agriculture arc mainly concerned with quantities,

areas, values, and prices, and comparatively little statistical work

with an economic bearing has been done. It was not the design of

this paper to bring together the old matter of this sort, but rather to

use the new matter at hand and to present some of the old in a new
light, 1

HAND AND MACHINE LABOR.

A very remarkable economic investigation into the old and Dew
processes employed in manufacture, agriculture, and transporta-

tion was recently made by the United States Department of Labor,

the results of which will be shown in a forthcoming report of that

Department. The endeavor was to ascertain the time and labor cost

by the latest processes of production and to compare them with tin*

processes that obtained twenty to fifty years ago.

Certain facts relating to agriculture have been taken from thirty-

three pairs of schedules, and these are presented in the table

following.

Each pair of schedules lias one relating to hand labor and one

relating to machine labor, and the two are to be compared with each

other, since they represent the same area of ground—an acre in the

case of every schedule included in the table—and the same quantity <>f

product. Each pair of schedules also covers the same extent of oper-

ations, although by different means. The information was obtained

by special agents, and has been very carefully scrutinized by them
and by other experts. It seems desirable to give this assurance, since

the table is such an extraordinary one.

1For valuable discussions of economic conditions with to agriculture,

seo Wells's Recent Economic Chang
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Hand and machine labor in

;thin

Crop and predominat-
ing lab

Corn hand bushels

machine .. do

('urn hand do..

machine ..do..

Corn—hand do .

.

machine . ..do..

Cora hand do . .

.

machine -.do.-.

Whoat—hand do . .

.

machine .do...

Wheat—hand do . .

.

machine .do ...

Oats—hand .do ...

machine . ..do ...

Oats—hand do
machine ...do

Bye hand do
machine do

Rye—hand do
machine do

Barley—hand do
machiuo.do

Barley—hand do
machine,do

Potatoes (Irish)—hand,
bushels.

Potatoes (Irish)—ma-
chine, bushels.

Potatoes (Irish)—hand,
bushels.

Potatoes (Irish)—ma-
chine, bushels.

Potatoes (sweet)—hand,
bushels.

Potatoes (sweet)—ma-
chine, bushels.

Potatoes (sweet)—hand,
bushels.

Potatoes (sweet)—ma-
chine, bushels.

T o b a c c o— h and,
pounds.

T o b a c c o—m a c h i ne,
pounds.

Cotton (seed)—hand,
pounds.

Cotton (seed)—ma-
chine, pounds.

Sugar can e—h and,
tons.

Sugar cane—machine,
tons.

I'mt-
o! pro
du<-

bion <-n

l acre
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agriculture in the United States.

each brae vrr tho samn extont of Operal i"iis.
I

total la-

bor per
bushel,
oto.

|0 1188

.0808

.

. 1086

. 1664

. una

. 1681

.2000

.0680

.1917

.1013

.0888

.0407

.0882

.0400

.2101

. 1720

.1881

. L588

.1281

.0854

.1200

.0070

.0599

. 0272

.0599

.8361

.0980

.3287

. 0880

.0172

.0187

.0107

.0080

.8184

human
labor per
llllsll.'l.

80:0616

.0418

.0808

.8671

.1067

. 4236

.1038

.1856

.0359

.1777

.0330

.0859

.0271

.0982

.0268

.101:.'

. L062

.1821

.1062

.1199

.0201

.1107

.0238

.0486

.0173

.0495

.0174

.2689

.0717

.3689

.0717

.0156

.0167

.0088

.0088

. 6668

I I IIII III II

labor
required

per
bushel,
etc

Mi a ul, 8.

21. S

874.0

I 1 .

8

254.2

40.9

192.8
8.9

1&3.2
10.0

90.6
10.8

99. 4

10.6

161.2
60.4

158.6
60. I

127. 2
5.4

116.2
6.8

29.7

10.4

29.7

10.5

181.

3

89.

8

181.

3

69.8

12. 6

KM

7.0

6.7

1,054.0

574.6

nt of operal i"ii and mean8 empl

Btalka noi fit from ground and corn noi helled; snore!
plow, hoe, husking peg.

plow, disk ana four section harrows, corn planter,aad
«ult i\ ator.

stalks no1 cul from ground and corn not shelled; shore]
plow, hoe, hut king i

•

Qang plow, disk and four ection harron , corn planter,and
cum i\ ator.

stalks cut from ground and made into fodder and corn
shelled; corn knife, hon

Machine for cutting and binding stalks, and for husking and
cutting into fodder; gang plow, corn planter, steam oorn-
sheller.

Stalks not nit from ground and corn not shelled; shovel
plow, hoe, husking peg.

Gang plow, disk and four-section harrows, corn planter, and
cultivator.

Oxen, Ijrush harrow, sickle, flail and hand winnowing
Steam gang plow, seeder and harrow, steam reaper and
thrasher.

Oxen, brush harrow, sickle, flail and hand winnowing..
No steam power, disk plow, seeder and harrow, reaper and
thrasher.

Oxen, brush harrow, sickle, flail and hand winnowing...
Self-binding reaper, steam thrasher, spading harrow
Oxen, brush harrow, sickle, flail and hand winnowing.
Self-binding reaper, steam thrasher, spading harrow

Oxen, sickle, flail, hand winnowing
Self-binding reaper, steam thrasher

Oxen, sickle, flail, hand winnowing
Self-binding reaper, steam thrasher

Oxen, brush harrow, sickle, flail and hand winnowing
Steam gang plow, seeder and harrow, steam reaper and
thrasher.

Oxen, brush harrow, sickle, flail and hand winnowing...
No steam power, disk plow

Shovel plow, hoe ;
potatoes cut by hand

Potato cutter, planter, digger

Shovel plow, hoe; potatoes cut by hand

Potato cutter, planter, digger

Plants set out by hand; hoe, spade for digging

Ridger, transplanter, digger

Plants set out by hand; hoe, spade for digging

Ridger, transplanter, digger

Plants set out by hand

Transplanter

Fertilizer distributed and seed planted by hand

Fertilizer distributor, planter

Hoc; hand planting

Cane planter, disk cultivator to cover cane, cultivator
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in the United Statu Continue,].

an extent of operation*.]

603

\ \ .-i-., • Average
human

lalx >r per

etc

$1,080*

. 6080

.0048

.0606

.0788

.0007

.-.'ill

.1058

.8414

.1050

. 1077

.0867

.0637

.0788

.0676

.0346

.0578

.0645

.8363

.3796

.3034

.1302

.0666

.1205
. 1267

bushel,

60.0080

l. L648

.0668

.0688

.0512

.2012

.0820

.1999

.0822

. 1015

.0013

.0772

.0672

.0.566

.0234

.0567

.0234

.3408

.2377

.2563

.0877

.1232

.0893

.1140

.1198

Huni.'in
Labor

required
per

bushel,
etc.

Min utes.

967.0

Ml .7

06]

476.1

78.

8

37.3

68.4

41.3

129.7

54.0

128.9

53.7

88.2
40.5

76.7
45.1

25.9

10.2

26.0

10.1

231.0
136.8

246.0
136.

9

104.1
53.6

120.4
82.5

Exteul of operation end mean em]

ii'"'; seed planted by hand

Drill, cultivator

Hoc; seed planted by hand

Drill, cult i v:il<>r. ffeeding hoo

Hoe; bottle with bolo In cork to drill

Drill, cultivator, weeding hoo

Hoo; bottlo with hole In cork to drill seed

Drill, cultivator, weeding hoe

Plants sot out by hand; hoe

Transplanter, cultivator, fertilizer drill...

Plants set out by hand; hoe

Transplanter, cultivator, fertilizer drill...

Hoe ; seed planted by hand
Drill, cultivator,weeding hoo

Hoe; seed plan ted by hand
Drill, cultivator, weeding hoe

Plant set out by hand ; hoe

Transplanter, cultivator, weeder

.

Plant set out by hand ; hoe

Transplanter, cultivator, weeder

Seed sown by band, covered by harrow; scythe, flail.

Drill, mower, thrasher

No.

56

Seed sown by hand, covered by harrow; scythe, flail,

Drill, mower, thrasher

Hoe: seed planted by hand
Drill, cultivator, weeding hoe

Hoe; seed planted by hand
Drill, cultivator, weeding hoe.
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1Sxam iiiation of a pair of schedules will shon how the table on pa

603 is to be understood, Schedule 5 represents i li<- raising of corn

on l av< acre In 1855, prith I in- implements and in the manner of

that day, tin- shovel plow being used \'<>\- marking the rows and for

cultivating, the hoe for planting, and apeg In huskingby hand. The
stalks were cut with knives, and cut Tor fodder with an old-fashioned

cutter turned by hand, and the corn was shelled by hand.

From the plowing of the ground to the depositing of the corn in the

granary the human labor required per acre was equal to that of one

man for 182 hours and 40.8 minutes, ami labor of horses was required

equal to that of one horse for 54 hours and 9 minutes. The cost of

the human labor was $14.3082; animal, $2.0308; total labor per acre,

$16.3390, or 40.85 cents per bushel. The human labor per bushel

was 274 minutes, and cost 35.770 cents.

On the other hand, schedule 6 is for the raising of the same quantity

of corn (40 bushels) on the same area (1 acre) in 1894 with the use of

the best implements, machines, and methods. The plowing was done

with a gang plow and corn planter; machine for cutting and binding

stalks, a combined husking and fodder-cutting machine, and a steam

corn shelter were used.

The human labor required wTas equal to that of one man for 27

hours and 30.3 minutes; the animal labor, 47 hours and 46.8 minutes.

The cost of the human labor was $4.2209; animal, $2.3891; total,

$0.6100.

The increased effectiveness of labor when aided by machines is

clearly brought out in the table under consideration. Machines and

improved implements in raising corn reduced the human labor cost

per bushel from 35.770 to 10.57 cents, or 25.20 cents, or 70.5 per cent,

and reduced the time of human labor from 274 to 41.3 minutes, or

84.9 per cent. A very remarkable reduction in human labor not

appearing in the table is in the shelling of the corn, which is from

100 minutes per bushel when the work was done by hand to 1

minute when the steam shelter is used, or 99 per cent.

REDUCTION OF COST OF LABOR.

A comparison of schedules discovers the following reductions in the

cost of human and animal labor per bushel caused by the use of

machines and implements: Corn, from 12.58 to 8.27 cents; wheat,

19.17 to 10.13 cents; wheat (another pair of schedules), 20 to 5.00

cents; oats, 8.88 to 4.07 cents; rye, 21.01 to 17.20 cents; barley, 12.94

to 3.54 cents; Irish potatoes, 5.99 to 2.72 cents.

The reduction of human labor per bushel is as follows for selected

pairs of schedules: Corn, from 58.1 to 22.7 minutes; wheat, 183.2 to

10 minutes; oats, 90.0 to 10.8 minutes; rye, 151.2 to 00.4 minutes;

barley, 110.2 to 0.8 minutes; Irish potatoes, 29.7 to 10.4 minutes.
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Everr pair of schedules in the table shov s ;i saving of tinman labor

in time, and all but sis pairs show a saving In animal labor in time.

This should be remembered In any consideration of the number of

farm horses, mules, and oxen, with comparison of dates, and also in

siinilarl\ considering the number of persons < 'I in agriculture.

The cost of the human labor required to produce the cinil of prod-

net is si low n to have been reduced with the substitution of machine

for hand labor by all but two pairs <>f schedules, and the exceptions

arc due to higher wage rates at tin' Later <»r machine time. With
respect to the cost of animal labor, the reverse is more generallytrue,

although thirteen <>ni of the thirty-three pairs of schedules show a

decreased cost. The increase is due to the greater rate of cost of

animal labor in the later years.

CONCLUSION.

It is not the purpose of this paper to predict the future of agricul-

ture in this country. For some years past magazine and newspaper

writers have been prophesying that upon complete or nearly complete

disposal of the better public land the production of corn and wheat,

at least, would be arrested, and, while domestic consumption is abso-

lutely increasing, the exported fraction of these crops would be

diminished; but the prophets have not taken into account the possi-

ble redistribution of cultivated land among the various crops, nor the

conversion of unimproved into cultivated land, nor have they recog-

nized the expanding consumption of commercial fertilizers, especially

in the cotton States, and the dissemination of information with regard

to technical and scientific agriculture through the efforts of the

Department, the boards of agriculture of the various States, and the

many experiment stations, all of which agencies are in more or less

close touch with millions of the farmers of the country, and whose
services can be made available to everyone at the cost of a letter.

The changes that agricultural production, especially the prepara-

tion of agricultural products for the market, have undergone within

the last half century, and still more within the last quarter century,

are remarkable and important. There is a great difference in results

between the time when, as ascertained by the United States Depart-

ment of Labor, 20 minutes of human labor were required to husk a

bushel of corn by hand, with the use of a husking peg, and 102

minutes to haul the stalks required to produce a bushel of corn to a

barn and cut them into fodder, and the time, as at present, when 17-J

minutes arc sufficient to haul the same stalks to a husker ami, by the

use of a machine operated by steam, to husk the <-<>rn and at the same
time CUl the stalks into fodder: ami there was a transition from one

agricull oral age to another when a man ceased to expend LOO minutes
of labor in shelling corn by hand, and employed a strain sheller by
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which a bushel of oora is shelled In ;i mi »ote and a half. Wlien

farmers reaped their w h<-.tt with sickles and bound i he straw by hand,

hauled the i to the barn and thi bh< rain with Hails,

these operations, applied to l bushel of wheat, required the labor of

one man for L60 minutes, wheivas this work is now done, by the

of a combined reaper and thrasher operated by steam, with l minut

of human labor.

Present conditions Indicate that a subject of growing Importance In

agriculture will bo the use of fertilizers, both homemade and com-

mercial. There was a time when it was the practice of the cotton

planters to crop the soil until it became so unfertile lhal it was aban-

doned, whereupon new land was cleared of its forest and the exploita-

tion of soil fertility repeated. But such a practice as this, in tie

of nearly all agricultural land, must end in the poorest sort of agri-

culture, if not in the abandonment of agriculture, and so farm*

have resorted, and now are still more resorting, to the use of fertilizers.

The use of these, as discovered in a recent investigation by the

Division of Statistics, in the cultivation of cotton, presents economic

advantages to farmers, and teaches them rather to cultivate well the

land that they cultivate at all than to cultivate poorly a larger area.

The foregoing consideration has been sufficient to account on eco-

nomic grounds for some of the reduction in prices of farm products

—

production increasing faster than population, necessitating the meet-

ing of cheaper foreign agricultural labor in the world market; cheaper

transportation; cheaper cost of production due to machines and

improved implements; reduced expenses of marketing; the dissemi-

nation of information and the multiplying of the means and facilities

of transportation, preventing scarcity with respect both to time and

place, and thus steadying prices.







RAINFALL or THE CROP SEASON.

I

' A. .1. B

Chief of Division i Weather Bureau.

PACIFIC COAST COMPARED with THE EAST.

The rainfall conditions of the Pacific Coast arc quite differenl from

those of the East. Grain sown in the fall begins to spront with the

first tain and thenceforth grows more or less slowly throughout the

winter. II is ready for the reaper from the first of June to the first

of .July, according to latitude, and with the harvest comes the end of

the rains. Fall-sown grain in the East makes little if any growth
during the winter, but with the advent of warm weather in the spring

the plant grows rapidly under favorable conditions of heat and m
line. April-to August may, therefore, bo called the critical months
for the staple crops in tho eastern two-thirds of the United States, and
it is with tho rainfall of these months that tho agriculturist is chiefly

concerned. PL XXXVI shows the mean annual precipitation, and
the table below shows the normal rainfall of each month of the grow-

ing season, including September, tho total for tho season, and the

greatest and least seasonal fall during tho period of observation.

Monthly and seasonal averages of rainfall', April to Septt ml

Station.

MAIM..

Brunswick.
Cornish

port...
Gardiner .

.

>

Portland-..

NSW HAMPSHIRE.

•nl

Hanovi-r
•<>rt '

Stratford

MONT.

Burlinerton
Lnnenbtirg it 28
Strafford I I 62

43 54
4:; 44

Or 54
•11 11

4t 58

',:: 12

43 l-.'

©

"3>

a
o

60 57
70 ."-I

68 59

68 44
70 15

71 82

73 12

a
a
s
>

I

—

Feet.
m

784

80
23
71

12

545

1,000

2»;s

A
5

44

24

In. In

3. :;

8.0
8.4

8.0

2.8

2. I

I 8

3
3
:;

3

8 ::

3.2

:;. I

In
3.8
3
:;

8.2
8.4
:;. ;

8.1
:;. 5

8.5
:;. 1

In.

3.8
4.2
3. 9

3.

2

8.3
3.0
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\thly and seasonal a f rainfall, April to Septemb < at i

Station.

u 3ETTB

Amherst
Boston
Fall River
Fifcqhtrarg

ell

New Bedford
Springfield
Taunton
Worcester

RHOPfl ISLAM).

Providence

CONNECTICUT.

Hartford
New Haven
New London
Middletown
Southington
Wallingford

NEW YORK.

Albany
Buffalo.
Cooperstown
Gouverneur
New York
North Salem
Rochester
Ithaca

NEW JERSEY.

Atlantic City
Tren ton
Lambert ville
Newark
New Brunswick
South Orange
Vineland

PENNSYLVANIA.

Blooming Grove
Dyberry
Erie
Gettysburg
Harrisburg
Pittsburg 1

Philadelphia

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
AND MARYLAND.

Washington
Baltimore
Cumberland
Emmitsburg
Fallston
Frederick
Fort McHenry
Woodstock College

VIRGINIA.

Lynchburg
Norfolk
Powhatan Hill
Prospect Hill Farm
Wythe ville

g

42 21
11 12

4:.' 36

41 89

41 54

42 16

41 50

41 45
41 IH
41 21

41 83
11 35
41 gr

42 4ii

42 53
12 1.'

4 1 25
40 43
41 20
43 08
42

39 22
40 14
40 23
40 45
40 30
40 45
39 29

41 23
41 38
42 07
89 49
40 16
40 22
39 53

38 54
39 17
39 39
39 43
39 30
39 24
39 16
39 19

37 22
36 51
38 13
37 25
36 55

a
o
4

71 04

71 00
7 1 50
'A 1

70 56

;i 05
5 1 19

7i a

72 4li

72 05
72 89
72 51

72 19

45
53
5
35
5S

73 34
;: r.

76 30

74 za
74 45
74 5
74 10
74 27
74 15
75 01

75 09
75 18
80 05
;; LB

76 53
79 59
75 10

77 03
76 37
78 45
77 20
76 24
77 24
76 35
76 51

79 12
76 17
77 12
75 52
81 00

12

259
433
mi
KM)

70

80
47:1

11

38
10
8

37
152
78

32
58
,300

423
52

361
494
3

13
33
75
18
48

141
97

1,100
686
(524

320
745

110
68
639
498
300
415
36

820

523
12

317
573

',230

4

85 3.
'1

3.4
2.5
3.!

3.1

3.7
3.0
3.2

3.3
4.3
2.4
3.

3.4

In
;; 1

3.8

3.

3.6
3.7

8.0
3.3
3.

3.4
3.1
3.6

2.8
2.5
2.

6

2.1
3.4
3.4
2.5
9 <>

3.3
3.7
3.3
:;. r,

3.

3.3
3.3

25 3.

25 2.5
23 2.5
24 :: 5

25 3.0
54 3.0
72 3.4

41 3.4
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Monthly and seasonal at* rag* i 0/ rain/a//, April t<> September A Joni LnaecL

Station.

NOR 1 11 . \i;..i in \.

Hattera
Kit 1 7hawk
Lenoir
Boul bporl ,

.

Wilmington
Weldon

SOI I'll ' \ linl I N \

A i Icon

Kirkwood .

Charleston.

GEORGIA.

Atlanta
Augusta
Forsyth (near) ..

Quitman (near)

33 15

33 28
33 00
30 45

Savannah 82 06

FLORIDA.

Fort Barrancas.
Fort Brook
Key West
Jacksonville

AX AHA MA.

Greenshoro
Greene Springs
Mobile
Montgomery
Mount Vernon Arsenal.
Union Springs

MISSISSIPPI.

Commons.
Natchez ..

Vickstrarg

i.iin-i \na.

Baton Rouge
New Orleans
Bhreveport .

.

ark \

Helena
Washington
Fort Smith

TEXAS.

Austin
El Paso -

Fort Brown - ..

Fort Clark
Fort Duncan ' .

BIcIntosh
1 D

San Antonio ..

\ 1 1 ; i
; I M \

.

tantown

8
a

3

86 (X)

:;i II

86 24

33 32
:;i it

82 a

30 21

28 m
24 33
30 20

82 41

82 it

30 41

32 23
31 12
32 12

33 31

81 ;;i

30 26
29 58

31 3G

T3

a

75 r.'

M 80 I. L86

78 i'i 84

32 80

81 34

80 33
79 56

84 23
SI 51
83 55
83 39
81 05

87 18
82 28

81 49
81 39

87 36
s7 4:;

88 0:

86 18
ss 112

85 39

88 28
91 :.'

90 53

91 11

90 111

90 86
93 41

Ht 21

30 16 97 42

81 L5 106 80
25 52 97 28
29 HUM) 51

100 15

27 31 99 82
29 IT

40 03

91 49

520
232
L5

1,0)0
134
735
170
32

220
500
4

162
200
485

206
190

19
6

183

197
660
418

isn

3,697
166

1.000
800
160

686

963 19

In

I T

I I

2. 9

8. 1

3.4

8. l

2.4

4.2
3.4
3.8
4.0

4.9
1.9
1.2

2.7

4.0
6.0
4.6
4.8
4.6
4.4

6

6 2
5^3

6.

2

K •>

6.7
6.0
4.8

8.0
0.1

;

1 :,

1 1

1 :;

3.5

Tn.

1 8
3. T

4.8
8. 1

1 e

8
8
3.6

3.6
3. 4

3. 3
3.0
3.8

4.6
2.9
2.9
3.8

3. 5

4.3
4.0
3.9
3. 2

3.6
4.1
4.4

4

4.8
4.2

4.6
6.

2

4.7

I

'.'

II :;

2.1
3.2

2.

3

8.7

8 6
4.1

In

I 8

I 6
1.

1

3. 9

6
1

4.6
3.9
1.8

4.1

4.6
4.7
(i. 6
5.8

5.8
7.6
1.6
6.1

:; ,

4.4

5. 9

4.7
6.1

3.9

In.

8 1

6.8
6 1

6.8
7.1
5.1

I 9

6. 6

3.9
5.4
1.9

6.

2

6.6

8.4
9.8
3.8
6.2

3. 6
4

li

4.6
6.2
3.8

4.1. 4.7
4.0 5.1

3.9 I.-'.

5.0
6. T

4
3.9
4.2

2.7
0.5
L.9
2 :»

2 9

3.3
I 9

3.1

6.3
6. 1

:;. I

4.5
t.T

3.9

1.8
1.6

2.1

1.6
2.1

1.8
:;. 1

2.o

In.

8 1

5.1

7.3

5. 9

6.

3

7.2

4.6
5.0
5.7
5.

7.8

9.9
9. 5

5.0
6.7

5.2
4.6
6.8
I 11

5.9
3. 9

4.2
4.5
3.4

5.9
6.0
2.1

3. 6
3. 9

3.4

2. -

1.9

2. 5

4.1

In
• i I

I 1.

I 11

3
3. 9

3.7
3.T

3. 3
4.1

5. 2

5.9
li. 2
0.6
8.2

3.1

2 -

5.

3.7
2.5

3.4
3. T

3.3

4.2
4.6
3

3.9
3.1
3.1

4.2
1.6

5.8
3.6

6.0

:

In.

88.

33. 5
:.'•; 1

28
25.0
30.3

21.0
25.

25.

29.

31.

39. 5
37.9
21. n

23.1

26 l

33. 3
25.ii

30.4
21. T

25.

8

26.6
24.8

30.6
33

24. 1

L8.6
6.0

1:, :;

14.9
I.", 2

13.1

17.8

In

39
38.3
56
39. 3

62.0

36.

3

37. I

88.

5

38.

63.

9

77. 4

73.1
4(5.1

32.1

38.3
I'.' 6

lii. ti

33.0

40.3
38.5
42.6

81.9
49. T

3S.1

63.
2'

40.8
37.4

L4.8

80.0
26. 1

19.2

27 2

In.

23.7
Hi

11 8

20.2
21 11

L6.6

16 8
12. x

11.8

16.0
17.4
16.1
19.8
19.0

18

22
12.8
23.7

13.9
17.6
20 'I

1- 8

18.9
10.1

S

1887
1893
1KH1

1882

L881

1861

1869

1878
1870
1878

1881

1861
1 851

1893
1896

18T>8

1870
1894
1875
1891

1870

c

i

14.2
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Monthly and aea$onal ow rogi i 0/ minf<ill, . \jjril to SepU mb r - < tontinm d.

M |Sv,>t |{|

Hermann
iii

.hi

Bl Louis.

1 - iii w it';i;i roai
\M» OKI. All'

Fort Gibson
Port Sill

Alpena
Detroit
Grand Haven.
Grand Rapids
Kalamazoo
Lansing ...

Port Huron

Fort Riploy
Fort Snelhng.

.

Minneapolis ...

St. Paul 44

/,/

.,1 6

12. 1

36. 8

31.2

84.7
31.3

30.3
81.0
:\u.:>

28. 6

wtscoh mr.

Beloit
Embarrass.
La (!•
Madison
Manitowoc
Milwaukee

NORTH DAKOTA.

Bismarck
Fort Buford

«

St. Vincent 2

Fort Totten

SOUTH DAKOTA.

Fort Meade.
Fort Randall
Fort Sully
Fort Wadsworth
Yankton

Desoto

North Piatt.'
Omaha.

Dodge City
bidepeud
Lawrence

enwortn
Manhat trui

Fort Riley
Topeka

37 13 96 11

95 li

39 1!' 94 6

39 12

39 (t)

101 35

IS. 5
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is a very Important consideration, Ii is said, in explanation of the

fact < Ii.it w licit is grown in eastern Washington, vrhere tin' yearly

fall <>f rain is generally under 18 inches, that the rainfall of winter and

early spring is conserved In the soil and Is supplied to the plant, by

capillary ad ion during the early pari of the growing season. The
average rainfall of Spokane, in the wheat region of eastern Washing-

ton, during April, May, and June is inii i."> inches, or about as much
as falls In a single month in the wheal regions of the Mississippi Val-

ley. It is obviOUS thai the growth Of the plant is not due to the rain-

fall of the spring and early summer months alone.

A comparison of the seasonal precipitation, as shown by PI.

XXXVII, with the ret urns of t he Klevent h ( 'ensns, confirms the view

above expressed, namely, thai the area adapted to the cultivation of

cereals can be broadly defined by tin' line of L5 Inches, or nearly that

amount, of rain per season, although no hard and fast rule can be
laid down. The valley of the Red River of the North, in Minnesota
and North Dakota, is widely known as a famous wheat-producing

region, yet the seasonal rainfall is hut a trifle over 15 inches, whereas

southern Minnesota has almost 20 inches.

SMALLEST SEASONAL RAINFALL TO BE EXPECTED.

The chart of least rainfall (PL XXXVIII) is intended to show the

smallest amount of rain that has ever been recorded between April 1

and September 30. Since some of the rainfall records upon which this

chart is based extend over half a century, it is reasonable to assume
that the chart expresses the least seasonal rainfall that may ever be
expected. The smallest amount that may be expected in the great

corn and wheat regions of the central valleys does not vary greatly

from 9 or 10 inches, as will be seen by reference to the chart. In the

South Atlantic and Gulf States the fall in the year of least rain ranges

from a maximum of 20 inches in central and northern Florida to less

than 15 inches in the Mississippi Valley and a considerable fringe of

country to the westward. It will be noticed that the amount of rain

that falls in the year of severe drought in the greater part of the

Southeastern States is sufficient for the growth and maturity of staple

crops, if properly distributed. Success in agricultural pursuits, so

far as conditioned upon the rainfall, should therefore be more easily

achieved in the Southeastern Stales than elsewhere, particularly in

regions of precarious rainfall.

There appears to be a fairly constant ratio between the least rain-

fall and the mean fall of any place; thus, points east of the Alleghe-

nies having an average fall for the season of 20 inches generally have
not less than 11 or 1 _ inches, or about GO percent, in the year of least

rainfall. Wesl of the AlleghenieS the ratio is a little less, the fall of

the driest year being about .~>~> per cent of tin- seasonal average.
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Tli. iu';ill of the crop ii to tl.c total of th-

varies still more widely. (The total for the year ii shown \>\ Pi.

\\\\ 1 ) on tin* plains 70 per eenl and upward of the yearly tall

tee in the growing months of the year; elsewhere the ral ta Is i«

being a little •" per eenl easl of the Mississippi River.

It must uot be supposed thai the eharl ol least rainfall in the crop

! represents the actual rainfall of any single year. Fortunately

severe drought has never prevailed over so great an area In thessj

ir.

The years of minimum rainfall or drought from 1871 to L896 Tall in

-roups separated by Irregular intervals. The first group 06

about L871; the second, 1881; the third, 1887, and the last, L894-95.

The drought of L887 was severe m some mouths, but not consistently

so throughout the entire season. The droughts of 1881 and 189-4 were

widespread and severe. The former \\ as confined principally to States

east of tho Alleghenies, while the former was felt from Nebraska

eastward to Massachusetts and southward to Alabama. Prior to 1870

the few records available indicate a severe drought in 18G0 in Kansas

and western Missouri, more severe than has since been experienced.

Widespread drought in the central valleys and the Lake region also

occurred in 1863. The periods of extensive drought in chronological

order are, therefore, 18G0, 18G3, 1870-71, 1881, 1887, and 1894-95.

There have been, of course, several local droughts in various por-

tions of the United Slates during the intervening years, as there

must always bo in a territory of such vast extent.

Since observations on the rainfall of the United States were not

generally made prior to 1870, it may well bo asked, Is it not possible

that years to como may yield less rain than any of which we have

authentic record? In order, therefore, to determine how closely the

least seasonal rainfall of tho period 1871-1896 approaches the lowest

ever recorded in that or previous periods, an examination was made
of the group of forty-nine stations whose registers extend over earlier

years as well as the epoch 1871-189G.

Tho table below shows the least rainfall of the two periods at six-

teen stations where the rainfall has been measured for forty years or

more:

Least rainfall at sixteen stations from April to September, inclusive.

Station.

Now Bedford, Mass. ..

Boston, Mass
Providence, R. I

Amherst, Mass
New York City, N.Y.

Least rain-
tall during
1871-18%.

Inches.

13.

2

in 1891

13, 9 in 1887

16.3 in 1891

13.9 in 1887

13.7 in L881

Least rain-
fall during
previous
years.

Inches.

11. 6 in ISO

11.8inl8S6

11. 3 in 1838

11. 8 in 1836

13. 5 in is 19

Remarks.

Continuous record from 1811.

Continuous record from 1818.

Continuous record from 1S32.

Continuous record from 1836.

Do.
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' ruin/till at sixteen stations from April to September, inclv I mtinoed*

Newark, N •'

Philadelphia, Pa

Wa luiurton, 1 > C
S:i\ annul), (i;v

Portsmouth, < >lii<>

Cincinnati Ohio..

Louisvillo, Ky
st Lonla, M<>

Miami, M<>

Montlcello, I

Fort Riley, Kans.

Average

ram
fall during
I.I

In i !

IS I in U I

10.:; ,

11.:; i,, L8M

19.0 In

12.8 in 1878

12 8Ii

ll.C:

10 : in 1871

18. 8 In 1*71

10.2 in 1871

11.1 in 1875

Fall during

1:3.2

Ttu

d 1846

II .:, ;

I

I

11 ,9 !

15. I •

in 1870

8.1 in I860

12. 1 in 1868

'.i. 7 in 1800

!:• marks.

13.2

Continuous

Continuous
( 'out luuoui

QUOUl

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

Conl Inuous

< lontinupus

Conl inuous

Continuous

record

record

record

n cord

record

from 1844

from 1 85.

from 1 58.

from 1
:;;. I

from :

from 1836.

1842. >

from :

from 1847.

from

from ;

1 1839, 1850-1868, inclusive, and 1870 missing. 2 1856, 1857, and 1858 missing. :i I860 missing.

As will bo seen by the above, the year of least rainfall occurred

prior to 1871 in nine cases, and cither with or subsequent to 1871 in

the remaining seven cases. The two principles illustrated by these

facts are that intense droughts are not general in extent of territory

covered, and that for all practical purposes the least rainfall may be
expected to occur within a twenty-five-year period.

VARIATION IN AMOUNT OF RAIN.

The question of secular variation or change in the amount of rain

that falls from one year to another is not only intensely interesting

in its physical aspects, but also of very great economic importance.

Consequently it is not surprising that it should have been the subject

of extended investigation at the hands of rainfall students in many
parts of the world. The literature of the subject is very extensive,

and much ingenuity has been displayed in the search for cycles or

recurring periods of "fat" and "lean" rainfall. While it is true

that suggestions of a faint periodicity have been found in some regions

of the globe, yet it is still the general belief that the vicissitudes of

rainfall, if not wholly fortuitous, are so intermingled with the varia-

tions of air pressure, temperature, etc., that no satisfactory solution

of the problem will be reached until the greater problem of tho gen-

eral circulation of tho atmosphere has been solved.

The local distribution of rainfall is exceedingly erratic. Thus, the

catch of two gauges having practically the same exposure and but a

few miles apart may differ as much as L0 or I-") indies in the total of

the year, due solely to the occurrence of a few more thunderstorms at

one station than the oilier. Individual registers, therefore, often

afford doubtful and conflicting information respecting the yearly fall

of one and the same region. \Ui\ if we group the rainfall registei
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an entire district, tin- combined re&uH will generally shon whether

tin- fall of the year is abnormal or anusual, and t<> whal extent.

l sing for convenience the geographic districts of the Monthly

Weather Review and tabulating 1 1 1
«

* monthly abnormality—the dif-

m-<- between the amount of rain that actually fell and the normal

amount—of each district, tin- following table lias been formed:

Departuresfrom the normal precipitation, by geographic districts (iss,

District.

New England

Middle Atlantic States

South Atlantic States..

East Gulf States

Gulf States

Ohio Valley and Ten-
nessee

Lower Lake region

Upper Lake region

Extreme Northwest..

.

Upper Mississippi Val-
ley

Missouri Valley

Northern Slope

Middle Slope ,

Southern Slope

Southern Plateau ..

Middle Plateau

Northern Plateau _

.

North Pacific Coast

California.

Above the mean
Below the mean

o

<D O
S3
3 ce

to

ii

8

In

4

13

in

6
M
I

4

9

5

4

8

12

4

L6

Isst. l^ss. lss!>. 1800. lsyi. 1802. 1808. 1804. 1805. 1 800

Ins.

+2.4

-1
-1.5

—6
-5.1

4.# 2

-3.9

-3.1

-1

—4.9
o

+1.1

-4.2

+1.3

+ -9

—3.9

-2.1

-6.2

-5.6

4

15

Ins. Ins.

+10.1+ 5.2

h 4.7

+ .2

+ 7.2

- 8.3

+ 1.9

-4.8
- 5

- 2.9

- .6

- 2. ;:

- 4.5

+ 3.7

+ .,

- 1.7

- 4.5

-6.6
1.8

8

10

+12

+ 2

6.

-4.3
-2.4
-3.6
- 6.3

- 6.1

- 4.1

- 2.4

- .3

- 2. 4

-1.4

+ 1.9

- 4.1

-10.6

+11.4

5

14

Ins.

+5.8

I
5. 4

—5
—

5

+2.1

+0.2

+5.2

— .1

— .4

+ -1

—4.1

q

-4.

+1.8

+1
— .4

-4.1

-9

+1.9

9

10

Ins

-1.

-9

+ -3

-3.6

—2. 4

+3.

9

-5.1

+ -9

+4.5

+6

-2.1

+2
— .8

+8.4

—3.4

9

Id

Ins.

-4.3

-7.4

—

7

-1.9

+3.8
— .8

-1

+4.

+2
+1-8

+1.8

-4
— .6

-3
+4.4

7

11

II v

+ 1.5

'.i. :;

2.6

.3

+ •

- .9

-3.4
- 2.1

- 1.8

- 5.

4

- 5.

2

i

+ .4

+ 6.2

+13.3

+ 1

V2

Ins.

; 5

- 2

- 6.9

Ins.

- 2J

-7.6
- 1

-6.4
Lffl— 3.6

-11.6

- - 5.5

- 2.8'— 5.4

- .4-1.1

-8.7- 9.2

-8 I— .6

- 1.2- 1

-5.1+ .

-3.4
-2.7

+ .7

+ 3.2

+11.8

+ -6

4

15

+ 4

+
-2.8
- 3

+ 5.8

- 1.1

4

15

Ins.

- 5

- 9

- 4.6

+ -1

+ 2.9

+ .5

+ -2

f- .9

- 1.8

+ 1

+ 1.1

+ 2.4

+ 1.1

+10.1

+ 1

11

8

.

The first entry opposite New England in the table is +2.4, and the

year at the head of the column is 1887. The figures + 2 .4 mean that

the average rainfall at nine points in New England for the whole

year was two and four-tenths inches (+ -.4) above the normal. Far-

ther along on the same line, the figures —4.3, —0.8, —7.5, —2.8, —5
appear under the years 1892, 1893, 1894, 1895, and 189G, respectively.

These figures show that during the years named the average rain-

fall of New England was below the normal by the amounts given.

The table is worthy of careful examination, since it shows that the

rainfall may be considerably above the normal in one district and

as much or more below in another; yet there is no law apparent

whereby a shortage in the rainfall of one district is balanced by an

excess in another.

There is another very interesting fact to be gleaned from the table,
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namely, that there has been ;i shortage of rainfall generally in the

United Statea-during the last ten years. The South Atlantic and

Gulf States, in particular, show ;i marked defied throughout almost,

the entire pewod. This fact naturally suggests an Inquiry into the

rainfall of the preceding ten years.

AVERAGE PRECIPITATION AT PRINCIPAL w i:\tiikk KUREAU STATIONS.

The following table shows the average precipitation at the princi-

pal Weather Burean stations in the South Atlantic and Gulf States

for twenty consecutive years in periods of ten years each:

.1 >erage annual precipitation in 'periods of ten consecutive years, 1877-1886 and
1887-1

Station.

Lenoir, N. C
Hatteras, N.C....

Wilmington, N. C
Charleston, S. C.-

Augusta, Ga
Savannah, Ga
Jacksonville, Fla.

Mobile, Ala

Montgomery. Ala

Vick8burg, Miss..

Memphis. Tenn .

.

New ( Orleans, La.

Shreveport, La. ..

Galveston, Tex...

1^77 1880. 1883 1896.

51.40

7.141

58. 83

4(5. 58

50.91

-.; 69

08. Cl

52. 04

02.04

56. 78

81.84

54.88

48 88

57. 78

47.30

52.37

47.44

48. 75

49.12

58.73

49.90

40.09

48.78

54.28

40. 42

39. 9G

Differ-
ence.

— 2.62

—15. 66

—11.53

— 4. 45

+ -91

— 2.10

— 8. 57

— 7.88

— 2.14

-15. 35

— 7.98

— 7.00

—13.84

-12. 44

The facts presented above may be viewed from either of two aspects:

(1) The rainfall of the first period was abnormally high, and the
apparent decrease noted in the second period is merely a return to

normal conditions; or, (2) there has been a permanent decrease in the
rainfall. The first proposition seems to be the more rational one.

The heavy rainfall on the Texas coast, where there is a marked defi-

ciency, is largely due to the advent of cyclonic storms from the Gulf,
which often have a very slow movement and give torrential rainfall

for several days in succession. Thus, 8.7 inches fell on September 16

and 17, 1877; 8.4 inches on October 24, 1877; 8.24 inches on Septem-
ber 3 and 4, 1885; 10.5:5 inches on September 15 to 20, 1885. In the
last-named case, the rainfall at points less than 100 miles inland was
not a fifth of the fall at Galveston on the coast.

The seaward margin of the South Atlantic states is in the region
of West India hurricanes, and naturally receives a greater amount
of rainfall in years when these storms are prevalent While these
facts may partly explain the marked variation in the rainfall of

individual years, the} byno means fully account for the phenome-
non in all of ite phases.
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TH. of first and last killing frost, respectively, east of

th.- Rooky Mountains is shown by Pis. XXXIX and XL. It Is not

humI advisable to attempt to draw Lines of eqna] frosl dates over

the mountain and plateau region westward of theone hundred and

third meridian, but the average dates for Weather Bureau stations

in thai region have been entered upon the chart

Killing frosts generally appear lirsfe in northern Minnesota and

Dakota, in the region of greatest cold in winter. The advance of the

frost line southward is irregular, there being a considerable area in

the centra] valleys, shown on the chart by the interval between Octo-

ber 15 and November 1, over which the average date falls in the lat-

ter part of October. Southward of Tennessee and Arkansas the

average date of killing frost is deferred until November, although in

some years killing frost may occur in the latter part of October.

Killing frosts in Tennessee rarely occur as early as October 1.

Killing frosl may occur in northern Minnesota and Dakota as early

as August 25, and light frost at an earlier date. Light frost during

the latter part of August is not an unusual occurrence over Michi-

gan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, the Dakotas, and Montana.

The time that generally elapses between the date of killing frost

on the average of all years ana the date of the earliest killing frost

in any individual year varies greatly with locality. In some regions,

as in Nebraska and Iowa, it is about thirty days. Farther north it is

less, probably fifteen days; and it is also less in the South, probably

twenty days.

The occurrence of frost is largely governed by local toTJOgraphical

features, and should be studied more from a local than a general

standpoint. There are undoubtedly limited areas in all States where

frost does not occur with the same frequency or severity as in other

localities.
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APPENDIX. 1

ORGANIZATION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
DECEMBER 31, 1897.

.f.tary of Agriculture, James Wilson.

The Secretary of Agriculture is charged with Hie supervision of all public busi-

relating to the agricultural industry. He appoints all the officers and
employees 01 the Department, with the exception oi the Assistant Secretary and
the Chief of theWeather Bureau, who are appointed bythe President, and directs

the management of all the divisions, offices, and bureaus embraced in the Depart-
ment. He exercises advisory supervision over the agricultural experiment sta-

tions deriving support from the National Treasury, and has control of the quaran-
tine stations for imported cattle and of interstate quarantine rendered necessary
by contagious cattle diseases.

Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, Joseph H. Brigham.

The Assistant Secretary performs such duties as may be required by law or pre-
scribed by the Secretary.

Chief Clerk, Andrew Geddes.

The Chief Clerk has the general supervision of the clerks and employees; of
the order of business, records, and correspondence of the Secretary's office; of all

expenditures from appropriations for contingent expenses, stationery, etc.; of
the enforcement of the general regulations of the Department; and of the build-
ings occupied by the Department of Agriculture.

BUREAUS, DIVISIONS, AND OFFICES.

Weather Bureau (corner Twenty-fourth and M streets NW.).—Cliief, Willis
L. Moore; assigned as Assistant Chief, Lieut. Col. H. H. C. Dunwoody, U. S. A.;
Chief Clerk, James R. Cook; Professors of Meteorology, Cleveland Abbe, F. H.
Bigelow, Henry A. Hazen, Charles F. Marvin, Edward B. Garriott.

The Weather Bureau has charge of the forecasting of weather; the issue of
storm warnings; the display of weather and flood signals for the benefit of agri-
culture, commerce, and navigation; the gauging and reporting of rivers; the
maintenance and operation of seacoast telegraph lines, and the collection and trans-

on of marine intelligence for the benefit of commerce and navigation; the
reporting of temperature and rainfall conditions for the cotton, rice, BUgar, and
other interests; the display of frost and cold-wave signals; the distribution of
meteorological information in the interests of agriculture and commerce, and the
taking of such meteorological observations as may be necessary to establish and
record the climatic conditions of the United States, or as are essential for the
proper execution of the foregoing duties.

Bureau of Animal INDUSTRY.

—

Chief- D. E. Salmon; Assistant Chief, G. M.
Brumbaugh: Chief CZerfc, S. 11. Burcii; Chief of Inspection Division, A. D. Mel-
vin; Chief of Miscellaneous Division, A. M. Farrington; Chief of Pathological
Di rision. Victor A. Norgaard; Chu fof Biochemic Division, E. A. de Schweinitz;
Chief of Dairy Division, Henry B. Alvord: Zoologist, Ch. Wardell Stiles; In
charg of Experiment Station, E. C. Schroeder.

The Bureau of Animal Industry makes investigations as to the existence of eon-
pleuro-pneumonia and other dan--: on-- communicable diseases of live

stock, superintends the measures for th iir extirpation, makes original investiga-
tions as to the nature and pi m ol Buch diseases, and reports "ii the condition

'For subject-matter of Appendix, Bee under Contents, page 5.
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and of Improving the animal Indu -tr m of the country. It alio has ohai

of the inspection of import and export animals, of the Inspection of for the

transportation of export cattle, and of the quarantine station* Pur imported bm!
cattle; supe the int. movement of cattle, and insp itock and
their products slaughtered for food consumption.

Dn [sioh or B B.

—

Statistician, John Hyde; Assistant Statistician, Qtargfi

K, Holmes,

The Division of statistics collects information as to the condition, prospects, and

harvests of the principal crops, and of the numbers and stal as of farm anim
through a corps of county correspondents and th aid of a supplementary organ]

nation under the direction of state agents, and obtains similar information from
European countriesmonthly through the deputy consul-general at London, assisted

by consular, agricultural, and commercial authorities. It records, tabulates, and
irdinates statistics of agricultural productions, distribution, and consumption,
authorized data of Governments, institutes, societies, boards of trade, and

individual experts, and issues a monthly crop report and occasional bulletins for

information of producers and consumers, and for their protection against

combination and extortion in the handling of the products of agriculture.

Section of Foreign Markets.—Chief, Frank H. Hitchcock.

The Section of Foreign Markets makes investigations and disseminates infor-

mation "concerning the feasibility of extending the demands of foreign markets
for the agricultural products of the United States.''

Office of Experiment Stations.—Director, A. C. True; Assistant Director,

E. W. Allen.

The Office of Experiment Stations represents the Department in its relations to

the experiment stations which are now in operation in all the States and Territo-

ries. It seeks to promote the interests of agricultural education and investigation

throughout the United States. It collects and disseminates general information

regarding the colleges and stations, and publishes accounts of agricultural investi-

gations at home and abroad. It also indicates lines of inquiry of the stations, aids

in the conduct of cooperative experiments, reports upon their expenditures and
work, and in general furnishes them with such advice and assistance as will best

promote the purposes for which they were established. It is also charged with
investigations on the nutritive value and economy of human foods.

Division of Chemistry.—Chemist, Harvey W. Wiley: First Assistant Chemist,

Ervin E. Ewell.

The Division of Chemistry makes investigations of the methods proposed for the

analyses of soils, fertilizers, and agricultural products, and such analyses as per-

tain "in general to the interests of agriculture. It can not undertake the analyses

of samplesof the above articles of a miscellaneous nature, but application for such

analyses should bo made to the directors of the agricultural experiment stations

of the different States. The division does not make assays of ores nor analyses

of minerals except when related to general agricultural interests, nor analyses of

water.

Division of Entomology.—Entomologist, L. O. Howard; First Assistant Ento-

mologist, C. L. Marlatt.

The Division of Entomology obtains and disseminates information regarding

insects injurious to vegetation- investigates insects sent to the division in order to

give appropriate remedies; conducts investigations of this character in different

parts of the country; and mounts and arranges specimens for illustrative and
museum purposes.

Division of Biological Survey.—Chief, C. Hart Merriam; Assistant Chief,

T. S. Palmer.

The Division of Biological Survey studies the geographic distribution of animals

and plants, and maps the natural life zones of the country; it also investigates

the economic relations of birds and mammals, and recommends measures for the

preservation of beneficial and the destruction of injurious species.

Division of Forestry.—Chief, B. E. Fernow; Assistant Chief, Charles A. Keffer.

The Division of Forestrv is occupied with experiments, investigations, and reports

dealing with the subject of forestry, and with the dissemination of information

upon forestry matters.
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Division of Botany. Botanist, Frederick V. Covill8; First Assistant Botanist^

I
I

I! Hies .

The I >i\ tsiou of Botany Investigates botanical agricultural problems, Including
ih

|
> 1 1 r i

t
> and rains of agricnltnral Beeds; methods of controlling the spread ox

weeds or preventing their Introdnctiou into this country; the dangers, effects, and
antidotes for poisonous plants; the oative plant re onrcec of the country, and other

subjects "i economic botany.

Division of Vegetable Physiology \m> Pathology.—Chief, B. T. Galloway;
First Assistant Chief, Albert F, Woods.

The Division of Vegetable Physiology and Pathology has for Its object a study
of the normal and abnormal life processes of plants. 1 1 seeks by investigations in

the field and experiments In the laboratory to determine the causes of disease and
th" best means of preventing the same, It st adies plant physiology in Its bearing

on pathology,

Division of Agrostology. Agrostologist, P. Lam ribner; First Assistant
(

'liii f. Jared ( i. Smith.

The Division of Agrostology is charged with the investigation of tho natural
history, geographical distribution, and uses of grasses and forage plants, their

adaptation to special soils and climates, the introduction of promising native and
foreign kinds into cultivation, and the preparation of publications and correspond-
ence relative to these plants.

Division of Pomology.—Pomologist, Gustavus B. Brackett; Assistant Pomolo-
gist, W. A. Taylor.

Tho Division of Pomology collects and distributes information in regard to the
fruit interests of the United States; investigates the habits and peculiar qualities

of fruits, their adaptability to various soils and climates, and conditions of culture,
and introduces new and untried fruits from foreign countries.

Division of Agricultural Soils.—Chief, Milton Whitney; Assistant Chief,
Lyman J. Briggs.

The Division of Agricultural Soils has for its object the investigation of the
texture and other physical properties of soils and their relation to crop production.

Office of Fiber Investigations.—Special Agent in Charge, Chas. Richards
Dodge.

The ( )ilice of Fiber Investigations collects and disseminates information regard-
ing the cultivation of textile plants, directs experiments in the culture of new and
hitherto unused plants, and investigates the merits of new machines and processes
for preparing them for manufacture.

Office of Public Road Inquiries.—Director, Roy Stone.

The Office of Public Road Inquiries collects information concerning the systems
of road management throughout the United States, conducts investigations regard-
ing the best method of road making, and prepares publications on this subject.

Division of Gardens and Grounds.—Horticulturist and Superintendent of
Gardens and Grounds, William Saunders.

The Division of Gardens and Grounds is charged with the care and ornamenta-
tion of the park surrounding the Department buildings, and with the duties con-
nected with the conservatories and gardens for testing and propagating economic
plants.

Division of Publications.— '"///'/'. Geo. Win. Hill: Assistant Ch ief, Joseph A.
Arnold: Assistant in charge of Document and Folding Room, Geo. F. Thompson.
The Division of Publications exercises general supervision of the Department

printing and illustrations, and has charge of the distribution of all Department
publications with the exception of those turned oyer by law to the Superintendent
of Documents for sale at the price affixed by him; it issues, in the form of press
notices, official information <>f interest to agriculturists, and distributes to agri-
cultural publications and writers synopses of Department publications.

Division of Accounts and Disbubsbments.—Chief Frank L. Evans; Assistant
/>' bursing Qffta r (in charge of Weather Bureau disbursements), A. Zappone;
Cashier, Everett D. Yerby.

The Division of Accounts and Disbursements Lb charged with the adjustment of
all claims against the Department; decides questions involving the expenditure
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oi public funds; pr< i for fti

issues requisitions for the purch tsforpa
>na; and attends to all busine i ing to the financial int f

the department, taolnding paj menti of eyer iption.

Diyibiom Of Si-.khs. -('/(/</, Robert J. Whittleton.

is charged with the purchase and distribution of yaltiabla
bnlbs, trees, Bhrnbf, vines, cuttings, and plants, certain portion of which

ure collected and purchased from foreign countries for experiments with refer* ace
to their introduction into this country. They art* distributed in allotmen
Senators, Representatives, Delegates in Cong] priculturaj experiment sta-
tions, and thu Secretary of Agriculture, as provided by law.

APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOR THE FISCAL YEARS ENDING JUNE 30, 1897 AND 1898.

Salaries, Department of Agriculture
Furniture, cases, and repairs, Department of Agriculture
Library, Department of Agriculture ..

Museum, Department of Agriculture
Postage, Department of Agriculture
Contingent expenses, Department of Agriculture.
Animal quarantine stations _

( 'ollecting agricultural statistics
Botanical investigations and experiments
Entomological investigations
Vegetable pathological investigations - .

Biological investigations -

Pomological investigations
Laboratory, Department of Agriculture -

Forestry investigations —
Experimental gardens and grounds, Department of Agriculture
Soil investigations
Grass and forage plant investigations
Fiber investigations
Agricultural experiment stations [$750,000] '

Nutrition investigations -

Public road inquiries — -

Publications, Department of Agriculture.
Sugar investigations
Purchase and distribution of valuable seeds
Salaries and expenses, Bureau of Animal Industry

Total.

Wcather Bureau.

Salaries, Weather Bureau
Fuel, lights, and repairs, "Weather Bureau.
Contingent expenses, Weather Bureau
General expenses, Weather Bureau

Total for Weather Bureau

.

Grand total.

$313, HfiO

12, 000
7,000

25,000
12,000

lln.iHK)

15,000
20,000
auxn)
17,500
6,000
12,400
20,000
20,000
111. (KM)

10,000
6,000

30,000
15,000
8,000

70,000

l.-ill.(HM)

050,000

1,50-1,700

150, 540
8,000
8,000

717,232

883,772

2,448,532

1319,800
9,000
7.IHI0

:: um
2:»,(K)0

lln.iM)

15,000
20,000

8, (KM)

12, I'D

20JKD
25,000
lll.(KK)

PUKD
5,000

35,000
15,000
8,000

65,000
5»000

130,000
675,000

1,584,200

150, 540
8.IKD

8,000
717,1(52

883,708

2,407,902

1 Of this amount $720,000 is paid directly to the experiment stations by the United States
Treasury.

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES AND OTHER INSTITUTIONS IN THE
UNITED STATES HAVING COURSES IN AGRICULTURE.

State or Terri-
tory.
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AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES AND OTHER INSTITUTIONS IN THE
UNITED STATES HAVING COURSES IN AGRICULTURE Cont'd

• T-l

t' '
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AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES
THEIR LOCATIONS, DIRECTORS, AND PRINCIPAL LINES OF
WORK '

N am-
Station ms, and direct irs her In

Alabama (College), Auburn:
w L. Broun -

Alabama (Canebrake), [Jnlon
t >U 11

11 1 leu ton
Arizona, Tucson

:

.) W. Tourney

Arkansas Faj etteville:
B. L. Bennett

California, Berkeley

:

i: W.Hilgard...

Colorado, Fort Collins:
Alston Ellis

Connecticut ( State i,New Haven
S. \V. Johnson ...

Connecticut (Storrs), Storrs:
W. 0. Atwater

Delaware, Newark:
A. T. Neale

Florida, Lake City:
W. F. Vocutn

Georgia, Experiment:
R. J. Bedding

Idaho, Moscow:
F.B. Gault

Illinois, Urbana:
E. Davenport

Indiana, Lafayette:
C, S. Plumb

Iowa, Ames:
C. F. Curtiss

Kansas, Manhattan:
Thos. E. Will

Kentucky. Lexington:
M. A.'Scovell

Louisiana (Sugar ), New Orleans
Win. C. Stubbs

Louisiana (State), Baton Rouge
Wm. C. Stubbs

11

:;

9

8

88

18

It

in

in

li;

12

Num-
ber of
teach
era on
staff.

Botany; analysis of fertilisers and food mate-
rials: soil Improvement; field experiments;
horticulture; diseases "l plants and animals.

Field experlmi nts; diseases of animals.

Meteorology: field experiments; oanaigrt in-
vestigation; diseases of plants; entomology.

Chemistry of foods: field experiments; horti-
culture; diseases of plants; feeding animals;
diseases of annuals.

Physics; botany: meteorology; chemistry and
geographical distribution of soils; field crops;
horticulture; technology of wine and olive
oil and zymology; chemistry of foods and
feeding Stuffs; entomology; drainage and irri-

gation: reclamation of alkali lands.

Chemistry: botany; meteorology; field experi-
ments; horticulture; entomology; irrigation.

Chemistry; analysis and inspection of fertili-

zers and foods; field and pot experiments;
horticulture; seed tests; diseases of plants;
chemistry of feeding stuffs and dairy prod-
ucts.

Food and nutrition of man and animals; bac-
teriology of dairy products; field experi-
ments; dairying.

Chemistry; field experiments; horticulture;
diseases of plants; feeding experiments;
diseases of animals; entomology; dairying.

Chemistry; field experiments; horticulture;
entomology.

Field experiments; horticulture; pig feeding;
dairying.

Physics; chemistry; botany; field experiments;
entomology.

Chemistry; bacteriology; field experiments;
horticulture; forestry; diseases of plants;
feeding experiments; entomology; dairying.

Chemistry: pot and field experiments; horti-
culture; feeding experiments; diseases of
animals.

Chemistry: field experiments; horticulture;
diseases of plants; feeding experiments; en-
tomology; dairying.

Soils; horticulture: seed breeding; diseases of
plants; feeding experiments; diseases of an-
imals; entomology.

Chemistry; soils; fertilizer analysis; field ex-
periments; horticulture; diseases of plants;
entomology; dairying.

Chemistry; bacteriology; soils and soil phys-
ics; field experiments; horticulture; sugar
making; drainage; irrigation.

Chemistry; botany; geology; bacteriology;
soils; field experiments; horticulture; feed-
ing experiments; entomology.

1 The stations published during the fiscal year 1S96-97 a total of 403 books and bulletins, with
a total of 15,7So pages. These were distributed to over half a million addresses.

15

Print Ipal lines of work.
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AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES
THEIR LOCATIONS, DIRECTORS, AND PRINCIPAL LINES OF
WORK'—Continued.

and • 1 1
?-•

I. <>u i-tli I
( 'ullioun:

Win. C. Stubb

Maine, < >rono:
C. D. Woods

Maryland. College Park:
i: H Miller

i :husett8, Amherat:
II. 11. Qoodell

N'niii

ber in

Michigan, Agricultural College:
C. D. Smith

Minnesota. St. Anthony Park:
W.M.Liggett

asippi,AgriculturalCollege
W. L. Hutchinson

ari, ( 'olumbia:
H. J. Waters

Montana. Bozeman:
S. M. Emery

Nebraska. Lincoln:
G. E. MacLean.

Nevada, Reno:
J. E. Stubbs.

i

11

:.M

13

13

11

7

17

Niiin

teacb

New Hampshire, Durham:
irkland

NewJer ,New Bruns-
wick:
E. B. Voorhees

New Jet (few
Brunswick:

E. B. Voorhee -

N«w Mexico, Mesilla Park:
C T. Jordan

HOW V< rt v;i:

W. ll. Jordan

Dell '. It;

I P. Roberts

12

10

IS

Principal lines "i work.

1 The stations published during the fi-< -

a total "i l">; 3 Liatri

1 a97 1'»

< hem! • ferl Lilzer i; Held ss peri
ments; 1 1 < * r- 1 [cull ; dairying.

Chemistry: botany; analysis and h
fertilizers and concentrated eonuni

feeding stuffs; horticulture; dinea i of
plants: food and nutrition of man and an
imals; dl teai ••

i of animals; entomology; dai-
rying.

2 Chemistry; soils; field experiments; horticul-
ture: feeding experiments; entomology.

Chemistry; meteorology; analysis and is
tion of fertilizers and concentrated commer-
cial feeding stuffs; field experiments; horti-
culture; diseases of plants; digestion and
feeding experiments; diseases of animals;
entomology.

Botany and bacteriology; field experiments;
horticulture; forestry; diseases of plants;
(''•ding experiments; diseases of animals;
entomology; dairying.

Chemistry; field experiments; horticulture;
plant diseases: plant and animal breeding;
feeding experiments; diseases of animals;
entomology; dairying.

Chemistry; botany: soils: field experiments;
horticulture; feeding experiments; ento-
mology; dairying; irrigation.

Chemistry: field experiments; horticulture;
diseases of plants: feeding experiments; dis-
easesof animals; entomology: drainage.

Field experiments; diseases of plants; feeding
experiments; diseases of animals; irrigation.

Chemistry; botany: meteorology; field experi-
ments; horticulture: forestry; feeding and
breeding experiments; diseases of animals;
entomology; irrigation.

Chemistry; botany; soils; field experiments;
horticulture; irrigation.

Chemistry; field experiments: feeding experi-
ments; diseases of animals; dairying.

chemistry
: analysis and control of fertilizers;

held experiments; horticulture; food and
nutrition of man; dairy husbandry; irriga-
tion.

• Botany; di plants; diseases of animals;

Chemistry; botany; field experiments; horti-
CUlturt • -^ of plants; entomology.

Istry; meteorology; analysis and control
of fertilizers: held experiments; horticul-
ture; di of plants: feeding experi-
ments; poultry experiments; dairj

Chemistry of soils and feeding Stuffs; soils;

fertilizer investigati experiments:
horticulture: diseases of planl -esof
animals: poultry experimi
dairying.

Sl ye ks and bulletins, with
buted t" a million odd i
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PUBLICATIONS IB8UBD JAM. I, 1897, TO DEC. 31, l>i»7. (J27

NOTES REGARDING DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS.

• publioatioi i bmenl of \
;

olturoars of three cU
Serial pabllcati :ientifio and techni popular bulle-

tins. The first two cl aed in limited editions and are distributed :

only to perating with or rendering the rice. Saat-
ipios will \w sent if requested, bnl generally applicants must apply to the

Superii : of Documents, l ' 1 1 i< >• i Building, Washington, D. CM to wnom all

publicatioi ftcial p1 circulars and bulletins printed by
ibm for itribution, are turned over. The] >f by him at cost ox
print in

The popular circulars and bulletins treat la a practical way of of par-
ticular interest to faro d in large editions, and are for free distribution.
The Farmers' Bulletins are of this class. Some ol thi m are out of print. A list of
such as are available for distribution al any time will be forwarded apon requ
There is no list of

;
to whom all publications are scut. The Monthly List

of Publications, issued the first of each month, will be mailed regularly to all who
apply for it. [nit are given the titles of all publicatio I during the pre-
vious month, with a note explanatory of tho character <> ; ' each, thus enabling tlio

reader to make intelligent application for such bulletins and reports as are certain
to l)c of interest to him.
For the maps and bulletins of the Weather Bureau, requests and romitt'i

should be directed to the Chief of that Bureau. Also tho index (card form) of
experiment-station literature is sold direct to applicants by the Office of Experi-
ment Stations. For all other publications to which a price is affixed, application
must be made to the Superintendent of Documents, Union Building. Washington,
D. C, accompanied by the price thereof, and all remittances should be made to
him and not to the Department of Agriculture. Such remittances should be made
by postal money order and not by private check or postage stamps. The Superin-
tendent of Documents is not permitted to sell more than one copy of any public
document to the same person. The Public Printer may sell to one person any
number not to exceed 250 copies, if ordered before the publication goes to press.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED JANUARY 1, 1897, TO DECEMBER 31, 1897.

The following publications were issued by the United States Department of
Agriculture during the period January 1, 1897, to December 31, 1897.
Those to which a price is attached, with the exception of publications of the

Weather Bureau, must be obtained of the Superintendent of Documents, Union
Building, Washington, D. C, to whom were turned over all copies not needed for
official use. in compliance with section 07 of the act providing for the public print-
ing and binding and the distribution of public documents. Remittances should be
made to him by postal money order. Applications for those that are for free distri-
bution should be made to the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.:

OFFH B OP TED I
TARY.

Copies.

Farm Drainage. Farm. Bui. 10. (Two reprints) _. 30,000
Washed Soils: How to Prevent and Reclaim Them. Farm. Bui. 20.

(Two reprints) 40,000
Report of the Secretary of Agriculture. 1896. (Two reprints; _ 36, 000
Civil Service in the Department of Agriculture. Cir.5-_ .. 5,000
Sources of Principal Agricultural Imports of U. S. during Five Years
ended June 30, 1896, Cir. 12, Sec. Foreign Markets 10.000

Agricultural Products Imported and Exported by U. S. in Years ended
JuneSO, L892-96, inc. Cir. 11, Sec Foreign Markets 10,000

barges for Ocean Transportation of Products of Agriculture.
Oct. 1, L895, to Oct. 1. L896. Bnl. L2, Sec. Foreign Markets. Scents... 5,000

rt of the Appointment Clerk for l
s '"'»

. _

Distribution of Principal Agricultural Exports of U. S. during Five Years
d June 80, 1896. Cir. 18, i m Markets 10, I

Hamburg as a Market for American Products. Cir. i !, Sec. Foreign Mar-
;

- - _ 10. )

Th. oilplant. M _. -o, 500
The Mississippi River Flood. Mis. Or. 8 r>,000
The Mississippi River Flood. Misc. Cir. 8 ooo
Exports of Cotton from Egypt Cir. 15, £ r^ooo
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• est Aj Proposed Legislation Restricting un-nts of Uu
menl of Agncultnre. Oir. 2 10,000

Onr Trade with Cu Oft from .. Cir. 16, Sec. Foi .. 10,000
Au [deal Department of Agricnlture and Indu reprint -

United States Wheat foi Uia. Oir. 17, Sec. Foreign Markets 10,000
Hawaiian Commerce from I Oir, 18, Sec. Foreign Markets 10,000
Austria-Hungary as a Factor in the Worlds Grain Trade; Recent Use of

American Wheat in that Country. Cir. L9, Sec. Foreign Markets 10,000
Report of the Chief of the Section of Foreign Markets lor 1807...
Yearbook of the Department of Agriculture, 1890. 50 cents 500, 000
Proceedings of National Convention for Suppression of Insect Petti and

Plant Diseases by Legislation, at Washington, D. C, March 5 and 6,

1897. Misc. Bui. 5 cents ... .. 2,000

ING RESSIONAL PUBLICATIONS.

Operations of Bureau of Animal Industry for Fiscal Year 1890. Sen.
Doc. No. 4.1. 54th Cong., 2d sess

, 1,722
Letter from the Secretary of Agriculture, transmitting statement of em-

ployees. House Doc. No. 275, 51th Cong., 2d sess... ... 1,722
Letter from the Secretary of Agriculture, transmitting report on the work
and expenditures of agricultural experiment stations, fiscal year 1890.

Sen. Doc. No. 137, 54th Cong., 2d sess 1,722
White-Pine Timber Supplies. Letter from the Secretary of Agriculture,
transmitting statement regarding white-pine timber supplies. Sen.
Doc. No. 40, 55th Cong. , 1st sess. (With reprint) 6, 000

Special Report on Diseases of the Horse. (Reprint.) G5 cents 75, 000
Special Report on Diseases of Cattle and on Cattle Feeding. (Reprint.)

61 cents 60,000
Letter from the Secretary of Agriculture in regard to Senate bill 1063,

entitled "A bill for the further prevention of cruelty to animals in the
District of Columbia." Sen. Doc. No. 112, 55th Cong., 1st sess. 1,722

Report of Chief of the Weather Bureau, 1895-96. 4, 000
Twelfth and Thirteenth Annual Reports of the Bureau of Animal Indus-

try for the fiscal years 1895 and 1896 30, 000
Report of the Secretary of Agriculture, 1897. (Preliminary) 30, 000
Annual Reports of Department of Agriculture for Fiscal Year ended
June 30, 1897. Report of the Secretary of Agriculture. Misc. Reports. 3, 000

DIVISION OF ACCOUNTS AND DISBURSEMENTS.

Report of Chief of Division of Accounts and Disbursements for 1896 250
Report of Chief of Division of Accounts and Disbursements for 1897 250

DIVISION OF AGROSTOLOGY.

Studies on American Grasses. Bui. 4. 10 cents 2, 000
Report of the Agrostologist for 1896. 250
Grasses and Forage Plants of the Dakotas. Bui. 6. 5 cents 5, 000
A Report upon the Grasses and Forage Plants of Rocky Mountain Region.

Bui. 5. 5 cents. 2, 000
Sorghum as a Forage Crop. Farm. Bui. 50 _ 30, 000
Studies on American Grasses. Bui. 8. 10 cents 1,000
American Grasses (illustrated). Bui. 7. 30cents... 1,000
Timothy in the Prairie Region. Reprint from Yearbook, 1896. 500
Cowpeas ( Viqna catJang). Cir. 5. (With reprint) 3,500
Alfalfa, or Lucern. Farm. Bui. 31. (Reprint) 20,000
Notes on the Grasses and Forage Plants of Iowa, Nebraska, and Colorado.

Bui. 9. 5 cents 4, 000
Meadows and Pastures: Formation and Cultivation in the Middle Eastern

States. Farm. Bui. 66 30, 000
The Renewing of Worn-Out Native Pastures. Cir. 4. (Revised edition)

.

2, 000

DIVISION OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY.

Bird Day in the Schools. Cir. 17. (Reprint) 3,000
Report of Chief of Division of Ornithology and Mammalogy. 1896 250
Some Common Birds in Their Relation to Agriculture. Farm. Bui. 54.

(With reprint) 70, 000
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Extermination ol Noxiou Vnimalsby Bonnti< . Reprint,Yearl k,l «

r>oo

The Blue Ja) and It I d. R< print I irbook, L806 500

rth American Fauna No. 18. Revisi ! the North American Bats of

the Faniilv Veapertiiionidte. LOcentfl 8,500

Report of Chief ton of Biological Sum •. 100

Dn -v.

itributiona from D". S. National Herbarium, Vol. V, No, L, Qeneral
»ri on a i botanical Survey of theCoeux D'Alene Mountains in [daho

during the Summer of 1895. 10 cents .— 2,300

Not on Some Pacific Coast G , Cont. U. S. Natl Herb. Vol. ] ... 100

Report of the Botanist for 1896 500

Wild Garlic, Cir. - 15,000
Preliminary Revision of the North American Species of Cactus, Anhalo-
nium and Lophophora. Cont. U. S. Natl Herb. Vol. 1 ... WO

Lisl of Plants Collected by Dr. Edward Palmer in 1890 on Carmen Island.

Cont. U.S Nat/1 Herb. Vol.1 - - 100

Li8t of Plants Collected by C. S. Sheldon and M. A. Carleton in Indian
Territory in 1891. Cont. U. S. Natl Herb. Vol. I .... ... 100

Systematic and Alphabetic Index to New Species of North American
Phanerogams and Pteridophy tes. Cont. U. S. Natl Herb. Vol. I 100

Three New Weeds of the Mustard Family. By Lyster H. Dewey, Assist-

ant in Division of Botany. Cir. 10 . . 10,000
Weeds and How to Kill Them. Farm. Bui. 28. (Two reprints) 40, 000
Notes on the Plants Used by the Klamath Indians in Oregon. Cont. U. S.

Nat'l Herb. Vol. I 2,500
The Water Hyacinth and Its Relation to Navigation in Florida. Bui. 18.

5 cents '.

1 , 500
The Vitality of Seed Treated with Carbon Bisulphide. Cir. 1 1 10, 000
Seed Production and Seed Saving. Reprint from Yearbook, 1896.. 500
The Superior Value of Large, Heavy Seed. Reprint from Yearbook, 1896. 500
Some Common Poisonous Plants. (With reprint.) Reprint from Year-
book. is«.):; 500

Migration of Weeds. Reprint from Yearbook, 1896. 500
Studies of Mexican and < Vntral American Plants. 10 cents 3,500
The Camphor Tree. Cir. 12. (With reprint) 10, 000
Observations on Recent Cases of Mushroom Poisoning in the District of
Columbia. Cir. 13 ._ * 3,000

BUREAU OF ANIMAL [NDUSTRY,

Facts About Milk. Farm. Bui. 42. (Three reprints) 110,000
Hog Cholera and Swine Plague. Farm. Bui. 24. (Three reprints) 140,000
Regulations for the Inspection and (Quarantine of Animals Imported from
Canada into the United States, January. 1897.. 3,000

Exports of Animals and their Products. Cir. 17 10,000
Report of the Chief of the Bureau of Animal Industry for 1896 ._ 500
The Cheese Industry of the State of New York. Bui. 15. 5 cents. . 10,000
Dairy Schools. Bui. 17. 10 cents. (With reprint) 16.000
Standard Varieties of Chickens. Farm. Bui. 51. (Three reprints) 300,000
The Dairy Herd: Its Formation and Management. Farm. Bui. 55. (With
reprint).. 70,000

List of Officials and A ons Connected with the Dairy Interests in
the United states and ( lanada for 1897. Cir. 18 10,000

Butter Making on the Farm. Farm. Bui. 5*3 100.000
Factory Cheese and How it is Made, Cir. 19. (Reprint) 5,000
Care of Dairy Utensils. Reprint from Yearbook, L896 1,000
The Country Slaughterhoua >ass I a the Spread of Disease. Reprint
from Yearbook, 1896 1,000

entire Vaccination Against Blackleg. i JO 1,000
ctions for E ilackleg Cir. 21 . 3,000

The Dairy Industry in Missouri and Kansas. Bui. i

v
. Scents 6, 500

m Disinfectants. Reprint from Yearbook, 1890 500
Cream Advantages, Location, Organization, and
Equipment. Reprint B.A. I. An. Rep., ix»r 6,000
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I Ak on the Farm m, Bui 8 I

Ducks and < menl Farm. Bui. 64 50 000

Directions for the Pasteurization of Milk. Cir. 1. R L edition) 3,000
Report of the < >hief of the Bureau of Animal [ndu ] I

1>I\ i CHEMISTRY.

Changes in and Additions to Methods of Analysis Adopted ;it the Tliir-

teenth Annual Meeting of the Association of Official Agricultural
mists. Cir .

Report of the Chief of the Division of Chemistry for 1896 250

Analysis Adopted by the rtdonof Official Agricultural
Chemists, September 5,0, and 7, 1895. Snl. 46. (Two reprint nts. 1,000

The Sugar Beet: Culture, Seed Development, Manufacture, and Statistic

Farm. Bui. 59. (With two reprints) 190, 000
Proceedings of the Thirteenth Annual Convention of the Association of

Official Agricultural Chemists, held at Washington, D. C, November 0,

7, and 9, 1896. Bui. 49. (With reprint.) 10 cents 2,250
Needed Reforms in Fertilizer Inspection. Cir. 3 . 900
Potash and its Function in Agriculture. Reprint from Yearbook, 1896.. _ 500
Proceedings of the Eleventh Annual Convention of the Association of

Official Agricultural Chemists, held at Washington, D. C, August 23,

,1894. Bui. 43. (Reprint.) 25 cents 500
Proceedings of the Twelfth Annual Convention of the Association of Offi-

cial Agricultural Chemists, held at Washington, D. C, September 5, 6,

and 7, 1895. Bui. 47. (Reprint.) 10 cents 500
Experiments with Sugar Beets in 1S92. Bui. 30. (Reprint.) 5 cents ... 500
Proceedings of the Eighth Annual Convention of the Association of Offi-

cial Agricultural Chemists, held at the Columbiau University, Wash-
ington, D. C, August 13, 14, and 15, 1891. Methods of Analysis of
Dairy Products, Fermented Liquors, and Sugars. Bui. 31. (Reprint.)
15 cents _ 500

Report of the Chief of the Division of Chemistry for 1897 500

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY.

Some Insects Injurious to Stored Grain. Farm. Bui. 45. (With three
reprints) 120, 000

Insects Affecting Domestic Animals: An Account of the Species of Impor-
tance in North America, with Mention of Related Forms Occurring on
Other Animals. Bui. 5, new series. 20 cents. (With two reprints) . . _ 3, 000

Report of the Entomologist for 1890 250
Insects Affecting the Cotton Plant. Farm. Bui. 47. (With reprint) 60, 000
The Ambrosia Beetles of the United States. Reprint from Yearbook, 1896_ 100
The Plum Plant-louse. Reprint from Bui. 7, new series _ 100
Some Important Results of the Work of the Division of Entomology.

Bui. 7, new series. 10 cents 3, 000
The Mexican Cotton-boll Weevil. Cir. IS, second series 5, 000
Important Insecticides: Directions for their Preparation and Use. Farm.

Bui. 1 9. ( Reprint) 30, 000
The Clover Mite. Cir. 19, second series. (With two reprints) 6, 000
Some Little Known Insects Affecting Stored Vegetable Products: A Col-

lection of Articles Detailing Certain Original Observations Made Upon
Insects of this Class. Bui. 8, new series. Scents 2,000

The Mexican Cotton-boll Weevil. Cir. 18. (Revised Spanish edition) ... 1, 500
The Mexican Cotton-boll Weevil. Cir. 18; revision of No. 14. (German

edition) 1,500
A Study in Insect Parasitism: A Consideration of the Parasites of the
White-marked Tussock Moth, with an Account of Their Habits and
Interrelations and with Descriptions of New Species. Technical Series
No 5. 5 cents 1,500

General Index to Insect Life, 1888-1895 1, 000
The Strawberry Weevil. Cir. 21, second series 5,000
The Woolly Aphis of the Apple. Cir. 20, second series 5, 000
The Periodical Cicada in 1897. Cir. 22, second series 2,500
The Buffalo Tree-hopper. Cir. 23, second series 5, 000
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Copies.

Vs. Eteprinl from 5 earbo >k, 1896... ......... l

Steam Apparatus for Spraying. Reprint from Yearbook, 1 1,000

San .1 > and Its :
; d. <;, techni 5

oenl - I • 500
i >ntrol in California. Reprinl from N'<-.u-:

Th Lined Chestnut Borer (Agrilu* bilinea . dr. -' eo-

ond :!
>
°M

The Ox Warble (Hypoderma lineata Villera), Or, riea 8,000

Importanl I ides: Directions for their Preparation and 1 Farm*
Bui. 10. (Third revised edition)

.

80,000
The Pear Slug |

Eriocampoide* liviacina Retains), l>y (J. L. JUarlatt, First

Assistanl Entomologist. Cir. 5,000
The r and Future of Applied Entomology in America. Reprint
from Bui. 9, new serii .... — LOO

Pro* , dings of ill'- Ninth Annual Me I Lng of the Association <<r Economic
omologisl . Bui. 9, n L0 cents ... . 2,000

in--. Farm. Bui. 59. (With reprint) - 40,000
Revision of the Tachinidsa of America North of .Mexico. A Family of

Parasitic Two-winged Insects. Bui. 7, technical . , lo cents 1,500
Mosquitoes and Fleas. Cir. 18. (Revised edition) . .. 2,000
Report of the Entomologist for 1 897 350

OFFICE OF EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

Experiment Station Record. Vol. VIII, Nos. 4 to 12; Vol. IX, Nos. 1 to 3.

5 cents each 48, 000
Food and Nutrition Investigations in New Jersey in 1895 and 1896. Bnl.

85. 5 cents 3, 500
The Carbohydrates of Wheat. Maize, Flour, and Bread, and the Action of
Enzvinic Ferments upon Starches of Different Origin. Bui. 34. 5

cents 3, 500
Report of Committee on Methods of Teaching Agriculture. Cir. 32 3, 000
Report of the Director of the Office of Experiment Stations for 189G 1. 500
Dietary Studies at the Maine State College in 1895. Bui. 37. 5 cents.
(With reprint) 4.500

Rules and Apparatus for Seed Testing. Cir. 34 3,000
Dietary Studies in New Mexico in 1895. Bui. 40. 5 cents 3, 500
Notes on Irrigation in Connecticut and New Jersey. Bui. 30. 5 cents.. 4,000
Dairy Work at the Experiment Stations. Reprint from Record, Vol. VIII_ 200
( Organization Lists of the Agricultural Experiment Stations and Institu-

tions, with Courses in Agriculture, in the United States in 1897. Bui.
39. 5 cents 3,500

Dietary Studies with Reference to the Food of the Negro in Alabama in
lsur, and 1890. BuL 38. 5 cents 5,000

Cotton Culture in Egypt. Bui. 42. 5 cents . _ 4, 000
Constitution of the Association of American Agricultural Colleges and
Experiment Stations. Cir. 36 2,000

Agricultural Education and Research in Belgium. Reprint from Year-
book, 1 89G . . 1 , 000

The Nitrogen-free Extract of Plants and Feeding Stuffs. Renrint from
Record, Vol. VIII _. 200

Proceedings of the Tenth Annual Convention of the Association of Amer-
ican Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations, held at Washing-
ton, D. C, November 10-12. L896. Bui. 41. 10 cents 2,000

Key to Subject Index of Literature of Agricultural Experiment Stations
and Kindred Institutions. Cir. 33 500

Th i Feeding Value of Corn Stover. Reprint from Yearbook, 1890. _ 500
Statistics of Land-Grant Colleges and Agricultural Experiment Stations,

1 896. Cir. 85 3. 000
Pruning and Training of Grapes. Reprint from Yearbook, 1890 ... 1, 000

ond Report of the Committee on Methods of Teaching Agriculture.
cir.:;:. (With reprint) 5,000

Agricultural Associations in Belgium. Reprint from Record, Vol. IX. _ 1.000
A Review of Publications on Agricultural Botany Issued in Prance dur-
ing 1896.. 200

Some Books on Agriculture and Agricultural Science—published L893-
»6. Cir. 81 500
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l. B I Ion and D P
Bnl. 43. ", cents I

ort of Preliminary Im the Metabolism ol Nitro en and
Carbon in the Human Organism, with a Respiration Calorim<
Special Construction. Bnl. 44 nti -

ort of Committee on Methods of Teaching Agricuitu I

(Revis( d edition)
bods and Results of [nvestigationa on the Chemistry and Economy of

I. Bnl. 21. (Reprint.) 15 oents . I

torn Corn {Andropogon vulgaris). Cir. ".' s
. (Revised edition) 8,000

Canaigre (Rumexhymenosepattu), Cir. 25. (Rev i-ed ciiiuon i 3,500
Report of the Director of the Office of Experiment st;it tone I

The Manuring of Cotton. Farm. Bnl. 48. (With reprints) 60,000
Leguminous Plants for ( Jreen Manuring and for Feeding. Farm. Bnl. 16.

(Two reprints) 50

Forage Plants for the South. Farm. Bui. 18. (Reprint) 30, 000
The Feeding of Farm Animals. Farm. Bui. 22. (With reprints) 110. •

Fowls: Care and Feeding. Farm. Bui. 41. (Four reprints) ... 150,000
Irrigation in Humid Climates. Farm. Bui. 40. (Three reprints) . 70,000
Souring of Milk, and Other Changes in Milk Products. Farm. Bnl.
(Two reprints) .. 5<>.

I

Kafir Corn: Characteristics, Culture, and Uses. Farm. Bui. 37. (Two
reprints) 50,000

Potato Culture. Farm. Bui. 35. (Three reprints) 100,000
Sheep Feeding. Farm. Bui. 49. (Reprint) 70,0m)

Onion Culture. Farm. Bui. 39. (Two reprints) 60, 000
Foods: Nutritive Value and Cost. Farm. Bui. 23. (Reprint) 30,000
Experiment Station Work.—I. Farm. Bui. 50. (Reprint) 100,000

Barnyard Manure. Farm. Bui. 21. (Two reprints) 70,000
Silos and Silage. Farm. Bui. 32. (Reprint) 20,000
Meats: Composition and Cooking. Farm. Bui. 34. ( Reprints) . . 40, 000

Cotton Seed and its Products. Farm. Bnl. 30. (Reprint) 10, 000

Commercial Fertilizers: Composition and Use. Farm. Bui. 44. (Three
reprints) -- 00,000

The Soy Bean as a Forage Crop. Farm. Bui. 58. (With reprint) 30,000

Peanuts: Culture and Uses. Farm. Bui. 25. (Reprint) 5, 000

Sweet Potatoes: Culture and Uses. Farm. Bui. 20. (With reprints) ... 30,000

OFFICE OF FIBER INVESTIGATIONS.

Report of the Special Agent of the Office of Fiber Investigations for 1896. 250

A Report on the Culture of Hemp and Jute in the United States. Report
No. 8. (Reprint.) 10 cents 1,500

A Descriptive Catalogue of the Useful Fiber Plants of the World. Re-
port No. 9. Price 30 cents.. 1,000

Flax for Seed and Fiber in the United States. Farm. Bui. 27. (Reprint) . 5, 000

Report of the Chief of the Office of Fiber Investigations for 1S97 250

DIVISION OF FORESTRY.

Nomenclature of the Arborescent Flora of the United States. Bui. 14.

25 cents 1,000

Report of the Chief of the Division of Forestry for 1896 .

.

250

Summary of Mechanical Tests on Thirty-two Species of American Woods.
Cir. 15 5,000

Tree Planting on Waste Places on the Farm. Reprint from Yearbook, 1896 1, 000

The Uses of Wood. Reprint from Yearbook, 1896 500

Age of Trees and Time of Blazing Determined by Annual Rings. Cir. 16. 5, 000

Recent Legislation on State Forestry Commissions and Forest Reserves.

Cir. 17. ( With revision) 6, 000

Report of the Chief of the Division of Forestry for 1897 1 , 000

DIVISION OF GARDENS AND GROUNDS.

An Experiment in Tea Culture. A report on the tea gardens of Dr.

Charles U. Shepard, Pinehurst, S. C. Cir. 1 - 2, 000
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A.c to the DepartmentLibrary.—October December, isw. isui.n 750
o the Department Library. January March, L897. Bnl. r> 750

References to the literature of the Sncar Beet, Exclusive of Works in

i Langui ompiled by Clarice! Et. Barnett. inii. 16 750
\ i ions to the Department Library, April June, 1897, Bnl. \7 750
\ Bibliography of Ponltry« Compiled by Emma B. Elawks, ( atalogner,
under the direction of the Librarian. Bnl. i

- at 1,000
Ao e Ions to the Department Library.—July September. Bnl. L9 750

M\ i Jl< IN OF POMOLOG

Report of the »r L896. Reprint from He lage and Docu-
ments, 1896 ..__ 500

Nut ( 'uit ore in t he I'll it imI states, Mini tracing Native and Introduced Spe-
cies. (Reprint.) BO cents 1,000

FigCnltnre. Edible Figs: Their Culture and Curing. Fig Culture inthe
GnlfStates. Bnl.5. (With reprint.) Scents 4,000

Report of thePomoIogist for 1895. 15 cents 15,000
The Iniprovcniint of Our Native Fruits. Reprint from Yearbook, 1896_. 500
Catalogue of Fruits Recommended for Cultivation in the Various Sections

of the United States. Pp. 39. Bui . (>. 5 cents 15, 000
Notes on Peach Culture. Cir. 3. (Revised edition) . .. 2,000
Prune Culture in the Pacific Northwest. Cir. 2. (Revised ec" ;tion) 2, 000

DIVISION OF PUBLICATIONS.

The Publication Work of the Department of Agriculture as Affected by
the Law of January 12, 1895. Cir. 218 15,000

Report of the Chief of the Division of Publications fcr 1896 2, 000
Monthly List of Publications. Jan. to Dec . . 274, 000
Synoptical Index of the Reports of the Statistician, 1863-1894. Bui. 2.

20 cents 1 , 000
Asparagus Culture. Farm. Bui. Gl 20, 000
Marketing Farm Produce. Farm. Bui. 62 20, 000
List of Bulletins and Circulars Issued by the U. S. Department of Agri-
culture and Available for Free Distribution to Nov. 1. No. 247 20,000

Publications of the IT. S. Department of Agriculture for sale by the Super-
intendent of Documents, Union Building, Washington, D. C., to Oct. 1,

1897. No. 179. (Revised edition) 20,000
Report of the Chief of the Division of Publications for 1897 2, 000

OFFICE OF ROAD INQUIRY.

Highway Repairing. Cir. 24 5, 000
Addresses on Road Improvement in Maine, New York, North Carolina,
and Illinois. Cir.28. (With reprint) 11,000

Report of the Special Agent and Engineer for Road Inquiry for 1896 250
Pm^ress of Road Construction in the United States. Bui. 19. Scents.. 5,000
Brick Paving for Country Roads. Cir. 25 10,000
State Laws Relating to the Management of Roads. Bui. 18. (Reprint.)

5 cents 5,000
State Laws Relating to the Management of Roads. Bui. 18—Supplement

to Bulletin 18. (Reprint.) 5 cents " 5,000
Going in Debt for Good Roads. Cir. 26 10, 000
Cost of Hauling Farm Products to Market or to Shipping Points in Euro-
pean Countries. Cir. 27 ...

, 10,000
The Forces Operating to Destroy Roads. Cir. 29 5,000
Highway Maintenance and Repairs. Highway Taxation: Comparative
Results of Labor and -Money Systems; Contract System of Maintaining

.•Is. Cir. 2 1 (revision of Nos. L6, 20. and 24).. 2,000

DIVISION OF SOILS.

Report of the Chief of the Division of Agricultural Soils for 1896 500
An Electrical Method of Determining the Moisture Content of Arable

Soils. Bnl.6. Scents .. ..... 1,500
An Electrical Method of Determining the Temperature of Soils. Bui. 7.

5 cents 1,500



!
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•

An Electrical Method
with . ults of Investigations on th t of Water and Soluble
Salts on thi ince of Boils. Bui. 8.

I

;ation on the Great Plains. Reprint from <;
I

Soil Moisture: A Record of the Amount < I in Soils dur-
the Crop Season of i

s '.»»;. Bui. 0. L, 500
Meth l luring I m. Bui. 80

f Soil Moisture. Bui. 10. 5 cents

DIVISION OF B

The Farmers' Interest in Finance. Cir. 8. (Reprint) ...

The Cotton Crop of 1895. Cir. I 17,000
I Taxation as Affecting Farms. Cir. 5 100

al Crops of L896. Cir. fl . .

.

:;

The Cotton Crop of 1896. Cir. 7 - 14,000

Report of the Statistician for 1896 8,000
Index to Reports of the Division of Statistics, U. S. Department of Agri-
culture, Nos. 184 to 144, 1896 1,000

Crop Reports for December, [896; for January-February, 1897; for March
to November. Reports Nos. 144 to 154, new series.. *,000

Report of the Statistician for 1N97 . . 5, 000

DIVISION OF VEGBTABLS PHYSIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY.

Spraying for Fruit Diseases. Farm. Bui. 38. (Two reprints) 70, 000
Report of tho Chief of the Division of Vegetable Physiology and Pathology

for 1896 250
Peach ( i rowing for Market. Farm. Bui. 33. (Three reprints) 70, 000
Some Destructive Potato Disease s. What They Are and How to Prevent
Them. Farm. Bui. 1 5. (Two reprints) * 90,000

How to Grow Mushrooms. Farm. Bui. 53. 100, 000
Sooty Mold of the Orange and Its Treatment. Bui. 13. 10 cents 1,600
Improvements in Wheat Culture. Reprint from Yearbook, .1896.. - 500
Methods of Propagating the Orange and Other Citrus Fruits. Reprint
from Yearbook, 1896 . 500

Diseases of Shade and Ornamental Trees. Reprint from Yearbook, 1896_ 1, 000
Olive Culture in the United States. Reprint from Yearbook, 1896 ._ 500
Influence of Environment in the Origination of Plant Varieties. Reprint
from Yearbook, 1890 500

Grape Diseases on the Pacific Coast. Farm. Bui. 30. (Reprint) 10, 000
The Bermuda Lily Disease: A Preliminary Report of Investigations. Bui.

14. 5 cents 1, 500
Report of the Chief of the Division of Vegetable Phvsiology raid Pathology

for 1897 . 2o0

WEATHER BUREAU

.

Monthly Weather Review. Vol. XXV, Nos. 1 to 10. 10 cents each 39, 325
Rep. >rt of the Chief of the Weather Bureau for 1896 8, 000
Aerial Investigations. Reprint from Report of Chief. 1896 500

Averages of Atmospheric Pressure, Temperature, and Wind from the Rec-
ords of Automatic Instruments at Twenty-eight stations, 1^95-96.

Reprint from Report of Chief, 1896 500
Monthly and Annual Meteorological Summaries for One Hundred and
Forty-six Weather Bureau Stations, 1895-96. Reprint from Report of
Chief, 1896 500

Monthly and Annual Mean Temperature and Annual Extremes of Temper-
ature. Together with the Dates of First and Last Killing Frost, 1895-96.

Reprint from Report of Chief, 1896 500

Monthly and Annual Precipitation; all Stations, 1895-96. Reprint from
Report of Chief, 1 896 500

Miscellaneous Meteorological Tables and Reports, 1895-96. Reprint from
Report of Chief, 1896 . 2, 000

Snowfall of the United States, 1895-96. Reprint from Report of Chief,
1896 500

Storm, Storm Tracks, and Weather Forecasting. Bui. 20. 10 cents 2,000
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Daily River Stages a1 Etii the Principal Bivenof
the United States, 18U3 94 95, no, US 150

\ < -lim i

ription of Cloud Form nd edition. Chaxi 1,000
( 'hartn Showing River System and Flood Service of the CJnited

ription of Clond Forms third edition. Chart .... 4,000
A Monograph <>n the Mechanics and EJqnilibrinm of Cites, Weather

Bureau, No. 133. lOcents. - 1,000

Wind Barometer Table. No. 125 500

Clothing and Temperature. No. 136 25

mdard System of Coordinate Axes for Magnetic and Meteorolog-
ical Observations and Computations, No. l'-'i - 200

rological C I the Great Lakes, Giving Data for October, 1807.

.

1,000
The Equations of Hydrodynamics ina Form Suitable to Problems Con-
nected with the Movements of the Earth's Atmosphere. No. 180 500

Rainfall of the CJnited states, with Annual, Seasonal, and other Charts.
Bui. 1). Quarto 3,000

Instructions for CJse of Aneroid Barographs on the Great Lakes. Bui. 132. 500
Meteorological Charts of the Great Lakes. Normal data for November
and December, 1897 2,200

United States Daily Atmospheric Survey. Bui. 138 _ 600
Rep >rt of the Chief of the Weather Bureau for 1897 5, 000
Climate and Crop Bulletin, Nos. 1 to 32, 1897 128,860
Snow and Ice Chart. Weekly, Jan., Feb., Mar., Dec, 1897 19,300
Daily Weather Map, January to December, 1897 291, 580

SPECIAL AGENT FOR DISTRIBUTION OF SEED.

Report of the Special Agent on Seed Distribution for 1896 250

DIVISION OF SEEDS.

Report of the Chief of the Seed Division for 1896 100

METHODS OF CONTROLLING INJURIOUS INSECTS.

[The specios marked with an asterisk (*) have crained entrance into America from foreign
countries and represent twenty-eight out of the sixty-three species listed. The origin of those
preceded with an interrogation point is in doubt.]

REMEDIES FOR IMPORTANT INSECTS.

•AnooumOIS grain moth (Sitotroga cerealella Oliv.). Prompt thrashing of grain
after harvesting; bisulphide of carbon in bins and granaries; storage in bulk.

?Apple-root plant-louse (Schizoneura lanigera Hausm.). Kerosene emulsion
under and above ground; scalding water poured freely about roots; bisulphide
of carbon under ground about roots: powdered tobacco or ashes incorporated in
the soil.

Apple-tree borer, Flat-headed (Chrysobothris femorata Fab.). Painting
trunk and larger branches in June with strong soap solution, washing soda, or
mixture of whitewash and Paris green.

?Army worm {Leucania uhipuneta Haw.). Burning over fields in winter; ditch-
ing: Paris green.

•Asparagus beetle, Common (Ci asparagi Linn.). Prompt marketing
of all canes; trap plants; dusting with lime or arsenical mixtures; jarring larvae
to ground on hot days, especially if soil be sandy.

••Bean' weevil, Common (Bruchns obteetus Say). Treating with bisulphide of
carbon in air-tight vessels.

'•Black scale (Lecanium olece Barn.). Kerosene emulsion on young scale or
treatment with hydrocyanic acid gas.

Blisteb beetles ( Epicauta vittata Fab., /•;. ct • rea Lee, E. pennsylvanica DoG.,
Macrobast8 unicolor Kb. I. Arsenicals, 1 pound to 100 gallons of water.

Boll worm. (See Corn car worm.)
Buffalo gnat (SvmtUium pecuarum Riley). Smudges; oil, grease, etc., applied

to stock.

*Cabbaob bug, Harlequin (Murgantia histrionica Hahn). Spring collecting
from trap mustard; hand picking.



1 1. irboob <»r ran depari agbiculti be.

rapa Sen., Plutella erarum Zell. P/u fa 5ro foa
Riley), Pyrethrura; I Paris green drj with flour or lima
1 part of the poison in 60 t<> 100 of the diluent.

rworm, Spring (Paleacritavernata Peck). Arsenical mixtures in epray;
trapping female moth in oil troughs or tar bands about trunks of ti

: i . 1 1 i ., « >r ••
l'.i

i i
w." moth " (Anth if n us terophularia L.). \'<

I Uronin irpets over damp cloth; killing by steam.
Chinch buci (BKssim leucopterua Say). Bnrning wild grass land and all rubbish

in early winter; k< emulsion; contagions d trap crops; ditching.
>thes moth, Soi niiiiN' ( Tinea biselliella Hum.). Brushing and airing; ben-

sine; naphthalene; packing in bags of paper or cotton cloth; cold storage.
I kroa4 h, German; Crotoh bug (Pnytlodromia germanica L.). Pyrethrum
or buhach; bisulphide of carbon in tight rooms or compartments away from tire.

* >DLING moth; APPLE WORM (CarpOCapsa pomonana Linn. ). Arsenica
application as soon as blossoms fall; second, one or two weeks later, just before
the fruit turns down on the stem; trapping larvie by applying bands to the

; prompt destruction of infested fallen fruit.

rON worm (Aletia xylina Say). Paris green dusted on as dry powder.
Corn root-worm, Western (Diabrotica lonyicoruis Say). Rotation of corn
with oats or other crop.

•Corn i alk-borer, Larger (Diatrcea saccharatU F.). Plowing under or burn-
ing stubble.

?Corn ear worm; Bole worm (HeliotJu's armiger Hbn.). Late fall plowing;
poisoned baits; for cotton, planting corn as trap crop.

*Ci rrant worm, Imported (Nemafua ribesii Scop.). Hellebore, 1 ounce to 2
gallons water, in spray.

Cucumber beetle, Striped (Diabrotica vittata Fab.). Protecting young plants
with netting; arsenicals.

Cutworms (Agrotis, Leucania, Mamestra, Hadena, Nephelodes, etc.). Distribu-
tion of poisoned green bait; late fall plowing; burning waste tracts and rubbish.

-•Elm leaf-beetle, Imported (Galerucella luteola Mull.). Arsenicals, 1 pound
to 100 gallons water, as soon as beetles appear and later for larvae.

Flea-beetle, Striped (Phyllotreta vittata Fab.). Kerosene emulsion, arsenicals.

*Fluted scale (Ieerya purchasi Mask.). Introduction of its ladybird enemy,
Novius eardinalis; hydrocyanic acid gas treatment; soap, 1 pound to 2 gallons
hot water.

•FRUIT-TREE bark- beetle (Seolytus rvgulosus Ratz.). Burning trap trees and
infested trees at any time, but preferably in winter.

•Grain weevils (Calandra granaria Linn., C. oryza Linn.). Bisulphide of car-

bon in bins and granaries; storage in large bulk.
Grape phylloxera (Phylloxera vastcitric Planch.). Submersion; bisulphide of

carbon, kerosene emulsion, or resin compound about roots; use of resistant

stocks.
Grapevine leaf-hopper (Erythroneura vitis Harr. ). Spraying with kerosene
emulsion in early morning; catching on tarred shield; cleaning up all leaves and
rubbish in fall.

•Gipsy moth (Ocneria dispar L.). Spraying with arsenicals; hand collecting of

cocoons and eggs; oiling egg masses; trapping larva?.
* Hessian fly (Cecidomyia destructor Say). Late planting; selection of wheat

less subject to attack; rolling; pasturing to sheep; rotation of crops.

*Hop plant-louse (Phorodon humuli Schr.). Destroying all wild plum trees in
vicinity; spraying others in fall or spring with strong kerosene emulsion; spray-
ing vines with kerosene emulsion or fish-oil soap; destroying vines after hops
are picked.

-Horn fly (Hcematobia serrata R.-D.). Application of strong-smelling greases
and oils to cattle, or of lime or plaster to dung.

Locust, California devastating (Melanoplus devastator Scudd.). Poisoned
bait of bran, sugar, and arsenic.

Locust, Rocky Mountain (Melanoplus spretus Thos.). Catching with hopper-
dozers; ditching; burning; rolling; plowing under of eggs.

Ox bot (Hypoderma lineata Vill.). Strong-smelling fats and oils applied to cattle.
* Oyster-shell bark-louse (Mytilaspis pomorum Bouche) . Kerosene emulsion;
strong soap or alkali washes.

Peach-tree borer (Sannina exitiosa Say). Cutting out the larvae or scalding
them with hot water in late autumn or early spring; painting trunk with arsen-
icals in thick whitewash: wrapping trunk with grass, paper, etc.

* Pear-tree psylla ( Psylla pyrieola Forst. ) . Kerosene emulsion : First, a winter
application diluted seven times; second, in spring as soon as leaves are unfolded,
diluted nine times.
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Pbab i 'riocampoide* litnacina dug*). Sellebore.l ounceto 2 gallons
water In a spraj ; whale <h1 soap, 12 pounds to 60 gall< water; arsenicals.

•|'i \ weevil (Bruchum pisorum Linn.). Keepi Lover to econdyear; bisul-

phide of caroon in tight vessels.

Pi.i \i ' i i:< i i to [Conotrachelus nenuphar Herb I . Arsenical i pray: First, after

the bloom falls or as soon i foliage atari \\ Becond, a weak or Een days after the
last; oolleotidn of adults from I rees by jarring.

r< >r \-i<» beetle, Colorado ( Doryphora aea mltru ata Say). A rsenicals, I pound
to LOO gallons of water.

mm i :

i

•
i i; bcaj b of the ORANGE (Mytihupis citricola Pack.). Carotene emul-

sion, applied Immediately after appearance of new brood.
Rosi chafbb i

Macrodactylua subspinoeus Fab.). Planting spirsBas, etc., as trap
plants, ;iik1 collecting beetles in special pans; arsenicals; bagging grap

* s \ \ Jose b< lle (Aspidiotusperniciosus ComBt.). Soap wash (2 pounds to the
gallon fas soon as leaves fall in autumn; in warm, dry climate, winter resin wash;
Fumigation with hydrocyanic acid gas.

•Screw worm [Compsomyia macellaria Fab.). Prompt burning or burying of
dead animals; smearing wounds with iish oil; washing with carbolic acid.

Squash-vine borer {Melittia ceto Westw.). Planting early summer squashes
to be destroyed; late planting of main crop: destruction of all vines attacked
as soon as erop can be gathered; collecting moths.

SQUASB BUG (Aikis, i Irish's DeGr.). Early burning of vines and all rubbish in
fall; biweekly collection of eggs; trapping under shingles.

Strawberry weevil (AntTwnomu&signatiisSay). Trap crops; protecting beds
with cloth covering; using staminate varieties as fertilizers only and as few
plants of the former as necessary; spraying with Paris green and Bordeaux
mixture.

•Sugar-cane borer (Diatrcea saccharalis Fab.). Burning trash and laying
down seed cane under ground.

Webworm, Fall {Hyphantria cunea Dr.). Prompt removal and destruction of
webs and larva?; arsenical spraying.

Wheat isosoma {Isosoma granae Riley). Burning stubble; rotation of crops.
•Wheat plant-louse (Siphonopkora avence Fab.) . Rotation of crops.
White grubs; June beetles (Ldchnostei na spp.). Luring the beetles by lights
over tubs into water with skim of kerosene. Against larvae: Kerosene emnl-
sion; liberal use of potash fertilizers; collecting after the plow.

Wireworms (Drasterius elegans Fab.. Melanotus fissilis Say, and Agriotes spp.).
Fall plowing; poisoned baits; rotation of crops.

PREPARATION AND USE OF INSECTICIDES.

Arsenicals: Paris green, Scheele's green, and London purple.—These
three arsenicals practically take the place of all other insecticides for biting and
gnawing insects living or feeding on the exterior of plants.
Paris green is a very fine crystalline powder, composed of arsenic, copper, and

acetic acid, and costs about 20 cents a pound.
Scheele's green is similar to Paris green in color, and differs from it only in lack-

ic acid. It is a finer powder, more easily kept in suspension, and costs
only about one-half as much per pound.
London purple is a waste product containing chiefly arsenic and lime. It is

not as effective as the green poisons, and more apt to scald foliage. It costs about
10 cents a pound.
Either of these arsenicals may be used as follows:
The wet method,—Make into a thin paint in a small quantity, of water, adding

powdered or quicklime equal to the amount of poison used. Strain the mixture
into the spray tank. Use either poison at the rate of a pound of dry powder in
fr<»m LOO to 200 gallons of water. The stronger mixtures are for resistant foliage,
such as that of the potato, and the weaker for sensitive foliage, such as that of the
peach and plum.

The dry )n< fhod— It is ordinarily advisable to use the poison in the form of a
spray, but in the case of coti-.n and some other low crops it may be dusted on the
plants. Make the application preferably in early morning or late evening, when
the dew is on, to enable the poison to better adhere to the plant. In cotton fields

the powder is usually dusted over the plants from bags fastened to each end of a
pole, which is carried on horse or mule bade. The motion of the animal is suffi-

to cause the distribution over the foliage. ( tarden \ egetables may be dusted
by hand from bags or powder bellows. Tor vegetables which are s.'wii'to be used



OF THE DEPAR1

mix tli' i with : ur or lime, and apply
me »>\ er tl

Fruil trees should ne^ when in bloom, on account of the liability

of [n> i ber inse I a eful

p. The advantages of this arsenical are that it shows plainly
oath .indicating at once which In. ins much more
easil) nded in and inn;. 1 in large prop without da]

o foliage, or where no risk of sc be tak'

will pi> I nl.

It is prepared by combining, approximately,3 parts ai da with 7 parts

iteoflead. From l t>> 10 pounds arsenate of lead az with L50 gallons
of water, 2 quarts of being added to cau
From '.' to 5 pounds will answer for most larva-. The arsenate of lead (O

and wholesale, and glucose $10 a barrel.

i ' BAIT.—It is not always practicable to apply poison directly to plants,

and in such cases the use of poison bait is valuable, particularly for cntwoi
wireworins, ami gras.-dioppers or locusts.

Bran-arsenic bait.—This is madeby combining 1 part by weight of white arsenic,

1 of sugar, and of bran, to which enough water is added to make a wet niadi.

For grasshoppers or locusts, place a tablespoonful at the base of each tree or vine,

k <T lay a line of it at the head of the advancing army, placing a tablespoonful every
6 to 8 feet, and following this up with another line in front of the first. For bait-

ing cutworms, distribute the mash in small lots over the infested territory.

en bait.—For the destruction of cutworms and wireworms, use preferably
poisoned green succulent vegetation, such as freshly cut clover, distributing it in

small bunches about the infested fields. The bunches of green vegetation should
be dipped in a strong solution of arsenicals, and prevented from rapid drying by
being covered with stones or boards. Renew as often as the bait becomes dry.

In" the use of poisoned bait care must be exercised against its being eaten by
domestic animals.
CARBON BISULPHIDE.—This substance, used in tight receptacles, is the cheapest

and most effective remedy for all insects affecting stored food and seed material,

natural-history specimens, etc., and is one of the best means against insects affect-

ing the roots of plants in loose soils. It is a colorless liquid, with an offensive

odor, which soon passes off. It readily volatilizes, and is deadly to insect life.

The vapor is highly inflammable and explosive, and should be carefully kept from
tire, even a lighted cigar in its proximity being a source of danger. Wholesale,
it costs 10 cents a pound; retail, of druggists, 25 to 30 cents a pound.
For root lice of grape, apple, etc., put one-half ounce of bisulphide into holes

about plants 10 to 10 inches deep, IV feet apart, and not closer to trunk than 1

foot. Make the holes with iron rod and close with foot, or use hand injectors.

For root maggots, put a teaspoonful into a hole 2 or 3 inches from the plant and
close immediately. For ant nests, pour an ounce of the liquid into each of several

holes in the nests; close the opening with the foot or cover with a wet blanket for

ten minutes, and then explode the vapor at mouth of holes with torch.

For stored-grain insects, distribute in shallow dishes over the bins; with open
bins cover with oilcloth or blankets to retain the vapor. Keep bins or buildings

closed for from twenty-four to thirty-six hours; then air them well. Disinfect

infested grain in small bins before placing in large masses for long storage.

The bisulphide is applied at the rate of 1 pound to the ton of grain.

Hydrocyanic acid GAS.—This substance is chiefly used to destroy scale insects

on fruit trees and nursery stock. The treatment consists in inclosing the tree or

nursery stock with a tent and filling the latter with the poisonous gas.

The tents should be of blue or brown drilling, or 8-ounce duck, painted or oiled

to make air-tight. The tent may be placed over small trees by hand and over
large trees with a tripod or derrick. A tent and derrick for medium-sized trees

cost from $15 to $25; for a tree 30 feet tall by CO feet in circumference, about $00.

Refined potassium cyanide (98 per cent pure), commercial sulphuric acid, and
water are used in generating the gas, the proportions being from two-thirds to 1

ounce, by weight, of the cyanide, slightly more than 1 fluid ounce of acid, and 3

fluid ounces of water to every 150 cubic feet of space inclosed.

Place the generator (any glazed earthenware vessel of 1 or 2 gallons' capacity)

on the ground within the tent, and add the water, acid, and cyanide, the latter in

large lumps, in the order named. The treatment should continue forty minutes.
Bright, hot sunlight is apt to cause injury to foliage, and may be avoided by work-
ing on cloudy days or at night. One series of tents will answer for a county or

large community of fruit growers.
Kerosene.—Kerosene, or coal oil, is occasionally used directly against insects,

although its important insecticide use is in combination with soap or milk emul-
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sion. Under • onnl conditions il may d living plai

and if has be th • growing Reason without injury. Ordinarily, how-
ever, when appli <l < veu i on on '

i do
serious Injnry or to kill the planl outright. i< Is nowb 'I to a certain

ten( n 11 'chain rally combined with water in the ad of spraying, and is less harm-
ful in i his way than when used pure, broken ap more finelyand somewhat

tributed; bu1 the danger of use on tender pis

Many insects which can Dot be destroyed by ordinary insecticides ma led

by jarring them from the plants into of water on which a little 1 teis
Hi r they ma] be Bhak< from the plants upon ol -th or screens aatural
with ken «ene.

mosqu Applied, at
the rate of an onnoe to 16 square feet, to the surface of small pom bagnsatt
water In which mosquitoes arc breeding, it forms a uniform film over the wart

ami destroys all forms of aqual ic insects, including 1 b< larrss of f be mosquito and
adult females which oome to the Burface of th gs.

e application retains its efficiency for several wee!
Kerosene emulsions.—The kerosene emulsions apply to all such su<

inseots as plant bugs, plant lice. Bcale insects, thrips, and plan! i

biting insects as can not be safely poisoned.
Soap formula.—Kerosene, 8 gallons: whale-oil soap (or 1 quart soft soap),l to 2

pounds: water, 1 gallon.
Dissolve the soap in water by boiling, and add boiling hot, away from the fire,

to the kerosene. Agitate violently for five minutes by pumping the liquid back
upon itself with a force pump and direct-discharge nozzle throwing a strong
stream, preferablyone-eighth inch in diameter. The mixture will have increased
about one-third in bulk, and assumed the consistency of cream. Well made, the
emulsion should keep indefinitely, and should bo diluted only as wanted for use.
In limestone or hard-water regions " break'' the water with lye before using to

make or dilute the emulsion, or use rainwater. Better than either, use the milk
emulsion, with which the character of the water does not affect the result.
JIM; formula.—Kerosene, 2 gallons; milk (sour), 1 gallon.
Heating is unnecessary; churn as in the former case for three to five minutes,

or until a thick, buttery consistency results. Prepare the milk emulsion from
time to time for immediate use, unless it can be stored in air-tight jars; otherwise
it will soon ferment and spoil.

flow Co use the emulsions.—For summer applications for most plant lice and
other soft-bodied insects, dilute with IS to 20 parts of water; for the red spider and
other plant mites, the same, with the addition of 1 ounce of powdered sulphur to
the gallon; for scale insects, the larger plant bugs, larva1 and beetles, dilute with
7 to 9 parts water.
For subterranean insects, such as root lice, root maggots, "white grubs/' etc.,

tBBB either kerosene emulsion or resin wash, wetting the soil to the depth of 2 to 3
inches, and follow with copious waterings, unless in rainy season.
Oils: Fish oil, train oil. and cotton-seed oil.—These are sometimes used

on domestic animals to rid them of vermin, and fish oil is one of the best-known
repellents for the horn fly, buffalo gnat, and ox bot fly. Any of these oils or any
grease, the more strong smelling the better, thinly smeared on animals at the
points of attack by flies, will afford great protection. They are also valuable
against lice affecting live stock, but must be used carefully, or they may cause the
hair to fall off.

PvRETHRUM, or n POWDER.—This insecticide is sold under the names of
buhach and Persian insect powder.

It acts on insects externally, through their breathing pores, and is fatal to many
forms. It is not poisonous to man or the higher animals, and hence may be u
where poisons would be objectionable. Its chief value is against household pests,
such as roaches, flies, and ants, and in greenhouses, conservatories, and small
gardens, where the U» 018 would be inadvisable.

It is used as a dry powder, pure or diluted with Hour, when it may be puffed
about rooms or wherever insects may occur. When used on plants, it is prefera-
bly applied in the evening. A - a preventive, and also as a remedy for the mos-
quito, burning the powder in a tent or room will give satisfactory results. It may
also be need as a spray, at the rat • of 1 onnoe to :; gallons of water, bnt in this

" should be mixed up Borne twenty-four hours before being applied. For
immediate use a decoction may l>e prepared by bailing in water from five t > ten
minutes.

in wash.—This is valuable for scale insects wherever the occurrence of
comparatively rai isons insures the continuance of the wash on their.
for a considerable period, and as winter v. q very mild climates, as southern
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Cali ornia, or wherever the mnltipl • without
Interruption throughout the year.

Formula for resin wash.

Resin . .. pounds
ida(70p - do >

q oil - pints .

Water to make gallons. _ 100

« hrdinary commercial resin is aged, and the soda is that put op for oap estab-
lishments m largo 200-pound drums. Smaller quantities may be obtain* d

factories, or the granulated caustic soda (98 percent ) used, iik pounds of the latter
being the equivalent of 5 pounds of the former. Place these substances w-th the
oil in the kettle, with water to cover them to a depth of 8 or 4 inches. Boil from
one to two hours, occasionally adding water, until the compound rest mblet \- ry

strong black coffee. Dilute to one-third the final bulk with hot water or with
cold water added slowly over the fire, making a stock mixture, to be diluted to

the full amount as used. When sprayed, the mixture should be perfectly fluid

and without sediment, and should any appear in the stock mixture reheating
should be resorted to. For a winter wash, dilute one-third or one-half less.

SOAPS as insrcticides.—Any good soap is effective in destroying soft-bodied

ts, such as plant lice and young or soft-bodied larva'. The soaps made of fish

oil, and sold under the name of whale-oil soaps, are especially valuable. For plant
lice and delicate larva\ such as the pear slug and others, a strength obtained by
dissolving half a pound of soap in a gallon of water is sufficient. Soft soap will

answer as well as hard, but at least double quantity should be taken.
As winter washes, the fish-oil soaps have proved the most effective means of

destroying certain scale insects, and have been of especial service against the very
resistant San Jose scale.

For winter applications, use the soap at the rate of 2 pounds to a gallon of

water, making the application with a spray pump as soon as the leaves fall in the
autumn, repeating, if necessary, in spring before the buds unfold.
Sulphur.—Flowers of sulphur is one of the best remedies for plant mites, such

as the "red spider," six-spotted orange mite, rust mite of the orange fruit, etc.

Applied at the rate of 1 ounce to a gallon of water, or mixed with some other
insecticide, such as kerosene emulsion, it is a very effective remedy. For the rust
mite, sprinkling the powdered sulphur about under the trees is sometimes suffi-

cient to keep the fruit bright. Sulphur is often used to rid poultry houses of ver-

min, and when fed to cattle is said to be a good means of ridding them of lice; or
it may be mixed with grease, oil, etc., and rubbed into the skin.

Bisulphide of lime.—This chemical is even better than sulphur as a remedy for

mites; as it is a liquid it can be diluted easily to any extent. It can be made
very cheaply by boiling together in a small quantity of water equal parts of lime
and flowers of sulphur. For mites, take 5 pounds of sulphur and 5 of lime, and
boil in a small quantity of water until both are dissolved and a brownish liquid

results. Dilute to 100 gallons.

IRRIGATION.

A water right is the right or privilege of using water from a canal, ditch, or

stream for irrigating purposes, either in a definite quantity or upon a prescribed

area of land, such right or privilege being customarily acquired either by priority

of use or by purchase. In many parts of the arid region a water right is an
exceedingly valuable property. The average value for the entire arid region, as

determined by the Census of 1890, was $00 per acre, and there are fruit-growing
districts in California wnere water rights have been sold as high as $1,500 per
miner's inch, or from $100 to $500 per acre.

The "duty of water" is the extent of the service the water will perform when
used for irrigating purposes, that is, the number of acres a given quantity of

water will adequately irrigate under ordinary circumstances. This is usually
from 100 to 200 acres for each second-foot. Where water is abundant, the duty
has been known to be as low as 50 acres, and, where very scarce, as high as 500

acres to the second-foot. A second-foot is the quantity of water passing in one
second in a stream 1 foot wide, 1 foot deep, flowing 1 foot per second.

A miner's inch is theoretically such a quantity of water as will flow through an
aperture 1 inch square in a board 2 inches thick under a head of water of 6 inches

in 1 second of time, and it is equal to 0.191 gallon, or 0.0259337 cubic foot per

second, or to 11.64 gallons, or 1.556021 cubic feet, per minute. In Colorado the

miner's inch legalized by statute equals 11.7 gallons per minute. The California

miner's inch, however, equals only 9 gallons per minute.
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USEFUL BIKDS AND HARMFUL 1

which i 'iri.il to ' >m Id bd

protect

i

.. k

R >uldere

d

Ha .

Hawk
Ferruginous Rough-

Bparrow Hawk
Barn Owl

w 1

Short ear* d Owl
I Owl

Screech Owl
yellow-hilled Cuckoo
Black-billed Cuckoo.

Halry Woodpecker
Downy W
Flicker

Meadowlark

Baltimore Oriole

Tree Sparrow

Chipping Sparrow ..

Song Sparrow
Rose breasted Gros-
beak.

House Wren

Chickadee
Robin -

Bluebird

atxu - .

.

ni
Archibut* o ferrugineus...

is

Strix prati
Asio wilsonianus
. two accipitrinus
Symium nebuloswn
Megascopa asio

ua americantu
Coccyzxu eryth rophtha I

mus.
Dryobatea villosus
y >;-//< tbates i

wbesce ns
Colaptea auratus

Stumella magna.

Tcti rusgalbula.

Hit monticola

.

( 'haiM'-i. r of .

Spizella soctalis.
Melospiza fasciata
Zamelodia ludoviciana

.

Troglodyti s aedon

Parus atricapillus.
Merula migratoria

Sialia sialis

. 1 b>

Meadow mi<-<-, pii

mammals ami in •

hoppers, ci ickel s, and f mall n

Principally western ground s»i i

mopnile
A

Rats, mi-

•

>hers,and
iMice and a tew other small mamma
f tute about yo per cent of

I

Babbits, mice, squirrels, craj Bsh, ai

Mice, beetles, grasshop]

Injurious bisects; caterpilla i Uy tent
•rpillars; son do potato beetles.

^Injurious insects; wood-boring Ian
; tute more than 25 per coat of the t

Injurious insects; ants constitute a

per cent of the 1

1

Over 60 per cent harmful I
^ally

grasshoppers.
About 90per cent injur! ially

caterpillars and beetles wh> are
known as wire worm

Immense quantities of noxious d in
winter.

Injurious
I In summer. Seeds of noxious

weeds in spring and fall.

Colorado potato beetle and other injurious
insects.

Beetles, grasshoppers, bug liars, and
spiders form its entire food.

Minute insects (bark lice) and ins
Beetles, i<riissLn>i>i . rpillars, and wild

fruit.
About 25 per cent grasshoppers, with many
caterpillars and spid<

Five species which are injurious to agriculture and unworthy ofprotection.

mon name.

Sharp-shinnedHawk
Cooper's Bawk

awk
Duck Hawk..
English Sparrow—

Scientific name. Character of food.

Accipiter velox . ^Poultry, game birds, and many small insec-
Accipiter cooperii / tivorous birds.
Accipiter atricapillus |

Poultry and game bird?.

Falco peregrinus anatum . Game and insectivorous bi

Passer domesticus .-.' Grain (especially wheat and oats), fruit buds,
and blossoms.

AMOUNT AND COST OF GRASS SEED PER ACRE.

Amount to sowper acre of seed of principal grasses andforage plants, weightper
bushel, and cost of seedper acre.

Name.

Bedtop
(Agrostis (ilba.)

Becd canary grass
(PJialaris arundinacea.)

Soil, climate, use, and manner of
propagating.

Moist, damp soil. Transplant small
turf cuttings in autumn. Bate
pasturage or lawns in North. In
mixtures, 5 to 10 i">er cent.

Stiff, wet lands and flooded fields.

Requires moisture. Valuable bay
cut young. Binds loose banks
near running water; firm sod on
marshy ground.

Amount
n per

acre, in
pounds,
standard
quality.

21.0

Weight
per

bushel.

Pounds.

44-48

Cost of
I per

acre.

$1.45

7.35
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AMOUNT AND COST OF GRASS SEED PER AOBE—Continued.
Amount to sowp run-, of seed, of principal grasses and foragt plant . weight per

bush
i /, and cost of seed per acn Continued.

une.
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ilE METRIC SYSTEM.

I

[ungary, [taly, and thirteen other Leading nations.

ul in (

,

ritain, Japan, and the United 8ta1 ;ally

its principal advantages are thi a units of anyord< pt in the

md make 1 unit of the next higher order; th< unit in •

form ientdfically established and is as nearly invariable as

ifdenoinim boveth< madebypre-
ling order the Greek nnmeral derivi beoto, kilo, and

: ., while >w are made by prefixing the Latin nnmeral derivatives

iti, and milli to the name of the base alms 10 meters make a decameter,
while a meter contains ten decimeters, etc.); and finally, th this sys-

tem by so many peoples adds to the benefit to be derived from its adoption by

The base unit of length is the meter, which is one ten-millionth of the distance

from the equator to the pole; the base unit of area (square measure) is the are,

which is 1 square deean I cubic measure the store, which is a cubic meter.

The base unit of weight is the gram, which is the weight of a cubic centimeter of

distilled water at sea level at I (
'. nearly: the base unit of capacity is the liter,

Which holds water enough to weigh 1 kilogram at sea level at 4 ( '. nearly.

The following tables furnish the equivalents of the principal units in the metric

and English systems of weights and measures.

Metric units in English equivalents.

>r

Kilometer
Are

Liter
a

Kilogram

.

39.87 inches..
39,370 inches.

2.471 acres.

o3.8 fluid ounces
15.43234 grains ..

I feet
Ifeet..

1,076. i square feet
square feet

35.3165 cubic feet
1.0567 quarts (liquid)
0.03527 ounce avoirdupois

1.09363 yap
1,093.63 yards.
119.60 square yards.
11,960 square yards.

cubic yards.
18 Imshel.

0.0022 pound avoirdupois.

English units in metric equivalents.

Foot
Mile
Acre
Cord -

i (ofmasonry)
Gallon (U.S.)
Pound
Ton (2,000 pounds)..
Bushel ...

0.3048 meter...

.

344 meters
40. 1685 ares
;>.c.~t steres
0.7 stere
3.7854 liters
0.4535 kilogram
W7.1 kilograms

i
liters

3.048 decimeters
1.609 kilometers.
0.404H hectare . . -

0037 hectoliter..

.

4.535 hectograms
0.9071 tonne

30.48 centimeters.

378.54 centiliters.
-i."):'.;") grams.

SOME FOREIGN MONETARY UNITS.

In actual business transactions valuations of foreign coins vary slightly from
the figures given below. Rates of exchange in commercial use are subject to

change daily.

Equivalents of foreign coins in United States money.

Pound sterling (Great Britain) $4.8666
Pound sterling (Egypt) 4. 943

Franc1 (France, Switzerland, Belgium) .193
Mark (Germany) .238
Crown (Austria-Hungary) .203

Crown (Sweden, Norway, Denmark) ..

Ruble (Russia) —
Piaster (Turkey) .044

Florin (Netherlands) - .402

Milreis ( Brazil ) .546

Milreis (Portugal) 1.08
Boliviano (Bo 1

ivia) 124

Colon (Cuba.).... $0,926
Peso (Colombia, Ecuador) 124

Peso (Chile) 305
Peso (Central America) .416

Peso (Argentina) .;k>5

Dollar ( Mexico) .4(5

Dollar (British North America) 1. 00
Dollar (Newfoundland) - 1.014
Yen (Japan) 498
Tael2 ;CUina> , $0.62to.88
Rupee (India) - .201

Sol (Peru) 424

1 The lira of Italy, bolivar of Venezuela, peseta of Spain, drachma of Greece, and mark of Fin-
land are also worth 19.3 cents each.

'-' There is a different value for the tael for every commercial center in China, but it is within
the limits given.
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rOBMl i. \ i "i: PUNOICIDl

|
l > Animoniacal copper carbonate solution :

pper carbonate ouno
ammonia

I
'-
,,; per cent pint

Water . gallon

Place the copper carbonate In a wooden pail and make a paste of it by the addi-

tion of a Hn r. Then pour on the ammonia and stir until .-ill th<- copper is

Ivi !. [f the 8 pints of ammonia i ifficient to d , add

more until im sediment remains. Ponr into a barrel and dilute with U5

1

Ions of water, and the mixture is then ready for o

>rdeaux mixture

:

Copper sulphate - pounds - 6

Strong fresh lime... do (

Water gallon* 50

In a barrel or other suitable vessel place 25 gallons of water. Weigh oni 6

pounds of copper sulphate, tie the same in a piece of coarse gunny sack, and sus-

pend it just beneath the surface of the water. In another vessel slack 1 pounds
of lime, using car- to obtain a smooth paste, freo from grit and small lumps. To
accomplish this, place the lime in an ordinary water pail and add only a small

quantity, say a quart, of water at first. When the lime begins to crack and
crumble and the water to disappear add another quart or more, exercising care

that the lime at no time gets too dry. Toward the last considerable water will

be required; if added carefully and slowly a perfectly smooth paste will be

obtained. When the lime is slacked add sufficient water to the paste to bring the

whole up to 25 gallons. When the copper sulphate is entirely dissolved and the

lime is cool, pour the lime milk and copper sulphate solutions slowly together at the

same time into a barrel holding 50 gallons. The milk of lime should be thoroughly
stirred before pouring, and the barrel of liquid should then receive a final stirring

for at least three minutes. For the 22-gallon formula use 22 gallons of w
instead of 50. For further directions in making large quantities see Farmers'

Bulletin No. 38, pp. 5-8.

Hot-water treatment:

This treatment is used for smuts of oats and wheat. Place two large kettles or

two wash boilers on a stove: provide a reliable thermometer, and a coarse sack or

basket for the seed. A special vessel for holding the grain may be made of wire

rforated tin. T • 1 should never be entirely filled with grain, and in the

kettles there should be about five or six times as much water by bulk as there is

grain in the basket. In the first kettle keep the temperature of the water at from
110 to 120 P. and in the other at 132 to 133 , never letting it fall below 130 lestthe

fungous spores may not be killed, nor rise above 135 lestthe grain be injured.

Place the grain in the basket and then sink it into the first kettle. Raise and 1

veral times and shake it so that all the grain may become wet and uniformly
warm. I it from the tii->; kettle and plunge it into the Becond, where it

should receive ten minutes' treatment. Shake about repeatedly and also raise

the basket containing the gram completely oni of the war or six times

during the treatment. If the tempi ratnre falls below 132 . lei the basket remain
a few moments longer; if it rises, a few: • hand cold and
boiling water with which to regulate tfa ratine. At the expiration of \]

minutes remove the grain and plunge into cold wa r which Bpn ad it out to

dry. The seed may be .-own at one oghly dry, or maj I and
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fa 1 real m.' oati keep them In

minutes and Iry without pin nto the cold wa1

. WW WOSh :

u. --in ponndi
i

' s per oenl do

:rade) pinl

Water to make gallon! L9

Phut' the resin, caustic soda, and fish oil In a large kettle. Pour over them 18

gallons of water and boil until the resm is thoroughly dissolved, which reqnil

from three to ten minutes after the materials begin to boil. While hot add enongh

water to make just 1.') gallons. When this cools, a fine yellowish precipe
I lei

to the bottom of the vessel. The preparation must therefore be thoroughly stirred

!i time before measuring out to dilute, so as to mix the precipitate uniformly

with the clear, dark, amber-brown liquid, which forms by far the

the stock preparation. When desired for use, take 1 part of the stock preparal

to 9 parts of water. If the wash be desired for immediate use, the material!

boiling and while still hot, may be poured directly into the spray tank and diluted

with cold water up to 150 gallons.

(5) Corrosive sublimate solution:

Corrosive sublimate _ ounces.. 2£

Water .gallons . . 15

This solution is used" for potato scab. The corrosive sublimate is dissolved in

about 2 gallons of hot water, and after an interval of ten or twelve hours diluted

with 18 gallons of water. The potatoes to be planted are immersed in the solution

for one and one-half hours, after which they are spread out to dry, then cut and

planted as usual. A half barrel is a convenient receptacle for the solution. The

potatoes may be put into a coarse sack and suspended in the liquid, first being

washed. Corrosive sublimate is very poisonous, and should be kept out of the

way of children and animals. All treated tubers should be planted, or, if not

planted, destroyed.

Potassium sulpiride:

Potassium sulphide _

.

.ounces .

.

Water gallons . _ 5

Dissolve the potassium sulphide in water, and the mixture is ready for use.

FOODS FOR MAN.

Ordinary food materials, such as meat, fish, eggs, potatoes, wheat, etc., con-

sist of

—

Refuse.—As the bones of meat and fish, shells of shellfish, skins of potatoes,

bran of wheat, etc.

Edible portion.—As the flesh of meat and fish, the white and yolk of eggs, wheat

flour, etc. The edible portion consists of water and nutritive ingredients, or

nutrients. The nutritive ingredients are protein, fats, carbohydrates, and min-

eral matters.

The water, refuse, and salt of salted meat and fish are called nonnutrients. In

comparing the values of different food materials for nourishment they are left out

of account.
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Bd In the body to build and repair ti tie and to furni -/. The
manner lo which the valuable constituents are utilized In the body may be

ed in tabular Form as follow

Protein .

,

Forms t issue (mil i i

White (albumen) o adon, andprobably
of milk, Fat) i

n meat, gluten of

wheat, etc.

Fats Form Fatty tissue.

of meat, butter, ol

oil, oils of corn and

wheat . etc.

Carbohydrates Transformed Into fat.

Sugar, Btarch, etc.

Mineral matters (ash) Aid in forming bone,

Phosphates of lime, pot- assist in digestion,

ash, soda. etc. etc.

All serves ftu /and yield

energy In form of heal and

muscula] th.

The fuel value of food.—Heat and muscular power are forms of force or en* I

The energy is developed as the food is consumed in the body. The unit commonly
used in this measurement is the calorie, the amount of heat which would raise the

temperature of a pound of water 4 F.

The following general estimate has been made for the average amount of poten-

tial energy in 1 pound of each of the classes of nutrients:
Calories.

In 1 pound of protein. . 1, 800

In 1 pound of fats _ . 4. 220

In 1 pound of carbohydrates 1 .
-

In other words, when we compare the nutrients in respect to their fuel values,

their capacities for yielding heat and mechanical power, a pound of protein of

lean meat or albumen of egg is just about equivalent to a pound of sugar or

starch, and a little over 2 pounds of either would be required to equal a pound of

the fat of meat or butter or the body fat.

Within recent 3'ears analyses of a large number of samples of foods ha v.- been
made in this country. In the table below the average results of a number of these

analyses are given.

rage composition of Americanfood products,*

Food materials i as pur-
chased).
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\r, rage comitosition of American food />r<' \uct ' • ntin

pur
c 1 1 : i
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.

rate work
i at hard work

without muscular work
with Light muscular work

M;iu with moderate muscular work
Man with hard muscular work



DS FOR MAX. I

din.'.il oontaine L5.6 per cent protein and furnish* i calori p< r pound,
one-half pound would contain 0.07$ pound protein ( »."> lb. X 0.156 078 lb.

I
and

yield 980oalories, and if lamb chops contain 15, beta and furni b 1,115

calories per pound, l pounds of lamb ohop would furnish 0.28 pound pi

(1.5 li». x <>.
i lk i and 1,678 calories. The oth<

til.- sain-' way.

The assumed quanl Itiea <>i food materiala which the four persona would i

in a day and the calculated protein contenl and fuel vain.- would be as follov
-

i/. nu for family offour adultsfor one day.

Food materia
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Tli. s ;i I. In mid mil ;ilue

MM pound
;

which art* approximately the amounts required by the d

ing the al .« a e method the value of any mena i

lated. [t should be borne in mind thai approximate rather than ab olute o

ment with ti ury standard is sought It is not the purpose to fnrni

scription for definite amounts of food materials, but rather to supply the meana
of judging whether th< habits <>t' families accord in ! with what

shown to bo most desirable from a physiological standpoint. If

economy is necessary a study of the tallies will show that it is possible to d

menus which will furnish the requisite amounts of nutrients uiitl i nergy a!

paratively low cost.

COMPOSITION OF TYPICAL AMERICAN FLOURS.

A comparison of the values for food of the principal kind an Hour

may be made from the following tables. It will be remembered that the pro;

carbohydrates, and gluten are the principal nutrients. The ash, watt r. and

may be considered as waste, while the ether extract is comparatively unimpor-

tant.

HIGH-GRADE PATENT FLOUR.

A high-grade American patent flour has approximately the following compo-

sition :

Per cent.

Water .. 12.

Proteids (factor G. 25) 10.

Ether extract (oil) 1 . 00

Crude ash .50

Moist gluten. 26.00

Dry gluten 10.00

Carbohydrates (factor 6. 25) 75. 25

COMMON MARKET FLOUR.

It is probable that as a whole the flours which are exposed for sale in a market

like that of Washington, D. C, will be representative of the flours of the wdiole

country, as very little of the local supply comes from the wheat grown in the vicin-

ity. The data obtained, therefore, from the analyses of a large number of samples

bought in the open market may be relied upon as giving a fair indication of what

a typical common market bulk flour is. The composition of such a typical flour,

as indicated by the data recently obtained, is approximately as follows

:

Per cent.

YYater .-.. 12.25

Proteids (factor G.25) 10.20

Moist gluten , 24. 50

Diy gluten 9. 25

Ether extract - - 1 . 30

Ash .GO

Fiber .30

Carbohydrates (factor 0. 25) 75. G5

1 For the sake of simplifying the calculation no distinction is made between men and women.
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BJ i:.

I American floor whiob i
i Bold under the name of bakers

1

floor, and
which, as a role, • lor to the i

>ii which, ;i del rmined by i be I

mately represented by the following aombers:

Water . . LI. 75

Proteicl 12.30

Dry gluten 18. 10

M"is, glutei] :; :.

Ether extract i.:;o

\ b

rbohyd] .. ..74

ed is the practically identical coi i o of the bakers 1

floor with
tin 1 high-grade patent Hours. The chief diffei i re found in the fact that the

rs' floors are drier, containing abonl I per cenl ire. They
too, a distinctly higher percentage i>f proteids as compared with the high-grade
floors, doe to the fact, doubtless, that largo quantities of the outer part of the

kernels enter into the composition of these floors. The quantities of gluten are

more than correspondingly increased, which indicates that the glutinous part of

the proteids tends to accumulate in flours of this character, and this is due to the
nature of the milling process and to the separation of the various parts of the

wheat kernel. The quantity of oil is also higher than in the high-grade floors,

showing a less perfect degermination of the grain during the milling process. The
ash is also slightly higher than in the high-grade flours, while the carbohydrates
are somewhat lower, due to the higher percentage of proteids.

In a general comparison of bakers' flours with high-grade patent flours it

that the nutritive ratio is much narrower in the bakers' Hour, and the percei

of proteids higher. Judged by the common theories of nutrition, therefore, the
bakers' flour would make a bread better suited to the laboring man, while the

high-grade patent Hours would form a bread with a greater tendency to produce
fat and animal heat.

FLOUR OF SMALL MILLS.

In another class wheat flours have been collected of the miscellaneous sam
which were not capable of classification, by reason of their names or descriptions,

with the three preceding grades of Hours. These flours doubtless represent the
product of small mills, and are derived from the most diversified sources. As
would be expected, they show among themselves a considerable degree of
variation, although the mean composition does not differ very greatly from
of the previously descril The typical Hour of this miscellanea

judged by the data which ha* obtained, has the following approximate
composition :

Water 12, 5

Proteids (factor 6.25) [Q

Moist gluten

Dry gluten in

Ether extract 1

Ash _ i

Carbohydrate
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ii. h ,i t> pica! flow i i
Identity, i

Lai point of view, with the higl » patent flour*, TJ of

the twoolaasei areeo Dearly alike that they oonld be Interchanged with each otl

with no appreciable modification of chemical oomposil Ion. Thi

in § most mar) bhe points which have been brought out in th<

that tli«- commercial value <>f Hour dependi almost exclusively

upon the nature of the milling process and upon thecoloT and general appearao

of the flour, and has little or nothing to do with nutritive propel

The small importance, from a commercial point of view, of a self-raising ti

gives little encouragement for the endeavor to establish a typical standard for this

class of nutrients. It is evident without discussion that the self-raising proper!

of a flour are due to the incorporation therewith of BOme of the ordinary chemical

leavening agents which are commonly used. In other words, by mixing with the

flour an ordinary baking powder, or the essential leavening constituents fcl

the so-called self-raising flour is produced. This flour, it is evidently intended,

should be used immediately for bread making without being subjected to any

previous fermentation.

Only a few samples of self-raising flours have been examined in the Depart-

ment. A typical self-raising flour, representing nearly the mean of the samp]

examined, has the following composition:
Per •

Moisture - 18. 80

Proteids (factor 6.25) - 10.10

Moist gluten - 27.00

Dry gluten 9-65

Ether extract
~0

Ash 4.00

Carbohydrates (factor 0.25) - "2. 90

The principal variation in this flour from the others here noted is in the amount

of ash. The normal quantity of ash is seen to be about 0.5 and the increase by the

use of constituents to secure the raising of the loaf is 3.5 per cent. This seems to

indicate, when considered in connection with other facts, that the better plan is

to add the leavening agents to the flour at the time of baking.

EFFECT UPON SOIL OF GROWING VARIOUS CROPS.

The following tables show the amounts of the principal elements of fertility,

namely, nitrogen, potash, and phosphoric acid, removed by the principal field and

garden crops of this country. By use of them the farmer can estimate with more

assurance of accuracy than is usual, the condition in which his ground is left after

cultivating and removing any crop included in the list. This is of especial value

where commercial fertilizers are much used.

As an example of the use proposed for the data here furnished: Suppose a

farmer takes from an acre of ground 30 bushels of barley. This would be 1,440

pounds. Accordingly, there would be removed 14.40 x 1.51 = 21.744 pounds of

nitrogen, 14.40 x .48 = 6.912 pounds of potash, and 14.40 x .08= 1.152 of phos-

phoric acid. If the farmer knows approximately how much of these elements his

land contained at the beginning of the season, or how much he has added in the

shape of commercial fertilizers, he can judge whether it will be necessary to

supply more of any or all of these elements for the next season. He also can

better determine by an examination of the table what crop should come next in

rotation.
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Total amount of mineral matterand the <tiii<>in<i of /'< rtili ing ronstittu nts n n

from the Boil by oertain ji< l<i and garcL n crop ,

[The quantitle ited iU pounds for the anantil
material 1:1 umn a 'I'Ip- 1

>• r. • 1

1

'

tiothor 1 1
1«

- data given are
r ni.it'-ri.iN m the froHb or driotl conditio!

Kind of crop.

Barley, grain v. 1

tire plant 1

16 per •.at of
.:it ire plant I.

Cabbages 1

Carrots ' -

Clover trod and scarlet)
(Trifolium pratense and in-

carnatum 1

Clover hay (red (dover) x

Clover bay (scarlet clover) J ...

Corn (field) kernels 1,','

Corn (.field > kernels and cob l ..

Cor 11 (sweet) kernels ft

Other parts reqnired to pro-
duce LOO-pound kernels :

Stalks
Husks
Cobs

Stalks, husks, and cobs .

Total

Corn (sweet) (quantity neces-
ry to produce 100 pounds

corn in the ear, including
busk

I
:

Kernels
Cobs
Husks

Kernels, cobs, and busks
Stalks

Total

Cotton (quantity producing
LOOpoi ids of lint): 6

I ts

Stems
Leaves

1

Lint

Total required to produce
ion pounds lint

Cowpea '

Eggplant '

\

torial.

Pound*
Phi

LOO

1,000

1,000

LOO
L00

LOO

100
100
100
100

100

418.3
ic. 7

106.6

506.6
666.

6

80.6
!:.'. 1

is. I

L00
163

363

83
819
192

L36

LOO

947

10(1

Per 1

L0.8 L4.S

70-80

90.62
88. 59

80

11.33

L0.88
8.96

82. 36

80. 86
86, 19
so. 10

80. in

80.86

Quant : ilizing consl Itments
I in the •'

given in colnma

Pounds.

11 1

i-i

l. 10

LOS

6. 98
7.70

1.50-1.63

.56

5.17
. 26

6.08
6. 62

.22

.
:.'.->

.10

.57
2.04

2.61

1. 17

.60

Nil i-

L61 L76

L.8 1.0

. Hi

.48

2.07
2.06

1.60 L.82
1.41

10

1.16
.(is

. 22

l. 10

L.92

,18

,09

Pounds.

2 1 8.8

LO.0

.51

. 10 . in

1.81
40- .51

.47

.24

1.69
.10
.23

,80
. 10

.76
8.20

8. i-;

.84

20.71

.27

.18

.09

.09

.04

.22

.67

.89

3.46
2. it

.81

pho
acid.

Pounds.

• .88

.61 1.1

.9 2.4

.11

.(il

.88

. in

.68 .70

.67

,07

,68

08

66

,03

,01

,06

,23

.29

.43
L.29

J. 28
L.30

.10

8.1<

10

1 Bulletin No. 15. Oifico of Experiment Stations.
2 Bulletin N<>. !•*>. Division of Chemistry, p.

. illetin No. L8, 1^. '.i. Division of Chemistry.
•a given by Champion & Pellet and Stammer (Bulletin No. 27, Division of

oistry 1; and by Zscheye and Schauer
j

Zeitschrift fiir Rubenzucker industrie, 1892
dculated from data given in Maine Station Report for L889 and from t ho data derived

therefrom and found in Bulletin No. L6of theOfflosof Experiment Stations.
6 Bulletin No. 33, Office ot Experiment Station*.
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/ the am t

from the aoii t>y certain field and gard

i of ash ami fertilizing constituent I Ln pounds for th
.i given in column A

il in the fresh or di i lition.j

•

1 of crop.
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. labor. ' '!> b • by plant ing le fuminon cr<

»mmercial fertilizers, or bj use ol e of farm animals. E

calculations for with legmnino theamonnt
• inMi. i-.-i.ii fertilizer to l- and the benefit t<» be derived from farm

animals may be reckoned from the following tab)

Analyst b of ./' rtili i

[Tlja 'io acl l Ich is

l by noul rnl ammonium <
-

it rate solution under standard <

as i i able to determine n\ the pari of the phi

contained In the which i dlablo to growing plants when tin?

material In quest ion
,

i >il. In t

'

many other organic fori ractically all of the phosphoric acid bo<
• id by ii; placed in 1 <il.J

Nit !•

MERC1AL liiMTi.r/.iats.

1. Supplybig nitrogen: Percent
Nitrate of Boda 15. 6 to 10
Sulphate of ammonia.. ... 10 to 20.

5

\ fried blood (high grade >.. 12 to 14

Dried blood (low grade) 1<) toll
< .ncentrated tankage. 11 tol2.5
Tankage (bone) 5 to 6

Dried nan Bcrap 7 to 9
Cotton-seed meal B.Sto 7.

Castor pomace 5 to 6
2. Supplying phosphoric acid:

South Carolina rock phos-
phate -- -.

South Carolina rock super-
phosphate <d i ssol v e (1

Smith Carolina rode phos-
phate)

Florida land rock phosphate.
Florida pebble phoepfc
Florida superphosphate (dis-

solved Florida phospl
Boneblack

black superphosphate
olved l/<

Ground bone.. 2. 5 to LS
Steamed bone 1.5 to 2.

Dissolved bone 2 to :;

Thomas slag
8. Supplying potash:

Muriate of potash
Sulphate of potash (high
grade )

Sulphat hand mag-
nesia

Kainite
Sylvinite

on-null ashes 1

Wood ashes < unleachi
Wood ashes I leached i

'-

-ten is :. to :;

rj km manures.

Cattle excrement (solid, fr
( Tattle urine I fresh • -

Hen in; nure < fresh I

crement (solid)
I [orse urine * freah I

Human excremen
tan urine
>n manure <dry I

p excrei
i

Swh
Swine urine (fresh)
Barnyard nianur<

.29

1.10

1 55

.60
3.90

1.95

A v.ula [nsola
l.l"

i
hi b ble pin s

phoric phoric
acid. acid.

Perct. P^ ret

15 to 15

14 to 10

15tol7
5to 8

6 to 'J

Total
phosphoric

acid.

/•• r '< nt.

3 ti

1 I

11 toll
6 to 8
1.5 to :.'

1 to L.6

2 to :;

1 to 1.5

20 to £8 2G '

lto 8
33 to 35

-

lto I

1 to 2
15 to 17
L6to20

13 tol6
33 to:;:.

26 '

16 •

IT •

•
. 25

to 29
16 to 17
11. 1

7 to
1 to
l to 1.8
8 to 5

.11

.17

l.i f.»

.17

1.90
.;;i

.111

.11

4M

30
.13.5

30 to

5 to 8

.10

.50

. 15

.13

1.51

1.5

30 :

1 In good Thomas slag at lea I should be solubli mium
hat la, available.

- ( !otton hull ashes contaii
and leached w
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BARNYARD M

I

Barnyard manure oontaini all t llizing elem inired by planl

tonus that insure plentiful orops and permani lity to the soil, It not only

enriches t ho soil with the nitrogen, phosphoric acid , and potash which it conl

but it also renders the stored-up materials of the soil i dlable, Improves the

mechanical condition of the soil, w I warmer, and enables . sin more

bnre or to draw it op from below.

Amount and value <>f manure produced by differentfarm animals

[New York Cornell Experiment Station.]

Animal.

Sheep
Calves

( !ows
1 [orses

Per 1,000 pounds of live weight.

Amount
per day.

rounds.

ti 1

\'aiu<- per
day. «

Cents.

6.

2

7.6

Value per
year.

'

$26. w

Value of
manure
per ton.

$3.30
2.18

2.21

1 Valuing nitrogen at 15 cents, phosphoric acid at 6 rents, and potash at r cuts per pound.

Barnyard manure is a very variable substance, its composition and value

depending principally upon (1) age and kind of animal: (2) quantity and quality

of food; (3) proportion of litter, and (4) method of management and age of

manure.
Value of manure as affected by kind of annual and of feed.—Mature animals

neither gaining nor losing weight excrete practically all the fertilizing constitu-

ents consumed in the food. Growing animals and milch cows excrete from 50 to

75 per cent of the fertilizing constituents of the food: fattening or working animals

from 90 to 95 per cent. As regards the fertilizing value of equal weights of manure
in its normal condition, farm animals probably stand in the following order: Poul-

try, sheep, pigs, horses, cows.

The amounts of fertilizing constituents in the manure stand in direct relation

to those in the food. As regards the value of manure produced, the concentrated

feeding stuffs, such as meat scrap, cotton-seed meal, linseed meal, and wheat bran,

stand first, the leguminous plants (clover, peas, etc.) second, the grasses third,

cereals (oats, corn, etc.) fourth, and root crops, such as turnips, beets, and niangel-

wurzels, last.

Saving of manure.—Barnyard manure is a material which rapidly undergoes

When it is practicable to haul the manure from the stalls and pen and spread

it on the field at frequent intervals the losses of valuable constituents need not be

very great ; but when the manure must be stored for some time preservatives may
be used with profit. The loss from destructive fermentation may be almost

entirely prevented by the use of absorbents, such as superphosphate and kainite,

and especially by keeping the manure moist and excluding the air.

Amounts of different preservatives to be used pt r head daily.

Preservative.

Superphosphate
Gypsum
Kainite

Per horse.
1,000

pounds'
weight.

Lhs. Ozs.
1

1 9
1 2

Per cow,
, Per pig,

S*0 pounds' 220 pounds'
weight. weight.

Lbs. Ozs.
1 2
1 12
1 5

Ounces.
3

4

Per sheep,
110 pounds'
weight.

Ounces.
2i
31
31
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[f kain bould be applied to the fr» ii manure and i

Litter, bo thai 11
•

I oome in oontaoi with the feel of the animal. Ail

st'iv.it i\ cs :in« 11 lore ellWtivc if applied be! iii.

I i from Leaching may l»<' prevented bj e under cover or in

Extra moisture and temperature are to be avoids I, and uniform and mod-
erate fermentation is the object to 1

; n. To advisable t<

Hie n i;in urc iron i the different ;iniin;ils thoroughly Ln the heap and keep the mast

ipaot.

of manure* Barnyard manure Is justly held Ln hi

fertilizer, but Lthasa forcing effect when fresh, and is therefore better suited to

plants than to plants grown for seed, real . D
applications, especially t<> Buch as or tobi

often prove injurious. Tins result can, as a rule, be avoided by applying the

mane • months before the planting of the crop or by nsing only well-r

manure.
ayard manure i applied to fmil trees with ili«- that

td its use in the cast 1 o\' field crops, garden truck, etc. [t does not stimulate
fruiting to the same extent as do the mineral fertilizi dency is to pro-

duce a large growth but a poor quality of fruit. Oranges, in particular, bee

thick skinned, and sour under its influence.

As a rule, the best results are likely to be obtained by using commercial fer-

tilizing materials in conuection with barnyard manure, either in compost or
separately.

DISTANCES APART FOR PLAN.TING FRUITS IN COMMERCIAL
PLANTATIONS.

The distances suitable for fruit trees and plants in commercial plantations vary
considerably in different regions. The more important factors in determining

the proper distance for any given sp re, the fertility of the soil, the supply of

soil moisture, the habit of growth and relative vigor of the varieties, and the

necessity of providing sufficient space; for operating spraying machinery in com-
bating insects and fungi. Observation of local practice affords the safest guide
in doubtful cases.

Apple

Apple, dwarf ..

Pear

Pear, dwarf

Quince

Apricots

Cherries, sweet

Dist
in feet.

40
83

16

K)

24

20
16
L6

12

12

30

30
24

X 40

• 16

X 15
X 10

L6

12

L6

12

Cherries, sour

Peach

Plum.

Fig

Kaki .

Olive.

( >range and lemon.

Dist.i

in f<

L6

20

IS

13

80
L8

L6

10

2

1

26
Grape

6

• hi

X 18

lo

x 10

X 8

Distance
in feet.

Almond .

brat

i

Walnut .

.

Currants and goose-
berr

Cranberries

1

30 X30

:,' i 6 »

1

l

REVIEW OF WEATHER AND CROP CONDITIONS, SEASON OF 1897.

An elaborate and detailed review of the weather and tnditions of the
luring the period of planting, cultivation, and hai

obvious reasons can no4 be given in the few pa i his paper is lixnj

1 A97
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March was a month in the Stat- a < t the central valleys and on tho

al and north 1'
j, while there v. re than I

tation over much the greater part country eaat o\ the Rocky Mi
The month average I c >lder than usual in the valleys of the Upp >uri and
Red River of the North, throughout tho Rocky Mountain region, and on the

Pacii . the first and s >cond decades being exceptionally cold from Minne-
• temperature for the week ending tho 15th

from !5 below the normal iu Montana, the Dakotas, and northern Mi
sota. In all districts east of th ssippi River and from the L<>

River southward to tho Gulf coast and Rio Grande Vail m >nth \

milder than usual, the temperature excess ranging from 3 to 6 per day over the

greater part of the territory named.
Fannin retarded by wet weather in the States of the central

valleys, and at the c\o;o of the month the season was considered ba

notwithstanding there was an excess in temperature. By the close of tl:

some corn had been planted as far north as Tennessee and the southern portions

of Missouri and Kansas, while farther south greater progress had been made,

planting in Texas and northern Louisiana being about completed. Cotton plant-

in;;- in Texas had progressed favorably, and some had been planted in South

Carolina, but in other States of the cotton belt practically no planting had been

up to the close of the month. Wheat was winter killed to some extent in

>ari. Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, and Ohio, and in Michigan and
Indiana the i tained damage by floods, but in Kansas, Oklahoma, Arkaii-

and Texas it was in promising condition.

By April 13 corn planting was finished in portions of the more southerly States

and was in progress as far north as Missouri and Virginia, but preparations for

planting in Ten. and the States of the Ohio Valley were much retarded

by excessive moisture. Somo improvement was reported in the condition of

winter wheat in Missouri, and in portions of Indiana, and in Kansas, Oklahoma,

Arkansas, Tennessee, Kentucky, the Virginias, and Maryland the crop was grow-

ing finely, with favorable conditions reported from Ohio, southern Michigan,

and Nebraska. By tho middle of April but little spring wheat had been sown,

and seeding was principally confined to the southern portion of the spring-wheat

region, none having been sown in North Dakota, where the soil was too wet.

Cotton planting was more general and was in active progress over the central

portions of the cotton belt, some having been planted as far north as North

Carolina. The week ending April 12 having proved unusually cool throughout

the Gulf States and central valleys, with frosts as far south as tho northern

portions of the Gulf States from the 8th to the 10th, garden products and fruits

sustained some injury and cotton in Texas was unfavorably affected.

The week ending April 10 was also abnormally cool throughout the central

and southern portions of tho country, with freezing temperature as far south as

tho Lower Missouri and Ohio valleys, further retarding corn planting, but in New
England and in the Rocky Mountain and Pacific coast States it was milder than

usual. At this date the condition of winter wheat in the principal winter-wheat
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of the oeni 1

1

unpromising, and in 1 !

and Indiana coi I ap for

sprixi ' in the op

where, however, < I

[owa and seeding was i

South I

i i

.
:- ).)

> rotting t

outlook for i rable, e

i in < >klah<

lei i< m '

pi. The cool weather i aed injurious ii

iperattu i of the week ending April ible,

butt! o much rain in the States of the

Villi:

Th ding week (ending May 8) was loo cool throughout ih ,v Stato

ral valleys, but the light rainfall Lnthi '' sippi, the

Red River of the North, and the Missouri afforded f vorable opportunitj

farm work, which had been much delayed in i ithe

previous week. In iho Rocky Mountain States and in Oregon this week was
decidedly favorable, but it was somewhat too cool in WashiB
The week ending May 10 was exceptionally favorable in the States of th

:

3sippi and Missouri valleys, both for farm work and growth of crops, but in

the Southern States the conditions were less favorable, being too cool, and in

sections too dry. Under the favorable conditions prevailing in the
]

corn States planting was being pushed rapidly, and was in prog] h

as southern New England, Michigan, and South Dakota. In the Mid
States and southward of the Ohio and Lower Missouri rivers corn plan.

rally nearing compl< lion. In the Southern States insects were rep<

numerous and destructive to corn, which was also unfavoi scted 1 >y the low
temperatures and in some sections by drought. Spring-wheat seeding was practi-

cally completed over the northern portion of the spring-wheat region, and

th:' central and southern portions the early .•-own had a good start and was grow-

ing welL Winter wheat continued jrromising in the Middle Atlantic Sta

tucky, and Tennessee, and some improvement was reported from Ohio and I

In Oregon and Washington the outlook for winter wheat was very promi

but in California the crop had been greatly injured by hot winds. Cotton ]

slow progress over the central and eastern portions of the cotton belt, the we
being too cool, and complaints of insects and bad stands were quite general, while

the effects of drought wTere unfavorable in some sections. In Texas, however, the

condition of the crop was generally improved, but it was suffering for rain

the southern and eastern portions of tho S ;

Tho week ending May 17 in the central valleys was favorable for farming

operations, but too cool for rapid germination and growth. On the Atlantic i

the temperature conditions were more favorable, which, with abundant r

. but farm work wa led to some ex

result of ex< iuro. In the States of the B cky Mountain and Pa
gions th as of this week were exceptionally favorable.

Th . 2i was generally favorable for farm work, but in the

\ of the central valleys, lake . and Middle Atlantic coast cool nights

. while need of i ;an to be felt in th"

ippi and Lower Missouri valleys and in 1

•it in T and

Georgia, but cool nigh >us in T< • In

na and Ohi j had been much i
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i 'litu t iii rell advanoed in Michigan, and continued in

rin, Minnesota, and North Dakota. Considerable replanting ry in

ouri, Illinois, Kentucky, and portions of Kansas. Winters
d in promi adition in the Middle Atlantic States and Tonne*

ook in Kentu l" Illinois the condition ol

orop poor that some fields were plowed np lor corn. During this .

spring wheat made good progre > pt in North L>akotu, where little impi

ment was experienced.

The week ending May ;>1 was generally unfavorable, being much too cool in all

districts east of the Kinky Mountains and too dry in the Southern States, while

rains in New England retarded farm work. On the Pacific coast this

k was favorable in California and Washington, but too dry in Oregon.

The week ending Juno 7 was unseasonably cool and unfavorable to crop growth

throughout the central ^ alleys, Lake Region, New England, and the Middle Atlan-

>tates, but in the Southern States the temperature conditions were moro

favorable. On the Pacific coast rain was badly needed.

By tho middle of June corn, while generally backward, had made good progress

in tho principal corn States, but as a result of cool weather and fr.
|

serious injury in Wisconsin, Minnesota, and North Dakota ; and in Now England,

the northern portions of tho Middle Atlantic States, and the Upper Ohio Valley its

growth was retarded. The cotton crop experienced a general improvement

throughout tho cotton bolt, and was generally clean, with insects less numerous.

It however needed warm, dry weather over northern Texas and showers in other

sections of the State. Except on the Pacific coast, winter wheat had made further

improvement, and harvesting was in progress in southern Kansas, Missouri, and

Illinois, having been nearly completed in some of the more southerly States. On
the Pacific coast the condition of winter wheat was only fair in Oregon ; in Cali-

fornia high temperatures had proved injurious, but the reports from Washington

were more favorable. Spring wheat was reported as improved in Minnesota and

North Dakota, where the effects of low temperature had been injurious.

Except over the central Rocky Mountain region and California, where it was

unseasonably cool, the week ending June 21 was generally favorable for the

growth and cultivation of crops.

While somewhat too cool for the best results in the more northerly districts,

with excessive heat in the Southern States, damaging local storms in portions of

New Jersey, Alabama, Kentucky, and Missouri, and need of rain in portions of

the Ohio Valley, Gulf States, western Kansas, and Colorado, the week ending

June 28 was, upon the whole, favorable for the growth and cultivation of crops

and tho harvesting of grain. Cotton made rapid growth in Oklahoma and Texas,

and a general improvement was reported from other portions of the cotton region,

although in tho central and eastern portions the plant was reported small and

backward, and a general rain was much needed over the central and western por-

tion^. Corn made further improvement in tho principal corn States, haviug made

rapid growth in Illinois, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, and Oklahoma. In the

more northerly sections, however, the crop continued backward, and hot winds in

Texas and drought in Arkansas and tho oast Gulf States rendered the outlook less

favorable than previously reported. Winter-wheat harvesting continued under

favorable conditions. By this date (June 28) harvesting was in progress as far

north as the southern portion of Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio, and the crop was

maturing rapidly in the more northerly sections. Excessive rains caused some

injury to tho wheat in shock, and harvesting in California was somewhat retarded

by cool weather and showers over the northern part of the State, while Oregon

and Washington experienced beneficial rains. Spring wheat generally made

favorable progress and the early sown was heading.
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the Stat--- of tii" central valleys, Lake Region, and New England the

ending July 5 was yer^ favorable, th< temperatures bei enefi-

rial toe. in. in the Southern States the condil • ret how< ropitious,

excessive heat and absence of rain proving' injurious to m« i , [n the prin-

cipal corn States, corn made rapid growth, i"it in the Southei was
ring for rain, wliilr iii Missouri excessive rain retarded cultivation. The

bulk of t'n< v winter wheal crop was harvested south of the fortieth parallel; I. ••..

about the latitude of the central port Ions of Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, Bai

big in fifissourl was retarded by heavy rains, which caused further damage to

grain in shock, in Nebraska good progress had been made with winter-^

harvest, which was about to begin In Michigan. In California, th< was
reported as shrunken less dt of hoi winds than had been anticipated.

The week ending July L2 was tonally warm over the greater pari of the

country easl of the Kooky Mountains, but was generally favorable, except in

some of the Southwestern stales, which were much in need of rain. I

States of the centra] valleys corn made rapid growth, and cultivation was fin-

ished, except in the more northerly sections. Over the central and eastern por-

tions of the cotton belt there was a general improvement in the condition of

cotton, but in Missouri, Arkansas, and Texas it was suffering from drought:

picking had begun in Texas. Winter-wheat harvesting continued in the more
northerly sections east of the Rocky Mountains and in California, and had begun

in Oregon. Spring wdieat continued in promising condition over the northern

portion of the spring- wheat region, but its condition was somewhat less favor-

able over the southern portions, hot winds having affected the crop injuriously

in portions of South Dakota and rust having caused damage to some extent in

Iowa ; the outlook in Oregon and Washington continued excellent. During this

; light frosts occurred in Idaho and Nevada, but caused no serious damage.
While the week ending July 19 was generally favorable, some dam.

from excessive rains and local storms in portions of New York, New Jersey, and
northeastern Alabama, and the drought continued in portions of North Caro-

lina. Texas, Tennessee. Missouri, and Kansas. In the principal corn States of

the central valleys, with the exception of portions of Kansas and Missouri, corn

made favorable progress, the reports indicating rapid growth in Ohio. Indiana,

Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, South Dakota, Nebraska, and Iowa,

but it was not altogether well cultivated in the last-named State. There was a

general improvement in the condition of cotton in the central and eastern portion

of the cotton belt, and also in portions of the western section. In Texas, how*

rain was needed, and cotton was shedding badly in some localities in the cc>

and southern portions of the State. Winter-wheat liar -t of the Rocky
Mountains was completed, except in the more northerly sections, and harvesting

continued on the Pacific coast, the weather conditions in Washington and Ore-

gon being very favorabli ipring wheat had been ha: • in Nebraska
and it was ripening in Iowa and Oregon : in the 1 the weather conditions

not favorable for the late sown : in Minnesota a splendid crop was pros

on the highlands, but the outlook on the lowlands was less favorable.

The week ending July 86 was very favorable to agricultural interests on the

Pacific coast and generally in ti of the central valleys, east Gulf , south and
middle Atlantic ut over portions of New England, and the valleys of the

Ohio and Red River of the North there was too much rain, while droughl

vailed over the greater part of Texas and in portions of Arks >uri, and
Kansas. E3i rains caused damaj rain in shock in port the Ohio
Valley. Tens .ad middle Atlantii and damaging local

storms occurred in portions • S w York, and New Jersey. I

continued to make rapid growth in ntrai %
I

Kegion,
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md, and but In central and
injury t'r

I drough
Owic

tble for completing winter-wh

more north* i id ipring wheal ined injury by heavy rai

in North 1 in Mi and in South !

out ring wheat was promising; in Washington and Oregon tl

uring maturity in excellent conditii
• condition ending August 2 v. ly favoi

in I h Atlantic and cast Gulf States and in the Ohio and Qpp r .

i, but in New England and over the greater
j

middle Atlantic States, including .n Now York and
|

> Valley it was too wet, while the States of the Lower Missouri

riously from hot, dry winds, and drought prevailed ever 1

I of Texas and in portions of Arkansas, Tern . Louisiana. Th
on the Pac >ast continued favorable. Much injury w the

hay crop and to maturing and shocked grain by heavy rains in New K:

1 portions of the middle Atlantic States. ( rable plowing for fall e

done in Illinois, Ohio, Tennessee, and Virginia.

In the Stc he central valleys and in the Atlantic coast and cast Gulf
s the week ending August 9 was generally favorable, but

;
- of

-souii, western Tennessee, Mississippi, and B affered from drought
and ex- heat, hi the weal Gulf States the week wras very unfav<

owing to e heat and drought. On the Pacific coast the general conditii

were favorable, although very warm in ( )regon and Washington. ( lorn contin i

to : ivorable progress and, while rains proved beneficial in Nebraska and

Kansas, the crop had been permanently injured in portions of these Stat

this time it was estimated that the bulk of the crop would bo safe from injury by
frost b mber 15, and that the late planted would be safe by October I.

Except over portions of North Carolina, Florida, Tennessee, Arkansas, Missouri,

and Oklahoma, where cotton made fair progress, this week was not favorable for

cotton, complaints of shedding being general over the southern portions of the

belt, while worms and rust were reported from some sections. In Texas, Louis-

td Arkansas cotton on uplands was suffering from drought. Picking \.

uning general over the central and southern portions of the cotton region, and

"first" bales were marketed in Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, raid Florida.

ring-wheat harvest in tho Dakotas and Minnesota was well advanced, but a.

delayed by rains to some extent in South Dakota, where a part of the crop, which

was overripe, sustained injury. Very favorable reports concerning wheat c

tinned from Oregon and Washington, although hot winds in the last-named St

were detrimental.

Drought continued in portions of Missouri, Tennessee, and southern Texas, and

the need of rain began to be felt in Indiana, Illinois, Iowa , an 1 portions of Vir-

ginia and North Carolina during the week ending August 10, while there was too

much rain in New England. The conditions were generally favorable for crops

in the Southern States, in Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota,Wiscon
Michigan, Ohio, and in the Middle Atlantic States. On the North Pacific cc

the week, although very warm, was favorable for harvesting. In the principal

corn States of the central valleys the weather was not wholly favorable, being-

cool and over a large area too dry. Good rains, however, improved the corn crop

in Kansas and Nebraska. The week was generally favorable to cotton, except in

North Carolina and portions of South Carolina, Missouri, and southern Texas,

where it suffered from drought, but generous rains over the greater part of the
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in porti Nebraska, ! >wa, Qlinoi ' Ohio,

id damage aloi Gulf and South Atlai a the

Pacific coastsnd in the ' Mountain region the we
bhough unusually warm in Oregon and Washington,
tinued in northern Minnesota And the Dakotas, but - kvedby I

rain in North Dakota, where some of the overripe wheat was lost. Wl
continued under favorable conditions in Oregon and Washinj I

advanced in Oregon.

The succeeding week, ending August 30, proved too cool in the lake region

New England and too dry in the States of the central valleys, but in the Middle

and South Atlantic and Gulf States and generally throughout the Rocky Moun-
tain and Pacific coast regions it was favorable. Early corn matured rapidly

in Iowa. Missouri. Kansas, Nebraska, and South Dakota, but the crop i

slow progress in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan. Wisconsin, and Mil 1 the

p was generally needing warmth and moisture. As a result of the

rains of the previous week, late corn in the Gulf States was y impn
eneral absence of rain in the Southern Stat' s during this week was very

r cotton picking, which became general over the central portions of

the cotton belt, but the crop as a whole did not make favorable pi

I well in some . This week marked the practical completion of the

wheat harvest in the northern portion of the spring-wheat region. In V
ton and Oregon the weather proved especially favorable for thrashing the }

wheat crop harvested in those -. Owing to the dry condition of the soil.

plowing for fall Beeding made slow progress in the States of the central valleys

and lake . but the soil and weather conditions wer< favorable in

New England and the Middle Atlantic States, where considerable
]

was
made. Some wheat was sown in Kansas, Michigan, and in the Mid-lie Atlantic

coast Sta

iber 6 closed an exceptionally warm week in the States of the Missouri

and central Mississippi valleys and middle Rocky Mountain slope, where the

aperatui d from G to 15 degrees per day. In the central

and Southern States this week proved unfavorable, owing to th<

rain and pi f high temperatures. Hot, dry wind
injury in the of the Missouri and central Mississippi valle;

. unusually heavy for the E in Oregon and \ I with

harv and thra - but can ed no rain.

Corn was very unfavorably i d in the principal corn-produ

high temperature and absence of rain having cheel growth
and < ire ripening, while hot winds pro?

the S . tie- Lower >uriVolley. Tb< Ltions, however, in the ;

on, Ohio Valle; England, and the Middle At

rable to corn, and rally did well. The general condition of
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. in the condition of ti In portlonf of the middle and

theootton belt, th It to open rapidlj andl at

maturely, in portioi onth and aonthw<
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|

State the conditio] e unfavorable for picking, which
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Prom September 6 to 13 exceptionally high temperatures prevailed In nearly

all districts cast of the Rocky Mountains, with a general absei

ah' .ult' Stales and upper lake region. Willi sufficieul Hi'

the conditions would have been mo i corn, but in the important

the crop, more particnlarly late planted, suffered

prematurely ripened. By this time much of the crop was sate- from frost -nd

cntting hud begun. Cotton suffered further injury, and its general condition

rorable than in the preceding week, marked deterioration occurring in

the Garolinas, Georgia, Tennessee, Arkansas, and Oklahoma. Heat and drought

over the greater part of the cotton belt stopped growth and caused much prema-

ture opening and shedding, while rains in Florida retarded pickh

heavy rains also interfered with picking in portions ot Texas, and can ^ht

damage by washing out open cotton in some places, but proved ben< ficial wh
the crop was still growing. In portions of central and southern Te

and the "top" crop wert 1 seriously damaged by rust and insects. Throughout

the cotton belt cotton opened freely and picking made rapid progress, the indi

tioiis p >inting to completion of picking earlier than usual. Plowing and seeding

of fall grain were much delayed, except in New England and portions of the

Middle Atlantic States, where the soil conditions were favorable.

The week ending September 20 was warmer than usual, except in New England

and over the eastern Rocky Mountain slope, where it was cooler. It proved fav-

orable for ripening and securing crops, but in the central Mississippi and Ohio

valleys. Tennessee, and over portions of the South Atlantic States it wTas too dry

for fallowing and seeding. Corn continued to mature rapidly, but in some of the

more important corn-producing States the late crop did not fill well, and the

reports indicated that much would be chaffy. Cutting progressed rapidly under

favorable conditions and promised to be practically completed in some of the

more important corn States by the close of the month. On the Pacific coast

weather conditions were favorable, the absence of rain in California being espe-

cially advantageous for curing raisins and drying fruit. Cotton continued to

open rapidly and picking was vigorously pushed, the reports indicating that

much the greater part of the crop over the central and eastern portions of the

belt would be secured by the middle of October. In Texas picking was inter-

rupted over the greater part of the State by rains, which, while damaging open

cotton, proved beneficial to the late crop. Cotton also sustained some damage

from rains in Florida during this week.

The period from September 21 to 37 was practically rainless from the Missis-

sippi River westward, and only light showers fell over the region from the Great

Lakes to the east Gulf coast. On the South Atlantic coast, however, and in por-

tions of NewT England and the Middle Atlantic States, the rainfall exceeded the

average, being very heavy in Florida, eastern Georgia, and South Carolina.

Upon the whole, the week was very favorable for maturing and gathering crops,

but like the preceding weeks, it was very unfavorable for germination of sown

grain, as well as for fallowing and seeding, which were much delayed gen-

erally throughout the Central and Western and in some of the Southern States.

In Nebraska, however, a large acre? ?e of wheat had been sown, and much of it

was up and looking well. In the A .antic coast States the conditions were more
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favorable for full . with which work sa lade.

The frosts of the early pari corn in portions

of Ohio, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, and NT< I farther •• ao serions

Injury was reported. Cotton picking was pushed forward rapidly In .-ill sections

of the cotton b Interrupted somewhat In ih<- Carolii

and Florida bj heavj rains. The crop suffered further deterioration in

Arkansas and portions of Mississippi and Loul d from rains

in t ho ( iarolinas.

miti: \ i UEE am> RAINF \l.i. OONDITIO

During the per th< weekly climate and crop bulletins, from March
] to September 27 [two hundred and eleven days), there was an <

the Southern States, central M pi, lower M issouri, and lower Ohio v;d

and in all districts on the Atlantic coast, except northern New England. i

reater portion of the Easl Q-ulf states and from the lo souri Valley

southward to th< coast the average daily temperature < edfroml
to 2 degrees per day for the season, being greatesl over northeastern Texas and
western Arkansas. The average daily seasonal excess reached or exceeded l d<

or more per day over portions of the Lake Region and the Middle Atlantic SI

Throughout the Rocky Mountain and Pacific coast regions the season averaged
cooler than usual, with the exception of the Sacramento Valley, where it was
slightly warmer. During the earlier part of the season the deficiency in the 1

1

Mountain and Pacific coast districts was very marked, but the latter part of the

season being warm, the decided deficiencies were largely overcome by Septeml
The season closed with marked deficiency in rainfall, as compared with the

average, in the Central and West Gulf States, where the actual rainfall during
the period from March l to September 27 ranged from 55 to 80 per cent of the

nal average, like deficiency also existing in southeastern Virginia and
ern North Carolina. Except over limited areas, the seasonal precipitation was
also deficient in the Upper Mississippi and Lower Missouri valleys, over the eastern

portion of the Rocky Mountain region, and in California.

The seasonal rainfall was ve in New England, eastern New York. New
ly, the Florida peninsula, over an area extending from the Lake Region s<

ward to northern Georgia, in the valley of the Red River of the North, southern
Rocky Mountain region, and on the north Pacific coast, the greatest excess occur-

ring on the east coast of southern Florida, where nearly 20 inches more than the

average seasonal amount fell.

[( >N8 I 'l Dl LGRAMS AND TABLE

The diagrams illustrate the conditions of temperature and pre-

cipitation for the period from January 1 to March 29 and subsequently for

seven-day period endin a. m. Monday, from April 5 to Octoher 25. The
heavy horizontal line indicates normal and the solid and broken irregular lines

indicate, respectively, the a from normal temperature (degrees

per day; and precipitation (tenths of inches) for the BeveraJ districts as determined
from the records of the Weal her Bureau stations. The number of records used in

nnining the average departures for each di scertained from the

tables which supply data from which similar diagrams for individual -

OSl rncted.

Th> tain in detail the data upon which the diagrams are I ad it

ilieved that the explanation of the latl > with the column;.

of the form- : r further explanation unneo . borne in

mind. h< . that the b for the

I
I tables, and that the precipita-

tion departure tsth< deficiency determined by a compar
amount for each week with the normal for the corresponding period.



5 OP

Fig. 44.—Temperature and precipitation departures for the season of 1897 from the normal of

many years, for the Middle and South Atlantic States, the Gulf States, the Ohio Yalh.

Tennessee, and the Lake Region.
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STATISTICS OF THE PRINCIPAL CROPS AND FARM ANIMALS

production, and value of the principal farm crops in the Unitetl Hi

. iviaion of Btal i-t.

Value.

L8C9

L871

L8T3

L878
L879

L881

L884

L885

L887

1890.

L891 .

L894.
L895

L896

34,30fl

32. 5-;'

37,16

84,061, 131

;>.'>, 526

41,086,918
11,871

49,033,364
50,309,113
51 . 58

53,085,450
82,317,842
M,262
65,659

1 , 889
- 1,780

73,180,150
75,694,208
72,392
75,672,763
78,319,651
71,970,763
76,204,515
70,626,658
72,036,465
62,582,369
82,075,830
81,027,156

15 051

heli.

867,946,205
120,000

120,000

1,092,719,000
\ I 000

I 18,500
1,321,01

1,283,827,510
I

218,750
1,547,901,790
1,717,434,543
1,194,916,000
L, 617,025, 100
I 551,086,895

1,986, !

1,665, 1)1,000
1. 156,161,000
1,987,790,000
2,112,892,090
1,489,970,000
2,060,154,600
1,628,464,000
1,619,496,131
1,212, 71

2,151,138,580
:.', 283, 875, 165
1.902, 967,933

$111,450,830

I

540,520, 156

480,855,910
. 16,210

411,981,151
498,271,255
184,674,804
436, 10

467,635,230
140,280,517
580, 186,217
1579, 71 1. 199

759,
'

$67,175

658,051,485
640,785,560
635, 67 1,680
610,311,000
646, 108,770
677,661,580
597,918,829
754, 133,451

836,439,228
642,146,630
591,625,627
554,719,168
544,985,584
491,006,987
501, 072, 952

Acres.

I 861

1,004
<: 591

LI) "i

. 1 . 676
17,027

11,512

27,627,021

32, LOt

45,950
37,986,717

37,067,194
36, 155,593

36,806, L84

37,641,783
37,336,188
38,128,859
36,087,154
39,916,897
38, 554, 430
84,629,418
34,882,436
34,047,332
84,618,646
39,465,086

Vulue.

109,908

212, HI, 4(X)

260,146,900
S4.700
2,400

249,997 100

281,254,700
. 12,700

16,000

156,500

•;t;riiur iiti

i.
1

•:

>o »vju

(9,868

'504, 185, 170

56,160
512,765,000
857,112,000

518,000
•458,, 329, 000
[15 B

[490,560,000
399,262,000
611,780,000
515,949,000
396,131,725
460,267,416
467,102,947
427,684,346

), 149, 168

: to*, 3*7,

264 075,

300,669,

201,398,

325,814,

445,602,

330,862,

314,226,
310,612,
385,248,
842, 191.

3:U, 773,

513, 473,

322,111,
213,171,
225,902,
237,938,
310,603,

630
146
746

M.51

167

926
238

119

L43

125

Sflr*
020
960"

ujo
TIC

711

881

381
025'

131

115

Year.

L869

L870
L871

L872

1873
1874

L875

1876

( tots.

Area.

Acres.
8,864,219
10,746,416
9,665,736
9,461,441
8,792,395
8,385,809
9,000,769
9,751,700
10,897,412
11,915
13,358,908
12,826,148

L878 13,176,500
L879 - 12,683,500
L880. 16,187,973
L881

I

16,831,600
L882.. 18,494,691
L883 - 20,324,962

_ 21,300,917
•

! 22,783,630
L886 23,658,474
L887 25,920,906

26,99
L889

.

L891

L892-
1893..
1894
1895

1897..

!7, 462, 316
26,431,399

L,861

27,063.835

27,023,553
27,878,406
27,565,985
25,730,376

Production.

Bushels.
2€8, 141,078
278,698,000
254,960,800

134,000

247,277,400
255,743,000
271,747,000
270,340,000
240,369,000
354,317,500
320,884,000
406,394,000
U3, 578, 560
368,761,820

55, 380
410. 481. (KM)

J50.610
571,802,400
583,628,000
629, 109.000

624,134,000
059.018,000
701,735,000
751,515,000
523,621,000
738,3
661,035,000
638,854,850
662,036,928
824,443,537
707,346,404
698, 767, 809

Value.

$94, 057. 945
123,902,556
106,355,976
109. 52 1.734

98,443,637
92,591,859
81,803,518
93,474,161
113,133,934
113. 4 11. 491

L03,844,898
115,546, 194

loi.

:

33,294
150,243,565
193, 198,970
182,91
187,040,264
liil.5i8.470

179,631,860
1st;, 137,930
200,699,790
195,424,240
171,781,008
222,048,486
232.312,267
.•i09.253.tUl

187,576,092
214,816,920
163,655,068
132,485,033
147,974.719

Area.

Acres.
1,548,083
L, 689, 175
1,651,321
1,657,584
I. 1. 0.137

1,089,631
1,048,654
1.150.355

1,116,716
1,359
1,488,374
L, 412, 902

1,625,450
1,767,619
L, 789, 100
2,227,894
2,314,754
2, 343, 903

2,129,301
2,129,918
:.'.o.)3. 4 17

2.301,805
2,171,493
2,141,853
2.170,406
2,163,657

-.485
1.944,780
1.890.345
1.831.201
1.703,561

Eye.

Production.

Bushels.
20,884,944

^,000
22, 51

•

22,527,900
L5, 173,600
15, 305, 500

18,600
15. L4

14,990,900
L7,722,100
2o,3:

21.170.100
25. 8 !

19,460

24,540,829
80,704,950
29, a
28,08
28, 040, 000
21,756,600
24,489,000
20,693,000
28.415,000
28, 120.299

25,807,472
31,751,868
27,978,824
86, 555. 440
20.727,015
27,210,070
24,369.047
37,363,324

Value.

$17,149,716

21,349,190
17.311,801

11,326,987
10.927,623
10,071,081
10,638,868
11,610.339
11,894,233

4,970
12,801,759
13..500, 002

15,507,431
18, 564, 560
1-.'. 327, 415

18, 439, 194
16,300,503
L4, 857, 040
12,594,880
13,181,330
11,283,140
10.721,869
12.009,752
L6, 229, 998
24,589,817
15.160,056
13, 612, 222
13.395,476
11.904,826
9.960,769
12.239,647

1 All values in this and the following tables are in gold.
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Acreage, production, and ixtlne. of the. principal farm crop* in the United States,
< 'wilt inii'-l.

I 'rutin

\

LB7J

m

1889

tm
MB1

1895.
1896
mi

10H,

614,

K43

808,

852,

901.

996,

339,

135,

400,

170.

299,

950,

719,

•I,

108

511

|UI

510
103

818

951

958

834
802
579
861

871
r.n:.'

973
539
n«;

/.'l/s/,.

II
•

r.ooo
"'., |HO

; i 101

80, HI

10,500
11.400

40,283, Hi")

15, 105,340

41, 161,330

kS, (197

61,303,000
HO.OOO

59, 128,000
I ». «MM)

63,884,080
8,976

67,188,844
86,839,153
80,096,782
89,869, 195

61, W0, 465
B7,81

69,695,223
66,885,127

\ ului

?7,!»li

IH inn

!», 180

4,301
23,714,444

. '. 170

31,84(1

30, 164,390
37,61 .

32,614,271
42,140,582
45,470,842
38,026,062
28,729,386
27.184,127
29,812,413
22, ml. 311

25,142,189

A i

I' i < K.

I. HI
i

III

H

ill

04!)

. 100

639,900

847, 112

857,849
. 1,403

914,894
917,915
910,508
912,630

'.. 162

844,579
849,364
881, 151

815,614
788

W8,«77
4,898

717

Production

TJumIisIm.

17, 131, Um

6,600

10, 177,000
546,820

13, lUl.tKHI

I I.' !

9, 186,200
11,019,863

11, I 111. 000
56,000

11,869 000
14,060

12,050,000
12,110,329
12, !

12,760,932
12, 1 13, 186

12,122,311
12,688,200
15,341,899
14,0*

14,98

|15,41

15, l

:.. 171

i

I

I 645

6, I

6, 111.240
. W.191

!

0,51

6, 165, 120

6,122,320
.

0.113 119

7.1
. 1 . 506
l.-i 643

7,074,480
7,04
6.JJ

5.522
6,318

Year.

1873 -

1881 .

' Hay.

Area. Production. Value. Area.

. i< res.

1,088
1,192,195
1,131,552
L, 222, 250

5,119
! 1,913

1.331,331
1,295,139
1,310,041
1,510,041
1,741,983

1,776,800
16,800

1,842,510
U.670

8,171,636

2.651

3, 714

3, 81 i

2,954.952

'.-'. i

579

Bushels.
107,200,976
97,78
106,090,000
133,886,000
114,775,000
120, 161,700
113,516,000
106,089,000
105,981,000

577,000
124,827,000
170,08
124,12
181,626,400
167,659,570
109,145,494
170,9

:• i. 125

190,642,000
59,000

108,(61,000
H.080

: ,971

1.819

14,203

14.540

104,01

$50,72
64.462, 186

62,91 J, 680
11,362

74,621,019
64,905,189
60,692,129
69, 163,709

151 . "i 1
.")

19,541
74,21

79,
1'

81,062,214
591,841

95,3

78, 153,403
11,940

91,506,740
81, 113,589

14,413

15,235

01.02
1(6.5

1,801

91.52

13,059

. lores.

17,668
20,020,554
21,541,573
18,591

19,861,805
19,009,052
20,311

21,88
21,71

17,964

25,3
11,300

31 . I

-

38,700

35,51;

l, 701

11.903

53,941

50,712,513
51,044

49,613,469
!1 272

J, 153

43,35

Production. Value.

Tons.
21,71

7. 000

26,141,900
26, 120, (KM)

34,525,000
39,400

25,085,100
25, 133,900

[,600
;. loo

31,62
8,296

35,1!

38, 188,049
16,864,009

ro,480

44,71

16,499

41, I"

46.61
20,612

60,817,771

65, 7C

54,81 I

263,

317,

314,

300,

864,

285,

371,

US,
371,

384,

413,

406,

170,

494,

570,

401.

771

300,623
589,235
933,048

241,037
22, 154

I

991, 122

879,798
015,686

Bll,084
131,366

5

374,948
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production, and value of the principal farm trope in the i

to 18& —( Continued.

1871

181 !

1881

1884

L885

1890

1891

1893

L893
1894

1895 .

1896
189"

Toba

Area

520, LOT

494,333

181, 101

330, 668
350, 709

416,512

281,662

540, 15

;

192, 100

602,516
046,239

638,739
724, 668

750,210

695,301
722, L98

742,945
725, L95

702,952
523, l":i

633,950
504,749

Production.

nds.
.388, l :

•i 000
182,000

rs.ooo
w, ooo

263,196, KM)

510,000
155,000

379,347,000
381,00

24 010,018
23,29

. 51,703
21,061

( 'otton.

392,546,

446,296,
449,880,
513,077,
451,545,
541,504,
562, 736,

565,795,

522,215,
556,877,

483,023,
406,678,
491,544,
403,001,

350

014
558
tit!

(MM)

000
(KM)

INN)

000
619
IK)
039
686

(KM)

320

22,093,240

36 HI 615
43,372
13, 189,950
in. 155,362
ll 160,151

40,971
43,666,665

16,740

13, 100,532
17. 192

46,728,959
39,155, 142

1,739

35,574,220
24,258,070

S.000
- 'Ml. (MX)

80 000
10,816,000
10,98

11,63
11,500,000
1 1 . 82

L2 595,500
L5 175,300
16,861,000
16,791,557
16,7' .

17, 139,612
18,300,865
18, 154

18, 641, 061

19,058 591

20, 171,896
20,809,053
20,71
18,04 .

19,525
23,687,950
20, L84.368

23,273,209

3, 122 551

1,351

1. 170,388
3,832

. 942

5,71)-

6,957,000

5,000
', 300
1,460

6,940
5 511

9,035,379
6,700,365

1,000

9, 176,435
7,161,094
8,532

211,

235,

198,

242,

309,

260,

291,

794 L68

703,086
i

Imo. on
721, L94

167,706
140,987

!

696,500
594,750

989,812
381,938

454,340
951,814

513,298

120,818
338,098
SI 1.564

ige, production, value, and disposition of the corn crop of the United States
in 1897, 1>H Stales.

[Prom Division of Statistics.]

and Terri-
tor

Maine
Now Hampshire.
Vermont
Massachusetts...
Rhode Island
Connecticut
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania .. .

Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina..
South Carolina..
Georgia
Florida
Alabama
Mississippi
Louisiana
Texas
Arkansas
Tennessee
West Virginia...
Kentucky
Ohio
Michigan
Indiana
Illinois
Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa

Acreage.

Acres.
9,903

24,064
45.237
39, 486
8, 494

45. 258
494,682
271,283

1,246.281
219. 773
616. 774

1,762,898
2, 4( m. 505
1,700
2,924,824

476, 372
1,694

2,092,824
1,269,149
3,901,359
2, 223, 785
3,032,028

694,053
2,808,728
2,835,864

900,511
3,660.S44
7,167,018
1,019,551
993,880

7,589,281

Crop of 1897.

Production.

Bushcte.
366,411
818. 176

L, 683, 295
1,283,295

263, 314
1,425,627
15,335,142
8,545. 114

44,866, lit.

6,373,417
20,363,542
31,552, lid

31,323, 565

15,307,929
32,173,064
3,810,976
30,524,328
30,845,948
21,575.:,:;:;

72,17:.. 142

35,580,560
63,61
17, (X) 4. 298

64,485,744
92,165.580
31,201.(196

109,825,320
232, 928. (185

3)3. 645, 183
25. 840, 880

220, 069. 149

Value.

Stock on hand
March 1. 1898.

$172,213
368, 179
680,817
603, 149
1 12, 190
wis. :,-,;

6,134,057
3,247,251
15.251.479
1,912,025
6,106,063
11,989,822
13,469, L33

7,500,885
15, 1 13. (i71

2,098,037
14.041, 1«H

13,655,677
9. 708. 990
29,591,808
L4, 232, 224
22 922 132
~G, 80h 719
22.570,010
23,011, 395

8,424,296
23,063,317
48,914,898
8,411,296
6,201,811
37.415.155

Bushels.
106. 259

836, 452

569, 986
• .' 325
78,991

470. 157

5,674,003
8,589,074
17,497,785
3,505,379
9,362,629
11.198 174

15,035,311
6,429,330

13,512,687
I. 186,281

12.820.218
14,566,055
10, 14o.:,i 1

1

22,374,294
14,588,030
28.015.939
6. 121. .517

26, 43,9, 155
35.022.920
9,984,351

40,035.368
102,488,357
10.430,007
8,785,899

99,040.117

Perct.
29
41

36
...»

80
83
87
42
39

55
46
45
48
42
42
39
42
48
47
31

41
44
36
41
38
3)2

37
44
31
34
45

Retained
and eon-
sum ed in
county
where
grown.

Iiu.sJtel.-i.

859,083
809,994

1,567.462
1,270.462

252. 781

1,368,602
14,875,088
7,519,964

84,860
3.1)59,240

12,212,125
27,765,904
29,1:; 1.9!-,

14,236,874
31,207,872
3,582,817

28,998,112
28,525.191
20,281,001
68,566,385
33,445,726
51,574,798
15, 813, 997
57,392,312
74,651,120
29,329,030
79,074,230
135,098,289
29, 607, 761
22,481,566
165, 066, 862

Shipped
out of
county
where
grown.

Bushels,
7.3,28

8,182
15,833
12,833
10,533
57,025
460,054

1 . 025, 450
6,281,256
3,314,177
8,141.417
3, 786, 260
2, 192. 650

1,071,555
965, 192

228,659
1,526,216
1,820,757
1,294,532
3,608,757
2, 134, 834
12,097,792
1,190,301
7,093.432
17,511,460
1,872,066

30,751,090
97,829,798
4,037,422
3,359,314

55, 022, 287

sr

%
3/
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(Munition of the irJieat crop of l

in ls[i,', bij Stahn—L'untiii

Terri

( frop

Acreage Production.

. . i

Idaho
Wu

California .

c >kiahonia ..

.li -

•

151 MO
34,298

1,08

3,239
.-,1

Jhtnli-

8,190,740
.. Ill

!4,648
...icil

11,020

Value

$274

2, Kit)

i I 087

13

,,037

ilUIld

Total 39, 166,006 530,149,11 i 121
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(on (•)•<•

l

1

Alabama
A rkansas
Florida
i

Indian Territory
1

Kentucky
Louisiana

sippi
.'

Norl h ( larolina
( Oklahoma
South Carolina
Tennessee

Utah
Virginia

Total

iH'til tiTid mill purduws Taken :

Ol ll

M.

rail and l>j mills
water

(.11.

•.'ll.

24,

238
. 164,

11,

61

:n

119
oir,

S51

215
325
Hi:.*

123

539

I

24,214
14,922

:.'. 436
245, 177

8,079,827

297,782
30,; W
12, 199

39,406

981,991

51€

i . W

61

- :;ii

1,241

35,251

»,071
2, t7B,961

50,944

9,661,218

1 roin
oi her

10,649

40, 128

43,350

24,637

47, 759

489,853

8,078

6,501

38,060

I

24 '11

71,068
W, 128

54,260

528,513

To

833
606.643

I 340

61

111

iff, 251

1,201 060

24, 119

936
781

:.'. 122 761

l£\
11 589

! 705

<i In commercial bales.

The worid'* cottem production, by countries,

[From Division of Statistics.]

Country.
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1'ln- trorltt's cotton crop— ! >.. to I '• » I.

j M

1870
1871

1876

1881

1886

1888

1890
1891

1893

1894

1895

United 81

Total
crops
I'm tod
States.

(a)

3,122

4,632
4,474
4,773
5,074
5,761
6,605
5,456
6, 949
5,713
5,706
6,575
6,505
7,046

7,311

9,035
6,700
7, 549
9, 476

Imports
Into

United
States

i bales of
lOOlbs

)

Price
mid-
dling
upland
N < • w
York.

4,245

11,064
9, 065
5,373
6,129
8,641
7,580
7,484
8, 8(59

11,125
10,850
10,204
17,549

9,811
13,744
19,933
21,515
52, 272
71,659
11)8.420

69,265
123,330

Imports Into Europe from all other
countries I in ball

377

216
It;;

»

148

n
47

L35

166
154

130
08
96

208
151

91
118

123

806
158

6162
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Wheat crop of tfu world

I 'rora Divi Ion of Htal lal Icm.
|

'i'ic<s.

Ontario
Manitoba
Real of < 'anada

Total « 'anada

116,000
IB, ins. ink)

«, 120,000

Total North America

Chile
Argentina
Uruguay..

Total South America

ti Britain
Ireland

Total United Kingdom

Norway
Sweden
Denmark
Netherlands
Belgium
France
Spain
Portugal
Italy
Switzerland .

Germany

,13,000

19,000.000
••XI. IKK)

03,000

81,70

50,80
L, 666,000

52, 166,000

276,000
398,000

4,661,000
4,971,000
17,305,000

279,754,000
66,000

5,500,000
135,22?

3,300,000
110,040,000

Austria
Hungary.
Croatia-Slavonia ....

Bosnia-Herzegov ina

.

43.600.000
158, 125,000

83,000
2,000,000

M7.000

, •, C M 1

t

'

1. (KM)

162,000

1,000

0,000

120,000

16,000,000
80,000,000

15,000

15,000

61,038 000
1,582,000

275.

4,362,
4, 162,

4. 166,

17,618,
344, L84,

105,600,

9,000,
121,595,

4,500,
110,681,

<x;<)

INK)

000
ooo
000
(Hill

(Mil

ooo
(KM)

ooo
000

r.tt .

io* icn

. "I, IKK)

18,000

15,000,000
60,000,000
111 (KKI.IKK)

h.",. IKK). (KM)

18,000

1,109

39, r..

48,190,000
141,855,000

16,000

2,000,600

TotalAustria-Hungary 212,806

Roumania
Bulgaria
Bervia
Montenegro
Turkey in Europe.
Greece — .. .

60,745,000
37,000
56,000

250,000
20,000,000
6,500,000

Russia proper . ..

Poland
North Can
Finland

371,851,000
21,603,000

127. i mo

Total Russia in Europe. 461,888,000

Total Europe 1,519,06

11,000

260,000
3,705,000
:;. 187,000
4,282,000
18,780,000

339,599,000
81,218,000
7,000,000

lis. 162,000
6,000,000

103,160,000

41,767,000
2,000

8,681,000
2,000,000

210, M0, 000

30,600,000
0,000

250,000
20,000,000
5 500,000

339, 68^

16,749,000
61,678,000

18,000

542,000

L, 516, 22

Siberia
Central Asia
Trans-Cai

Russia Li

Turkey in

Cyprus
Persia
British India . ..

Japan

7,000,000
-,; 000 000

...IKK)

n.ooo
6,000,000
47,000,000

a, ooo

Tota

Algeria
Tunis
Egypt
Cape (

000,000
2,000,000

20,000,000

16 847,000

45,00
2 000,000

20,808,000

431,516,000 130.513, 000

02,000
37,000,000
9, 400. am

220,000
21,500,000
4,000,000

I

0,000

0,000

10,00

8,000

• Is.

530, 111' '-'i Z-lgi

29,760
18,837
8,000

.

12,000

12 000,000
18,00

6,000,000

10,500
32,000
8,600

66,000,000

il.OOO
1. 19

300,000
4,704,000

189,000
.-). 100.000

19,200,000
340,25
69,772,000
5,600,000

145,233,000
4,80o.oiio

110,539,000

39, LOO, 000
154,000

'.Mill, (KM)

2,060,000

r78,000

; 1.104.000
175,000

9,300,000
! ),000

21.000. 000
4,800,000

67, 127,000
EDO

1. 151,1
-

19,000
:. 162,000

47,00

• 1,000

40.INIO.000

0,000
22,000,000

ro.ooo
LI, 000

581,000

20.9W
4,000

lll.IMMI.INNI

0,000
10,700

12,000,000
15,000

24,40
0,000

14,000,000

51,000 54,795,000

:J00, 423. 000
!'.». L76..000

i.-». I

;

98,000

.:">, 000

1,493,262,000

46,100

800
4,672
8,700
4,400
19,000

251 59

0,000
86,919
4,300

107,800

85,187
89,912
0,271
2,000

133, 370

36,448
30,739
6,000

200
17,800
3,000

288,657
17,808
29,883

90

286,338

1,146,358

:u.l.;o,ooo

«»,000

42.s:r,

ll.ov:

40.000

"1,000

II. UK), 000
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value per acr\ of the principalfarm crop$
t
1893 to 1 9\ Continued.

ami Till .:

ana

Corn.

Arkansas
Tenni1

• •
••

Ken! uck B

Ohio
Michigau
Indiana
Illinois
V.

Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri
Kan-;.
Nebraska
- th Dakota

th Dakota
ana

Wyoming
ado

New Me
Arizona
Utah
Nevada.
Idaho
Washington ..

Oregon
California
Oklahoma

(CI

81

M

60
80

15

60
80

.

25
66
12

96

47

l.i 04

10 64

10 •-.

10 12

11 :;i

II 60
in 60

! 01

8.00
I 08

19.60
12.02
14.33
IS. CO

14.15

Indian Terril

General ai

L6.87
It 35
14.22
11.00

8 .

2.90

5. 1

1

15.67
8. 19

15.23
L9.50
9. 95



l'EAKUl mm DEPAR'J RK.

if Uif piitlcijHll fit riu >

d Territi •

Maine
! Lampshire

Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode Island.
Connecticut
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Delswan
Maryland . _.s

Virginia
North Carolina
Sou t h Carolina
Georgia
Florida
Alabama
Mississippi
Louisiana
Texas
Arkansas
Tennessee
West Virginia
Kentucky
Ohio-
Michigan
Indiana
Illinois
Wisconsin _

Minnesota
Iowa.

uri
Kansas .

Nebraska
South Dakota
North Dakota
Montana
Wyoming
Colorado
New Mexico
Arizona
Utah
Nevada-
Idaho
Washington - .

.

Oregon
California
Oklahoma
Indian Territory

|11.

11.

L9.

hi

17.

II

17.

U.
12.

II

11

L8.

L5

15.

39.

17.

L5.

It.

9.

10.

li.

II.

13.

L3.

13.

lo.

10.

7.

9.

8.

6.

8.

5.

4.

g
10.

s.

17.

II

8.

13.

11

15.

L3.

General ai

LI. 93
L9.53

13.54
11. 30
L6.34

11.46

16. 15

L9.99

17.79

L0.13
LI. 66
L3.30

13. 19
10.71

9.63
0.50

5.41

6. 65
4.04
1.20

4.02
4. CI

8.00
16.10
L7. L2

21.62
21.84
14.01

10.98
15. 13

1 1 . 72
18.34

11.51 I 9.70

13. U
L9. !•.'

15. 70

ia 68
10.00

12. 42
14. 96
li II

16. 53
7. 62
17.44
20.24
L5.93
18. 91

19. 47

9. 52
11. 1^
15. 1

5

9.04
14. 77

7.59
7.34
0.77
8.47
0.00
6. 97
7.90
4.04
3. 52
8. 60
4.94

10. 72
7.02

1 1. 21

20.88
16.05
L3. I'.'

16.06
L2.49
L0.89
1 1 . 72

L89G.

$10.25

!.' B5

20.99

[-,.
; i

9. 75
16. 50

14.30
10.31
L1.03
13. 55
15.00

15.25
18.20
13. 72

16. 63
7.20
8.90

13. 54
1 1

.

94

11.35
9.99

9. 33

0.41
6.94
6.94
3.83
4.05
3. 99
5. 59
9. 47

11.07
13. 68
17.10
28.00
13. 50
12. 29

12. 25
L3 B3
13. 07
10.48

$10.73

L2.03
19.46
L6.67
15.00
11.11

!J 81

13.50
11.17
11.07
12. 19

11.50
1 7 . 55
14.25
13.86
14.06
16. 62
10.15
1 1 . 25
15. 59
11.95
11.70

9.00
1 1 . 55
8.41
7.93
8. 11

7.00
0.37
7.07
4.42
L.80

3. 69
5. 20
11.63
9.90
12.38
24.50
15.00
14.01
12.50
12.08

14.73
14. 40

Cotton.

812.

11

L2.

L2.

L2.

17.

16.

L2.

11

8. 91 9. 40 13.41

10.00
lo. II

9.10
6, 07
8.97
11.07
15.41

12.58
11.17
7.01

L4.25

11.17
10.00

L3.40
L7.98

10.13
1 'i . 15

11.47

L1.00
12. 71

o. 96

22. 11

13.22

10.01 lt.-v;

L5.92
21. hi

.
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r of i>r idtural products on the farm Dec niber i. I '93 to t
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Number and value of farm animals in tfn United Stai to



\ i: VRBO »i, .ill. hi. i" \i:l Ml '-
i I >F A.ORK l

and total ruin,- m animaU in the i

xnuary /, 1898, by Stat,

Number. x
^: Value. N

Vermont
ichusetts

Rhode Island.
Connecticut
New York
N.-sv Jersey
Pennsylvania .

Delaware.
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina

jria

Florida
Alabama
Mississippi
Louisiana

Arkansas
Tennessee
West Virginia
Kentucky
Ohio
Michigan -

Indiana..
Illinois
Wisconsin
Minnesota.
Iowa
Missouri
Kansas
Nebraska
South Dakota
North Dakota
Montana
Wyoming
Colorado
New Mexico.
Arizona
Utah
Nevada
Idaho
Washington

m
California
Oklahoma

Total

585,719
30,577

!

146,991

67, 113

111,380

130,915

418,786
613,543
,040,767
412,296
464, Hn
,022,242
802,878
749,879
592, 985
287,867
170,036
171,795

151,721
83,854
51,973
67,619
50,347

193,588
417,396

,960.911

-

H II

63.35

70. 19

19 25

47. 18

51.88

:

35. 40

L7.30
28.40
35. 17

35.25
32. M5

II 37

46. It

36. 13

36.05
43. 07

39.35
34.01
25. 28

26, 12

30.53
28.97
37.94
18. 23
14. 93

18.18

17.21

18. 82

L3.69
84.05
80.61

17.34

34.26

;$, 78

4,1ml MO

3,05

5,137,961

1,61

6,274,811
11,021

6,931
3,446,710
5, or;

5,304,161
7,081,779
4,22
19,866, 178

6,756,888
11,516,319
5,406,535

3,042
27,590,332
19,446,741
22, 166,072
37,519,129
17,757,998
18,276,398
34, 7i

20,292,746
19,589,832
18, 102,648
6,339,207
6,451,838
3,131,388
1,100,948
3,469,095
1,584,176
1,313,680
1,163,489
645,200

i ra

4,163,817
3,989,854

35,909
',''>:'. 177

.•.'. in;

4,511

112,523

165,202

131,036

90,004
265,349
146,974

7, Is",

113,848
17,761

2,756
14,309

4,808

199,306
80,818
42,590
6,687
7. CDS

915
1,511

8, 755
3,507
1,081

1,615
I . U 16

936
1,427

7,931

8,190,282

70 95
51.54

61.27

30.98
36. 52

43 16

16. 13

15 48

39. 94
31.96
34. L8

37.23
39. 59
56.04

46.06
13. 14

84.87
86. 14

81.91
83. 72

44.06

88.60

361

ii',i;«.«i,8ii

8,029 IJ<»

5 717

. . 550

7ft

>, 1,

21

1,3)
'

2, 76

11

25, 134

62,910
165,608

2,1*
•.'1

96,109.516

States and Territories.

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Conner ticut
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina...
Georgia
Florida —
Alabama
Mississippi
Louisiana
Texas
Arkansas
Tennessee
West Virginia
Kentucky

Milch cows. Cattle, other than milch c

Number. Average
price,

j

Value.

195,919
132,840
266, 276
174,554
25,258
138,930
,402,184
208,481
988,905

; 15 . 55

1

!

252 512
258^ 607
130,688
303,392
117,785
896, 194

867, 657

138, 184

782, 176

823, 645
879,863
167,840
864,051

89. 65
87. 85
32.80
34.00

32.00
36. 10
89.60
26.00
85. 6()

80.55
14. 70
16.85
81. 85
19. 50
18. 50
14.85
16. 70
20.00
16.10
18.50
85. 05
88. 15

17,568

3,938,706
7,856,081
5,785,371

8,772
4,549,958
44,869,848
7,583,998

87,495,588
984,404

3,890,739
5, 189, 122
3,801,583
8,123,582
0.629. 115
2,896,808
3,702,485
3.074,700
8,307,673
11.449,520
3, 600, 684
5,177,486
4, ISO. 362

5,848,730

Number.
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brr, at\ I total vahu m animala, etc, Continued

Ohio
Mil " ? 1 1 :

: : 1 1

1

na
Illinois

Minn
[own

;iii

Nobrn k i

h I >akota

Wyoming

New Mexico
• :i

Utah
ill

Idaho

California . . ...

ihoma . ..

Total

[ States and Terril

ae -

v Hampshire
Vermont

lachusetl a

I

neeticut.
New York
New Jersey

rasylvania . ..

Delaware
viand

;

li
( 'ar.i!

•

irolina..
:-u'ia

Florida
Alabama

sissippi
Louisiana
Texas
All:

r Virginia ...

Michigan
Indiana
Illl!:

Wisconsin
3Iin!:>- <>ta

Iowa
i

Kansa -

Nebi
th Dakota

i

Montana
Wyoming

rado
Xrv.
Arizona.
Utah

Washington

1 1 -

1

,214.345

:;il 579
167,719
12, 713

111 l.v.

is. 105
20, 167

II... »:.;

342,392

... 15

|.M-

:.l 95

28 10

:;i 30
:;i -

,

Z\. 30

Number.

( lalifornia .

Oklahoma .

161,107
41,362
10,760

825, Mil

41,067

!

132, 170

0,956
I, 1 1:»

341

21 •

126,769
2,649,914

136,060

649,612

601, 168

715

.V.

655

352
; . ii

l."l

rage
pri

8.38

3.23

:;. II

3.59

2. 57
i. w
1 . 58

1.67

1 . 28
1.40
1.11

1 . 67
1. m
I 75

:.'. K>

:.. Hi

a ii

3.56

v.'i. 109,

1,330,

::. LOB,

, i.

;il

Ii:,

917

ll!l

r<;\

15H

B0

I :« ;

.11

1.21

:.'i i

;.;i 216

: 164

241,201
349 142

294
cr,;

10,615
812.814

linn in

:<; 29,264,197

Vain

0,196
; . 959

543,897
146,997
34,731
108,363

J.739

155,193
1,286

16, L12
I, 152

1 12, 197

B, 194

158

178

1. 10

190
". 907

1.-.-'

'.!>'.'.-,

6,075
1,863

2,065,914

1,164,631
2,044 095

1,588
75

5, ; ;

•

'. 145

5,361

4, U;
I .

L50

Numl -;-.

76,067

75, 153

57, L31

n. in;

54,274

150,368
1,033,001

50,055

86 >

1. 126,774
I, 1.7)

2.0;

456,519
I

-

1,919,019
751,413

1,293,051

1. 1:

• I, 355
727,

'.'>'•'

1,32
I, 125

1,003

3,625 831

:>. 1

'

E.916

142,617
11'.'. la",

29,905

11,349

pri

i

!

17. 0t

18 11

17.93

Va!

x,<>

:>i 150 911

I

i

I

i

I
.'

4,11

5. i

li.'.-

I

Swine

price.

8. I-'.

8.54

5 -.'i

•;. 78
7.18

:;. 45
3.03
3.94

2.13
:.'..-)

1

2.91
::. 1

1

2.17

5.17

r. 18

:..ln

7.28

5.10
6.07

.; :;i

i »ii

nl-i

11!. 1-7

3,514
.Ml

1,090,545
6,909,613

1,870,366
•..111

4,31
! 731

7,592

4. til-. 117
.' 711

i.iill

5,920
5,449

1,219

:.7:i<)

4. 1

12,019

. 722
21,70

7.1;

791,524

112

181

J, 1-1

I Yv'l

;
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AVERAGE PRICES FOR IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.

From n Markcl

Average import ultural product* imported into tin tates

durtng each of the Jlvt n . and aUo during the six months
!

handlse here givon represent "the actual market vain-
ich morel 1 11 1 1 '"ill in usual w 1 1 >

. 1
<

.- 1 1 • • quantities. al the I xpor
to the United States, in the principal markets of tho country from wh< I, and

dition in which such morchan
United States, or • d t<> tho LTnil Including the value of all cai

ringfl of any kind, and all coHtH. cliai
dent to placing the merchandise in condition, packed i

ine 10, I- •

TIh- export pri< • ial mark< in the
i

Articles Unporb d.

AM M \I. M \ II I i:.

Cattle, free of duty head.
Cattle, dutiable do
Total cattle do ..

Eorses, free of duty do
B a, dutiable
Total horses .do
Sheep, free of duty do
Sheep, dutiable .. do
Total Bheep do

rax i

Bristles, crude, not s..rt. d. bunched or
prepared pound

Bristles, sorted, bunched or prepared,
pound

Totalbristlee pound -

Butter do
Cheese .do....

d
Silk:

( locoons pound
Raw, or as reeled from the cocoon,
pound

Waste pound
Total silk ..do..
Wool, elass 1, clothing:

In the gr» do—
.red do

Total wool, class 1 do
Wool, class 2, combing:

In the grease d
- ured do

Total wool
Wool, class :;. car]

In ' do
ired d

Total wool, ela-- :;

do

—

Glue -

ly used in

making, etc....... — i ound.
i

.

Hides and skins, other than goatskins,
pound

Total : OUnd
Honey gallon
Oils, animal, n. < 8 and

fish . .ill.. i)

' tearin
|

Sausa

J

$120.83
; 91

13.87
884.40
105. is

164.57

A. 46
:>. 66

1894.

$17.14
in. i:;

11 ;:.

551 55
L03.98
214 01

24.84
:{. 02

851

.943

. lsi

.14(1

.118

8.91

1.041
. hi:.'

li:;

.111

8.
1",

hit

4.95
5 il

380.17
58. 88
80.56
15.90

:.'.:;i

::; 1

. 179
. in
. 120

2.76
149

.uw
ill

•

i B

argol, orcrude tartar— pound
Barley I ashol
Com

i maize do
do

Oatmeal pound
Bye bushel

1

.091

.121

.115

.081
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iltural
i

I uued.

i inued,

. flour ... ....

. other than inery
-1111(1"

tde, and
: ound

d or manufac-
tured .. pound

Total - .do...

Chicory root, raw, unground . ..do
py root, r< asted, ground, or other-
prepared . . pound

Total chic ...do
• substitutes, n. »v s do

Total coffee substitutes
Cotton, unmanufactured do
Flax, and tow of ton.
Flax, hackled, etc . d<> .

Hemp, and tow of. do...
Hemp, hackled, etc. <lo

Istlo or Tampico fiber do
Jute and jute butts. d<>

Manila do...
Sisal \ .do

do.
Prune .juice, ox- prune wine gallon
( lurrants pound

do
FigS.. -do
Plums and prunes do
Raisins do...
Almonds.. do
Hay ton..
Hops. pound.
Indigo do. ..

Malt, barley bushel.
Malt liquors in bottles or jugs gallon.
Malt liquors in othi aeles.do
Total malt liquors do
oil cake pound.
Olive oil gallon..
Volatile or essential oil pound..
Opium, crude or unmanufactured,
pound

Opium, prepared pound .

.

Total opium do
Rice .. ..pound..

flour, rice meal, and broken rice,
pound

Total rice and rice meal pound.
Linseed or flaxseed bushel

.

Spices, unground:
Nutmegs. pound.
Pepper, black and white do
Other do....

Spices, ground, etc do
Total spices do
Spirits, distilled:

Of domestic manufacture, returned,
proof gallon

Brandy proof gallon..
All other do
Total do....

Starch pound .

.

Straw ton .

.

Molasses gallon .

.

Beet sugar, not above No. 10 Dutch
standard pound..

Sugar, other than beet, not above No.
10 Dutch standard.. pound..

Sugar, above No. Hi Dutch standard,
pound

Total sugar pound..
Tea do....
Tobacco, leaf:

Suitable for cigar wrappers, .do
Other.. do....

.104

.843
i;i

. L43

.090

.087

.084

.087

.108

[
142.31

30.01
140.92
110.33
100.31

.036

.030

.038
• •H

.046

. mi
'.». 25

. 108

. 972
1.24

. 969

. 577

.011

1.30
.411

1.93
7.06
2. 40

.020

.018

.019
1.31

. yta

.060

.086
120

. 078

1.09
2.81
1.06
1.32
.023

3.45
.129

.029

.031

.039

.031

.156

. 950

.409

1 306

.136

LAI

. 164

.021

.080

.040

.027

.108

307. 18

1 16. 74

34.30
113.91
77.21
84.06

. 862

.015

.031

.040

. 042

.041)

. 108

.709
1.13

. 951

.316

.519

.005
1.20
.385

2.36
6.20
2.61
.018

.015

.017
1.18

.347

. 062

.063
UK

.0*4

.858
:.'. 82
1.04
1.12

. 021
3.28
.101

.031

.029

.038

.029

.151

1.15
. 387

II II

. 188

.109

.189

. 120

. 117

.017

.088

.017

. 080

.006
. 201.43

\ 122.22
/ 161. 40

46.65

80. 70
57. 64
52. 79

. 7:!!)

.016

.021

. 050

.037

.041

.103
7.10
.191
.508
.077
. 858
.:m
.510
.007

1.23

2.04
6.58
3.31
.017

.014

.016
1.09

.311

.039

.059

.132

.063

.870
2.60
1.09
1.23
.019

3.17
.086

.020

.021

.028

.021

.135

1.27
.359

14.01

tflfl

in
.140
.Ul:i

.088

.on

.1(17

.110
179. 21

58. 78
22. 00
70.30
65.47
41.13

.880

.017

.020

.064
. 1 12

.043

.098
9.16
.217
. 501
. 856
.970
. 808
.507
.006

1.17

1.87
7.44
3.06
.016

.013

.015
1.08

.320

.088

.052

.113

.060

.913
2.66
1.16
1.21
.018

3.95
.157

.023

.022

.029

.023

.135

1.07
.394

14.41

.004

. 287

. ill

.014

.035

.1)14

.087

.017

. 118
168.01
375.01

273. 71

53. 20
23.93
73.68

f,o. 32
.701
.020
.024
.060
.103
.045
.091

8.59
.209
.482
.847
. UTS

.279

.526

.007
1.22

2.04
7.21
2.70
.019

.015

.018
1.03

.270

.047

.053

.111

.064

.903
2.70
1.20
1.27
.018

3.38
.158

.018

.021

. 025

.020

.131

.
93")

.506

i

$1.34

m
.124

.080

.012

.017

. 1<D

137.72

50. :$5

68. 1

1

68.82
66.84

.031

.055

.183

.059

.118
8.55

. 261

.027

.950

.933

.278

.460

1.20

2.05
6.69
4.32
.022

.016

.019
1.09

.282

.066

.066

.096

.072

.869
2. 87
1.27
1.16

.128

.019

.022

.024

.022

.137

.922

.512
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r mi: i.i.i'Aui \n:.\ i i.n 1:1; .

>>rt prk trwultural products exported from (/,

' utinued.

Art! rted.

\ i < \ i 1 1 i; continued

Total cotton pound

.

Apples, dried do.
Apples, green or ripe barrel
Ginseng. pound.
Glucose do
Hay - ton
Hope l>< nuiil

Lard substitul do ..

Malt do
Malt liquors in bottles dozen.
Malt liquors in other receptacles gal
Oil cake and oil-cake meal, cotto:
pound

Oil cake and oil-cakemeal. flaxseed lb.

Total oil cake and oil-cake meal do
Cotton-seed oil gallon.
Linseed oil do
Peppermint oil pound.
Rice - do
Mice bran, meal, and polish .do ...

Clover seed.- do
Cotton seed do
Flaxseed . bushel
Timothy seed pound
Alcohol, including pure, neutral, etc.,

proof gallon
Brandy proof gallon
Rum do
Bourbon whisky do
live whisky ...do
Distilled spirits, n. e.s do
Total distilled spirits do
Starch .pound .

Molasses gallon .

.

Sugar, brown pound
Sugar, refined do
Total sugar do ...

Sugar meal do
Tobacco, leaf _ do
Tobacco, stems and trimmings ..do
Total tobacco, unmanufactured . .do
Beans and peas .bushel..
Onions do
Potatoes do
Vinegar gallon..
Wine, in bottles dozen..
Wine, in other receptacles gallon..

$0,065
.081

2. 00

16.71

1 it

.012

.415

. 523

.033

.mi)

.121

.008
1.19
.071

. 323

.785

L.20
.942

1.88
.547
. 932
.032
.119
.037

.047

.090

.034

1.91
1.08

.140
4.64

ended June 90

$o. 079

.109

.019
16.38

.076

1.34

.012

.402

2.01
. 026
.(HI!)

.100

.008
1.18
.044

. 358

.805
1.11
.906

1.04
.481
.878
. 032
.111
. 038
.044
.044

.085

.052

1.78
1.01
.812
.140

4.62
.474

10.068

.019
;i -i

107

.078
i (9

1

1.15

.000
012
.010

.596
2. 22

'. 088
.008
.068
.008

1. 17

. 056

.268

.942
1.29
! 03
1.97
.389
.914
.031
.093

.046

.045

.087

.025

.086
1.77

.876

.730

.141
4.04
.485

. 050

.016

.060

.019
L.20

-.'it i

.009

.011

.010

2.05
.010
.008
.1(7!'

.007

.910

. 044

. 857

1.36
1.34
1.70

. 450

.967

. 028

.106

.035

.049

.iiW

.017

.085

.021

.083
1.33
.738
..-.it;

. 138
4.115

.434

044

.014
13.71

.111

.018
1.16

009
.009
.009
.254

1.58
.038
.006
.077
.006
.820
.034

.880
1.07
1.36
.742

1.80
.451
.834
.021

.068

.032

.047

.045

.080

.022

.078
1.23
.817
.556
. 123

4.14
.453

months
ended

f(J. 061

.J hi
1114

14. 1*7

in
on
.020

L.21

.224

.009

.009

.401
1.40
.044

.064

.001

.899

.031

.481
1.46
1.37
.827

2.01
.903
. BOO
.017
.074
.039
.051
.050

.087

.018

.085
1.25
.824

.778

.123
4.22
.426
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SUGAR STATISTICS.

Wilui of sugar imported into the United States from tin principal countrit
supply during each fiscal yearfrom 18U3 to i 89','. inclusive.

\ Prom s. ct i i i . ,i-, i,ii M.u , . is.
]

Countries I pom
which Imported.

Cuba
Germany
Haw. in
Dutch Basl [ndlee
British West tndiee
British Guiana
Brazil
Philippine Islands
Santo Domingo
Puerto Rico
Belgium

1 Kingdom
Egypt
Austria-Hungary ...

Netherlands
China
France
Dutch Guiana
Danish West Indies
Canada
Hongkong
British Africa
Other countries

Total.

I. <l .lime :e>

18K1

60,687,670
., '.i.V.i

1,78

181 179

5,017,661
$1,940

2,865,906
.|.:.'i:;

3.228

8, 122,316
1,024, 189

194, 186

1,098 793

79,864
38<i. In;

N. U.V.I

897, 06S
481,217
870,939

;. 148

333. 878

Dollo
63, II

li. r.i

'.i. Mil

81 I

10,949

1,218 HI
8,714

3,655,621
5,810

2,894,051
2,357,754
L, 824, 072

1. 123,063
9,668

800,218
428,506
128,541

173,153
l'.i:;. 176

435. 738
13i.:»1

1

246,906

Doll
Mi. if m • 204

8,882 916

7, 103,658
5,759 136

3,989,614

1. II I. INNi

1,188 951

984,084
r.

976,266
598
178,472
298,761
868,28'

1,412
195,589
205,883
289,080
236, 292
49,725

211,701

L16,255,784 126,ST1,889 76,462,836

Dollars.
24, i"

12
'

11,336, 798
11,38

i ro
3,411
3,77l

70.902
:.'. 150,302
I 701

1,771,980
I. 102,694

2,661
958, 102

1, 182,605
920,301
859,359
289,243
281

92, 692
853,610
461,054
822.914

Dollcu
11,9

I 1.019

13, 16

13. (Ml

3.65:

2, 13<

I. 19!

2,059, 169

1,577,911
2,311,309
I. 152,004
2,61i

1,951 021

1,916.933
313,803
121,817
880,959
816,781
74, L91

87, 165

417,850
1,194,041

I

Annual a\
I Hill

Doto
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TRANSPORTATION RATES.

Grain in Hack

per l 1 " 1 pound

.( . i n i . i :
.

• . l for Bulletin No* l i <•! the I »i

chai i

i-;; ...

1878 .

L881 ...

1862 .

1881

L888

L890 ..

1891 . .

1892 ..

L893-...
Is'.'l ...

IS'Kk ...

1897....

' -.. to

Memphis \

•A

51

17

1,

15

L6

IS

20
15

17.

12.

;,i

80
12

L5

15

12.
-

LI. 9

10

L5

12 5

L2 5

L8

15
ID

L0
in

L0
in

in

in

L2

12
in

L0

a

New < ni.

90
l.-)

12.6
i; 5

Lfi

16
in

in

in

11

in

in

10

L2

12
in

10
8

90
90
80

99
90

90
86
i; 5

95

I i 5

90
90
i; 5

.

19
in
!.')

90

90

i; :,

i; s
i; s

L7.5
15

17.5
L7.

5

L7.fi

L7.fi

12 6

15

L5

19
10

U

:«i

90

17

i;

i;

i:

L7.

i;

17.

17.

i:.

Lfi

Lfi

88

:r>

i

. . >

i; 5

L7.fi

i; 5

si

L7.fi

17.5

90
90
Lfi

Lfi

11

in

in

Lfi

Lfi

Lfi

Lfi

Lfi

12 5

17 5

Lfi

Lfi

Lfi

Lfi

l
'.. 5

H)
in

Lfi

19
in

1
.' 5

1 2 5

i; 5

L7.fi

L2 ,

L5

Lfi

L7.fi

i ; . :,

Hi

Lfi

Lfi

Miscellaneous <J< 'lit mod il it s. .Y, te York to ChtCOgO by rail.

AVERAGE RATES FOB LESS THAN CARLOAD QUANTITIES. IN CENTS, PBB
POUNDS

in Bulletin No. 14, Miscellaneous Series, of the Division of Statist!

Year.

Agri-

Fx":nJ- turlil Lead, g?*"
ture

- Ixnple- i^^-
men ts.

1868

1870
L871

1S74

1875
L876

L878

1880
L881

L882

1885
L886
1887

L888

1889

1890
l-'.'l

1892

1894

1895

1896

1897

i:*7

L22

99
IIS

Bl

m.-,

9B
81

72

< >

66
56

56
7")

75

73

10

137

1 22

90
L13
-1

106

50
50
50

50

50

60
56
:,i

til

30

81

:$7

20

38
11

10

36

35

35

117

71

Lfi

S6
a

n

50

Crock-
ery
and

earth
en-

wur<\

117
lie;

117

I!'

SI

31

20

II

Starch.

31

24

n
10

Sug-
ar.

117

85

;:,

60
62
4n

60
fl

in

HI

86
91

31

II

in

in

30

90

Molas-
ses.

60

W
56
10

19

II

H

80

-

Rice. Cast il- ..
,

•
.; i

fancy.
mon*

60
56
:,i

L6

51

81

11

W
in

83

117
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INI) E X .

Abattoirs, Dumber under Inspection ... 848
table of antemortem inspections, i

s
'-»i 1897 SO

Accounts ;m<l disbursements, annual review ~>7

Division, organization and dntiea 821
Acreage of farms by g< ographical divisions and oensus fears. 581
Adulteration of seed. Btuay by Division of Botany .. 94

or misbranding of food and feed, Connecticul law
Agaric (mushroom), royal, resemblance to poisonous species (58
Agaricini, group of toadstools, notes .... 166
Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations, Association, committee on

Beed testing 96
other institutions having courses in agriculture. 622

interests, savings by weather service :jl

machinery, relation to size of farm 586
occupations in United States 584

^ production and prices, article by George K. Holmes... . 571
products, average prices of imports and exports, 1893-1897. 3 I'.'

discussion of exports 690
exports and imports, 1898 1897 _ 786 763
principal, prices on farm, Dec. 1, 1898 to 1

S

728 725
table of comparisons of hand and machine labor. . 600-603
wholesale prices in leading cities 726-732

publications, early, cost.. „ 209
science, scope of work 294

Agriculture, Department. (See Department.)
high-school courses
in Alaska, need of appropriation for inquiry V.)

necessity of statistics 209
scientific, relation to progress in production 605
Secretary. (See Secretary of Agriculture.)
short and special courses 281

Agrostology, Division, annual review of work _. t j

investigations in Southwest and South. 170, 172
organization and duties 021
review of work for farmer. 160-175
scope of work id
t ransfer of corps from Division of Botany 93

Air, lack in soil as cause of root diseases of plants 101
movement under weather conditions ._ 74
upper, study with kites _ :\\

Alabama, note on species of grasses 17:}

secondary sell". ,1- of agriculture 388
table on cost of fertilizers and profit on cotton 599
variel ies of wheat, oats, and corn for cultivation in;

Alaska, agricultural difficulties and possibilities, discussion 572
outlook of coast region, article by Walter H. Evans. 568

cheap production of hay at Cook Inlet 564
commission, work
comparison of agriculture with Northern Europe
discussion of annual rainfall

bei ri( - 564
cereals .... 568
forests 561
garden pn

761



ika, discussion of grnsm
keorology with I riculture

soils .

aeral topography ....

investigation ol agricultural possibilities l n
methods of cultivation

miscellaneous food and other plants

possibility of growing flai

proposed experiments as to agriculture.
Alfalfa, chemical composition; feeding and fertilizing values 496

discussion of cultivation and use
Alkali, danger in irrigation of soils in arid regions

injury to land by mistake in irrigation— —
soils, need of rainfall ...... . - -

of Western deserts, notes on relations to water supply 184

Yi.I.kn, B. W. , article on "The needs and requirements Of a control i

ing stuffs" 121

Almonds and almond oil, notes on imports; statistics of imports
Alsike, suitable soil. ...... -

AXVORD, HENRY E., article on •• Utilization of by-products of the dairy"

American agricultural botany, origin of investigations

butter, position on London market as result of Department's
efforts ---— -- 15

relation of price to foreign markets . . _ 10

creameries, attitude toward butter market 1?

food products, average composition
milk sugar, demand in England and Germany
pork, study in conned i< m with German inspection

Andromedotoxin, poison of laurel fatal to farm stock '.»?

Animal experiment station, need ... 36

industry. (.Sec Bureau of Animal Industry.)
parasites and parasitic diseases

__ products and foreign markets .. 1"

Annual Report of Department, changes 217

Anthrax, use of vaccine for prevention . 24

Antitoxic serum , use against hog cholera 258

Antitoxin, beneficial effect in hog cholera .... -. 22

Apple fruit- borer, introduction; notes on life history. . 550

graft on wild stocks in Virginia -- .- -- 308

root-borer, attacks on fruit trees in Victoria, Australia . .

.

546

Apples, average composition 679

early supply in Eastern United States. .•

in Southern States, work of Gardens and Grounds 190

shipments from Mississippi Valley ... 343

withering from borer .... 5 I r

Appropriation, estimates for increase of weather service 28

for section of foreign markets, use . . 40

Appropriations, effect of restriction on chemical investigations . 36

for Farmers' Bulletins . . .13

publications, inadequacy - 219

seed distribution, use 1°

of Department, 1897 and 1898 638

Arbor vitae, range, characteristics, uses, and suggestions for growing 65

1

Argentina, statistics of wheat production, 1890 to 1896 265

Arid and subarid regions, conditions for timber growth 1 56

lands, native grasses 16G

region of far West, problems 125

regions, modifications of perennial plants ~> () 7

needof study and mapping with reference to crops and climate. L20

Arizona, growing of oranges and shipments in 1897 321

southern, suggestion for cotton growing.. 117

varieties of wheat for cultivation 116

Arsenicals, preparation and use against inj urious insects 637

Arsenic bait, preparation and use against insects 038

Ash and box elder, experiment in introduction into Minnesota. 158

Ashes, maples, elms, and other varieties, character, and use of wood .. 664



i m » i \ iGi

Ashes, note on use In lawn making
i>, riiara.'t. rist ic , u 869

cretary of Agricult are, di 611)

Atlantic coast, quarantine stations
States, Qotes on soils 121

Atmof pheric storms, explanal Ion

Australian Insects, injnrion >n 640

package for butter 18

Bacillus of blight, relation to tuberculosis and typhoi L04

Bacon market . Bril Ish, demand
Bacterial need and commercial Bupply for Inocnlation <>f soil for nitrogen

on roots of leguminous plants, disco ion 103

Bahia oranges, Introduction into California.
Balm of G-ilead, range, characteristics, uses, and suggest! wing 669
Barley, average value per acre, L898 1897, by States

yield, L89S L897, by Statei 719
farm prices, December 1, L898 to 1897, by Stat
note on crossing with wheat -

statistics of area, production and value by years Til

Bananas, notes and statistics of imports. .

Barnyard manure, note on waste; on care 296
Basic Blags, study by Division of Chemistry..
Basswood, range, characteristics, uses, and suggestions for growing 068
Bastard spruces, description, uses of wood, etc.. 651

Beach grass, use for binding sand . ._ 174
Bfal. F. E. L., article on "Birds that injure grain *' 845-854
Bean, broad or horse, suitable climate 504
Beans. Mel calfe and other native, value for forage 50G
Beech, range, charact eristics, uses, and suggestions for growing 699
Beef cattle and beef in Alaska, note 571

Fresh, note on exclusion from < Germany on report of Texas fever 244
stock, note on feeding calves 518

Beefsteak fungus, edible toadstool, description, etc 466
Bees, serious factor in spread of blight of plants 1 05
Beet sugar, experiments 10

possible increase of sugar content by hybridization 418
work of Division of Chemistry for improvement. 80

Beggar weed, introduction as crop, soil, growth, and analysis of hay
Belgium, notes on imports of horses: flax raising 277. 470
Bent grasses, usefulness in lawn making . . ...

Bermuda, early shipment of fruit to Jamestown colony 310
grass, note on usefulness in lawn making
peach maggot, injury to crop

Berry. James, paper on work of voluntary observers of Weather Bureau.
Big tree, range, characteristics, uses, and BUgg< for growing 655
Biloxi. .Miss.. ] tacking and canning of figs 317
Biochemic division Bureau of Animal Industry, work
Biological Survey, annual review of work.

Division, organization and duties I

review of w< >rk f < >r farmer 115
Birch, range, characteristics, uses, and suggestions for growing
Birds and mammals, studies of food habits TJ1

grain-eating, more important 346
in Mississippi Valley, percentage of destruction of grain
St >machs, examination
that injure grain, article by I\ E. L. Deal. 345
useful and harmful, list

Biscayne Day. establishment of experimental factory for sisal hemp ......

Bisulphide of lime, use as insecticide .

Blackberry, note on hybridization with raspberry i"?

Blackbirds, cause of in numbers
notes on rangeand habits

Black cherry, range, characteristics, uses, Buggestiozu 661

rot of grap< 9, work of Departmenl in combating
walnut, range, characteristics, uses, and growin

Blackleg or anthrax, efforts to prevent 34



7<; l i.M)i:x.

1'
I

prei atdon; hi nation ..

Blight, Teat\ susceptibility of certain fruits - 108

methods of combating I

Kentucky, usefulness for lawn making
leti, edible 1 1b, notes on less common species. . 466

Library.)

rdeanx mixture, formula '

ston, method of lawn making 868

Botanical investigations, annual review. ....— . 60

botany, Division, information from correspondents as to distribution of \v '.»

»

organization and duties — 621

reports of investigations 97

i view of work for the farmer '•"»

Bottom lands, liability to frost —
Box elder and ash, experiments in introduction in Minnesota 158

range, characteristics, uses, and suggestions for growing _ 066

BRACKBTT, G-. B., review of work for farmer by Division of Pomology 111

Brazil, or cream, nuts, notes on imports; statistics of imports, 18^0-1891. .. '<>39

Bread, average composition , 678

making, note on use of skim milk -- 514

Breeding plants. {See Plant breeding.)

v British butter supply, sources .... . -

Dairy Farmers' Association, Journal, remarks on importance of skim
milk 513

India, limit of rainfall for profitable tea culture - 105

y/ markets, note on experimental shipments of butter 256

Broad-leafed trees, description, classes, etc - - 655-669

Buffalo grass, usefulness in lawn making 359

Buildings and fences, farm, table of values, by geographical divisions 580

Bulletins, early issues by divisions of Department 213

Farmers', notes on first issue and purpose 214

issue by Weather Bureau during crop-growing season 67

reduction of Congressmen's quotas - - 58

Bunch grasses unfit for lawns, prevalence in West 358

v/ Bureau of Animal Industry, brief account of meatmspection 249

dairy work . . ...... . . ... 256

history of Texas fever investigation 240-244

V meat inspection 19

most pressing work for 1898 22

need of ground for experiment station 26

note as to annual report 206

organization and duties 619

present organization, benefits of work 257

reasons for establishment . - - - - 238

review of work for farmer 236-258

advances of price in United States and London 16

American, improvement of reputation . . . - - -

contracts abroad for entire products ... - 17

_ xperimental exports . 12

note on experimental shipments 256

our exports, review - - 276

• packages for London market 15

v proposed inspection for export. . -

v trade abroad, growrth and condition 13

Buttermilk and its uses 523

Butternut, range, characteristics, uses, and suggestions for growing 659

By-products of the dairy, utilization, article by Henry E. Alvord .. 509-528

Cabbage, method of testing seed ^ 447

Cabuya fiber, note on introduction in United States 199

California as hemp-producing State, note ... 235

beginning and development of commercial citrus fruit growing. _ 321

description of soil samples . - - - - 439

development of agriculture as example of scientific methods 119

horticulturists' desire for quarantine • 541

introduction of olive, almond. ' • English " walnut, fig. _ 317, 332, 335, 338

introduction of pyrethrum as crop - 99

i
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Pi

California, irrigated lands of San Joaquin Valley . 481
Hi' .in ;uiiiual :iik1 seasonal rainfall for certain points 188

note on p: ti road building . 177

operation of law for quarantine a .V>1

possibility of production of "curranl mall seedlei grap 814
rain warnings by telegraph ... 68
ra\ quails in wheal fields

restraint of spread of Russian thistl 96
soils, certain freedom from need of irrigation . 182

southern, note on climate for pineapple growing 192
suggestion for cotton growing . .... 117

Caltnagostria, hay grass in Alaska 562
Calves, amount and value of manure 888

and cows, skim milk and whey as feed 517,
Camphor and olives as new crops 1

1

tree, note on introduction through Experimental Gardens 197
Canadian quarantine, note 851
( 'anViarellus ribarins, edible mushroom, description, etc (88
Capital, farm, and product, averages .

Caprification of figs, note on necessity with Smyrna variety 818
("apron. Commissioner, remarks in annual report on 1ms- of aninu 286
Carbohydrates as ingredients of feeding staffs, note
( larbon bisulphide, preparation and use against insects.. . I

( asein from skim milk and its uses 52

1

Catalpa, range, characteristics, uses, and suggestions for growing
^ Cattle, act of Congress for general inspection, note 248

* securing proper transport by sea, note 246
y/ and sheep inspected for export. 21

note on danger of bloating from alfalfa and red clover ... 197
swine, early appropriation for investigation of disease. 237

antemortem inspections, 1801-1897 . 20
appearance of disease with Gulf coast herds after (civil) war 241
average price and total value January 1, 1898, by States 734
discussion of Texas, or Spanish, fever ... 240
efforts at eradication of tuberculosis 254
export, inspection, tagging, and certification... 244
"feeders, "'effect of superior quality of Texas grasses 171

^ imports, quantities and value, 1893-1897 736
in Alaska, notes _ 569. 57 1

inspection and quarantine against Texas fever 23
note as to quarantine on Canadian frontier . 251

on ease and cheapness of vaccination .. 255
number and value, 1879-18981,893-1897 733.c26jy
numbers inspected, 1891-1897 .. .... iSOr*
offensiveness of sweet pea or melilotus 504
profit as compared with cotton. 173
ranges, forage problems 42
sheep and hogs, losses by disease in last census year 2:;^

Bontnern inspection in quarantine against fever. .... . 21
Cedar, ranges, characteristics, uses, and suggestions for growing 654

red. (See Giant arbor vitae.)
Cedars, growth in Alaska 56]
Cipes, edible toadstools, note on importation 465
Cereal crops, table showing average value and yield 592
Cereals, early tests on Department grounds 202

estimate oi losses in United States by rusts and smuts.
in Alaska, discussion «, 568
suggestion as to annual loss by injuries from birds 845

for growing in certain States 1 1»;

Chanterelle, parasol fungus and fairy-ring fungus, description, etc
Chart- of Weather Bureau, explanation - ?:;

showing rainfall, use in crop bulletin 67
Chemical investigations, proposed
Chemistry, Division, annual review of work :;i

cooperation with scientific investigators
miscellaneous work 82
organization and duties. 620



V
v

1NI» I

Chemistry, Diviaioii, report of work for lh« farmer
M 1 1 <

I
> Of soils

work on tin- composition and Adulteration of fo d

Cheese and butter, manufacture from whej
disposal of whey for nulk-siigar making

v filled, making; note on laws ....

imports, quantities and values, 1893 i
s '.».

proposed in>p. ction for import .

remarks on manufacture .-

Cherry, black; range, characteristics, usei estion for growing •'
, '»i

borer of Australia, attack-; indication of presence; history.

notes on disease in orehard ... I

Chestnut, range, characteristics, rises, suggestion rowing
Chiokens, use of skim milk - 516

Chicory, prospective
i
rofit in growth in United States

Chinese sand pear, character and use . . . .. 116

tea plant, introduction by Commissioner of Patents and others HM
Chlorosis, hybridization as means of oombating -117

Chlorotic and lung diseases, use of whey
Cinchona, hybrid, note on quinine content _ 410

Cinchona plants, note on distribution from Experimental Gardens.
Citrus fruits, estimate of losses in Florida by disease . 103

notes on crosses ....

remedy for scale insects 1

v ^

water as protection from frost , 64

Clay soils, relation of soil moisture to movement of water 180

Climate and crop bulletin from Weather Bureau 27

service of Weather Bureau ... (>T

need of farmer of information as to relation to crops 118

reports, note as to issue

Climatic conditions and soil, effect on varieties of plants .

relation to tree growth. L56

Climatological information, collection and use 68

Clouds, effect upon frost .

*'»'~>

Clover beetles, importation, notes 549

crimson. (See Crimson clover.)

red, discussion of value as crop - 492

seed, example of impurity - - 94
4

- sickness.' opinion as to cause 493

white, use in lawn-making 361

with wheat, indorsement . 300

Coal, freight rates by years . .

Coca plant, introduction into United States

coanut palm, introduction into United States. 200

Cocoanuts and cocoanut oil, statistics of imports. 1870-1897.. ... <'! ; :.'

Coffee, note on distri bution from Experimental Garden _ 197

tea, and Liquors, consumption per capita, 1870-1897... — 754

Cold waves, distribution and use of warnings . .. _ 65

origin and nature . 74, 75

Colleges and other institutions with courses in agriculture 622

Colorado, note on cooperative work in tree-planting - 157

si >uthwestern, study of forage plants 166

Colts, use of skim milk _ 519

Commercial fertilizers, analyses ... . .

s ?

needs and methods of use _
''< '1

Common schools, need of nature teaching 286

•Condemned meat, disposal as fertilizer 248
Condimental feeding stuffs, discussion . . . . .

.

424

Congressional publications of Department, cost — 219

Conifers, description, characteristics: wood, its properties and uses - 644

(See also Deciduous conifers.)

studies by Division of Forestry - 150

usefulness for tree-planting in ai id regions 157

Connecticut experiment station, inspection of food and feed 407

note on law to prevent adulteration or misbranding- . . ... 427

progress in road-building 177

Conservatories, early suggestions of William Saunders for construction .. 183
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&msular reports, relation to studi ol for i74
< "on1 dissemination b

earl} careli read
ol plenro pneumoi Ligation b} slaughter of animal

ContagM>u> ili.M its ol in [H'ct ion For control

Dote "ii wi dom of quarantine
for exclusion of our to k bj Ghn a d

( Sonvicf Labor in road building
( looking, suggestions for use of skim milk 514
I operative road construction, progre

I

per, Bon, Blwood, production of olive oil at Santa Barbi
( '"/n-iniis. edible mushroom, de cription, etc.

Com. acreage, product ton, valne, and disposition of thi • 1897, by States 712
and milk, table showing comparative v.-il

average value per*acre, 1898 1897, by States . .

yield 1898 1897, by States . 718

farm pria -.
I cember I, L898 to 1897, I

fly, ribbon footed; injn mall grain
hybrid, escape from blight . . ill

increase of yield of, by crossing varieties 118

meal, average composition _ .... B78
method of testing seed . .. 148

note on field for development of foreign market
production of oil; also sugar from stalks

saw-fly. enemy of wheat, importation _

statistics of area, production, and value, 18CG -189'J Tin

table show ing average value and yield .. .

tarring of seed as protection against birds .

varieties adapted toSouthern States . 116
wheat, and oats, investigation of zones 82
wholesale prices in leading cities. L892 to 1

K<.»?

Cornell University, description of work in College of Agriculture 2 s 3 '-'-;

Corrosn e sublimate, formula for solution as fungicide 976
Cottage cheese, making from skim milk; prices

Cotton and wheat, prices .

average value per acre, I
s '.'- 1897, by States. ;

yield, 1898-1897, by States
boll weevil, Mexican, stady 38,86

v cost of marketing ^rr S'fft

crop, effect of inventions . . 597
movement and mill purchases: also world's crop 715

demand for high grades .. 11G
^ Egyptian, value of importation into United states 117

farm i>rices. December i. L898to L897, by States
profit as compared with cattle .

.

L78
returns showing advantage in use of fertilizers

seed meal, discovery of large adulteration 424
oil. use against insects. 689

u statistics of area, production, and value, 16 J12

^ wholesale prices in leading cities, 1893-1897 731

u world' amption, 1880 1895

Cottonwood, range, characteristic and suggestions for growing &
I &EDERK k V.. review of work of Division of Botany for farn • 90

.bird, note on rang.' and (lama-'' to grain. :

Cowpeas, varieties, planting, cultivation, and feeding and fertilizing valtu -

Cows, amount and valne of manure 688
and calv< B, skim milk and whey as feed 519, 525
danger from poison .

Crab apple, improvement by cri

Cream, methods of separating . .. ..... 510
ping bent, usefulness in lawn making

Crimson clover, soils, range of climafc
Crop and climate bulletins of Weather Burean

service of Weal her Burean .

weather condition!
forest, notes on growing and using . 13

note on relation of character to sou conditions L84



INDEX.

ndy by Division of Entomology
production >n relation to methods of cultivation
reporting, Improvement
reports, change In manner of publication .

.

distribution
foreign, relation to market! - -

monthly, distribution
note us to issue. . . ... .

kSOn, rainfall, article by A. J . Henry 607 618
Crops and farm animals, principal, statistics .... 710

I

best for nonirrigable localities in southern ( treat Plains
> value and yield

experiments with oats, beans, and buckwheat under control Bo
exported, tabic showing percentage 5W
farm prices, notes
forage, economic importance in feeding
leguminous forage, article by ,fared Cx. Smith . 481

of less importance than clovers and peas 504
need of farmer of information as to relation to climate 11 s

new, inquiry in botanical work 60
investigation by Division of Botany 98
note on difficulties of introduction

n< >te as to use of unmerchantable residue 295
notes on need of diversification . . . . 1 1

5

principle of adaptation to new climate Ill

profitable for different climates . . 117

special, value of forecasts 62

statistics of increase and decrease by sections and time periods . . . 581

suggestions for introduction of new kinds 10

table comparing results of hand and machine labor 000-603
truck and garden, attention by Department to diseases 111

( 'ross-bred plants, increased vigor as compared with parents. 403
Cross-breeding, making of better quality and flavor in tobacco, etc 419

of plants. (See Hybridization.)
( 'ross-fertilization, three factors mentioned by Willis 403
Crow, notes on range and habits ,

346
Cuban tobacco, improvement of Florida tobacco by hybridization. . . 419

Cucumber tree, range, characteristics, uses, and suggestions for growing. _ 6 13

Curly mesquite, usefulness for pasture 1 62

Currant worm, manner of attack; importation 550
( urrants. statistics of imports, 1830-1807 314

Cutter, W. P., article on the library and its work for the farmer.. 220
Cypress, bald, range, characteristics, uses, and suggestions for growing 653

family, description, qualities of wood, etc 653

Dairy course in University of Wisconsin, x>eriod and'purpose 282

products, average composition 678
imports, quantities, and values, 1893-1897. ... 736

* utilization of by-products, article by Henry E. Al vord. 509-528
* work of Bureau of Animal Industry 250

Dairying industry, suggestion for substitution of crops 118

J Daiiwmen and dairywomen, number in United States 261

Dakota, date of killing frost _ 618
North, supply and use of rainfall in wheat region 433
vetch, value, cultivation and analysis. > 505

Danger signals, desirability of standard 3Y
Darwin, experiment in pollination of cabbage. 403

remarks on cross-breeding 393, 406, 408, 409, 411

Date palm, note on introduction into United States... .._ 200
Dates, statistics of imports, 1830-1897... 318
Deadly agaric, description: danger of mistake for common mushroom 458

Deciduous conifers, description, etc. .. . . .. 652

Decorticating machinery for ramie, trials and results 231

^ Denmark, rival of United States on London market; bacon 15, 272

Department grounds, improvement 202

of Agriculture, appropriations . . 622

character and cost of early publications 209, 210
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rule for pi opagat Ion - 187

N>pe of work
of plana and policioi ....

. . . 162

wort for farmer
work for farmers home .... 18

l >•• rt and Bemiarid regions, modifications of perennial planti 507
-. rtfl in Western States, moisture of a >\\ at slight depths 188, 184

relatiye humidity 486
Diet, hygienic, necessity of fruit LIS

Dietaries, method of calculating .... 690
Dietary standards, discussion _ 67fl

Disbursements and accounts, snnnal review
Disease of plants, can

;
discussion... 100,108

early ions l>y William Saunders 182

inv< ins in progress in the Department 110
Disinfection, need of compulsory, for cara and stock pens
Documents, disposition of funds from sale .*H

Dodge, Chas. Richards, article on "The present si flax cultur<
United States "__

. 471

review of work of Fiber Investigations 224
Dodge, J. R., note on articles in Annual Reports of Department 21

1

Domestic science, department in schools 17

value of 1 )epartment investigation in study 1

3

Doticus, apple borer, attacks on apples in Australia 517
Dove, mourning or turtle, habit of feeding on wheat 852
Drake Star orange, immunity from rust 417
Dried apples, and other dried fruits, notes on exports. .. 344

fruits, discussion ..312-319
Drought, bad distribution of rain as cause in Southeastern £ 618

condition, relation to frost 64
determination of line . .. 45
grouping of years from 1 87 1 to 1896 614
period of danger in Eastern States. 130

Droughts in central valleys of United State-. br< aking . 76
power of withstanding in Western soils 430

Earnings of farm laborers, in 1890 590
Eastern and Western United States, compar: Is 12 'J

States, note on supply and use of rainfall ... 432
variety of soils. Iji;

Education, agricultural, enumeration of most efficient means 885
for farmer, best way to reach teacher and pupil in rural school.

i New York plan. 283
in agriculture, note on provision by ( Congress. 9
of farmer, summary of progress 289
popular, for the farmer in the United Stan-, article by A. <

'.

True 37J)

rural, reading circle B 18.

Educational movement for home work for women K
•/Egypt, import - of col ton into United States 117

ptian cotton, experiments in ginning. 88
Electrical method or determination of Boil moisture, notes. . 181,

measureuK i

Electrification in cold wavt 9, benefit to man and animals
Ellsworth, Henry L., publication as to distribution < 2ns

Elms, ashes, maples, and other varieties, characteristics and ua ©d.

.

Emasculation. a operation in hybridization of plants
Emulsions, preparation and use against 1 680
Engineers, value of information from Weather Bureau - 08
England, average prices of wheat. L041 to 1896, table...

1 a97— _.
;

jvj
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land, mocuhiti with commercial bacteria .

note >m law in regard to i- ding staffs (aee alto London)..

English merchants, good effect :perimental shipments of bntter

Entomological investigations in contemplation
imology, Division, annual rei leu of work -

investigation of orangefro.it worm In M< rico

organization and dnnes <

* Lew of work for former 84

Ermine, enemy of apple tree, note ---

Enoalyptns, notes on early experiments on antiperiodic propertiei 191

value in drying marsh lands . . '

Eur BOnroe of danger from injurious insects

discussion of ltax culture 174

.as fever in early days of investigation
inspection as means of opening ports closed to American meats
note on summaries of reports on agricultural education and research. 188

v prohibition of American pork
uses of skim milk -. 519,590

European countries, control of feeling stuffs - L96

Instructive insects, discussion of danger of importation.
horse markets, investigation of requirements
standard of daily dietary

Evans, Walter H. , article on "The agricultural outlook of the coast re-

gion of Alaska 553-576

work on Alaska commission for agricultural inquiry . 50

Evaporation from soils, controlling influences. _ .

relation to availability of rainfall _ 189

forest in saving soil. 140

Ewell, Ekvin E. , article on '

' Every farm an experiment station "... 291

Experiment Station Bureau of Animal Industry, change 96

funds, proper use - — 49

Record, character of contents 1

Experiment Stations. Office, annual review of work 48
organization and duties. 620

publications. _ . 138

relation to agricultural colleges Ml
review of work for farmer 135

of United States, location, directors, and work 624-626

Experimental work, relation to farm and scientific apparatus 292

Export animals, inspection .. -- -- — 21

cattle, inspection, tagging, and certification 244

• regulation of ships in trade - - - - 2-45

saving by regulation of vessels 258

of pork, table showing microscopical inspection, 1892-1897 20

trade, necessity for protection in early days of Texas fever 242

Exports of agricultural products, average prices, 1893-1897 751-752
discussion. 590

statistics, 1893-1*97 743-748

fruits and fruit products 343

Fairy-ring fungus, parasol fungus and chantarelle, description, etc 4G3
'• Faracurd," new skim milk product, note on manufacture and use 528

Farlow, W. G\ , article on '
' Some edible and poisonous fungi " 453-470

Farm animals, amount and value of manure 688

and crops, principal, statistics 710-735

average price and total value January 1, 1898, by States 734

value, 1879-1898, by years 733

implements and machinery, value 262

increase and decrease by census decades 084

note on fertilizer value of ordinary food. 296

number and value, 1879-1S98 733

v statistics as to numbers in 1884 and estimate of savings 238

table of number and value with fluctuations, 1893-1897 263

work of Bureau of Animal Industry on health and value . .

.

237

as experiment station, article by Ervin E. Ewell 291-304

capital and products, discussion 079

property and product, averages. 588
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Farm capital, relation to farm Implement
nops, |Hrivnl:i:;rol' iiieio.i-r or decrease

principal, r j leld and ralu< s,.t ti

Implements, relation to producti and capital

labor, Btat Lstics of wages
laborer i, earnings in 1 890

lands, fences and buildings, value
manures, obeer^ a1 ions as to ass
population in the Dnited States, table by ipecifted occupi
prices and product ion per acre

.

for agricultural pro lucts, December L, 1898 to 1897, by Stat

of wheal andfreighl rates from Chicago to New York
produots, comparison of results by machine and hand labor ...... 800

per improved acre . 592
property and products, percentage of ina ... 581

table of values by iphical division
records, necessity and lack... 808
tenancy, discussion... 585

Farmer, eastern, necessitj of knowledge of intensive farming. L23
importance of science
necessity of forestry knowledge ... II!

plan for experiment with manure 397
popular education in United States 279-290
practical value of soil studies 77
utility of forecasts 61

value of colored maps of Biological Survey 110
Farmers' Bulletins, contributions from Office of Experiment Stations L40

free distribution 207
note on distribution as means of education 380

subjects and purpose 20.*>

notes on appropriations 215
first issue and purpose ill

education, study and examination in State colleges 382
enrollment in New York College of Agriculture
institute, relation to education of farmer 880
note on purchase of concentrated feeding stuffs )

j

'

reading circles in connection with agricultural colleges 293
relation of Department of Agriculture
world's markets 12

Farming and stock raising, experiment near Wrangell, Alaska
economic, results of use of fertilizers 597
importance of good seed __ _. 95
intensive, possibility of useof electrical method for soil moisture. 132

Farms, acreage, percentage of increase and decrease by States
average value of products per acre ... 591
discussion of size

in United States, growl li

Fat as ingredient of feeding stuffs, note
range in various feeding stuffs

Feed, effect on manure of variation 688
for hogs, use of waste from milk Bugar factories 527
mixed, uncertainty of quality on market

Feeding and fertilizing contents of alfalfa . 495
experiments, conclusion as to comparative merits of ration-
stuff control, discussion of desirability. 427
stuffs, arguments for control . 422

adimental and mixed, table giving compos 425
desirability of similarity of laws for various -

needs and requiremenl of control, article by K. W. Allen . 421
value of several leguminous crops

Fences and buildings, farm, tabic of value- by » ographical divisions .

.

580
Pbbnow, l'.. E2., review of work of Division of Forestry for farm< 1 13

ility of soil, restoration
Fertilizer deposits, relation to chemistry >

from casein 522
skim milk ........

tests, need of i
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-nits of effecting economic i \

table comparing coal ana profit in raising cotton
Fertilising materials, atndy of application by Division of Cnei ...

value of leguminous cropa
Btreet aweepinga, inquiry ...

F. \ er, malarial, 086 of eucalyptus products
r investigations, anmial review of work . .

Office, article on work for farmer .. ...

duties
summary as to work .

manufactures, possibilities in United States ...

plants of world, useful, descriptive catalogue, note on value
Fibers, raw, total amount of imports into United Slates

that might be produced in United States .

Field tests of seeds, work of seed dealers 441
Figs, experiments _

.

. . 51

introduction of varieties by Division of Gardens and Grounds. 190

notes on varieties on the Gulf and in California; statistic i 817
Filberts and walnuts, notes on imports; statistics of imports lv
Filled cheese, making and laws
Firs, descriptions and suggestions on growing 650
Fish oil, use against insects. <i:5'J

Fist ulhxi hepatica, edible toadstool, description, etc. 466
Flax culture in United States; article by Chas. Richards Dodge ... 471-486

results of practical experience 483
experiments in Puget Sound region ._ 33
growing, contrast of conditions in United States and Europe 476

in Alaska, result of experiment at suggestion of Fiber Office

hemp and ramie, beginning of inquiry. 235
high value of scutched fiber from Puget Sound ... 484
industry, localities of, success in United States . . . 484

proposed form of cooperation in country towns 481
investigations, first work of fiber office in Department. . 889
need of machine for pulling 480
New Zealand, note on distribution from Experimental Garden 199
notes on reports published by Office of Fiber Investigations 234
quantity of seed per acre . 478
value of product per acre, when scutched and when hackled 839

Fletcher, Isaac, chairman of House Committee on Agriculture in L839, note. 209
Flood and river service of Weather Bureau 65
Flo* >ds of the Mississippi, relation to forests 148
Florida beggar weed. (See Beggar weed.)

cultivation of pineapples 328
estimate of losses by disease of citrus fruits 103
experiments in crossbreeding for improvement of tobacco 419
investigation of possibilities of growing sisal hemp 230
lemon production on commercial scale .. 323
note on commercial production of bananas 336

experiments with hybrids of citrus fruits 397
failure of Navel orange to fruit 189

orange groves, use of velvet beans 504
soils, report . 44
southern, growing of coffee 197
table on cost of fertilizers and profit on cotton 599
weather warnings for fruit industry 30

Flour and meal, study of composition 36
freight ratos by years . . . 596

Flours, typical American , composition 682-684
wheat, rice, etc. , average composition .. 678

Fly agaric, frequency of occurrence and destructiveness ... 457
Fodders, use in rations (sec also Forage plants) 489
Food, best for agricultural plants _ 294

habits for various occupations, note on investigations 142
of birds and mammals, studies 121
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Poods for in.. ii... I tabl tig nutritive value, rations 676

human, con n and ariulterat Ion

Chemistr] —
on of A up rioa

conditions in Bout bwest, stud;

crops, leguminous, article by Jared G. Smitli
note "ii important m of plant • 190

plant n at iona in N< >r1 h
• 166

plants, experiments on Department ground
Inception and growth ol improvement . . 91

native, discussion 505

of Southwest, inquiries ..... 170

problems in the cat i le i

>-'

of South, i al tons
value riled weeds -

,,;
'

Forecast jervi e and storm warnings
ed in deductions

c isting by Weather Bureau, lacfc of
ii h< r, principles -

its and warnings, number sent out by Weather Bureau
Foreign countrii d of qualified Department agent ... ii

fruit trade, statistics - 812
.study

institutions of learning, distribution of Department publications.. 207

Legat ins, note as to agricultural attaches — 376

market for American corn 2i7
markets, need of special agi ids abroad . 874

tion. annual review of work
duties
review of work for farmer 270

monetary units. United States equivalents .. 672
plants of importance in this country 199

requirements, importance of study 272
statistics, qualifying facts.

Forest biology, need of knowledge for management of forest growth
cover, notes on manner and conditions of saving the soil 146

growth in Alas! i, b ce Bity for clearing for farming 572

influences, effect on climate and water supply 145

note on rate of growth of crop . . . 151

resources, notes on extent, control, and use 144

technology and timber physics, note 1 58

Forestless regions, tree planting 155

Forestry. 1 dvision, annual review of work
organization and duties . 620
prop iganda of rational treatment of fo 159

review of w< »rk for farmer . 148

errors in transplantm to new climate 158

horticulture, and land ardening, books in library 821

one bundled most Important trees, description, habits, and uses. 641

Forests, relation to floods of Ml pi 148

Freight rates. (^< >• Transportation.)
"Frit fly," manner of attack: danger of importation 549

Frost, conditions of deposit 64

first and last killing, dates of appearance for various sections

h ds of prevention of injury
note on date of danger at A la-;; an points
relation to Location of orchards and gardens - . -- -

warnings, method of reception and USS .- - - i

r to Lawns
Fruit, effect of restriction of root growth L94

industry and substitution ol d< i for foreign-grown fru

article by Wm. .\. Taylor
insects in Mexico other than orange fruit worm
notes on cheapness, healthfulnees, and keeping 112

consumptionjusd on extent of industry in Un .. 113
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Fran ,'i-l plants, earlj iv 188

effect of root i l » >

l

profit of treatment of leaf blight ,. lot)

Fruits ami fruit products, imports, 1897 ... ...

notes on exports; statists :;n

nuts, suggestions for improTements by hybridization 419
tatement as to imports and exports in 1821 811

plantspropagated by cuttings, etc.,ii -sing 41

1

tbles, value of forecasts in raising I

catalogue published and other work by Division of Pomology ill

distance 8 for planting, table .

dried, discussion - 313-319
exotic, introduction .....

fresh, and fruit products, discussion
indigenous in Mississippi Valley and lake region
miscellaneous, statistics of annual imports _ 332

proposals for preparation of maps of areas
i >n production in California 130

Fuel value of food . _ . 677

Fultz wheat, conclusions from investigations 110

Fungi, edible gill-bearing; rules for determination
part in causing disease in plants 101

rules for distinguishing edible species 470

some edible and poisonous, article by W. G. Farlow 453-476
teeth-bearing, edible species 407

tube-bearing, discussion . 465

Fungicides, formulas - - 675 676
points in determination of use . 106

Fungus diseases of plants, remarks and examples 102

study by botanist 98
treatment; formulas for fungicides 678 878

Fur seal, study of parasites 20

GALLOWAY, B. T.. review of work of Division of Vegetable Physiology
and Pathology for farmer . . . _ _ 99

Gardens and Grounds, annual review of work 43
Division, duties.. 681

review of work for farmer _ 180
experimental, introd action of Japanese persimmon 187

work with pears _. 184

Garden City, Kans., establishment of forage experiment station _._ 92

Garden crops, study by Department Ill

fruits, experiments on Department grounds 202

Gardeners, florists, nurserymen, etc., in United States 201

Gasteromycetes, puff balls, poisonous fungi, notes 408

Geographic distribution of native fauna and flora, note on study 11.8

Geographical divisions of United States, under census of 1890, note 577

Georgia, table on cost of fertilizers and profit on cotton 599

varieties of wheat, oats, and corn for cultivation . - 110

German inspection of American pork, study. 20

Germany, manufacture and supply of bacteria for nitrogen 299
milk-sugar making 536

notes on adulteration of feeding stuffs 426

prohibition of American j)ork 347

Germinating chamber in seed-testing apparatus - 443

Ginger, note on introduction into United States 200

Gipsy moth, proposed investigation for 1898 39

Girls, training in domestic science 17
" Gluten feed," range of chemical constituents 428

Gluten meal, variations in content of protein and fat 422

Goat's rue for Rocky Mountain region — 504

Golden Dent corn , adaptation to Southern States 110

Good roads, interest of cities and towns 177

Goose grass, injury to lawns.. _. 306

Grackle, rusty, notes on range and habits 351

Grain, attacks upon field by blackbirds 348, 349

birds that cause injury, article by F. E. L. Beal 345-354
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Grain destroyed by birds in W ppi Valley,
]

850
eal tag birds, more Important '•'• W

t rat CI >to New
in Back "M Missis lippl

ill, danger of importation of injuria »m Europe 649
Grape fangas, lire In Bhriveled fruits dnnng winter 107

na1 I are 1.
1 produce good wine

note on, hybrid o( summer Bpecies witli foi

notes on results of hybridization
rot, hybridization i L6

thrips, remedy 1 88

pes, experiments by Department . . Ill

fresh, Imports, notes; b1

note on earl] cultivation on James River
review <>i' work in experimental gardens and grou I L86

treatment of vine for disease, cost 106
vine, observations by early explori merican products - 805

Gr rden, beginning al Department ;

rdens at Knoxville, Tenn., and at Washington, D. C
of Department of Agriculture

.

....... 108

seed, amount and cost per aore .. 670
tests, mirror box 444

soils of Atlantic coast, notes 127

Grasses and forage plants, attention of Department. . _. 11

varieties for trial in Rocky Mountain region .... 167

eff< 'it s of Department to secure in semiarid Asia 12

examples of impurities of seed '.»

1

from dry regions of Old World ... 13

introduced, most useful variety for dry prairies 168
notes on introduction of species through experimental gardens
sand binding, discussion. 1?:;

selection for use in lawn making 357
southwestern, excellence 171
use of, as fiber for binding twine: tests for varieties . . 16*2

varieties for use in lawn making.
^Great Britain, refusal of admission of our live stock (see ah England
Green manuring, use of leguminous plants
Greenhouse. {See Conservatory.)
Ground plum, manner of growth, range, and value for forage
Guavas, study in Department of diseases 110
Gulf coast, grasses suitable for lawns

States east of Texas, investigation of grasses and forage plants 173
Gum arabic. note on introduction into United States _ . _

sweet, range, characterist i -. suggestions for growing
Gypsum, use as preservative of manure

Harlequin fruit bug of Australia, method of attack ... 547
Harmful weeds, list with origin, appearance, spread, and control Gil
Havana tobacco, use in cross-breeding 419
Hay, average yield: average value per acre, 1893-1897, 1 720.

crimson clover, danger when cut after full bloom 501
crop, relation of value to value of wheat crop 160
farm prices, December I, 1893 to 1897, by States
from leguminous plants
increase of product per acre in Southern States
statistics of area, production, and value, 1866 1897
wholesale prices in leading cities, 1892 L897

Health, human, value of supervision of animal industries
Hedge plants, early suggestions of William Saunders for selection and n 182
Hedges, list of species of plants
Hemp and flax, notes on product ton on Pacific <•. lasl .

note on publications of I Office of Fiber [nvestigations
il. note on introduction into United States

Henry, A. J., article on •• Rainfall of the crop 601

Heracleum lanatum% use as food in Alaska
Herd books, set in library
Hessian fly, note on importation
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posed bulletin _ 10

ad other vu at trees, not oriptions, and suggi
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Hicks, Gilbert h., and Sotboron Ki n , article on " Additional notes on
I testing". -. . -Mi

High pressure and low-pressure areas, meaning to foi er

school courses in agriculture ...
HlLL, GEO. Wm., review of work for farmer of Division of Publications- 20!

Hitchcock, Frank EL, review of work of Section of Foreign Markets
Hog cholera and tuberculosis, experiments in control

experiment in ' owa - -

s question, review .

use of antitoxic serum.
Hogs, antemortem inspections, 1804-1897 (see also Pigs)

losses by disease in hist census year _ .. .

numbers inspected, 1891-1897 -

use of milk products as feed . . 516, 532
Holmes, George K., article on "Agricultural production and prices".. 577-006
Home, farmer's, discussion of problems - 1 7

reading in agrio ulture, plans
Horse bean, i^oisons injurious to stock 504

mushroom, edible, description
Horses, American, efforts to create a better market abroad

amount and value of manure - - I

explanation of decrease in value
number and value and prices i

1893-1807
outlook for industry in export . . - 11

use of skim milk as food (see also Imports) 519
Horticulture, forestry, and landscape gardening, collection of books in library
Horticulturist, note on publications on grapes , 187
Horticulturists, discussion of injurious insects at Washington convention . 539, 5 1

1

Horsetail fungus, description; ease of distinguishing from poisonous species, 461

Hot-water treatment of fungous diseases, direction . 675

HOWARD, L. O. , article on "Danger of importing insect pests " 539 552

review of work of Division of Entomology for farmer 84-90

Human foods, composition and adulteration 81

Humic acids as cause of clover sickness 493

Humidity and temperature, relation to soil moisture . . 122

low relative, discussion of relation to Western soils 435
relation to flax growing, notes 477

Hybrid, desirable, fixation of characters by selection 408
stocks for vines, observations of G-anzin 420

Hybridization as means of adaptation to warmer climates . . 415

increase of starch, sugar, etc. , in fruits and vegetables 417

notes on Indian corn 104

of orange; details ... 387

Oriental and European pears, hope of improvements 416

suggestions of improvements in plants _ 418
Hybridizing of plants, early suggestion . - 181

Hybrids and their utilization in plant breeding, article by Walter T.
Swingle and Herbert J. Webber 383-420

discussion of descendants 398

grouping by generations 393-398

importance of increase of vigor and fruitful ness 414

increased vigor as compared with parents ... 403

practical utilization in plant breeding ... 407

sterile and fertile, notes on variations with generations 395

value for stocks - - - . - 109

Hyde, John, article on work of Division of Statistics for farmer 258

Hydnum, two species, edible toadstools, description, etc 467

Hydrocyanic acid gas, use as insecticide 638

Hymenomycetes, or toadstools, some characters . . 455

Hypholomli appcndiculatimi, edible mushroom, description 461

Idaho, mention of botanical survey of Coeur d'Alene Mountains ... 97

Illinois Experiment Station, increase of yield of corn by cross breeding 413
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Dlinois, note on rejx vi of board ol healt b I

[mplements, farm, r< lation to product i i ad form capital

Imports of agricult oral prod i

'•
i

! >1

quantities and va

fruits and i nt in 1821 ::i I

[ndexes to ilturnlliterature.pt tion by library
[ndiana Experiment Station, v. and oats
I adian corn, hybrids and hybrid
In jurious insects, invesl igat ii m i

methods of control .... <

number and Import in<

l nk for marking inspect at

[noculati< ntive of Te :as fever 2 1

1

experiments with nitrogen fixing bacteria
[used migral ion, ] aeral trend

pests, danger of importing, article b] L.O.Howard
powder, nature ana use .

Insecticides, investigations
preparation and use .

Injects, advantages of destruction by crows (see alao Injurious)
dangerous Japanese, problem < >f importation 560
drs' an, discussion o er of importation 548
early suggesl ions of William Saunders for destruction... .

important, remedies 685
in p rom merchandise, notes on importation 538
injur 'ous from Pacific regions ... -.

Mexican and Australian, discussion 546
investigations of groups by Entomologist
methods of impuajiat ion ...

note on consunij^Kh by rusty grackle and In blackbird
part in production* >t disca -< in plants 101

Inspection against forei^Binsects, proposal . . . . . .

and quaraiitiiH, National, problem of establishment 551

^ K of imported animals, inspection of meats . .

" antcmortcm. a^d postmortem, table of work f< i 1

for milk produc ts

microscopic, cost and facility; details . 2 1

.

need of emergency fund or charge for work
v- of animals, table showing numbers insp

food, and feed under Connecticut law, note
imported and exported animals 21

system, extension on frontier of Canada and Mexico 251
tagging and certification of export cattle 244

Institutes, farmers', methods of w< >rk

Insurance rates for cattle, reduction by improvement of sea transportation.
Invalids, use of whey 538

v Inventions, effect on cotton crop
Iowa, experimei control of hog cholera
Iowa Experiment Station, reporl on feed for 518, •")!'•

Iron ore, bog, use in road building at Englishtown, N. J .

Irrigation, ar« Locky Mountains tillable wit lion t need
as protection against frost in orchards 64
definition of terms in use in 640
freedom from need of certain California . 432
injury by excessive n iter 132

injuries to lands in West by »•-,.- i3o

mention of investigation; injuries to fruit trees. ill

relation to cultivation of high-grade cotton 117

relation to forests

Jacksonville. Fia.. method of lawn making
Jams, note on manufacture u;
Japan clover, note on growth in South ..

import of tea plants
persimmons, notes on introduction ai d

Japanese insects, dangerous, problem of importation
og with comm >u • >i
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Jellies, note on manufacture 118

a adaptation to aonirrigable arid regions

Jnniper, red, range, characterise and su I

Jute, i i publications of Offl< I Fibei ii. »ns

r corn, demonstration of its value l>y Division of Botany
riment Station, cooperation with Department . .

note on cooperative work in tree planting .

.

Kentucky, extermination of woolly mullein by Botanist.
notes on tobacco soils .

.

187

ae( use as insecticide . . I

Key, Sothoron, and Gilbert H. Hicks, article on "Some Additional N<

d Testing".... 441

Kites, study of upper air . . ::l

Labor, animal and human, on farm, reduction of cost per unit of product.

.

I

cooperation and division necessary to success in flax industry
hand and machine, comparison 1

saving machinery, note on use in tea culture _

I' nited States Department, investigation of old and new processes .. 599
Laborers, farm, earnings in 1890 590
Labrador tea, substitute for tea in Alaska _

Lake regions, note on indigenous fruits 807
Lambs, use of skim milk . . . 519
Lamson-Sckibneii, F. , article on *

• Lawns and lawn making " 355
review of work of Division of Agrostology 160

Land-grant colleges and experiment stations 130
Lands in West, injury by excessive application of water 125
Larch, Western, range, characteristics, use, and suggestions for growing.. 653
Larks, horned, damage to newly sown wheat.. 352
Laurel, danger to animals 96
Lawes, Sir John B. , proof of uselessness of condimental feed 425
Lawn grasses, selection of varieties . 357, 360

making, amount of seed per acre, manner of seeding 363,364
preparation of land 356

Lawns and lawn making, article by F. Lamson-Scribner 355-372
mowing, use of turf, methods of removing weeds 365

Laws against forest fires, synopsis 1 59

on road building, notes .. 37:;.

Leaf blight, susceptibility of certain fruits 109
mildew of grape, experiment to prove origin 185

Le Due. Commissioner, remarks in annual report as to animal diseases 337
Legislation in this country regarding feeding stuffs 427

note on act of Congress for general inspection of live stock 2 18

Legumes, deep-rooted, mechanical effect on soil. . . 492
Leguminous crops, some disadvantages _

.

504
forage crops, article by Jared (i. Smith 487-508
plaids, use in securing Bupply of nitrogen in soil 299

Lemon and orange trees, need of more hardy varieties in citrus region 415
Lemons, estimate of losses in Florida by disease . 103

imports in 1858; notes on imports 321
limes, and oranges, and products, imports 323. 334

Libraries, distribution of publications 223
that receive Department publications 206

Library, contributions to agricultural literature; usefulness 222,223
the, article by W. P. Cutter, librarian 220-224

Lice, plant, importation in nursery stock. 537
Lime as fertilizer for red clover 493

bisulphide, use against insects (310

casein, notes on manufacture and use 523

necessity and use as element of plant food 302
wash, note on use for pear diseases. 185

Limes, lemons, oranges, and products, imports 323, 324
study in Department of diseases 110

a Liquors, tea, and coffee, consumption per capita, 1870-1897. 754

J Live stock and dressed meats, freight rates. Chicago to New York 757

on farms, value 26.3
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i ivorpool, I'Mii , -I. :. cotton, i K) and LW3
1
price

I ioc t t ret . rani • . i ban
v London butter mark- 1

.

ana pa< k« . 1

!

purple, preparai Ion and ose against i

ng-leaf pine, note on strength ........ 1

L >uisiana, commercial production of orange i

11. i|c on r,]n-rirS of ';r.i -is

varieties of wheat, oats, and corn for cultivation 116

weal her service for sugar interests
" Low " or storm center, relation of wind
Lung and ohlorotio diseases, use of whey. ... ....

Lupines, soils; poisons injurious to stocs
Lycoperdon, poisonous fungus, description, etc . ... 469

Machine and hand lain it. comparisons
Machinery, agricult oral, prooi of value by statistics

for seeding raisins, note... . . .. 818
labor-saving, lack in flax culture -

relation to increase in production of cotton -7.\

used in road making :;;

;

Machines, remarkable effect on agricultural production
Magnolia, range, characteristics, uses, and suggestions for growing
Maine, law for control of feeding stuffs

State college, results of study of milk as human food 512
Maize. (See Indian corn.

)

Malaga grapes, introduction into California c
.) 1 :

.

Malarial fevers, notes on xuevention by products of blue-gum tree 192
Mai di goinma, resistance of sour orange __ 417
Mallein, note on distribution 2?
Mammals and birds, economic relations

studies of food habits 121
Mango, note on introduction into United States 200
Manure, barnyard, discussion _ _ 687-689

enumeration of causes of losses 29(*>

germs of disease 301
plan for storage on farm 297

Manuring, necessity of weighing and record for satisfactory experiment. .

.

Maples, ashes, elms, and other varieties, characteristics and uses of wood.. G04
Maps, colored, of Biological Survey, value to farmer 119

distribution by Weather Bureau 27
%/ Market, butter, test for London . _ _

condition,-, knowledge required by farmer 2G0
for butter, relation of uniformity of supply 16

flax, lack in United States
^ note on variation of values of staple crops 115
Marketing cotton, cost
Markets, farmers', effect of chemical study of foods 82

foreign, agrarian opposition to American products: packages.. 271
relation of good roads 17G

v/ world's, for farmers 12
Marram grass from Gape Cod, note . 163
Marsh lands, drying by Eucalyptus plants 192
Massaclm xperiment) station, on adulteration of cotton-seed meal...

recent law for collection and analysis of feeding stuffs
road-improvement law

Meadow grass, rough-stalked, usefulness in lawn making ...

Meal and flour, study of composition 3G
Meat, condemned, disposal as fertilizer; use of Beal in marking . .

.

v/ inspection by Bureau of Animal Industry
aeral, undertaking of Congress

v proposed extension
* products, imports, quantities, and values, 189

^ Meats, cheapness or production in United States

v freight rates, by years .

note on value of maintaining trade bj insp<

Medical profession, use of Weather Burt tu ....
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[,C. \\.\ lew of work of Biological Survey for farmer LIS
past or •

rowth and on to withstand drought
Logical Boience, practical,

|
60

service in Weather Bureau, extension 81

tions, paid, of Weather Bureau, distribution and work 68
1 lish equivalents; notes . . - . <ni

an cotton-boll weevil, study ..

frontier, principal problems of animal quarantine
oranges, need of quarantine against orange frnit worm

Mexico, frnit inserts other than orange fruit worm .",46

number of animals imported and inspected 2 1

Mice, note on destruction by crow
Michigan, success of flax industry -

Micro-organisms, note on preparation of plant nutrition in soil

Microscope, use in study of fungous diseases . 108

Microscopic inspection of pork
for export 347

payment
Milch cows, best nutritive ratio

number, value, and average price
Mildew of grapes, experiment in Garden and Grounds to show origin 185

or blight, of potatoes, description 103

vine, danger to field pea in Middle and Southern States
Milk as human food, results of dietary studies at Maine State College 518

bitter taste, from alsike
classification of by-products 509
products, proposed inspection for export 23
results of studies at University of Tennessee of food value 513
skim (see also Skim milk) 510 528
sugar, manufacture from whey 525

price; tariff; use of waste at factories 526, 527
Millet from Chesapeake Bay islands, note 1C3
Miner's inch in irrigation, definition .......... 640
Minnesota, experiment in introduction of ash and box elder. 158

(Experiment) Station, report on feeding of calves 518
note on cooperative work in tree-planting 157

Mirror box for grass-seed tests, description 444
Mississippi flood of 1897 30

relation of floods to forestry 148
Valley, note on indigenous fruits 307

notes on crow blackbird, red wing, and yellowhead 345
property saved by flood warnings; losses . 66
seedling fruit in 1800 310

varieties of wheat, oats, and corn for cultivation 116
Mocker nut, range, characteristics, uses, suggestions for growing 660
Mohave desert, discussion of rainfall and soil moisture 433
Moisture conditions in soil, records and study 131

importance of conservation to staple crops in West 124
improvement in method of applying to soil 35
of soil, electrical method of determination 436

soils, normal variations; other notes . . 128
Monetary units, foreign, United States equivalents 672
Montana, description of soil samples 439

eastern, note on study of forage plants 166
note on cooperative work in tree-planting 157

Monthly list of publications, note as to issue 207
reports, dates of publication; character ... 211

Moore, Willis L. , review of work of Weather Bureau for farmer 59-76
Morels and truffles, description, etc 467
Morrill Act, notes on grant 136
Moseby's Prolific corn, adaptation to South 116
Mulberry, red, range, characteristics, uses, and suggestions for growing 662
Mules, number, value, and average price, by States. _. . . . 263, 733, 734
Mullein, woolly, extermination in Kentucky under direction of botanist... 96
Mushroom, common, description; summary of characteristic marks 456
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rooms, all other 1 Is, summary of rules for use of edible hdndi 109

dai tiiblance of se^ i ral

cription ol manner of growth
dim hrt ween cniiuiion Hpccies and poi

Mycelium, \i rowth <>i toad tool >, including inn 154

e fiber plant i, note <>n n1 llication

Fruits, cull Ivaf Lon

grapes, Qote on lisl - - - -

grasses, abundan ribution by Division of \ 161,102
for arid 166

N.ii ional Berbaiinn lishmenl id relation to 1 I 91

\\ • Review, publication of observaf on
Nature teaching in rural schools, note 884,285
Navel orange, note on production of 8 1 by crossing 890
Nectarines, notes on growth in orchard house 1 I

Nevada, description of soil samples
New England colonists, reports as to natr and nuts

complaints of red ringed blackbirds 848,849
time for seeding for lawn

New Jersey, building of experimental road 1

1

note on progress in road-building VTi

object-lesson roads. 878,874,876
New Orleans, packing and canning of figs. _ _ 817

value of flood warning in 1897 66
wholesale prices of cotton, 1892-1897 . 781

New York and Liverpool, average prices of cotton and wheat
appropriations for agricultural education among farmers.
Chamber of Commerce, declaration as to need of good roads ... 175
Experiment Station, note on crossing of Indian corn 105

object-lesson roads at Geneva.

.

376
offer by industrial society of premiums for linen thread 171

plan for university extension in agriculture
wholesale prices of cereals, hay. and cotton. 1892-1897 ... 727-

New Zealand flax, note on introduction into United States 199

Nicotiana, note on hybrids 393
Night soil, note on use in flax culture 474
Nitric acid, note as best food for agricultural plants 294
Nitrification of soil by micro-organisms, remarks 78
Nitrogen bacteria, need of inoculation. 491

fixing organisms, rules f < >r inoculation of soil 299
gathering by leguminous crops, note 488
liberation from manure as.cause of loss.

note as to form suitable for plant food 395
supply at minimum cosl .. . .. ._ 298

Nitrogenous manures, preservation ?'.»

Nixon bill for farmer's education, origin 283
North Carolina, average cost of fertilizers and profit on cotton. 599

infection of Texas f< ver from cattle 240
publication of list of ap 190
time for seeding for lawn.

North Dakota, description of soil samples 439
North (United States), dates of killing frost 618
Nursery stock as most dang rous way of importation * >f insects

investigation of diseases 109
Nutrients, summary (»1 uses 671
Nutrition of man. investigation by i >f Experiment Stations ill

study of relal i< "owth, productiveness, and health of plants. 1 1 1

Nutritive ingredients of rood, most important
ratio. d< finition

Nuts and fruits, P improvements by hybridization ... 419
nnt products, discussion and statistics

wild fruits in colonial tim
Newton, Isaac, noti< slue of weather and climati rations ...

Oak. chestnut, and walnut 154

Oaks and verbenas, not Ontaneous hybridization
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tinea! factories, per cent of hulk In fead
production and disposition 1 )7,by£M 711

experiments by Department in
.statist: i prodnction, and valne, by States ..

table showing a\ erage value and > ield

\ rietiee adapted to Bonth Carolina I Alabama, Mississippi,

Louisiana, and oentral Texas - 116

wheat, and corn, investigation of sones
tee value per acre, and prices, by States 719,721,734

Object-lesson method disseminating information regarding public roads. .

.

ids, interstate
ers, voluntary, in Weathei Bureau

increase in Weather Bureau i'^

reform in method of publication of observations 70

( )hio. notes on tobacco soils - - 137

Oils, almond, olive, cocoanut, statistics of imports, 1870-1897 330,336,

i Oklahoma, note on cooperative work in tree planting 157

Olive oil of California, superiority; imports and statistics. 330,331,332

trees, note on distribution from Experimental Gardens 1 98

( )lives and camphor as new crops . . . . 44

( hnaha Exposition, proposed trial of hemp and ramie machines 33

( tarange and lemon industries of California, protection by Entomologist 89

flowers, manipulation in hybridization. 387

fruit worm, Morelos, need of quarantine against Mexico, notes .. 542-51.")

groves, Florida, use of velvet beans: losses - - 504, 542

oil and peel, average annual imports 333, 334, 335

Oranges and lemons, and other citrus fruits, work of Gardens and Grounds. 188

need of more hardy varieties in citrus regions 415

estimate of losses in Florida by disease 103

experiments by Department - - 111

imports, values, 1893-1897 -

notes on early trade; imports 1800-1897 830
shipments from Mexico with reference to Morelos worm. 514

resistance of hybrids to disease 417

Orchard fruits, study of diseases by Department 110

grass, unfitness for lawn _ 358

house of Department, construction _
.

193

use of water as protection against frost _

.

64

Orchards and gardens, selection of site with reference to frost 63

vineyards, growth without rain or irrigation in California 436

Oregon, experiments with fla s ; interest in flax - 33, 485

mention of '
' Notes on plants used by Klamath Indians "

. 97

Owls and hawks, note on relation to agriculture _ _ 121

Oyster fungus, edible toadstool, description, etc 464

Pacific Coast compared with East as to rainfall 608

lack of indigenous fruits 305

note on olive culture 193
peculiar relation of wheat lands to water supply 432

y/ Packed meats, freight rates by years 596

Palms, cocoanut and date, introduction into United States 200

Pansies, hybrid, note on characters 410,418,419
Paraffin oil, use in destruction of Texas fever ticks on cattle 24

Parasites and parasitic diseases of animals, notes 255

Parasitic diseases, study of dissemination of germs Ill

Parasol fungus, chantarelle and fairy-ring fungus, description, etc 463

Paris green, preparation and use of insecticide .... 637

v Parliament, bill to prohibit importation of live cattle . . 246

Paspalu

m

, species, injury lawns . 366

Pasture grasses of New England, usefulness for farming turf 358
unsuitableness of alfalfa 394

Pastures in Rocky Mountain region, reclamation by use of native grasses.. 167

Patent flour, high grade composition 682

Pathological division, Bureau Animal Industry, work in vaccination 255

Pea, field, feeding value; flat, lack of merit 503, 504
Texas, growth and value as forage 508
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Peach, estimate of ,' m < cui |

maggot, Bermuda, notes on injury to crop; Importation 548
10

1

V\ i Iik1i.hi. introduction into Southern Stafc
1

I '. .nut uii -.i\." fraudulent aseofname . 1-1

Peanuts, notes on imports; Btatistii ports,
'

; ;i"

Poar diseases, treatment .

.

1 85
fruit borer, injuria on Life history
notes on d n orchard . 100
trees, experimental v< Gtardens and Grounds . 184

}' bus, B Leffer and Le Conte, adaptation to climate by hybridi LIS

varieties in earliest introduction into this country :ii"

Pecan, range, characteristics, usee, suj gestionsfor growing 661
Pennsylvania, now a on tobacco soil 187

object Lesson road at Warren .

Pheasant, Mongolian, or ring-necked, dami rain fields 852
Phosphatic slags, basic, use . ...82
Phosphoric acid and potash, necessity of supply in experiments for nitrogen
Phylloxera, production i<\' \ me capable of resistance
Pineapple fiber, study in Florida .....

note on production of seed by crossing 890
Pineapples, importB; cultivation in Florida

. :...

parts of United States suited by climate for cultn . .. 192
Pine, single species found in Alaska 561

white, note on growth and estimate of yield 151

Pines, growth on beach grass plantations at Provincetown. Mass l?.->

ranges, characteristics, uses, and suggestions for growing . 645
Southern, study by Division of Forestry. 150
usefulness for planting in arid regions 157

Plant breeding, notes on fixation of type (see also Hybrid) 408
study in Division of vegetable Physiology and Patholo_ lm;

utilization of hybrids . . . 383
diseases, estimate of losses in United States: treatment 103. 1 07
food, note on elements; note on study . 301. 302. 303

study of quantity by Division of Chemistry .. 78
growth, notes on physiological constant
lice, importation m nursery stock.
nutrition, note on experiments for farmer. 294
resources, native, investigation by Division of Botany. 07

Plantains, imports in 1872; import- 1880-1897 336
Planting fruits, distances , 680
Plants, agricultural, note as to best food

1 treeding of hardy sorts 414. 1 1

6

distribution of selected varieties by Department
elements in soil necessary to growth.
factors causing di 100
fungous diseases, study by Botanist
methods of hybridizing _.

of foreign fruits, introduction into this country
I

relation of soil conditions to development 134
treatment of fungous diseases 673- 1

Pleuro-pneumonia. fears of foreign governments of introduction
note on importation
problem, discussion . .. .

Plum, ground, manner of growth, range, and value a e

notes on disease in orchard
Plums and prunes, imports in 1831

note on excellence of early American varieties

Poisonous fungi resembling common mushroom, description ...

plants, investigation by Division of Botany
Pollination, experiment of Gtaertner with b

in hybridization of orange, notes
necessity with Smyrna fig in California

Polyporei, or tube-bearing fungi, discussion
Pomelo, suggestion for crossing with navel ora

Pomology, Division, annual review of work 51
organi. nd duti< B
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Pomology, Division review of work for farmer . ill

Pork, destruction of Ai trade bj European prohibition, n ••

in pic Inspect ion
ne don of inspection
prohibition of imp* bj oounti atinental Bun
cable showing quantities mici ally inspected.....
tra»h* in Europe, difficult! stablishment

Portugais Bleu, grape resistanl to phylloxera and chlorosis
ish and phosporic acid, need of supply for nitre en fixing experimei
bssium sulphide, formula for use as fungicide

Potato blight, manner of attack 102
increase m yield of Btaroh by hybridization 417

Potatoes, statistics of area, production, and value, l s i'»»'> 189? 7"
1

1

Prairies and plains, relation to tree planting . . - 156
Precipitation and temperature, diagras also Etainfallj

average, at principal Weather Bureau stations ... _ 017
normal, table by geographic districts. 1881 1896 616

Price of butter, comparison of quotations in England and United States. .

.

16
wheat, establishment at Liverpool. 278

Prices and production, agricultural, article by George K. Holmes '>'
i

values of farm products, discussion 591
farm, for principal agricultural products, Dec. 1, 1898 to 1897
of farm produ< ts, discussion of depressing influences . .

wholesale, of principal agricultural produces in leading cities 726
Printing fund, portion subject to order of Secretary of Agriculture. 206
Production and prices, agricultural, article by George K. Holmes
Products and capital, farm, increase 580
Protein, range in various feed materials 422-424
Provincetown, Mass., use of marram grass __ 173
Prune industry in California, note on growth. 120

introduction into Oregon 316
Prunes and plums, statistics of imports. 1830-1897; notes ... 315,316
Pruning, early suggestions by William Saunders .

.

181
observations on experiment with neglect in case of pear 184
occasional ill effects 102

Publications, annual review of work 52
direction by act creating Department 203
distribution to ,4 divisional " list 207

libraries 223
Division, organization and duties 621

review of work for farmer 204-220
early agricultural, notes 209
first divisional, notes
growing demand, cost 219, 220
hurtful restrictions . . .... 54
issued January 1 , 1897, to December 31 , 1897 G27-') 15

of Department as means of education . . 279
comparison of present with early expense .... 210

reprints for private indi vidua) s . _

.

55
table showing number issued in five years ending June 30, 1897. 53
total annual issue of Department 208
work of Department, development _ 208

Puffballs, poisonous fungi, description, etc . . . 468
Puget Sound, investigation of flax region . . 229

region, success of flax industry. 484
Pyrethrum, or insect powder, use against insects 639

table showing decrease of imports; growing in California 98,99

Quail, ravages on wheat fields in California . . 352
Quarantine against insects, national, proposed plan . 529

and inspection of imported animals 23, 250
use to control Texas fever 242

Quince, note on use as stock for pear 184
notes on disease in orchard - - 109

Rabbits, note on destruction by crow - 348

Rabies, investigations in Bureau of Animal Industry 24
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Kail transportation, average rates per
|

ermile, i

v, »r 1896

Railroad rates, freightand passenger, table bj years ....

transportation rated, bj classes of mercb indi e

Railroads, extension, effect on Improvement of land 678

Railway embankments, note on use of gra prevent washing 162

Rain, \ axial ion In amonnl - 615

Rainfall, amount aeoessaryin We I
•• also Precipb

and temperature for United States in 1897, by weeks ''''" , 697

relat ion to flax growing 177

reports in climate and crop service
temperatures, publication in National weather Review ... rO

areas easl of Rocky fountains tillable without irrigation 612

availability on different Boilsin United States 129

from storms from Southwest .
75

least, at sixteen stations, April to September 614

mean annual and seasonal, table for various Western points 488

of crop season, article by A. J. Eenry 60^

problem of distribution 188

protection from frost . .. - 64

quest ion as to inorease by forest 1 10

relat ion to underground water drainage.. 187

smallest seasonal to be expected 618

table of monthly and seasonal averages, April to September 00:

table showing mean annual and seasonal for several Western points 180

winter, peculiar use by certain Pacific Coast soils .

Raisin grape, investigation of disease in California 106

Raisins, imports; statistics . . 312,318
in California, note on growth of industry ... 120

Bavings by rain warnings in California .: 65

Ramie and hemp machine, proposed trial 33

flax and hemp, beginning of inquiry . .

investigations, direction in fiber office - - 230

note on propagation and distribution from Experimental Garden .. 199

Ranges, cattle, forage problems . . ... 42

of Northwest, causes of decrease in stock-carrying capacity ._ 1G8

Southwest, investigations by Division of Agrostology ... 170

Raspberry, note on hybridization with dewberry 393

Rations for feeding, comparison 488

Reading circle as means of rural education 293

Red clover, discussion of value as crop 492

Desert of Wyoming, discussion 109

Rust Proof oats, adaptation to Southern States 116

-winged blackbird, notes on range and habits 849

Redwood, range, characteristics, uses, and suggestions for growing 665

Registers (herd books), set in library 221

Reprints of documents for private individuals. 56

Reservations, forest, notes on extent, management, and laws 168

Resin wash, use against insects and fungous diseases 63

Retting of flj nigs, details 17

Rhode island, note on progress in road building 177

object lesson road at agricultural college, Kingston. :J?9

Rinderpest, note on danger of importation .. 266

r and flood service 01 Weather Bureau
Road building, convict labor ... .. -

construction, cooperative, progress.. 177

Inquiry, office, annual review of work 41

letter to agricultural colleges and experiment stations

review of work for farmer 175

Inquiries, Public, office, organization and duties

mat rly experiment on Department Grounds 202

obi- . 1 Less and wearing qualities

Roa reason of badness 176

ol son, article by Roy Stone
into ana national 380

wit trackway, cost of material per mil
Rocky Mountain n q, study of forage prol — 166

1 A.97
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plant 101

of met hods. . -

on fruit of reatricl ion [94

mention Of study of asphyxiation Ill

i rperiment in Garden and (J rounds to Bhow origin
bee, value for grazing in Texas - 171

Rusk, Secretary, adoption of Farmers' Bulletins for Department,* 15,216
an apples, review of introduction into United States ........ 189

pra llax culture, note 47"*

thistle, restraint of spread in California
usefulness in making lawns

note on crossing with wheat
statistics of area, production, and value, by States 710

Salmon, D. E., article on work of Bureau of Animal Industry for farmer
Salt determination in the soils 188
Sand-binding grasses, discussion l?;j

Sand dunes, growth of beach grass and young pines at Provincetown, Mass 175
use of lupines for reclamation . .

San Francisco, insect inspection not sufficient for all United States
rain warnings for raisin districts

i..wholesale price of wheat, 1892 1*97.
San Jose scale, study by Division of Entomology .. 86
Sault Ste. Marie, need of money for Weather Bureau building
SAUNDERS, William, review of work of Experimental Gardens and Grounds 180
Scab, Department efforts for eradication .

of sheep, danger of importation, cause and prevention 251
Scale insects, importation in nursery stock

method of use of hydrocyanic acid gas for destruction 638
on citrus fruits, remedy 188

peach and San Jose, probable origin 533
San Jose, investigation of spread 88

study by Division of Entomology. . . 86
Schools, analysis of enrollment with reference to agricultural education. . 289

of agriculture of high-school grade, need
ace, application to agriculture 291

natural, books in library . 832
Scientific agriculture, relation to progress in production 605

and technical publications, distribution _. 207
Scientists, Department, their work .. 12
Sclerodei ma ruhjare, poisonous fungus, description, etc 469
Scutch mills, share in flax industry 481
Sea Island cotton, notes on origin and on extension of growth and value. .. 117
Seattle, Wash. , method of lawn making . ... _

.

370
Second foot, in irrigation, definition 640
Secretary of Agriculture, approval of road making as object lesson ........

direction for investigation of forage plants L73

duties 619
letter asking reports of work from divisions 59
method of authorization of publications . 208
recommendation agricultural attaches abroad 274
relation to land-grant colleges 136
report $M>8
share of printing fund 206
summary of plans and policies of Department 58

Interior, relation to agricultural colleges 136
Sedges, usefulness for grazing in Texas 171

Seed bed for flax, i mportance of method of preparation 475
beet, distribution by Government 10
distribution, annual review of work 40

proposed advance 11

exchange, effect in tree planting 158
flax, effect of growing upon production of flax fiber . 478
for lawn grass, selection 362
grass, amount and cost per acre for leading varieties 670
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flax, profitable production Id United Stat • 172

pur.', investigation by l m\ ision of Botany and saving on pui 94

qnanl It u per acre for certain leguminov 1
. 502

selection as means of increase of i n far i ontenl of beel

tarrin a - protect ion b birds
i. • m article b) Gilbert B. Bicks and Sothoron Key th

Seedless plants, note aa to crossing
is, l hvision, organizat ion and dut lea l

rly suggestion of William Saunders foi

efforts to secure new and rare kinds 10

experiments in use In introduction oi •' climates 158

flower, difficulty of testing; suggestions for testing U9
germinating experiments in

i

152

introduction for proposed new industries io

methods adopted for testing different binds
of cinchona, distribution .... 188

dates, mangoes, and other imported plants, growth and ose 199

grasses, distribution by Division of Agrostology . . 161

Seedsmen lack of uniformity in ideas of types - ... 442

Seepage water in irrigation, danger and remedy
Self-fertilization, note on loss of vigor ... ... ...

Senators, use of Department publications .

Separator plan of creaming; milk, superiority... ... .. 511

Berradilla, note on growth in Pennsylvania 504

Sheep and cattle inspected for export 21

ante-mortem inspections, 1891-181)7. 90

danger from poison . . . . - . W
* bogs, and cattle, losses by disease in last census year

inspection for export _ - - - -

number inspected, 1891-1 897 250
value, and average price . -

seal), danger of importation from Mexico: prevention. . 251

.

eradication . 25

Silage, use of cowpea
Sisal hemp, note on introduction into United States 199

Sitka, soil in valley in vicinity. ..

Skim milk, discussion of utilization 511

for fowls and live stock 515
manufacture and use of new product "faracurd" . 528
money value in use as fertilizer

percentage of fat; composition 511

Slag foundation for road, cost 380
Slags, phosphatic, use 82

Smith, Jared G., article on " Leguminous forage crops "...

Smyrna figs, note on character; introduction 191, 318
Snow and ice charts, issue by Weather Bureau 68

Soaps as insecticides 640
Soil and climatic conditions, note on effect on varieties of plants.

drainage, relation to lawn making ......
conditions, relation to devi lopment 01 plants 134

effeci of growing various crops
elements of plant food
experiment on nitrification; elements of plant growth 39(

importance of problem of water supply . . 139

by washing in United Stat ct of forest . ...,. l it. l is

methods of improvement .. .

moisture and local distribution of Ion L3S
investigation by the Division of Soils

preparation of plant's food . ..... 294

problems, a >me int. resting, article by .Milton Whitney 129 1 10

restoration of fertility *

study of chemical composition and physical structure — ..... h
use of " catch crops "

to maintain supply.

.

Boils, Agricultural, Division, organization and duties
and subsoils of Alaska, m rchanica] analyst -

description of texture from samples from varipn
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work t<>r tanner

importance of arrangement of grata tb of plant rooti 101

im[»r»>\ ed method erimentu
influence of cultivation on water content 16

investigation of physical properties... 17

lines of investigation 'I

modifio ifion of methods of cultivation for Improvement
of Eastern States, comparison with Western oil

States, supply and use of rainfall

relation to water supply . _ - 137, i ; ;i

sail determination ... -

study of water content '•">

table of mechanical analyses for Western points—
typical, study in Division of Chemistry
variety in Eastern States, notes 135,126

aoran wheat, adaptation to southern California and Arizona
;lium, increase in BUgar percentage by efforts of Division of < "heinis!

Sour orange, introduction in Florida
resistance to nial di gomma, and crossing with sweej orange.. 417

nth Atlantic and Gulf States, table showing average precipitation

Carolina, table on cost of fertilizers and profit on cotton

Dakota, note on cooperative work in tree planting 157

study of forage plants .. 166

dates of killing frost -

1 . fit suited to lawn making
investigations of 1 >i vision of Agrostology 173

Southeastern States, advantage of plentiful rainfall 613

Southern cattle inspection - 31

study of Texas fever . 348

fever . ( Si r Texas fe ver.

)

pear culture, effect of introduction of Kieffer and Le Conte pears. 41G

States, betterment of forage crop by work of Division of Botany.
distribution of tea seed 195

improvement of apples . . .... 190

relation to agriculture of selection of crops \\ 1

uthwest, investigation of forage conditions by Division of Agrostology . VT
I hwestern States, origin of storms -

y bean, planting, cultivation, time of cutting, feeding value. 498

Spanish fever. (See Texas fever.)

Spartina glabra, note on use in binding shifting sands 175

Spawn of toadstools, manner of growth 434

cial agents abroad, need of Section of Foreign Markets 374

Sphagnum moss, effect on agricultural conditions in Alaska. 554

Spraying as protection against frost in orchards 64

Spruce, Sitkan, growth in Alaska 561

Spruces, description and notes on growth (see also Bastard spruces) 648

Stable manure, note on use for flax 474

State experiment stations, cooperative experiments in tree planting 156

Statistical agents, need of qualified men in every State 57

office, note on need 259

Statistics, agricultural and general, books in library 222

Division, annual review of work 56

influence work on equilibrium of supply and demand. 261, 205

organization and duties _ 620

review of work for farmer 258-270

proof of value; aim in work - - 268, 209

Steamer transportation rates for grain (on Mississippi) , 1877-1897 735

Steel trackways, use in road building ... 1 7^>

Steinpilz, edible toadstool, description, ete 466

Stock pens, need of disinfection 25

V raising, change of conditions in Northwest 168

yards, note on inspection of animals— 248

use of separate pens for Texas cattle as precaution against fever 242

Stockmen, opinion in early days as to cause of Texas fever 241

Stolley vetch , growth and" value as forage - 508

Stone, Roy, article on " Object-lesson roads ". - - 373
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Stone, Rot, review of work- for fanner of Offloeof Road Enquiry 175
Storm center, relation of wind ?:'.

rial stations of Weather Bnrean; warning!
warning and f< (recast sen Ice 8

storms, cyclonic, oanse "t heavy rainfall In Texas 617
Incepl Ion and moi ement 7~>

St. Lonis, method of lawn making 871

wholesale price of corn, oats, and wl
st. Lncie grass, value for lawns 861

Straw, canse of loss In manure; fertilizer for wheal
Max. use in pap* r making 17!)

Strawberry beetle ol Australia, notes on injuries 548
Street bw< epings, Inquiry as to use as fertilizer

soil, innu< nee on growth of grass and beauty of lawn 856
relation to availability of rainfall 129

•tropical fruits, study In Department of diseases 110
^/Sugar, average price of •< toffee A." and ai rage consumption, 18*] 754

Su it investigation by Division of Chemistry :'»?

possible increa e of sugar content by hybridization U8
Sugar I rpei iments io

growth without rain or irrigation < n certain California soils 433
Sugar cane, danger from frost 63

content of beets, relation to selection of beet seed
increase in fruits and vegetables by hybridization . . 11?

milk, grades and prices of product from whey 525 527

v outlooK for home supply for home demand 10
v values and quantities of imports by countries, 1898-1897.
Sulphide, potassium, formula for use as fungicide 676
Sulphur, use as insecticide........ .. 640

usefulness against bacteria on pear. 185
Summerville. S. (\. experiment in tea-culture. .. . 196
Sunflower, valuable results of study in Division of Chemistry 82
Superintendent of Documents, sale of Department publications .

.

Superphosphate, use as preservative of manure _ .. 688
* Swine, average price, number, and value (see also Hogs) ... 264, 733, 7:5.*)

Swingle, Walter T., and Herbert J. Webber, article on hybrids and
their utilization in plant-breeding . 388-420

Sycamore, range, characteristics, uses, and suggestions for growing tX-<

Sylviculture, publications relating to farmers . 148

Tallow weed, value as early forage in Texas . 1 72
Tamarack, range, characteristics, use, and suggestions for growing
Tamarinds, statistics of imports . . .. 319
Tanbark, waste of trees after removal 154
Tarring of seed as protection against birds ..

Taylor, William A., article on '"the fruit industry, and substitution of
domestic for foreign-grown fruits " 305-344

Tea, coffee, and liquors, consumption per capita, 1870 i^' 1 ? . 764
culture, experiment of Dr. Charles U. Shepard in South ( 'arolina .. . lit*). 196

Technical and scientific publications of Department, distribution. 207
Temperature and humidity, relation to soil moisture 133

moisture for tea culture 195
precipitation conditions by sections, diagrams.... goo
rainfall, relation to flax-growing

charts, kinds published by Weather Bureau 71

departures for l s<-»7 from normal, by sections and stations.. 700-709
extremes in arid regions and relation to tree-growing . 156

Tennessee, notes on t soils

Teosinte. note on introduction and usefulness
Testing flower seeds, table on methods
Texas, central, v.i i wheat, oats, and corn for cultivation 116

cyclonic storms from Gulf as canse of heavy rainfall .... 617
fever, danger of importation from Mexico; quarantine 243,

discussi a of work of Bnrean of Animal Industry
y regulal ion .

inspection and quarantine
prevention of Bpread by destruction of ticks 34

number of cattle inspected in non I area 21
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value a tches, and . l ;i

industry
rtureof soil, relation to availability of rainfall

tpe, remedy ted by William Saunders -

Tick, Southern cattle, discovery of relation toca 244
destruction for prevention of Texas fever

de lands, grass for holding
Timber physics and I y, remarks

supply, relation to tn e-planting for shelter and firewood
Toadstool, relationship to mushroom; not< 453,454
Toadstools, discussion of edible kinds other than mushrooms

edible, less important forms; notes 167

including mushrooms, edible and poisonous, Bummary of rules
Tobacco, failure of a variety to hybridize with other varieti 389

improvement in quality and flavor by cross-breeding __ 418
method of testing seed . . .

note on treat ea in library
results obtained by Darwin by cross-fertilization 118
soils, notes on studies; and types 1*27

statistics of area, production, and value, 1866 1897 -

use against grape thrips - i
v 7

value of frost and storm warnings .

weather conditions, 1897 .. 090
Tow mills, prices of Max straw . ...

Train oil, use against insects 639
Transportation as an influence in depressing prices of farm products 595

average freight rates per ton per mile, 1867-1896 i

v facilities, effect of improvement 177
*s of butter, improvements . IS

cattle, bad conditions and sufferings in early trade 2 16

regulations against Texas fever 242
rates, agricultural products: passenger 755
relation to development of orange industry 331

Tree planting, experiment with conifers on Nebraska sandhills 157

in arid regions; experiments at State agricultural stations . . 156
Trees and fruits, early suggestions as to pruning L81

broad-leafed, description, classes, etc 655-669
effect in increasing humidity of air; notes 146, 149
most important in forestry, list of one hundred _ _ _ 644-669
shade and ornament, study of diseases. 110
variation in development with varying periods of life; measurements. 151

Trichina?, alleged infestation of pork cause for prohibition of our pork 23 I

cause of prohibition of American pork by Germany _ 847
Trifoliate orange, note as to hardy hybrid 415
Truck and garden crops, study in Department 111

growing interests, weather service
soils of Atlantic coast, note on uniformity 126

True, A. C, article on "Popular education of the farmer in the United
States " 279-290

review of work of Experiment Station for farmer 135
Truffles and morels, description, etc 467
Tuberculin, distribution by Government 25

requirement of test of cattle from Canada . . . 251
Tuberculosis and hog cholera, efforts for control 25

efforts for protection and eradication 251, 254
Tulip tree, range, characteristics, uses, and suggestions for growing 663
Turf, continuous, character of grass necessary for formation 357, 358

method of fixing on slope to form terrace 364, 365
Turkish tobacco, use in cross breeding 419
Turpentine, effect of bleeding of tree on value of wood ..". 154

Underdrainage, effect on cultivation of red clover 492
usefulness in case of too much irrigation 133

y/ United Kingdom, importations of butter ; of horses 276. 277
University extension in agriculture, New York plan . . 283
Utah, r.ote on cooperative work in tree planting 157

study of forage plants 166
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[nation, study In T< nlatiou I

oine, use against black Leg or anthi tribution
Valleys, liabilit} to frosl From 1 1« »w of chilled air

Values and price i

' Carm product
Veal, feed in

. aote 51

B

\ stable Physiology and Pathology, Diyision, annua] review of work
invi ii'»

anizal inn :m<l duties

n view of work f< r

ids, preliminary tests by dealen in
V( stables and fruits, value of for* a raising I

early experiments on Department grounds
Velvet grass and vernal grass, damage to Lawn .. 861

Vetch, Dakota, value, cultivation, and chemical composition
Stolley, growth and value as forage . 172

Hilary division in Department, note on establishment ;.:;<

Vicia riliostt, method of testing seed -1H>

Vines, hybrid, Millardet on vigor (see also Grap< .

increased yield as result of treatment of diseases
Vineyards and orchards, growth without rain or Irrigation in California . 488

cooperative experiments in New York ..... .....
notes on relation to water supply in California ... 181

Virginia, extirpation of Texas fever in certain counties by picking off ticks

members of legislature, lesson from New Jersey road . 853
notes on tobacco soils .'_... 127
planting of cowpeas ... . . 496

Vitrified brick, note on use in road building . L78

Voluntary observer in Weather Bureau, work .6

farm labor: statistics . 586
Wagons, farm, problem of wide tires. . . . .

.

. 1 ?'.*

Walnut, black, range, characteristics, uses, and suggestions for growing..
Burbank's hybrid, notes 400,1111.111

Walnuts and filberts, notes on imports: statistics of imports, 18?"
Wash, resin, preparation and use against insects and fungi
Washington Navel orange, failure to fruit in Florida 180

State, description of soil samples. 439
investigation of flax region
time for Beeding for lawn making

"Water, cause of movement in soils 130. 136, 187
c< -ntent of soils, discussion
duty in irrigation, definition

injury by excessive use in irrigation . .... .... . 183
protection against frost in orchards
relation to soils . _. pj;

transplanting of turf
supply for stock on rangee ol Northwest, importance t<^

in soil, importance of problem
her and crop conditions, review, season oi L897

Bureau, classified! ii m of work
notes as to annual report; maps; Monthly Review
offices, locations
organization and duties

I
oition a- machine for handling crop information

principles of forecasting; notes; charts. . ;

report of chief on work for farmer
new of year's work

conditions, fa :ts used by forecaster in deductions
diagrams and tables, explanations

.

. . 691
forecasts, general distribution .

in Ala-lea. discussion
service, demands I osion

growth in value
Webber, Herbert J., and Walter T. Swinglj "Hybri

their utilization in plant breeding" 190
Weeds, means of reducing in Lawn

prevention of introduction into United Stat Lei law
seed, percentage of destruction by birds 35]
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Weeds, stu.ly by Division
twenty-five most harmful, list , . 641
value as t
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kbility of soil to endnre aroughl
me tn annua] and seasonal rainfall nts
table showing mechanical analyst

nearly trade with United State ... 810
Wheat, acreage, production, value, and disposition, for 1897, bySta

as in North Da ipplj and oseof rainfall

a\ rage prices in England, i(Ml to i
s '"'», by periods of yean

mparisonof total areas in United States and Argentina ..

condition necessary for growing on F -.tern farms r.M

crop of the world, 18 f, by COT Qtries 717
experiments by l department 1 1

1

farm prices, December 1, 1 ^9-i, to 1897, by States
fields, ravages of birds.

freight rates, by years ... ._

grasses of Northwest, note . . 161

usefulness in alkali soil of "Red Desert of Wyoming" 169
lands on the Pacific coast, peculiar relations to water supply
minor products, variation in content of protein
note on crossing with rye and barley ..

\/ establishment of price at Liverpool
notes on hybrid forms ...

oats, and coin, investigation of zones , _ 32
proposed experiment as to use of straw as manure
raising, use of large farms on Pacific coast and on Missouri River. _ 586

>ils of Atlantic coast, notes . . 137

statistics for Argentina, 1890 to 1*96

v of area, production, and value, 1866 to 1897 710
stem sawlly borer of Europe, discovery in New York State
table showing average value and yield _.

variations in prices; varieties for Southern States. 116
weather conditions, 1897 ...... 690
wholesale price in leading cities, 1892 to 1897

Whey for invalids, aid to digestion; products
from cheese factories, use in making milk sugar: other uses 52 I

White clover, usefulness Tor mixture with blue grass in lawns 359, 361

pine, study of growth 151

Whitewash and manufactures, use of skim milk 522
Whitney, Milton, article on ''Some interesting soil problems*' 429-440

review of work for farmer of Division of Soils 122

WlLEY, HARVEY W., review of work of Division of Chemistry for farmer . 76-84

Wi l.st >n, James, Secretary of Agriculture, duties and power 619
Wind-break, note on use for protection of orchards, cattle, and crops 140

effect npon frost 63

I ation to '
' high M and '

' low " weather areas
Wine and grapes, observation on American products by early explorers. . 305,308
Wines, imports, quantities and values, 1898-1897 742
Winterkilling of trees, study by Department - 110

Wisconsin Experiment Station, report of value of whey as hog feed. 525

instance of high profit in flax raising 484
University, courses for agricultural education 281

Women, teaching in domestic science. - 17, 19

Wood, consumption and waste 152 , 1 53

crop, adaptation to soil . - - 145
Wool, fluctuation in average price of medium washed clothing Ohio fleece. 594

manufacture, use of skim milk. 523

Wy< >ming, study of forage plants
:

166, 169

Y< arbook, establishing t in place of Annual Report - 217
need for increase in Department quota 55

distribution as means of education 280

Zoological laboratory, work for year * - - 26
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